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PREFACE

While teaching fluid dynamics to students preparing for the various Parts
of the Mathematical Tripos at Cambridge I have found difficulty over the
choice of textbooks to accompany the lectures. There appear to be many
books intended for use by a student approaching fluid dynamics with a view
to its application in various fields of engineering, but relatively few which
cater for a student coming to the subject as an applied mathematician and
none which in my view does so satisfactorily. The trouble is that the great
strides made in our understanding of many aspects offluid dynamics during
the last 50 years or so have not yet been absorbed into the educational texts
for students of applied mathematics. A teacher is therefore obliged to do
without textbooks for large parts of his course. or to tailor his lectures to the
existing books. This latter alternative tends to emphasize unduly the classical
analytical aspects of the subject. and the mathematical theory of irrotational
flow in particular, with the probable consequence that the students remain
unaware ofthe vitally important physical aspects offluid dynamics. Students,
and teachers too, are apt to derive their ideas of the content ofa subject from
the topics treated in the textbooks they can lay hands on, and it is undesirable
that so many of the books on fluid dynamics for applied mathematicians
should be about problems which are mathematically solvable but not
necessarily related to what happens in real fluids.

I have tried therefore to write a textbook which can be used by studen~ of
applied mathematics and which incorporates the physical understanding
and information provided by past research. Despite its bulk this book is
genuinely an introduction to fluid dynamics; tJ¥lt lis to say, it assumes no
previous knowledge of the subject and the material in it has been selected
to introduce a reader to the important ideas and applications. The book
has grown out of a number of courses of lectures, and very little of the
material has not been tested in the lecture room. Some of the material is old
and well known, some of it is relatively new; and for all of it I have tried to
devise the presentation which appears to be best from a consistent point
of view. The book has been prepared as a connected account. intended
to be read and worked on as a whole, or at least in large portions, rather
than to be referred to for particular problems or methods.

I have had the needs of second-, third- and fourth-year students of ap
plied mathematics in British universities particularly in mind, these being
the needs with which I am most familiar. although I hope that engineering
students will also find the book useful. The true needs of applied mathe-
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maticians and engineers are nowadays not far apart. Both require above all
an understanding of the fundamentals of fluid dynamics; and this can be
achieved without the use of advanced mathematical techniques. Anyone
who is familiar with vector analysis and the notation of tensors should have
little difficulty with the purely mathematical parts of this work. The book
is fairly heavily weighted with theory, but not with mathematics.

Attention is paid throughout the book to the correspondence between
observation and the various conceptual and analytical models of flow
systems. The photographs of flow systems that are included are an essential
part of the book, and will help the reader, I hope, to develop a sense of the
reality that lies behind the theoretical arguments and analysis. This is
particularly important for studentswh~ do not have an opportunity of seeing
flow phenomena in a laboratory. The various books and lectures by L.
Prandtl seem to me to show admirably the way to keep both theory and
observation continually in mind, and I have been greatly influenced by
them. Prandtl knew in particular the value of a clear photograph of a well
designed experimental flow system, and many of the photographs taken by
him are still the best available illustrations of boundary-layer phenomena.

A word is necessary about the selection of topics in this book and the order
in which they have been placed. My original intention was to provide
between two covers an introduction to all the main branches of fluid
dynamics, but I soon found that this comprehensiveness was incompatible
with the degree of thoroughness that I also had in mind. I decided therefore
to attempt only a partial coverage, at any rate so far as this volume is con
cerned. The first three chapters prepare the ground for a discussion of any
branch of fluid dynamics, and are concerned with the physical properties of
fluids, the kinematics of a flow field, and the dynamical equations in general
form. The purpose of these three introductory chapters is to show how the
various branches of fluid dynamics fit into the subject as a whole and rest
on certain idealizations or assumptions about the nature of the fluid or the
motion. A teacher is unlikely to wish to include all this preliminary material
in a course of lectures, but it can be adapted to suit a specialized course and
will I hope be useful as background. In the remaining four chapters the fluid
is assumed to be incompressible and to have unifonn density and viscosity.
I regard flow of an incompressible viscous fluid as being at the centre of fluid
dynamics by virtue of its fundamental nature and its practical importance.
Fluids with unusual properties are fashionable in research, but most of the
basic dynamical ideas are revealed clearly in a study of rotational flow of a
fluid with internal friction; and for applications in geophysics, chemical
engineering, hydraulics, mechanical and aeronautical engineering, this
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is still the key branch of fluid dynamics. I regret that many important
topics such as gas dynamics, surface waves, motion due to buoyancy forces,
turbulence, heat and mass transfer, and magneto-fluid dynamics, are
apparently ignored, but the subject is simply too large for proper treatment
in one volume. If the reception given to the present book suggests that a
second volume would be welcome, I may try later to make the coverage
more nearly complete.

As to the order of material in chapters 4 to 7, the description of motion of
a viscous fluid and of flow at large Reynolds number precedes the discussion
of irrotational flow (although the many purely kinematical properties of an
irrotational velocity distribution have a natural place in chapter 2) and of
motion of an inviscid fluid with vorticity. My reason for adopting this un
conventional arrangement is not that I believe the' classical' theory of irrota
tional flow is less important than is commonly supposed. It is simply that
results concerning the flow of inviscid fluid can be applied realistically
only if the circumstances in which the approximation of zero viscosity is
valid are first made clear. The mathematical theory of irrotational flow is a
powerful weapon for the solution of problems, but in itself it gives no
information about whether the whole or a part of a given flow field at large
Reynolds number will be approximately irrotational. For that vital informa
tion some understanding of the effects of viscosity of a real fluid and of
boundary-layer theory is essential; and, whereas the understanding was
lacking when Lamb wrote his classic treatise Hydrodynamics, it is available
today. I believe that the first book, at least in English, to show how so many
common flow systems could be understood in terms of boundary layers
and separation and vorticity movement was Modern Developments in Fluid
Dynamics, edited by Sydney Goldstein. That pioneering book published
in 1938 was aimed primarily at research workers, and I have tried to
take "the further step of making the understanding of the flow of real
fluids accessible to students at an early stage of their study of fluid
dynamics.

Desirable though it is for study of the flow of viscous fluids to precede
consideration of an inviscid fluid and irrotational flow, I appreciate that
a lecturer may have his hand forced by the available lecturing time. In the
case of mathematics students who are to attend only one course on fluid
dynamics, of length under about 30 lectures, it would be foolish to embark
on a study of viscous fluid flow and boundary layers in preparation for a
description of inviscid-fluid flow and its applications, since too little time
would be left for this topic; the lecturer would need to compromise with
scientific logic, and could perhaps take his audience from chapters 2 and 3
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to chapter 6, with some of the early sections of chapters 5 and 7 included.
It is a difficulty inherent in the teaching of fluid dynamics to mathematics
undergraduates that a partial introduction to the subject is unsatisfactory,
tending to leave them with analytical procedures and results but no in
formation about when they are applicable. Furthermore, students do take
some time to grasp the principles of fluid dynamics, and I suggest that
40 to 50 lectures are needed for an adequate introduction of the subject
to non-specialist students. However, a book is not subject to the same limi
tations as a course of lectures. I hope lecturers will agree that it is desirable
for students to be able to see all the material set out in logical order, and to
be able ·to improve their own understanding of the subject by reading,
even if in a course of lectures many important topics such as boundary
layer separation must be ignored.

Exercises are an important part of the process of understanding and
mastering so analytical a subject as fluid dynamics, and the reading of this
text should be accompanied by the working of illustrative exercises. I should
have liked to be able to provide many suitable questions and exercises, but
a search among those already published in various places did not produce
many in keeping with the approach adopted in this book. Moreover, the
published exercises are concentrated on a small number of topics. The
lengthy task of devising and compiling suitable exercises over the whole
field of I modern' fluid dynamics has yet to be undertaken. Consequently
only a few exercises will be found at the end of sections. To some extent
exercises ought to be chosen to suit the particular background and level of
the class for which they are intended, and it may be that a lecturer can
turn into exercises for his class many portions of the text not included
explicitly in his course of lectures, as I have done in my own
teaching.

It is equally important that a course of lectures on the subject matter of
this book should be accompanied by demonstrations of fluid flow. Here the
assistance of colleagues in a department of engineering may be needed. The
many films on fluid dynamics that are now available are particularly valuable
for classes of applied mathematicians who do not undertake any laboratory
work. By one means or another, a teacher should show the relation between
his analysis and the behaviour of real fluids; fluid dynamics is much less
interesting if it is treated largely as an exercise in mathematics.

I am indebted to a large number of people for their assistance in the
preparation of this book. Many colleagues kindly provided valuable com
ments on portions of the manuscript, and enabled me to see things more
clearly. I am especially grateful to Philip Chatwin, John Elder, Emin
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Erdogan, Ken Freeman, Michael McIntyre, Keith Moffatt, John Thomas
and Ian Wood who helped with the heavy task of checking everything in
the proof. My thanks go also to those who supplied me with diagrams
or photographs or who permitted reproduction from an earlier publica
tion; to Miss Pamela Baker and Miss Anne Powell, who did the endless
typing with patience and skill; and to the officers of Cambridge University
Press, with whom it is a pleasure to work.

G.K.B.
Cambridge
April 1967
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CONVENTIONS AND NOTATION

Bold type signifies vector character.
x, x' position vectors; Ixl = T

S = X - x' relative position vector
u velocity at a specified time and position in space; luI = q

DOn .. I 'ld" fh---- =a+u. v operator glvmg t le materIa erlvatlve, or rate 0 c ange at a
Dt t point moving with the fluid locally; applies only to functions of x and t

System

Rectilinear
Polar, two dimensions
Spherical polar
Cylindrical

Co-ordinates

x, y, z or Xl> X2' X,
T, (}

T, 0, if;
X, U, if; (u2=yl!+Z2)

Velocity components

U, v, w or U1> U2, U.

U, v or 14, Uu

U, v, w or Ur, UU, U~

U, v, w or UII:' UCT> U~

A = V. u rate ofexpansion (fractional rate ofchange ofvolumeofamaterialelement)
tal = V X u vorticity (twice the local angular velocity of the fluid)

1 (OUi OU/)e - - +- rate-of-strain tensor
i1 - 2 OXt OXj

9 scalar potential of an irrotational velocity distribution (u = Vif;)
B vector potential of a solenoidal velocity distribution (u = V x B)
1Jr stream function for a solenoidal velocity distribution;

(a) two-dimensional flow: B = (0,0, ljr)
oljr oljr 1 oljr 8ljr

U = --, v::::: - - or 14::::: - -, U - --oy ox T oe U - or
(b) axisymmetric flow:

ljr 1 oljr 1 oljr
cylindrical co-ordinates BA. ::::: -, U = --- - tl =- - -

Y' U II: U AU ' IT U ox
. ljr I oljr I oljr

polar co-ordmates BiP = -:--(j' Ur = l! • (j -(j-' ue = --'-(j-
T sm T sm a T sm 8r

n unit normal to a surface, usually outward if the surface is closed
oV, n oA, ox volume, surface and line elements with a specified position in space
C~T, noS, 81 material volume, surface and line elements
Uti stress tensor; utjnjoA is the i-component of the force exerted across the

surface element n SA by the fluid on the side to which n points
F =- V'l' conservative body force per unit mass
Inertia force (per unit mass) minus the local acceleration
Vortex-line line whose tangent is parallel to tal locally
Line vortex singular line in vorticity distribution round which the circulation

is non-zero
Books which may provide collateral reading are cited in detail in the text,

usually in footnotes. A comparatively small number of original papers are also
referred to, sometimes for historical interest, sometimes because a precise acknow
ledgement is appropriate, and sometimes, although only rarely, as a guide to further
reading on a particular topic. These papers are cited in the text as' Smith (1950)',
and the full references for both papers and books are listed at the end of the book.
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THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OF FLUIDS

1.1. Solids, liquids and gases

The defining property of fluids, embracing both liquids and gases, lies
in the ease with which they may be deformed. A piece of solid material has
a definite shape, and that shape changes only when there is a change in the
external conditions. A portion of fluid, on the other hand, does not have a
preferred shape, and different elements of a homogeneous fluid may be
rearranged freely without affecting the macroscopic properties of the portion
of fluid. The fact that relative motion of different elements of a portion of
fluid can, and in general does, occur when forces act on the fluid gives rise
to the science of fluid dynamics.

The distinction between solids and fluids is not a sharp one, since there
are many materials which in some respects behave like a solid and in other
respects like a fluid. A 'simple' solid might be regarded as a material of
which the shape, and the relative positions of the constituent elements,
change by a small amount only, when there is a small change in the forces
acting on it. Correspondingly, a 'simple' fluid (there is no one term in general
use) might be defined as a material such that the relative positions of the ele
ments of the material change by an amount which is not small when suitably
chosen forces, however small in magnitude, are applied to the material.
But, even supposing that these two definitions could be made quite precise,
it is known that some materials do genuinely have a dual character. A thixo
tropic substance such as jelly or paint behaves as an elastic solid after it has
been allowed to stand for a time, but if it is subjected to severe distortion by
shaking or brushing it loses its elasticity and behaves as a liquid. Pitch
behaves as a solid normally, but if a force is imposed on it for a very long
time the deformation increases indefinitely, as it would for a liquid. Even
more troublesome to the analyst are those materials like concentrated
polymer solutions which may simultaneously exhibit solid-like and fluid
like behaviour.

Fortunately, most common fluids, and air and water in particular, are
quite accurately simple in the above sense, and this justifies a concentration
of attention on simple fluids in an introductory text. In this book we shall
suppose that the fluid under discussion cannot withstand any tendency by
applied forces to deform it in a way which leaves the volume unchanged.
The implications ofthis definition will emerge later, after we have examined
the nature of forces that tend to deform an element of fluid. In the meantime

[ I ]



2 The physical properties of fluids [I. I

it should be noted that a simple fluid may offer resistance to attempts to
deform it; what the definition implies is that the resistance cannot prevent
the deformation from occurring, or, equivalently, that the resisting force
vanishes with the rate of deformation.

Since we shall be concerned exclusively with the kind of idealized material
described here as a simple fluid, there is no need to use the term further.
We shall therefore refer only to fluids in subsequent pages.

The distinction between liquids and gases is much less fundamental, so
far as dynamical studies are concerned. For reasons related to the nature of
intermolecular forces, most substances can exist in either of two stable
phases which exhibit the property of fluidity, or easy deformability. The
density of a substance in the liquid phase is normally much larger than that
in the gaseous phase, but this is not in itself a significant basis for distinction
since it leads mainly to a difference in the magnitudes of forces required to
produce given magnitudes of acceleration rather than to a difference in the
types of motion. The most important difference between the mechanical
properties of liquids and gases lies in their bulk elasticity, that is, in their
compressibility. Gases can be compressed much more readily than liquids,
and as a consequence any motion involving appreciable variations in pressure
will be accompanied by much larger changes in specific volume in the case
of a gas than in the case of a liquid. Appreciable variations in pressure in a
fluid must be reckoned with in meteorology, as a result of the action of
gravity on the whole atmosphere, and in very rapid motions, of the kind
which occur in ballistics and aeronautics, resulting from the motion of solid
bodies at high speed through the fluid. It will be seen later that there are
common circumstances in which motions of a fluid are accompanied by only
slight variations in pressure, and here gases and liquids behave similarly
since in both cases the changes in specific volume are slight.

The gross properties of solids, liquids and gases are directly related to
their molecular structure and to the nature of the forces between the mole
cules. We may see this superficially from a consideration of the general form
of the force between two typical molecules in isolation as a function of their
separation. At small values of the distance d between the centres of the
molecules, of order 10-8 cm for molecules of simple type, the mutual reaction
is a strong force of quantum origin, being either attractive or repulsive
according to the possibility of 'exchange' of electron shells. When exchange
is possible, the force is attractive and constitutes a chemical bond; when
exchange is not possible, the force is repulsive, and falls off very rapidly as
the separation increases. At larger distances between the centres, say of
order 10-7 or lo-scm, the mutual reaction between the two molecules
(assumed to be un-ionized, as is normally the case at ordinary temperatures)
is a weakly attractive force. This cohesive force, is believed to fall off first as
d-7 and ultimately as d-8 when d is large, and may be regarded, crudely
speaking, as being due to the electrical polarization of each molecule under
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the influence of the other.t The mutual reaction as a function of d for two
molecules not forming a chemical bond thus has the form shown in
figure 1.1.1. At separation do' at which the reaction changes sign, one mole
cule is clearly in a position of stable equilibrium relative to that of the other.
do is of order 3-4 x 10-8 em for most simple molecules.

From a knowledge of the mass of a molecule and the density of the
corresponding substance, it is possible to calculate the average distance
between the centres of adjoining molecules. For substances composed of
simple molecules, the calculation shows that the average spacing of the
molecules in a gaseous phase at normal temperature and pressure is of the
order of lodo, whereas the average spacing in liquid and solid phases is of
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Figure 1.1.1. Sketch of the force exerted by one (un-ionized) simple molecule on
another as a function of the distance d between their centres.

order do. In gases under ordinary conditions the molecules are thus so far
apart from each other that only exceedingly weak cohesive forces act
between them, except on the rare occasions when two molecules happen
to come close together; and in the kinetic theory of gases it is customary to
postulate a 'perfect gas', for which the potential energy of a molecule in the
force fields of its neighbours is negligible by comparison with its kinetic
energy; that is, a gas in which each molecule moves independently of its
neighbours except when making an occasional 'collision'. In liquid and
solid phases, on the other hand, a molecule is evidently well within the
strong force fields of several neighbours at all times. The molecules are here
packed together almost as closely as the repulsive forces will allow. In the
case of a solid the arrangement of the molecules is virtually permanent, and
may have a simple periodic structure, as in a crystal; the molecules oscillate
about their stable positions (the kinetic energy of this oscillation being part
of the thermal energy of the solid), but the molecular lattice remains intact
until the temperature of the solid is raised to the melting point.

t See, for instance, States of Matter, by E. A. Moelwyn-Hughes (Oliver and Boyd, 1961).
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The density of most substances falls by several per cent on melting (the
increase in density in the transition from ice to water being exceptional),
and it is paradoxical that such a small change in the molecular spacing is
accompanied by such a dramatic change in the mobility of the material.
Knowledge of the liquid state is still incomplete, but it appears that the
arrangement of the molecules is partially ordered, with groups of molecules
as a whole having mobility, sometimes falling into regular array with other
groups and sometimes being split up into smaller groups. The arrangement
of the molecules is continually changing, and, as a consequence, any force
applied to the liquid (other than a bulk compression) produces a deformation
which increases in magnitude for so long as the force is maintained. The
manner in which some of the molecular properties of a liquid stand between
those of a solid and a gas is shown in the following table. In the matter of the
simplest macroscopic quantity, viz. density, liquids stand much closer to
solids; and in the matter of fluidity, liquids stand wholly with gases.

Ratio of amplitude
of random thermal Type of

Intermolecular movement of Molecular statistics
forces molecules to do arrangement needed

solid strong ~ x ordered quantum

liquid medium of order unity partially quantum +
ordered classical

gas weak »x disordered classical

The molecular mechanism by which a liquid resists an attempt to deform
it is not the same as that in a gas, although, as we shall see, the differential
equation determining the rate of change of deformation has the same form
in the two cases.

1.2. The continuum hypothesis
The molecules of a gas are separated by vacuous regions with linear

dimensions much larger than those of the molecules themselves. Even in a
liquid, in which the molecules are nearly as closely packed as the strong
short-range repulsive forces will allow, the mass of the material is concen
trated in the nuclei of the atoms composing a molecule and is very far from
being smeared uniformly over the volume occupied by the liquid. Other
properties of a fluid, such as composition or velocity, likewise have a violently
non-uniform distribution when the fluid is viewed on such a small scale as
to reveal the individual molecules. However, fluid mechanics is normally
concerned with the behaviour of matter in the large, on a macroscopic scale
large compared with the distance between molecules, and it will not often
happen that the molecular structure of a fluid need be taken into account
explicitly. We shall suppose, throughout this book, that the macroscopic
behaviour of fluids is the same as if they were perfectly continuous in
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structure; and physical quantities such as the mass and momentum asso
ciated with the matter contained within a given small volume will be
regarded as being spread uniformly over that volume instead of, as in strict
reality, being concentrated in a small fraction of it.

The validity of the simpler aspects of this continuum hypothesis under the
conditions of everyday experience is evident. Indeed the structure and
properties of air and water are so obviously continuous and smoothly
varying, when observed with any of the usual measuring devices, that no
different hypothesis would seem natural.

When a measuring instrument is inserted in a fluid, it responds in some
way to a property of the fluid within some small neighbouring volume,
and provides a measure which is effectively an average of that property over

Variation due to
molecular fluctuations

Variation associated with
spatial distribution
of densit),

•Local' value of
fluid density

Volume of fluid to which instrument responds

Fieure 1.:1.1. Effect of size of sensitive volume on the density
measured by an instrument.

the 'sensitive' volume (and sometimes also over a similar small sensitive
time). The instrument is normally chosen so that the sensitive volume is
small enough for the measurement to be a 'local' one; that is, so that further
reduction of the sensitive volume (within limits) does not change the reading
of the instrument. The reason why the particle structure of the fluid is
usually irrelevant to such a measurement is that the sensitive volume that
is "small enough for the measurement to be 'local' relative to the macro
scopic scale is nevertheless quite large enough to contain an enormous
number of molecules, and amply large enough for the fluctuations arising
from the different properties of molecules to have no effect on the observed
average. Of course, if the sensitive volume is made so small as to contain only
a few molecules, the number and kind of molecules in the sensitive volume
at the instant of observation will fluctuate from one observation to another
and the measurement will vary in an irregular way with the size of the sensi
tive volume. Figure 1.2.1 illustrates the way in which a measurement of
density of the fluid would depend on the sensitive volume of the instrument.
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We are able to regard the fluid as a continuum when, as in the figure, the
measured fluid property is constant for sensitive volumes small on the
macroscopic scale but large on the microscopic scale.

One or two numbers will indicate the great difference between the length
scale representative of the fluid as a whole and that representative of the
particle structure. For most laboratory experiments with fluids, the linear
dimensions of the region occupied by the fluid is at least as large as 1 em
and very little variation of the physical and dynamical properties of the fluid
occurs over a distance of 10.-3 em (except perhaps in special places such as in
a shock wave); thus an instrument with a sensitive volume of 10-9 cm3 would
give a measurement of a local property. Small though this volume is, it
contains about 3 x 1010 molecules of air at normal temperature and pressure
(and an even larger number of molecules of water) which is large enough, by
a very wide margin, for an average over the molecules to be independent of
their number. Only under extreme conditions of low gas density, as in the
case of flight of a missile or satellite at great heights above the earth's surface,
or ofvery rapid variation of density with position, as in a shock wave, is there
difficulty in choosing a sensitive volume which gives a local measurement
and which contains a large number of molecules.

Our hypothesis implies that it is possible to attach a definite meaning to
the notion of value' at a point' of the various fluid properties such as density,
velocity and temperature, and that in general the values of these quantities
are continuous functions of position in the fluid and of time. On this basis
we shall be able to establish equations governing the motion of the fluid
which are independent, so far as their form is concerned, of the nature of the
particle structure-so that gases and liquids are treated together-and
indeed, independent of whether any particle structure exists. A similar
hypothesis is made in the mechanics of solids, and the two subjects together
are often designated as continuum mechanics.

Natural though the continuum hypothesis may be, it proves to be difficult
to deduce the properties of the hypothetical continuous medium that moves
in the same way as a real fluid with a given particle structure. The methods
of the kinetic theory of gases have been used to establish the equations
determining the' local' velocity (defined as above) of a gas, and, with the
help of simplifying assumptions about the collisions between molecules, it
may be shown that the equations have the same form as for a certain con
tinuous fluid although the values of the molecular transport coefficients (see
§1.6) are not obtained accurately. The mathematical basis for the continuum
treatment of gases in motion is beyond our scope, and it is incomplete for
liquids, so that we must be content to make a hypothesis. There is ample
observational evidence that the common real fluids, both gases and liquids,
move as if they were continuous, under normal conditions and indeed for
considerable departures from normal conditions, but some of the properties
of the equivalent continuous media need to be determined empirically.
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1.3. Volume forces and surface forces acting on a fluid
It is possible to distinguish two kinds of forces which act on matter in

bulk. In the first group are long-range forces like gravity which decrease
slowly with increase of distance between interacting elements and which are
still appreciable for distances characteristic of natural fluid flows. Such
forces are capable of penetrating into the interior of the fluid, and act on all
elements of the fluid. Gravity is the obvious and most important example,
but two other kinds of long-range force of interest in fluid mechanics are
electromagnetic forces, which may act when the fluid carries an electric
charge or when an electric current passes through it, and the fictitious forces,
such as centrifugal force, which appear to act on mass elements when
their motion is referred to an accelerating set of axes. A consequence of the
slow variation of one of these long-range forces with position of the element
of fluid on which it is acting is that the force acts equally on all the matter
within a small element of volume and the total force is proportional to the
size ofthevolume element. Long-range forces may thus also be called volume
or body forces.

When writing equations of motion in general form, we shall designate the
total of all body forces acting at time t on the fluid within an element of
volume 8V surrounding the point whose position vector is x by

F(x, t)p8V;

the factor p has been inserted because the two common types of body force
per unit volume-gravity and the fictitious forces arising from the use of
accelerating axes-are in fact proportional to the mass of the element on
which they act. In the case of the earth's gravitational field the force per unit
mass IS F = g,

the vector g being constant in time and directed vertically downwards.
In the second group are short-range forces, which have a direct molecular

origin, decrease extremely rapidly with increase of distance between inter
acting elements, and are appreciable only when that distance is of the order
of the separation of molecules of the fluid. They are negligible unless there
is direct mechanical contact between the interacting elements, as in the case
of the reaction between two rigid bodies, because without that contact none
of the molecules of one of the elements is sufficiently close to a molecule of
the other element. The short-range forces exerted between two masses of
gas in direct contact at a common boundary are due predominantly to trans
port of momentum across the common boundary by migrating molecules.
In the case of a liquid the situation is more complex because there are con
tributions to the short-range or contact forces from transport of momentum
across the common boundary by molecules in oscillatory motion about some
quasi-stationary position and from the forces between molecules on the two
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sides of the common boundary; both these contributions have large magni
tude, but they act approximately in opposite directions and their resultant
normally has a much smaller magnitude than either. However, as already
remarked, the laws of continuum mechanics do not depend on the nature of
the molecular origin of these contact forces and we need not enquire into the
details of the origin in liquids, at this stage.

If an element of mass of fluid is acted on by short-range forces arising
from reactions with matter (either solid or fluid) outside this element, these
short-range forces can act only on a thin layert adjacent to the boundary of
the fluid element, of thickness equal to the' penetration' depth of the forces.
The total of the short-range forces acting on the element is thus determined
by the surface area of the element, and the volume of the element is not
directly relevant. The different parts of a closed surface bounding an
element of fluid have different orientations, so that it is not useful to specify
the short-range forces by their total effect on a finite volume element of
fluid; instead we consider a plane surface element in the fluid and specify
the local short-range force as the total force exerted 'on the fluid on one side
of the element by the fluid on the other side. Provided the penetration depth
of the short-range forces is small compared with the linear dimensions of
the plane surface element, this total force exerted across the element will be
proportional to its area 8A and its value at time t for an element at position x
can be written as the vector E(n,x,t)8A, (1.3.2)
where n is the unit normal to the element. The convention to be adopted
here is that E is the stress exerted by the fluid on the side of the surface ele
ment to which n points, on the fluid on the side which n points away from;
so a normal component of E with the same sense as n represents a tension.

The force per unit area, E, is called the local stress. The way in which it
depends on n is determined below. The force exerted across the surface
element on the fluid on the side to which n points is of course - E(n, x, t) 8A,
and since this is also the force represented by E( - n, x, t) 8A we see that E
must be an odd function of n.

In chapter 3 we shall formulate equations describing the motion of a
fluid which is subject to long-range or body forces represented by (1.3. I) and
short-range or surface forces represented by (1.3.2). Forces of these two
kinds act also on solids, and their existence is perhaps more directly evident
to the senses for a solid than for a fluid medium. In the case of a solid body
which is rigid, only the short-range forces acting at the surface of the body
(say, as a result of mechanical contact with another rigid body) are relevant,
and it is a simple matter to determine the body's motion when the total body
force and the total surface force acting on it are known. When the solid body
t Unless the element is chosen to have such small linear dimensions that the short-range

forces exerted by external matter are still significant at the centre of the element; but
the clement would then contain only a few molecules at most, and representation of the
fluid as a continuum would not be possible.
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is deformable, and likewise in the case of a fluid, the different material
elements are capable of different movements, and the distribution of the
body and surface forces throughout the matter must be considered; more
over, both the body and surface forces may be affected by the relative motion
of material elements. The way in which body forces depend on the local
properties of the fluid is evident, at any rate in the cases of gravity and the
fictitious forces due to accelerating axes, but the dependence ofsurface forces
on the local properties and motion of the fluid will require examination.

b

c

Representation of surface forces by the stress tensor

Some information about the stress E may be deduced from its definition
as a force per unit area and the law of motion for an element of mass of the
fluid. First we determine the dependence ofE on the direction of the normal
to the surface element across which it acts.

Consider all the forces acting instan
taneously on the fluid within an element
ofvolume 8V in the shape of a tetrahedron
as shown in figure 1.3.1. The three ortho
gonal faces have areas 8A1, 8A2, 8As, and
unit (outward) normals - a, - b, -c, and
the fourth inclined face has area 8A and
unit normal n. Surface forces will act on
the fluid in the tetrahedron across each of
the four faces, and their sum is

E(n)8A+E( -a)8A1

+E( - b)8A2 +E( -c)8As;

Figure 1.3.1. A volume element in the
shape o,f a tetrahedron with three
orthogonal faces.

the dependence of E on x and t is not displayed here, because these variables
have the same values (approximately, in the case of x) for all four contribu
tions. In view of the orthogonality of three of the faces, three relations like

8A1 = a.n8A

are available, and the i-component of the sum of the surface forces can
therefore be written as

Now the total body force on the fluid within the tetrahedron is propor
tional to the volume 8V, which is of smaller order than 8A in the linear

t The suffix notation for vector components has been used here, with the usual convention
of vector and tensor analysis that terms containing a repeated suffix are to be regarded
as summed over all three possible values of the suffix. Both the suffix form and the
representation in bold-face type without suffixes will be used for vectors in this book,
the choice being made usually with an eye to neatness of the formulae.
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dimensions of the tetrahedron. The mass of the fluid in the tetrahedron is
also of order 8V, and so too is the product of the mass and the acceleration
of the fluid in the tetrahedron, provided that both the local density and
acceleration are finite. Thus if the linear dimensions of the tetrahedron are
made to approach zero without change of its shape, the first two terms of the
equation

mass x acceleration = resultant of body forces +resultant of surface forces

approach zero as 8V, whereas the third term apparently approaches zero only
as 8A. In these circumstances the equation can be satisfied only if the
coefficient of 8A in (1.3.3) vanishes identically (with the implication
that information about the resultant surface force on the element requires a
higher degree of approximation which takes account of the difference
between the values of:t at different positions on the surface of the element),. .
glvmg

Thus the component of stress in a given direction represented by the suffix i
across a plane surface element with an arbitrary orientation specified by the
unit normal n is related to the same component of stress across any three
orthogonal plane surface elements at the same position in the fluid in the
same way as if it were a vector with orthogonal components ~~(a), ~~(b),

:E~(c).

The vectors nand E do not depend in any way on the choice of the axes
of reference, and the expression within curly brackets in (1.3.4) must repre
sent th.e (i,j)-component of a quantity which is similarly independent of the
axes. In other words the expression within curly brackets is one component
of a second-order tensor,t (T# say, and

:E~(n) = (T~ini' (1·3·5)

(Tii is the i-component of the force per unit area exerted across a plane
surface element normal to the j-direction, at position x in the fluid and at
time t, and the tensor of which it is the general component is called the stress
tensor. Specification of the local stress in the fluid is now provided by (T~i'

which is independent of n, in place of E(n).
A similar argument can be used to demonstrate that the nine components

of the stress tensor are not all independent. This time we consider the
moments of the various forces acting on the fluid within a volume V of
arbitrary shape. The i-component of the total moment, about a point 0

t A general familiarity with the elementary properties of tensors will be assumed in this
book. Only Cartesian tensors (that is, tensors for which the suffixes denote components
with respect to rectangular co-ordinate axes) will be used. Two special tensors which
will appear often are the Kronecker delta tensor Bi/, such that Bil = I when i = i and
8u = 0 when i 9= i, and the alternating tensor 6i/lc, with value zero unless i. i. k are all
different, in which case the value is + I or - I according as i, i. k are or are not in
cyclic order.
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within this volume, exerted by the surface forces at the boundary of the
volume is f

ei,ikri uklnl dA ,

where r is the position vector of the surface element n8A relative to O.
This integral over a closed surface can be transformed by the divergence
theorem to the volume integral

J 8(rl Ukl) dV
ei,Jk ~l '

If now the volume V is reduced to zero in such a way that the configuration
made up of the boundary of the volume and the fixed point 0 retains the
same shape, the first term on the right-hand side of (1.3.6) becomes small
as V whereas the second term approaches zero more quickly as Vi. The
total moment about 0 exerted on the fluid element by the body forces is
clearly of order Vi when V is small,t and so too is the rate of change of the
angular momentum of the fluid instantaneously in V. Thus Jei,ik ukidV is
apparently of larger order in V than all the other terms in the moment
equation, and as a consequence it must be identically zero. This is possible
for all choices of the position of 0 and the shape of V, when u'i is continUous
in x, only if

everywhere in the fluid; for if e'ik Uki were non-zero in some region of the
fluid, we should be able to choose a small volume V for which the integral is
non-zero, giving a contradiction.! The relation (1.3.7) shows that the stress
tensor is symmetrical, that is, u'i = u", and has only six independent
components.

The three diagonal components of Uii are normal stresses in the sense that
each of them gives the normal component of surface force acting across a
plane surface element parallel to one of the co-ordinate planes. The six non
diagonal components of ui,j are tangential stresses, sometimes also called
shearing stresses, since in both fluids and solids they are set up by a shearing
motion or displacement in which parallel layers of matter slide relative to
each other. Figure 1.3.2 shows the first approximation to the various surface
forces acting in the (Xl' x2)-plane on a small rectangular element with sides
8xI and 8x2 and unit depth in the xa-direction; the components of the stress
do not have exactly the same values on opposite sides of the rectangle, and
the differences, of order 8xI or 8x2, will need to be taken into account when
the equation of motion of an element of fluid is formulated.

It is always possible to choose the directions of the orthogonal axes of
reference so that the non-diagonal elements of a symmetrical second-order

t In the absence of any •body couple' of order V. like the couple exerted on a polarized
dielectric medium by an imposed electric field.

t This deduction about the integrand of an integral which is zero for all choices of the
range of integration will be needed often, for volume. surface and line integrals.
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tensor are all zero. Referred to such principal axes of the stress tensor O'ij at
a given point x, the diagonal elements of the stress tensor become principal
stresses, 0'~1' U~2' U~3 say; and it is a well-known property of second-order
tensors that changes of directions of orthogonal axes of reference leave the
sum of the diagonal elements unchanged, so that

Relative to these new axes the components of the force per unit area acting
across an element of area with normal (ni, n~, n~) are

Figure 1.3.a. The surface forces acting on a rectangular
element of fluid of unit depth.

A normal stress uil acting across an element normal to the first of the new
axes corresponds to a state of tension (or compression if O'h is negative) in the
direction of that axis, and similarly for 0'~2 and O'~. Thus the general state
of the fluid near any given point may be regarded as a superposition of ten
sions in three orthogonal directions.

The stress tensor in a fluid at rest

We have defined a fluid as being unable to withstand any tendency by
applied forces to deform it without change of volume. This definition has
consequences for the form of the stress tensor in a fluid at rest. To see this,
consider the surface forces exerted on the fluid within a sphere by the sur
rounding fluid, the radius of the sphere being small so that 0'# is approxi
mately uniform over the surface. We choose axes coinciding (locally) with
principal axes of uij, and take the further step of writing the stress tensor,
which now has zero non-diagonal elements, as the sum of the two tensors

o 0) (0'~1 - !O'i" 0 0)
lUii 0 and 0 U~2 -lUi" ,0 . (1.3.9)

o lUii 0 0 O'sa-lUi"

The first of these tensors has spherical symmetry, or isotropy, and the
corresponding contribution to the force per unit area exerted on the surface
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of the sphere at a point where the normal is n is !u"n. This uniform com
pression (for the sign of iu" is usually negative) of the fluid in the sphere
tends to change its volume and can certainly be withstood by the fluid in
the sphere while at rest.

The second of the tensors in (1.3.9) is the departure of the stress tensor
from an isotropic form. The diagonal elements of this tensor have zero sum,
in view of (1.3.8), and thus represent normal stresses of which at least one is
a tension and at least one a compression. The corresponding contribution
to the force per unit area exerted on the surface of the sphere at a point where
the normal vector is (n~, n~, n~) has components (relative to the new axes)

In other words, the sphere is embedded in fluid which is in a state of uniform
tension in the direction of one axis, together with uniform compression in
the (orthogonal) direction of another axis, and uniform tension or com
pression in the third orthogonal direction (the algebraic sum of the three

(a)

I ~ ! IJ1-0-- -- -- --. -- -...
tttftf

(h)

Figure 1.3.3. Two contributions to the stress at the surface of a spherical element of fluid;
(a) an isotropic compression, and (b) uniform tension in the direction of one principal axis
of the stress tensor together with uniform compression in the direction of another principal
axi•.

tensions and compressions being zero), as indicated in figure 1.3.3. This
second contribution thus tends to deform the spherical element of fluid into
an ellipsoid, without any necessary change ofvolume; nor can this deforming
surface force be balanced by any volume force on the fluid, because the
latter is of a different order of magnitude in the small volume of the spherical
element. The spherical element of fluid cannot withstand such a tendency
to deform it by applied forces (that is, by forces due to agencies external to
the element), so that a state of rest is not compatible with the existence of
non-zero values of any of the force components (1.3.10). Hence, in a fluid
at rest, the principal stresses Uil' U~2' U~3 are all the same and equal to lUH'
at all points in the fluid; that is, the stress tensor in a fluid at rest is every
where isotropic, all orthogonal axes of reference are principal axes for the
stress tensor, and only normal stresses act.
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Fluids at rest are normally in a state of compression, and it is therefore
convenient to write the stress tensor in a fluid at rest as

(1.3.11)

JpFdV,

where p (= -100",,) may be termed the static-fluidpreslUret and is in general
a function of x.

It follows that in a fluid at rest the contact force per unit area exerted
across a plane surface element in the fluid with unit normal n is - pn, and
is a normal force of the same magnitude for all directions of the normal n at
a given point. This well-known property of the static-fluid pressure, of
,acting equally in all directions', is often established as a consequence of an
assumption that in a fluid at rest the tangential stresses are zero; the argu
ment is simply a consideration of the balance of forces on an element of
fluid of simple geometrical shape, such as the tetrahedron with three
orthogonal faces! or a portion of a cylinder with one plane section normal
to the generators and one inclined to them. An assumption that tangential
stresses are zero in a fluid at rest is reasonable, for in the absence of any
bulk motion it seems unlikely that the random molecular configuration and
motion could have any statistical directional preferences, in which event
the reaction due to molecular forces and flux of momentum across a surface
element would be purely normal. However, it seems preferable to derive
the properties of the stress tensor in fluid at rest from the more primitive
assertion that fluids cannot withstand any attempt to change their shape.

1.4. Mechanical equilibrium of a fluid
A rigid body is in equilibrium when the resultant force and the resultant

couple exerted on it by external agencies are both zero. The conditions for
equilibrium of a fluid are less simple, because the different elements of fluid
can move relative to each other and must separately be in equilibrium.

The forces acting on any given portion of fluid are, as stated in the
previous section, volume forces due to external agencies and surface forces
exerted across the boundary by the surrounding matter. These volume and
surface forces must balance if the fluid is to remain at rest. In the notation of
the previous section, the total body force acting on the fluid lying within
a volume Vis

in which both p and F may be functions of position in the fluid. The total

t The term hydrostatic pressure is often used, but the implied association with water has
only historical justification and may be misleading. The terms C hydrodynamics' and
•aerodynamics' are likewise unnecessarily restrictive, and are being superseded by the
more general term •fluid dynamics'.

t Put 1:i(n) = "i1:(n), 1:i(a) = oi1:(a), etc., in (1.3.4) and then take the scalar product of
both sides of the equation with a, b, and c in tum.
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contact force exerted by the surrounding matter at the surface A bounding
the volume V (when the fluid is at rest) is

- fpndA,

in which p is also in general a function of the position vector x and n is the
unit outward normal to the surface A. This latter integral may be trans
formed to an integral over the volume V by the analogue of the divergence
theorem for a scalar quantity, giving - fVp dV. Hence a necessary condition
for equilibrium of the fluid is that

f(pF - Vp)dV = 0, (1.4. 1)

for all choices of the volume V lying entirely in the fluid, which is possible
only if the integrand itself (assumed to be continuous in x) is zero everywhere
in the fluid. The necessary condition for equilibrium is then that

pF = Vp (1.4.2)
everywhere in the fluid.

If (1.4.1) holds for all choices of V, the resultant force on each element of
the fluid is zero. Moreover, our use of a SYmmetrical stress tensor ensures
that the couple on each volume element of fluid is zero, so that when (1.4.2)
is satisfied the resultant couple on the fluid within a volume V of arbitrary
shape and size is zero (in the absence of any body couple acting on the fluid),
as may be verified directly. Equation (1.4.2) is therefore the necessary and
sufficient condition for the fluid to be in equilibrium. In the case of a solid,
for which the tangential stresses are not necessarily zero, the corresponding
condition is an equation like (1.4.2) in which the (i-component of the) right
hand side has the more general form - O(T'l//oxi'

The restriction imposed by equation (1.4.2) lies in the fact that only for
certain distributions ofp and F, viz. those for which pF (the body force per
unit volume) can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar quantity, does there
exist a pressure distribution satisfying (1.4.2). When the distribution of pF
does have the form required for equilibrium, p is constant over any surface
which is everywhere normal to the body force.

The nature of the restriction on p and F takes a more specific form in the
common case in which the body force per unit mass (F) represents a con
servative field and can be written as - V'l', where 'l' is the potential energy
per unit mass associated with this field. In this case the condition for

equilibrium is -pV'l' = Vp, (1.4.3)

or, on taking the curl of both sides,

(Vp) x (V'l') = o.

Thus the level-surfaces ofp and 'l' must coincide, and, when this condition
is satisfied, these are also the level surfaces ofp and we may write

dp/d'Y = -pry).
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The particular case in which V'Y has the same direction everywhere, so
that 'Y, p and p are constant on each one of a family of parallel planes, occurs
in discussions of the earth's atmosphere.

The density of an element of fluid may be affected by the pressure to
which it is subjected, and also by other factors, so that further discussion
of the implications of (1.4.3) requires information about p. However, in a
case in which the fluid has uniform density p, the solution of (1.4.3) is simply

p = Po-p'Y, (1·4·5)
where Po is a constant.

A body 'floating' in fluid at rest
The common notion of floating relates to a rigid body partially immersed

at a horizontal free surface of liquid at rest under gravity, but the term may
be used more generally. A body may be said to float when it is wholly
immersed in fluid (some of the fluid may be liquid and some gaseous, giving
partial immersion in everyday terminology) and both it and the fluid are at
rest under the action of volume forces.

The primary result for a floating body is Archimedes' theorem, which is
usually stated and proved for the case of a body supported by the buoyancy
force due to the action of gravity on a uniform liquid. This is the most
important field of application of the theorem, but the additional generality
of the form of the theorem to be established here has some value. Suppose
that a body of volume V and bounding surface A is immersed in fluid and
that the body and the fluid are at rest. The resultant force on the body due
entirely to the presence of the fluid is

- fPDdA,
where D is the outward normal to the body surface. The pressure p in the
fluid is determined by the equilibrium relation (1.4.2), and, taking our cue
from the conventional form of Archimedes' theorem, we wish to use (1.4.2)
to express this resultant surface force in terms of the total volume force on
fluid which in some sense is able to take the place of the body. We need to
know how fluid can replace the body without disturbing the equilibrium
and without changing conditions in the surrounding fluid.

A definite answer may be given in a case in which F = - V'Y and'Y is a
prescribed function of position in space. The level surfaces of '¥ may be
continued through the region occupied by the body, and the uniform value
that the density p must have on each level surface of'Y for fluid in this region
to be in equilibrium is equal to the value ofp on the same level surface out
side the region. In other words, we have a specification for the distribution
of density of fluid which can take the place of the body. The total volume
force on this replacement fluid is

- fpV'J!'dV,
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where the integral is taken over the region which was occupied by the body,
and this force is balanced by the contact force at the boundary A, which is
unchanged by the replacement of the body by fluid. Thus the 'buoyancy'
force on an immersed body due to the action of a volume force on the
surrounding fluid (at rest) is

JpV'YdV, = - JpF dV,

where the density p at a point within the region occupied by the body is
determined by continuation of the distribution in the surrounding fluid in
the manner described above. A body immersed in fluid loses 'weight' equal
to the 'weight' of the fluid 'displaced', where 'weight' and 'displaced'
can both be given rather more general meanings than those intended by
Archimedes.

The practical implications of these principles are examined in textbooks
on hydrostaticst and need not be recounted here. However, the reader may
be interested to consider briefly the application of the principles to one
problem different from those involving only gravity and uniform liquids.
Suppose, for instance, that a vessel containing fluid of non-uniform density
is rotating steadily about the vertical z-axis and that the fluid has taken up
the same steady rotation. Relative to axes rotating with the vessel, with
angular velocity.Q say, the fluid is at rest and is acted on by a body force per
unit mass with vertical component - g due to gravity and with radial com
ponent .Q2(X2+y2)1 in a horizontal plane due to the effective centrifugal
force. Thus we have

F = - V'Y, 'Y =gz_!.Q2(X2+y2),

and the level surfaces of'Y are equal paraboloids of revolution, with vertical
axes, translated vertically from each other (figure 1.4.1). For equilibrium it
is necessary that p be constant on each of these paraboloids; and then p is
also constant on each paraboloid.

If now a solid body, say a sphere of uniform density, is immersed in the
fluid in this vessel and is at rest relative to it, the fluid exerts a certain
buoyancy force on the body. There arises the question: can this buoyancy
be balanced by the same volume forces (gravity and centrifugal force)
acting on the body itself? In other words, if the body is placed at a certain
position in the fluid, will it remain there? We need to find a position for the
centre of the sphere such that the sphere displaces its own mass of fluid,
which selects (approximately) a certain value of'Y (figure 1.4.1), and such
that the same centrifugal force acts on the displaced fluid as on the solid
sphere. It is evident that such a position cannot be found off the axis of
rotation, because the tilting of the surfaces of equal density implies a greater
centrifugal force on the displaced fluid, given that it has the same mass as
the sphere, than on the sphere. Hence a uniform sphere would 'fall' down

t See, for instance, Statics, by H. Lamb (Cambridie University Pre••, 1933).
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the paraboloid of revolution on which it must lie to displace its own mass of
fluid and would come to rest at the axis. The same is true of a sphere at a
free surface of rotating liquid, since this is simply a particular distribution of
density with respect to 'Y.

On the other hand, if the sphere is sufficiently non-uniform in density,
say by being weighted on one side, it is clearly possible for the total centri
fugal force on the sphere to be greater than that on displaced fluid of the
same total mass, in which case the sphere moves outward on a paraboloid of
revolution until it meets the wall of the vessel.

A position of sphere in ~/
which it displaces its ,,~" /~
own mass of fluid ,,' ",'"

;".... ~~ "--"', " ,,~----:-Lf'.... ,,,,'''',,,,,~'----- , ,",'" ~,
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Equilibrium position ----
of a uniform sphere

Figure 1.4.1. Non-uniform fluid at rest under the action
of gravity and centrifugal force.

Fluid at rest under grOlVity
The case in which gravity is the only volume force acting on the fluid is

both important and simple. Two extreme situations may be distinguished.
In the first one, the mass of fluid concerned is large and isolated so that the
gravitational attraction of other parts of the fluid provides the volume force
on any element of the fluid, as in the case of a gaseous star. At the other
extreme, the mass of fluid concerned is much smaller than that of neigh
bouring matter and the gravitational field is approximately uniform over
the region occupied by the fluid.

In the case of a self-gravitating fluid, we have F= - V'Y, where the
gravitational potential 'Y is related to the distribution of density by the

equation V2'Y = 41TGp, (1.4.6)

G being the constant of gravitation. On combining (1.4.6) with equation
(1.4.3) for the pressure in a fluid at rest, we obtain

V. (;') = -41TGp. (1.4.7)

It is also necessary, as found earlier, that the level-surfaces of 'Y, p and p
coincide. On expressing the differential operator in (1.4.7) in terms of curvi
linear co-ordinates (not necessarily orthogonal) such that the level-surfaces
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of p coincide with one set of parametric surfaces, we see that the kinds of
solution are severely restricted. Rigorous enumeration of the solutions is
difficult, but the only possibilities seem to be solutions in which p and p
are functions only of (i) one co-ordinate of a rectilinear system, or (ii) the
radial co-ordinate ofa cylindrical polar system, or (iii) the radial co-ordinate r
of a spherical polar system, corresponding to symmetrical' stars' in one, two
or three dimensions.

In the last case, describing a spherically symmetrical distribution of
density and pressure, (1.4.7) becomes

~(~Z) = -41TGrap, (1.4.8)

and further progress cannot be made without information about the distri
bution of density. In real stars the density is in general not a function of p
alone, but solutions of (1.4.8) corresponding to an assumed simple relation
ship between p and p are sometimes useful for comparison with more
complicated models. If we assume for instance that

p ex: p1+1/n (n ~ 0),

it is possible to integrate (1.4.8) numerically for any value ofn. Two analytical
and representative solutions are also available. When n = 0, corresponding
to a fluid of uniform density, Po say, we have

p = f1TGpg(aa - ra),

where r = a may be interpreted as the outer boundary of the star. When
n = 5, it may be verified that

.I. 27aset
p = Cpa = (21TG)f(a2+r2)S;

the pressure and density here are non-zero for all r and there is no definite
outer boundary, but the total mass of the star is finite.

In the case of a uniform body force due to gravity, we have

F = g( = const.), 'P' = -g. x, (1.4.9)

and the equation for the pressure in a fluid at rest is

Vp =pg. (1.4.10)

The three functions 'F, P and p are constant on each horizontal plane
normal to g, and hence depend only on g. x. If we choose the z-axis of a
rectilinear co-ordinate system to be vertical (positive upwards) so that
g.x = -gz, (1.4.10) becomes

dp/dz = -gp(z). (1.4.11)

Again this is as much as we can deduce from the condition of mechanical
equilibrium alone.
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When the fluid is of uniform density, we obtain from (1.4.11) the linear
relation between pressure and height well-known in the studyofhydrostatics :

p = Po-pg%. (1.4. 12)

In the case of the earth's atmosphere, p decreases with decrease of the
pressure owing to the compressibility of the air, although thermal effects
are usually present and no single functional relation between p and p is
adequate. As a crude approximation one may put

pip = const., = gH say,

corresponding to Boyle's law for a perfect gas of uniform temperature and
constitution (§ 1.7). The pressure in an atmosphere for which this relation
holds is found from (1.4. I I) to be

p = poe-etH,

where Po is the pressure at ground level, % = o. Thus both p and p diminish
by a factor e-1 over a height interval H, and the constant H may be termed
the 'scale-height' of the atmosphere. For air at o°C, H = g·okIn. When
the temperature is not uniform, plpg may still be regarded as a local scale
height. Observed average values of the pressure, density and temperature
at different heights in the atmosphere will be found in appendix I (b).

Exercises

I. A closed vessel full of water is rotating with constant angular velocity
n about a horizontal axis. Show that the surfaces of equal pressure are circular
cylinders whose common axis is at a height g/Q2 above the axis of rotation.

2. Obtain an expression for the pressure at the centre of a self-gravitating
spherical star of which the density at distance r from the centre is

p = pcCI-fJr).

Show that if the mean density be twice the surface density, the pressure at the
centre is greater, by a factor ~8J., than if the star had uniform. density with the
same total mass.

1.S. Classical thermodynamics

In our subsequent discussion of the dynamics of fluids we shall need to
make use of some of the concepts of classical thermodynamics and of the
relations between various thermodynamic quantities, such as temperature
and internal energy. Classical thermodynamics is concerned, at any rate as
the bulk of the subject stands, with equilibrium states of uniform matter,
that is, with states in which all local mechanical, physical and thermal
quantities are virtually independent of both position and time. Thermo
dynamical results may be applied directly to fluids at rest when their pro
perties are uniform. Comparatively little is known of the thermodynamics
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of non-equilibrium states. However, observation shows that results for
equilibrium states are approximately valid for the non-equilibrium non
uniform states common in practical fluid dynamics; large though the de
partures from equilibrium in a moving fluid may appear to be, they are
apparently small in their effect on thermodynamical relationships.

The purpose of this section is to recapitulate briefly the laws and results
of equilibrium thermodynamics and to set down for future reference the
relations that will be needed later. For a proper account of the fundamentals
ofthe subject the reader should refer to one ofthe many text-books available.t

The concepts of thermodynamics are helpful to the student of fluid
mechanics for the additional reason that in both subjects the objective is a
set of results which apply to matter as generally as possible, without regard
for the different molecular properties and mechanisms at work. Additional
results may of course be obtained by taking into account any known mole
cular properties of a fluid, as proves to be possible for certain gases with the
aid of kinetic theory (see §1.7).

It is taken as a fact of experience that the state of a given mass of fluid in
equilibrium (the word being used here and later to imply spatial as well as
temporal uniformity) under the simplest possible conditions is specified
uniquely by two parameters, which for convenience may be chosen as the
specific volume f) (= 1/p, where p is the density) and the pressure p as
defined above. All other quantities describing the state of the fluid are thus
functions of these two parameters ofstate. One of the most important of these
quantities is the temperature. A mass of fluid in equilibrium has the same
temperature as a test mass of fluid also in equilibrium if the two masses
remain in equilibrium when placed in thermal contact (that is, when
separated only by a wall allowing transmission of heat); and the second
law of thermodynamics provides an absolute measure of the temperature
of a fluid, as we shall note later. The relation between the temperature T
and the two parameters of state, which we may write as

f(P, f), T) = 0,

thereby exhibiting formally the arbitrariness of the choice of the two para
meters of state, is called an equation of state. For every quantity like tem
perature which describes the fluid, but excluding the two parameters of
state of course, there is an equation of state.

Another important quantity describing the state of the fluid is the internal
energy per unit mass, E say.! Work and heat are regarded as equivalent forms

t See, for instance, Classical Thermodynamics, by A. B. Pippard (Cambridge University
Press, 1957).

t The usual practice in the literature of thermodynamics is to use a capital letter for the
total amount of some extensive quantity like internal energy in the system under con
sideration, and a small letter for the amount per unit mass. Introduction of the latter
quantity alone is sufficient in fluid dynamics, and the use of a capital letter for it is
conventional.
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of energy, and the change in the internal energy of a mass of fluid at rest
consequent on a change of state is defined, by the first law of thermo
dynamics, as being such as to satisfy conservation of energy when account
is taken of both heat given to the fluid and work done on the fluid. Thus if
the state of a given uniform mass of fluid is changed by a gain of heat of
amount Q per unit mass and by the performance of work on the fluid of
amount W per unit mass, the consequential increase in the internal energy
per unit mass is

The internal energy E is a function of the parameters of state, and the change
M, which may be either infinitesimal or finite, depends only on the initial
and final states; but Q and W are measures of external effects and may
separately (but not in sum) depend also on the particular way in which the
transition between the two states is made. If the mass of fluid is thermally
isolated from its surroundings so that no exchange of heat can occur, Q= 0

and the change of state of the fluid is said to be adiabatic.
There are many ways of performing work on the system, although com

pression of the fluid by inward movement of the bounding walls is of special
relevance in fluid mechanics. An analytical expression for the work done by
compression is available in the important case in which the change occurs
reversibly. This word implies that the change is carried out so slowly that
the fluid passes through a succession of equilibrium states, the direction of
the change being without effect. At each stage of a reversible change the
pressure in the fluid is uniform,t and equal to p say, so that the work done
on unit mass of the fluid as a consequence of compression leading to a small
decrease in volume t is - P8fJ. Thus for a reversible transition from one
state to another, neighbouring, state we have

8E = 8Q-p8fJ. (1.5.3)

A finite reversible change of this kind can be described by summing (1.5.3)
oveI: the succession of infinitesimal steps making up the finite change; the
particular path by which the initial and final equilibrium states are joined
is relevant here, because p is not in general a function of fJ alone.

A practical quantity ofsome importance is the specific heat of the fluid, that
is, the amount of heat given to unit mass of the fluid per unit rise in tem
perature in a small reversible change. A complete discussion of specific heat
is best preceded by the second law of thermodynamics, but we may first see
a direct consequence of the first law. The specific heat may be written as

c = 8Q/8T, (1.5.4)

t If a fluid at rest is acted on by a body force, the pressure varies throughout the fluid,
as we have seen, but the pressure variation may be made negligibly small by considera
tion of a portion of fluid of small volume. The thermodynamical arguments refer to
local properties of the fluid when a body force acts.

t Note that our definition of a simple fluid in § 1.1 implies that no work is done on a fluid
during a reversible change if only the shape and not the volume changes.
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and is not determined uniquely until we specify further the conditions under
which the reversible change occurs. An equilibrium state of the fluid may
be represented as a point on a (p, f))-plane, or indicator diagram, and a small
reversible change (op, Of) starting from a point A (see figure 1.5.1) may
proceed in any direction. If the only work done on the fluid is that done by
compression, the heat oQ which must be supplied to unit mass is determined
by (1.5.3) as

and the change in temperature is

8T = (:;) ~ 8p + (~~) p Of).

The specific heat thus depends on the ratio oP/Of). that is, on the choice of
direction of the chan~e from A.

p1

J
I
l
j

I ~..
Figure 1.5.1. Indicator diagram for the equilibrium states of a fluid.

Two well-defined particular choices are changes parallel to the axes of
the indicator diagram, giving the principal specific heats

C
p= (~~tp-o = (:~)p +p(~)p' C~ = (~~t~-o = (:~)v·

(1.5·5)

Now 8T varies sinusoidally as the point representing the final state moves
round a circle of small radius centred on A, being zero on the isotherm
through A and a maximum in a direction m normal to the isotherm. Like
wise oQ varies sinusoidally, being zero on the adiabatic line through A and
a maximum in a direction n normal to it. Thus if (ml1, mp ) and (n~, np ) be the
components of the two unit vectors,

_ n",(oQ)max. np ( oQ)max.
cp -- c = ----

m·lJ(oT)max.' '" mp(oT)max.'
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and since -mv/mp and -nv/np are the gradients of the isothermal and
adiabatic lines, we have for the ratio of the principal specific heats, denoted
by 1',

l' = :: = :;1:; = (~)&di&b.1 (~)T or (:)TI (:)&dl&b.· (1.5.6
)

The weighted ratio -f)8p/8v of the increments in p and f) in a small
reversible change is the bulk modulus of elasticity of the fluid; also useful
for fluid dynamical purposes is its reciprocal, the coefficient ofcompressibility
-8v/(v 8p), or 8p/(p8p). Like the specific heat, the bulk modulus takes a
different value for each direction of the change in the indicator diagram.
Adiabatic and isothermal changes correspond to two particular directions,
with special physical significance, and, somewhat surprisingly, the first law
·requires the ratio of the two corresponding bulk moduli to equal the ratio
of the principal specific heats.

It is clearly possible to draw a line defining the direction of a small
reversible change involving no gain or loss of heat through each point of
the indicator diagram, and to regard the family of these adiabatic lines as
lines of equal value of some new function of state. The properties of this
function are the subject of the second law of thermodynamics. The second
law can be stated in a number of apparently different but equivalent ways,
none of which is easy to grasp. Our use of the law will be indirect, and
will not require any of the usual statements. It will in fact be sufficient for
our purposes to know that the second law of thermodynamics implies the
existence of another extensive property of the fluid in equilibrium (even
for systems with more than two independent parameters of state), termed the
entropy, such that, in a reversible transition from an equilibrium state to
another, neighbouring, equilibrium state, the increase in entropy is propor
tional to the heat given to the fluid, and that the constant of proportionality,
itself a function of state, depends only on the temperature and can be chosen
as the reciprocal of the temperature. Thus, with entropy per unit mass of a
fluid denoted by S, we have

where 8Q is the infinitesimal amount of heat given reversibly to unit mass of
the fluid. This is the means by which the thermodynamic or absolute scale
(unrelated to the properties of any particular material) of temperature is
defined. An adiabatic reversible transition takes place at constant entropy,
and so is said to be isentropic. Moreover, it is a consequence of the second
law that, in an adiabatic irreversible change, the entropy cannot diminish
(when T is chosen to be positive); any change in the entropy must be an.
Increase.

Since both (1.5.3) and (1.5.7) apply to reversible changes, it follows that,
for a small reversible change in which work is done on the fluid by com
presslOn,
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Now the initial and final values of 8 and E, as of all other functions of state,
are fully determined by the initial and final states, and consequently the
relation (1.5.8), which contains only functions of state, must be valid for
any infinitesimal transition in which work is done by compression, whether
reversible or not. If the transition is irreversible, the equality (1.5.7) is not
valid, and neither is that between 8Wand - p 8v.

Another function of state which, like internal energy and entropy, proves
to be convenient for use in fluid mechanics, particularly when effects of
compressibility of the fluid are important, is the enthalpy, or heat function.
The enthalpy of unit mass of fluid, I say, is defined as

1= E+P'V, (1.5.9)
and has the dimensions of energy per unit mass. A small change in the
parameters of state corresponds to small changes in the functions I, E and 8
which are related by 81 = 8E+P8v +v 8p,

= T88+v8p (1.5.10)

in view of (1.5.8). The relation (1.5.10), like (1.5.8), involves only functions
of state, and is consequently independent of the manner in which the fluid
might be brought from one to the other of the two neighbouring states. For
a reversible small change at constant pressure, it appears from (1.5.7) that
81 = 8Q.

Yet another important function of state with the dimensions of energy is
the Helmholtz free energy, of which the amount per unit mass is defined as

F= E-T8.
The small change in F consequent on small changes in the parameters of
state is given by 8F = - P8v - 88T,

showing that the gain in free energy per unit mass in a small isothermal
change, whether reversible or not, is equal to - p 8v; and when this small
isothermal change is reversible, the gain in free energy is equal to the
work done on the system.

Four useful identities, known as Maxwell's thermodynamic relations,
follow from the above definitions of the various functions of state. To obtain
the first of these relations, we note from (1.5.8) that, if v and 8 are now
regarded as the two independent parameters of state on which all functions
of state depend, the two partial derivatives of E are

( 8E) = _p, (8E) = T,
8v 8 88 "

where the subscript serves as a reminder of the variable held constant. The
double derivative 82E/8v 88 may now be obtained in two different ways,
yielding the relation
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The other three identities are

(~)p = (~;)s'

(:;)p = -(:i)T'
(:~t = (~T'

and may be obtained similarly by forming the double derivative, in two
different ways, of the functions E +p'V, E - TSand E +pv - TS respectively.
Alternatively they may be shown to follow from (1.5.12) and the rules for
partial differentiation of implicit functions. For example, since T may be
regarded as a function ofp and S, the derivative on the right-hand side of
(1.5.12) may be written as

and for the left-hand side of (1.5.12) we make use of the well-known identity

for three quantitiesp, 'V, S subject to a single functional relationship, whence
(1.5.13) is obtained.

One of the derivatives in Maxwell's thermodynamic relations specifies the
cpefficient of thermal expansion of the fluid, defined as

p = ~ (;)p' (1.5. 16)

which plays an important role in considerations of the action of gravity on a
fluid of non-uniform temperature.

Introduction of the entropy provides alternative expressions for the
specific heat. For the general specific heat we have

,sQ ,sS
C = ,sT = T ,sT'

and for the two principal specific heats (compare (1.5.5»

cp= T(:~p' c. = T(;~•.
Moreover, on regarding S as a function of T and 'V, we find

,sS = (:~t ,sT+(~T ,s'V,
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so that

and it then follows from (I.S.17) and the Maxwell relation (I.S.lS) that

cp -c~ = T(;~t(:;)p' (1.S·18)

the right-hand side of which can be calculated when the equation of state
connecting p, v and T is known. An alternative expression for cp - c" in
volving measurable quantities may be obtained by using the identity

for three quantities p, v, T subject to a single functional relationship; it is

cp-c,,=-T(~)T(:;):' (1.5. 19)

Finally, we obtain an expression for the increments in 8 and E consequent
on small changes in two parameters of state, which will be needed in later
considerations of flow of a fluid with non-uniform temperature. We may
regard 8 as a function of T and p, whence

88 = (:~)p8T+(:!)T8p,

or, from (1.S.17) and (1.5.14),

= ~8T-(;~)p8p.

Hence, on making use of the notation of (I.S.16), we have

T88 = 8E+p8v = cp8T-pvT8p. (1.5.20)

The usefulness of this relation lies in the fact that all terms except T 88 and
8E contain only directly observable quantities. The increments 8T and 8p
on the right-hand side of (1.S.20) are independent, and the relative im
portance of the two terms containing them will of course depend on the
circumstances. We see from (I.S.19) that the ratio of the two terms on the
far right-side of (1.5.20) can be written as

cp8T _ cp (ap) (av) 8T
- flvT8p - cp-c~ av T aT 11 8p

~ __.Ij;;')/T
y - I (~;)T 8p ,
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from which it Fill often be possible to -see at a glance whether one term is
dominant. When the factor 'Y/( 'Y - I) is or order unity, as it is for gases and
most liquids, a comparison of the two terms reduces essentially to a com
parison of the increments in 'V that would be caused by the given increments
in T and p acting separately.

1.6. Transport phenomena
Equilibrium states of matter are characterized by a uniform spatial dis

tribution of each of the various properties of the material, each element
of the material then being in mechanical and thermal balance with neigh
bouring elements. If certain properties of the material are not uniform
initially, it is observed that exchanges of mechanical or thermal properties
occur between adjoining elements and that the exchanges always tend to
bring the material towards an equilibrium state, that is, to smooth out the
non-uniformity. The existence of this tendency to equilibrium in material
with non-uniform properties, which is taken for granted in classical thermo
dynamics, appears to require onlythat contiguousportions ofmatter interact
in some way. The nature of this interaction may depend on the molecular
structure of the contiguous portions of matter, and the physical conse
quences of the exchanges depend on the particular property which is
distributed non-uniformly, but the tendency to equilibrium between inter
acting portions of matter exists quite generally and is independent, like the
results of classical thermodynamics, of the existence of a particular structure
of matter.

An important and common outcome of the exchange between two
elements of matter with different properties is that the amount of some
quantity satisfying a conservation law associated with one element decreases
and the amount associated with the other increases. The whole group of
such exchanges constitute what are called transport phenomena. Three basic
kinds of transport phenomena, to which familiar names are attached,
correspond to transfer of matter, energy and momentum. Our main concern
in this section will be the general features of these three kinds of transport.
No appeal will be made in this section to particular molecular properties of
the material, although for convenience and clarity the nature of the mole
cular mechanism of the transport in fluids will be referred to briefly.

Transfer of matter of a specific kind occurs in a fluid mixturet of which
the composition varies with position. We may suppose that the molecules
belonging to one constituent of the mixture are marked in some manner. All
molecules are in continual motion of a random kind, and as a consequence
have a tendency to migrate away from any initial position. Then if at any
instant the proportion of marked molecules immediately on one side of an
t And also in a solid such as an alloy composed of different kinds of molecule, since a

molecule in a solid is not held in the same lattice position absolutely permanently; but
the rates of transfer are very much smaller in a solid than in a fluid.
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element of surface drawn in the fluid is larger than that on the other side,
random migration of marked molecules in both directions across the surface
element will lead in general to a non-zero flux of marked molecules across
the element, of such a sign as to tend to make the proportion of marked
molecules more nearly equal on the two sides.t This non-zero flux of a
constituent of the fluid due to migration of molecules constitutes diffusion of
matter. Our discussion of this rather complex phenomenon will be limited
to cases of small concentration of the diffusing constituent.

Transfer of kinetic energy of molecular motion occurs as a consequence
of the interaction of neighbouring molecules, either through the molecules
being so close as to lie within each other's force fields, as in the case of solids
and liquids, or through the occurrence of occasional collisions as in the case
of a gas. The circumstances under which a net transfer ofmolecular energy
that is, of heat-occurs are known empirically. Two masses separated by a
thin rigid wall permeable to heat are in thermal equilibrium when the
function of state called the temperature has the same value for the two
masses; and if the two temperatures are not equal, there is a net flux of heat
across the boundary in the direction of decreasing temperature. Removal of
the wall separating two masses at the same pressure clearly does not affect
the condition for thermal equilibrium or the direction ofnet flux ofheat when
the two temperatures are different, although the consequences of the flux of
heat are altered inasmuch as the pressures must remain equal. This net flux
of molecular energy when the temperature is non-uniform constitutes
conduction ofheat.

Transport of momentum of molecules across an element of surface
moving with the local' continuum' velocity of a fluid occurs when molecules
cross the surface, and it occurs, in effect, if a force is exerted between the two
groups of molecules instantaneously on the two sides of the surface element.
The combined effect of momentum flux by passage of molecules across the
element and forces exerted between molecules on the two sides is repre
sented by the local stress in the fluid. The stress at any point is a consequence
of molecular motions and interactions in the neighbourhood of the point,
so that, if the fluid velocity is uniform in this neighbourhood, the stress has
the form appropriate to a fluid at rest and is normal to the surface element
for all orientations of the element. On the other hand, if the continuum
velocity is not uniform in this neighbourhood the tangential components
of stress may not be zero. The manner in which a vector function of position

t It might be thought that the condition for a non-zero flux of marked molecules across
the element to oCCur is that the number density of marked molecules be different on the
two sides. When the fluid density is uniform, a choice between these two conditions
for a non-zero flux is immaterial. But when the fluid density is non-uniform (which
normally will require non-uniformity of temperature also), the tendency for the
marked molecules to flow-by random migration-relative to the unmarked molecules
arises more from non-uniformity of the proportion of marked molecules than from non
uniformity of their absolute number density.
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like the fluid velocity may vary in the neighbourhood of any point is not
obvious, and will be considered in the kinematical analysis of chapter 2;
and the form of the stress associated with this velocity variation will be
described fully in chapter 3. However, in the meantime we may bring
momentum transport partially within the scope of the present discussion by
confining attention to the case (which appears to be rather special, but which
we shall find later to be fundamental) in which the fluid velocity relative to
the surface element, which is itself moving with the fluid, has a direction in
the plane of the surface element and a magnitude which varies only with
respect to the position co-ordinate normal to the surface element; this is a
simple shearing motion in which planes of fluid parallel to the surface element
slide rigidly over one another. In these circumstances, it is evident that, if
the fluid velocities on the two sides of the surface element are different, any
random molecular interaction across the element will result in the establish
ment of a tangential component of stress, and that the sign of the stress will
be such as to tend to eliminate the difference between the velocities on the
two sides. Transport of momentum thus constitutes internalfrit:tion, and a
fluid exhibiting internal friction is said to be 'Viscous.

The main common features of these three kinds of transport phenomena
are, first, that zero net transfer of some quantity (number of marked mole
cules, heat, momentum) occurs when an associated quantity representing
local intensity (proportion of marked molecules, temperature, fluid velocity)
is spatially uniform, and, second, that the direction of a non-zero net transfer
across an element of surface in the material is such as to tend to equalize the
values of the intensity on the two sides.

We proceed now to consider a quantitative relation between the net
transfer and the non-uniformity ofthe associated intensity. As a preliminary,
we note that, although the existence or absence of equilibrium in classical
thermodynamics is represented in terms of the consequences of bringing
into contact two masses, each of which is uniform within itself, continuum
mechanics presents us with situations in which the intensity is normally a
continuous function of position. It is evident that molecular transport will
still lead to a net transfer across an element of surface in the material when
the distribution of intensity in the neighbourhood of the surface element is
non-uniform, but, instead of representing this local non-uniformity as a
difference between the values of the intensity on the two sides of the element,
we must take a more general point of view and represent it as a vector
gradient of intensity at the position of the surface element.

The linear relation between flux and the gradient of a scalar intensity
Consider first the cases in which the relevant intensity is a scalar quantity

(viz. proportion of marked molecules, or temperature), which we shall
denote by C (standing for concentration). C will be assumed to be a con
tinuous function of position ]I in the material, and possibly also of time t
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although that will not affect the instantaneous transfer. Now the net transfer
of the quantity associated with C across a surface element in the material,
per unit area of that element, is a local quantity which varies with the
direction n of the normal to the surface element in the same manner as the
component, in the direction n, of a vector. This follows formally from an
argument like that leading to (1.3.4) for the stress; the sum of the inward
transfers across the three orthogonal faces of a small tetrahedron differs from
the outward transfer across the inclined face only by a quantity of the order
of the volume. Thus the net transfer per second across a surface element of
area BA and normal n may be written as

f.nBA,

where the flux 'Vector f is a function of x (and perhaps also of t) but not of n.
Our objective is a relation between the two functions of position in the

material, C and f. Direct attempts to calculate the flux vector from con
siderations of the molecular processes involved are almost out of the question
for liquids and solids, and meet only limited success (which will be described
in the next section) in the case of a gas. Some hypothesis is needed, and it
should preferably be independent of the exact nature of the underlying
molecular mechanism, so as to be applicable to a wide range of materials.
The hypothesis that will now be described was initially based on measure
ments of the flux vector in particular physical contexts and used only in
those contexts, but has since been recognized as having more general
significance.

The first part of our hypothesis is that, for a sufficiently smooth or gradual
variation of the intensity C with respect to position in the material, the flux
vector depends only on the local properties of the medium and the local
values of C and VC. The idea here is simply that the transport across a
surface element is determined by molecular motions and interactions in the
neighbourhood of the surface element, and that over this region C can be
approximated by a linear function of position provided some condition of
the type

!~~ 1/1 ~:~I ~ length representative of molecular motion or interaction

is satisfied, as is normally so in practice. The second part, of the hypothesis
is that, for sufficiently small values of the magnitude IVCI the flux vector
varies linearly with the components of VC. The flux vector is known to
vanish with IVCI, so that the hypothesis may be expressed as

8CI, = kW"E;-. (1.6.1)
cJxl

Both!, and 8C/8xi are vectors, and the requirement that (1.6.1) be valid for
all choices of the co-ordinate system shows that the transport coefficient k1:J
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is a second-order tensor. kii depends on the local properties of the material
(that is, on the local state of the material in the thermodynamic sense) and
possibly also on the local value of e, but not on VC. Mathematically (1.6.1)
can be regarded as an assumption that, when the flux vector is written as a
'faylor series in the components of ve, terms of second and higher degree
are negligible.

This general hypothesis may be supplemented by further assumptions
based on the known properties of certain materials. For a homogeneous
material, kii can depend on position only through any dependence on the
local value of e; and reversal of the direction of VC must here lead to
reversal of the direction of f, so that in this case the terms of second and other
even degree in the Taylor series for {are identically zero. In many materialst
the molecular structure is statistically isotropic, in which case kii must have
a form from which all directional distinction is absent. All sets of orthogonal
axes must then be principal axes ofthe coefficient ki1 , which is possible only if

kif = -k 8t1• (1.6.2)

(Alternatively, we may argue that in an isotropic medium {must be parallel
to ve, since no basis exists for selection of a different direction of f, and
(1.6.2) is again the necessary form for ktj') The scalar coefficient k is positive,
as defined by (1.6.1) and (1.6.2), if we reckon flux as positive when it is in the
direction D, since the quantity associated with C is transported down the
gradient of intensity.

The testing of the hypothesis represented by (1.6.1), together with (1.6.2)
where appropriate, and the determination of the range of values of IVClover
which (1.6.1) is accurate are primarily matters for experiment. The nature
of the test varies according to the physical quantity being transported, but it
appears that for all such quantities the linear relation (1.6.1) is remarkably
accurate for most normal or practical values of IVC/. An examination of the
reasons why departures from uniformity of the intensity e are usually so
small as to ensure the accuracy of (1.6.1) requires consideration of the
particular molecular mechanisms involved, and we are content to leave it
on an empirical basis for the moment. The various relations corresponding
to (1.6.1) for different choices of the meaning of the intensity e are known as
constitutive relations, since they express physical properties of the material
concerned.

The equations for diffusion and heat conduction in isotropic media at rest

The expression for the flux vector is here

f= -kVC (1.6.3)

t A solid with a regular and anisotropic crystal structure is a notable exception, and heat
is observed in some crystals to spread more rapidly in certain directions than in others.
But exceptions among fluids, which do not have a permanent molecular arrangement,
are rare.
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at all points of the mediurn. Jt follows that the total transfer per second of the
quantity concerned out of the material enclosed by a closed surface A with
unit (outward) normal n is

-fkn.VCdA, =-fV.(kVC)dV, (1.6.4)

where V is the volume of the enclosed region. If the quantity being trans
ferred is known to satisfy a conservation law, it may now be possible to
obtain an equation governing the dependence of the intensity C on position
and time. This we shall do for the separate cases in which C represents
proportion of marked molecules or temperature. The medium will be
assumed to be at rest, and later (§ 3.1) we shall see what modification is
needed when the molecular transport takes place in a moving fluid.

When C represents the proportion of marked molecules in a fluid mixture,
a simple conservation law holds. The number of marked molecules in the
volume V of the fluid is JCNdV (where N is the total number of molecules
per unit volume) and can change only as a consequence of molecular trans
port across the surface, so that

Bat JCNdV = Iv .(kD VC)dV,

f{B(~N)-v .(kD VC)}dV = 0,

where kD is the value of k appropriate to diffusion of marked molecules.
The total number density of molecules does not itself change as a conse
quence of the exchange of marked and unmarked molecules and may be
regarded as constant. This relation is valid for all choices of the volume V
lying entirely in the fluid, and the integrand must therefore be zero every-
where, that is, BC

Nat = V.(kD VC). (1.6.6)

The parameter kD depends on the local state ofthe material and perhaps on
the concentration C (inasmuch as the magnitude of C may affect the mole
cular environment of anyone marked molecule); kD is thus in general a
function of position in the fluid. However, it happens often in practice that
the gradient ofkD is sufficiently small for (1.6.6) to take the approximate form

BCat = KD V2C, (1.6.,)

which is known as the diffusion equation. The new parameter

KD= kD/N (1.6.8)
is the coefficient of diffusz'on of the marked constituent in the ambient fluid
composed of the unmarked molecules, and has dimensions

(length)2 x (time)-1.
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When N is independent of position, Kn is equal to the flux of marked mole
cules per unit gradient of number density of marked molecules. In the
particular case in which marked and unmarked molecules are dynamically
similar and thus have the same migratory behaviour, kD and KD are inde
pendent of C and KD is then the coefficient of self-diffusion.

Equation (1.6.7) is one of the archetypes of linear partial differential
equations of the second order, and a good deal is known about solutions for
various types of boundary and initial conditions.t

When C represents temperature of the material, we may use the law of
conservation of energy, taking account if necessary of both heat and work.
The quantity transported here is heat, and according to (1.6.4) the rate of
gain of heat by the material lying within the small volume 8V due to trans
port of heat across the bounding surface is (on reverting to the use of T for
temperature)

kH is the value of k appropriate to conduction of heat, and is termed the
thermal conductivity. The thermodynamic state of the material is changing
continually due to this heat flux, but provided the rate of change is slow
(a condition which has already been assumed to be satisfied in the argument
underlying (1.6.1)) we may regard the gain of heat in a small time 8t, per
unit mass of material, as the heat addition 8Q postulated in the discussion in
§1.5 of reversible changes from one equilibrium state of the material to
another; that is,

Some of this heat addition may be manifested as an increase in the internal
energy per unit mass, and some as work done by unit mass of the material, as
represented by (1.5.3) for the case ofwork done by expansion against external
pressure (which is by far the most important case of interest in fluid
dynamics). In any event, there is an increase in the entropy per unit mass
of amount 8QIT (see (1.5.7)), and the outcome of the heat addition may be
expressed in terms of increments in both T and p by means of (1.5.20).
Thus on combining (1.6.9) and (1.5.20) (with p now written in place of I/V),
and on passing to rates of change instead of increments, we obtain

T as = c aT_PT ap =!.- V .(kH VT). (1.6.10)
at p at p at p

This is the general equation representing the effect of conduction of heat
in a medium at rest (apart from the small movements due to thermal expan
sion). The medium may be solid, liquid or gaseous, provided that the stress
at interior points is purely normal. The derivatives of T and p with respect
to t are independent, like the increments 8T and 8p in (1.5.20), and the

t See The Conduction of Heat in Solids, by H. S. Carslaw and J. C. Jaeger (Oxford
University Press, 1947).
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relative importance of the two terms containing them will depend on the
circumstances. We saw, in (1.5.21), that the ratio of the two terms is of the
same order of magnitude as the ratio of the changes in v (or p) that would
result from the given increments in T and p acting separately. In a gas in
motion, it is quite possible for changes in T and p associated with the motion
to be of such magnitudes as to correspond to changes in p (at constant p and
T respectively) of the same order of magnitude. Also, for a solid, liquid or
gas whose volume is fixed by rigid enclosing walls and in which the tem
perature is changing with time more-or-Iess uniformly over the whole of the
material, it is evident that the pressure and temperature changes separately
would lead to comparable changes in p. However, for media at rest and free
to expand, in which casep is constant, and for confined media at rest in which
the average temperature, and hence also the pressure, remain approximately
constant, (1.6.10) reduces to

as aT I
T-a =cp -a =-V.(kHVT). (1.6.II)

t t p

We see from (1.5.10) that the term on the far left can also be written as the
rate of change of enthalpy I, in these circumstances of constant pressure.

When the thermal conductivity kH is approximately uniform throughout
the material, the equation for T becomes

aT = K V2T (6 )at H , I. .12

where KH = kH/pcp ; (1.6.13)

this' heat conduction equation' is thus identical in form with the diffusion
equation for media at rest. The parameter KH here may be termed the thermal
dijJusivity, being sometimes known also as the thermometric conductivity.

Since places in the material where the temperature is low tend to gain
heat by conduction and vice versa, the effect of the factor T in the term
containing entropy in (I.6.u) is to add weight to the gains of entropy. The
outcome is that the total entropy of a thermally isolated mass of material
within which the temperature is non-uniform increases. We may see this
formally by rewriting (1.6. I I) as

p~~ = kH (~VTf+V. (k;VT); (1.6.14)

integration over the various elements of mass p ttV then gives

~fSPdV=fkH(~VT)2dV, > 0,

since n. VT = 0 everywhere on the bounding surface. This is an irreversible
change for the system formed by the whole isolated mass of material,
inasmuch as no variation of the external conditions can cause the reverse
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changc, and the increase of entropy accompanying the internal conduction
of heat is an illustration of the general proposition stated in §1.5 that the
entropy cannot diminish in an adiabatic irreversible change. However, it is
possible to regard the gain of heat, due to conduction, by a small element of
the material as a reversible change for the system formed by the element
alone, as was done in the argument leading to (1.6.10).

Molecular transport of momentum in a fluid

The case of transport ofmomentum requires a different analytical descrip
tion owing to the vector character of the transported quantity. However, as
stated earlier in this section, we may exhibit the common features of trans
port of marked molecules, heat and momentum by imposing a restriction
on the local velocity distribution, viz. by considering only a simple shearing
motion in a definite direction. The fluid velocity in a simple shearing motion
has components U(y), 0, 0 relative to orthogonal rectilinear axes at a point
whose position co-ordinates are x, y, z, and we enquire into the stress
exerted across an element of surface lying in the (z, x)-plane. The tangential
component ofthis stress is non-zero wholly as a consequence ofthe existence,
first, of non-uniformity of the fluid velocity, and, second, of interaction of
the molecules on the two sides of the surface element, either through move
ment of molecules across the element or through intermolecular forces
exerted across the element.

The arguments leading to the hypothesis of a linear relation between the
flux vector and the local gradient of a scalar intensity may now be applied,
with changes only in notation. The molecular interactions extend over a
small distance only, and the molecular transport of momentum across the
element will normally depend on the distribution of fluid velocity only
through dependence on the local gradient dU/dy (dependence on U being
impossible, since U is affected by the use of moving axes). Furthermore, it is
to be expected that, for sufficiently small values of IdU/dyl, the tangential
component of stress across the surface element (i.e. the net transfer of
x-component of momentum across the element, per unit time and per unit
area of the element) varies linearly with dU/dy. With the notation of §1.3
for the stress, this implies that dU

0'12 = '" dy' (1.6.15)

where the parameter "', the vt'scosity of the fluid, depends on the local pro
perties of the fluid. This momentum flux results from disordered or random
interaction of the molecules and is inevitably in such a direction as to tend to
eliminate the non-uniformity of fluid velocity. It is therefore positive, as
defined by (1.6.15) (and with the convention of §1.3 that O'ijnj is the force
per unit area exerted by the fluid on the side of the surface element to which
the normal n points), and is a measure of the internal friction opposing
deformation of the fluid.
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v is termed the kinematic viscosity since its dimensions (length)2 x (time)-I
do not include mass. KD' KH and v are the diffusivities for matter, heat and
momentum respectively.
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The linear relation (1.6.15) is well known as an empirical expression for
the tangential stress set up in common fluids by a simple shearing motion,
and is found to be accurate over, a surprisingly large range of values of
IdUjdYI which includes the values commonly met in practice.

Considerations of the effect of this stress due to viscosity on the distribu
tion of fluid velocity must await the more complete analysis of chapter 3.
However, it is evident in advance that the quantity which, like the dif
fusivities KD and KH' measures the ability of the molecular transport to
eliminate the non-uniformity of intensity (fluid velocity, here) which gives
rise to the transport is

1.7. The distinctive properties of gases

The feature of a gas to which most of its distinctive properties are
attributable is the wide separation of the molecules and the dynamical
isolation of each molecule during'most of its life. At temperature o°C and
a pressure of one atmosphere, the number of molecules in one cubic centi
metre of gas is 2·69 x 1019 (known as Loschmidt's number, and the same
for all gases, as stated by Avogadro's law), so that if the molecules were
placed at the corners of a cubical lattice the distance between neighbours
would be 3·3 x 10-7 em. The diameter of a molecule is not a well-defined
quantity, but one reasonably definite measure is provided by the distance
between centres of two molecules in isolation at which the intermolecular
force changes sign (§ 1.1). For many simple molecules this effective diameter
do lies in the range 3-4 x 10-8 em, so that the average separation of molecules
in the above sense is something like lodo• At this distance apart the cohesive
force between molecules is completely negligible, so that for most of their
life molecules move freely, in straight lines with constant speed (provided
they are electrically neutral, as we shall assume). A collision between two
molecules is likewise not a precise concept, but, if we define a collision as
occurring whenever one molecule comes so close to another that the mutual
force between them is repulsive, the average distance travelled by a molecule
between collisions may be calculated to be 8·3 x 10-21do2 cm, that is, about
7 x 10-6 em, or 2oodo, with the above estimate of do.

The notion of a gas as an assemblage of molecules moving almost freely
except at occasional collisions is the basis of the kinetic theory of gases. I t is
found convenient in that theory to consider the properties of a perfect gas
whose molecules exert no force on each other except at collisions and have
negligible volume. (The frequency of collision of a molecule diminishes to
zero with the volume of the molecules, but the frequency of collisions plays
little part in the theory and it is sufficient to know that some collisions occur.)
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It seems likely, from the figures quoted above, that under normal conditions
real gases have properties which approximate closely to those of the hypo
thetical perfect gas, and observation shows this to be so; indeed some of the
empirical laws found early in the investigation of properties of gases, such
as Boyle's and Charles's laws, can be deduced as properties of a perfect gas.
An elementary account of the properties of gases therefore begins appro
priately with derivation of the properties of a perfect gas.

We shall naturally make full use of the powerful ideas and results of
classical thermodynamics (§ 1.5) and of the less rigorous results of transport
theory (§ 1.6). The arguments of the two preceding sections are independent
of the molecular structure of the material, and part of the price paid for this
generality is that very few detailed and particular results can be obtained.
Ifwe now relax the generality, and confine ourselves to a particular material
with a comparatively simple molecular structure, such as a perfect gas, it
becomes possible to take the results considerably further.

A perfect gas in equilibrium

We consider first a perfect gas at rest in a state of thermodynamic equi
librium in the sense of §1.5; all properties of the gas are independent of
position and time, so that transport phenomena are absent. We shall also
assume, to begin with, that the molecules are identical, with mass m, = piN,
where N is the number density of molecules. Although the molecules obey
dynamical laws, there are so many of them as to make a statistical descrip
tion of their motion appropriate. We therefore introduce probability density
functions, that for the molecular velocity u being denoted by I(u). The
product feu) 8u 8v 8w is the probability that the velocity of a given molecule
at any instant has components whose values lie between u and u+8u, v and
v+8v, wand w+8w; alternatively f(u)8u8v8w can be regarded as the
fraction of the molecules in a given volume which at any instant have velocity
components in these ranges. The function I satisfies the relation

00

ff fl(U)dUdvdW = I

-00

identically. We shall assume that collisions destroy any initial directional
features of the velocity distribution, so that in the equilibrium state I is
a function of Iul alone, irrespective of the shape of the molecules.

The simple relation between pressure and the average properties of a
molecule provides a good example of the developments which are possible
for a perfect gas. For consider the flux of momentum by molecules moving
in both directions across a stationary element of surface 8A with normal n
in the gas. The number of molecules crossing with velocity components in
the ranges 8u, 8'l,1, 8w about u in unit time (a crossing to the side to which n
points being reckoned as positive) is D.u8ANf(u)8u8v8w, and each of
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these molecules carries momentum mu across the surface element. The total
flux of momentum across the surface element due to molecular movement
is thus 00

p8Afffun. uf(u) dudv dw.
-00

By symmetry of the velocity distribution, the component of this momentum
flux tangential to the surface element is zero, and only the normal component
need be considered. Morever, the force exerted directly between molecules
on either side of the surface element is zero for a perfect gas, so that the stress
in the gas is due wholly to flux of momentum. Hence the stress in a perfect
gas is a normal pressure of magnitude

P = pfff(n.u)2f(u)dudvdw, = p(n.u)2, (1.7.1)

where the overbar denotes an average over all the molecules in unit volume.
The mean value in (1.7. I) is independent of the direction of n, so that we
may write (1.'.1) as

If several different kinds of molecule are present in the gas, the same
argument holds for each constituent separately, so that, with an obvious
notation,

= f x total kinetic energy of translation
of the molecules in unit volume.

This argument does not give the pressure exerted by the gas on a rigid
boundary, but (1.7.3) is valid there since the conditions for mechanical
equilibrium of the gas require p to be continuous throughout the gas (see
(1.4.2» and uniform in the absence of a body force on the gas.

The velocity distribution functionf(u) for each constituent of the gas is
one of the fundamental entities in kinetic theory, and many attempts have
been made to derive its form for a perfect gas in equilibrium. None of the
available derivations is entirely free from assumptions, although they all
yield the same result, which is also in good agreement with observation,
and there is little doubt about its validity. Perhaps the most satisfactory
derivation is that employing the concepts of statistical mechanics. This
'method of most probable state' gives useful additional information, and we
shall quote here the general result obtained.t

The result to be stated concerns the probability distribution of all the
parameters needed to specify the state of a molecule, including the three
components of momentum of the molecule as a whole. If we suppose the

t For an account of the method, see, for instance, chapter 9 of Kinetic Theory of Gases.
by E. H. Kennard (McGraw-Hill, 1938).
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rotational and internal modes of motion of a molecule to be describable by
classical laws (in fact, quantum theory is needed under some conditions, as
we shall note later), the whole state of a molecule with s degrees of freedom
at any instant can be represented by s generalized co-ordinates q1) q2, ... , qs
and the corresponding s generalized momenta PI,P2, ... Psi qb q2' q3 can be
taken as rectilinear position co-ordinates of the centre of mass of the mole
cule, in which case PI = mu, P2 = mv, P3 = mw, and the other s - 3 degrees
of freedom concern rotational and internal modes of motion. In a perfect gas
the molecules are dynamically independent of each other, so that, corre
sponding to given values of the generalized co-ordinates and momenta,
there is a total energy e of the molecule, of which energy of translational
motion forms a part. Then the result is that the probability of a given mole
cule at any instant having values of its generalized co-ordinates and momenta
which lie within the ranges qi to qi +Oql' ... Ps to Ps +oPs, is of the form

Ce-r1.€oql"· OqsOP1'" ops' (1.7.4)

where the constants C and a are independent of qll ... ,Ps' C may be deter
mined from the identity

Cf· ..Je-r1.€dql··· dps = I (1.7·5)

and a knowledge of e as a function of ql' .. .,Ps, the integral in (1.7.5) being
taken over all possible values of qll . .. ,Ps; C thus depends only on the type
of molecuie and on a. The expression (1.7.4) is known as the classical (i.e.
non-quantum) Boltzmann distribution, and is widely used.

In the absence of any body force acting on the gas, e and hence also the
expression (1.7.4) are independent of the position co-ordinates ql, q2, qs, so
that the density of the gas is uniform, as we had already supposed.

Whatever the internal structure of the molecule may be, we may write

e = lmu2 +energy associated with the s - 3 non-translational degrees
of freedom

= t(p~+p~+pi)/m+F(q4' ···,qs,P4' .. ·,Ps), (1.7.6)

and the range of possible values ofPI' P2 and P3 is - 00 to 00. The integration
with respect to PI,P2,P3 in (1.7.5) can be carried out separately, giving

C(21Tm/a)~J ... f e-r1.F dql'" dqd dp4 ... dpt; = I (1.7·7)

as the relation determining C. The probability of a molecule having velocity
components in the ranges ou, ov, ow about u, divided by OU OV ow, is then

f(u) = ttz3f ... fC rr1.€dql"· dqsdP4'" dps

=m3Ce-lr1.mUlf ... f e-r1.F dql'" dqsdP4'" dP.

= (::)i e-Ir1.'ntu1
•
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This is the well-known Maxwell distribution of molecular velocities, first
obtained by Maxwell from an assumption (which is apparently correct
but is difficult to justify strictly) that the three components u, v, ware
statistically independent. The single parameter ex that is needed for the
complete specification of the distribution of molecular velocities is related
to the average energy of translational motion of the molecule, for

ClO

tmu2 = tmfffu2f(u)dudvdw
-ClO

If the gas is a mixture of molecules of different type, the Boltzmann
distribution (1.7.4) and the Maxwell distribution (1.7.8) apply to each
constituent separately. Moreover, it is a consequence of the argument
leading to (1.7.4) that the parameter ex has the same value for all the molecules
of which the gas is composed-as we may see to be needed for consistency,
by supposing that ql, ... , q"Pl' ... ,p, are the generalized co-ordinates and
momenta of a pair of molecules of different type, in which case e is the sum
of the energies of the two molecules separately and there are six translational
degrees of freedom. Thus if u1 and u2 are the velocities of two molecules of
mass m1 and ma respectively, we have, from (1.7.9),

(1.7.10)

showing that all the molecules in a mixed gas have equal amounts of energy
of translational motion on the average. We saw earlier that molecules make
a contribution to the pressure in proportion to their translational energy;
and (1.7.3) may now be written

where Nr is the number density of the molecules of one type, showing that
the contribution to the pressure from each constituent is proportional to
the number of molecules of that constituent in unit volume.

The relation (1.7.10) is one manifestation of the important priru:iple
of equipartition of energy. This principle is applicable to anyone of the
generalized co-ordinates and momenta of a molecule which appears in the
expression for the molecular energy e as an additive square term and of
which the range of possible values is - 00 to 00. For suppose that in (1.7.6)
F is of such a form that

e = lmu2 +aq:+G(q5' ... ,qs,P" ···,Ps),

where a is independent of q,. Then, according to (1.7.4) and (1.7.5), the
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mean value of aq: with fixed values of all other generalized co-ordinates
and momenta is

I

This mean value is independent of the chosen values of the co-ordinates and
momenta other than q4' and so is valid generally. Hence the average energy
associated with any generalized co-ordinate or momentum which occurs in
as an additive square term is 1-/%-1. This additive square term may represent
kinetic energy of translation in one of three orthogonal directions, or kinetic
energy of rotation of the molecule about one of its principal axes, or
kinetic energy of a vibrational mode, or potential energy associated with a
small deformation of the molecule from its equilibrium form. If classical
laws of dynamics apply to molecules, it follows that the average total energy
of a monatomic molecule with mass but no extension is !IX-I, of a rigid
diatomic molecule with non-zero moment of inertia about two principal
axes is ~-l, of a diatomic molecule capable of vibration of the atoms along
the line joining them is ia-1, and so on.

In a mixed gas, the distribution of molecular co-ordinates and momenta
for the molecules of one type is determined by the value of the parameter /%

in (1.7.4); and /% has the same value for each constituent. This can be
regarded as a statement that when two different gases are in thermal equi
librium with each other, the corresponding values of /% are equal. Tempera
ture is a quantity defined as having this same property, and it is therefore
natural to seek a connection between the parameter /% and the temperature
of the gas. We may do this by comparing (1.7. I I) with an expression for p
derived from thermodynamics. We saw in § I.S that for any material

and

T8S = 8E+p8(I/p)

T(~~T = (::)T -%2.
The Maxwell relation (I.S.IS) allows this to be written as

T(OP) = p_p2(OE) •
oT p op T

Now a perfect gas by definition is a material for which the internal energy is
the sum of the separate energies of the molecules in unit mass and is inde
pendent of the distances between the molecules, that is, independent of p.
Hence for a perfect gas

E =E(T) and (:~)p =~.



k
p=NkT==pT

m
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It appears that at constant density p is proportional to T (Charles's law) and
that, from (1·7·11), I/N = kT, ( )"'" 1.7.14

where k is an absolute constant known as Boltzmann's constant. When the
unit of temperature is defined so that T = 273.15 deg at the temperature of
melting ice (corresponding to 0 degC) k is found to have the value

1.381 x 10-16 em dyn/degC.

The expression (1.7.11) for the pressure now becomes the equation of
state for a perfect gas:

== RpT, say,

where m is the average mass of the molecules of the gas and R, == kim, is
known as the gas constant (R == 2.870 x 106 cmS/sec2 degC for dry air). One
of the consequences of this equation of state is that the coefficient of thermal
expansion for a perfect gas is

p= -~(:;)p = ~. (1.7.16)

For the isothermal coefficient of compressibility we have

showing that fractional variations of p and p at constant T are equal; and
the adiabatic coefficient of compressibility is already known to be ,,-1 times
the isothermal value (see (1.5.6».

The fact that for a perfect gas E is a function of T alone simplifies some
of the general expressions for specific heat. The two principal specific heats
defined in (1.5.5) become

dE dE
cp = dT+ R, c" = dT' (1.7. 18)

and we have Carnot'slaw cp -c" = R,

which is found to be satisfied to better than I %by air at normal tempera
tures and pressures. cp and c", like E, are now functions of T alone, and the
functions of state E, I and S may be written as

(1.7.20)

(1.7.21)

When the molecules of a perfect gas have a simple structure we can go
further with the evaluation of the internal energy and the specific heats. For
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E = = = !nRT, Cv = !nR,
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point-mass molecules with only translational energy, the average energy of
a molecule is iccl , = !kT, so that

E = !-kT, cp = !R, CV = iR.
More generally, if for each molecule of the gas the expression for the mole
cular energy e is the sum of n terms, each of which is proportional to the
square of a generalized co-ordinate or momentum, the average value of e
is J;;nkTand

The measured values of cp and Cv for the rare gases, which are known to be
monatomic, agree closely with these classical formulae with n = 3. There
are also several gases with diatomic molecules, including oxygen and
nitrogen, for which the measured values at normal temperatures and

:l-----~----
~R I

I
!

T

Fig. 1.7.1. Variation of specific heat with temperature
for a polyatomic molecule.

pressures are described accurately by the formulae with n = 5 (for instance,
for dry air at 15°C and one atmosphere pressure, the measured value of y
is 1'40 to within I %). However, in many other circumstances no choice of n
gives good agreement with the observed specific heats, and the contributions
to E from the non-translational modes of motion of a molecule are evidently
not always of the form to be expected from classical laws.

It is known that the variation of c" with T for some common polyatomic
gases is as sketched in figure 1.7. I and that it can be accounted for with the
aid of quantum considerations. The amount of energy associated with a
non-translational mode is quantized, and takes one of a set of discrete values.
Only when !kT is appreciably larger than the smallest of these energy levels
will the continuous distribution (1.7.4) provide an approximate representa
tion of the equilibrium; and only then will the average energy associated
with the mode be !kT approximately. At very low temperatures of the gas,
none of the non-translational modes of a molecule is 'excited' and the
internal energy is made up almost wholly of translational energy, so that
c" = fR. As the temperature is raised, the smallest energy level of some
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non-translational mode is reached, usually a rotational mode first, and E
increases with T more rapidly than linearly. The flat portion of the curve
in figure 1.7.1 corresponds to an intermediate range of temperatures such
that lkT exceeds the smallest energy level of a rotational mode by a sufficient
margin for rotational energy to contribute its full amount to E (viz. kT for
diatomic molecules) but nevertheless is still much less than the smallest
energy level of a vibrational mode. For air, energy of vibrational modes does
not begin to be significant until the temperature reaches about 600 oK, and
cp and c'" are quite accurately constant and equal to ~R and ~R respectively
over the range 250-400 oK which conveniently includes 'normal' tempera
tures. At even higher temperatures, above about 20,000 oK, a significant
contribution to E is made by the energy of the electronic system of a mole
cule (which can be regarded as including energy of rotation of monatomic
molecules).

For the important special case of a perfect gas with constant specific heats
over some range of T, to which air approximates closely at normal tempera
tures and pressures, we may obtain explicit expressions for E, I and 8. The
relations (1.7.20) become

E-Eo = c",T, 1-10 = cp T, (1.7.23)

and, for (1.7.21), on using the equation of state we find

8 - 8 0 = c'" log (pp-'Y) ,

where the constants Eo, 10, 8 0 do not have any absolute significance unless
c'" is constant for all temperatures less than T. It follows that the relation
between p and p for an isentropic change of state is

p oc p'Y; (1.7.25)

this is often referred to as the relation between p and p for adiabatic change
of a perfect gas, although it is also necessary that the change be a reversible
one (since otherwise 8 may not be constant) and that c'" be constant.

Departures from the perfect-gas laws

We shall not be concerned in this book with conditions in which the
relations found above do not apply with fair accuracy to the common real
gases, but it is of interest to note briefly here the kind of departure from the
perfect-gas laws which may occur under extreme conditions. These de
partures are of two main types. The first type occurs at large densities and is
due to the proximity of the molecules. The second occurs at high tempera
tures, and is due to changes in the structure of the molecules.

At large densities the dynamical behaviour of a molecule is influenced by
the presence of the other molecules, and the basic formula (1.7.2) for the
pressure exerted by the gas needs modification. This formula takes account
only of the flux of normal momentum across an element of surface in the
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gas, and we must now add a contribution from the forces acting between
pairs of molecules instantaneously on the two sides of the surface element.
The force exerted on one molecule at any instant by all the molecules on the
other side of the surface element is proportional to the number density of
molecules N, so that the total force exerted across the surface element (which
will be in the direction of the normal, for reasons of symmetry) will be pro
portional to N2. The expression for p can thus be written as

= (flUX of normal momentum) _ a 2

p per unit area 'P ,

where a is a constant for a given gas which depends on the intermolecular
force. We expect cohesive forces to be dominant, in which case a > o.
However, observation suggests that the effective value of a diminishes with
increase of T, essentially because repulsive forces play an increasingly
important part as the molecular speeds rise and molecules penetrate more
deeply into each other's force fields.

The expression for the momentum flux also needs correction, for it
assumes that the chance of a molecule crossing a surface element is inde
pendent of the presence of other molecules. If the volume occupied by the
molecules themselves is no longer a negligible fraction of the total volume,
the rate at which a given molecule crosses the surface element is greater
than was assumed, because the space accessible to the molecule is less. To
the first order in the molecular volume, we can obtain the increased rate at
which molecules cross the surface element by dividing by a factor I - bp
(corresponding to the same number of molecules moving independently in
a volume which is diminished by b for each unit mass of gas present), whence
the contribution to p from momentum flux becomes

NkT
I-bp'

RpT
= I -bp·

(1.7.26)

Again b is not an absolute constant, but diminishes as T increases because
molecules penetrate closer to each other at higher speeds.

The amended form of the equation of state is thus

p = RpT _ap2.
I -bp

This is van der Waals' equation and is the best known of the various attempts
to take account of the' imperfections' of real gases. The arguments on which
it is based are not rigorous, but it is found to be useful in describing small
departures from the equation of state for a perfect gas. For air the empirical
values of a and b are about 3 x IO-3pO/p~ and 3 x IO-3/PO respectively, where
Po and Po refer to standard conditions. The equation is not adequate for
gases near the point of condensation.
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Departures from the perfect-gas relations of a rather different kind occur
at very high temperatures, when some collisions are so violent that poly
atomic molecules may be dissociated into their constituent atoms. For
instance, at normal pressures an appreciable fraction of the diatomic mole
cules of oxygen are dissociated at 3,000 oK, and of nitrogen at 6,000 oK. At
temperatures of this order, air is thus a mixture of the constituents 0,02,

N, N2' It may also happen at even higher temperatures that ionization occurs
and that free electrons are added to the mixture. It is possible for the particles
of this kind of mixed gas to be approximately dynamically independent (at
any rate, provided electrostatic forces, which fall off only as the inverse
square of the separation, are unimportant), so that in a sense the gas may
still be 'perfect'. The expression for pressure, and the relation between
translational energy and temperature, still stand, whence, as before,

k
P ==RT.m

However, m is the average mass of the particles of which the gas is composed
and is now a function of temperature and density (since both these quantities
affect the equilibrium between molecules and atoms, or between atoms and
electrons), so that the equation of state has the perfect-gas form only super
ficially. The energy relations also need modification, since dissociation of a
molecule or ionization of an atom absorbs energy. The internal energy of the
gas thus depends on the composition of the mixture, and does not have the
dependence on temperature alone that characterizes a perfect gas.

Transport coefficients in a perfect gas

If certain properties of the gas are spatially non-uniform, and if these
properties are such that the amount associated with single molecules is
conserved in some sense, random migration of the molecules and persistence
of their properties tends to smooth out the spatial variations. Molecular
transport effects of this kind exist in all fluids, as remarked in §1.6. In the
case of a perfect gas it is possible to estimate the magnitude of the transport
coefficients (represented by the parameter k'lj in (1.6.1» from an actual
calculation of the transport due to molecules acting separately. Accurate
calculation of the transport coefficients for a gas is difficult, both con
ceptually and mathematically, and a proper account of the methods and
results is beyond our scope here.t

In a perfect gas in equilibrium, the distribution of molecular velocities
(see (1.7.8» has an isotropic form. Thus the response of the gas to an imposed
departure from equilibrium, of the kind represented by spatial non
uniformity of gas properties, is without directional distinctions, and the

t Reference may be made to The Mathematical Theory oj Non-uniform Gases, by S.
Chapman and T. G. Cowling (Cambridge University Press, 195z). More elementary
accounts will be found in books on the kinetic theory of gases.
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te'nsor transport coefficient kij is determined by the single scalar parameter
k as in (1.6.2).

Let us suppose that the non-uniformity of the gas is associated with some
quantity which is conserved during collisions and of which the amount
contributed by a given molecule is q; the various possible interpretations
of q will be given in a moment. Then the amount of the quantity concerned
transferred across an element of surface in the gas, per unit area and per
unit time, due to free flights across the element of those molecules with
property q and velocity u. n in the direction of the normal to the element is
u. nq multiplied by the number of such molecules in unit volume; and the
total flux per unit area is N--u.nq,

the average being taken over all molecules in the neighbourhood. If the local
average (in this same sense) of q is uniform throughout the gas, there can be
no statistical tendency for a certain value of q to be associated with either
sign of the velocity component u. n, and the flux is zero. On the other hand,
if ij is non-uniform, molecules moving in a direction of increasing values of
ij will tend to be associated with values of q smaller than the local average.
The direction of motion of a molecule becomes completely random within
several collisions after having a prescribed direction of motion, so that the
flux can be influenced only by the variation of ijwithin a few molecular path
lengths of the point concerned; that is, it can depend only on the local
gradient of ij, as in the more general circumstances discussed in §1.6.

If we make the crude assumption that during a free flight a molecule
always has a value of qequal to ij at the position of its last collision, the value
of q at the surface element can be written as

ij-tu.Vij,

where if and Vij are evaluated at the position of the element and t is the time
interval since the element last made a collision. A further rough approxima
tion to be made is that t can be replaced by r, the average time between
collisions. The flux per unit area then becomes

-Nru.nu. Vq.

In this case of an isotropic medium the flux vector f is in the direction of the
local gradient of ij, and the magnitude of f is therefore equal to the flux per
unit area across a surface element with normal n in the direction of Vq.
Hence the expression for the flux vector is

f == -lNru2 Vij,

in which we have ignored any small difference between the values of the
mean squares of the components of u. This expression cannot be expected
to be correct numerically, but it reveals the molecular parameters relevant
to transport coefficients for a perfect gas. The distinctive part of this expres-
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sion is the product 'TU2, which enters into all diffusivities for a perfect gas.
We may write 'TU2 alternatively as l(u2)!, where I is a kind of average path
length between collisions.

We now give q various specific meanings. Ifq takes either the value unity
when the molecule is one of a certain type or the value zero otherwise, in a
gaseous mixture of molecules, then (j is the local proportion of marked
molecules (by number) and is identical with the concentration C employed
in §1.6. The flux represented by (1.7.27) is a flux ofnumber of marked mole
cules, and (1.7.27) is therefore equivalent in this case to an estimate of the
coefficient of diffusion KD (see (1.6.3) and (1.6.8» as being oforder ro2, where
'T and u2 are average properties of the marked molecules. The value of'Tu2

for the marked molecules may be different from that for the unmarked
molecules, and decreases with increasing mass of the marked molecules in
a gas at a given temperature.

If we take q to represent the total energy of the molecule, in which case
(jIm is the internal energy per unit mass of the gas, E(T), the flux repre
sented by (1.7.27) is effectively a flux of heat. The thermal conductivity kH ,

defined in §1.6 as the heat flux per unit area divided by (minus) the local
temperature gradient, is therefore estimated by (1.7.27) to be of order

- dE
'TU

2pdT' = ro2pc",

and the thermal diffusivity KH (see (1.6.13» to be of order ro2c"lcp •

Ifwe take q to represent the component of momentum of the molecule in
a given direction in the plane of the surface element, in a gas undergoing a
simple shearing motion such that the gas velocity varies only in the direction
of the normal to the surface element, (jIm is the gas velocity U and the flux
represented by (1.7.27) (which in this case is to be regarded as applying to
only one choice of the direction of the normal to the surface element) is a
tangential component of stress across the surface element.t The viscosity of
the fluid, p, defined in (1.6.15) as the tangential stress divided by the gradient
of fluid velocity, is therefore estimated by (1.7.27) to be of order pro2, and
the kinematic viscosity v (see (1.6.16», or diffusivity for momentum, to be
of order ro2•

It seems that for a perfect gas all three diffusivities are of the form

number of order unity x ro2 (or l(u2)!) (1.7.28)

(although in the case of diffusion of one constituent the quantities 'T and u 2

t It will be noted that the ratio of the tangential to the nonnal component of stress is
estimated to be of order TdU/dy, which, in view of the fact that T is about 10-10 sec
in air at nonnal temperature and pressure, is very much smaller than unity for all
common practical values of the velocity gradient dU/dy. But the effect of stresses on
motion of the gas is determined by their spatial gradients (as implied by (1.4.2), for
example), and not by their absolute values, and the nonnal and tangential stresses may
in fact have comparable influences on the motion of a ps, as we shall see.
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refer to the marked molecules and not to the gas as a whole). Unfortunatelyr
and I are not very definite quantities for real molecules, since they demand
some arbitrary decision about what constitutes a collision.tAs aconsequence,
the above simple theory is not able to make accurate a priori predictions of
the absolute magnitudes of the diffusivities; indeed it is more usual to work
in the opposite direction and to infer the value of T or l from the theory and
observed values of the diffusivities. However, the prediction that the
diffusivities for marked molecules (in a case of self-diffusion), heat and
momentum are of the same order of magnitude is borne out by observation.
A simple formula which describes the measurements of v and KH for many
gases quite well is v 4/'

-= ;
KH 9/'- 5

for air this formula gives 0'74 for V/KH , and the observed ratio is 0'72. The
ratio V/KD' with KD referring to self-diffusion, is observed to lie between 0·6
and 0·8 for most simple gases.

The dependence of all the diffusivities on absolute temperature and
density indicated by the estimate (1.7.28) is also of interest. u 2 depends only
on T and varies linearly with it. At a given temperature, and hence with a
given character of collisions, the number of molecules which at any instant
lie in unit length of the cylinder swept out by a molecule in free flight is
proportional to p, so that lp is constant; and as T (and the average molecular
speed) increases the effective number of collisions made by a molecule per
unit path length may be expected to decrease a little because the more
distant encounters then cease to qualify as collisions. Hence

1(u2)!oc T!+a!p, (1.7.30)

where a takes account of the effect of temperature on collisions and which
for air is observed to be about 0'25 for temperatures in the range 200-400 oK.

Observed values of the diffusivities and other relevant parameters for air
at various values of T and p are set out in appendix I, at the end of this
volume.

Other manifestations ofdeparture from equilibrium ofa perfect gas
Ifuniform and steady conditions are maintained at the boundary ofa mass

of perfect gas, the gas comes into equilibrium with its surroundings through
the effect of molecules colliding with each other and with the boundary.
Collisions provide the only means by which molecules of a perfect gas can
be influenced by conditions at the boundary. The fact that the average time
between collisions by a given molecule (r) is non-zero, although exceedingly
small (normally about 10-10 sec in air), implies that equilibrium is not

t In a more refined version of the theory, one uses the notion of a collision cross-section,
which is the effective area of a molecule presented to an incident molecule and which
depends on the intermolecular force and the speed of the incident molecule as well as
on the geometry of the collision.
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attained instantaneously, and that if conditions at the boundary are changing
continually there is a permanent small departure from equilibrium in the
gas. (The way in which the related kind of spatial persistence of molecular
properties, arising from movement of molecules between collisions and
retention of some influence of conditions at their earlier positions, leads to
transport phenomena has already been described.) Here we consider briefly
some possible consequences of the departures from equilibrium in the
illustrative case of a perfect gas which is being compressed by a piston in a
cylinder. Like the simple shearing motion introduced in §1.6, this is a special
kind of motion of the gas whose place in the general analysis of fluid motions
will be seen later; the purpose of considering it at this stage is to reveal the
physical nature of the response of the gas.

We suppose that a mass of gas in a cylinder is being compressed uniformly
and adiabatically by a sliding piston. The internal energy of the gas is
increasing, as a consequence of the work being done by external forces at the
boundary, and the effect ofcollisions is to tend to distribute the instantaneous
total internal energy over the available modes of molecular motion in the
manner described by the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution (1.7.4). Clearly
collisions cause energy changes more rapidly in some modes than in others.
The first and direct effect of the displacement of the piston is to cause an
increase in the energy of translation of molecules in the direction of move
ment of the piston. Collisions then spread some of this excess energy into
the other two translational modes, and into rotational and vibrational modes.
Detailed calculations with particular laws of force between colliding mole
cules show that equipartition ofenergy between the three translational modes
is achieved very quickly after the piston comes to rest, in fact within a few
collision 'intervals', as one might expect. The translational modes thus have
a time ofrelaxation to equilibrium which is normally of the order of 10-10 or
10-9 sec, and it will not often happen in practice that conditions are changing
so rapidly as to lead to appreciably differentt values of u2, v2 and w2•

If the length of the column of gas in the cylinder is decreasing with a
steady (negative) rate of extension e, the maintained differences between
u2, v2 and W Z will be of the order of magnitude of the differences which
movement of the piston would produce~ in the absence of restoration of the
equilibrium distribution by collisions, in the time of relaxation for the
translational modes, which is of order T. In h time T the length of the column
of gas changes by the small fraction re and the work done against a gas
pressure of order pu2 during this movement provides energy per unit
volume of order pu2re, (1.7.3 1 )

all of which goes, in the absence of collisions, to the translational mode in
the direction of piston movement Cu, say). This gives the magnitude of the

t But it would be wrong to infer that the differences are without significance. for reasons
of the kind given in the footnote to p. 49.
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maintained difference between pu2 and pv2 or pw2, which are the normal
stresses in three orthogonal directions. These small differences, which are
of such a sign as to give a greater resistance to continued movement of the
piston than an equilibrium pressure at each stage, and which are propor
tional to the velocity gradient in the gas (e), represent contributions to the
normal components of the stress due to internal friction. Although the
connection is not obvious, they are related to the tangential stress component
which is set up by internal friction in a gas undergoing a simple shearing
motion. As we shall see later, the departures of the stress tensor from the
isotropic form (appropriate to fluid at rest) in any fluid undergoing deforma
tion of general type can be written, with the kind of hypothesis employed
in §1.6, as a linear function of the local velocity gradients which involves a
single scalar parameter, viz. the viscosity p. Thus the estimate (1.7.31) of
the difference between two normal components of stress is equivalent to an
estimate of the viscosity as being of order PU2T, in agreement with the
estimate from molecular transport theory.

Adjustment of the energy of the rotational and vibrational modes also
lags behind the supply of energy by the piston, although with slightly
different consequences. Rotational modes of polyatomic molecules are not
quite as directly involved in encounters between molecules as are trans
lational modes, and a few more collisions are needed for the achievement,
when the piston is stationary, of equipartition of energy between the trans
lational and rotational modes. Vibrational modes appear to be much less
affected by collisions, and experimental evidence shows that they need a
very much longer time for the achievement ofequilibrium; on the other hand,
as remarked earlier, the average energy of a vibrational mode for air mole
cules in equilibrium at ordinary temperatures is much less than the classical
equipartition value lkT because of the large energy level of the ground state
of these modes. Thus, at temperatures at which rotational but not vibra
tional modes make a significant contribution to the internal energy, when
the piston movement is maintained the energy in translational modes is a
greater fraction of the total internal energy than in equilibrium, the excess
energy (per unit volume) at any stage being also of the order of magnitude
given by (1.7.31). In these non-equilibrium situations, our definition of
temperature does not have a precise meaning, but that of internal energy
does {for see (1.5.2» and it is possible to specify the amount of energy
associated with a mode as a fraction of the internal energy. Whereas for a
perfect gas with constant specific heats we have the equilibrium relations

P = tPU2 = NkT = (y- I)pE,

the disturbed state may be represented by

lu2-(y- I)E
----~,.,..---'--ex:: re,

tU2
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with a constant of proportionality of order unity. Note that again the
departure of the normal stress, against which the piston is working, from
its equilibrium value at any stage has such a sign as to provide a resistance
to the attempt to deform the gas.

Effects of this kind associated with relaxation of the rotational and vibra
tional modes of a molecule are important in situations in which a mass of gas
is subjected to rapid changes of pressure, as when it is traversed by a sound
wave of high frequency or by a shock wave.

1.8. The distinctive properties of liquids

Much less is known about the structure of liquids than about that of gases.
No simple model, like that of a perfect gas with dynamically independent
molecules, is available for the derivation of approximate results for liquids.
As a consequence, it is not possible to set many of the observed values of
properties of a liquid within a logical framework or to account for them in
terms of properties of the individual molecules. A further handicap to
exposition is that water, which is the particular liquid of greatest practical
importance, is anomalous in many of its properties. In this section many of
the known properties of the common liquids that are relevant in fluid
dynamics will be described without much comment. Numerical data for
pure water in particular will be found in appendix I at the end of this
volume.

The primary property of the liquid and solid phases of matter is that they
are condensed phases in which a molecule is continually within the strong
cohesive force fields of several of its neighbours. But liquids have in common
with gases the property of fluidity and ability to change shape freely. In a
uniform liquid at rest, tangential components of stress are zero, the work
done on unit mass of liquid in changing its density slowly by the small
amount 8p is (pfp2)8p, and an equation of state relates the three variables
p, p, T, all as in the case of a gas.

A given material may exist in the liquid phase for some values of the two
parameters of state (p and T say) and in the gaseous phase for other values.
The reason for this occurrence in two distinct fluid phases with widely
different values of the density is of course to be found in the variation of
intermolecular force with molecular spacing, and warrants consideration
for a moment. If a mass of gas is compressed isothermally, the average
translational energy of a molecule remains constant and the average distance
between neighbouring molecules decreases. When the specific volume of
the gas is so small that the average spacing of molecules is only a few times
their diameter, attractive forces between molecules are significant and the
pressure exerted by the gas is less than the normal momentum flux repre
sented by (1.7. I). Provided the temperature is less than a critical value Tc'

further decrease of the specific volume leads to an unstable situation in which
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molecules may be unable to escape from the attractive forces of their
neighbours and tend to form clusters. The formation of some clusters of
closely packed molecules reduces the number density of the molecules still
moving freely and separately, so that a new equilibrium is established \yith,
at a given overall density, a definite (average) proportion of the mass in the
condensed or liquid phase and the remainder in the dispersed or vapour
phase. This polyphase equilibrium is highly sensitive to changes in pressure;
a small increase leads to a completely condensed or homogeneous liquid

. phase with large density, or a small decrease to the homogeneous vapour
phase with rather smaller density.

Polyphase
region

lip

Figure 1.8.1. Isotherms for a typical liquid-vapour system.

The isotherms on an indicator diagram for a typical liquid-vapour system
are sketched in figure 1.8.1. The approximately constant pressure on an
isotherm through the polyphase region is the' saturated vapour pressure' PfJ'
that is, the pressure existing in pure vapour which is in contact with liquid
at the given temperature. At temperatures above the critical value Te, the
translational energy of molecules is large enough to prevent the formation of
clusters, and there is a continuous transition along the isotherm from a
material with gas-like properties at low densities to one with liquid-like
properties at high densities. The Van der Waals equation of state (1.7.26)
represents qualitatively the main features of observed isotherms, but as
already remarked it does not have quantitative validity when the material
is in or near the condensed phase.

For water Tc = 374°C, and the pressure and density at the point where
the critical isotherm touches the polyphase region (the' critical point ') are
218 atmospheres and about 0'4gmjcmS respectively. The isotherm corre
sponding to the normal temperature 15°C runs approximately horizontally
across the polyphase region at a pressure of 1"7 x 104 dynjcm2 or 0'017 of an
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atmosphere and meets the boundaries of the polyphase region at densities
of I gm/cm3 (the homogeneous liquid) and 1'28 x 10-5 gm/cm3 (the homo
geneous vapour); the liquid and gaseous phases of water are thus quite
different at normal temperature.

The effect of reducing the pressure of a liquid below the saturated vapour
pressure is of special relevance to fluid dynamics, since the pressure varia
tions in flowing water (which are likely to be adiabatic rather than iso
thermal) may readily exceed one atmosphere. When the pressure of a liquid
is reduced to a value slightly less than the saturated vapour pressure at the
temperature of the liquid, the liquid is in an unstable state and normally
tends to form vapour pockets distributed throughout the liquid.t The
appearance of such pockets, termed cavitation, has important mechanical
consequences in a flowing liquid, as will be seen in §§6.12, 6.13.

Equilibrium properties
The pressure exerted on an element of surface in the interior of a liquid

may be regarded as the sum of the normal momentum flux per unit area and
the resultant force between molecules on the two sides of the element.! The
normal momentum flux per unit area is found, by the same calculation as for
a gas, to be tpu3• Moreover, the classical Boltzmann distribution (1.7.4)
may be applied, with certain extensions of the argument used in §1.7, to the
molecules of a liquid or a liquid-vapour system in thermal equilibrium to
show that the mean translational energy of a molecule is ikT, where k is
Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature as before. Thus the
contribution to pressure in a liquid from momentum flux is NkT, and is
greater than that in a gas at the same temperature and total pressure by the
ratio of the number densities of their molecules. This ratio is normally large;
for instance, the contribution to the pressure in water at 15°C from momen
tum flux is found on this basis to be 1,312 atmospheres. This large contribu
tion is evidently nearly balanced, under normal conditions, by a large tension
resulting from intermolecular forces. The available data about intermole
cular forces suggests that, in water at 15°C and one atmosphere total
pressure, the resultant of the cohesive forces operating between molecules
with average spacing is a tension of the order of 10,000 atmospheres, and it
seems that there is also a large contribution, of opposite sign, from the
repulsive forces acting between those molecules that happen to be very close
together.

t It has been found that a homogeneous liquid can be maintained if great care is taken to
rid the liquid initially of minute pockets of undissolved gas (perhaps trapped in crevices
of small dust particles in the liquid); water at 15°C can be brought in this way to a
negative pressure of many atmospheres and is then in a highly unstable state of tension.

t This and other statements in this paragraph have mainly Qualitative validity j the wave
mechanical treatment that is appropriate when the motions of neighbouring molecules
are strongly coupled shows that a precise separation of the two ~ontributions cannot
be made.
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'This picture of the pressure in a liquid as the sum of a large positive con
tribution from momentum flux and an almost equally large (at standard
total pressure) negative contribution which is itself the difference between
two even larger terms resulting from cohesive and repulsive force fields
provides a rough guide to the molecular effects determining the observed
properties of liquids. It accounts in particular for the extreme sensitivity of
the pressure in the liquid to molecular spacing. Quite small changes of
density correspond, at either constant temperature or at constant entropy,
to enormous changes in pressure; that is, the coefficient of compre~sibi1ity

for liquids is exceedingly small, and both the isothermal and adiabatic lines
through any point on the indicator diagram (figure 1.5.1) are nearly vertical.
For instance, the density of water increases by only t %when the pressure
is increased from one to 100 atmospheres at constant (normal) temperature.
This great resistance to compression is the important characteristic of
liquids, so far as fluid dynamics is concerned, and it enables us to regard
them for most purposes as being incompressible with high accuracy.

Pressures in the deep oceans may be as large as several hundred atmo
spheres, and in these and other circumstances it may be necessary to take
account of the small variation of density with change of pressure. An
equation which represents the observed isentropic (P, p)-relation for water
over a wide range'of pressures (Cole 1948) is

p+B = (p)n
I +B Po'

(1.8.1)

where p and the constant B are measured in atmospheres and Po is the
density at atmospheric pressure. When nand B are chosen as 7 and 3,000
respectively, this relation agrees with the data for water to within a few
per cent for pressures less than 105 atmospheres. The parameter n appears
not to depend on the entropy, but B and Po are both slowly varying functions
of S.

When the temperature of a liquid is increased, with the pressure held
constant, the liquid (usually) expands. If the momentum flux alone contri
buted to the pressure, the consequent fall in density would be such as to
keep pTconstant, as in the case of a gas. But the contribution to the pressure
from intermolecular forces is more important, and has a less predictable
dependence on temperature. The example of water at temperatures near
4 °C also shows that a positive expansion with increase of temperature is not
inevitable, as it is for gases. In general, measurements show rather smaller
values of the coefficient of thermal expansion {l (defined as in (1.5.16» for
liquids than the value T-l appropriate to a perfect gas. For water at 15°C,
{l is 1'5 x 10-'/degC. Values of{lfor other common liquids tend to be larger,
and range up to about 16 x 10-'/degC.

Direct measurement of only one of the two principal specific heats, viz.
cp , is feasible, since enormous pressures develop in a liquid which is heated
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at constant density. Observation shows that for most liquids at normal
temperatures cp does not vary much with either temperature or pressure,
and is of the same order of magnitude as for gases. When cp has been
measured, Cv may be calculated by means of the thermodynamical relation
(1.5.19), viz.

For several common liquids cp -Cv is of the order of o·up • Water is
untypical, and has small values of Pand consequently also of cp - Cv at
normal temperature; for instance, for water at 1.5 °C it is found that the value
of cp- Cv is 0·oo3cp' The value of y (= cp/cv) may be taken as unity for water
at temperatures and pressures near the normal values.

When a small ammmt of heat is added reversibly to unit mass of fluid at
constant pressure, the fraction of this energy gain that is used in expansion
against the external pressure is

_(p/p2)ap = pfJ
C l'T pcp'pU

which is of order unity for gases but is much smaller for liquids chiefly owing
to the much larger values ofp in the latter case. Thus heat added reversibly
to liquids is manifested almost wholly as a gain in internal energy, irrespec
tive of the associated changes in p and p, and we may write

aQ = TaS~ aE.

We may also show that the small changes in the functions of state Sand
E consequent on a small reversible change involving addition of heat are
normally determined mainly by the change in T. For if we take T and p as
the two independent parameters of state, the ratio of the contributions to
T as from the changes in Tandp is ofthe same order ofmagnitude, according
to (1.5.21), as the ratio of the changes in p that would be produced by the
given increments in T andp taken separately; and this ratio is very large for
a liquid, except for a change which happens to be a direction nearly parallel
to the isothermal line in the indicator diagram. Thus for liquids the relation
(1.5.20) takes the approximate form

TaS ~ aE ~ cpaT (1.8'4)

for changes of state which are not nearly isothermal.

Transport coefficients

The phenomenon of transport of matter, heat and momentum in a liquid
whose properties are spatially non-uniform is well-documented experi
mentally, although theoretical analysis is even more difficult than it is for
equilibrium properties of a liquid.
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Whereas in a gas transport of any molecular property takes place primarily
by the random movement of the molecules themselves to a different position,
in a liquid exchange of energy and momentum between molecules through
the action of intermolecular forces plays an important role. The random
motion of a molecule in a liquid may be regarded roughly as a combination
of a rapid translational oscillation with ~n amplitude of the same order as the
molecular diameter, and a slower migratory motion in co-ordination with
a number of other molecules held together (temporarily) by strong cohesive
forces. Transfer of marked molecules, which takes place solely by bodily
migration ofmolecules, is thus comparatively weak in a liquid. The coefficient
ofdiffusion, defined in §1.6 as the flux ofmarked molecules per unit gradient
of number density of marked molecules, can be measured directly, and for
several different types of marked molecules belonging to solutes such as
NaCI in water is found to be of order 10-scm2/sec (compared with 0'2 for
the coefficient of self-diffusion of nitrogen) at 15°e. The coefficient of
diffusion of solutes is found to vary appreciably with the concentration for
solutes like KMnO, with molecules considerably larger than those of water,
the usual variation being a decrease, at a diminishing rate, as the concentra
tion increases from zero.

Transport of heat in a liquid, on the other hand, is achieved primarily by
the direct exchange of translational energy between molecules lying within
each other's force fields, and is consequently not as weak a process as
diffusion of marked molecules in liquids. The thermal diffusivity for water
is 1'4 X 10-3 ems/sec at 15°C, which is much smaller than for air (by a factor
of 145), as would be expected from a rough assessment of the effectiveness,
per molecule, of the two different transporting mechanisms concerned;
however, the thermal conductivitykH weights the diffusivity with the number
density of molecules, and as a consequence the flux of heat per unit tem
perature gradient is greater in water than in air. For most other liquids the
thermal diffusivity at normal temperature is likewise of order 10-3 ems/sec,
except that in the case of liquid metals KH is considerably larger (0'042 cm.Bf
sec for mercury at 15°C) owing to the existence of an additional and im
portant contribution to heat transport from free electrons which are not
restrained by intermolecular forces and move throughout the liquid roughly
like molecules in a gas.

The thermal diffusivity of liquids is practically independent of pressure,
as was to be expected, but there appears to be some variation with tempera
ture. Such data as are available show a slow decrease with rise of temperature
for most liquids, although for water there is a slow change in the reverse
direction.

The mechanism ofmomentum transport in liquids is a complex one about
which little is known. Momentum is evidently not transferred primarily by
migration of molecules across an element of surface within the liquid, for
that would yield a momentum diffusivity of the same order of magnitude as
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the coefficient of self-diffusion whereas the measured values of v are larger
by a factor of order 103• It seems likely that coherent groups of molecules in a
liquid resist deformation in some manner involving the direct action of
intermolecular forces, and that the primary effect ofa simple shearing motion
(for instance) of the liquid is to tear apart some of the existing groups against
this resistance. Coherent groups constantly reform in the liquid, with conse
quent release of energy of molecular motion, and in this way some of the
energy of the ordered bulk motion of the liquid is converted (or' dissipated ')
to disordered molecular motion, or heat. It is not easy to see with certainty
why the tangential stress component should be proportional to the velocity
gradient in a simple shearing motion, but we are relieved of the necessity of
doing so by the formal argument of §1.6 and the abundant experimental
verification of the linear relation for nearly all homogeneous liquids not
having very long chain-like molecules. However, the formal argument says
only that a linear relation between the tangential stress component and
velocity gradient is to be expected for sufficiently small magnitudes of the
velocity gradient, and an explanation of the observation that the linear
relation holds for virtually all' practical' magnitudes of the velocity gradient
in liquids not of complicated molecular structure must be sought in the
mechanism of transport of momentum in liquids. All that can be said with
confidence is that the times characteristic of the formation of a coherent
group of molecules in a liquid and of other changes in a group are no doubt
very small, and that only when the reciprocal of the velocity gradient is
comparably small is the hypothesis of a linear relation between tangential
stress and velocity gradient likely to break down.

There is a wide variation in the values of the kinematic viscosity (i.e. the
momentum diffusivity) for different liquids; for example, 0'0012 cms/sec for
mercury and 1'0 cm2/sec for olive oil at normal temperature. This variation
cannot be accounted for in terms of molecular structure in any simple way.
Most liquids show a marked variation of viscosity with temperature.
Increase of temperature leads to smaller coherent groups of molecules,
owing to the increased agitation of individual molecules, and as a conse
quence there is less resistance to deformation of the liquid. This is in con
trast to the behaviour of a gas, which resists deformation more as the tem
perature rises owing to the more rapid migratory movement of molecules at
higher temperatures. The data given in appendix I (c) show that the kine
matic viscosity of water decreases by about 50 % as the temperature rises
from 10 to 40 °C; the assumption of uniform viscosity may therefore be
unacceptable when there are moderate variations of temperature in a mass
ofwater, which is unfortunate because the mathematical difficulties of deter
mining the velocity distribution in a moving fluid increase greatly ifvariation
of viscosity must be taken into account.

As remarked in §1.7, transport phenomena are not the only consequences
of a departure from equilibrium which are relevant to fluid dynamics. In a
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gas there may be relaxation effects arising from a lag in the adjustment of the
distribution of molecular energy between the translational modes on the
one hand and the rotational and vibrational modes on the other. Molecular
relaxation effects occur also in liquids, although no doubt with a different
mechanism, and are known to lead to additional attenuation of sound waves
of high frequency. However, the data are scanty and uncertain, and we shall
simply acknowledge the existence of relaxation effects in liquids under
certain conditions.

1.9. Conditions at a boundary between two media

The conditions occurring at a boundary between a fluid and some other
medium warrant special consideration, since they playa part in the dynamical
problems described later and since they give rise directly to several im
portant phenomena. The boundary may separate two different phases, solid,
liquid or gaseous, or it may separate two media of the same phase but
different constitution.

As noted in §1.5, two masses in contact and in thermodynamic equilibrium
with each other have the same temperature, and any departure from equi
librium involving a difference between the temperatures of the two media is
accompanied by the existence of a flux of heat across the boundary, the
direction of the flux being such as to tend to bring the two media into
equilibrium. Temperature is thus uniform across the boundary in an
equilibrium state, just as it is uniform within each medium separately. The
same is true of velocity, which also is the intensity of a conserved quantity
(viz. momentum) which is transferred across the boundary as a result of
interaction of the matter on the two sides. However, molecular constitution
is in a special category inasmuch as there exist some types of boundary at
which interaction of the matter on the two sides does not yield a tendency to
uniformity of constitution. An obvious example is a liquid-solid interface;
the molecules of the solid are bound in a lattice, and although some of the
molecules of the liquid occasionally come within the force fields of the mole
cules of the solid, thereby transferring heat and momentum, they return to
the liquid and produce no change in constitution. It is thus useful to postulate
a boundary between two media in equilibrium with each other at which there
may be a discontinuity in molecular structure and constitution. This is the
type of boundary under consideration in this section.

Surface teMOn
The fact that small liquid drops in air and small gas bubbles in water take

up a spherical form, and a host of other phenomena, may be accounted for
by the hypothesis that a boundary between two media in equilibrium is the
seat of a special form of energy of amount proportional to the area of the
interface. Thermodynamical relations were presented in §1.5 in terms of
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amounts of energy and work per unit mass of fluid, on the implicit assump
tion that the total amounts ofenergy and work are proportional to the volume
of the fluid in all cases. We need now to make a correction in cases involving
a mass of fluid of small volume to surface ratio, and to include a surface
dependent contribution.

The hypothesis that is found to fit all the facts is that an interface of area A
in a system in equilibrium makes a contribution AI' to the total Helmholtz
free energy (§ 1.5) of the system, where the constant of proportionality I' is
a function of state of the system; the total free energy of a system consisting
of two uniform media of densities Pl and P2 and volumes Vl and ~, with
interfacial area A, is then of the form

Pl~Fl +P2~F2+Ay, (1.9. 1)

where F1 and F2 are, as in §1.5, the free energies per unit mass of the two
media. It is a consequence of the definition of free energy that, in any small
reversible isothermal change in the system, the total work done on the
system is equal to the gain in total free energy. Thus, if the change in the
system is such as to leave the densities, as well as the common temperature,
of the two media unchanged, the total work done on the system is equal to
y8A. This expression for the work which must be done on the system to
change only the area of the interface is exactly the same as if we had sup
posed that a film at the interface is in a state of uniform tension like a
uniformly stretched membrane; indeed this is an equivalent form of the
hypothesis made above. We see moreover that I' may be interpreted both
as free energy per unit area of the interface and as the surface tension, the
sense of the latter phrase being that across any line drawn on the interface
there is exerted a force of magnitude I' per unit length in a direction normal
to the line and tangential to the interface. ;

The molecular origin of the phenomenon of surface tension evidently lies
in the intermolecular cohesive forces described in §1.1. The average free
energy associated with a molecule of a medium is independent of its position,
provided it is in the interior ofthe matter, but at distances from the bounding
surface less than the range of action of the cohesive forces (of order 10-7 em
for simple molecules) the free energy is affected by proximity to the surface;
and since this depth of action of the surface is so small, all parts of the surface
contribute equally to the term in (1.9. I) correcting the total free energy for
the presence of the interface. When only one of the two media concerned is a
condensed phase, it is easily seen that the parameter I' is likely to be positive.
For the molecules of a liquid are subject to predominantly attractive forces of
neighbouring molecules and the molecules that are near a boundary with
a gas lack neighbours on one side and experience an unbalanced cohesive
force directed away from the interface; this tendency for all liquid molecules
near the interface to move inwards, consistent with a given total volume ofthe
liquid, is equivalent to a tendency for the interface to contract. When the
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interface separates a liquid and either a solid or another liquid, the sign of y
is not predictable by this argument, and in reality both signs do occur.

Measured values of the surface tension y flJr various pairs of fluids are
given in appendix I. For an interface separating air and pure water at 15°C,
Y = 73'S dyn/cm or erg/cm2, The circumstances in which a surface tension
of this magnitude is significant in its mechanical effects will depend in part
on the nature of other forces acting on the system, but we can obtain some
idea of its thermodynamic importance by noting that the surface energy of
a spherical drop of pure water in air at 15°C is equal to the latent heat of
vaporization of the drop at that temperature for a notional drop radius of
10-8 cm, For an interface between air and a liquid metal, y is much larger,
as might be expected in view of the larger density of this liquid, For an oil
water interface y is typically positive and less than that for an air-water
interface, For some other pairs of liquids, such as alcohol and water, an
interface cannot be observed without special precautions because it is in
compression (corresponding to a negative value of y) and tends to become
as large as possible, leading rapidly to complete mixing of the two liquids;
only pairs of liquids for which y > 0 are immiscible.

The surface tension for a given pair of media normally diminishes with
increase of temperature. For a liquid in contact with its vapour, an empirical
rule which is accurate over a wide range of temperature is that y is propor
tional to T - Tc, where Tc is the critical temperature.

The value of y at a liquid-fluid interface in equilibrium may be affected
significantly by the presence of adsorbed (or' surface-active ') material at the
surface of the liquid.t For mechanical reasons to be described below, a drop
of lubricating oil placed on the free surface of water spreads out into a very
thin layer covering the whole surface. The minute amounts of oil and grease
and some other contaminating substances which inevitably are present in
water under normal conditions likewise spread out over any free surface,
and, as may be expected from the molecular origin of the phenomenon, have
an appreciable effect on the surface tension. The normal effect of adsorbed
contaminant molecules at a free water surface is to diminish! the surface
tension (essentially because the large contaminant molecules take up a
preferred orientation in the surface layer, and exert on each other a repul
sive force which partially balances the tension of the pure water surface) by
an amount which increases with the surface concentration of the adsorbed
material; at a free surface of ordinary tap water, the surface tension may be
close to the value for pure water immediately after formation of the surface
but usually falls quickly to something like half this value. The effect of con
tamination of a free surface of mercury is similar.
t For an extensive account of this important practical matter, see Interfacial Phenomena,

by J. T. Davies and E. K. Rideal (Academic Press, 1961).
t The usefulness of household detergents depends on this reduction in 'Y and the conse

quent increased ability of the water to •wet' solid surfaces with which it comes into
contact.
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Inasmuch as the concentration of adsorbed material may vary over a
liquid surface in some (non-equilibrium) circumstances, the surface tension
may not be uniform and may give rise to unbalanced forces on an element
of the surface. This may have dynamical consequences, as in the case of a
small boat with a piece of camphor stuck at the back which propels itself on
a dish of water.t

The mechanical properties of an interface between two fluids at which
material has been adsorbed and which is not in equilibrium are not well
understood. It is sometimes supposed that the surface is both elastic, exerting
a tension which varies linearly with the strain (as is suggested by the fact
that when a contaminated surface is stretched the concentration of adsorbed
material falls and the surface tension rises, at any rate until more contaminant
is adsorbed from the neighbouring liquid), and viscous, exerting frictional
stresses which vary linearly with the rate of strain. In this book an interface
between two media will normally be assumed to have only the equilibrium
property of a uniform surface tension.

Equilibrium shape of a boundary between two statt'onary fluids

We turn now to a brief consideration of the consequences 9f the tension
which exists at the boundary ofa liquid. Only the case in which the boundary
separates the liquid from another fluid need concern us, since only then is
the boundary free to move. We suppose the two fluids to be stationary and
in thermodynamic equilibrium, so that the tension y is uniform over the
interface. The problem is then to determine the geometrical form of the
interface compatible with mechanical equilibrium. This proves to be quite
difficult, except in a small number of special cases.

As a preliminary we note that a curved surface in a state of tension exerts
a normal stress across the surface, as is apparent from experience with a
stretched rubber sheet. For consider the effect of the tension near a point 0
of the surface, the tangent plane at which will be taken as the (x,y)-plane of
a rectilinear co-ordinate system (x,y, z). The equation to the surface may
then be written as

where the function ~ and its first derivatives are zero at O. At points near
o the unit normal n to the surface has components

o~ o~
ox' - oy' I,

correct to the first order in the small quantities o~/ox, o~/fJy. Now the
resultant of the tensile forces exerted on a portion of the surface containing
o is - yfn x dx,

t Many striking illustrations of the dynamical effect of non-uniform surface tension are
shown in the film entitled Surface Tension, made by L. Trefethen under the auspices
of the U.S. National Committee·for Fluid Mechanics Films.
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where ~x is a line element of the closed curve bounding the portion of
surface. For a portion of a plane surface (for which n is uniform) this is zero,
the tension then being self-balancing; and for a portion of a curved surface of
small area ~A the resultant is clearly of smaller order than a linear dimension
of the surface element. Correct to the second order in this linear dimension
the resultant is a force parallel to the z-axis, i.e. parallel to the normal at 0,
of magnitude

!( 06 os) (02S 026)-Yj - ax dy+ oydx, = Y ox2+ oy2 0 ~A.

In other words, the tension exerted across the curve bounding the surface
element is equivalent, in its effect on the surface element, to apressure on the
surface of magnitude

(026 026) ( I I )
Y oxs+ oy2 0' = Y R

1
+ Rs '

where R 1 and R2 are the radii of curvature of the intercepts of the surface by
two orthogonal planes containing the axis Oz. The sum R11 +R21 is known
to be independent of the particular choice of the orthogonal intercepts, and
it is often convenient to take R1 and Rs as the principal radii of curvature.
R1 and Rs must of course be regarded as quantities with an appropriate sign,
the contribution to the equivalent pressure on the surface being directed
towards the centre of curvature in each case.

Since the interface has zero mass (ideally), a curved interface can be in
equilibrium only if the effective pressure due to surface tension is balanced
by an equal and opposite difference between the pressures in the fluids on the
two sides of the interface. Thus at any point of the interface there must be a
jump in the fluid pressure of magnitude

~p= Y(~l+~) (1.9.2 )

when passing towards the side of the surface on which the centre ofcurvature
lies.

A case in which the equilibrium shape of the interface is obvious is that of
a mass of one fluid immersed in a second fluid, e.g. a mist droplet in air or a
gas bubble in water. Provided that either the volume of the drop or bubble
or the difference between the densities on the two sides of the interface is
sufficiently small, we may ignore the effect of gravity. The pressure is then
uniform in each fluid and the pressure jump (1.9.2) is constant over the
interface. An unbounded surface with a constant sum of the principal
curvatures is spherical, and this must be the equilibrium shape ofthe surface.
This result also follows from the fact that in a state of (stable) equilibrium
the energy of the surface must be a minimum consistent with a given value
of the volume of the drop or bubble, and the sphere is the shape which has
least surface area for given volume.
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Suppose now that the interface separates a gas, in which the pressure may
be regarded as constant, and a liquid of uniform density p, in which the
pressure variation with height z due to gravity is given by the formula
(1.4. I 2) for an incompressible fluid. The condition for equilibrium at any
point of the interface is then

pgz-r(~1+~J = const., (1.9·3)

R1 and Rs here being taken as positive when the respective centres of
curvature are on the gas side of the interface. Equation (1.9.3) is difficult to
solve for the surface shape, but it has the merit of showing that the only
relevant parameter is (rjpg)l, with the dimensions of length. For pure water
this parameter is about 0'27 cm at normal temperatures, which indicates
the length scale on which effects of surface tension on the shape of an air
water interface are likely to be comparable with effects of gravity.

Medium J (solid)

2

"12

(a) (b)

Figure 1.9.1. Equilibrium at the line of contact of three different media.

Liquid-gas interfaces to which (1.9.3) applies are necessarilyopensurfaces,
and in practice will usually be bounded by a line along which three media are
in contact-as when a drop of mercury rests on a table. The known pro
perties of such a line of triple contact serve as boundary conditions in the
integration of (1.9.3) for the surface shape. The line of contact is subject to
the tensions ofthree different surfaces and, since it is without mass, the vector
resultant of the three tensions must have zero component in any direction in
which it is free to move (figure 1.9. I a); if the direction of the normal of one
of the three surfaces meeting at the line of contact be given, the other two
directions are then determinate. In cases in which

Ir1s1 > Irs81 + Ir81l,
it is evident that the conditions for equilibrium at the line of contact cannot
be satisfied. Thus it is possible for a lens-shaped globule of fat to float on the
surface of soup, but, in the case of a drop of mineral oil at the free surface of
water, the air-water interfacial tension is too strong for the tensions of the
two oil surfaces and the drop is pulled out indefinitely until either it covers
the whole surface or the thickness of the oil layer reaches molecular dimen
sions. Likewise petrol or water containing a 'wetting' agent cannot form an
isolated drop on some solid surfaces and spreads out in a very thin layer.
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When one of the three media is a solid,t say medium I, the local surface
of which will normally be a plane (figure 1.9.1 b), the line of contact is free
to move only in a direction parallel to the solid surface. The single scalar
condition for equilibrium is then

rIB = r81 + rss cos 0,

which determines the angle ofcontact O. When medium 2 is air and medium 3
is a liquid, the liquid is sometimes said to 'wet' the solid if 0 < i1T (as it is
for pure water on most solids, such as glass, unlike mercury which has a
contact angle of about 1500 on many solids), although there is no special
significance in the value i1T and it is more appropriate to regard the degree of
wetting as increasing as 0 decreases to zero.

The complete problem of determining an interface shape may now be
illustrated by the case of a free liquid meeting a plane vertical rigid wall,
sketched in figure 1.9.2. In this two-dimensional field, the equation to the

11

Figure 1.9.2. A free liquid surface meeting a vertical plane wall.

liquid-gas interface is z = {;(y) and the principal curvatures of the interface

are 1 1 {;'
-=0 -=-....;:;;....---:
RI 'RB (I +(;'2)1'

where the dashes denote differentiation with respect to y. Equation (1.9.3)
~ilien ~

pg l' ~r~-(I +{;'2)1 = 0,

the constant on the right-hand side being zero because the interface becomes
plane far from the wall, where {; = o. One integration gives

t The concept of a tension acting ill the surface of a solid meets some difficulties. but an
equivalent and rigorous argument in terms of surface energy can be given; see Inter
facial Phenomena. by Davies & Rideal.
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and the same boundary condition shows that C = I. It follows that the
height to which the liquid climbs at the rigid wall is given by

h2 = 2~ (I - sin 0), (1.9.4)

the contact angle 0 for the liquid being known from the properties of the
media. The boundary condition y = 0, , = h may now be used to determine
the constant in the second integration, the result being

~ = COSh-It-COSh-l~+(4- ~:)! -(4-~:)!' (1.9·5)

where d2 = r/pg.
Gas

Liquid

H 2a

Figure 1.9.3. Capillary rise of liquid in a small tube.

The fact that the free surface of a liquid rises or falls to meet a rigid wall
(depending on the inclination of the wall to the vertical and on the contact
angle) is the basis of the phenomena, known generally as capillarity, which
manifest themselves in small tubes and crevises. Consider, for instance, a
circular tube of small radius a containing liquid with a free surface (figure
1.9.3). The liquid surface meets the wall at the contact angle 8, and it is
evident that, when a ~ d, the radius of curvature of an axial section of the
free surface is approximately uniform and equal to a/cos 0 (the departure of
the surface from a spherical form being due only to the relatively small
variation of liquid pressure over the surface due to gravity). The tension in
this highly curved surface causes a large jump in pressure across the inter
face, and, if the tube is open and dips vertically into a larger free surface of
the liquid, a considerable column of liquid will be supported in the tube
against gravity. The condition for equilibrium of a column of height His
approximately t:J2r cos v

pgB = ap = a '
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H = zd2 cosO
a •

[1.9

(1.9.6)

Thus H may be very large in the case of the very small tubes in porous
materials such as blotting paper, bricks or soil, which are known to exert a
strong 'suction' on a 'wetting' fluid like water. In the case of a liquid which
does not 'wet' the wall of the tube, 0 > 177 and H < 0, corresponding to a
depression of the free surface in a tube. Note that when the tube is not
vertical, (1.9.6) gives the vertical displacement of the free surface.

Transition relations at a maten"al boundary

We note here for future use a number of relations between conditions on
the two sides of a material interface between two media. Many of these
relations amount to a statement that a certain local quantity is continuous
across the interface, either as a consequence ofequilibrium (exact or approxi
mate) or as a consequence of conservation of some quantity.

There is first of all the purely kinematical condition associated with the
fact that, unless rupture occurs at the interface, the boundary remains a
material surface for both media. The component of velocity locally normal
to the boundary must be continuous across the boundary.

For two media in contact with each other at a boundary which allows
transport of heat and momentum through molecular interaction at the
boundary (as virtually all real boundaries do), both temperature and velocity
must be continuous across the boundary when the media are in equilibrium.

However, a fluid in relative motion cannot be in exact thermodynamic
and mechanical equilibrium, and it is necessary to ask if the departure from
equilibrium may be accompanied by a discontinuity in temperature or
velocity at a boundary between two media. As noted in §1.6, the spatial
gradient of a quantity like temperature or velocity provides one measure of
the local departure from equilibrium; and an internal discontinuity in such
a quantity would constitute a violent departure from equilibrium. The
effect of the transport of heat or momentum accompanying a departure from
equilibrium is to tend to make the temperature or velocity uniform, and to
do so at a rate which increases with the magnitude of the departure from
equilibrium. We may therefore expect that quantities to which the transport
relations apply are continuous everywhere in a fluid in most real non
equilibrium situations. Molecular migration and interaction are likely to be
as effective in equalizing the local temperatures or velocities of two different
media at an interface as in equalizing the temperatures or velocities at two
neighbouring points in a fluid, and approximate equilibrium will be
established everywhere. All the available evidence does show that, under
common conditions of moving fluids, temperature and velocity (both
tangential and normal components) are continuous across a material
boundary between a fluid and another medium.
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In the particular case of a liquid-gas interface, there is also the possibility
of mass transport across the boundary, by evaporation of the liquid, the
result of which is to produce, in approximate equilibrium, not continuity
of constitution at the interface but a jump from the stable liquid phase to a
gas 'saturated' with vapour.

The conservation properties that are associated with transport relations
also yield boundary conditions, when the departures from equilibrium are
small in the sense of §1.6. For consider the balance of heat for a small right
cylinder whose generators are parallel to the local normal D to a boundary
between two media and whose end faces lie one in each medium. If the
length of the cylinder is made much smaller than any lateral dimension,
conservation of heat requires equality of the fluxes across the two end faces,
that is,

(kHD.VT)medluml = (kH D.VT)medlum2 (1.9·7)

at each point of the boundary. The values ofthe thermal conductivity kH may
be different on the two sides of the boundary, and (1.9.7) in general implies
a discontinuity in the temperature gradient n. VT across the boundary.

- •

+n
I
I Stress (17,
I
I •

Surface tensio~

Stress O'~

Fiaure 1.9.4. Relation between the stresses on the two sides
of a boundary between two fluids.

Similar considerations apply to the flux of momentum across a boundary
between two fluids, although it is necessary here to allow for the effect of
surface tension. We have not yet established a general expression for the
momentum transport in a moving fluid, but we can write down our boundary
condition in terms of the stress tensor Uij described in §1.3. When the
length of the same right cylinder is reduced to zero, the sum of the forces
exerted on the two end faces of the cylinder must be balanced by the
resultant tensile force exerted on the cylinder by the part of the interface
outside the cylinder (figure 1.9.4). As already seen, this resultant tensile
force is equivalent (when the surface tension is uniform) to a pressure on the
interface towards the centre of curvature, so that the boundary condition is

u:j nj - O';j nj = - 'Y (~l+;J ni' (1.9.8)

where R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature of the interface in any two
orthogonal planes containing D, being reckoned here as positive when the
corresponding centre of curvature lies on the side of the interface to which
D points. When the two fluids are stationary, the stress tensor has the purely
normal form -p8-u, and (I.9.8) reduces to the simpler relation (1.9.2).
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In more general circumstances in which the surface tension varies over an
interface between two fluids, owing to non-uniformity of either the tem
perature or (more commonly) the concentration of adsorbed material at the
interface, there is a resultant tangential force on an element of the interface
due to surface tension. It is not difficult to show that a term (Vy)" must then
be added to the right-hand side of (1.9.8), where Vy is the vector gradient of
y in the interfacial surface. Such a tangential force on the interface cannot
be balanced by stresses when the two fluids are stationary.

Exercises

I. Two spherical soap bubbles of radii al and a. are made to coalesce. Show
that when the temperature of the gas in the resulting soap bubble has returned to
its initial value the radius r of the bubble is given by

Po~+ 41',2 = Po(a¥. +~} + 41'(al + a~),

where Po is the ambient pressure and I' is the tension of the air-liquid surfaces.

2. A rigid sphere of radius a rests on a flat rigid surface, and a small amount of
liquid surrounds the point of contact making a concave-planar lens whose
diameter is small compared with a. The angle of contact of the liquid with each
of the solid surfaces is zero, and the tension in the air-liquid surface is 1'. Show
that there is an adhesive force of magnitude 417ay acting on the sphere. (The fact
that this adhesive force is independent of the volume of liquid is noteworthy.)

3. A number of small solid bodies are floating on the surface of a liquid. Show
that the effect of surface tension is to make two neighbouring bodies approach
each other, either when both bodies are wet by the liquid or when neither body
is wet, and to make them move away from each other when one is wet by the
liquid and the other is not.

Further reading relevant to chapter 1

The Mechanical Properties of Matter, by A. H. Cottrell (John Wiley & Sons,
1964).
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KINEMATICS OF THE FLOW FIELD

2.1. Specification of the flow field

The continuum hypothesis enables us to use the simple concept of local
velocity of the fluid, and we must now consider how the whole field of flow
may be specified as an aggregate of such local velocities. Two distinct
alternative kinds of specification are possible. The first, usually called the
Eulerian type, is like the specification of an electromagnetic field in that the
flow quantities are defined as functions of position in space (x) and time (t).
The primary flow quantity is the (vector) velocity of the fluid, which is thus
written as u(x, t). This Eulerian specification can be thought of as providing
a picture of the spatial distribution of fluid velocity (and of other flow
quantities such as density and pressure) at each instant during the motion.

The second, or Lagrangian type ofspecification, makes use of the fact that,
as in particle mechanics, some of the dynamical or physical quantities refer
not only to certain positions in space but also (and more fundamentally) to
identifiable pieces of matter. The flow quantities are here defined as func
tions of time and of the choice of a material element of fluid, and describe
the dynamical history of this selected fluid element. Since material elements
of fluid change their shape as they move, we need to identify the selected
element in such a way that its linear extension is not involved; one suitable
method is to specify the element by the position (a) of its centre of masS at
some initial instant (to)' on the understanding that the initial linear dimen
sions of the element are so small as to guarantee smallness at all relevant
subsequent instants in spite of distortions and extensions of the element.
Thus the primary flow quantity according to the Lagrangian specification is
the velocity v(a, t).

The Lagrangian type of specification is useful in certain special contexts,
but it leads to rather cumbersome analysis and in general is at a disadvantage
in not giving directly the spatial gradients of velocity in the fluid. We shall
not need to use it in any systematic way, and it will be taken for granted in the
following pages that an Eulerian specification is being employed. Neverthe
less, the notion of material volumes, surfaces and lines which consist always
of the same fluid particles and move with them is indispensable, and will
often be employed within the framework of an Eulerian specification of the
flow field.

The function u(x, t) will thus be the primary dependent variable in our
analysis, and other flow quantities such as pressure will likewise be regarded
as being functions of x and t.
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\Vhen u is independent of t, the flow is said to be steady.
A line in the fluid whose tangent is everywhere parallel to u instan

taneously is a line of flow, or a streamline; the family of streamlines at time
t are solutions of

dx dy dz
u(x, t) = vex, t) = w(x, t)'

where u, V, ware the components of u parallel to rectilinear axes and x, y, z
are the components of x. When the flow is steady, the streamlines have the
same form at all times. A related concept is a stream-tube, which is the surface
formed instantaneously by all the streamlines that pass through a given
closed curve in the fluid.

The path of a material element of fluid does not in general coincide with a
streamline, although it does so when the motion is steady. In addition to a
streamline and a path line, it is useful for observational purposes to define
a streak line, on which lie all those fluid elements that at some earlier instant
passed through a certain point of space; thus when dye or some other
marking material is discharged slowly at some fixed point in a moving fluid,
the visible line produced in the fluid is a streak line. When the flow is steady,
streak lines, streamlines and path. lines all coincide.

A flow field is said to be two-dimensional when the velocity u(x, t) is every
where at right angles to a certain direction and independent of displacements
parallel to that direction. Thus it is always possible to choose rectilinear
co-ordinates (x,y, z) so that the components of u in a two-dimensional flow
are (u, v, 0), where u and v are independent of z. A flow field is said to be
axisymmetric when the velocity components (u, 'V, w) with respect to
cylindrical co-ordinates (x, (J', rp) (with a suitable choice of the direction of
the line (J' = 0) are all independent of the azimuthal angle rp. In some
axisymmetric flow fields, the azimuthal or 'swirl' component of velocity w is
zero everywhere and the velocity vector lies in a plane through the axis of
symmetry. In some others, w is the only non-zero component and all the
streamlines are circles about the axis of symmetry.

Differentiation following the motion of the fluid
It will be evident that in a steady flow field a material element of fluid may

nevertheless experience acceleration through moving to a position where u
has a different value. The derivative aulat is not the acceleration of an
element at position x at time t, because the element is at that position only
instantaneously. The correct expression for the acceleration of a material
element may be found by noting that an element at position x at time t is at
position x +u 8t at time t +8t, and that the change in its velocity in the small
interval8t is

u(x+ u8t, t+8t) -\l(x, t), = 8t (0;; +u. vu) + 0(8t2
).
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Thus the acceleration of an element of fluid at (x, t) is

au
-at+U.Vu. (2.1.2)

(The acceleration is of course a quantity which can be expressed very simply
in the Lagrangian type of specification of the flow field; ifv is the velocity of
a certain fluid element, the acceleration of the element is 8v/ at.)

Similar considerations may be applied to any other dynamical or physical
point quantity, 0 say, which is specified as a function of x and t in the above
way and which represents a property of the fluid that is located at position x
at time t; 0 might be a scalar quantity, such as the ~ocal density or tempera
ture of the fluid, or a vector quantity, such as the local effective angular
velocity of the fluid. ao/at is the local rate of change due to temporal changes
at position x, and to find the rate of change of 0 for a material element we
must add the convective rate of change u. VO due to transport of the element
to a different position.

It is convenient to introduce the notation

so that in particular the acceleration of a fluid element may be written as
Du/Dt. The operator D/Dt has meaning only when applied to a field variable
(that is, a function of x and t), and is said to give a time derivative following
the motion of the fluid, or a material derivative. It makes a frequent appear
ance in differential equations expressing conservation laws, the first example
of which is conservation of fluid mass (§2.2).

Ifa material surface in the fluid is specified geometrically by the equation

F(x, t) = constant,

F is a quantity which is invariant for a fluid particle on the surface, so that

DF
Dt = 0 (2·1.4)

at all points on the surface. In particular, the equation to any surface bound
ing the fluid must satisfy (2.1.4).

2.2. Conservation of mass
The requirement of conservation of mass of the fluid imposes certain

restrictions on the velocity field, and although these restrictions are not
strictly I kinematical' it is convenient to consider them at this stage. Some
times the character of the flow is such that the consequences of conservation
of mass can be recognized directly, as for instance when the flow has
spherical symmetry or is effectively one-dimensional, but in many cases the
following general condition in the form of a differential equation will be
needed.
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Consider a closed surface A whose position is fixed relative to the co
ordinate axes and which encloses a volume V entirely occupied by fluid.
If p is the density of the fluid at position x and time t, the mass of fluid
enclosed by the surface at any instant isJp dV and the net rate at which mass
is flowing outwards across the surface is fpu. n dA, where 8V and 8A are
elements of the enclosed volume and of the area of the surrounding surface,
the latter having the unit outward normal n. ln the absence of SOU1:ces of
fluid the mass of the fluid is conserved, so we have

d
dt!pdV = - !pu.ndA,

which, on differentiation under the integral sign (remembering that the
volume V is fixed in space) and transformation of the surface integral,
may be written as f{fJP }

a- +V.(pu) dV = o. (2.2.1)
oJ t

This relation (2.2. I) is valid for all choices of the volume V lying entirely
in the fluid, which is possible only if the integrand is identically zero
everywhere in the fluid. Hence

apat +V.(pu) = 0

at all points in the fluid.
The differential equation (2.2.2) is one of the fundamental equations of

fluid mechanics. A common name for it in the past has been the' equation
of continuity', in which the word continuity is evidently being used in the
sense of constancy (of matter), 'Jut in this text we shall adopt the more
descriptive term' mass-conservation equation'.

A different form of equation (2.2.2) is obtained by expanding the diver
gence term and noting from (2.1.3) that two of the terms together make up
the material derivative of the density:

1 DpPDt +V.u = o. (2.2·3)

In this form the equation may be interpreted in terms of the changes in the
volume of a given mass of fluid. The volume T of a material body of fluid
changes as a result of movement of each element n8S of the bounding
material surface (where n is the outward normal vector),t and

dT
dt = fu .ndS,

= fV.udT

t In order to distinguish between geometrical and material elements, 8V, n8A, 8z will be
used as consistently as possible throughout this book to denote elements of volume,
surface and line defined by their (fixed) positions in space and 8T, n8S, 81 to denote
material elements of volume, surface and line which move with the fluid.
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on use of the divergence theorem. Hence the rate at which the volume of a
material elementt instantaneously enclosing the. point x is changing,
divided by that volume, is

lim ~ ddT = lim ~ JV .U dT = V.u.
1'_OT t 1'_OT

This fractional rate of change of the volume of a material element is called
the (local) rate of expansion or rate of dilatation, and will sometimes be
denoted by the single symbol L\. The mass-conservation equation in the
form (2.2.3) is then seen to be equivalent to the statement that the fractional
rates of change of density and volume of a material element of fluid are equal
in magnitude and opposite in sign, which could well have been made a
starting-point for a derivation of the equation. .

A fluid is said to be incomPressible when the density of an element of fluid
is not affected by changes in the pressure. We shall see that the pressure
variations in some common flow fields are such a small fraction of the
absolute pressure that even gases may behave as if they were almost com
pletely incompressible. The density of the fluid iIi a mass element may also
change as a consequence of molecular conduction of heat (or, rarely, of a
solute) into the element; however, circumstances in which the effect of
conduction of heat in the fluid is negligible are common, and a statement
that a fluid is effectively incompressible is usually taken to imply, in the
absence of any explicit qualification about heat conduction, that the density
of each mass element of the fluid remains constant (see §3.6). Thus, for an
inco,mpressible fluid, the rate of change of p following the motion is zero,
that is,

The mass-conservation equation then takes the simple form

V.u = o. (2.2·5)

In this case the rate of expansion is everywhere zero, and, as explained in
books on vector analysis, a stream-tube cannot end in the interior of the
fluid; it must either be closed, or end on the boundary of the fluid, or extend
'to infinity'. A vector u having zero divergence is said to be solenoidal.

Use ofa stream funetion to satisfy the mass-conservation equation
In the cases of flow of an incompressible fluid, and of steady flow of a

compressible fluid, the mass-conservation equation (2.2.2) reduces to the
statement that a vector divergence is zero, the divergences being of u and pu
respectively. Ifwe impose the further restriction that the flow field either is
two-dimensional or has axial symmetry, this vector divergence is the sum of
t The word •element' is used here and elsewhere to imply infinitesimal size and (usually)

a passage to an appropriate limit.
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only two derivatives, and the mass-conservation equation can then be
regarded as defining a scalar function from which the components of u or
pu are obtained by differentiation. The procedure will be described here
for the case of an incompressible fluid.

Assume first that the motion is two-dimensional, so that u = (u, v, 0) and
u and v are independent of z. The mass-conservation equation for an
incompressible fluid then has the form

eu ev-+- = 0, (2.2.6)
ex ey

from which it follows that U oy - v ox is an exact differential, equal to o1ft'
say. Then eifr eifr

u = ey' v = - ox' (2.2·7)

and the unknown scalar function ifr(x,y, t) is defined by

ifr-ifro = f(udy-vdx),

o

p

x

Figure 2.2.1. Calculation of the flux of fluid volume across a curve joining the reference
point 0 to the point P with co-ordinates (x, y).

where ifr0 is a constant and the line integral is taken along an arbitrary curve
joining some reference point 0 to the point P with co-ordinates x,y. In this
way we have used the mass-conservation equation to replace the two
dependent variables u, v by the single dependent variable 1ft', which is a very
valuable simplification in many cases of two-dimensional flow.

The physical content of the above argument also proves to be of interest.
The flux of fluid volume across a curve joining the points 0 and P in the
(x,y)-plane (by which is meant the flux across the open surface swept out by
translating this curve through unit distance in the z-direction), the flux
being reckoned positive when it is in the anti-clockwise sense about P, is
given exactly by the right-hand side of (2.2.8) (see figure 2.2.1). Now the
flux of volume across the closed curve formed from any two different paths
joining 0 to P is necessarily zero when the region between the two paths is
wholly occupied by incompressible flow. The flux represented by the
integral in (2.2.8) is therefore independent of the choice of the path joining
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o to P, provided it is one of a set of paths of which any two enclose only
incompressible fluid, and therefore defines a function of the position of P,
which we have written as lfr -lfro'

Since the flux of volume across any curve joining two points is equal to
the difference between the values of lfr at these two points, it follows that lfr is
constant along a streamline, as is also apparent from (2.2.7) and the equation
(2.1. I) that defines the streamlines. lfr is termed the stream function, and is
associated (in this case of two-dimensional flow) with the name of Lagrange.
The function lfr can also be regarded as the only non-zero component of a
'vector potential' for u (analogous to the vector potential of the magnetic
induction, which also is a solenoidal vector, in electromagnetic field theory),
since (2.2.7) can be written as

u = Vx B, B = (0,0, lfr). (2.2.9)

It is common practice in fluid mechanics to provide a picture of a flow
field by drawing various streamlines, and if these lines are chosen so that
the two values of lfr on every pair of neighbouring streamlines differ by the
same amount, 6 say, the eye is able to perceive the way in which\the velocity
magnitude q, as well as its direction, varies over the field, sincel

q::::: 6/(distance between neighbouring streamlines).

Examples of families of streamlines describing two-dimensional flow fields,
with equal intervals in lfr between all pairs of neighbouring streamlines, will
be found in figures 2.6.2 and 2.7.2.

Expressions for the velocity components parallel to any orthogonal co
ordinate lines in terms of lfr may be obtained readily, either by the use of
(2.2.9) or with the aid of the relation between lfr and the volume flux
'between two points'. For flow referred to polar co-ordinates (r, 0), we find,
by evaluating the flux between pairs of neighbouring points on the r- and
8-co-ordinate lines and equating it to the corresponding increments in lfr
(allowance being made for the signs in the manner required by (2.2.8», that

I 8lfr 8lfr
Ur = r 80' UfJ = - Or· (2.2.10)

The reader may find useful the general rule for two-dimensional flow, that
differentiation of lfr in a certain direction gives the velocity component 900
in the clockwise sense from that direction.

Finally, for this case of two-dimensional flow of incompressible fluid, we
should note the possibility that lfr is a many-valued function of position. For
suppose that across some closed inner geometrical boundary there is a net
volume flux m; this flux might be due to an effective creation of fluid within
the inner boundary (as when a tube discharges fluid into this region) or to
change of volume of the part of the enclosed region not occupied by the
fluid (as when a gaseous cavity surrounded by water expands or contracts).
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If now we choose two different paths joining the two points 0 and P which
together make up a closed curve enclosing the inner boundary, the fluxes of
volume across the two joining curves differ by an amount m (or, more
generally, bypm, wherep is the number of times the combined closed curve
passes round the inner boundary). The value of 1/r -1fr0 at the point P thus
depends on the choice of path joining it to the reference point 0, and may
take anyone of a number of values differing by multiples of m. This kind of
many-valuedness ofa scalar function related to the velocity distribution in a
region which is not singly-connected will be described more fully in §2.8.
It is not confined to two-dimensional flow, although that is the context in
which it occurs most often.

If now the flow has symmetry about an axis, the mass-conservation
equation for an incompressible fluid takes the form

au 1 o(O"V)
V.u=-+---=oox U' aU'

in terms of cylindrical co-ordinatest (x, U', rp) with corresponding velocity
components (u, v, to), the axis of symmetry being the line u = o. This
relation ensures that uu8u- uv8x is an exact differential, equal to 81/r say.

Then I 0Vr 1 0Vr
u = U' aU" v = - uox ' ' (2.2.II)

and the function 1/r(x, u, t) is defined by

1/r-1/ro = Ju(udu-vdx), (2.2.12)

where the line integral is taken along an arbitrary curve in an axial plane
joining some reference point 0 to the point Pwith co-ordinates (x, U'). It will
be noticed that the azimuthal component of velocity w does not enter into
the mass-conservation equation in a flow field with axial symmetry and
cannot be obtained from 1/r.

Again it is possible to interpret 1/r both as a measure of volume flux and
as one component of a vector potential. The flux of fluid volume across the
surface formed by rotating an arbitrary curve joining 0 to P in an axial plane,
about the axis of symmetry, the flux again being reckoned as positive when
it is in the anti-clockwise sense about P, is 211' times the right-hand side of
(2.2.12). Lines in an axial plane on which 1/r is constant are everywhere
parallel to the vector (u, 'V, 0), and can be described as 'streamlines of the
flow in an axial plane'. 1/r is here termed the Stokes streamfunction. A sketch
of lines on which 1fr is constant, with the same increment in 1/r between all
pairs of neighbouring lines (see figure 2.5.2 for an example), does not give
quite as direct an impression of the distribution of velocity magnitude here

t Expressions for the divergence and other vector operators in tenns of general orthogonal
curvilinear co-ordinates, and cylindrical co-ordinates in particular, will be found in
appendix 3.
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as in two-dimensional flow, owing to the occurrence of the factor 1/(j in the
expressions for U and fJ in (2.2.11). The relations (2.2. I I) are readily seen to

be equivalent to u = V xB, B{I = 1/J'/(j, (2.2.13)

the components of the vector potential B referred to cylindrical co-ordinate
lines here being independent of the azimuthal angle rp.

The relation between 1/J' and the volume flux 'between two points' may
be used to obtain expressions for the velocity components referred to other
orthogonal systems of co-ordinates in terms of"". For instance, for flow with
axial symmetry referred to spherical polar co-ordinates (r, 8, rp), we find,
by evaluating the flux between pairs of neighbouring points on the r- and
O-co-ordinate lines and equating it to 211 times the corresponding increments
in 1/J' (allowance being made for the signs in the manner required by (2.2.12»,

that 1 0"" 1 O'ifr
U,. = rBsinO ao' Us =- rsinO ar' (2.2. 14)

With this co-ordinate system, the vector potential for the velocity has the.
azimuthal component ?f1

B{I= rsinO' (2.2.15)

Exercise

At time to the position of a material element of fluid has Cartesian co-ordinates
(a, h, c) and the density of the fluid is Po. At a subsequent time t the position
co-ordinates and density of the element are (X, Y, Z) and p. Show that with this
Lagrangian specification of the flow field the equation of mass conservation is

o(X, Y, Z) Po
a(a, b, c) = p

2.3. Analysis of the reladve modon near a point
The force exerted by one portion of fluid on an adjacent portion depends

on the way in which the fluid is being deformed by the motion, and it is
necessary, as a preliminary to dynamical considerations, to make an analysis
of the character of the motion in the neighbourhood of any point. This
analysis is similar to that used in the theory of local deformation of an elastic
solid, rate of strain and rate of rotation of the fluid taking the place of total
strain and total rotation of the solid.

The velocity of the fluid at position x and time tis u(x, t), and the simul
taneous velocity at a neighbouring position x +r is u +811, where, for
rectangular co-ordinates, au

8u, = r/-' (2.3.1)
ax/

correct to the first order in the small distance r between the two points. The
geometrical character of the relative velocity 811, regarded as a (linear)
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function of r, can be recognized by decomposing OUi/oX1' which is a second
order tensor, into parts which are symmetrical and anti-symmetrical in the
suffices i andj. Thus we write

8Ui = 8u~S)+ 8tt~a),

where 8u~S) = '1e#, 8u~a) = 'i;#, (2.3.2)

and ei1 = ~ (~Ui+0:1) , gi1 = ~ (~i-0:1) • (2.3.3)
2 flXi flXi 2 flXj flXi

The two terms 8u~S) and 8u~a) make distinct and basically different contribu
tions to the relative velocity which we proceed to interpret in turn.

The first contribution may evidently be written as

l' (s) 0<1>
QUi = Ti eij = o'i' (2·3·4)

where <I> = i'kr,ekl, (2.3.5)

since eil is a symmetrical second-order tensor. The surfaces on which <1>,
regarded as a function of r, is constant form a family of similar quadrics, and
811(s) is parallel to the local normal to the quadric passing through position r.
The nature of this contribution to 811 becomes clearer if we choose the
directions of the orthogonal axes of reference so that the non-diagonal
elements of eij are zero, as is always possible. The axes of reference then
coincide with the principal axes ofthe tensor ei1 and of the family ofquadrics,

and cI> = !(ari2+br~2+cr~2), (2.3.6)

where r~, T~, T~ are the components of r referred to the new axes. a, band c
are the diagonal components of the tensor e~1 obtained from the general
transformation formula , OTk Or1

ei1 = oTi or' ekl' (2·3·7)
and satisfy the invariant relation ;

b ' au, ( 8)a+ +c = eu = eif,= ~. 2·3·
f./Xi

The contribution 811(8) to the relative velocity has the three components
(aT~, br~, cr~) with reference to the new axes. Thus any material line element
near position x which is parallel to the T~-axis (so that for all points on the
line element the values of r~ and r~ are the same) continues to have that
orientation and is being stretched at a rate eil, = a. Likewise all material line
elements parallel to the T~- and r~-axes are being stretched at rates band c
without rotation (so far as the contribution 8u(s) alone is concerned). Material
line elements not parallel to anyone of the T~-, T~-, r~-axes in general experi
ence both stretching and rotation, but only to the extent that is needed for
consistency with the pure stretching motion for line elements parallel to
anyone of the orthogonal axes.
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The contribution 8u(8) is said to represent a pure straining motion. ei:J is
called the rate-of-strain tensor, and is determined completely by the direc
tions of its principal axes and by the three principal rates of strain a, b, c.
Another description of the relative velocity field 811(8) is that it converts a
material element near x which initially is spherical into an ellipsoid with
principal diameters which do not rotate and whose rates of extension are
a, b, c. For an incompressible fluid, this ellipsoid has constant volume and eii
is zero (for see (2.3.8). For a compressible fluid, the pure straining motion
may be regarded as a superposition of an isotropic expansion in which the
rate of extension of all line elements is leii' for which the contribution to <I>
is irk rk eu, and a straining motion without change of volume, for which the
contribution to <I> is irk rz(ekl-lei' 8kl).

Turning now to the contribution 8u(a), we see thatEi:J is an anti-symmetrical
tensor with only three independent components and may quite generally be
written in the form ~ 1

&ii = - I};6iik Wk' (2·3·9)
where WI' WlI and Ws evidently are the components of a vector w; the factor
( -1) is put in to simplify the subsequent relation (2.3.10). The contribution
to 8u, is then (a)

8Ul -'1'il = -lei1k ri Wk'

which is the i-component of the vector lw x r. Therefore 8u{a) is the velocity
produced at position r relative to a point about which there is a rigid-body
rotation with angular velocity tw.

The explicit expression for the components of w follow from (2.3.3) and

(2·3·9): Ous Oul Oul oUs OUll Oul
~=--- W=--- ~=---oXa oXs' II axs axl ' aXl aXil '

or, in vector notation, CI) = V x u. (2.3.10)

This vector w plays an important part in fluid mechanics, and is termed the
local vorticity of the fluid. It is common practice in general vector analysis
to describe a vector function of position having zero curl as £TTotational in
view of the above connection between V x u and the local rotation of the
fluid.

We can see why V x u should appear as twice the effective local angular
velocity of the fluid. By Stokes's theorem in vector analysis, we have

J(V x u).ndA = fu.dr

for any open surface A bounded by a closed curve of which 8r is an element.
The choice of a plane surface bounded by a circle of small radius a centred at
x and having the unit normal D then shows that

(
tangential component of velocity) / __1_ ! d
averaged over the circumference a - 277'a2 jU. r

~ i(Vxu).n.
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The fluid is not rotating as a rigid body about the point x, so that it cannot
be said to have a local angular velocity in the simple sense; for a fluid which
is being deformed, some extended definition of angular velocity is needed
and the expression on the left-hand side of (2.3.n) seems a natural choice
for the component of local angular velocity parallel to n. The pure straining
motion represented by 8u(B) makes no contribution to this effective angular
velocity of the fluid.

It is useful to look also at the expression for the angular momentum of
a spherical element of fluid of uniform density about its centre at x, viz.

feilkT/ ( uk+', ::)pdV(r).

Uk and au,Jox, are constants so far as the integration over the volume of the
element is concerned, so that the first term makes no contribution and the
angular momentum is

where I is the moment of inertia of the element about any axis through the
centre. This is exactly the angular momentum that the spherical element
would have if it were rotating as a rigid body with angular velocity tw. It
will be noted that this-result does not hold for an element of arbitrary shape,
because the angular momentum then in general depends on the straining
motion represented by 8u(s) (as is clear from a consideration of the angular
momentum of an element in the form of a long thin ellipsoid with its
maximum diameter not parallel to one of the principal axes of strain), as
well as on the rotational motion represented by 8u(a).

In summary, we have seen that, to the first order in the linear dimensions
of a small region surrounding the position x, the velocity field in this region
consists, in effect, of the superposition of

(a) a uniform translation with velocity u(~),

(b) a pure straining motion characterized by the rate-of-strain tensor etj,
which itself may be decomposed into an isotropic expansion and a straining
motion without change of volume, and

(c) a rigid-body rotation with angular velocity lw.
In analytical terms, the conclusion is that the velocity at the position x +r
may be written approximately as

a
u,(x) +81, (iT/ Tic elk) + !el/k WI 'k,

where e1.j and WI are evaluated at the point x.
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Figure a.3.I. Simple shearing motion
near a point decomposed into a strain
ing motion and a rotation. The princi
pal axes of the straining motion are
at 45° to the Tl- and T.-axes.

- - - - > , straining motion;
---+, rotation;
-~~, resultant.

Simple shearing motion
A type of relative velocity field which occurs often in practice is a simple

shearing motion, in which plane layers of fluid slide over one another. The
relative velocity Bu here has the same direction everywhere and varies with
respect to distance in one direction perpendicular to Bu. With an appro
priate choice of axes Ou"tfoXI is non-zero only when i = I, j = 2, and then

au = (r2:~'0,0),

and cI> = !rlrs::' w = (0,0, -:~. (2.3.14)

The principal rates of strain are ~ ~l, - ~ ~1 , and 0, and act along principal
2 ttX2 2 ttX2

axes whose directions with respect to the
original axes are given by the unit vectors
(I/~2, I/~2, 0), (- I/~2, I/,J2, 0) and(0,0, I) respectively. Figure 2.3.1 shows
how the contributions from the straining
motion and rotation combine to produce
the simple shearing motion at points on a
circle in the (T1,Ts)-plane.

This representation of a simple shear
ing motion as a superposition of a pure
straining motion (with zero rate of ex
pansion) and a rigid rotation allows us to
choose a simple shearing motion as a basic
element in the representation of a general
relative velocity field, and it is sometimes
useful to do this. Before seeing how this
may be done in general, we show that any
two-dimensional local relative velocity
field may be represented as the super
position of a symmetrical expansion, a simple shearing motion, and a rigid
rotation. First resolve the relative velocity field into a pure straining motion
and a rigid rotation as above and rotate the axes of reference so that they
coincide with the principal axes of the rate-of-strain tensor. Then we have

<I> = 1(ar12+br~2)

= !(a + b) r2 +!(a - b) (r12- r~2),

where r2 = r1s+ r~2. Now rotate the axes through a further 45°, so that r has
components (ri, r;) and

(J) = l(a+b)r2-l(a-b)rir;.
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The first term represents a symmetrical expansion, in which all material
lines are being extended at the rate l(a +b) = IV. u, and it is evident from
(2.3.14) that the second term, when combined with a rigid rotation with
angular velocity +l(a - b) about the normal to the plane of motion, repre
sents a simple shearing motion; whence the result stated follows.

The corresponding result in the general three-dimensional case is that
any local relative velocity field may be represented as the superposition of a
symmetrical expansion, two simple shearing motions, and a rigid rotation.
Again we proceed by resolving the motion into a rigid rotation and a pure
straining motion, for the latter of which, relative to principal axes, we have

cI> = l(ar? + br~2+cr;2)

=ir2eti + l(a -lett) (r~2 - r;2) + l(b -leu) (r~2 - ra2).

The first term represents a spherically symmetrical expansion in which the
volume of a material element is increasing at the rate V.u per unit volume,
and the second and third terms each represent a two-dimensional pure
straining motion with zero rate of expansion which, as already seen, can be
represented as the superposition of a simple shearing motion and a suitably
chosen rigid rotation; whence the result follows. It will be noticed that the
two simple shearing motions that go to represent a given relative velocity
field can be chosen in a number of different ways (corresponding to the fact
that a non-diagonal element of the rate-of-strain tensor yields a simple
shearing motion when combined with either of two rigid rotations of
equal and opposite angular velocity).

2.4. Expression for the velocity distribution with
specified rate of expansion and vorticity

The divergence and the curl of a vector function of position are funda
mental differential operators in vector analysis which yield quantities inde
pendent of the choice of co-ordinate system. Applied to the velocity field
they give the local rate of expansion L\ and the local vorticity w:

V.u = a, V xu = w. (2.4.1)

It was seen in §2.3 that the instantaneous relative motion of the fluid near
any point is a combination of (i) an isotropic expansion such that the rate of
increase of volume of a material element, per unit volume, is L\, (ii) a pure
straining motion without change of volume, and (iii) a rigid-body rotation
with an angular velocity lw. Evidently a good deal of information about the
whole velocity distribution is conveyed by the distributions of L\ and w
throughout the fluid. It sometimes happens that the distributions of L\ and
ware prescribed, or can be inferred from the circumstances of the fluid
motion, and it is useful to examine analytically the extent to which the
velocity distribution is then determined. So far as the relative motion near
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any point is concerned, a pure straining motion without change of volume is
left undetermined; but we shall see that there are quite strong restrictions
on the distribution of these pure straining motions over the fluid as a whole.

Our plan is to construct a velocity distribution whose divergence and curl
have specified values ~ and (a) at all points of the fluid, and then to consider
(in §2.7 et seq.) the properties of velocity fields with zero rate of expansion
and vorticity. We begin with the specified distribution of the rate of expan
sion Ll and seek any hypothetical velocity, Ue say, such that

V.ue=Ll, VXUe=O (2.4.2)

everywhere, without regard for other properties of Ue• One way of choosing
ue to satisfy (2.4.2) is to put

ue = V¢>e' VB¢>e = Ll. (2.4.3)

(This choice is of course not arbitrary; it is known in vector analysis that
under fairly general conditions any vector function of position may be
written as the sum of two vectors of the form V¢> and V x B, of which only
the first can have non-zero divergence and zero curl.) A solution of this
Poisson-type equation for ¢>e is known to bet

I f~'¢>e(x) = - 4
1T

S dV(x'),

where s is the magnitude of the vector s = x - x', the prime denotes evalua
tion at the point x', and the volume integral is taken over the region occupied
by fluid; the specified distribution of Ll must of course be such that the
integral in (2.4.4) exists.

The corresponding expression for ue is

The velocity ue at the point x may be regarded formally as the sum of
contributions from the different elements of volume of the fluid, that from
a volume element 6Vat point x' being

~. (x) = ~ Ll' 6V(x') ( 6
aUe B • 2·4· )s 41TS

This is simply the irrotational velocity distribution in an infinite fluid
that is consistent with a volume flux Ll' 6V(x') across all closed surfaces
enclosing the point x'. The velocity field (2.4.6) has zero rate of expansion
everywhere except within the volume element 6V(x'), containing the point

t See chap. 6 of Methods of Mathematical Phyncs, by H. Jeffreys and B. S. Jeffreys,
3rd ed. (Cambridge University Press, 1956).

t Where there is ambiguity about the position vector with respect to which the differential
operator V applies, as in the case of the quantity V(I/S), the relevant position vector is
indicated by a suffix. VIt = - VIt' for operation on a function of • alone.
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x', where the rate of expansion is A'; and so the velocity field (2.4.5) has the
specified rate of expansion everywhere. We may say that each volume
element BV(x') acts like a source of volume in an otherwise expansion-free
fluid, the rate of emission of volume (or 'strength' of the source) being
a(x') BV(x').

Now let us suppose that the distribution of vorticity w is specified (with
V.w = 0 everywhere), and seek a hypothetical velocity, \Iv say, such that

Vx\lv = w, V.\Iv = 0, (2.4.7)

without regard for other properties for \Iv. The natural substitution here is

\Iv = V X B1t, (2.4.8)

and the equation for the' vector potential' B1t is then

V x (V x BlI) = "1("1 .BlI) - V2B1t = w. (2.4.9)

If it happens that V.B1t = 0 everywhere, the equation for B1t is

V2JJ1t = -11),

of which a solution is BlI(x' = 2...fwt

dV(x'),
'.I 41r S

where the volume integral is taken over the region occupied by the fluid as
before. We now test this solution to see if it is such as to make V.B1t = o.
We find.

V'{4~J~' dV(X')} = 4~Jw,.Vz(~)dV(X')

= - 4~fVz,.(~')dV(X')

= -2.fw' .ndA(x')
41r S '

the surface integral being taken over the entire boundary of the fluid. This
surface integral vanishes when the prescribed vorticity has zero normal
component at each point of the boundary, as would be so, in particular, at
the hypothetical exterior boundary of a fluid which extends to infinity in all
directions and is at rest there. In cases in which w .n =F 0 at some points of
the boundary of the fluid we may adopt the artifice of imagining that the
fluid and the vorticity distribution extend beyond the actual boundary and
that the vorticity is so distributed there as to make a new region of fluid with
a new boundary at which w .n = o. All the lines whose tangents are every
where parallel to ware then closed, and none end at the new boundary. There
are many ways in which the vorticity distribution may be extended, since
the problem of finding a solenoidal vector w such that Ca). n takes given
values at the boundary of the region concerned is under-determined, but
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the choice is immaterial to our present purpose since for all choices the
velocity u" given by (2.4.8) and (2.4.10) has the specified vorticity at all
points of the actual fluid. (For one possible choice, V x w = 0 in the region
of extension, in which case determination of w there is the problem taken
up in §2.7.)

On the understanding, then, that the volume integral in (2.4.10) (and in
(2.4.11) below) is taken over an extended region in cases in which w.n =F 0
at the real boundary of the fluid, we have from (2.4.8) and (2.4.10)

u,,(x) = 4~fVl[ x (~') dV(x')

= -~fS xw' dV(x'). (2.4. Il )
411 sa

u" may be regarded formally as the sum of contributions from the different
volume elements of the fluid, that from 8V(x') being

.k.. = _ S x w' 8V(x')
u~ --------_~q~. (2.4.12)

411.,--

The vorticity cannot be uniform and non-zero inside a volume element and
zero in surrounding fluid, since such a distribution ofw would not have zero
divergence, so that (2.4.12), unlike (2.4.6), is a velocity distribution which
cannot exist by itself.

There is an analogy between (2.4.11) and the formula in electromagnetic
theory that relates a steady volume distribution of electric current (the
current density replacing w) and the accompanying magnetic field. Just as
the electric current can be said to produce a distribution of magnetic field
(given bya formula like (2.4.1 1» in the space under consideration, so vorticity
can be said to produce the velocity distribution (2.4.1 I) in the surrounding
fluid. The word 'produce ' (which is sometimes replaced by 'induce ') does
not implyhere a mechanical cause and effect; what is meant, strictly speaking,
is that (2.4.Il) is the solenoidal velocity whose curl has the specified value
everywhere and which is therefore associated with the given distribution of
vorticity.

The conclusion is that, if u is a velocity field which is consistent with
specified values of the rate of expansion II and the vorticity w at each point
of the fluid, U - U e - u" is both solenoidal and irrotational, where U e and u"
are given by (2.4.5) and (2.4.n). Thus we may write

U = Ue+u,,+v, (2.4.13)

where v is a vector satisfying the equations

V.v = 0, V x v = 0 (2.4.14)

at all points of the fluid. We shall see later (§ 2.7) that v is determined by the
conditions to be satisfied at the boundary of the fluid.
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2.5. Singularities in the rate of expansion. Sources and sinks

We consider in this section the irrotational velocity field ue(x), as defined
by (2.4.3) and (2.4.4), that is associated with a distribution of rate of expan
sion containing singularities of certain kinds. The basic type of singularity
is simply an isolated peak in the value of A at a given point in the fluid. We
suppose that Ahas a large magnitude in a region ofsmall volume econtaining
the point x' and is zero elsewhere (and if it should not be zero elsewhere, the
additional contribution to U e is linearly additive, as (2.4.5) shows). Since the
non-zero values of A are now concentrated near x', the expression (2.4.5)
becomes

ue(x) ~ -!... ~f A" dV(x"), (2.5. 1)
411 ~- •

where s = x - x' as before. Only the volume integral of A is relevant in
this approximation, other details of the distribution of A near x' having no
effect on ue• By supposing e now to contract on to the point x' while

f. A" dV(x") remains constant (implying IA'I ~oo as e~o), and equal to m

say, we arrive at the mathematical concept of a point source of fluid volume,
for which the associated irrotational velocity field is given exactly by

m m s
tPe = - 411S ' ue(x) == 411 sa' (2.5.2)

m is termed the 'strength' of the source (which becomes a sink when m is
negative), and is equai to the total outward flux of fluid volume across any
closed surface enclosing the point x'.

The concept of a point source has some value as a direct representation of
one aspect of real flow fields, although this value is limited since peaks in the
distribution of A are not readily produced in the interior of the fluid by
dynamical effects. When something like a point source does occur, it will
normally be a direct consequence of some external action. For instance,
a pipe of small diameter sucking in fluid at one end produces a flow like that
due to a point sink located at the end of the pipe (figure 2.5.1), and the flow
on one side of a rigid plane containing a small hole through which fluid is
suckedt at a rate M units ofvolume per second is approximately the same as
the flow produced in an unbounded fluid by a point source ofstrength - 2M.
However, the more important role of the point source in theoretical fluid
mechanics is as one of a set of mathematical units from which more complex
and interesting flow fields can be constructed. The remainder of this section

t The reason why the fluid must flow into, and not out of, the pipe and the hole in the
plane in order to be capable of representation by flow due to a point source or sink is
connected with the effect of fluid viscosity at a rigid boundary. Fluid which is forced
out of the pipe or the hole in the plane usually emerges as a concentrated jet. A match
can be extinauilhed by blowina, but not by lucking I
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illustrates the possibility of 'synthesizing' flow fields with the point source
as the basic unit.

An aspect of the concept of a point source which makes it useful mathe
matically is its localization to a point. We may obtain a different singularity,
similarly localized, by imagining a source and a sink, with strengths of equal
magnitude m, to be placed at the points x' +iBx' and x' - iBx' respectively.
The separation Bx' is now allowed to approach zero, and the source strength
m to approach infinity, in such a way that the product tends to a finite limit:

1.1. = lim mBx'.
6,..'_0

Figure 2.5.1. Flow due to suction at the open end of a pipe-approximately
the same as flow due to a point sink.

This gives a singularity termed a source doublet of strength 1.1. at the point
x'. The irrotational velocity field associated with a source doublet(or dipole)
is a linear superposition of the fields associated with the source and sink
separately, and is therefore given by

if> () 1· m{I I}X = 1m - - + ---;--~;--:-;

e 6,..'-+0 417 Ix - x' - i Bx'i Ix - x' +i Bx'i

and



where It = lpol; hence
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The velocity field· (2.5.4) has axial symmetry (with zero azimuthal com
ponent) about the direction of po, and the components of Ue, which is a
solenoidal vector except at x = x', can therefore be written in terms of a
stream function 'IjF (§2.2). In terms of spherical polar co-ordinates ($,8, rp)
with origin at the point x' and with 0 = 0 in the direction of po, the radial
component of lie is, according to (2.2.14),

1 c¥ s. U e
si sin 0 cO = -$-

1 po.s It cosO
= 211$4 = 21T""T'

.f.. = l!:- sin2 0
'I' 41T $ ,

the arbitrary function of integration being determined (as zero) by the need
for the correct transverse component of Ue also to be derivable from (2.5.5).
Figure 2.5.2 shows the pattern of streamlines in an axial plane for the flow
associated with a source doublet.

Figure 2.5.2. Streamlines in an axial plane for the flow associated with a source doublet.
The stream function increases by the same amount between each pair of neighbouring
streamlines.

An important point to notice for later applications is that as $ ~ ex:> the
velocity associated with a single source at x' decreases to zero as $-2, whereas
that for a source doublet does so as $-3. Another important property is that,
since the strengths of the source and sink making up the doublet are equal,
there is no net flux of fluid volume across a surface enclosing the source
doublet; this property renders the source doublet more useful than the single
source as a direct representation of actual flow fields.

It is possible to obtain other point singularities, of increasing degree of
complexity, by the same procedure as was used to construct a source doublet
from a single source. If a source doublet of strength !.L is placeu at the point
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x' + i8x' and another of strength - po at x' - !8x', and if 18x'l is allowed to
approach zero and 1p.1 to increase, in such a way as to make p",8xj tend to a
finite limit, vi; say, we obtain a point singularity for which the associated
velocity distribution is derivable from

tPe(x) = vi; oxf;xj ( - 4~S) = -;~ ox~~x; (;). (2.5.6)

This singularity can also be regarded as (the limiting case of) the super
position of two equal sources at opposite corners of a small parallelogram of
certain shape near the point x' together with equal sinks of the same strength
as the sources at the other two corners. The form of the velocity distribution
associated with singularities ofeven higher order will be evident from (2.5.6).

It is also possible to imagine peaks in the distribution of the rate of
expansion on certain lines or surfaces in the fluid, and to define line and
surface singularities. Whereas the total flux of fluid volume from a point
source has a given non-zero value, the flux per unit length of a line source is
non-zero and the amount measures the line 'density' of source strength
(which may not be the same at all points on the line). Likewise the flux per
unit area of a surface source is non-zero and measures the surface density
of source strength. Source doublets and higher order singularities may also
be distributed over lines and surfaces with non-zero and finite density.

If the line density of source strength has the value m at all points of a line
parallel to the %-axis at (x', y'), each element 8%' of the line may be regarded
as acting as a point source of strength m8%', and the irrotational velocity
field (ue, tie' 0) associated with the whole line is given by

m
ge(X,y) = -log (T.

211'

m fco y-y' m y-y'
tI (x y) = - --dz' =---e' 411' -co s3 217 0'2 ,

where 0'2 = (x - X')2 +(y - y')2. The scalar function whose gradient has the
above components is

m fco x-x' m x-x'
ue(x,y) = 4 17 -co-r dz' = 217U2'

It will be noticed that an attempt to obtain (2.5.8) directly by integrating the
expression for tPe for a point source over all values of z' fails because the
integral diverges; however, the divergence is independent of (x,y) (and
gives rise to an infinite constant) and the expression (2.5.8) represents the
finite part of the integral which does depend on (x,y) and which is therefore
relevant to the velocity field.

This uniform and straight line source in a three-dimensional field is of
course equivalent to a point source in a two-dimensional field. The velocity
components (2.5.7) could have been derived by beginning with the concept
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of a point source of strength m at a point (x',y') in a two-dimensional field,
the net flux of fluid area (or volume, per unit depth of the flow field) across
all curves in the (x,y)-plane enclosing the point (x',y') then being m.

2.6. The vorticity distribution

There are many purposes for which it is more convenient to think about
the fluid motion in terms of vorticity rather than in terms of velocity, despite
the simpler physical character of the latter quantity. It also proves to be
possible and useful, in many important cases of fluid flow, to divide the flow
field into two regions with different properties, one of them being charac
terized by the vorticitybeing approximately zero everywhere. Considerations
of the way in which changes in the distribution of vorticity take place will
therefore be given often in later chapters. We are not yet in a position to
describe the effect that the various forces acting on the fluid have on the
vorticity, but we can note the purely kinematical consequences of the
definition of was V x u-or, equivalently, as twice the effective local angular
velocity of the fluid. One consequence is of course the identity

V.w = O. (2.6.1)

A line in the fluid whose tangent is everywhere parallel to the local vorticity
vector is termed a vortex-line, and the family of such lines at any instant is
defined by an equation analogous to (2.1.1). The surface in the fluid fonned
by all the vortex-lines passing through a given reduciblet closed curve drawn
in the fluid is said to be a vortex-tube. The integral of vorticity over an open
surface A bounded by this same closed curve and lying entirely in the fluid is

fw.ndA,
where n 8A is an element of area of the surface, and we can use the relation
(2.6. I) to show that this integral has the same value for any such open surface
lying in the fluid and bounded by any closed curve which lies on:\ he vortex
tube and passes round it once. For if n' 8A' and n R 8AR are elet:~.:nts of area
of two such open surfaces (the directions ofn' and n R having the same sense
relative to the vortex-tube), the divergence theorem applied to the volume

t This useful tenn, which will be used again later, implies that the closed curve can be
reduced to a point by a process of continuous defonnation, without passing outnde the
fluid. Thus for a reducible closed curve drawn in the fluid it is always possible to find
an open surface which is bounded by the curve and which lies entirely in the fluid (this
surface being that traced out by the closed curve during its continuous reduction to a
point). When the region occupied by the fluid is singly-connected, all closed curves in
the fluid are reducible; and when this region is not singly-connected, some closed curves
in the fluid are irreducible. A flow field which we shall wish to discuss is that due to a
cylinder of infinite length moving in an infinite body of fluid; the region of space
occupied by the fluid is here doubly-connected, closed curves in the fluid which pass
round the cylinder are irreducible, and those which do not link the cylinder are
reducible.
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of fluid enclosed by these two surfaces and the connecting portion of the
vortex-tube shows that

fw' .n' dA' - fw" .n" dA" = fV .wdV = 0,

there being no contribution to the surface integral from the portion of the
vortex-tube. The integral of vorticity over an open surface A cutting the
vortex-tube is thus independent of the choice of A, and is termed the
strength of the vortex-tube. In the case of a vortex-tube of infinitesimal
cross-section, the strength is equal to the product of the cross-sectional area
and the magnitude of the local vorticity, being the same at all stations along
the tube. We note that a vortex-tube cannot end in the interior of the fluid.

An application of Stokes's theorem to a closed curve lying entirely on the
vortex-tube and passing round it once gives

fw.ndA = fu.dx, (2.6.2)

where nBA is an element of an open surface bounded by that closed curve.
The line integral of fluid velocity round a closed curve is termed the circula
tion; thus the circulation round any reducible closed curve is equal to the
integral of vorticity over an open surface bounded by the curve and, equi
valently, is equal to the strength of the vortex-tube formed by all the vortex
lines passing through the curve.

Line 'Vortices
A number of flow fields are characterized by values of the magnitude of

the vorticity in the neighbourhood of a certain line in the fluid which are
much larger than those elsewheret (this line of necessity being parallel to w
everywhere, since it would not otherwise be possible to satisfy V.w = 0).
A useful mathematical idealization is derived from such cases by supposing
a vortex-tube in which w =1= ° to contract on to a curve with the strength of
the vortex-tube remaining constant, and equal to K say. We then have a line
singularity of the vorticity distribution which is specified entirely, so far as
the contribution to the integral of vorticity over a surface is concerned, by
the value of K and the position of the line; it may be called a line vortex of
strength Ie(~d should not be confused with a vortex-line, or lineofvorticity).
The solenoidal velocity distribution that is associated with the existence of
a single line vortex and with zero vorticity elsewhere in the fluid is readily
found from (2.4. I I). For if BI be a vector element of length of the line vortex
which lies in the volume element OV, we have

f wdV = KBI,
6V

so that (2·4· I I) becomes Uv = _ ~_f8 x dIex') (2.6·3)
417 S3'

t Tornadoes, whirl-pools, and vapour trails from the tips of the wing of an aircraft making
a sharp turn, are all phenom~na associated with such a concentration of vorticity.
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where s = x - x', and the line integral is taken over a closed path extended
beyond the fluid if necessary, as explained in §2.4. The corresponding
expression in electromagnetic theory for the magnetic field 'due to' a steady
current round a closed line conductor is called the Biot-Savart law.

In the very simple case of a straight line vortex of infinite length (and with
zero vorticity elsewhere), the velocity u., is everywhere in the azimuthal
direction about the line vortex, with direction corresponding to positive
circulation about the line vortex, and has magnitude

at distance u from the line vortex (see figure 2.6. I); the two 'ends' of the
straight line vortex at infinity can be regarded as being joined by a line

x'

x

K

31111'

Figure 2.6.1. The solenoidal velocity distribution associated with a straight
line vortex of strength K.

vortex in the form of a semi-circle of radius R, say, the contribution to u.,
from this curved path being of order R-l and thus negligible. The velocity
distribution (2.6.4) can also be obtained directly from the axial symmetry of
the vorticity distribution and the application of (2.6.2) to a circular path
centred on the line vortex. Even when the line vortex is curved, the value of
u., at points near the line vortex will be given approximately by (2.6.4)
because the integral in (2.6.3) is then dominated by the neighbouring,
approximately straight, portion of the line vortex (see §7.I).

We may note also that this two-dimensional solenoidal flow associated
with a straight line vortex may be described in terms of a stream function;
on comparing (2.2.10) and (2.6.4) we see that

K
1fr = --log 0".

211
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In a wholly two-dimensional flow field the appropriate term for the singu
larity is l point vortex'.

Another formula for the solenoidal velocity field associated with a single
curved line vortex of strength K (with zero vorticity elsewhere) can be
obtained by returning to the expression (2.4.10) for the vector potential Bv•

We have

by the analogue of Stokes's theorem for a scalar quantity integrated round
a closed curve, where n 8A is an element of area of any open surface bounded
by the line vortex. On making use of the fact that

we find

where

u,,(x) == -:11'fn.vz(Vri)dA(X
J

).

This can be written as
K

u,,(x) = - 411' VO,

O(x) == fS ~n dA(x')

(2.6.6)

is the solid angle subtended by the line vortex at the point x; the positive
sense of n here is the same as the positive sense of the circulation round the
line vortex. The corresponding formula in electromagnetic theory is also
well known.

Just as a point source doublet and other more complicated singularities in
the expansion distribution can be constructed by an appropriate super
position of single point sources, so other line singularities can be constructed
from line vortices. We obtain a line 'Vortex doublet by placing a straight line
vortex of strength K at position x' +!8x' and another of strength - K at
x' - tax' (where x' and 8x' now represent-temporarily-vectors in the
plane normal to the line vortices), and by allowing K to increase and 18x'l to
approach zero in such a way that K 8x' tends to the finite limit 1. The
associated two-dimensional solenoidal velocity distribution may be repre
sented by the stream function

?/rex) == -2-1.Vr (1ogO') ==~1.(x-;x'),
211' 211' 0'

where 0' == Ix-x'i. The streamlines in the plane normal to the line vortices
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are thus all circlest passing through the point :x' with their centres on the
line through x' parallel to A (figure 2.6.2). It may be shown readily that the
solenoidal velocity distribution associated with a vortex doublet in two
dimensions is identical with the irrotational distribution due to a source
doublet (in two dimensions) located at the same point and perpendicular to
the vortex doublet.

Figure 2.6.2. Streamlines for the two-dimensional solenoidal flow associated with a line
vortex doublet. The stream function increases by the same amount between each pair of
neighbouring streamlines.

Sheet vortices

Cases in which the magnitude of the vorticity is large everywhere in the
neighbourhood of a surface in the fluid (which likewise must be a surface on
which lines ofw lie) also occur in practice, for example in flow fields involving
aeroplane wings and other lifting bodies (§7.8) and in some involving move
ment of bluff bodies (§ 5. I I). The local properties of such a surface concen
tration of vorticity are evidently specified by the vector

r = fWdxn ,

where Xn denotes distance normal to the surface and the integral is taken

t This is true of the streamlines associated with two parallel line vortices of equal and
opposite strength at arbitrary positions x~ and ~ in the plane orthogonal to the line
vortices, as may be seen from the fact that the stream function is then

K 0'.
-log-,
2" 0'1

0"1 = Ix-x~1 and 0'. = Ix-x~l.
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over a small range e containing the surface. If now we suppose that e~ 0

and that fw dx"" remains constant and equal to r, we arrive at the concept
of a sheet vortex characterized (locally) by the parameter r. The strength of
a vortex-tube which encloses a narrow strip of the sheet parallel to r is
r (= Ir/) per unit width of the strip, and r may be termed the strength
density of the sheet vortex.

When the vorticity is zero everywhere except on a given sheet vortex, the
expression (2.4.1 I) for the velocity distribution associated with the vorticity

becomes I Is x r'
u,,(x) = - 4

11
SS dA(x'), (2.6.8)

where S = x - x' as before and the integral is taken over the area of the sheet.
In the particularly simple case of a single plane sheet vortex over which r is
uniform, we have I fS

u,,(x) = 4
11

r x sa dA(x')

=!-...r x fD,SndA(X')
411 s3

= lr x n, (2.6.9)

where D is the unit normal to the sheet directed towards the side on which
the point x lies. The fluid velocity associated with the sheet vortex is thus
uniform on each side of the sheet, with magnitude tr and direction parallel
to the sheet and perpendicular to r, but with opposite senses on the two
sides. This result could also have been obtained, apart from a numerical
factor, from the facts that no length scale is provided by this given distribu
tion of vorticity and that the parameter r specifying the (uniform) strength
density of the sheet has the dimensions of a velocity.

A related result holds for a sheet vortex in the form of a cylinder of
arbitrary cross-section, over which r is uniform and r is everywhere at
right angles to the generators of the cylinder (so that the vortex-lines are
plane curves, all of the same shape, passing round the cylinder). The
integral (2.6.8) becomes

( )_ rICO fSxd1(X')d ( ')u"x --- - mx
411 -co s3 '

where 8m(x') is an element of length of a generator and 81(x') a vector
element of length of a vortex-line, both at position x'. The component of
s parallel to the generators makes no net contribution to the integral with
respect to m, in view of the anti-symmetry of the integrand, so that

ull(x) = - 1:fP X ~~(X'), (2.6.10)

where P is the projection of S on a cross-sectional plane (figure 2.6.3).
Ip x 811lp2 is the angle subtended at x by the length element 81 in a cross-
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sectional plane, and we see therefore that at any point x within the cylinder
Uv is parallel to the generators and has uniform magnitude r, while at any
point x outside the cylinder u" is zero. t Thus a sheet vortex of uniform
strength density again separates two regions in each of which the associated
velocity is uniform.

In these two cases of sheet vortices over which the strength density is
constant, there has been seen to be a discontinuity at the sheet, ofmagnitude
r, in the component of Uv parallel to the sheet and perpendicular to r. This

Figure 2.6.3. Calculation of the solenoidal velocity distribution associated with
a cylindrical sheet vortex.

D c
n

B

Figure 2.6.4. A small portion of a non-uniform sheet vortex.

may be shown to be true of any sheet vortex, with r not uniform, the
relation between r and the velocity jump then being a local one. We con
sider the circulation round a circuit in the form of a small rectangle with two
opposite sides AB and CD which lie on either side of the sheet vortex and
which are parallel to the sheet and perpendicular to r (figure 2.6.4). The
sheet may be supposed to be plane and r approximately uniform over the
intercept of the rectangle at the sheet, and u" is likewise uniform over the
rectangle on each side of the sheet where the distribution of vorticity has
a singularity. Then the contribution to fu".dx from the path element EA
cancels with that from BF (with an error of the second order in the linear

t There is a well-known corresponding result in electromagnetic theory, that the magnetic
field due to a steady current in a solenoid (a long wire in the form of a closely-wound
helis) 18 uniform and parallel to the axis within the solenoid but is zero outside it.
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dimensions of the rectangle), and the contribution from FC cancels with
that from JJE, so that the general relation (2.6.2) gives

f~Uv·dx+f: u".dx = r x EF.

Thus the component of u" parallel to the sheet and perpendicular to r has
a discontinuity of amount r across the sheet. The same argument for a
rectangle with sides AB and CD parallel to r shows that there is no jump in
the component of u" parallel to r; nor can there be any jump in the com
ponent of u" normal to the sheet in view of the requirement V.u" = o. The
jump in u" accompanying passage across the sheet in the direction of the
normal n can therefore be written as

[u,,] = r XD. (2.6.11)

The local jump in u" is thus the s;,une as if the whole sheet were plane with
uniform strength density equal to the local value of r. When the sheet is
plane and the strength density uniform, u" simply reverses direction across
the sheet, but this property does not hold in general.

2.7. Velocity distributions with zero rate of
expansion and zero vorticity

It has been shown that a velocity distribution of the form (2.4.13) is
consistent with specified values of the rate of expansion d and the vorticity
w at all points of the fluid. The terms U e and u" in (2.4.13) are obtainable
from the distributions ofd and CJ) respectively, but the remaining term v was
left undetermined. It is the purpose of this section to consider the properties
of a velocity field v satisfying the equations (2.4.14), viz.

V.v = 0, Vxv = o. (2.7.1)

The velocity U of a fluid which is effectively incompressible satisfies the
equation V. U = 0, so that the equations (2.7.1) are satisfied, not only by
a function v which is one of three contributions to the velocity of a fluid in
which the rate of expansion and vorticity take specified values, but also by
the actual velocity of an incompressible fluid in which for some reason the
vorticity is zero. We shall see that most fluids behave, under a wide range of
flow conditions, as if they were nearly incompressible (§ 3.6), and also that
flow fields with the seemingly restrictive property ofzero vorticity over large
parts ofthe field are, for dynamical reasons, remarkably common (chapter 5).
Study of irrotationalsolenoidalvectorfields therefore has great practical value
in fluid mechanics. The simplicity of the equations (2.7.1) has also made
possible extensive mathematical developments and the employment of
powerful analytical techniques. Actual flow fields in which the fluid velocity
is irrotational and solenoidal will be considered in chapter 6, but it is
desirable to establish here some of the more general results concerning the
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in which the integral is taken over one of the paths in the set mentioned. The
vector gradient of rjJ(x) is found by varying the position of P, giving
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vector function v (which will be spoken of as a velocity for convenience, even
though it may be only one of three contributions to the real velocity of the
fluid) satisfying (2.7.1).

In a fluid in which the instantaneous distribution of velocity is v(x),
material elements are being subjected to translation and a pure straining
motion without change of volume, and without superposed rotation.

Since V x v is zero at all points of the fluid, Stokes's theorem shows that

fv .dx = 0 (2.,.2)

for all reducible closed curves lying within the fluid, because it is always
possible to find an open surface bounded by.any such reducible curve and
lying entirely in the fluid. If 0 and P are two points in a connected region of
fluid, and C1 and C2 are two different curves joining 0 to P in such a way
that the two together form a reducible closed curve lying entirely in the
fluid, we see from (2.7.2) that

J v.dx =J v.dx.
o. o.

The line integral of v over a curve joining 0 to P and lying within the fluid
thus has the same value for all members of a set of paths of which any two
make a reducible closed curve, and depends only on the position vectors Xo
and x of 0 and P respectively. It is therefore possible to define a function
¢(x) such that

Vif;(x) = vex).

¢(x) is termed the velocity potential for the field v (although there is no
question here of an interpretation of if; as a potential energy function). It is
customary to leave the position Xo unspecified, since the difference between
the values of if; corresponding to two different choices of Xo is independent
of x and so without effect on V¢(x).

We notice in passing the converse of the result represented by (2.7.2) since
it will be needed in later discussions of the dynamical equations for a fluid
of small viscosity: if the circulation associated with a velocity field v round
all closed reducible curves lying in a region of fluid is zero, V x v = 0 every
where within that region. This result follows from the fact that for points
Pwithin the region the function rp given by (2.7.3) can be defined and v then
has the irrotational form (2.7.4). Alternatively, we may argue that by Stokes's

theorem I(V ) dAxV.n =0

for all open surfaces A lying in the region and bounded by reducible curves,
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which is possible, when the integrand is continuous in x, only if V x v = 0

at all points of the region.
The introduction of the function rp by means of the relation (2.7.4) ensures

that the equation V x v = 0 is satisfied identically, and the three unknown
scalar components of v are thereby determined by a single unknown scalar
function rp. The first of the equations (2.7.1) then requires

at all points of the fluid. This equation for rp, known as Laplace's equation,
appears in many branches of mathematical physics, and many general
results about functions satisfying the equation (often referred to as harmonic
functions) are known. The linearity of the equation is noteworthy," and
accounts for the relative simplicity of analysis of irrotational solenoidal flow;
the dynamical equations governing the change of the velocity distribution
in a fluid from 'one instant to the next are in general non-linear'(chapter 3),
but in the particular case of irrotational solenoidal flow the constraints on
the velocity distribution are so strong as to require the spatial distribution
ofv to satisfy the simple linear equations (2.7.4) and (2.7.5) independently
of temporal changes.t

Equation (2.7.5) is a second-order linear partial differential equation with
constant coefficients, and is of the -type designated in the theory of such
equations! as elliptz"c. 'It is known that the solutions of equations of this
type, and all their derivatives with respect to components of x, are finite
and continuous at all points, except possibly at some points on the boundary
of the field. (This is in contrast to solutions of corresponding equations of
hyperbolic type, such as the wave equation, which may have discontinuities
at interior points.) Thus smoothness of the velocity distribution is ensured
at all points of the fluid, except at those points of the boundary where a
singularity of some kind-for example, an abrupt change of the tangent
plane to the boundary, as at a corner or edge-is prescribed as a part of the
boundary conditions.

The properties of solutions of (2.7.5) are strongly dependent on the
topology of the region of space in which the equation holds. When the
region occupied by the fluid is singly-connected, any pair of paths joining two
points 0 and P and lying in the fluid together make a reducible closed curve,
round which the circulation is zero, so that the function rp defined by (2.7.3)
is a· single-valued function of x. When the region occupied by the fluid is

t Whether the dynamical equations allow the velocity distribution to remain solenoidal
and irrotational is of course a matter for investigation. In fact, they do, under certain
conditions (see §5.3). In this section, concerned with kinematics, we are examining the
properties of a function v(x) which by definition satisfies the equations (2.,.1) at a given
instant at which the expansion a and vorticity (a) are prescribed.

t For general accounts of second-order partial differential equations, see Partial Differential
Equations in Physics, by A. Sommerfeld (Academic Press Inc., 1949), and Methods of
l\1athel1Ultical Physics, Volume 2, by R. Courant (Interscience, 196Z).
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multiply-connected, ¢(x) -rp(Xu) has the same value for all paths belonging
to a set of which any two together made a reducible closed curve, but it may
have different values for paths belonging to different sets and may thus be
many-valued. For the moment we assume that the fluid occupies a singly
connected region; the less important case of flow in a multiply-connected
region will be investigated in §2.8.

Conditions for Vrp to be determined uniquely

An important result concerning the conditions under which the function
rp is determined uniquely, apart from an arbitrary additive constant, may be
established in the following way. We note first the identity

V.(rpv) = v. Vrp+rpV. v = v. v,

and use it to rewrite the following integral over the volume occupied by the
fluid:

Figure z.,.J. Definition sketch for fluid bounded internally (AI)
and externally (A'>.

When rpv is a single-valued function of position, as it certainly is when the
fluid occupies a singly-connected region of space, this volume integral may
be transformed, by the divergence theorem, to an integral over the surface
A bounding the fluid. Hence for a region of fluid bounded externally by a
surface A2, and perhaps also internally by a surface AI' we have

where n i and n 2 are unit vectors normal to the surface elements 8A1 and 8A2

and are both drawn in the outward direction relative to the closed surfaces
Al and A2 (figure 2.7.1).

The relation (2.7.6) yields the remarkable result that, in any case in which
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the normal component of v is zero at all points of the inner and outer
boundaries, fv .v dV = 0

and so v must be zero everywhere in the fluid. This means that no irrota
tional motion of an incompressible fluid contained in a singly-connected
region within rigid boundaries (across which the flux of fluid mass must be
zero) can occur unless at least part of the boundary is moving with a non
zero component of velocity in the direction of the local normal.

The fact that only one solution of the equations (2.7.1) (viz. v = 0) is
compatible with a zero normal component of velocity everywhere on the
boundaries suggests that prescribed values of the normal component of v
at the boundaries might determine uniquely the value of v everywhere. This
is in fact so, and may be established quite simply by noting that, if v ( = V¢)
and v· (= V¢·) are two solutions of the equations (2.7.1), their difference
v -v· is likewise a solution and the relation (2,7.6) may be rewritten with
v-v· in place ofv and tP - ¢. in place of¢. The conditions under which not
more than one solution exists, that is, under which v-v· = 0 everywhere,
are then the same as those that make the quantity

f(¢-¢·) (v -v·).n.dA2- f(tP -¢.) (v -v·) .n1 dAI (2·7·7)
equal to zero. Ifthe normal components ofv and v· have the same prescribed
value at each point of the boundaries Ai and AI, we have

(v-V-).n = 0

on Ai and A 2, in which event the quantity (2.7.7) is zero, and v = v· at all
points of the fluid. Similarly the quantity (2.'.7) vanishes if¢ and ¢. have
the same prescribed value at each point of the boundaries, although this
condition for uniqueness is less relevant to practical problems. Equality of
v and v· everywhere is also ensured if we require that ¢ = ¢. at some points
of the boundaries and that n. v = n. v· at the remaining points.

Many of the flow fields considered in fluid mechanics are of large extent,
by comparison with representative linear dimensions ofthe region ofinterest,
and a useful mathematical idealization in such cases is that the fluid' extends
to infinity'. A particularly common type of flow is that produced by a rigid
body moving through a large expanse of fluid which would otherwise be at
rest,t and it is desirable to establish for this kind of flow a uniqueness
theorem like that given above. The proof makes use of (2.7.6) in the same
way, with the surface A2 chosen to be a sphere of sufficiently large radius to
enclose all the interior boundaries. However, the evaluation of the integral
oftPv .n over the surface AI requires a careful consideration of the behaviour
of ¢ Cat infinity', to be given in §§2.9, 2.10, and we therefore postpone a
demonstration of the uniqueness theorem for fluid extending to infinity and

t When the speed of the body is steady, this flow is of course mechanically identical with
that produced by the same body held fixed in a stream of fluid whose velocity would
otherwise be uniform and equal, but oppositely directed, to that of the body in the
original flow.
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at rest there. The result is that the solution of the equations (2.7.1) for v is
unique when certain alternative conditions are imposed at each point of the
inner boundary alone, one such condition-the most important one-being
that the normal component of v at the boundary takes a prescribed value.

These uniqueness theorems have very important consequences for irrota
tional flow of an incompressible fluid. The whole velocity distribution in
such a flow (in a singly-connected region of space) is determined uniquely
by prescribed values of the normal component of velocity at whatever inner
and outer boundaries are present, and hence, in cases in which these
boundaries are the surfaces of rigid bodies, by a prescribed motion of the
rigid bodies. Thus when a rigid body moves through fluid which would
otherwise be stationary, the flow field is determined uniquely by the instan
taneous velocity of the body (together with its geometry); neither the
acceleration nor the past history of the motion of the body is relevant.t In
particular, when the fluid is bounded by stationary rigid boundaries, the
fluid is necessarily stationary everywhere. The instantaneous motions of
the body and of the fluid are evidently completely 'locked' together (which
suggests that equations (2.7.1) are likely to govern fluid flow only in the
absence of elastic and dissipative properties of the fluid).

We may now close our general account of the way in which the complete
distribution of velocity of fluid in a singly-connected region is determined
when the distributions of the expansion and the vorticity are specified. There
are three contributions to the velocity distribution, as stated in (2.4.13), one
of which (ue) is associated with the specified distribution of expansion and
is given explicitly by (2.4.5), and another (u,,) which is associated with the
specified distribution of vorticity and is given explicitly by (2.4.11). The
remaining contribution (v, = Vrj» is such thatrj> satisfies the equation (2.7.5)
and v is determined uniquely by specified values of the normal co~ponent
of v at points of the boundary of the fluid (or by specified values of rj> at the
boundary). It will usually happen that the expressions (2.4.5) for U e and
(2'4.1 I) for Uv have non-zero normal components at the boundary of the
tiUld. Hence the value of the normal component of v that is to be prescribed
at the boundary is not simply equal to the normal component of the actual
fluid velocity at the boundary, but is equal to the difference between that
actual velocity component and the sum of the contributions from U e and u v'

In a case in which the boundary of the fluid is a rigid body moving with
purely translational velocity U, the prescribed value of the normal com
ponent of v at the boundary is

n.U -n.(ue+uv), (2.7.8)
where n is the local unit normal to the surface of the body.

t This striking result has its mathematical origin in the fact that the equations (2.,.1) and
(2.'.5) for V and 9 are differential equations with respect to x only and do not contain
the time explicitly; any boundary conditions which determine the solutions uniquely
will necessarily involve only instantaneous quantities.
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Irrotational solenoidalflow near a stagnation point
As a simple example of a velocity distribution satisfying the equations

(2.7.1), we consider conditions in the neighbourhood of a point 0 where
v = o. Such a point is commonly referred to as a stagnation point, and may
occur either in the interior of the fluid or at the boundary. The velocity
potential tP has finite and continuous derivatives near 0, unless 0 is a point
on the boundary where there is a geometrical singularity, and so rp can be
expanded near 0 as a Taylor series in Cartesian co-ordinates x, with origin

at 0: rp = tPo+ a,x, + !a'i x,xi+ O("s),

where rll = x,x, and the tensor ail is symmetric. Since Vrp = 0 at 0, all the
coefficients a, vanish; and since V2rp = 0 everywhere we have a,,, = o. Thus
the motion near 0 is a pure straining motion without change of volume
characterized by the rate-of-strain tensora,s, and a linear velocity distribution

t1, = a#xs'
apart from the small error term of order ,.s.

It follows that there are three orthogonal lines through 0, parallel to
principal axes of the tensor a1.j, on each of which the velocity is parallel to
that line, being towards 0 on at least one line and away from 0 on at least
one line. The streamline through 0 evidently has three orthogonal branches,
in general. If we use axes parallel to the principal axes of a,s, with position
co-ordinates (x,y,z), we have for the corresponding velocity components

U=QX, t1=by, fO=-(a+b)z, (2.7.9)

where a and b are unknown constants relating to the flow field of which the
region near 0 forms a part.

When the flow near 0 is either two-dimensional or axisymmetric, it is
possible also to describe the motion in terms of a stream function (§ 2.2). In
the case of two-dimensional flow, and with axes parallel to the principal axes
of the rate-of-strain tensor at 0, we evidently have

rp = !k(xlI-i"), Yr = kxy (2.7. 10)

near 0, where k is a constant. The streamlines near 0 are rectangular hyper
bolae, all of which asymptote to the two orthogonal branches 'of the stream
line through 0, as sketched in figure 2.7.2; and the equipotential lines form
an identical and orthogonal family with asymptotes at 45° to the axes. Like
wise, in the case of flow near 0 which is symmetrical about the x-axis of a
cylindrical co-ordinate system (x, 0', ()), we have

rp = k(xlI-!ull), Yr = kxull• (2·7· II )

Each streamline here lies in a plane through the axis of symmetry, and the
whole family of streamlines in one such axial plane has the qualitative
appearance of the family shown in figure 2.7.2 .
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These results apply to a stagnation point at a boundary, provided there is
no geometrical singularity of the boundary there, and the tangent plane to
the boundary at 0 will then contain two of the principal axes of the rate-of
strain tensor aii at O. For instance, in figure 2.7.2 either the x-axis or the
y-axis could be a boundary. On the other hand, the results do not apply to
a stagnation point at a point on the boundary where the tangent to the
boundary is discontinuous, as at the apex of either a conical orwedge-shaped
boundary. In such a case, some branches of the streamline through the
stagnation point must coincide with the boundary and must therefore
intersect at angles determined by the geometry of the boundary.

Figure 2.7.2. Streamlines in two-dimensional irrotational solenoidal flow
near a stagnation point; Vr = kxy.

The complexPotential for irrotational solenoidalflow in two dimensions

In the particular case of a two-dimensional field, and in that case alone,
v satisfies relations of such a form that it is possible to make use of the theory
offunctions of a complex variable in a way which is both elegant and effective.
Applications of complex variable theory to particular two-dimensional flow
fields will be made in chapter 6; here we simply set down the basic mathe
matical relations.

The components vx' v lI of a vector v in two dimensions which is irrota
tional can be written as



(2.7. 12)

Since

81jf 81jf
'Vz == 8y' 'V'II == - 8x'

The two scalar functions if>(x,y) and 1jf(x,y) provide alternative specifica
tions of a vector v which is both irrotational and solenoidal, and are evidently
related by
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On the other hand, we have seen that the components of a solenoidal vector
v in two dimensions can be expressed in terms of a stream function?jl (see
§2.2) thus:

8if> 81jf 8if> 81jf
8x == 8y , 8y == - ox •

Two relations of precisely the same form as (2.7.12) are well known in the
theory offunctions of a complex variable as the Cauchy-Riemann conditions
that the complex quantity if> +i1jf should be a function of x and y of such
special form as to depend only on the combination x +iy in the sense that
if>+i1jf has a unique derivative with respect to x+iy.t In the usual termi
nology, the relations (2.7.12) are conditions, which are both necessary and
sufficient when the four partial derivatives in (2.7.12) are finite and con
tinuous throughout a region, for if>+i1jf to be an analytic (or 'regular')
function ofthe complex argument z == x +iy in that region, the real functions
if> and 1ft then being conjugate functions.!

We shall write () A.. ',11'
fO Z == 'i' +'y-

and term w(z) the complex potential for the flow described by if> and 1jf. It is
an immediate consequence of this link with complex variable theory that
any analytic function of %, irrespective of its form, may be interpreted as a
complex potential and as a description of a possible irrotational solenoidal
flow field in two dimensions. Moreover, iff is an analytic function of z, so
too is if, so that in effect two flow fields can be obtained fromf; for one of
them if> and 1ft are equated to m(f) and J(f) respectively (where m(/) and
..1(/) denote real and imaginary parts off) and for the other to - J(f) and
fJt(f) respectively.

Several other conjugate properties of if> and 1ft are implied by the relations
(2.7.12). Both if> and 1ft satisfy Laplace's equation:

fJ2if> fJ2if> 02lfr 82?j1
8x1 + oy2 == 0, ox? + oy? == O.

(Vif».(V1ft) == 8if> 81jf + 8if> 81jf == 0
8x 8x 8y 8y ,

the equipotential lines on which if> is constant are orthogonal in general to the

t It may easily be verified that, when the relations (2.7.12) hold, the ratio of the differential
of 9+it/r to the differential 8x+i8y tends to a limit, as (8x ll +8y ll)6 -+ 0, which is
independent of 8y{8x.

t For an account of complex variable theory generally, see, for instance, Theory of
Functions of a Complex Variable, by E. T. Copson (Oxford, 1935).
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streamlines on which If; is constant; the deduction fails at a point where Ivl
is zero, and the result is not valid there (as is indeed evident from the
example in figure 2.7.2).

Since the derivative dw = lim ~~

dz 18zl-+o8z

is independent of the direction of the differential8z in the (x,y)-plane, for
convenience we may imagine the limit to be taken with 8z remaining parallel
to the x-axis, giving dw arp .elf; .

dz = ax +Z ax =VZ -zvll•

Choosing 8z to be parallel to the y-axis (so that 8z = i8y), with equal con-. .
vemence, gives dw I fJrp alf; .

-- = ----+- = v -f'l) •dz iBy ay Z II

Ifv is written for the magnitude ofv and 8 for the angle between the direction
of v and the x-axis, the expression for dwldz becomes

dw . ifJ ()dz = V Z -zvll = ve- . 2.7. 13

All these relations will be found useful later in various particular contexts.

2.8. Irrotational solenoldalftow In doubly-connected
regions of space

When the region occupied by the fluid is not singly-connected, not all
pairs of paths joining two points 0 and P in the fluid together make a closed
reducible curve; putting it crudely, one path might go round one side of a
boundary and the other member of the pair might go round the other. In
these circumstances, the line integral of v (the irrotational solenoidal part
of a general velocity field, as before) over a path joining 0 to P cannot be
shown to be independent of the path chosen,t and the line integral may not
be single-valued. The uniqueness result established in the preceding section
is valid only when the function rp(x) defined by the line integral is single
valued, and it is desirable now to consider the changes required when rp may
not be single-valued.

First we recall the way in which regions ofspace are classified topologically.
A singly-connected region of space is distinguished by the facts that any
two points in the region can be joined by paths lying entirely in the region

t We take it as self-evident that. when a closed curve is not reducible. it is not possible
to find an open surface bounded by the curve and lying entirely in the fluid. so that
Stokes's theorem cannot be used to show that the line integral of v round the curve is
zero. Despite the •obviousness' of this statement. it is in fact correct only for regions
of space of fairly simple topological character (including those normally enountered in
fluid mechanics). It is possible to construct peculiar regions of space, with a high degree
of connectivity, containing some curves which are irreducible and which bound open
surfaces lying entirely in the fluid.
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and that any two such paths together made a reducible closed curve. In a
multiply-connected region, it is still possible to join any two points in the
region by paths lying entirely in the region, but some pairs of such paths
together make irreducible closed curves. The degree of connectivity of a
multiply-connected region is determined by the number of different barriers,
in the form of open surfaces whose bounding curves lie entirely on the
boundary of the region, which it is possible to insert in the region without
dividing the region into unconnected parts; if n - 1 such barriers can be
inserted, the region is said to be n-ply connected. For example, the region
external to a torus is doubly-connected, because only one barrier (sayextend
ing across the central opening of the torus) can be inserted without the region
losing connectivity altogether. The insertion of each barrier creates a new re
gion (for which both sides of the barrier are now part ofthe boundary) whose
degree of connectivity is one less than that of the region without the barrier.

The degree of connectivity may also be stated in terms of the number of
irreconcilable closed curves which may be drawn in the region. Two circuits
in the region are said to be reconcilable if they can be made to coincide by
continuous deformation without passing out of the region; sometimes the
reconciliationwill be such that there is aone-to-one correspondence between
points on the two circuits (that is, such that each point of one circuit coincides
with only one point of the other circuit), and sometimes one of the circuits
will have become double, or multiple, during the reconciliation. In a singly
connected region, all circuits are reconcilable (and reducible). In the doubly
connected region external to a torus, all the reducible circuits are recon
cilable, one with another, and all the irreducible circuits which thread the
torus are likewise reconcilable with another; however, no circuit of the
former group is reconcilable with any circuit of the latter group. There are
thus just two irreconcilable circuits which can be drawn in a doubly-con
nected region. In an n-ply connected region, n irreconcilable circuits can be
drawn, one of which will be reducible and n - I of which will be irreducible.
Each of the n - I barriers which can be inserted in an n-ply connected
region, without dividing it into unconnected parts, excludes one of the n - I

irreconcilable irreducible circuits which can be drawn in the region.
The case of a doubly-connected region is important in fluid mechanics.

The flow generated by a long solid cylinder moving normal to its length
takes place in such a region and the fact that some closed curves are then
not reducible is at the basis of the theory of lift (§§6.6, 6.7). The region out
side a torus is doubly-connected, and this is relevant to analysis of the kind
of flow typified by motion of a smoke-ring (§7.2). Flow in regions with a
higher degree of connectivity than two does not occur often, and in any
event it is not difficult to infer the results for regions with connectivity of
degree three and four when those for a doubly-connected region are known.
The discussion in the remainder of this section will therefore refer to flow
in doubly-connected regions of space.
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It is convenient, for purposes of exposition, to use phrases relating to the
concrete case of flow in the doubly-connected region outside a solid cylinder
of infinite length. Consider the various closed curves which can be drawn in
the fluid. A number of these circuits are reducible curves, round which the
line integral of v is zero, by Stokes's theorem. Some of the circuits are
irreducible curves which pass completely round (or 'loop ') the cylinder
once. Now any two of the circuits which loop the cylinder once are recon
cilable, with a one-to-one correspondence of points on the two curves, and
the surface traced out by the two curves during the reconciliation is a strip
lying in the fluid and bounded by the two closed curves. Stokes's theorem
for this open surface in the form of a stript shows that the line integrals of v
round the two closed curves, taken in the same sense relative to the cylinder,
are equal; hence ! d ( 8 )

jV. X=K 2••1

for all circuits looping the cylinder once, the unknown quantity K being called
the cyclic constant! of the velocity field v.

Other irreducible curves loop the cylinder more than once, p times say.
Any two of the circuits which loop the cylinderp times are reconcilable, with
a one-to-one correspondence, and Stokes's theorem applied as before to the
strip swept out by the deformation leading to reconciliation again shows that
the line integrals of v round the two closed curves have the same value. But
included among the circuits linking the cylinderp times is one which repeats
p times a closed curve which loops the cylinder once. Hence, for all circuits
looping the cylinder p times, we have

fv .dx =pK. (2.8.2)

This relation gives the circulation (associated with v) round any closed curve
drawn in the fluid, provided p is taken as zero for a curve which does not
loop the cylinder.

If now we define a function ¢>(x) such that

¢(x) = ¢>(Xo) + fP v .dx, (2.8.3)
Jo

where the integral is taken over some path lying in the fluid and joining the
point 0 with position vector Xo to the point P with position vector x, the
valueof ¢>(x) is seen to depend on the choice ofpath. The difference between
the two values of¢> corresponding to two choices of path from 0 to P is equal
to the line integral of v round the closed curve formed by the two paths
together, and this, as (2.8.2) shows, must be an integral multiple of the cyclic

t When Stokes's theorem is applied to an open surface whose boundary consists of two
or more unconnected closed curves, the sense of the line integral round the boundary
is determined by the rule that it must everywhere be anticlockwise about the normal
to the adjacent element of surface.

t In a n-ply connected region of space, n- I cyclic constants are associated with the
velocity field v.
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constant K. Thus, in a doubly-connected region, if> is in general a many
valued function of position, the difference between possible values of if> being
an integral multiple of K. Irrotational solenoidal flow in a doubly-connected
region is said to be cyclic when K is non-zero; when K = 0, the flow is acyclic
and if> is a single-valued function of position, as in the case of flow in a singly
connected region.

It should be noticed that if>, as defined by (2.8.3), is still a continuous
function of x (when Ivl is finite). As the point P moves continuously round
the cylinder in an anti-clockwise sense, if> changes continuously and is
greater by an amount K when P returns to its starting point after completing
one loop of the cylinder. At all points in the fluid, an infinitesimal change~
in the position ofP gives rise to an infinitesimal change v. 8x in the value of if>,
and the relation

holds as before. v is of course a single-valued function of x in all circum
stances.

An example of cyclic irrotational solenoidal flow is provided, in effect, by
a line vortex of the kind described in §2.6. The velocity field u" associated
with a single line vortex (which is necessarily closed or extends to infinity at
both ends) in an infinite region of fluid, is, by definition, solenoidal every
where and irrotational everywhere except on the line vortex itself; hence
u" = Vif> everywhere in the doubly-connected region outside the line vortex
and the cyclic constant for if> is equal to the strength ofthe line vortex. We did
in fact determine explicitly in (2.6.6) the velocity potential for the flow
associated with a closed line vortex of strength K, viz.

where n is the solid angle subtended at the point x by the closed line vortex.
As expected, this expression increases by an amount Ie as the point x is taken
once round any closed path linking the line vortex once in the positive sense
relative to the vorticity of the line vortex. In the limiting case of a straight
line vortex of infinite length, the line vortex can be imagined as being closed
by a semi-circle of infinite radius, so that

K
if>(x) = - 8,

211
(2·8.5)

where 8 is the anti-clockwise polar angle, in the plane normal to the line
vortex, of the point x relative to the line vortex, the direction (} = 0 being
arbitrary. It will be noted that this velocity potential gives the same flow
field as the stream function (2.6.5), and that the expression for the com
plex potential of the flow in the z-plane normal to the line vortex is

w(z) = - (iK/211) log z.
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Conditions for Vcp to be determined uniquely

The argument in §2.7 that led to a statement of the boundary conditions
under which a solution of Laplace's equation for cp is unique (apart from an
additive constant) involved a use of the divergence theorem, in the step
leading to (2.7.6), which is valid only when ¢ is a single-valued function of
position. The argument therefore fails in the case of flow in a doubly
connected region, unless the cyclic constant K happens to be zero.t How
ever, there is a simple way of using the earlier results to obtain sufficient
conditions for uniqueness of V¢ when ¢ is a many-valued velocity potential.
For if ¢ and ¢'II are two solutions of Laplace's equation which are known to
have the same cyclic constant, ¢ - cp'll is the velocity potential of an acyclic
motion and is a single-valued function of position to which the earlier
deductions do apply. Hence irrotational solenoidal flow in a doubly
connected region is determined uniquely when the boundary conditions
needed for uniqueness of flow in a singly-connected region are imposed
and the cyclic constant is specified.

Despite the fact that this simple argument gives immediately a useful
uniqueness theorem, it is illuminating to consider in detail the way in which
relations like (2.7.6) must be modified when ¢ is a many-valued function of
position. As before, we begin with the identity

Iv.vdV= IV.(rPv)dV,

the integrals being taken over the doubly-connected region occupied by the
fluid. In order to be able to transform to a surface integral, we imagine a
barrier (without thickness) of the kind described earlier in this section! to
be inserted in the fluid. If the two sides of this barrier are regarded as part of
the boundary of the fluid, the flow now takes place in a singly-connected
region within which ¢ is a single-valued function of position; the path used
to join the reference point 0 to the current point P(x) must not cross the
barrier (since it must not pass outside the fluid) and consequendyall pairs of
paths together make reducible closed curves.

Use of the divergence theorem, which is permissible now that the volume
V is singly-connected, gives

Iv.vdV== I¢v.ndA+!¢_v.ndS-IrP+v.ndS, (2.8.6)

where A is the real boundary of the fluid, including interior and exterior
boundariesA1 (with n = - n1) and Az(with n = nz)where they exist, and the
normal n to the barrierS has the same sense, relative to the real boundaries, as

t The way in which IC is determined by dynamical processes in flow generated by a
certain type of moving cylinder is considered in § 6.7, and it will be seen there that the
case IC ::f:: 0 is common and important.

t The word' barrier' has topological, but not mechanical, significance. Insertion of the
barrier has no effect on the flow and should be thought of as the drawing of a surface
in the fluid.
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that used to define a positive value of K. ¢+ and ¢_ are the values of ¢ on the
two sides of the barrier, ¢+ referring to the side towards which the normal n
points. Figure 2.8.1 specifies the notation for the case of a doubly-connected
region between two infinitely long cylinders. Now when a point P(x) moves,
in a positive sense, from a position on one side ofthe barrier to a neighbouring
position on the other side of the barrier without crossing it, the change in ¢ is

¢_-¢+ = fv.dx = K. (2.8·7)

Hence fv.vdV = J¢v.ndA+Kfv.ndS. (2.8.8)

The last integral is equal to the flux of fluid volume across the barrier.

Figure 2.8.1. Insertion of a barrier S in the space between two cylinders.

I t now follows that the whole ofthe right-hand side of (2.8.8) is zero for the
,difference' motion represented by ¢ - ¢r1ff, provided the cyclic constants for
the motions represented by ¢ and ¢r1ff separately are equal and provided
conditions of the kind already described are imposed on both ¢ and ¢r1ff at the
bounding surface A. We also see that an alternative way of making the
second term on the right-hand side of (2.8.8) vanish for the difference motion
is to specify that the motions represented by ¢ and ¢r1ff separately produce
the same flux of volume across the barrier. However, this prescription for
uniqueness is not as useful in practice as specification of the cyclic constant.

In cases of cyclic flow in which the normal component of v is prescribed
over the entire boundary A of the fluid, it is possible, and useful for later
work, to divide the velocity v into two uniquely determined parts which
make separate contributions to the right-hand side of (2.8.8). One part, VI

say, is derived from a single-valued potential ¢I such that n. V¢I has the
specified value of V . n at all points of the boundary A, and the other, v2' is
derived from a many-valued potential ¢2 which has the prescribed cyclic
constant K and satisfies 'nAt.

n. V'f'2 = 0
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at all points of the boundary A. Then

fVI' VI dV = fV. (rpi Vrpl) dV

= frpiD. VrpldA = 0, (2.8·9)

showing that the two contributions VI and VI are orthogonal in an integral
sense, and the relation (2.8.8) becomes

fv. vdV = fv1 •v1dV+fvl .vldV

= frpl v1 ·ndA +Kfvs.ndS. (2.8.10)

Exercise

Show that the integral over the barrier S in (2.8.10) is independent of the
choice of barrier, whereas in general that in (2.8.8) is not.

2.9. Three-dimensional8ow fields extending to infinity

Asymptotic expressions fOT u., and~
When the fluid extends to infinity in all directions and is at rest there, as

we shall suppose to be the case, the rate of expansion ~ and vorticity w
normally also vanish at infinity. The integral expressions (2.4.S) and (2.4.1 I)
for the contributions to the velocity u(x) due to specified distributions of d
and ware still solutions of the governing equations (2.4.2) and (2.4.7),
provided only that the integrals over the infinite region of fluid. are con
vergent. In many cases of practical interest IAI and Iwl diminish quite
rapidly with increasing distance from the interior boundary of the fluid, and
we may reasonably make strong assumptions about their order of magnitude
in order to obtain useful results about the asymptotic expressions for ue and
~ when Ixl is large.

Consider first the contribution ueCx) representing the irrotational velocity
field associated with the specified distribution of ~ and given by (2.4.5).
When 1~(x')1 decreases rapidly as T' -+ 00, the value of the integral in (2.4.S)
is likely to be dominated by contributions from the central region surround
ing the origin; and since for all these contributions

I I
-~S ,

when T is large (where s = Ix- x'l, T = Ixl), with an error of order ,.-1, itis
a plausible speculation that

ue(x) - -~{f~' dV(x')} V.: (2.9.1)
417' T

as T -+ 00. This can be proved by considering separately the contributions
to the integral in (2.4.S) from the regions T' ~ exr (yielding an integral II say)
and T' ~ exT (yielding II), where ex < I. Provided L\(x') varies as T'- when
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T' is large, 12 is seen to be proportional torl-nwhenr is large. In the integrand
of II' T' < T and so it is possible to write S-I as a Taylor series in x' with
remainder, the series in this case consisting only of the first term T-I and a
remainder of order r-2• With a suitable restriction on n, viz. n > 3, the
integral 12 is negligible and (2.9.1) follows.

The asymptotic form (2.9.1) represents the irrotational velocity field
associated with a single source at the origin emitting volume at a rate
fil(x') dV(x'). If this effective source strength is zero, the second term of the
Taylor series for r l must be retained, r l then being replaced in the inte
grand of I I by

with an error of order r-3, whence it is found that

Ue(x) - :11Ux
/
il

l

dV(x/)}.V (V~)

as T ~ 00 with the stronger restriction n > 4. The asymptotic form here
represents the irrotational velocity field associated with a source doublet
(§ 2.5) of strength fx' il' dV(x') at the origin. If this latter integral is zero, an
approximation of even higher order is sought in the same way.

Similar remarks may be made about the contribution u,,(x) representing
the solenoidal velocity field associated with the specified distribution of w
and given by (2.4.II). It may be shown in the same way that, provided
Iw(x)1 is of order T-n (n > 3) when T is large,

u,,(x) - - 2...{fw'dV(x')} x V~
411 T

as T ~ 00. This asymptotic form represents the solenoidal velocity distribu
tion associated with uniform vorticity in a volume element at the origin
(compare (2.4.12», the product of the vorticity and the volume of the
element being equal to fW' dV(x'), or, equivalently, associated with an
element of a line vortex at the origin, the product of the (vector) element of
length and the strength of the line vortex being equal to fw' dV(x/). How
ever, the vortex-lines are all closed curves lying in the fluid (or in some
extended region, going beyond the inner boundary, over which the volume
integral in (2.4.U) and (2.9.3) must be taken, as explained in §2.4), which
suggests that the integral in (2.9.3) vanishes; we see formally that this is so
from the identity

and use of the divergence theorem, and the supposed smallness of Iwl when
r is large.

It is therefore necessary to obtain a higher-order approximation to u", by
developing the Taylor series for S-I by one more term in the manner that
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led to (2.9.2). With the stronger restriction that Iwl is of order r-n (n > 4)
when r is large, we find that, as T ~ 00,

Uv(x) - 4~fw'x{x,.V(V~)}dV(X')

= -~V x fw'x'. V ~dV(x').
417 r

This expression can be interpreted more readily by noting that

f(x,WJ+XJWi)dV(x) = fV,(XiXjw)dV(x),

=0

from the divergence theorem and the supposed smallness of Iwl when Tis
large. As a consequence,

fw'x'. V~dV(x') = if(w'X'. V; - x'w'. V;) dV(x')

= -i (V;) x f x' x w' dV(x'). (2·9·5)

The asymptotic expression for u,,(x) is thus

\Jv(x) - 8~V{(V~). f x' x w' dV(X')} ,

which may be seen to be of the same form as (2.9.2). Now for a single closed
line vortex of strength K of which a line element is 81 we have

ifx x wdV(x) = IKfx x dl(x)

= KfndA = KA, (2.9.7)

where n 8A is a vector element of any open surface bounded by the line
vortex (with the direction of n defined relative to the sense of w round the
line vortex), and A, the total vectorial area of this surface, depends only on
the shape of the closed line vortex. Hence the asymptotic form of u" repre
sents the solenoidal velocity distribution associated with a single closed line
vortex of infinitesimal linear dimensions located at the origin such that the
product of the strength and the vectorial area bounded by the vortex is equal
to Ifx x w dV(x).

In summary, we have found that, in a case in which the total rate of
expansion fLldV(x) is zero, ue and u" have a common asymptotic form as
T ~ 00, wliich is of order ,-3, and which represents the velocity field
associated with either a source doublet or a single closed line vortex located
at the origin.



Three-dimensional flow fields extending to infinity

The behaviour of¢ at large distances

When the velocity of the fluid vanishes at infinity, and when the distribu
tions of rate of expansion and vorticity are such that Ue and U ll vanish at
infinity, the remaining contribution v(x) (= V¢) must also vanish there. We
shall now use the supposition that v ~ 0 as T~ 00 to determine the func
tional forms of v and ¢ at large values of r, the information obtained being
useful in later considerations of solenoidal flow which is known to be irrota
tional in the outer parts of fluid of infinite extent. It will be shown first that
rp tends to a constant value, in a particular way, as r ~ 00, as a direct conse
quence of the fact that ¢ satisfies the equation v2¢ = o. For the moment we
assume that ¢ is a single-valued function of x, which is ensured when the

Figure 2.9. I. Definition sketch for fluid extending to infinity and at rest there.

region occupied by the fluid is singly-connected; the necessary modifications
when ¢ is not single-valued are considered in the next section.

The inner bounding surface of the fluid will be denoted as before by AlJ
with D 1 the unit (outward) normal to an element of this surface. A 2 will
denote the surface of a sphere with centre at a point P(x) in the fluid and
sufficiently large radius R to enclose all the interior boundaries, with D2 the
unit (outward) normal to the sphere; the region outside and including A2 is
wholly occupied by fluid (figure 2.9.1). We make use of Green's theorem,t
one form of which states that, if F and G are scalar functions of position
which, together with their spatial derivatives, are single-valued, finite and

t Well known in vector analysis and potential theory. The relation (2.9.8) can be obtained
by applying the divergence theorem for the volume V to the vector FVG-GVF.
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continuous throughout the volume V bounded by Al and A 2,

J(FVG-GVF).~dA2- !(FVG-GVF).n1 dA1 = f(FV2G-GV2F)dV.
(2.9.8)

The particular choice of functions F and G to be made here is

F(x') = if>(x'), G(x') = s-t,

where $ = Ix-x'i is the distance between the point P(x) and the point x'
at which the element of integration lies. if> has the requisite properties of
being single-valued, finite and continuous throughout V, but $-1 is not finite
at P; P must therefore be surrounded by a sphere of small radius ewhich is
excluded from V and the surface of which must be regarded as included in
the inner boundary. This additional contribution to the surface integration
on the left-hand side of (2.9.8) is

f (
OS-I I oif>')- if>' - -- - e2 dn(x'), -+411if>(x)

0$ $ 0$ 8-e

as e -+ 0, where an is an element of solid angle subtended at P and the prime
denotes evaluation at the point x' as before.

Now both if> and $-1 satisfy Laplace's equation, so that the right-hand side
of (2.9.8) vanishes and we are left with

if>(x) = ~f(if>'Vs''!-_'!- Vif>') .n1dA1(x')
411 $ $

- ~f(if>'Vs,'!.._'!- Vif>') .n2 dA2(x'),47T $ $ .

and, since $ = R on A 2,

= -~f(if>'''1s'!- +~ "1if>') .n1 dA1(x')
411 $ $

+411~2 f if>' dA2(x') +4;Rfn 2 • "1if>' dA2(x').

Since V.v = 0 everywhere within V, we have

fn2 • "1if>' dA2(x') = fn1 •"1if>' dA1(x'), = m say, (2.9.10)

m being the flux of fluid volume across the internal boundary Al (in the
outward direction) associated with the velocity field v. Also we may write

411~2f¢l dA2( x') = ?>(x, R),

representing the mean value of if> over the spherical surface A2, of radius R
and centred at x. Then

if>(x) =:?>+ mR-~f(if>'''1s'!-+'!- "1if>') .n1dA1(x'). (2.9. 12)
411 411 $ S
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This relation is in a form suitable for the determination of the behaviour
of ¢ at large values of T, since all terms on the right-hand side except the
first tend to zero as r ( = Ixl), and hence also s, becomes large (with R also
being made large in such a way that the sphere AI centred at x always
encloses the internal boundaries). However, we need now to know more
about the surviving term q>. This information is supplied by a theorem first
established by Gauss for a gravitational potential, which also satisfies
Laplace's equation in free space. Gauss's result is the relation (2.9.14) below,
and the proof is as follows.

The flux relation (2.9.10) may be written as

RBJ (at't_R dQ(x') = RI a~f(¢')8-RdQ(X') = m, (2.9. 13)

where an is again an element of solid angle subtended at P. Hence, integra
tion of (2.9.13) with respect to R gives

q>(x,R) = --.:.f(¢')s-RdQ(X') = C- m
R

,
4" 4"

where C is independent ofR. To see whether C depends on the position x of
the centre of the sphere A B, we calculate the derivative of C with respect to
any component of x, say Xl' with R kept constant:

ac _ aq> __I - ~f"'" dA (x')
aXI - aXt - 4"R2 aXt 'i' B

1 Ja¢' ,
= -RB ~ dAI(x ).

4" (lXl

This last expression is the mean value of the velocity component Vt over the
surface of the sphere AI' which we know to be zero for large values of R
since v is zero everywhere at infinity. Hence C is independent of both R
and x.

On substituting (2.9.14) in (2:9.12) we find

¢(x) = C-~J(¢'Vz.!+.! v¢,) .ftl dAt(x'), (2.9.16)
4" s S

which is an expression dependent only on the position x and the conditions
at the internal boundary. As T~ 00, s also becomes large and the integrand
in (2.9.16) becomes small everywhere on the finite surface At; hence

¢(x)~ C as T~ 00.

Conditions fOT V¢ to be determined uniquely

The fact that ¢ tends to a constant value at infinity may now be used,
together with (2.,.6), to establish the conditions for uniqueness ofV¢. For,
on choosing as external boundary AI a sphere of. large radius R enclosing all
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the interior boundaries, the integral of v. v over the whole volume of the
fluid becomes

Jv .v dV = lim Jrpv .°2 dA 2 - Jrpv .°1dA l'
R-+oo

The value of Jv .n 2 dA'J, is finite (and equal to the flux m across the inner
boundary), so that

Jv.vdV = lim J(rp.-C)v·n2dA 2 -J(rp-C)v.n1dA I
R-+oo

= -J(rp--C)v.01 dA l • (2.9. 17)

This relation takes the place of (2,7.6), for a fluid extending to infinity, and
we see from it that the conditions under which two solutions 'V¢ and VrpifF.
are necessarily identical are those such that

- J(rp-rpifF.)(v-v"').°1 dAI +(C- C*)(m -mifF.) = 0,

where C and CifF. are the constant values of rp and rp* at infinity and mand mifF.
are the fluxes of volume across the inner boundary corresponding to these
two solutions. Again we see that, as stated in §2.7, Vrp is determined uniquely
when the value ofthe normal component ofVrp at each point ofthe boundaries
of the fluid (the boundaries being wholly internal here) is prescribed, since
this requires v .D 1 = v* .n 1 at each point of Al and m = m.... Again there is
another, although less important, way of ensuring uniqueness of Vrp, viz. to
prescribe the value of rp at each point ofAl and either the value of the flux m
or the constant C to which rp tends at infinity.

The expression of rp as a power series
The exact relation (2.9.16) has been used as a means of showing that rp

tends to a constant value at infinity. The relation is also of interest in itself,
in that it shows explicitly how rp is determined throughout the fluid by
conditions at the inner boundary. (Note, however, that (2.9.16) does not
give rp(x) explicitly in terms of the normal component of Vrp alone at the
inner boundary; the distribution of rp over the inner boundary is also
involved. At first sight this does not seem to be consistent with the unique
ness theorem, which shows that rp(x) is determined uniquely, apart from an
additive constant, by a prescribed distribution of n. Vrp over the inner
boundary. The explanation lies in the fact that the distributions of n. V¢
and rp over the inner boundary are not independent; and in principle one
of them may be eliminated.)

We shaH use (2.9.16) to obtain a representation of rp(x) as a power series
in r-1, of which the constant C is the first term. The first step is to write r 1

as a Taylor series in x',
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which is clearly convergent, when r' < r, for the cases x. x' = += rr' and
thence for all values of the angle between x and x'. The series (2.9.18) may
be substituted in (2.9.16) and the integration carried out term-by-term,
provided r is greater than the largest value of r' involved in the integration,
giving

where

C = -.!-·fn.V"'dA = -_'!!.- CJ = ~f(x.n.V"'-n."')dA411 'Y 411'. 411 ' 'Y 'l 'Y ,

(2.9.20)

Cij = -~-f( -lXix/no V¢> +xtnj¢»dA,
411'

These integrals are taken over the whole of the inner boundary of the fluid,
an element of which is now denoted by n oA, the suffix 1 being superfluous.

This interesting series shows that, in the region external to a sphere
centred at the origin and enclosing the inner boundary, the potential ¢> may
be written as the sum of a number of contributions of different integral
degree in r-l, each of which satisfies V2¢> = 0 (for ¢> = r-1 satisfies this
equation and hence so do all spatial derivatives of ,.--1), and each of which
represents the potential due to a point singularity, located at the origin and
constructed from point sources in the manner described in §2.5. The set of
independent solutions of VI¢> = 0

;, O~i (~), OX:;Xi (i), .... (2.9.21)

playa fundamental part in the theory ofharmonic functions,t and are known
as spherical solid harmonics of degree - I, - 2, - 3, .... The corresponding
coefficients of ,.--1, ,.--2, ..., of the general form

s'n, = rn+! ~ (~) (n =0, I, 2, ...),
ox." Xj'" r

depend only on the direction of the vector x-or, equivalently, on position
on a sphere centred at the origin-and are known as spherical surface
harmonics of integral order. It follows immediately from the form of
Laplace's equation in spherical polar co-ordinates (see appendix 2) that if
r-n- 1Sn is a solution, so too is

¢>(x) = rnSn ;

that is, to every spherical solid harmonic of degree - n - 1 there corresponds
one of degree n (n being a positive integer). The spherical solid harmonics of
negative degree are needed, and are sufficient, for the representation of ¢>
as a power series in a region exterior to a sphere and extending to infinity

t See, for instance, chapter 24 of Methods of Mathematical Physics, by H. Jeffreys and
B. S. Jeffreys, 3rd ed. (Cambridge University Press, 1956).
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where the fluid is at rest, whereas those of positive degree suffice in a region
of fluid interior to a sphere; both are needed in a region bounded both
internally and externally.

It will be noticed that the second term on the right-hand side of (2.9.19)
which is the first in the corresponding series for v = V¢-represents the
velocity field associated with a point source of strength fn. V¢>dA (=m) at
the origin. In other words, the effect of the net flux of v across the inner
boundary dominates the expression for v at large distances from the
boundary and v is there the same as if the flux emanated from a single point
(the exact location of this point being arbitrary, so far as the leading term in
the series for v is concerned). As already remarked, the commonest case is
that in which the fluid is bounded internally by a rigid boundary, and for
irrotational flow of an incompressible fluid (for which v represents the actual
fluid velocity) outside such a boundary the net flux m is necessarily zero;
thus v is here of order,.-a at large distances from the boundary. The same is
true for the more general situation in which L\ and (a) are non-zero and v is
one of three contributions to the actual fluid velocity, because the net volume
flux across a rigid inner boundary corresponding to the contributions Ue
and Uv may be shown to be zero. This latter flux is

f(ue+u,,).ndA = IV.(ue+Uv)dV,

where the volume integral is taken over the region within the closed rigid
boundary; ue and u" do not have direct physical meaning in this region, but
they are defined mathematically at points x in this region by the expressions
(2.4.5) and (2.4.n) and are solenoidal there. Thusm, as defined by (2.9.10),
is the actual net flux of fluid volume across the interior boundary, and must
be zero when the interior boundary is rigid.

Irrotational solenoidalflow due to a rigid body in translational motion

v takes a particular form when the condition to be satisfied at the interior
boundary is Un.v=n.

at all points of a given closed surface, where U is a given vector constant,
as would be required if v represented the actual velocity in irrotational
solenoidal flow due to translational motion of a rigid body with velocity U
through fluid which is at rest at infinity.t The determination of the velocity
v here reduces to the problem offinding a solution ofV2¢> = 0 which satisfies
the conditions

¢>(x) ~ constant as T~ 00,

n. V¢> = n. U at the surface of the body.

t The reader is reminded again that the conditions under which actual flow due to a
moving rigid body is solenoidal and irrotational have yet to be determined from the
dynamical equations.
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We know from the uniqueness theorem that there is only one solution for
V¢> which can satisfy these conditions. An arbitrary constant may be added
to ¢> without affecting v or the equation for ¢> or the inner boundary condi
tion; consequently the value of the constant to which ¢> tends at infinity can
here be chosen arbitrarily, and will be taken as zero for convenience. The
differential equation and the relations to be satisfied at the boundaries are
now linear and homogeneous in ¢> and U, and since the solution is to be
valid for all choices of U it must be of the form

¢>(x) = U.4»(x). (2.9.23)

Here 4-(x) is an unknown vector function independent of both the magnitude
and direction ofU.t Since 4- is determined by the inner boundary condition,
it follows that 4- depends only on position in the fluid relative to the body,
that is, only on x - leo, where leo is the instantaneous position vector of some
material point of the body. The form (2.9.23) for ¢> is found (by the same
argument) also to hold when a rigid body moves through fluid which does
not extend to infinity but is bounded externally by a rigid stationary
boundary, although here ~ does not depend solely on position relative to
the rigid body.

The relation (2.9.23) is useful in a number of contexts, and may even be
an aid to the direct determination of¢>. For instance, we see immediately that
in the case of a spherical rigid body with centre instantaneously at the origin,
no vector or direction occurs in the specification of the shape of the boundary
and x is the only vector which can occur in the expression for 4». It follows
that the only one of the set of independent solutions (2.9.21) which can be
combined with U to give a solution ofthe form (2.9.23) is the second, and that

¢>(x) = (XU. V; = -(X U~X, (2.9.24)

where (X is a constant, is a solution ofthe required form. In terms ofspherical
polar co-ordinates with 8 = 0 in the direction of U, the corresponding fluid
velocity has components

8¢> =!- (_N U cos 8) = N 2 U cos 8 1 a¢ U sin 8
Or Or .... TB ) .... ,.s , r 88 = (X ,.s • (2.9.25)

The inner boundary condition is satisfied for a sphere of radius a if

a¢>
aT = Ucos 8 at T = a,

t Some readers may find it evident that ¢J must be a linear and homogeneous function of
the three components of V, but be unaccustomed to this kind of argument for vectors.
The equation and boundary conditions determining r/J have been expressed in a form
independent of the co-ordinate system, and the expression for r/J in terms of the com
ponents of V must likewise be independent of the co-ordinate system; that is, the three
components of V can occur only in the combination required to make up the vector V,
giving (2.9.23).
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thus (2.9.26)

These formulae refer to the velocity at a position defined by axes fixed
relative to the fluid at infinity and with the origin of the co-ordinate system
at the instantaneous position of the centre of the sphere. With a different
origin such that the centre of the sphere is at position Xo, the velocity
distribution is obviously identical provided the position vector is measured
relative to xo' so that we have

We note also for future use that the velocity potential for the flow relative to
axes moving with the sphere and with origin at the centre is

( laS)
.p(x) = - U .X 1 +2rS •

2.10. Two-dimensional flow fields extending to infinity
Provided the fluid does not extend to infinity in the plane of the motion,

the formulae of earlier sections (and in particular of §2.8 when the fluid is
bounded internally and hence occupies a multiply-connected region) are
easily adapted to apply to a case of two-dimensional motion. The fluid
necessarily extends to an infinite distance (in the mathematical version of
the problem) in the direction normal to the plane ofmotion, but the behaviour
of the velocity 'at infinity' is here known and no difficulties arise; where a
surface integral has to be taken over the boundary of the fluid, it will often
be useful to imagine the flow field to be bounded by two planes parallel to
the plane of motion on which the normal component of the fluid velocity is
zero.

However, two-dimensional flow in a fluid bounded internally and ex
tending to infinity in all directions in the plane of motion does have some
special features requiring separate consideration. We shall suppose that the
fluid is at rest at large distances from the origin in the plane of motion, the
origin being located near the interior boundaries of the fluid. The proofs of
the formulae of §2.9, and in particular of those giving the behaviour of.p at
large distances from the inner boundary, need modification, since they are
based on the assumption that the fluid velocity is small everywhere on a
sphere of large radius centred near the inner boundaries. The modifications
required do not present much difficulty and can therefore be given in
outline only.

Arguments like those leading to the relations (2.9.1) and (2.9.2) lead again
to the conclusion that, provided ILlI is suitably small at large distances from
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the inner boundary, the velocity field associated with a prescribed distribu
tion of the rate of expansion ~ behaves asymptotically as if all the expansion
were located at the origin; and if it happens that I~' dV(x') = 0 (where the
element of volume is now a cylinder of unit depth normal to the plane of
motion and with cross-section of area 8V), the velocity field far from the
inner boundary is the same as if a source doublet were located at the origin.
Results corresponding to those represented by (2.9.3) and (2.9.6) may also
be obtained for the velocity U v associated with a given vorticity distribution
in two dimensions.

The important problem of determining the behaviour of ¢(x) at large
values of r (= lxI), given that V¢~ 0 as r~ 00, may be investigated by the
same general method. The relation (2,9.8) from Green's theorem holds in
two dimensions, under the same conditions on F and G, provided 8AI and
8AI are now elements of length and 8V is an element of area in the plane of
motion (exactly as if they referred to a layer of fluid of unit depth normal to
the plane of motion); the outer boundary AI is now a circle with centre at
P(x) and of sufficiently large radius R to enclose all the interior boundaries.
We choose

both of which satisfy Laplace's equation in two dimensions, where
s = Ix - x'i as before and ¢ is a single-valued velocity potential. (Flows with
many-valued potentials do occur since the region concerned is multiply
connected, but we exclude such cases for the moment in order to be able to
use Green's theorem.) The point P(x) is surrounded by a small circle, the
interior of which must be excluded from the integration with respect to V,
and in place of (2.9.9) we find an additional contribution -211¢(X) to the
integration with respect to AI' The flux relation (2.9.10) stands without
change, and we find, in place of (2.9.12),

¢(x) ="?>- m logR+~f(¢'ValogS+lOgSV¢,).DldAI(X'),
211 211

in which "?>(x,R) = 2;Rf¢' dA2(x'). (2.10.1)

(2.10.2)
m"?> = C+-IogR;
211

In place of (2.9.14) we find, by integration of the flux relation corresponding
to (2,9.13),

C is a constant of integration independent ofR, and an investigation as before
shows that when V¢ vanishes at infinity C is also independent of the position
x of the centre of the circle AI' We then have, in place of (2.9.16),

¢(x) = C+~f(¢'ValOgS+logsv¢,).nldAI(X').211
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The asymptotic form of </> can now be found. For we have from (2.10.3)

</>(x) - C - m logr = ~ f(~</>' + log: V</>') . D 1dA1(x'),
21T 21T., S r J

~o

as r ~ 00. The result that </> does not tend to a constant at infinity here is
associated with the fact that the 'source term' in the series for </> corre
sponding to (2.9.20), which is the term with the slowest rate of decrease as
r ~ 00, does not decrease at all in a two-dimensional space but increases
as logr.

Despite this difference in the behaviour of </> as T ~ 00, the conditions for
uniqueness of V</> have the same form as in a three-dimensional flow field.
The quantity</> - (m/21T) Iogr can be regarded as the (single-valued) velocity
potential of a flow field and is known to approach a constant value at infinity
in the plane of motion; consequently the divergence theorem, applied in the
manner that leads to (2.9.17), for the volume of fluid bounded by two planes
parallel to the plane of motion, shows that the gradient of </> - (m/21T) logr is
determined uniquely everywhere when the value of the normal derivative of
</> - (m/21T) log r at each point of the internal boundary is prescribed. But if
the value of the normal derivative of </> at each point of the inner boundary is
prescribed, the value of m (the net flux of volume of fluid across the internal
boundary) is known and the normal derivative of </> - (m/21T) log r at each
point of the inner boundary is known. Consequently, specification of the
normal derivative of </> at each point of the internal boundary determines
uniquely the value of V</> everywhere. (Likewise there can be at most one
solution for V</> when the value of m and the value of ¢J at each point of the
inner boundary are prescribed.)

The above remarks apply to single-valued velocity potentials, and thus
apply to the difference between two many-valued velocity potentials which
are known to have the same cyclic constants. Hence we may assert quite
generally, in the manner of§2.8, that two-dimensional irrotational solenoidal
flow in a region bounded internally and extending to infinity (where the fluid
is at rest) is determined uniquely everywhere when the cyclic constant (or
constants, if the degree of connectivity is greater than two) of the motion is
given and the normal component of V</> is given at each point of the internal
boundary. We may go further in the case of flow in the doubly-connected
region outside a single cylinder, with the cyclic constant K; a simple solution
of Laplace's equation having the same cyclic character (and making no
contribution to m) is KO/21T, where () is the polar angle in the plane of motion
relative to an origin within the internal boundary, so that in this case

K
</>(x) -- f)

27T
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is a single-valued velocity function to which the above deductions, and in
particular the exact relation (2.10.3), apply.

We may again see in more detail the variation of ifJ at large distances from
the internal boundary by expanding ifJ as a power series in r-1• When
r'lr < I, log s may be written as a Taylor series in x', like (2.9.18), and
substitution of the series in (2.10.3) gives, for a single-valued ifJ,

a 02

¢(x) = C+c1ogr+ci"!:i-(logr)+cij a a (logr)+ ... , (2.10·4)
tlxi xi xi

where

c =~ rD. VifJdA = m, Ci =~f( -Xi D •VifJ+niifJ)dA,
21T .J 21T 21T

Cij =2-. (!XiXin,V¢-xiniifJ)dA,
21TJ

These integrals are taken over the inner boundary of the fluid, an element of
which is now denoted by n 8A. The set of fundamental solutions of Laplace's
equation in two dimensions generated by the terms of this series, viz.

a 02
log r, ~ (logr), a a (logr), (2.10·5)

tlX, xi Xi

are termed circular harmonics of integral degree, and playa part analogous in
every way to that of the spherical harmonics of §2.9. The quantity

on
Sn = rn a a (logr) (n=o, 1,2, ...)

Xi Xi'"

depends only on the direction of x, and it follows from the form of Laplace's
equation in terms of (two-dimensional) polar co-ordinates (see appendix 2)
that, if r""Sn is a solution, so too is rnsn, giving a corresponding set of
fundamental solutions of positive degree in r.

For a many-valued ifJ appropriate to flow in the doubly-connected region
outside a cylinder, with cyclic constant K, the series (2.10.4) is replaced by

K m a
¢(x) = C+-O+-Iogr+ci~(logr)

21T 21T rJX,

02

+Cijo a (logr)+ ..., (2.10.6)
xi Xi

in which the coefficients m, ci' cij, ... are equal to corresponding integrals of
ifJ - (KI21T) 0 and its normal derivative over the internal boundary. The first
variable term on the right-hand side of (2.10.6) represents the potential due
to a 'point vortex' (that is, a straight linevortex in three-dimensional space
see (2.8.5» of strength K at the origin and accounts for the many-valued
character of ifJ; the second represents the potential due to a point source of
strength m at the origin, and accounts of the net flux across the internal



1_ (m -iK) log z.
21T
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boundary, as already remarked (and will vanish when the internal boundary
is rigid, as in three-dimensional space); the third represents the potential
due to a source doublet of (vector) strength - 21TCi at the origin; and so on.

l\1any of these results may be expressed in a natural way in terms of the
complex potential introduced in §2.7. The analytic function of z (=x+iy)
that has as its real part the sum of the' point vortex' and' point source' terms
in (2.10.6) is

The stream function 'ljf corresponding to this complex potential is a many
valued function of position, owing to the existence of the non-zero volume
flux across the inner boundary, as was to be expected from the definition
of'ljf in §2.2. The many-valuedness of ljf is similar in type to that of ¢>, with
m taking the place of the cyclic constant K, and is another manifestation of the
conjugacy of the two functions ¢> and 'ljf in two-dimensional irrotational
solenoidal flow. The complex potential corresponding to other terms in
(2.10.6) may be recognized with the help of the relation

_ on10g~ _ (!J (_o~log~) _ (!J (in-mdnlog z)
oxmoyn-m - oxmoyn-m - dzn '

which shows, incidentally, that there are only two independent circular
harmonics of degree - n, viz. the real and imaginary parts of dn log zjdzn,

or r-n cos nO and ,-n sin nO. Thus the complex potential corresponding to the
whole of (2.IO.6) can be written as

1 00 dnlogz
w(z) =- (m-iK)logz+C+ ~ Dn d n-'

21T n-l Z

in which the constants Dn and An are complex. The real and imaginary parts
of A'n are related to the real coefficients C, Ci' cii' ... in (2.10.6), e.g.

Ao = C, Al = c1 + iC2' A 2 = C22 - C11 - iC12'

where the suffixes I and 2 denote components in the directions of the x- and
y-axes respectively. The series in (2.10.7) is recognizable as the Laurent
series for a function which is known to be analytic and single-valued in the
region of the z-plane outside a circle centred at the origin and to tend to a
constant at infinity.

Irrotational solenoidalflow due to a rigid body in translational motion

As in §2.9, we may obtain more specific results about ¢> when the normal
derivative of ¢> at the internal boundary satisfies the simple condition

n. TV¢> = n. U,
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where U is the velocity of the rigid body bounding the fluid internally.
A single-valued ¢ which tends to zero as r ~ 00 then satisfies a differential
equation and boundary conditions which are linear and homogeneous in ¢
and U and which determine it uniquely, and so it must be of the form

9(X) = U .~(x). (2.10.8)

The unknown function ~(x) is independent of U and depends only on
position in the fluid relative to the body.

In the particular case of a circular body of radius a and centre instan
taneously at the origin, no vector or direction occurs in the specification of
the shape of the boundary. Hence the only solution among the set (2.10.5)
which can be combined with U to give a solution of the form (2.10.8) is the
second. The solution is therefore of the form

U.x UcosO
9(x) = aU. V(log,) = a-2 = a ,

r r

where a is a constant and r, 0 are polar co-ordinates with 0 = 0 in the direc
tion of U. The corresponding fluid velocity has components

a¢ UcosO
-or = - a -,"72-,

I 09 U sin 0
--=-a-~-roO ,2' (2.10.10)

and satisfies both the outer and inner boundary conditions if

i.e., if

~¢ = UcosO at
Or

r = a,

This is the only possible solution when9is single-valued. We note for future
use that the velocity potential for the flow relative to axes moving with the
cylinder and with origin at the centre is

(2.10.12)

If now there is a circulation K round the rigid body moving with velocity
U, we can write the velocity potential as the sum of the term 91 representing
the flow due to the same body moving with velocity U and with zero circula
tion round it, and a term 92 representing the flow due to circulation K round
the same body at rest. For 91 we have the form (2.IO.8). 92 does not depend
on U in any way and is necessarily linear in K, so that we may put
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where 'I" is a single-valued function of x independent of K. 'I" satisfies
Laplace's equation, has zero gradient at infinity, satisfies the condition

n.V (2:+'1") = 0 (2.10.14)

at the surface of the body, and is therefore determined uniquely (apart from
an additive constant). In the particular case of a circular body with centre
instantaneously coincident with the origin, the one possible functional form
for 'I" is 'I" = const. (= 0, say), so that the total velocity potential is here

if> = :1T O- aiU;2X
• (2.10.15)

The streamlines and other properties of this and related flow fields will be
described in chapter 6.

Exercises for chapter 2

I. Show that the rate of extension of a material line element at a point P
in a fluid varies with direction in the same way as PQ-", where PQ is parallel to
the line element and the point Q lies on a rate-of-strain quadric centred on P.

2. Show that the vector potential

Bv(x) = ~JW' dV(x')- 2-Jn xu' dA(x')
417 S 417 S

corresponds to the vorticity w everywhere in the volume V bounded by the
surface A, where the notation is that of §2.4.

3. Use Green's theorem to show that any acyclic irrotational solenoidal motion
with velocity potential rp in a given region may be regarded as being due (i) to a
distribution of sources over the boundary of the region, with strength n. Vrp(x)
per unit area at position x at the boundary, together with source doublets of
strength -nrp(x) per unit area, where n is the unit normal to the boundary and
is directed into the fluid; or (ii) to a distribution of sources over the boundary
with strength density n. V(rp - ¢>'*), where rp'Jfr. is the potential of that acyclic irrota
tional solenoidal motion in the remainder of infinite space for which rp'Jfr. = rp at
the common boundary of the two motions and Vrp'Jfr. = 0 (or Vrp = 0, as appro
priate) at infinity; or (iii) to a distribution of source doublets with strength density
- n(rp - rp'Jfr.), where rp'Jfr. is the potential of that acyclic motion in the remainder of
space for which D . Vrp'Jfr. = n. Vrp at .the boundary and Vrp'Jfr. (or Vrp) = 0 at infinity.

4. Show that the irrotational solenoidal motion due to a line vortex of strength
K is the same as that due to a distribution of source doublets over an open surface
whose bounding curve coincides with the line vortex, the strength per unit area
being KD, where D is the unit normal to the surface. A sheet vortex is thus
equivalent to a distribution of source doublets over, and normal to, the surface
coinciding with the sheet, provided the closed vortex-lines are reducible on the
sheet; and conversely. Hence show that any irrotational solenoidal motion,
whether acyclic or not, can be regarded as being due to a certain sheet vortex
coinciding with the boundary of the region of motion.
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3

EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE
MOTION OF A FIJUID

3.1. Material integrals in a moving fluid

Dynamical relations describing the motion of a fluid are concerned
essentially with the response of a specified piece or mass of the fluid to
external influences. It is useful therefore to develop ways of describing the
physical history of a material portion of fluid which may be undergoing
distortion as well as change of position.

As a preliminary piece of kinematics, we consider the changes in size and
orientation ofmaterial volume, surface and line elements due to the movement
of the fluid. The elements will be assumed to be so small in linear dimensions
that at any instant they are being subjected to a pure straining motion and
a rigid rotation (as well as translational motion), as indicated by (2.3.13).
However, in a consideration of the change in the volume, vector area or
vector length of the material element it proves to be more convenient not
to make an explicit division of the change in the element into a pure strain
and a rigid rotation.

Consider first a material element of fluid whose volume is 8r. The rate of
change of this volume is, as remarked in §2.2,

dd
8r =f V. udr = V. u8r+ 0(8r),
t 6"

in which the rate of expansion V. u is evaluated at the instantaneous position
of the mateJ;ial volume element and the symbol o(8r) denotes a quantity of
smaller order than 8r. A convenient way of obtaining an exact relation from
(3.1.1) is to consider the ratio of 8r to its value at some initial instant, to say,
8T(to) then being made indefinitely small. Thus

where r. = lim 8r(t).
6"('0) _ 0 8T(to)

r· is a dimensionless form of the instantaneous specific volume of the fluid
in a material element, and is evidently equal to p(to)fp(t), where p is the
density of the same portion of fluid.

The rate of change of the vector 81 representing a material line element
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which remains approximately straight is simply the difference between the
velocities at the two ends of the element, that is,

d81
dt = 81.Vu+o(1811). (3·1.3)

Again we can make this an exact relation by dividing by 181(to)1 and taking
the limit as [81(to)l-+ o.

The rate of change of volume of a material element depends on the
magnitude of that volume, but not on the shape of the surface bounding it.
We may therefore choose a material volume element in the form of a cylinder
whose two end faces are identical material surface elements with vector area
represented by 8S and of which a generator'is the material line element 81;
such a material volume element remains cylindrical under the action of pure
straining and rigid-body rotation, although 81, 8S and the angle between
these vectors all change, and

8T = 81.8S+0(8T) (3.1.4)
at all times. On substituting (3.1.4) in (3.1.1) we find with the help of (3.1.3)

that (d 8St OUj OUi)
8l", tit +8Sj OX, - 8S", oXJ = 0(8T)

(vector notation being less convenient here), and since this relation must
hold for all choices of 81 we have

d 8S", = 8S", oUJ _ 8S
j

oUj + 0(/8SI).
dt oXj OX",

Again an exact relation may be obtained by dividing by I8S(to)1 and taking
the limit as 18S(to)I-+ o. An alternative way of writing this expression for the
rate of a change of a material surface element which follows from the mass
conservation equation (2.2.3) is

d(p8S",) = _ 8S~ (1 881)
dt P j OX, +0 ,

in which P is to be evaluated at the position of the moving element.
The interesting duality of the behaviours of 81 and P8S is further exempli

fied by expressions for the rates of change of their magnitudes 8l and P8S.
\Ve find from (3.1.3) and (3.1.6) that

1 d8l au",
8l dt -+ m", mj oX

j
as 8l -+ 0,

I d(p8S) Qu",
-- -+-ntnj- as 8S-+0p8S dt OXj ,

where m and n are unit vectors parallel to 81 and 8S respectively. The scalar
quantity m", mj oUtloxj is the rate of extension of the fluid in the direction of
81, whereas - n", nj oUtloxj is the rate of contraction ofthe fluid in the direction
of 8S.

In the particular case of an incompressible fluid, p and 8T are each invari-
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ant for a material element, and the factor p drops out of the relations (3. I .6)
and (3.1.8).

Rates ofchange ofmaterial integrals

A line integral of some quantity along a path which moves with the fluid
and consists always of the same fluid particles may be termed a material
integral. Surface and volume integrals may also be material integrals in the
same sense. Material integrals occur often in fluid mechanics, sometimes
through a need to represent the total amount of some quantity associated
with a given body of fluid, and their rates of change with respect to time are
also relevant. There will now be explained a simple and direct procedure for
calculation of the rates of change of material integrals which will be used
subsequently.

Consider first the line integral

f: Odl

taken over a material curve joining two material points P and Q, where 0
represents some intensive property of the fluid and is specified in the usual
way as a function of x and t. The integral is a function of t alone, once the
material curve is specified, and there will be contributions to its time deri
vative due to both changes in the value of 0 at a material point on the path of
integration and changes in the shape and orientation of the material curve
of integration. In order to calculate the latter contribution we may imagine
the line integral to be defined at some instant in the usual elementary way as
the limit, as e~ 0, of the sum of contributions from a large number of
infinitesimal sub-ranges, each of length e. If these sub-ranges, or line
elements of integration, now be regarded as material elements, the line
elements will change as they move with the fluid but can nevertheless
continue to be used to form a sum whose limit as e~ 0 defines the integral
at any subsequent instant. The lengths of the line elements are not equal
at a later instant, but they are all proportional to e and are all infinitesimal
provided no sub-range experiences infinite extension during the relevant
interval of time. Thus we write

dfQ d{. }
d
- 0 dl = d- 11m I:0n 81n ,

t p t e-.O n

in which On is evaluated at the position of the material line element 81n and
so has a time derivative represented by DOn/Dt. It follows then from (3· J .3)

that dfQ {DO }
-- 0 dl = lim I: -!l81n+On 81n . Vu
dt P e-.O n Dt

IQDO fQ
= p Di dl+ P Odl. Vu.
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The representation of the integral as the limit of the sum of contributions
from many material elements of the curve joining Q to P is purely a.n inter
mediate step in the argument, and for working purposes we may think of the
two terms in (3.1.9) as obtained directly by differentiation of the integrand
o(evaluated at a moving point) and the material element of integration 81.

An equivalent procedure leading to (3.1.9) which is less directly related
to the underlying physical processes makes use of a parametric specification
of the material curve of integration. Let Yes, t) be the instantaneous position
vector of a material point on the curve specified by the parameter s, which
could repre~ent, for example, distance from P along the curve of integration
at some initial instant. Then we may write

soOdt = fO O(y, t)~ ds.
P oj P CIS

Differentiation with respect to t may now be carried out in the conventional
way, giving

~f:Odt =f: (:~+ Z·Vo) Zds+ f: 0 ~~sds,
and, since eylot is the fluid velocity u at the positiony,

fODOey fO au= --ds+ O-ds.
pDt os p os

These two integrals are simply parametric versions of those on the right
hand side of (3. I .9).

The same direct procedure of differentiation of the material element of
integration may be employed in evaluation of the rates of change of surface
and volume integrals over a material range, using (3.1.5) and (3.1.1). Thus

~f0dSi = f~~dSi +f°::dS,- f0::dSj (3·1.10)

and ~fOdT = f~~ dT+ fOV.UdT. (3·1.11)

An alternative useful form of this latter relation is obtained by replacing the
arbitrary scalar quantity 0 by Op and simplifying the right-hand side by use
of the mass-conservation equation (2.2.3):

~fOp dT =f~~pdT. (3·1.12)

Equation (3.1.12) may of course be regarded as a direct consequence of the
constancy of the mass p8T of the material element of integration. Again these
results may be recovered by the equivalent and now rather longer process of
changing the variables of integration to parametric co-ordinates specifying
position in the domain of integration at an initial instant.
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DO
p- =Q.

Dt

ConseT'Vation laws for afluid in motion
Many of the laws of continuum mechanics state that the total amount of

some quantity associated with a material body of fluid either is invariant or
changes in a certain way under the action of known external influences such
as molecular transport across the bounding surface. Provided the net effect
of these external influences can be expressed as a volume integral over the
body of fluid, the differential equation governing the distribution of such
quantities can be derived with the help of the above expressions for rates of
change of material integrals.

The total mass of the fluid in the specified material volume is the most
obvious conserved quantity. JpdT is invariant, and the necessity for the right
hand side of (3.1.11) to be zero when 0 = p, for all choices of the volume T,

leads at once to the mass-conservation equation (2.2.3).
Consider now an arbitrary extensive property of the fluid (e.g. kinetic

energy, or momentum), the amount of which per unit mass of fluid is a local
or intensive quantity to be denoted by 8(x, t). The total amount of this
extensive quantity associated with a material volume T is JOp dT, and will be
supposed to 'change, under the action of external influences, at a rate given
byJQdT, where Q is a function of x and t. Q is an effective density of source
strength, and may depend on the (instantaneous) fluid motion in some way.
The' conservation' law for the extensive quantity corresponding to 0 is then

d
dtJOpdT = IQdT,

that is, in view of (3.1.12), f~~pdT = JQdT. (3. 1.13)

If this is valid for all choices of T, the differential equation satisfied by 0
follows as

It is also possible to derive (3.1.14-) by considering changes in the total
amount of the quantity associated with the fluid instantaneously enclosed
by a surface A fixed in space. The two lines of argument have differences
which are slight but which are worth notice. The total amount ofthe quantity
is here J8p dV, where V is the volume bounded by A, and this total amount
changes as a consequence of both external influences and passage of fluid
across the surface A. The flux of the quantity outward across A due to the
fluid motion is IOpu.ndA, so that the conservation law may be expressed as

d
dtJ8pdV = - JOpu.ndA +IQdV,

I.e. fa~:)dV = - IV.(Opu) dV+IQdV. (3.1.15)
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The requirement that this be valid for all choices of the volume V then gives
the differential equation

a~:)+V.(Opu) = Q. (3.1.16)

We see that this is identical with (3.1.14) after making use of the mass
conservation equation (2.2.2), which of course had already been employed
in the derivation of (3.1.14) through the use of (3.1.12).

The exact form of the function Q in (3.1.14) depends on the nature of the
extensive quantity corresponding to 0, and need not be considered here.
However, if the total amount of the quantity associated with a given body of
fluid changes only as a consequence of molecular transport across the
bounding surface, we can see immediately the change in the form of the
differential equation for 0 resulting from the motion of the fluid. It was
established in §1.6 that for a fluid at rest the rate of molecular transport of
the physical quantity of which 0 is the intensity is proportional to the local
gradient of 0, the corresponding value of Q being given by (1.6.4). The
argument used in §1.6 is equally applicable to a fluid in motion,t and so the
form taken by Q, when it represents the effect of molecular transport, is the
same as in a fluid at rest. Consequently the effect of the fluid motion on the
form of the differential equation (3.1.14) is confined to the term on the left
hand side, this tenn being p ao/at for a fluid at rest and p DO/Dt for a fluid in
motion.

The various special differential equations found in §1.6 for a stationary
medium for different physical quantities subject to molecular transport may
now be adapted to the case of a moving fluid. Thus the differential equation
(1.6.7) for the numerical fraction of marked molecules C becomes

DC
Dt = Kn V2C. (3·1.17)

When conduction of heat is in question, the quantity of which the total
amount remains unchanged in the absence of molecular conduction is
entropy, and, provided that in the moving fluid conduction ofheat is the only
entropy-changing process,! (1.6.10) is evidently to be replaced, in the case
of a moving fluid, by

TQ~=c, DT_~'!.Dp =~V.(kHVT). (3.1.18)
Dt PDt P Dt P

The special forms (1.6.11) and (1.6. I2) applicable in the circumstances
stated are modified similarly.

t The existence of relative motion implies the absence of equilibrium of the fluid, but
so too does the existence of non-uniformity of 0, and the only restriction required by
the argument is that the departures from equilibrium of all kinds should be small.

t Internal friction due to molecular transport of momentum is another possibility, but
in common circumstances it makes only a negligible contribution to the rate of change
of entropy.
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Differential equations for vector quantities satisfying conservation rela
tions may also be deduced from (3.1.9) and (3.1.10); one example will arise
in §§ 5.2 and 5.3.

3.2. The equation of motion

The 'equation of motion' for a fluid is, in its most fundamental form,
a relation equating the rate of change of momentum of a selected portion of
fluid and the sum of all forces acting on that portion of fluid. For the body
of fluid of volume 7' enclosed by the material surface 8, the momentum is
fupdT and its rate of change, according to (3.1.12), is

fDU
Dt pdT,

which is simply the sum of the products of mass and acceleration for all the
elements of the material volume 7'.

As explained in §1.3, a portion of fluid is acted on, in general, by both
volume and surface forces. We denote the vector resultant of the volume
forces, per unit mass of fluid, by F, so that the total volume force on the
selected portion of fluid is

fFpdT.
The i-component of the surface or contact force exerted across a surface
element of area 88 and normal n may be represented as 0"1,1 nl 88, where 0"1,1 is
the stress tensor introduced in § 1.3, and the total surface force exerted on
the selected portion of fluid by the surrounding matter is thus

f 8 - f°O"1,l dO"ij n1d, - T.
oXI

Thus the momentum balance for the selected portion of fluid is expressed by

f~~1,PdT = f F,pdT+ f
O
o:;ldT, (3. 2 •1)

in which all three integrals are taken over the volume T.

The integral relation (3.2.1) holds for all choices of the material volume
T, which is possible only if

Du'l F. 00"'li
P Dt =P 1,+ oXI (3.2 .2)

at all points of the fluid. This differential equation giving the acceleration
of the fluid in terms of the local volume force and stress tensor is the relation
usually understood by the term' equation of motion'. It is a member of the
class of conservation relations represented by (3.1.14), in which volume and
surface forces lead to an effective generation of momentum per unit volume
at a rate given by the right-hand side of (3.2.2). Surface forces contribute to
the acceleration of the fluid only if the stress tensor varies with position in
the fluid, or, more precisely, only if O"il has non-zero divergence with respect
to the second suffix determining direction of the surface element; when
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oO"i,j/OXj = 0 the effect of surface forces on a material element of fluid is to
tend to deform it without change of its momentum.

Equation (3.2.2) cannot be used for the determination of the distribution
of fluid velocity until more is known about 1i and uij' The volume force
acting on a fluid in many cases is due simply to the earth's gravitational field,
for which F = g; and in other cases the appropriate expression for F will
usually be evident from the given circumstances. The stress tensor presents
more of a problem, since it is a manifestation of internal reactions in the
fluid and is itself affected by the motion of the fluid, in a manner to be
discussed in the next section.

Use of the momentum equation in integralform
Although the majority of problems in fluid dynamics require use of the

equation in the differential form (3.2.2), or some particular version of it,
there are a few important cases in which an integral relation specifying the
momentum balance for a certain region of fluid leads directly to the required
information. Ifuse ofan integral relation for the momentum balance succeeds
at all, it usually does so very simply and quickly, and is then preferable to
use of the differential equation of motion. Consideration of the balance of
momentum for the fluid contained within a surface A fixed in space is more
convenient in practice than that for a material body of fluid, so that we begin
with the integral relation which differs from (3.2.1) in the way in which
(3.1.15) differs from (3.1.13), viz.

fO(UiP) Jot dV = - fpu,ujnjdA + F,pdV+I CTiJnjdA, (3.2 .3)

the two volume integrals being taken over the volume V bounded by A.
The usual circumstances in which this momentum balance in integral

form is useful are those in which all terms of (3.2.3) can be written as
integrals over the bounding surface A, for then the details of the motion
within the region enclosed by A are irrelevant. The contribution from the
volume force can be put in the form of a surface integral when pF can be
written as the gradient of a scalar quantity, as is possible when p is uniform
and the body force per unit mass is conservative; in this latter case

pF = - V(p'l'),

'¥ being the associated potential energy per unit mass. The remainingvolume
integral, on the left-hand side of (3.2.3), wpich normally prevents use of the
integral relation, is zero in the important particular case of steady motion.
In these special circumstances, (3.2.3) can be written as

IpuiujnjdA = I( -plYni+O"ijnj)dA, (3.2 .4)

which is an analytical statement of the fact that the convective flux of
momentum out of the region bounded by A is equal to the sum of the
resultant contact force exerted at the boundary by the surrounding matter
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and the resultant force at the boundary arising from the stress system
equivalent to the body force.

The relation (3.2.4) for steady motion is often termed the momentum
theorem, and the bounding surface A, which may be chosen freely, is referred
to as the control surface. Examples of the use of the momentum theorem will
be given in subsequent chapters to illustrate the point that, although the
principle of the theorem is evident enough, thoughtful choice of the control
surface can lead to surprisingly strong results which would otherwise be
difficult to obtain. The particular flow fields to which the theorem is applied
in §S.IS involve viscous forces in a significant way whereas those considered
in §6.3 are cases of approximately irrotational flow of an incompressible
fluid in which viscous forces are negligible.

Equation of motion relative to moving axes
If the external boundary to a fluid is in motion, it may be convenient to

choose a frame of reference relative to which the boundary is at rest. The
acceleration of an element of fluid relative to the moving frame of reference
may then be different from the absolute acceleration in the Newtonian frame
of reference, and the equation of motion must be modified accordingly. The
common cases are axes in translational motion and axes in uniform rotational
motion, but there is no difficulty in obtaining an expression for the accelera
tion of an element relative to axes in general motion. Any substantial book
on mechanics of particles gives the required expression, but we include the
derivation here for completeness.

We suppose that instantaneously the moving frame of reference is
rotating with angular velocity n about a point 0 which itself is moving
relative to the Newtonian frame with acceleration fo. The absolute accelera
tion of an element is then

fo +(1'

where (1 is the acceleration ofthe element relative to the point O. The relation
between (1 and the acceleration of the element relative to the rotating frame
is determined in the following way.

If (i,j, k) is a triad of orthogonal unit vectors fixed in the moving frame,
any vector P can be written as

P =P1 i+Psj+Psk.
Change of P with respect to t then occurs as a result of both change of the
components PI' P2, Ps in the moving frame and change of tht: unit vectors
i, j, k, as the frame rotates about 0; that is, the rate of change of P as it
appears to an observer at 0 is

~ (dP1 • p, di)
t dt 1+ 1 dtj ,
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where (dP/dt}r denotes the rate of change ofP as it appears to an observer in
the rotating frame. This relation may be applied first with P taken as the
vector y representing the position of a material element of fluid relative to 0,
and then with P as the vector VI representing its velocity relative to a non
rotating frame moving with 0, giving

v1 =(i),+nx y,

r, = (~'!J) +n x v
1 dt 1,

(d
2y

) (dY) (dn)= dti ,+ 2n x lit r + di r x y + a x (a x y).

da
£+fo+2a xV+-dt x y+a x (n x y).

Now (d2y/dt2)n = f say, is the acceleration of the element relative to the
translating and rotating frame of reference, and (dy/dt)" = v say, is the
velocity of the element in this frame; also the rate of change ofn is the same
in an absolute frame as in the rotating frame. The absolute acceleration of an
element is thus

This expression may be equated to the local force acting per unit mass of
fluid to give the equation of motion in the moving frame.

In terms of the velocity u(x, t) in the Eulerian specification of the flow
field, relative to the moving frame, we have

au Du
£=-+u Vu=-at· Dt'

a~d the element position y and velocity v in (3.2.8) may be replaced by x
and u. The equation of motion of a fluid in the moving frame is therefore
identical in form with that in an absolute frame provided we suppose that
the fictitious body force

da
-fo-2a x u- -CiT x x-a x (a x x) (3.2.9)

per unit mass acts upon the fluid in addition to the real body and surface
forces. - fo is simply the apparent body-force that compensates for the
translational acceleration of the frame; - za x u is the deflecting or Coriolis
force, which is perpendicular to both u and a; and - a x (a x x) is the
centrifugal force. No name is in general use for the remaining term
-dnjdt xx.

The case of axes of reference which are rotating steadily relative to the
absolute frame and for which fo = 0 is of particular interest, and will be
referred to in later sections. The fictitious body force (3.2.9) is then

-2nXU-nX(nxx). (3.2.10)
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3.3. The expression for the stress tensor

Mechanical definition ofpressure in a moving fluid
It was shown in §1.3 that, in a fluid at rest, only normal stresses are

exerted, the normal stress is independent of the direction of the normal to
the surface element across which it acts, and the stress tensor has the form

Ulj = -pol1' (3.3.1)

where the parameter p is the static-fluid pressure and may be a function of
position in the fluid. There is no reason to expect these results to be valid
for a fluid in motion, and it is clear from observation that they are not; the
tangential stresses are then non-zero, in general, and the normal component
of the stress acting across a surface element depends on the direction of the
normal to the element. The simple notion of a pressure acting equally in all
directions is lost in most cases of a fluid in motion.

It is useful nevertheless to have available a scalar quantity characterizing
a moving fluid which is analogous to the static-fluid pressure in the sense
that it is a measure of the local intensity of the 'squeezing' of the fluid. Such
a quantity is provided by (minus) the average of the three normal stresses for
any orthogonal set of axes. It is known from tensor theory that ler" is an
invariant under rotation ofthe axes ofreference, and a physical interpretation
of lu", which does not involve any particular axes can also be given. The
average value of the normal component of the stress on a surface element at
position x over all directions of the normal n to the element is

I
- ul1fn,nj dO(n), = lU'i 8" = lu",411'

where 80(n) is an element of solid angle about n; an equivalent interpreta
tion is that tU" is the average value of the normal component of stress over
the surface of a small sphere centred on x. Thus the quantity -ler", which
reduces to the static-fluid pressure when the fluid is at rest, has a mechanical
significance which makes it an appropriate generalization of the elementary
notion of 'pressure' for a situation in which the normal component of stress
is not independent of direction of the normal to the surface element; we
therefore define thepressure at apoint in amO'lJingfluid to be the mean normal
stress with sign reversed, and denote it by P for convenience:

p = -lu",. (3.3.2)

It will be noted that this is a purely mechanical definition of 'pressure',
and that nothing is implied, for the moment, about the connection between
this mechanical quantity and the term pressure used in thermodynamics.
The precise connection is not a simple one, since thermodynamical relations
such as the equation of state for a fluid refer to equilibrium conditions
whereas the elements of a fluid in relative motion are not in exact thermo-
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dynamic equilibrium. The quantity to which we have chosen to give the
name pressure in a moving fluid is a real parameter of the fluid system and is
accessible to direct observation, whereas any quantity calculated from equi
librium relations is at best an approximation to a property of a moving fluid.
We shall return to this question in §3.4, when the use of relations referring
to thermodynamic equilibrium is under discussion.

It is convenient now to regard the stress tensor 0'11 as the sum of an iso
tropic part -p 0#, having the same form as the stress tensor in a fluid at rest
(although the value ofp for a moving fluid is not necessarily the same as in
the same fluid at rest), and a remaining non-isotropic part, di,J say, contri
buting the tangential stresses and also diagonal elements whose sum is zero:

0'# == -po#+d#. (3'3.3)

The non-isotropic part d1.i may be termed the defJt,atoric stress tensor, and has
the distinctive property of being due entirely to the existence of the motion
of the fluid.

The relation between deviatonc stress and rate-oj-strain for a NefJJtonUm fluid
Since the stress at any point in the fluid is an expression of the mutual

reactions of adjacent parts of fluid near that point, it is natural to consider
the connection between the stress and the local properties of the fluid. In
the case of a fluid at rest, this is a simple matter since the stress is determined
wholly by the one scalar quantity p, the static-fluid pressure, and p in turn
is specified locally by the equilibrium equation of state when the values of
the two parameters of state (e.g. density and temperature) are known; and
if the distribution of the body force per unit volume acting on the fluid
is known, there is no need to consider local variables of state at more
than one point because the relative pressure is determined everywhere
by the equation for mechanical equilibrium (1.4.2). In the case of a fluid in
relative motion, the connection between the stress and the local properties
of the fluid is more complicated, in two respects: first, the stress tensor
contains a non-isotropic part as well as an isotropic part, and second, the
scalar quantity p specifying the isotropic part is not itself one of the vari
ables of state used in equilibrium thermodynamics. The first of these two
manifestations of the departure from equilibrium represents a transport
of momentum, or internal friction, and is by far the more important, in the
great majority of flow fields, as we shall see.

The argument to be used in establishing a relation between the deviatoric
stress tensor d1.j and the local properties of the fluid is of the kind explained
in § 1.6, and differs only in analytical details associated with the vectorial
character of the quantity being transported (viz. fluid momentum). The
reader is advised to look again at §1.6, so as to be able to keep in mind the fact
that internal friction in a moving fluid is only one of several similar kinds of
transport phenomena arising from a departure from equilibrium, and to
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re-read in particular the discussion, at the end of §1.6, of the molecular
transport of momentum in the case of a simple shearing motion. The parts
of §§ 1.7 and 1.8 concerned with the values of transport coefficients, such as
viscosity, characteristic of gases and liquids are also relevant, although in this
section, as in §1.6, we shall adopt the phenomenological approach and seek
relations whose forms are independent of the nature of the molecular
mechanism of the internal friction.

The part of the flux of momentum across a material surface element which
results from frictional interaction of the matter in relative motion on the two
sides of the element and which is represented by the deviatoric stress is
assumed, as in the general hypothesis of §1.6, to depend only on the instan
taneous distribution of fluid velocity in the neighbourhood of the element,
or, more precisely, on the departure from uniformity of that distribution.
The local velocity gradient, of which a typical component is auJaXJ' is thus
the parameter of the flow field with most relevance to the deviatoric stress,
and since au.,}aXJ is normally uniform over distances large compared with
distances characteristic of the mechanism of molecular transport of momen
tum we assume it is the only relevant parameter. Furthermore, d'S is zero in a
stationary fluid and so vanishes with auJax/.

We have no way of deducing the dependence of dlj on auJaXJ for fluids
in general, and we therefore fall back on the hypothesis, introduced in §1.6,
that dlj (which is the counterpart of the flux vector of §1.6) is approximately
a linear function of the various components of the velocity gradient for
sufficiently small magnitudes of those components. Analytically the hypo-
thesis is expressed as au

d'S - A#kl ax; , (3·3·4)

where the fourth-order tensor coefficient A,/kl depends on the local state
of the fluid, but not directly on the velocity distribution, and is necessarily
symmetrical in the indices i and j like d#. This is the counterpart of the
linear relation (1.6.1) for a scalar transportable quantity. It is convenient at
this stage to write auk/OX" as in §2.3, as the sum of its symmetrical part ekl

(the rate-of-strain tensor) and its antisymmetrical part -leklm Wm (where w
is the vorticity), so that (3.3.4) becomes

d"'J - A,tj1dekl-!Aiikleldm Wm• (3·3·5)

The tensor coefficient A iikl takes a simple form when the molecular
structure of the fluid is statistically isotropic, that is, when the deviatoric
stress generated in an element of the fluid by a given velocity gradient is
independent of the orientation of the element. All gases have isotropic
structure, and so do simple liquids, although suspensions and solutions
containing very long chain-like molecules may exhibit some directional
preferences owing to alignment of these molecules in a manner which
depends on the past history of the motion. We shall restrict attention to
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fluids of isotropic structure, in which case AiikZ is an isotropic tensor, having
a form from which all directional distinction is absent.

It is shown in books on Cartesian tensor analysist that the basic isotropic
tensor is the Kronecker delta tensor, and that all isotropic tensors of even
order can be written as the sum of products of delta tensors. Thus

Aiikl = p8ik 8iZ + p' 8a 8jk+ p" 8ij 8kh (3'3.6)

where p, p' and p" are scalar coefficients, and since AijkZ is symmetrical in ,,-
and j we require ,

p =p.

It will be observed that A iikZ is now symmetrical in the indices k and I also,
and that as a consequence the term containing Col) drops out of (3.3.5), giving

dij = 2peij +p" .18#, (3'3.7)

where li. denotes the rate of expansion ekk, = V.u, as in chapter 2.

This expression for dij for a fluid of isotropic structure may be deduced
from (3.3.5) in another way which does not make explicit use of the identity
(3.3.6). Consider first a case of a fluid in pure rotation. It follows from (3,3.5)
that reversal of the direction of Col) leads to change of sign of all components
of the deviatoric stress, which is impossible in an isotropic fluid because this
operation is equivalent to keeping Col) fixed and choosing a different orienta
tion of the fluid; hence Aiikl must have such a form that the term in Col) in
(3.3.5) vanishes identically.! Then, for a pure straining motion, we can
argue that, since the structure of the fluid does not distinguish any directions,
the principal axes of dij must be determined by eij and must coincide with
those ofeij; and (3,3.7) is the only possible linear relation between the tensor
dij and eij satisfying this condition.

Finally we recall that by definition dtj makes zero contribution to the mean
normal stress, whence

for all values of li., implying that

2p +3P" = o. (3,3.8)

On choosing p as the one independent scalar constant, we obtain for the
deviatoric stress tensor the expression

di.j = 2p(eij-lli.8ij); (3·3·9)

the quantity within brackets is simply the non-isotropic part of the rate-of
strain tensor. This expression for dij was obtained by Saint-Venant (1843)

t See Cartesian Tensors, by H. Jeffreys (Cambridge University Press, 193 1).
t It is taken for granted, in most expositions of fluid dynamics, that a deviatoric stress

cannot be generated by pure rotation, irrespective of the structure of the fluid, simply
on the grounds that there is then no deformation of the fluid; however, rigorous
justification for this belief is elusive.
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and Stokes (1845) in essentially the above way, after having been derived by
Navier (1822) and Poisson (1829) from specific assumptions concerning the
molecular mechanism of internal friction. There is an analogous linear re
lation between stress and amount of strain for isotropic elastic solids.

It will be noticed that a spherically symmetrical straining motion, for
which eii = -lAo aii' is associated with zero deviatoric stress. This is a simple
consequence of the symmetry of the motion and of our definition of dii as
the departure of the stress tensor from an isotropic form. This raises the
question: are there any non-equilibrium effects in an isotropic expansion?
The answer is that there may be, although they are only rarely of any im
portance, and that they are incorporated, in our analysis, in the quantity p
defined as the mean normal stress from all causes. The manner in which the
departure from equilibrium represented by an isotropic expansion may
affect the mean normal stress will be examined in the next section.

The significance of the parameter It, which depends on the local state of
the fluid, can be seen from the form taken by the relation (3.3.9) in the
special case of a simple shearing motion. With 8ul /8xs as the one non-zero
velocity derivative, all components of dii are zero except the tangential
stresses Ou

l
dIS = d SI = p-. (3.3. 10)

8xs

Thus It is the constant of proportionality between rate of shear and the
tangential force per unit area when plane layers of fluid slide over each other,
already introduced in (1.6.15) and termed the viscosity of the fluid. The fact
that p is the only scalar constant needed in the above general expression for
dij is associated with the result of §2.3 that a general relative motion near
any point may be represented as the superposition of two simple shearing
motions, each of which gives rise to a tangential stress determined by p and
the corresponding velocity gradient, together with a rigid rotation and an
isotropic expansion, neither of which has any effect (in a fluid of isotropic
structure) on the non-isotropic part of the stress tensor; and (3.3.9) may of
course be regarded as the only possible linear tensorial relation, involving
onescalar parameter, between e'li and a symmetrical tensor dii whose diagonal
clements have zero sum.

It is a matter of common experience that the force between layers of fluid
in relative sliding motion is always a frictional force resisting the relative
motion, corresponding to It > 0, as expected from the fact that molecular
transfer of momentum resulting from random movement or arrangement of
the molecules of the fluid tends to smooth out spatial variations of mean
velocity irrespective of the mechanism of the transfer. The relation (3.3.9)
shows that a positive value of It also corresponds to principal stresses arising
from d# of such signs as to resist the principal rates of strain (compare the
discussion in §1.7 of the response of a gas to compression by a sliding piston);
that is to say, a small material sphere being deformed into an ellipsoid exerts
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on the surrounding fluid a frictional force whose normal component is out
ward (inward) at places on the surface where the surface is moving inward
(outward) relative to a sphere of the same volume as the ellipsoid.

Experiments on a variety of fluids and flow fields have shown that the
above linear relation between the rate of strain and the non-isotropic part of
the stress may hold overa remarkablywide range ofvalues ofthe rate of strain.
Observations of the flux of fluid volume along a circular tube of small radius
with a maintained difference between the pressures at the two ends (see
§4.2) are particularly sensitive for this purpose. Although the exclusion of all
but a linear term in the velocity gradient on the right-hand side of (3.3.4)
has been proposed purely as a hypothesis likely to be accurate only for small
magnitudes of the velocity gradient, it seems from observation that' small '
magnitudes of the velocity gradient may include those values normally en
countered in practice. For water and most gases, the linear law appears to be
accurate under all except possibly the most extreme conditions, such as
within a shock wave. Fluids for which the linear relation (3.3.9) between the
non-isotropic parts of the stress and rate-of-strain tensors does hold ac
curately are usually said to be Newtonian (in recognition of the fact that the
simple relation (3.3.10) for a simple shearing motion was proposed by
Newton). For liquids of elaborate molecular structure, and in particular for
those consisting of long molecular chains, and for some emulsions and
mixtures, the expression (3.3.9) for the deviatoric stress may cease to be
accurate at only moderate rates of strain; and for some rubber-like liquids
the stress evidently depends on the strain history as well as on its instan
taneous rate of change: Little is known about how the expression should be
modified for such liquids. Chemical engineers frequently encounter liquids
which behave in a non-Newtonian manner under common operating condi
tions, but despite their industrial importance they lie outside the scope of
this introductory text.

The observation that a linear relation between deviatoric stress and rate
of strain holds over a large range of values of the rate of strain for many
fluids becomes understandable when the molecular mechanism of internal
friction is considered. The bulk relative motion of the fluid can cause only a
small change in the statistical properties of the molecular motion when the
characteristic time of the bulk motion, i.e. the reciprocal of the rate of strain,
is long compared with the characteristic time of the molecular motion (which
in the case of a gas would be given by the average time between collisions).
These are the circumstances in which a perturbation assumption of the kind
used in obtaining (3.3.9) might be expected to be valid. For air at normal
temperature and pressure' the average time between collisions is about
10-10sec; and for gases at least, it is evident that common practical values
of the bulk. rate of strain are indeed 'small' in the sense used, above. For
liquids one cannot so readily estimate the relevant characteristic time of the
molecular motion, but any time associated with the molecular movement is
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likely to be exceedingly small when measured against the reciprocal of a
common value of the bulk rate of strain.

The typical values of the viscosity of gases and liquids under different
conditions have been discussed in §§ 1.7 and 1.8, and observed values of p
for air, water and some other common fluids are listed in appendix I. For
air at normal temperature and pressure p is 0'00018 gm/cm sec and for water
0'010 gm/cm sec. In r..either of these cases does p vary much with pressure,
but for air p increases with temperature at the rate of about 0'3 per cent per
degree (Centigrade) rise in temperature and for water p decreases at the rate
of about 3 per cent per degree rise in the neighbourhood of normal tempera
ture. The viscosities of air and water under all ordinary conditions are thus
exceedingly small when expressed in units which are 'practical' for most
other mechanical quantities, and it is natural to enquire if these common
fluids may be regarded, for some purposes at least, as having zero viscosity,
that is, as being in'lJiscid. This is an important question which will be con
sidered in chapter 5. For the moment, we need notice only that for an
inviscid fluid the tangential stresses are zero everywhere and the stress tensor
has the same isotropic form as for an arbitrary fluid at rest.

(3·3· n )

where

The Namer-Stokes equation

With the expression (3.3.9) for the deviatoric stress tensor, the total stress
(3.3.3) becomes .

0',/ = -p8,/+2p(e,/-la8,/),

e'i = ~ (~'+ ~/) and a = e((.
2 (lXi (IX,

Substitution in the equation of motion (3.2.2) then gives

Du, ~ o{ }
P Dt = pl{,- OX, + oXi 2p(e(J-!a8,/) .

This is usually called the Navier-Stokes equation ofmotion.
For many fluids, the viscosity p depends significantly on the temperature

(see §§ 1.7, 1.8), and when appreciable temperature differences exist in the
flow field it is necessary to regard p as a function of position. However, it
happens often that the differences in temperature are small enough for p to
be taken as uniform over the fluid, in which case (3.3.12) becomes

Du, = J;Y _ op + (o2u, +~ aa) ()
p Dt p.l!, OX, P ox/ ox/ 3 ax, • 3.3.13

A further special case of great importance is that of an incompressible
fluid. The mass-conservation equation reduces here to V. u = 0 and (3.3.13)
becomes, in vector notation,

Do
P Dt =pF-Vp+pVzu.
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Provided we may take the form of F and the value of It as given, the
momentum and mass-conservation equations provide four scalar equations
for the determination of u, p and p as functions of x and t. In general one
further scalar equation is needed, and is usually sought in the equation of
state of the fluid and, since one further variable (usually temperature) is
introduced thereby, in considerations of the internal energy of the fluid
(see §3.4). However, in the event of the fluid behaving as if it were incom
pressible, as real fluids do in circumstances to be described in §3.6, the
density of each material element is unaffected by changes of pressure and is
thus invariant when no other density-changing processes (such as molecular
transport of heator solute) are present. We then have the additional equation

Dp/Dt = 0,

which is of course simply a particular form of the equation of state for the
fluid; explicit use of (3.3.15) is often rendered unnecessary by a statement
that the density is initially uniform and consequently remains uniform.
Thus for an incompressible fluid the set of equations is now sufficient for the
determination of u and p, provided that adequate boundary conditions are
known.

There is an apparent paradox in the form of the above expression for the
net force on unit volume of fluid due to internal friction, which is revealed
most clearly in the context of incompressible fluid of uniform viscosity. The
net viscous force is then

2p ~eij = P-V'lUi' = - p(V X w)i' (3.3.16)
(lXs

We have seen that the viscous stress is generated solely by deformation of
the fluid and is independent of the local vorticity. It is therefore surprising,
at first sight, to find that the net viscous force on unit volume is proportional
to a spatial derivative of the vorticity. The explanation is wholly a matter of
kinematics, and lies in the vector identity used in (3.3.16); eij and w play
independent roles in the generation of stress, but certain spatial derivatives
of eil are identically related to certain. derivatives of w.

It will be noted that the viscous force per unit volume ofan incompressible
uniform fluid vanishes when w has the same value everywhere, and in parti
cular when w = 0, that is, when the motion is irrotational; but the viscous
stress is not then zero.

Conditions on the veloe£ty and stress at a maten'al boundary
As was remarked in §1.9, there are in general two transition relations at a

surface for each transportable quantity, one representing continuity of the
appropriate intensity across the surface, based on the assumption that the
local departure from equilibrium is not too violent, and one representing
continuity of the normal component of the flux vector (with allowance for
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the effect of surface tension). Fluid momentum is one such transportable
quantity, the associated intensity and flux vector being velocity and stress
respectively. Now that we have an expression for the stress tensor, we can
set out explicitly the boundary conditions to be used in subsequent mathe
matical determinations of the velocity distribution in a fluid.

The first of the above two transition relations is simply that the tangential
component of velocityt is continuous across a material boundary separating
a fluid and another medium. We recall from §1.9 that the justification for this
condition can be regarded as lying in the fact that any discontinuity in
velocity across a material surface would lead almost immediately (through
molecular transport) to a very large stress at the surface of such a direction
as to tend to eliminate the relative velocity of the two masses; the condition
of continuity of the velocity is thus not an exact law, but a statement of what
may be expected to happen, approximately, in normal circumstances. The
effectiveness of the viscous stress in smoothing out a discontinuity in fluid
velocity depends on the magnitude of the viscosity and on other factors to be
examined later. Clearly there will be some special circumstances in which the
viscous stress is relatively weak, and in which a steep velocity gradient pro
moted by some other cause is able to persist; and in such cases it may be
convenient to speak of a 'discontinuity' in velocity without the phrase being
taken literally.

The case of a boundary separating a fluid and a solid is particularly impor
tant in practice. Continuityof the tangential componentofvelocity across the
boundary is here referred to as the no-slip condition. The validity of the no
slip condition at a fluid-solid interface was debated for some years during
the last century, there being some doubt about whether molecular inter
action at such an interface leads to momentum transfer of the same nature
as that at a surface in the interior of a fluid; but the absence of slip at a rigid
wall is now amply confirmed by direct observation and by the correctness
of its many consequences under normal conditions. The one important
exception is flow of a gas at such low density that the mean velocity of the
molecules varies appreciably over a distance of one mean free path. It seems
that here there can be a non-zero jump in velocity and also in temperature at
a rigid wall, which is understandable, since the number of collisions made by
the molecules in an element of volume before they disperse to other places
in the flow field is not large enough for even an approximate equilibrium to
be established.

The second of the two transition relations is that the difference between
the values of the stress on two surface elements parallel to the boundary and
immediately on either side of it is a normal force due wholly to surface
tension, as represented by (1.9.8). When making this relation more explicit
by use of the expression (3.3.11) for the stress tensor cr'J it is convenient to
t The normal component is of course continuous, as noted in §1.9, for kinematical

reasons not involving molecular interaction.
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take separately the components of the surface force normal to the boundary
(direction n) and tangential to it (direction t, say). For the tangential com
ponent we have, in the notation of figure 1.9.4,

""t "jt ef.1 ,nj = P eil t, nl'

and, for the normal component,

pIt -2p"(e;l n,nj-iA") = p' -2p'(e~/n,nl-lA')+y(Ri'"1+R;al) (3.3.18)

at each point of a boundary between two fluids.
It is worthwhile to contrast the form taken by the two transition relations

at a material boundary-eontinuity of velocity and continuity of stress with
allowance for surface tension-in the two extreme cases in which the medium
on one side of the boundary is either wholly rigid or of negligible density and
viscosity. At a fluid-solid interface, both normal and tangential components
of velocity are continuous across the boundary, so that if the velocity of the
rigid boundary is given we have here a usable boundary condition on the
distribution of velocity in the fluid. However, the stress in a rigid body is
unknown and no usable boundary condition on the stress distribution in the
fluid is available.

The other extreme case may be typified as a liquid-gas interface, the
density and viscosity of a gas being much smaller than those ofa liquid under
normal conditions. It is evident from the form ofthe Navier-Stokes equation
(3.3.12) that the magnitude of pressure variations in a fluid diminishes with
p and p, so that, provided the velocities and velocity derivatives in the gas
and liquid are of comparable magnitude, the pressure variations in the gas
are much smaller than those in the liquid; and the frictional stresses are
likewise smaller in the gas. As an approximation the stress everywhere in the
gas may be taken as - Po ~'1' where Po is the uniform gas pressure. Equating
the jump in stress across the interface to the normal force due to surface
tension therefore yields the following approximate boundary conditions for
the flow in the liquid (assumed to lie on the side ofthe interfacewhich n points

away from): e'jt,ni = 0, (3.3.19)

p-2jt(e'ln,nl-iA) = po-y(Ri'"l+R;al) (3.3.20)

at each point of the interface; and it will normally be possible to put A = 0

in view of the effective incompressibility of liquids. The relations (3.3. 19)
and (3.3.20) are appropriate to what is called afree surface of the liquid. The
condition of continuity of velocity across the interface is not normally
useful here because, as is already implied by our approximate representa
tion of the stress in the gas, the velocity distribution in the gas is not of
interest and may be allowed to remain unknown.t
t There is an analogy between the extreme cases of perfectly conducting and perfectly

insulating boundaries in problems of heat conduction and "the above cases of rigid and
free boundaries respectively in problema of momentum transport; surface tension of
coul"lle lies outside the analorY.
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Only when the velocity distributions in the fluids on both sides of a
material boundary are to be determined will it be necessary to make use of
both transition relations at the interface.

Exercise

Show that a material line element which initially is normal to the free surface
of a liquid remains normal to it.

3.4. Changes in the internal energy of a ftuid in motion
Further insight into the effect of surface forces on the motion of a fluid

may be obtained by considering the energy balance for the fluid of volume T

contained within a material surface S. Work is being done on this mass of
fluid by both volume and surface forces, and it may also be gaining heat by
transfer across the boundary. Some of this total gain of energy is manifested
as an increase in the kinetic energy of the fluid, and the remainder, according
to the first law of thermodynamics (see §1.5), appears as an increase in the
internal energy of the fluid. We shall represent this balance analytically,
obtaining a differential equation valid at each point of the fl~id from the
energy balance for a given mass of fluid in the usual way.

First a word is necessary about the definition of some of the thermo
dynamic quantities relating to a material element of fluid under conditions
ofnon-equilibrium. As explained in §§ 1.6 and 3.3, under common conditions
a material element of a fluid in which the velocity or temperature is non
uniform may be regarded as passing through a succession of states in each
of which the departure from equilibrium is small. For some purposes the
departure from equilibrium at any instant may be neglected; for others (as
in a calculation of the deviatoric stress) it is significant. This points to a need
for care in framing definitions of thermodynamic quantities, in order to
ensure that they are not dependent on the existence of exact equilibrium.
There is no difficulty in defining the density p as the ratio of mass to instan
taneous volume of the element, but the definitions of some other quantities,
such as temperature, are not so straightforward. The definition of internal
energy per unit mass is of central importance, and will be considered first.
The first law of thermodynamics, as represented by (1.5.2), is effectively a
definition of the difference between the values of the internal energy per
unit mass of a material element in two different equilibrium states. Now the
amount of work done on a material element and the amount of heat added
to the element, between two instants of time, are concrete 'observable'
quantities, whose definitions are not dependent on the existence of equi
librium. We may therefore continue to define an internal energy E (per unit
mass) for a material element at any instant by means of (1.5.2), on the
understanding that the equilibrium state to which E refers instantaneously
is achieved by suddenly isolating the material element from the surrounding
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fluid and allowing it to come to equilibrium without work being done on it
and without gain of heat.

Now that we have defined two properties of state, p and E, in ways which
are independent of the existence of equilibrium, it is possible to define other
quantities by regarding p and E as the two parameters of state and using
equilibrium equations of state (provided the fluid is homogeneous). Thus,
the temperature T of a moving element of fluid may be defined as satisfying
the equilibrium relation between p, E and T with the appropriate instan
taneous values of p and E for the element, and similarly for the entropy per
unit mass S. This is in fact what we mean by the symbols T and S in
expressions like (1.6.10) which refer to a non-equilibrium situation.

We proceed now to the calculation of the internal energy balance for a
mass of homogeneous fluid. The rate at which work is being done on the
fluid in the material volume T is the sum of a contribution

fu,FipdT

from the resultant body force, and a contribution

from the surface forces exerted at the boundary by the surrounding matter.
Thus the total rate of working on a material element, per unit mass of
fluid, is

Du1 (Til au,
= Ut-+- - (3.4. 1)

Dt p oXi

on use of the equation of motion (3.2.2). It will be seen that the first of the
two terms arising from the rate of working by surface forces on an element
offluid, viz. p-lui O(Tii/OXi ' is associated with the small difference between the
stresses on opposite sides of the element and contributes (together with the
rate of working by body forces) to the gain in kinetic energy of bulk motion
of the element, and the second, viz. p-l(Tii Out/ox!, is associated with the
small difference between the velocities on opposite sides of the element and
represents the work done in deforming the element without change of its
velocity. This work done in deforming the element is manifested wholly as
an increase in the internal energy of the fluid.

We shall assume that heat is being transferred in the fluid by molecular
conduction, the rate of gain of heat by a mass of fluid by conduction across
the material bounding surface S being

fk;~nt dS, = f0:, (k~~) dT,
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where T is the local temperature and k the thermal conductivity of the fluid
(§ 1.6). Thus the rate of gain of heat by a material element of fluid, per unit

mass of fluid, is ~ J.- (k aT) .
(3.4.2)

p OXi oXi

We may regard all terms of (1.5.2) as referring to the change per unit time
for a material element of fluid. The quantity W is given here by the second
term of (3.4.1) and the quantity Qby (3.4.2). Hence the rate of change of
internal energy per unit mass of a material element of fluid is

DE uii Oui 1 0 (k oT)
Dt = P aXj +pOXi OXi'

= u1.jeij+~ J.- (k ~T). (3.4.3)
P P oXi cJXi

Substitution of the expression (3.3.1 I) for the stress tensor in (3.4.3) gives

DE = _pA +2# (ei.eij -lA2) + ~_ J.-. (k OT). (3.4.4)
Dt p p} P oXi oXi

An alternative form useful for interpretation is

DE 1 2# 1 a ( OT)-D = --( -p8ii)(!A8ii)+-(eiJ-1A8ij)(eiJ-!A8ij)+-~ k-;;- ,
t p p P cJxi C/Xi

which shows the separate contributions to the work done in deforming the
element made by the isotropic or pressure part of the stress in association
with the isotropic or expansion part of the rate of strain and by the deviatoric
part of the stress in association with the non-isotropic or shearing part of the
rate of strain. This latter contribution is non-negative, showing that any
shearing motion in the fluid is inevitably accompanied by a unidirectional
transfer of energy from the mechanical agencies causing the motion to
internal energy of the fluid, as is to be expected from the frictional character
of the associated stress. We write

<I> = 2#(eiJ eij-!A2) (3.4.5)
p

for this rate of dissipatt'on of mechanical energy, per unit mass of fluid, due
to viscosity, and note that it is equivalent, in its effect on the fluid, to an
irreversible addition of heat.

It is natural to suppose that the first term on the right-hand side of (3.4.4)
represents (rate of change of) energy of compression, capable of being
returned without loss to the mechanical system when the element expands.
This is true, although only approximately owing to the existence (in general)
of a first-order effect of the departure from equilibrium on the mechanical
pressurepin (3.4.4), which we now examine.p is defined as (minus) the mean
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normal stress and is an observable quantity. Now, as explained earlier in this
section, p and E are two functions of state of an element of fluid whose
definitions need no modification, and which have definite values, when the
element is not in equilibrium; and to given values of p and E there corre
sponds a certain value ofthe pressure obtained from the equilibriumequation
of state for the fluid. We may call this latter quantity the 'equilibrium
pressure', and denote it by Pe' In the absence of any relative motion of the
fluid, the values ofPandPe for an element of the fluid are identical, but when
relative motion occurs they may differ.

The approximate value ofP- Pe for an element of a moving fluid may be
determined by exactly the same kind of argument as was used to determine
the deviatoric stress tensor. We assume that P-Pe depends only on the
instantaneous local velocity gradient and that, for sufficiently small magni
tudes of the velocity gradient, P-Pe is a linear function of the various com
ponents of the tensor OuJaXi; that is,

au,
P-Pe = B'i ax' = B'i e,;-!B'i6-£jk Wk'

i

where the tensor coefficient B'i depends on the local state of the fluid but
not directly on the velocity distribution. We also assume, as before, that the
response of the fluid to an imposed velocity gradient is without directional
preferences, so that B# is an isotropic tensor. An isotropic tensor of the
second order must have all axes as principal axes, which is possible only if

B# = -Ka'i' (3.4.7)

where IC is a scalar coefficient (with the same dimensions as the viscosity p)
dependent on the local state of the fluid. The relation (3.4.6) then reduces to

P-Pe = -lCd, (3.4.8)

showing that again rigid rotation of the fluid has no effect.
The rate at which the isotropic part of the 'stress tensor does work which

contributes to the internal energy of the fluid, per unit mass of fluid, can
now be written as

pd Pe d ICds
--=--+-.

p P P
The first term on the right-hand side of (3 .4.9) represents a reversible trans
formation of energy, involving only the equilibrium pressure corresponding
to the instantaneous values of p and E, whereas the second isone-signed and
represents (provided we anticipate a positive value of IC) a dissipation of
mechanical energy. The rate of expansion is the only part of the local
velocity gradient that is relevant to the value of P- Pe' and IC is thus an
expansion damping coefficient. IC might also be termed the expansion
viscosity of the fluid, t with p for distinction being the shear viscosity.

t Other tenns in use are bulk viscosity and second coefficient of viscosity.
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Under the assumed conditions the second of the two terms on the right
hand side of (3.4.9) is of small magnitude compared with the first, but since
the second term is one-signed it may give rise to a significant total amount
of dissipation when the rate of expansion is periodic and goes through
many cycles.

The manner in which molecular transport of momentum leads to the
establishment of tangential stresses in a simple shearing motion and to
dissipation of mechanical energy is evident enough; this is Cfriction' in the
ordinary sense. The kind of molecular action which could account for the
existence of expansion damping is less obvious, and, although the nature of
the molecular mechanism plays no part in our phenomenological approach
to (3.4.8), it is worthwhile to consider this question for a moment. Explicit
consideration of molecular mechanism is necessary in any event if the
magnitude of K for different fluids is to be estimated.

Equation (3.4.8) may be interpreted as giving the lag in the adjustment of
the mechanical pressure to the continually changing values of p and E in a
motion involving expansion of the fluid; and presumably K is non-zero for
any fluid in which the mechanical pressure depends on aspects of the mole
cular motion and configuration different from those aspects determining
p and E. We have in fact already seen, at the end of §1.7, how a lag in the
adjustment of the mechanical pressure may occur in a perfect gas with
polyatomic molecules. The mean normal stress is here proportional to the
translational energy of the molecules, whereas the internal energy involves
also the energy of rotational and (if the temperature is high enough) vibra
tional modes of motion of a molecule; and the delay in establishment (by
collision between molecules) of equipartition of energy between the various
modes leads to a larger-than-equilibrium value of the mean normal stress
for gi~en E and p when the gas is being compressed, that is, to a positive
value of K. Furthermore, since Ipu2 (where u is, as in §1.7, the velocity of a
molecule) is the mean normal stress in a perfect gas, in or out of equilibrium,
and (y - I)pE is the equilibrium value of the mean normal stress in terms of
p and E, we see that the relation (1.7.32) is simply the version of (3.4.8)
appropriate to a perfect gas; it follows that, for a perfect gas with polyatomic
molecules whose rotational modes have a relaxation time of the order of
several collision intervals and make a significant contribution to the internal
energy, p/K is a constant of order unity.

Observations of the attenuation of sound waves of fairly high frequency
in some gases with diatomic molecules have shown the accuracy of the linear
relation (3.4.8) and have yielded values of p/K of order unity. But for higher
frequencies (for example, above 107 cycles/sec in nitrogen under standard
conditions), the linear dependence on t::,. breaks down. Under conditions in
which vibrational modes of a molecule make an appreciable contribution to
the internal energy of a gas, (3.4.8) is not normally accurate, owing to the
very long relaxation time of these modes. In these cases, a different type of
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theoryt which takes some account of the history of the motion is required.
Little is known about the adequacy of the linear relation (3.4.8) and the
magnitude of K in liquids.

The rates of expansion typical of the great majority of flow systems are
very much smaller than the rates of shear, for the obvious reason that the
variation of mean normal stress accompanying a change of volume is
enormously greater than the typical tangential stress. Consequently, cir
cumstances in which the expansion viscosity plays a significant part are rare,
being mostly confined to considerations of the damping of high frequency
sound waves and the structure of shock waves. We shall not have occasion in
this volume to refer again to the phenomenon of expansion damping, except
in a discussion of the properties of a liquid containing small gas bubbles in
suspension (§4.n), and in all subsequent sectionsp andp., will be taken as
identical without comment.

Finally, we note the expression for the rate of change of entropy per unit
mass of fluid in a material element. The relations (1.5.20) between the various
increments describing a change of state yield, in the present context,

T DS _ DE D(I/p) _ DT _fJT Dp., ( )
Dt - Dt +p., Dt - cp Dt p Dt· 3.4.10

Equation (3.4.4) and the mass-conservation equation may now be used to

obtain T DS = c DT_fJT Dpe = Kf).2 +<1>+:'"~ (k aT) (3.4.II )
Dt p Dt p Dt p P aXt aXt'

which is the counterpart of (1.6.10) for a moving fluid and is more general
than (3.1.18).

All terms on the far right-hand side of (3 .4. II) represent molecular trans
port effects. There are many flow fields in which all molecular transport
effects may be neglected, as we shall see, and in those cases

T DS DT fJT Dp ( )
Dt = cp Dt -p Dt ' ~ o. 3.4.12

Flow fields of this kind, in which the entropy of a material element of fluid
is constant, are said to be isentropic. Another useful term, not yet generally
adopted, is homentropic, meaning that the entropy per unit mass S is uniform
over the fluid.

3.5. Bernoulli's theorem for steady flow of a frictionless
non-conductfng fluid

The equation of motion for an isolated solid particle of mass m moving
under the action of a force which is a function of position in space alone of

t Of the kind first put forward by Maxwell, and described by M. ]. Lighthill in 'Viscosity
effects in sound waves of finite amplitude', an article in Surveys in Mechanics, edited by
G. K. Batchelor and R. M. Davies (Cambridge University Press, 1956).
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the form -mV'F yields the relation

A ds = -8 V'F = _d'F(s)
.dt' dt '
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where set) is the particle position and set) its velocity. This equation may be
integrated to give the' energy integral'

}8'+ 'Y(s) = constant,

and the force potential 'F is designated as the 'potential energy' per unit
mass of the particle. The requirements for a relation of this type to exist are
that the force under which a particle of unit mass moves is equal to the spatial
gradientofa scalar function - 'Fand that 'Fdependsonly on position in space.
The second requirement is so often met in particle mechanics that it is
usually taken for granted.

Under certain conditions there exists a similar energy integral for the
individual mass elements of a fluid. The total real energy (as distinct from
fictitious 'potential energy') per unit mass of a material element of fluid
moving with velocity u is the sum of the kinetic energy }u2 of the bulk motion
and the internal energy E. This total energy may change as a result of work
done by volume and surface forces acting on the element and transfer of heat
(assumed to be by conduction only) across the surface bounding the element,
and, as shown in §3.4,

D 2 I O(Ui 0'#) I 8 ( OT)
D (iu +E) = "i F£+- a +- -0 k-o .

t P Xj P Xi Xi

When the body force per unit mass (F) can be written in the form - V'Y, and
provided'F is a function of position alone and not of time, we can write

P Dp "i 8p
=p2 Dt - P oXi

D(pfp) 1 op
= - Dt +,0 ot' (3.5. 2 )

and so, when the pressure field is steady, the direct effect of the pressure on
the energy of the material element is the same as if the element moved in a

0'F D'F
u.F.,.:z:. -u·- =--

1. 1. 1. 0Xi Dt

and regard 'F as a 'potential energy' for the body-force field.
Now although the pressure acts as a normal stress at the surface bounding

an element of fluid, it produces a resultant force on the element which is the
same as a body force per unit volume equal to - Vp. This suggests that under
certain conditions the pressure might play the part of a potential energy so
far as integration of (3.5.1) is concerned. The pressure appears on the
right-hand side of (3.5.1) in the term

_! 0(U.£P8ii)
P OXj ,
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body-force field of potential energy pIp per unit mass. Note that this repre
sentation of the effect of the pressure includes the work done by pressure
both in compressing the element and in accelerating it as a whole.

The energy equation (3.5.1) can thus be written, when F = - V'F and
both 'l" and Pare independent of t, in the form

DD(lU2+E+e+'l") =~ ~a {2u",u(e"i-!~8i1)}+~ ~a (k~T),
t p p uXs p (IX" clXi

(3·5·3)
the expression for the stress tensor (j,tJ being taken from (3.3.1 I). Ifit happens
also that the two remaining terms on the right-hand side of (3.5.3) are zero,
the energy equation for a material element may be integrated, as was done
for an isolated solid particle. We then have the very important result that,
for a frictionless non-conducting fluid in motion with a steady pressure
distribution, the quantity H defined by

H = !q2+E+t+'l" (3.5.4)
p

has the same value at all points of the path of a material element, where q
stands for the speed Iul. When the pressure field is steady the velocity field
will usually be steadyalso, in which case the path ofan element is a streamline.
In terms of energy we may say that, for steady motion of a frictionless non
conducting fluid, the total energy per unit mass H is constant for a material
element, provided this total includes, not only the kinetic and internal
energies, but also the fictitious potential energies associated with the
external body-force field and with the pressure field. In more general
circumstances this total energy of a material element is not constant, usually
because either (a) viscous stresses act on the boundary of the element and
do work in accelerating the element (in which case the kinetic energy is
changed), and in deforming it (in which case the internal energy is changed),
or (b) heat is conducted into or out of the element, or (c) the pressure field is
not steady and the associated 'potential energy' changes independently of
changes in the other forms of energy of the material element.

The fact that H is constant along a streamline in steady motion of a
frictionless non-conducting fluid is known as Bernoulli's theorem, having
been established first by Daniel Bernoulli in 1738 for the particular case of an
incompressible fluid.

An alternative derivation of the theorem proceeds by direct calculation of
the energy balance for frictionless non-conducting fluid flowing along a
stream-tube of small cross-section. Ifq, p, E, Pand 'l" are values of the speed,
etc., at a place in the stream-tube where the cross-section is 8A, the rate at
which energy of the fluid (including the conventional potential energy
associated with the external body-force field) is convected past that cross
section is
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pq8A.

and the rate at which the normal surface force is doing work at that cross
section is

But in a steady flow field the energy of the fluid contained between two fixed
cross-sections of the stream-tube is constant, and the gain resulting from
energy convected in and work done by pressure at one cross-section must
be balanced exactly by the loss at the other. Thus

(!q2+E+~+'Y)qp8A

is constant along the stream-tube, and, since the mass flux qp 8A also is
constant, Bernoulli's theorem follows.

The particular fluid properties found to be sufficient for validity of
Bernoulli's theorem-zero values of the viscosity p and heat conductivity
k-have implications for the rate of change of entropy of a material element.
The complete absence of entropy-changing processes is often said to be a
necessary condition for validity of Bernoulli's theorem. This is not strictly
true, since lag in the adjustment of the mechanical pressurep to the changing
internal energy E is an entropy-increasing process (at a rate given by the
term in (3.4.II) containing the expansion viscosity K) which nevertheless
does not cause H to vary along a streamline in steady flow. However it seldom
happens that the shear viscosity and heat conductivity of a fluid may be
neglected but not the expansion viscosity, and we may for practical purposes
assert that Bernoulli's theorem is valid when, and only when, the flow is
isentropic (meaning that DSjDt = 0) and steady.

Nothing has yet been said about the way in which the Bernoulli constant
H varies from one streamline to another in steady isentropic flow; nor could
we expect to be able to make general statements since the value ofH for each
streamline must depend on how the flow was established. The most we can
hope to do is to find consistency relations between the variations of H and of
S across streamlines. When the fluid has the same physical composition
everywhere, each material element of the fluid has an equilibrium statet
determined uniquely by two independent variables which we may take here
to be E and p. The difference between the values of the entropy S for two
different elements at any instant is then related to the difference between the
corresponding values of E and p by (1.5.8), so that at any point in the fluid

TVS = VE+pV(Ijp). (3.5.5)

The quantity H given by (3.5.4) is also a function of position, and (3.5.5) can
be written alternatively as

I
VH= TVS+V(!q2+'Y)+-Vp. (3.5.6)

P
t That is, the state obtained by isolating the element instantaneously and allowing it to

come to equilibrium adiabatically and without work being done on it.
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This relation is quite general, except for the assumption that F = - V'Y.
Now when the flow is steady and isentropic, the equation of motion (3.3.12)
reduces to V V\TJ" Vppu. U = -p :c - ,

which in view of the vector identity

u x (V x u) = !Vq2_ U • Vu

I
may be rewritten as u x w = V(!q2+ 7)+- Vp. (3.5.7)p
Substitution in (3.5.6) then gives

VH = TVS+u x w, (3.5.8)

a relation first found by Crocco (1937)' We see that uniformity of both H
and S across streamlines in steady isentropic flow, as well as along them, is
possible only when either w = 0 everywhere (that is, in irrotational flow) or
rather less probably-u and ware parallel vectors everywhere.

Just as a flow field in which S is uniform over the fluid has been termed
homentropic (§ 3.4), so a flow field in which H is uniform over the fluid may
be called homenergic. Steady flow of a frictionless non-conducting fluid may
be either homentropic or homenergic, or both, or neither, depending on the
circumstances.

The relation (3.5.8) yields the further result that in the case of steady
homentropic flow t'7H

v = uxw (3.5.9)

everywhere. Thus H is here constant along vortex-lines also, and the level
surfaces of H coincide with intersecting families of streamlines and vortex
lines. If in addition the velocity distribution is irrotational, H has the same
value throughout the fluid.

We note now one or two alternative forms of Bernoulli's theorem. In
§1.5, the thermodynamic function I defined by

1= E+l!.
P

was introduced and termed the enthalpy or heat function of unit mass of the
fluid. The quantity that is uniform along a streamline in steady isentropic
flow may thus be written as

In the case of flow of a gas it will often happen that variations of the potential
energy 'Yare much smaller than those ofboth i q2 and I, and then an approxi
mate version of Bernoulli's theorem is that

H = If+I

is constant along a streamline. In these circumstances, we may interpret the
constant H for anyone streamline as the stagnation enthalpy, that is, as the
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value of the enthalpy at a point on the streamline where q = 0, or, if no such
point exists in a particular case, as the value that the enthalpy of any material
element on the streamline would have if it were brought isentropically to rest.

An alternative form of Bernoulli's theorem which avoids the explicit
appearance of the thermodynamic function E and which contains only
mechanical quantities may be obtained by using the second law of thermo
dynamics (see (1.5.8» in the form

D
D (E+1!.) = T

D
D

S +! DDP. (3.5.12)
t p t P t

The pressure may be regarded as a function of the two parameters of state
p and S, and since in an isentropic flow DSjDt = 0 it follows that changes in
P for a material element are here determined entirely by the changes in p.
In these circumstances (3.5.12) may be written as

D( P) DfC2
- E+- =- -dp
Dt p Dt P ,

where the integration is carried out at constant entropy and

c2 = (Opjop)s (3.5.14)

is a function ofp alone for given S. Combination of (3.5.4) and (3.5.13) then
shows that in steady isentropic flow the quantity

H = i q2+ J~ dp+ 'F (3.5. 15)

has the same value at all points of a streamline. This form of Bernoulli's
theorem is commonly used when the isentropic relation betweenPand p for
the fluid is known.

Special/orms of Bernoulli's theorem
We record here for future reference the particular forms taken by

Bernoulli's theorem in the important cases in which the fluid either (i) is
incompressible, (ii) is a perfect gas, or (iii) is in steady motion relative to
steadily rotating axes.

The density of a material element of an incompressibl~ fluid is not
affected by variations of pressure alone (§ 2.2). The internal energy of the
element can then be changed only by the conduction of heat into or out of
the element or by the doing of work against internal friction, and,' in the
absence of such changes, as in isentropic flow, we have

DEjDt = o.

Bernoulli's theorem then states that the quantity

(3.5. 16)
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has the same value at all points of a streamline in steady isentropic flow.
Since p does not vary along the streamline, and 'Y is a known function of
position (being - g.x in the case of a uniform gravitational body force),
Bernoulli's theorem here provides a simple relation between the two im
portant flow variables q and p on a streamline. This simple relation is very
useful indeed in circumstances in which the compressibility of real fluids
may be ignored, as we shall see in subsequent chapters.

For a perfect gas we have the thermodynamic equation of state (see
(1.7.15) and (1.7.19» p = (cp-cv)pT, (3.5. 17)

and integral expressions for E, I and S are available in (1.7.20) and (1.7.21).
With the use of the one for I, (3.5.10) becomes

H = !q2+ fCpdT+'P'. (3.5.18)

The specific heats cp and Cv are here functions of the temperature alone. In
common circumstances, described in §1 '7, cp and C'V are approximately
constant, in which case the isentropic relation between p and p becomes
pocpr, and

c2

H = lq2 +cp T +'P'= lq2 +--+ 'Y .
y-I

For a gas moving at speeds high compared with those obtained by free fall
over the range of heights concerned, the effect of the gravitational body
force may be neglected and we are left with a simple relation between q and
T on anyone streamline in steady isentropic flow. The gas is hotter at places
on a streamline where the speed is smaller, and has its maximum temperature
To at the stagnation point (if it exists); cp To is the stagnation enthalpy for a
perfect gas with constant specific heats.

When the motion is referred to axes rotating with steady angular velocity
n, the additional body force given by (3.2.10) must be supposed to act on
unit mass of the fluid. The Coriolis force has zero component in the direction
of u; and for the centrifugal force we may write

-nx(nxx) = lV(nxx)2.

Consequently the argument leading to (3.5.3) and (3.5.4) is applicable in a
case of steady motion relative to steadily rotating axes, provided that the
body force potential~ includes a term -!(n x X)2 arising from the centri
fugal force. Cases of flow which is unsteady relative to absolute axes but
steady relative to rotating axes, and to which Bernoulli's theorem may thus
be applied, occur often in connexion with rotating machinery, such as a
turbine. We note also that for isentropic steady flow relative to steadily
rotating axes, the equation of motion (3.5.7) is modified by the addition of
the Conolis force term - 2n x u to the left-hand side, in addition to the
above change in '-Y. Thus in the important case ofhomentropic flow, we have,

in place of (3·5·9), VH = u x (w +zn), (3.5.20)
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where u and ware now the velocity and vorticity relative to the rotating axes
and the body force potential 'l" occurring in the expression for H includes a
contribution from centrifugal force. The quantity w +2n in (3.5.20) is equal
to the local vorticity of the fluid relative to an absolute frame of reference,
and if this is zero everywhere H is constant throughout the fluid, just as it is
in flow which is steady relative to non-rotating axes.

Constancy ofH across a transition region in one-dimensional steady flow
We now note an important result which lies outside the"scope ofBernoulli's

theorem but which is used in conjunction with it in discussions of shock
waves and other regions of rapid change of the flow variables. When the
flow is steady and one-dimensional (with all flow variables a function of only
one scalar position co-ordinate x and a velocity of magnitude u everywhere
parallel to the x-axis), the complete energy equation (3.5.3) becomes

(3.5.22)

while the mass-conservation equation reduces to

a
ox(pu) = o.

Integration of (3.5.21) between any two positions Xl and X2 then gives

[H]~ [4. au k oT]Xt
pu ~: = apu ox + ox ~l '

which shows that, even when the fluid is viscous and conducting, H has the
same value" at any two points in the flow at which the gradients of u and T
vanish; although H here varies along a streamline, the increase and decrease
of H at different parts of the streamline due to viscous forces and heat con
duction exactly cancel over the particular range bounded by these two
points.

The point of this result lies in its application to cases of two- and three
dimensional steady flow of a fluid for which P and k are small and in which
there exists a thin layer within which the flow variables changerapidly. There
is no need for us to go into the matter in detail, and a brief statement will be
sufficient. For some thin transition layers, the flow may be regarded as
locally one-dimensional near the layer and the flow variables as locally
uniform on each of the two sides of the layer. Outside the layer itself, where
the gradients of velocity and temperature are not large, Bernoulli's theorem
is approximately valid, and across the layer there is no net change in the value
of H, as seen above, despite the large gradients and appreciable effects of
viscosity and heat conduction within the layer. Thus H has the same value
at all points on ~ streamline, apart from those points actually lying inside the
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transition layer. Note however that the entropy S does not have exactly the
same value on the two sides of the transition layer, since it follows from
(3 ·4· I I) that in a steady one-dimensional flow

[
k OT]XI fXI{Kd2 p<I> k (OT)2}pu[S]~: = ... ---- + --+ -- + -'"2 --- dx,T AX Xl Xl T T T AX

the integral term being necessarily non-zero and representing an increase in
the entropy per unit mass across the layer in the direction of flow.

Unless a shock wave is weak (meaning that the ratio of values of the
pressure or density or fluid speed on the two sides of the shock is little
different from unity), the width of the transition layer composing the shock
may be so small as to invalidate the 'Newtonian' expressions for the viscous
stress and heat transfer used above. However, the terms on the right-hand
side of (3.5.21) are both divergences, and, irrespective of the form of the
molecular momentum flux and molecular heat flux within the transition
layer, we still have H(xl ) = H(x2) provided the stress and heat flux vanish
at Xl and X2' as they do when Xl and X2 lie in the approximately uniform
regions on the two sides of the shock wave.

3.6. The complete set of equations governing fluid flow
It may be useful to bring together the various equations which have been

shown to represent the motion of a Newtonian fluid of uniform constitution.
Conservation of mass of the fluid was found (see (2.2.3» to require

I Dp
pDt +V.u = o. (3.6.1)

The acceleration of the fluid produced by the various forces acting on it
is given by (3.3.12):

DUi op 0
P --- =Pl'.t---·-+--{2,u(eij-!d811)}, (3.6.2 )Dt ox, oXj

where ei1 is the rate-of-strain tensor defined in (2.3.3) and d = eii = V.u.
Consideration of the exchange between the internal energy and other

forms of energy of the fluid led (see (3.4.1 I)-and note we are now ignoring
effects of expansion damping) to the relation

TDS = c DT_PT Dp = <1>+:"~ (k OT) (3.6.3)
Dt P Dt p Dt P oXi OXi'

where <1>, defined by (3.4.5), is the rate of dissipation of mechanical energy
per unit mass of fluid due to shear viscosity, and

p = _:.. (oP)
p oT 11

is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the fluid.
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The molecular transport coefficients p and k in (3.6.2) and (3.6.3) are
functions of the local state of the fluid, the form ofwhich may be regarded as
known from previous observation of the fluid concerned (see §§ I.7 and I.8).
With p and T as convenient choices of the two parameters of state, we have

p == pep, T), k == k(p, T).

The two quantities cp and fl in (3.6.3) are also functions of the local state,
the form of which may be regarded as known from previous observation.

Equations (3.6.I), (3.6.2) and (3.6.3) contain u, p, p and T as unknown
dependent variables, and one further scalar equation is needed to make
possible the determination of a flow field. This additional relation is pro
vided by the equation of state for the fluid (§ I.S), which may be written
generally as

f(P, p, T) = o.

The functional form of the equation of state depends on the nature of the
fluid.

(3.6.6)
DT flT Dp

cP -Dt ='p Dt'

Isentropic flow
Flow fields from which all molecular transport effects are absent form an

important special case to which constant reference is made in analytical
fluid dynamics. We therefore temporarily set It and k equal to zero in the
above equations, without at this stage being aware of the conditions under
which this may be a valid approximation.

Equation (3.6'3) shows that in these circumstances DS/Dt = 0; and as
remarked in §3.4 the flow is said then to be isentropic. The remainder of
(3.6.3), viz.

may be regarded as being combined with (3.6.5) to give an equation of state
between p and p for isentropic changes of a material element:

p == PCP,S),

in which the appearance of the entropy S is a reminder that when the flow
field is not homentropic p is a different function of p for different material
elements. Equation (I.7.24) shows the special form of (3.6.7) appropriate to
a perfect gas with constant specific heats. Equations (3.6.I) and (3.6.2), when
supplemented by this relation (3.6.7) between p and p, are now sufficient to
determine the flow field, and (3.6.6) serves to determine the associated
temperature distribution. The simplifying feature of isentropic flow is that
exchanges between the internal energy and other forms of energy are rever
sible, and internal energy and temperature play passive roles, merely
changing in response to the compression of a material element.
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The equations governing isentropic flow may thus be written as

1 Dp
PC2 Dt +V.u = 0, (3·6.8)

Du
P Dt = pF - Vp, (3·6·9)

together with (3.6.7), where c2 == {ap/ap)s is a known function of p (or,
alternatively, ofp) of a form which may be different for different material
elements.

These equations may be handled more easily in the important case of a
homentroPic flow field, for whichP, and hence also c. is a function ofpalone.

The physical significance of the parameter c, which has the dimensions of
velocity, may be seen in the following way. Suppose that a mass of fluid of
uniform density Po is initially at rest, in equilibrium, so that the pressure Po
is given by

PDF = Vpo'
The fluid is then disturbed slightly (all changes being isentropic), by some
or all material elements being compressed and their density changed by
small amounts, and is subsequently allowed to return freely to equilibrium
and to oscillate about it.t The perturbation quantities PI ( == P- Po) and
PI (= P- Po) and u are all small in magnitude, and a consistent approximation
to equations (3.6.8) and (3.6.9) is

~ apl +V.u=o,
Poco at

where Co is the value of c at P = Po' On eliminating u we have

.! 02Pl = V2.I. _ V F- F. VPl
c~ ot2 1'1 PI' c~' (3·6.10)

The body force commonly arises from the earth's gravitational field, in
which case F =I, V.F = 0, and the last term in (3.6.10) is negligible except
in the unlikely event of the length scale of the pressure variations not being
small compared with c~/g (which is about 1'2 x lo~m for air under normal
conditions and is even larger for water). Thus in these common circum
stances (3.6.10) reduces to the wave equation: for PI' and PI satisfies the
same equation. There exist solutions of this equation representing plane
compression waves, which propagate with phase velocity Co and in which the
fluid velocity u is parallel to the direction of propagation. In other words, Co
is the speed of propagation of sound waves in a fluid whose utdisturbed

t The fluid is elastic, and no energy is dissipated, so oscillations about the equilibrium are
to be expected.

: About which many mathematical results are known; see, for example, Partial Differential
Equations in Physics, by A. Sommerfeld (Academic Press, 1949) and M,thods of Math,
matical Physics, Volume a, by R. Courant (Interscience, 196:2).
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density is Po' Not all solutions of (3.6.8) and (3.6.9) represent compression
waves of small amplitude, but it is useful nevertheless to keep in mind the
interpretation of c as the local value of the speed with which sound waves
would propagate through the fluid.

(3·6.II)

IV.ul c:( U/L,

I! DP/ c:( UIp Dt L'
i.e. if

Conditions for the velocity distribution to be approximately solenoidal
It was remarked in §2.2 that in practice the rate at which the density of a

material element changes is often negligibly small and that in these circum
stances the mass-conservation equation (3.6.1) reduces to the statement that
the velocity distribution is solenoidal. This is an important and valuable
simplification, the conditions for which must now be examined carefully.

We shall suppose that the spatial distributions of u and other flow
quantities are characterized by a length scale L (meaning that in general u
varies only slightly over distances small compared with L), and that the
variations of lui with respect to both position and time have the magnitude
U. Then in general the order of magnitude of spatial derivatives of com
ponents ofu is U/L, and the velocity distribution can be said to be approxi
mately solenoidal if

For a homogeneous fluid we may choose p and the entropy per unit mass S
as the two independent parameters of state, in which case the rate of change
of pressure experienced by a material element can be expressed as

Dp Dp (ap) DS
Dt = c" Dt + as p Dt •

Thus the condition that u should be approximately solenoidal is

(3.6.12)

I
1 Dp 1 (ap ) DS U

pea Dt - pel as p Dt c:( L . (3.6.13)

The condition (3.6.13) will normally be satisfied only if each of the two
terms on the left-hand side has a magnitude small compared with VjL, and
we proceed to examine these subsidiary conditions in turn.

I. When the condition I~ DpIc:( U

lpclDt I L

is satisfied, the changes in density of a material element due to pressure
variations are negligible, that is, thefluid is behaving as ifit were incompressible.
This is by far the more practically important of the two requirements for u
to be a solenoidal vector. In estimating IDp/Dtl we shall lose little generality
by assuming the flow to be isentropic, because the effects of viscosity and
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heat conductivity are normally to modify the pressure distribution rather
than to control the magnitude of the pressure variation. We may then rewrite
(3.6.14), with the aid of (3.6.9), as

1

__1__ ~p _ ~_:eq2 +~'_~I <{_V
I pc2 at 2C2 Dt C2 ! L '

showing that in general (that is, in the absence of cancellation of terms on
the left-hand side of (3.6.15) at all points of the flow field) three separate
conditions, viz. that each term on the left-hand side should have a magnitude
small compared with VIL, must be satisfied if the fluid is to be effectively
incompressible.

I (i). Consider first the second term on the left-hand side of (3.6.15). The
order of magnitude of Dq2/Dt will be the same as that of ott/at or ofu. Vq2

(i.e. V3/L), whichever is the greater. There can exist cases of oscillatory flow
in which the frequency of variation at a fixed point is considerably larger
than V/L, but they need not be considered at the moment because, as we
shall see, the requirement that the first term of (3.6.15) be small compared
with V/L is then even more stringent. Thus the condition arising from the
second term in (3.6.15) is

The parameter 'c is a function of position in the fluid, and if the variation of
c is appreciable some representative value must be chosen for use in (3.6. 16).

In a steady flow, or one in which temporal rates of change do not playa
dominant part, a change in the speed of a fluid element from zero to V
requires a pressure variation of order pV2 (as Bernoulli's theorem also
shows), and so op/p, or op/pc2 (op and ~p being changes experienced by a
material element), is small compared with unity when V2/C2<{ I; this is the
informal argument underlying (3.6.16). The ratio V/c is termed the Mach
number of the flow field for which V and c are representative parameters, and
plays an important role in the dynamics of gases. For air at 15 °C and one
atmosphere pressure, C = 34o·6m/sec, and, for water at IS °C, c = I470ml
sec. It is to be expected that the flow due to bodies moving steadily through
the atmosphere at speeds below about loom/sec will show little, if any,
effect of-compressibility of the air, and that normal steady flows in water are
most unlikely ever to be influenced by compressibility of the medium.

I (ii). The magnitude of the first term in (3.6.1 S) depends directly on the
unsteadiness of the flow. Let us suppose that the flow field is oscillatory, in
some rough sense if not exactly periodic, and that n is a measure of the
dominant frequency. The magnitude of the pressure fluctuations can be
estimated by noting that the fluid in a region with linear dimensions L has
a roughly uniform velocity which changes sign in a time ofordern-1, and that
the pressure differences over the boundary of the region causing this change
of momentum must be of magnitude pLVn. The magnitude of ap/at is then
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pLUn2, and the condition that the first term of (3.6.15) be small compared
with U/L is

If the representative frequency of the temporal variations is UIL, this
condition reduces to (3.6.16), showing that (3.6.17) is a more exacting
condition than (3.6.16) in cases in which n ~ U/L, as anticipated earlier.
Note also that nLlc is unity when L is equal to the wavelength of sound waves
of frequency n, corresponding to the fact that compressibility cannot be
irrelevant to the flow due to passage of a sound wave.

I (iii). If we regard the body force as arising from gravity, the third term
on the left-hand side of(3.6.IS), viz. u.F/c2 (which originates in the pressure
variation required to balance the body force), has a magnitude of order
gU/c2, so that the condition that it be small compared with U/L is.

gL
c" < I. (3.6.18)

gL pgL
C2 = yp'

In the case of air, which is the only working fluid for which there is any
chance of this requirement not being met, we can use the isentropic equation
of state (1.7.2S) to find

This shows that the condition (3.6.18) is satisfied provided the difference
between the static-fluid pressures at two points at vertical distance L apart
is a small fraction of the absolute pressure, that is, provided the length scale
L characteristic of the velocity distribution is small compared with Plpg, the
'scale-height' of the atmosphere (see §1.4), which is about 8'4km for air
under normal conditions. It is evident that this condition will be satisfied for
all motions occurring in a laboratory or in layers of the atmosphere not
exceeding a few hundred metres in depth.

The fluid will thus behave as if it were incompressible when the three
conditions (3.6.16), (3.6.17) and (3.6.18) are all satisfied. The field of gas
dynamics is concerned, for the most part, with circumstances in which
(3.6.16) is not satisfied; (3.6.17) is not satisfied in the situations studied in
acoustics; and circumstances in which (3.6.18) is not satisfied occur in
dynamical meteorology. We shall not study any of these fields in this volume,
interesting and important though they be. Subsequent chapters are con
cerned with circumstances in which all three conditions are satisfied, and in
which the fluid may therefore be regarded as being incompressible.

II. We return now to (3.6.13) and consider the second subsidiary condi
tion for u to be solenoidal, viz. that the magnitude of the second term on the
left-hand side be small compared with UIL. Since there is a single functional
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relationship between p, Sand p when the fluid is homogeneous, as we are
assuming to be the case, we may write

1 (oP) 1 (oP) (oP)pc2 as p = - pc2 op s as p'
__! (oploT)p
- p(oSloT)p

flT
= --C-'p

in view of the relations (1.5.16) and (1.5.17). Substitution for DSIDt from
equation (3.6.3) then gives the condition in the form

I
fl{ I a(aT)}' U- <I>+-- k- j ~-,cp p ax, ax L

the essential meaning of which is that variations of density of a material
element due to internal dissipative heating or due to molecular conduction
of heat into the element must be small.t

We suppose again that the effect of spatial differentiation of a quantity
is to change its general magnitude by a factor L-I. and that the two terms on
the left-hand side of(3.6.2o) do not cancel at all points of the flow field. Then
it follows from the expression (3.4.5) for <I> that (3.6.20) is equivalent to the
two subsidiary conditions

flUB It K
c

p
pLU ~ I, flO LU ~ I, (3.6.21 )

where K = klpCp is the thermal diffusivity, 0is a measure of the magnitude of
temperature differences in the fluid, and fl has been assumed to be positive.
An indication of the circumstances in which the conditions (3.6.21) are not
satisfied is provided by the following numbers for air and water at 15°C and
one atmosphere pressure in a case in which

L = 1em, U = locm/sec, 0 = 10°C:

PlJl '" K-- po LUep pLU

air S x 10-10 7 X 10-4

water 4 X 10-11 3 X 10-7

It is evidently most unlikely that heat of dissipation is ever large enough to
prevent the first of the conditions (3.6.21) from being satisfied; and only

t If we allow the fluid to be inhomogeneous, changes in the density of a material element
may also occur as a consequence of molecular diffusion, as, for instance, in the case of
water containing salt in solution with non-uniform concentration. The condition that
u be solenoidal in such circumstances can be determined in a similar way.
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in rather improbable circumstances (for example, () of order 100°C and LU
of order Io-1 cm2/sec, in a gas) will the conduction of heat into an element
be sufficiently rapid to prevent the second condition from being satisfied.

For practical purposes we may therefore ignore the second term on the
left-hand side of (3.6.13). In the absence of an explicit qualification, a state
ment that a fluid is effectively incompressible may be regarded as implying
that the velocity distribution is solenoidal; and the conditions under which
a fluid does behave as if it were incompressible are (3.6.16), (3.6.17) and
(3.6.18), of which the first is the most important in practice.

3.7. Concluding remarks to chapters 1, 2 and 3

The end of this chapter marks a turning-point in our exposition of fluid
dynamics. The first three chapters have described the general properties of
fluids-physical, kinematical and dynamical respectively-and have con
cluded with the differential equations governing the flow of common fluids.
Leaving aside some small areas of ignorance, for example about the precise
conditions under which the deviatoric stress is a linear function of the rate of
strain, it may be said that we now have a fairly reliable and understandable
set of laws on which a study of the motion of fluids may be based. From the
point of view of a 'pure' scientist concerned only with basic laws, there
seems to be little need to go further. But such a point of view would be quite
inappropriate for fluid dynamics. It is an intrinsic and characteristic feature
of the subject that many different mechanical or physical processes are
involved, and that although each of them separately may be regarded as well
understood in the sense of fundamental physics, in combination they can
produce many unexpected effects. It is one thing to know that the Navier
Stokes equation describes the motion of a fluid, and quite another to know,
for instance, that thin boundary layers form on the upstream side, but not
on the downstream side, of a large rigid sphere falling through fluid. Ability
to predict what will happen in a given situation, in broad outline if not in
numerical detail, is an essential part of knowledge, and, as we shall see,
accurate predicition of flow properties demands much more than a mere
knowledge of the governing equations. The motion of a given body of fluid
is only weakly constrained by the shape and nature of the boundaries, and
too many possible forms of the motion are consistent with the more obvious
requirements, for example of conservation of mass, for the flow field that
will actually occur in a given situation to be apparent. The pattern of fluid
flow is sensitive to the circumstances giving rise to it, and exhibits a wide
variety of properties of which only a hint may be seen in the governing
equations.

The preceding three chapters thus do no more than set the stage. We are
now prepared for an analysis of the motion of fluids, and a word is needed
about the plan to be adopted. As remarked, many different physical or
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mechanical processes are represented in the governing equations set out in
§3.6, and it is difficult to comprehend the way in which they affect the flow
in given circumstances. Likewise the set of governing equations is much too
complicated for a direct mathematical approach to be feasible. Progress in
theoretical fluid dynamics has been made hitherto mainly by examination of
the various physical or mechanical processes acting in as isolated a form as
possible and by analysis of a large number of particular flow fields illustrating
the effect of those separate processes. When assembled and interpreted
appropriately, these special cases provide an understanding of the range and
nature of the processes rep~esented in the equations and of the effects to
which they give rise. Many of the recognized branches of theoretical fluid
dynamics correspond to the study of the separate mechanical processes
represented in the general governing equations. 'Gas dynamics' is the study
of flow fields in which appreciable variations of the absolute pressure, and
hence also of the density, occur and it proceeds, for the most part, by the
analytical examination of a number of representative or illustrative special
cases; 'free convection' is the study of motion due wholly to buoyancy forces
acting on a fluid; 'lubrication theory' refers to flow fields of a certain kind in
which viscous stresses are dominant; 'magnetohydrodynamics' is the study
of flow systems in which the electromagnetic field and the velocity distribu
tion affect each other; and so on. There are also branches of fluid dynamics,
such as 'hydrodynamic stability', which are not concerned with some new
mechanical process but which have acquired a special character through
the development of suitable analytical techniques.

A complete exposition of fluid dynamics would include an account of all
such branches, many of which have yielded many recognizably distinct sub
branches. The preceding three chapters have been written with no particular
selection of branches of fluid dynamics in view, and it is hoped that they
provide a foundation for the study of any specialized branch, either in subse
quent chapters of this book or elsewhere. Even if the generality of the first
three chapters is not used directly in later study of a particular branch of
fluid dynamics, it is nevertheless desirable to be able to see how the ideas
and approximations of that particular branch fit into the framework of the
subject as a whole.

In an introductory text intended for use by students, space is limited, and
some selection is inevitable; to spread a reasonable total number of pages
over the many important branches of modern fluid dynamics would lead to
superficiality of the treatment of each one. The selection adopted in subse
quent chapters of this book is based on the following views. First, it is
essential to gain a proper understanding of the properties of flow of a fluid
endowed with inertia but with no other physical properties.t A fluid with
inertia as its sole physical property might seem to present a very simple
t That is to say, the fluid has zero compressibility, zero viscosity, zero heat conductivity,

etc.
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special case) but in fact a wide variety of corresponding flow properties will
be seen to exist. As a special case it is absolutely fundamental, since only in
rather exceptional circumstances is the effect of inertia of the fluid not
important. In addition) study of the flow of a fluid with inertia alone has
direct practical value, since real fluids often do move in a way which is not
affected significantly by their other physical properties. Second) of all
physical properties of a fluid other than inertia) the one which has the
greatest effect on the flow in common circumstances is the internal friction,
measured by the shear viscosity. Moreover, prediction of the effect of
viscosity on the flow pattern proves to be quite difficult) for reasons which,
mathematically speaking, derive from the fact that the viscosity p multiplies
the highest order derivative of the velocity in equation (3.6.2). The addition
of viscosity to the physical properties possessed by the fluid may have a
singular or discontinuous effect on the flow pattern, and considerable study
of the motion of a viscous fluid is needed before the flow properties appear
to be natural and explicable.

In the remainder of this book we therefore concentrate on the flow of a
fluid which possesses inertia and viscosity but which is effectively incom
pressible. This programme might appear to be modest, but it lies at the
centre of fluid dynamics and both deserves and requires serious study. We
begin with a consideration of the effect of viscosity of a fluid, and later) after
having established the conditions under which viscosity has little effect on
the flow) we shall describe in detail the motion of a fluid with inertia alone.
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4

FLOW OF A UNIFORM INCOMPRESSIBLE
VISCOUS FLUID

4.1. Introduction
In this and the next chapter the effect of the stresses due to viscosity will

be examined. In order to reveal this effect clearly and to allow the develop
ment of physical insight, we shall assume that the fluid is behaving as if it
were incompressible; as already seen, this is a valid approximation for a
wide range of conditions, the principal restriction being that the speed of the
fluid should be small compared with the speed of sound everywhere. It will
also be assumed that no other effects which could cause the density of a
material element to vary significantly (see §3.6) are present. Under these
conditions the equation describing the balance of internal energy and the
thermodynamic equation of state are irrelevant, being replaced by the
property of invariance of the density of an element of fluid:

DpjDt = o.

The mass-conservation equation reduces to

V.u =0

in view of (4.1.1), and the expression for the stress in the fluid becomes

(
au, au!\

U'ij = -p8~j+ # OXj +oxJ'
giving for the equation of motion

Du", op 0 { (au., auj )}
p Dt = pF,- OX~+OXj # OXj + OX~) • (4. 1 .4)

These are the equations governing the flow of a Newtonian fluid with no
approximation other than that the fluid is incompressible. The most com
mon type of boundary condition to be imposed on the solution is that all
components of the velocity are continuous across a fluid-solid boundary.

We note from (3.4.5) that the expression for the rate of dissipation of
mechanical energy by viscosity, per unit mass of fluid, becomes

~ = 2# e~jeij, where eij = ~ (~"'+~). (4.1.5)
p 2 flXj flx",1

This energy is lost from the mechanical system and appears as heat.
The viscosity of a fluid varies primarily with its temperature, so that when
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appreciable variations of temperature exist, either as a result of heat con
ducted from the boundary or heat supplied internally by viscous dissipation
of mechanical energy, it is necessary to regard p, as a function of position
obtained from the distribution of temperature. However, the viscosity p, will
here be assumed to be uniform throughout the fluid.

The body force F will represent the action of the earth's gravitational
field in the great majority of cases, and we shall put

F=g
hereafter in this chapter, with g assumed to be uniform over the fluid.

Under these conditions, the equation ofmotion for a viscous fluid becomes
(on using vector notation, which is now neater)

Du
p Dt = pg- Vp+ p,VIu, (4. 1•6)

where p and p, are now given constants.
A further simplification to be adopted is that the density of the fluid is

uniform. For cases in which 'buoyancy' forces due to the action of gravity
on fluid with small variations of density are entirely responsible for the
motion of the fluid, the approximation of uniform density is clearly inad
missible; but such cases of 'free convection' will not be considered in this
volume.

The contribution to the acceleration of a material element due to viscous
stresses arising from a given rate of strain is evidently determined by the
ratio p,1p, and not by the viscosity p, alone. As remarked in §1.6, p,1p is given
the special name kinematic 'Viscosity, and is denoted by v. Inasmuch as the
equation of motion has the form

auat = ... +vVIu,

v is effectively a diffusi'Oity for the velocity u, having the dimensions
(length) x (velocity) like all diffusivities, and playing the same role relative
to the 'dynamic' viscosity p, as the thermal diffusivity Ie = klpcp plays
relative to the thermal conductivity k. Values of p, and v for air and water
under different conditions are given in tables in appendix I, and their values
for some commonfluids at 15°C and one atmosphere pressure are reproduced
below. It is noteworthy that the values of p, for air, water and mercury are in
an increasing order, and that the values of v are in the reverse order; when
this latter quantity is relevant, mercury is effectively a much less viscous
fluid than air. p ...

(gm/ern sec) (ernl/sec)

air
water
mercury
olive oil
glycerine

0'00018

0'011

0'016

0'99
a3'3

0'15
0'011

O'OOIa
1,08

18'5
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The numerical values of both It and v for the two common fluids air and
water are quite small. We do not yet know what these values should be
comparedwith, in a consideration of the importance of the effects ofviscosity,
but there is a clear hint that in many contexts the effects of viscosity are
negligible. It proves to be difficult to specify in a general way the conditions
under which effects of viscosity may safely be neglected, and difficult to
predict those effects in cases in which they are not negligible. For this
reason we must study the effects of viscosity before taking advantage of the
smallness of the numerical values of It and v for air and water.

Modificatz'on of the pressure to allow for the effect of the body force

It may be seen from (4.1.6) that when p is uniform the force per unit
volume due to gravity is balanced exactly by a pressure equal to pg. x. This
suggests that the pressure p should be written as

p =Po+pg. x+P, (4-1.7)

where Po is a constant andPo +pg . x is the pressure which would exist in the
same body offluid at rest and which, in a moving fluid, gives rise to a pressure
gradient in balance with the force of gravity. P is the remaining part of the
pressure and evidently arises wholly from the effect of the motion of the
fluid, being determined by the equation

Du
p Dt = -VP+ltV2u. (4. 1•8)

No term for P is in general use, and it will be referred to here as the modified
pressure. It should be noted that the modified pressure may be introduced
only if the density is uniform, the gravitational body force per unit 'Volume
then being representable as the gradient of a scalar quantity.

Gravity no longer appears in the equation of motion when the modified
pressure is introduced, and provided it is also absent from the boundary
conditions we may infer that gravity has no effect on the velocity distribution
in the fluid. However, if the absolute pressure occurs in the boundary
conditions, as happens if part of the boundary is an interface with another
fluid'or in particular if it is a free surface, the full expression (4.1.7) must be
u$ed in the boundary conditions and in this way the effect ofgravity re-enters
the problem. The introduction of the modified pressure P for a fluid of
uniform density is useful only when the boundary conditions involve the
velocity alone. This will almost always be so when the fluid under discussion
is air; for water, it may not be so.

In subsequent discussions of motions of a uniform fluid for which the
boundary conditions involve only the velocity, and for which as a conse
quence gravity has no effect on the motion and does nothing more than
make a contributionpg. x to the pressure as in (4.1.7), we shall introduce the
modified pressure and write the equation of motion in the form (4.1.8).



- JV(Po+pg. x)dV - fPndA,

= -pVg- fPndA.

Thus if P and the velocity distribution in the fluid are independent of the
action of gravity on the fluid, as they will be when the boundary conditions
do not involve the absolute pressure, the whole consequence of the action
of gravity on the fluid, so far as an immersed body is concerned, is that the
body experiences a loss of weight equal to the weight of fluid displaced by
the body. It may also be shown that the couple on the immersed body
arising from the action of gravity on the surrounding fluid is equal and
opposite to the couple which gravity would exert on the displaced fluid.
Hence an immersed body which is free to move will do so in a way which is
unaffected by the existence of gravity, provided it has the same total mass
and centre of mass as the displaced fluid.

There are analogous although less important results concerning the effect
of steady rotation on a two-dimensional flow field. When the motion of a
fluid is referred to accelerating axes the form of the equation of motion is
changed only by the addition of an apparent body force, given by (3.2.9).
In the case of flow relative to rectilinear axes in steady rotation with angular
velocity!l about the z-axis, this apparent body force per unit mass lies in the
(x,y)-plane and has components

2!lv+!lax, - 2!lu+!lay,

where (x,y) and (u, v) are corresponding components of x and u. Now for
two-dimensional flow of incompressible fluid in the (x,y)-plane we may
satisfy the mass-conservation equation by writing

fJ = o?fr v = _ o?fr
oy' ox

(see §2.2). It follows that the equation of motion in the rotating frame differs
in form from that in an absolute frame only by the addition of a body force

per unit volume pV{ -2Q?fr+IQ2(x2+y2)}, (4.1.9)
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However, following the general practice, this modified pressure will be
denoted by the same symbolp that in more general circumstances represents
the absolute pressure.

The conditions under which the introduction of the modified pressure
is a useful device are likewise those under which Archimedes' principle is
valid for a body in a moving fluid. The net force exerted by fluid on an
immersed body with surface A and volume V is

- fpndA
together with a contribution from viscous stresses which depends only on
the velocity distribution in the fluid. After substitution from (4.1.7), and
use of the analogue of the divergence theorem for a scalar quantity, this
integral becomes
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and when p is uniform the apparent body force may be balanced by a contri
bution to the pressure, like the effect of gravity; part of this addition to the
pressure arises from the Coriolis force and part from the centrifugal force.
Thus again the equation of motion can be written in the form (4.1.8) and,
again provided the absolute pressure does not occur in the boundary condi
tions, the apparent body force does not enter into the determination of the
velocity distribution. In other words, steady rotation of a two-dimensional
flow system, without change of the boundary conditions relative to rotating
axes, does not affect the velocity distribution.

The analogue of Archimedes' principle for the body force (4.1.9) may be
established without difficulty. In the case of the contribution to (4.1.9) from
centrifugal force the argument is identical with that for gravity, since both
these forces are functions only of position in space. In order to be able to
use the same kind of argument for the contribution to (4.1.9) from Coriolis
force, we suppose that the function lfr is continued into the region occupied
by an immersed rigid body in a manner corresponding to movement of
fluid in that region as a rigid body. The additional force on (unit depth of)
the body due to the action of the body force (4.1.9) on the fluid is then

- IV{ -2p!llfr+lp!l2(xI+yl)}dA,

where the integral is taken over the area of the body in the (x,y)-plane. This
force is equal and opposite to the resultant centrifugal and Coriolis force
which would act on the displaced fluid ifit were moving rigidly like the body.
There is a corresponding result for the couple exerted on the body by the
fluid. It follows that a rigid body which is free to move will do so in a way
which is unaffected by steady rotation (If the whole system, provided it has
the same total mass and centre of IIlaM as the displaced fluid.t

Exerclses

I. Show that in an incompressible fluid the deviatoric stress acting across an
element of a rigid boundary is wholly tangential. (Use a curvilinear co-ordinate
system of which one co-ordinate surface coincides with the rigid boundary.)

2. Obtain the following alternative expression for the force per unit area
exerted across a surface element with normal D in an incompressible fluid:

-PD+,a(2D. VU+DX w).
Show that at a rigid boundary this reduces to - pn- pn x w.

t The difference between two- and three-dimensional motions in this respect can be
demonstrated by towing a body of the same density as water in a constant horizontal
direction, relative to the fluid, through a dish of water in steady rotation (Taylor 19a1).
A circular cylinder with vertical generators is found to move in the direction of the
applied force, as in a non-rotating system, whereas a sphere is found to veer off the
straight path, in a sense opposite to that of the rotation of the dish (showing that the
contribution to fluid pressure from the Coriolis force on the fluid is here not large
enough to balance the Coriolis force on the body itself). A vortex ring propagated in a
horizontal direction is also found to follow a curve path, relative to the fluid, with a
sense opposite to that of the rotation of the system.
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4.2. Steady unidirectional flow

The feature of the equation of motion (4.1.6) (or (4.1.8) which causes
most analytical difficulty is the non-linearity in the velocity u arising from
the expression (2.1.2) for the acceleration of a fluid element in the Eulerian
specification of the flow field. The mathematical difficulties presented by
the complete equation of motion are so severe that most of the existing
solutions are applicable only to circumstances in which for some reason the
equation reduces to a linear form. Among the simplest of such cases are
those in which the velocity vector has the same direction everywhere, and is
independent of distance in the flow direction. The convective rate of change
of velocity then vanishes identically and the acceleration of a fluid element
is equal to au/at, with only one component non-zero.

As a preliminary, we note the precise conditions under which the fluid
velocity in a long cylindrical region is exactly unidirectional. Our interest
is in situations in which a general streaming motion in the x-direction
parallel to the generators has 'settled down' and is independent of end
effects, so that all three velocity components u, v, to relative to a Cartesian
co-ordinate system are independent of x The equation of motion shows
that Vp also must be independent of x. Thus v and to are velocity com
ponents for a two-dimensional motion which is in no way affected by the
motion in the x-direction. Such a motion in the cross-sectional plane can
survive the viscous dissipation of energy only if there is a continual supply
of energy to the fluid by tangential stresses exerted at a portion of the
boundary in tangential motion, that is, as may readily be shown, only if

pf{n2(veZZ +toel3) +na(ve28+toe88)} dl > 0,

where (0, n2,na)- is the unit normal to the boundary and the integration is
over the closed bounding curve in the cross-sectional plane. Hence if in
particular the boundary be rigid and either stationary or moving in the
x-direction, or be a 'free' surface across which the tangential stress is zero,
the flow is ultimately everywhere in the x-direction.

We now take v = to = 0, whence the y and z-components of the equation
of motion (4.1.8) reduce to

ap=o ap=o ( )ay 'az ' 4·2.1

where p stands for the modified pressure as explained in §4.1. The x-com
ponent of the equation of motion is

au ap (81u alu)
p at = - ax +)1 ay2+ azs , (4.2 .2 )

and since neither the first nor the last term depends on x, we can write
ap
ox = - G(t). (4.2 .3)
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When G is positive, the pressure gradient represents a uniform body force
in the direction of the positive x-axis.

In the cases of steady flow to be considered in this section, au/8t =0,

- G is a constant pressure gradient, and (4.2.2) becomes

82u 82u G
8y Z+ 8z1 = - p'

The fluid density does not appear in (4.2.4), since the total acceleration of
every fluid element is zero. Each element of fluid is in equilibrium, so far
as the x-components of the forces are concerned, under the action of normal
stresses which vary with x (the pressure gradient) and tangential stresses
due to viscosity which vary with y and z. (In addition, there is a normal
stress-concealed by the use of the modified pressure-whose variation
with position is such as to make it balance the force of gravity on the
element.)

It is now necessary to solve (4.2.4), subject to the boundary conditions,
which in general will prescribe the value of the pressure gradient - G and
the value of u at certain values ofy and z.

Poiseuille flow
The case of flow in a long tube of circular section under the action of a

difference between the pressures imposed at the two ends of the tube was
studied by Hagen in 1839 and by Poiseuille in 1840. The flow may be
assumed here to have the same axial symmetry as the boundary conditions,
so that u is a function only of the distance r from the axis of the tube. The
corresponding solution of (4.2.4) is

G
u = -( -rl+AlogT+B).

4P
There is a singularity at r = ° (associated with the exertion of a finite force
on the fluid over unit length of the axis) unless A = 0, and we therefore
choose this value for the constant A. On choosing B to make u = ° at the
tube boundary T = a we find

G
u = -(al-r). (4.2.5)

4P

A quantity of practical importance is the flux of volume past any section
of the tube, the value of which is

Q= f: U21Tr dT

1TGa6 1Ta6(po - PI)
=8jt= Bpi
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where Po and PI are the (modified) pressures at the beginning and end of a
portion of the tube of length l. Hagen and Poiseuille were able to establish
by experiments with water that the flux varies as the first power of the
pressure drop down the tube and as the fourth power of the tube radius (of
which a contribution of two to the power comes from the dependence of
cross-sectional area on a, with a further contribution of two from the higher
value ofu allowed by a given net viscous force in a larger tube). The accuracy
with which the observations showed Q/a' to be constant is strong evidence
for the assumption that no 'slipping' occurs at the wall of the tube and, less
directly, for the hypothesis that the viscous stress varies linearly with rate of
strain, under the conditions of the experiments.

The tangential stress at the wall of the tube is

fl (dU) = - !Ga,
dr r-Q

so that the total frictional force, in the direction of flow, on a length lof the
tube is

Such an expression for the total frictional force on the tube was to be
expected, because all elements of the fluid instantaneously within this
portion of the tube are in steady motion under the action of normal forces
1Ta'Jpo and 1Ta2PI on the two end faces and the frictional force exerted by the
tube wall. We see also from (4.1.5) that the rate at which mechanical energy
is dissipated by viscosity, per unit mass of fluid, is here

4.> = !!. (dU) I = Girl.
p dr 4PP

Thus the total rate of dissipation in the fluid instantaneously filling a length I
of the circular tube is 1TlGlla'

8p , = IQG.

In a case in which the fluid in the tube is a liquid and the tube is open to
atmospheric pressure at the two end points (as it would be if liquid entered
the tube from a shallow open tank and was discharged from the end of the
tube), the pressure gradient down the tube is provided in effect by the force
of gravity. The absolute pressure is here the same at the two ends and
therefore constant throughout the fluid, so that the modified pressure is
- pgxcos (% and dP

G = - dx = pgCOS(%, (4.2 .7)

where (% is the inclination of the tube to the downward vertical. The above
expression for the rate of dissipation in the fluid occupying a length I of the
pipe is here equal to the rate at which the same body of fluid is losing
gravitational potential energy, as it should be.
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Tubes of non-circular cross-section
Similar relations apply to steady unidirectional flow in tubes with a

different cross-section, although only in a few particular cases can the velocity
distribution be found analytically.

The velocity distribution
G (y2 %2)

U= 2,u(b-2+c-2) 1 - b2- c2 (4.2 •8)

is a solution of the equation (4.2.4), and satisfies the boundary condition
required for flow in a tube of elliptical cross-section with semi-axes band c.

To find the velocity distribution in a tube of rectangular cross-section
whose sides are at y = +b, % = +C (c > b, say), we note that the quantity

u -lG(b2- y2)/p

is an even function of bothy and % which satisfies Laplace's equation and
is zero at y = +b. It may therefore be written as a Fourier series in y of
the form

n1T% mry
~ An cosh _1. COS-b '

nodd ~ 2

and the coefficients An can be found from the boundary condition at
%= +c. This kind of procedure is explained in the paint-brush problem
below.

In both of these cases the relation between the volume flux and the
pressure gradient can be found readily.

Two-dimensional flow
The governing equation is here

tJ2u G
dy 2 = - '" ' (4.2.9)

and we may suppose without loss of generality that the flow takes place
between the planes y = 0 and y = d. If the two bounding planes are rigid,
and move in the x-direction with speeds zero and U respectively, the
appropriate solution of (4.2.9) is

u = :y(d- y) +~. (4.2.10)

When the two rigid planes are not in relative motion, the velocity profile
is parabolic; and when the applied pressure gradient G is zero, we obtain
a simple shearing motion with a linear profile, each thin layer of fluid being
in steady motion under the action of equal and opposite frictional forces on
its two faces (figure 4.2.1). It is clearly possible to superpose these para
bolic and linear profiles also in a case in which the directions of the pressure
gradient and of the relative motion of the two planes are not parallel"
although the resulting flow is not then two-dimensional.



G
u == -y(2h-y)
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Steady unidirectional and two-dimensional flow may also occur when
liquid runs down the upper face of an inclined plane in a layer of uniform
thickness h. The boundary condition to be satisfied at the (plane) free surface
is that the tangential stress vanishes (see §3.3), so that du/dy == 0 there. Thus
the velocity profile is

(being of the same form as for two-dimensional flow between two parallel
rigid planes without relative motion and distance 2h apart), and G has the
value (4.2.7). In practice it may happen that the slope of the boundary and
the volume flux Qacross a plane normal to the flow and per unit width of this
plane are the only given quantities; we find from (4.2.11) that

fA Gh8
Q == 0 udy = 31'"

,

(a) (6) (c)

Figure ...a.l. Steady two-dimensional flow, (a) under pressure gradient between two fixed
rigid planes, (b) due to relative motion of two rigid planes, (c) in a layer on an inclined
plane due to gravity.

showing that the gravitational and viscous forces on the layer will be in
balance when its thickness is

h == (3#Q)* = ( 3PQ )*.
G pgcosct

V8h = 8Q,

V ~ ~ = (9QBP;COSct)*.that is,

If the rate at which liquid is poured on to an inclined plane is changed
suddenly by a small amount 8Q, a layer of thickness greater by an amount
(dh/dQ)8Q will be set up. The region of transition from one thickness to
another advances down the plane, at a speed V say, and considerations of the
steady volume flux, on each side of the transition, relative to axes moving
with speed V show that

A model ofa paint-brush
When a brush loaded with paint is drawn along in contact with a rigid

wall, some of the paint is pulled from the brush by the frictional force at the
rigid boundary and remains behind in a layer whose thickness is soon made
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uniform by the action of surface tension. The amount of paint left on the
wall is a matter of practical importance, and it is useful to know how this
quantity depends on the properties of the paint and of the brush. The
following simple model of a brush (which has no pretensions to realism)
provides a rough guide to the relevant factors, and serves here as an example
of steady unidirectional flow.

We suppose that the brush is composed of a large number of parallel and
equi..distant thin rigid plates which slide together over a plane wall in the
direction of their line of contact with the wall (figure 4.2.2). The space
between the plates is filled with liquid, and as the plates are drawn across

Plates

b

y

Figure 4.:2.:2. Sketch of model of a paint-brush.

the wall the liquid is set into motion relative to the plates by the tangential
stress at the wall. To begin with, we assume the plates to be of infinite extent
in the x.. and z-directions, so that the resulting motion is unidirectional and
steady. No pressure gradient is imposed here, and the governing equation is

82u 82u
8y2+ 8z2 = o. (4.2.15)

It is convenient to take axes fixed in the plates, in which case the boundary
conditions for flow in the channel between two adjoining plates are

U = 0 at y = 0 and y = b, 0 < z < 00

U = U at z = 0, 0 < y < b,

where U is the relative speed of brush and wall.
This mathematical problem is of the familiar boundary-value form,t

and we can proceed by examining solutions of the equation in which the
variables are separated. One such solution, which satisfies the homogeneouS
boundary conditions at y = 0 and y = b, is

u = sinn~y (An e-lI1Te/b+Bn en1Te/b),

t See, for'instance, Fourier Series and Boundary Valau Problmu, by R. V. Churchill
(McGraw-Hill, 1941).
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where n is an integer. The occurrence of large velocities as z ~ 00 is excluded
by the physical conditions, so that the required solution is

<Xl n1TY
u = ~ Ane-rl1rtilbsin-b ' (4.2.16)

n~l

provided we can choose the constants An so as to satisfy the remaining
condition at z = o. This latter condition requires

b { 0 (n even)
2UJ . n1TY

An=T slnbdy= 4U '
o - (n odd)

n1T
whence we obtain U

u(y, z) = L ~ ~ e-ntrti!bsin n1TY. (4.2 •17)
1T n oddn b

This series, and those obtained from it by term-by-term differentiation with
respect to y or z, are convergent when z > 0; when z = 0, the series (4.2.17)
is convergent, but there is of course a discontinuity in u aty = 0 and aty = b
and term-by-term differentiation does not give a convergent series.

This velocity distribution may now be used to obtain an estimate of the
thickness of the layer of liquid which would be left behind on the wall if all
the plates were imagined to have a rear edge at the same value of x. We
suppose here that the liquid occupies only the space between the plates,
except near the wall where it is dragged from this space by friction at the
wall, and the above distribution is assumed to hold right to the rear edge of
the plates. The volume flux out of the rear end of one channel is

Q == f: f~ udydz

8UbS I
== -- ~ "3 ~ o'z7 UbS,
~ nodd n

and so the mean thickness of the layer left on the wall is 0·27b. The
part played by the spacing of the plates is evident. The viscosity of the
fluid does not enter the expression for the layer thickness, as was to be
expected in a model in which the net viscous force on each element of fluid
is zero; in practice the properties of the paint may be relevant, no doubt
because the way in which the paint leaves the brush is more complex than
as assumed here, and perhaps also because the relation between stress and
rate of strain for paint does not always have the Newtonian linear form
assumed here.

A remark on stability
The conclusions of this (and of many subsequent) sections need to be

qualified by the statement that most steady unidirectional flows are found
in practice to be unstable under certain conditions. The simple case of
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Poiseuille flow was in fact the first flow field to be used for the purpose of
investigating systematically the phenomenon of hydrodynamic instability.
Reynolds established experimentally in 1883 that, provided the flux of
fluid along the tube was sufficiently small, the flow field described above was
realized, and accidental disturbances were obliterated; at higher speeds,
however, the flow showed intermittent oscillations and ultimately became
permanently unsteady and wildly irregular (this being the phenomenon of
turbulence). Although the conditions under which the various steady uni
directional flows are stable, and consequently capable of being set up in
practice, are not known with precision in all cases, it is generally true that
these flows are stable for small enough values of the dimensionless number
UL/v, where U and L are a velocity and a length representative of the
motion and (lateral) extent of the flow in question. Reynolds's estimate of
the critical value of this parameter for the case ofPoiseuille flow (withL equal
to the tube diameter and U equal to the mean velocity over the cross-section)
was about 13,000, implying that he was able to observe steady undirec
tional flow of water at 20 °C for values of UL less than about
130 cm2/sec. Thus here, as in other cases, the conditions under which
stable steady flow occurs are within the range of conditions encountered
in nature and in the laboratory, so that the above solutions have
practical value; a knowledge of the properties of the turbulent flow that
occurs under conditions for which a steady flow is unstable is also
needed, but this lies beyond the scope of the present volume.

4.3. Unsteady unidirectional flow

As shown in §4.2, the pressure gradient in unidirectional flow is in the
direction of the streamlines and is a function of t only. In nearly all the cases
of unidirectional flow to be considered in this section the fluid motion is due
entirely to some kind of unsteady motion of the boundaries, the pressures
far upstream and far downstream being kept equal throughout the motion.
Thus G = 0 for such cases, and (4.2.2) reduces to

au (fJlu fJlu)
fJt = v fJyl + fJz2 •

This 'diffusion equation' is exactly the same as that governing the two
dimensional distribution of temperature in a stationary medium of thermal
diffusivity v, and we can make use of a number of mathematical results
already established in that connection.t One of the most useful of these
results is the solution describing the temperature distribution due to the
release of a finite amount of heat at time t = 0 (an 'initial source') at the
point y =y', z = z', in a medium of uniform temperature over the whole

t See Conduction of Heat in Solith, by H. S. Carslaw and ]. C. Jaeger (Oxford, 1947)·
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(y,z)-plane; with u representing the excess temperature at position (y,z)
at a subsequent time t, this solution is

u( z t) =~ ex {_ (y_y')B _ (Z-Z')2} (4.3.2 )
y" 41Tvt P 4vt 4vt '

where the constant A is a measure of the amount of heat released and is
determined from the initial conditions by means of the relation

ClQ ClQ

A = fru(y,z,t)dydz = rru(y,z,o)dydz.
.,., oIJ
-ClQ -ClQ

From this elementary solution we can construct an integral representing the
temperature distribution at any time t in terms of the distribution over the
whole (Y, z)-plane at the initial instant, viz.

ClQ

u(y,z,t) =4;vtffu(y', z', 0) exp {-(Y~~')I_(Z~V;')I}dY'dZ" (4·3·3)
-ClQ

The essential point und~rlying this solution is that since equation (4.3.1)
is linear, and since there are no boundary conditions to be satisfied, the heat
released initially in each element of area of the (y, z)-plane spreads out as if
from an isolated initial point source with the factor A in (4.3.2) replaced by
u(y', z', 0) 8y' 8z'. Analogous solutions are available for the diffusion equation
in spaces of one and three dimensions, the former being obtained from
(4.3.3) by choosing u(y', z', 0) to be independent of z' and integrating
with respect to z'.

The smoothing-out ofa discontinuity in velocity at a plane
Asimple and basic problem to which (4.3.3) can be applied is the effect of

viscosity on the transition from the steady uniform velocity in one stream to
the steady uniform velocity in another, adjacent, stream. We shall suppose
that the transition layer is initially of zero thickness (which is not in itself a
realistic initial condition, but there are ways of making use of the solution),
and so is a sheet vortex, coinciding with the plane y = 0. Then with axes
moving with the mean of the velocities of the two streams, and a jump in
velocity of magnitude 2U across the layer, we should substitute

u(y', .8", 0) = +U for y' ~ 0
in (4.3.3), giving

U JV (y'B), . {y}u(y, t) = (1Tvt)i 0 exp - 4vt dy = uen (4vt)i . (4·3·4)

This velocity distribution is a function of YI(vt)! alone, and has the form
shown in figure 4.3. I. Only the width of the transition layer changes with
time, the variation being as t!; if we choose to define the layer as extending
from the place where u = 0'99U to that where u = - 0'99 U, the width of the
layer is 8·0(vt)'.
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It was to be expected that the velocity distribution would be a function of
yj(vt)! alone, because there are insufficient dimensional parameters in the
problem to allow a dependence on y and t separately. By changing the
dependent variable to ujU = f(y, t), the problem to be solved becomes

of o2J
ot=v oy2 ' withf(y, 0) =+1 for y~o, (4.3.5)

and the only dimensional quantity on whichf can depend, other than y and
t, is v. From these three quantities only one dimensionless combination can
be formed, viz. YI(vt)~, so that the need for the velocity distribution to be
independent of the units employed leads inevitably to a dependence on
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Figure 4.3.1. The transition layer between two parallel streams.

yj(vt)t alone. Acting on this conclusion, we could have converted (4.3.5) into
an ordinary differential equation with "I = yj(vt)l as the sole independent
variable, the expression (4.3.4) again being the solution. There are many
problems of fluid mechanics in which it pays to recognize on dimensional
grounds that the various space and time variables will appear in the solution
in certain combinations only and that the governing differential equation
may be reduced from one of partial to one of ordinary type. Such a solution,
involving the time only in combination with the space variable, is often
termed a similarity solution, since the shape of the velocity distribution with
respect to the space variable is similar at all times.

The expression (4.3.4) describes the velocity in a transition layer which
has developed from an initial discontinuity across the common boundary
of the two streams, and it is not difficult to see that it also gives the asymptotic
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distribution of velocity (as t ~ (0) for an arbitrary initial form of the transi
tion layer. For suppose that at t = 0 the velocity distribution in the layer is
written as

u = I;i U+F(y), (4.3.6)

where FCY)~ 0 rapidly as y ~ +: 00, and f:a) F(y) dy = 0 (this latter con

dition being achieved by appropriate choice of the position of the origin
y == 0). The solution (4.3.4) is now replaced by

u(y, t) = U erf{yj(4vt)1} +fCY, t),

where
l(y,t) = ( 1 )ifa) F(Y')exp { _ (y-~')2}dY'.

411vt -a) 4v

To obtain the asymptotic form ofICY, t) as t ~ 00 we may represent the ex
ponential factor exp {(2yy' - y'2)/4vt} as a power series in the exponent. The
first term of the series makes no contribution to the integral and the part of
the second term that is dominant, for fixed y/(vt)i, gives

feY, t) - :t (11;t). exp ( - ::t)f:a) y' F{y') dy' (4.3.8)

as t...:,.oo. This expression shows the decay as t-1, for fixedy/(vt)~, that is to
be expected for a 'thermal' dipole initial source. The velocity distribution
in the layer is thus asymptotically the same as if it had developed from a
simple discontinuity in velocity.

This example of unsteady unidirectional flow illustrates several features
which are characteristic of viscous flows of this and some other related
types. First, there is the gradual spreading or diffusion of velocity variations
across streamlines, which comes about through the tangential force exerted
across planes normal to the y-axis. The distance of penetration of these
velocity variations into regions of uniform velocity after a time t is of order
(vt)!. The rate of penetration decreases as t increases, because the velocity
gradients and their spatial rates of change become progressively smaller,
and the rate of penetration is smaller for fluids of smaller kinematic viscosity.
Second, the velocity distribution in the layer tends asymptotically to a
similarity form depending on yj(vt)i alone, irrespective of the initial form
of the transition. This asymptotic form is set up because the departure of
the initial velocity distribution from a simple discontinuity is equivalent to
a set of initial 'sources' and 'sinks' with zero total source strength, the
effects of which gradually cancel as they spread out and overlap.

Plane boundary moved suddenly in afluid at rest
Suppose that a semi-infinite region of stationary fluid is bounded by a

rigid plane (at y == 0, say) which is suddenly given a velocity U in its own
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plane and thereafter maintained at that speed. The fluid is brought into
motion through the action of viscous stress at the plate, the velocity distri
bution being governed by the equation

Ou (j2U
ot = v oy2' (4·3·9)

as in the preceding example, and by the boundary conditions

u(y,o) = ° for y> O,}
(4.3. 10)

u(o,t) = U for t> o.

The parameter U can be effectively removed from the problem by using
ujU as the dependent variable, and we then recognize on dimensional
grounds that ujU must be a function of yj(vt)! alone, as explained above.
However, it is not necessary to go through the analytical details, because,
by choosing axes fixed relative to the plate, we can transform the problem
so that it becomes identical with the preceding problem. The boundary
conditions are now £

u(y, 0) = - U or y > 0,

u(0, t) = 0 for t > 0,

which are equivalent to the boundary conditions for one half of a transition
layer which develops from a simple discontinuity at the common boundary
of two streams of speeds - U and + U, the velocity at y = 0 being per
manently zero on account of the anti-symmetry about y = o. Thus the
solution to the problem represented by (4.3.9) and (4.3.10) is

u(y, t) = U - U erffy/(4vt)t}, (4.3.11)

the qualitative features of which can be interpreted as before. The frictional
force per unit area exerted by the fluid on the plate is

p(Ou) = _1T-iPUI(~)i,
OJ} 1/-0 U2tj

the decrease as t-! being a consequence of the thickening of the region of
variable velocity.

One rigid boundary moved suddenly and one held stat£onary

Suppose now that the fluid is bounded by two rigid boundaries at y = 0

and y = d and is initially at rest, and that the fluid motion is due, as before,
to the lower plate being brought suddenly to the steady velocity U in its
own plane, the upper plate being held stationary. The governing differential
equation is (4.3.9) again, with the boundary conditions

u(0, t) = U, u(d, t) = ° for t > 0,

u(y, 0) = 0 for 0 < y ~ d.
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Since the dimensional parameter d enters the problem, y/(vt)i is no longer
the only dimensionless combination of the available parameters, and we have
no grounds for anticipating a similarity solution.

The appropriate solution of (4.3.9) may be found conveniently by first
transforming to the new dependent variable

w(y,t) = U(I -yfd)-u,

This requires

which satisfies the samedifferential equation and has homogeneous boundary
conditions at y = 0 and y = d. A particular solution for w which satisfies
these two boundary conditions is

(
vt) . n1TYexp - n'l.1T'l. - sm-
d'l) d '

where n is an integer. We now try to satisfy the condition on fD at t = 0 by
using the whole set of such solutions, that is, we seek values of the constants
A,. such that

n~IAnsinnj = w(y, 0) == U ( 1 -~) •

2 fel ( y). n1TY 2 UAn =- U 1-- sm-dy=-.
dJo d d 11n

Thus the velocity distribution is given by

u(y, t) = U (I -~d) - 2U :E .! exp (-n2n-ldvt'l) sin n11Y ; (4.3.14-)
} 11 n-l n J d

the form of this Fourier series reflects the discontinuity in u with respect to
y at y = 0 when t = o. This series solution is not well suited to computation
for vt ~ d l , since the series is then only slowly convergent, and a solution in
a form which is more convenient for that case has been found by the Laplace
transform method in the context of heat conduction in a stationary medium.

The velocity profiles for different values of vt/ds in figure 4.3.2 show how
the effect of the stationary upper boundary, although negligible at first,
gradually influences the diffusion of the velocity variations. As was to be
expected, the velocity tends asymptotically to that appropriate to steady
flow between two rigid planes in relative motion (see §4'Z); by contrast, in
the previous case in which the upper boundary was absent the velocity
variations continued to diffuse into the undisturbed fluid indefinitely. The
rapidity with which the terms of the series in (4.3.14) tend to zero increases
with n, and the first term (n = I) survives longest. As soon as this first term
dominates the series, the departure from the asymptotic steady state decays
approximately exponentially, with a 'half-life' equal to dI/(11IV).

Flow due to an osdllating plane boundary

A case which exhibits clearly the intrinsic damping or smoothing action
of viscous diffusion is the two-dimensional flow produced by a rigid plane
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boundary moving in its own plane with a sinusoidal variation of velocity.
We may suppose the upper half of the (x,y)-plane to be occupied by fluid,
the rigid boundary being at y = 0 and having a velocity U cos nt. In practice
the fluid motion would be set up from rest, and, for some time after the
initiation of the motion, the velocity field contains' transients' determined
by these initial conditions. It may be shown that the fluid velocity gradually
becomes a harmonic function of t, with the same frequency as the velocity
of the boundary, and only this steady periodic state will be considered here.

,

0·8 1-\--+~Ir---1---+---r---1

Figure 4.3.2. The development from rest of steady flow between parallel
planes in relative motion.

We therefore put u(y, t) = at'{e1'nlF(y)}, (4.3.15)

where at' denotes the real part of the expression that follows, the complex
form being used for convenience. From the differential equation (4.3.9)
we find . tf2F

JnF = v dy2'

of which the only solution that remains finite as y ~ 00 is

F(y) = Aexp{ -(I +i)(nj2v)!y},

In order to make the velocity of the fluid at y = 0 equal to that of the
oscillating boundary, we must have A = U, whence the solution is

u(y,t) = Uexp{-(nj2v)ly}cos{nt-(nj2v)ly}. (4.3.16)

This velocity profile may be described as a damped transverse' wave' of
wavelength 21T(2vjn)! 'propagating' in the y-direction with phase velocity
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(2m)l, the damping being such as to make the amplitude of the oscillations
fall off as exp {- (nj2v)ly}. The way in which n and venter into the formulae
for the wavelength and phase velocity can be accounted for by recalling that
the distance through which a velocity variation can be diffused in a time t is
of order (vt)~, but the damping formula is less easy to explain, except on
general dimensional grounds. The ratio of the amplitudes of the oscillation
at two points distance one wavelength apart, that is, at two neighbouring
points at which the oscillations are in phase, is e-lbT (~ 0'002), and in view
of the smallness of this ratio the motion is effectively confined to a 'penetra
tion depth' of order equal to part of a wavelength, that is, of order (vjn)l.

It will be noticed that, since the differential equation and the boundary
conditions are linear, the above solution for an arbitrary harmonic com
ponent of the velocity of the rigid boundary can be used to build up the
solution for a general periodic motion of the rigid boundary.

The solution (4.3.16) has other direct applications, including the diurnal
variation of temperature in the surface layers of the ground under the action
of solar radiation to the surface. The value of the thermal diffusivity for soil
may be taken very roughly to be 0'01 cm2jsec, showing that the wavelength
of the diurnal temperature wave (the temperature at the surface being taken
as simple harmonic in t) is about a metre; diurnal variations of temperature
would be very small at depths of this order. We shall also see later (§ 5.14)
that under certain conditions the flow in the neighbourhood of the surface
of a rigid body in translational oscillation is described approximately by
the solution (4.3.16), and that the work done against friction in one cycle of
the body motion can be deduced from it.

Starting flow in a pipe

Finally, we consider a case in which the flow is due, not to a moving
boundary, but to the application of a pressure gradient. The fluid contained
in a long pipe of circular cross-section is initially at rest, and is set in motion
by a difference between the pressures at the two ends of the pipe suddenly
imposed and maintained by external means. This pressure difference pro
duces immediately a uniform axial pressure gradient, - G say, throughout
the fluid, and so the equation to be satisfied by the axial velocity u is

Ou = G+v(a:au+~ Ou)
at p ar2 r Or J

in which G is a constant. The boundary and initial conditions are

U = 0 at r = a for all t,
U = 0 at t = 0 for 0 ~ r ~ a.

Equation (4.3.17) can be made homogeneous by using as dependent
variable the departure ofthe velocity from its steady asymptotic value, which



with

that is,

The velocity distribution is then given by

1. (A r)
G 2Ga2

co 0 n;i ( vt)
u(r, t) = - (al-rl)-- ~ ~J (A ) exp -~2' (4.3. 19)

4# # "'-lin a

The variation of u across the pipe is shown in figure 4.3.3 for several
different values of vtja2• Initially the whole fluid has acceleration Gjp, but
as the velocity increases the restraining influence of the wall spreads further
into the fluid. The central portion of fluid whose velocity is increasing as
Gtjp becomes narrower as t increases, until when t is of order a2j(vAf}
(where Al = 2'41) all parts of the fluid are subject to the effect of the wall
and the velocity at r = 0 ceases to increase. As in previous cases, the

t See chap. 18 of Theory of Bellel Functionl, by G. N. Watson (Cambridge University
Press, 1958).
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approach to the steady state is soon dominated by the first term of the series
in (4.3.19).

0·8

I
l

0·6 r
'I'

0'4

0'2

/
Gal
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4P

Figure 4,3.3. Starting flow in a circular pipe. Velocity profiles at different
instants (from Szymanski 1932).

Exercises

I. A circular cylinder of radius a and infinite length is immersed in fluid at rest
everywhere, and is suddenly made to move with steady velocity U parallel to its
length. Show that the frictional force on unit length of the cylinder at time t after
the motion has begun is

sp..UfCO exp(-k2vt)dk
11 0 k{J~(ka)+ Y~(ka)}'

of which the asymptotic form, as t -+00, is 4"p..U/log (vt/aS).

2. Obtain an expression in terms of Bessel functions for the velocity distri
bution in flow in a long straight circular pipe due to an oscillating axial pressure
gradient - G +C cos nt, where G, C and n are constants, and examine the
limiting cases n -+ 0 and n -+ 00.

4.4. The Ekman layer at a boundary in a rotating fluid

Consider a situation in which a large body of water, initially at rest under
gravity, is set into motion by the action of a steady uniform tangential stress
applied at the horizontal free surface. This is a simple problem of unsteady
unidirectional flow, in which the velocity u(y, t) satisfies the differential
equation (4.3.9) and the boundary conditions

au 1- = S at y = 0
u(y, 0) = 0, and ay for all t,

u-+o as y-+ - co!
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where itS is the constant stress at the free surface. On differentiating (4.3.9)
with respect to y, we obtain an equation and set of boundary conditions for
the variable 8u/8y which are identical with those for the variable u in the
problem offlow in a semi-infinite fluid due to a plane rigid boundary moving
with constant velocity in its own plane. Thus the velocity u in the problem
under discussion here follows from an adaptation of (4.3. I I) :

and

~~ = S+serf{(4~)~}'

u = Sy+Syerf{- ..L_i } + 2S(~!)! exp (_ Y2).
(4vt)~ 11 4vt

This solution applies, under appropriate conditions, to the velocity
distribution in water which is set into motion by air blowing steadily over
its ftee surface; the speed of the water at the free surface increases with time
and there may be a consequential change in the stress exerted by the wind on
the water, but the air speeds are usually a good deal larger than the water
speeds and the change in the stress is small. It is natural then to enquire if
(4.4.2) applies to large-scale systems and in particular to the drift at the
surface ofthe sea due to wind blowingover it. Flowsystems in the atmosphere
and ocean are seldom undisturbed or uniform over horizontal planes in the
manner assumed above, and transport of momentum due to random fluctua
tions in the fluid velocity (' turbulence ') is usually much more important
than the viscous stress, but quite apart from these complicating features it
can be seen that the rotation of the earth has a significant effect on surface
drift motions. The equation of motion relative to axes fixed in the earth's
surface contains fictitious forces which we see from (3.2.9) to be (a) the
Coriolis force - 2n x u (per unit mass of fluid), where n is the angular
velocity of the earth, and (b) the centrifugal force, which is approximately
uniform over quite large regions of the earth's surface and consequently
equivalent in its effect to a (sman) change in the gravitational acceleration.
In a motion like that described by (4.4.2), the velocity changes appreciably
over distances of order (vt)!, and the viscous force per unit mass of fluid is
of order lul/t; thus the Coriolis force becomes comparable in magnitude
with the viscous force when t is of the order of one day, and is clearly
relevant in geophysical drift motions.

It happens that inclusion of the effect of the Coriolis force on motions like
that represented by (4.4.2) leads to a new and remarkably simple velocity
distribution which plays an important part in many rotating systems, and
which warrants description here. The key features of this new velocity
distribution are that it is steady and that variation of the velocity is confined
to a layer of finite thickness adjoining the boundary. Steadiness is made
possible by the fact that if the fluid velocity is a function of the vertical
co-ordinate alone, and varies in direction as well as in magnitude, the viscous
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force may be everywhere perpendicular to the local velocity, like the Coriolis
force, which is the only other force acting on the fluid. A steady flow could
be discovered by analysing the development of the motion from rest, but we
shall take its existence for granted and simply find its properties.

The layer at a free surface

We suppose first that, as before, the fluid is bounded by a horizontal free
surface at which a uniform and constant stress pS is applied. We use a
rectilinear co-ordinate system rotating steadilywith angular velocity n,with
:I the vertical co-ordinate now (positive direction upwards), and with the
x-axis in the direction of the stress applied at the surface. The fluid velocity
clearly lies in a horizontal plane everywhere, with components (u, v, 0), and
is a function of :I alone. The boundary conditions to be satisfied are

du _ S dv = 0 at :I = 0
d:z - , d:l' ,

and u,v -+- 0 as :I-+- -00.

A = S(I -i)
zk '

The pressure (modified to incorporate effects of gravity and centrifugal
force) is also uniform in a horizontal plane, so that the equations of steady
motion, relative to the rotating axes, in the horizontal plane are

tJ2u
- 2vQs = vdz2 ' (4·4·4)

d2v
2uQs = vdz2 '

where Os is the z-component of the angular velocity n of the frame of re
ference. In the case of motion at the earth's surface, Os = 0 cos 0, where
!1T - 0 is the angle of latitude, and Os is only approximately uniform over the
flow field. The component of the Coriolis force in the z-direction is balanced
by a pressure gradient of no dynamical interest.

Equations (4'4.4) and (4.4.5) are sufficient for the determination ofu and v
as functions of z. Multiplication of (4.4.5) by i( =( - I)!) and addition to

(4·4·4) gives d2( +' )
U 'tv -n ( - )

V dz2 = 2'tus U+IV ,

and the solution satisfying the condition at infinity is

u+iv = Aexp{k(1 +i)z}, (4-4-7)

where k = (Os/v)!, Os being supposed positive, corresponding to the nor
thern hemisphere. The complex constant A is found from the free surface
condition (4.4.3) to be
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S
giving the solution as u = k .J2,eb cos (kz - i11), (4.4.9)

v = k ~2, e'" sin (kz - 111). (4.4. 10)

A steady flow in a layer near the surface with thickness of order k-1 is thus
possible. At the surface the fluid velocity has its maximum magnitude
S/k~2 and has a direction 45° in a clockwise sense (viewed from above) from
the applied stress. Rather surprisingly, this angle is independent of the rate
of rotation (which makes one wonder what happens when!ls -+ 0; in that
case, the time required for the steady state to be set up from rest increases
indefinitely and so also does the magnitude of the velocity at the surface in
the steady state). As the depth below the free surface increases, the direction

10

1
Direction of body force
due to applied pressure
gradient

•
Direction of applied
atress at free surface

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4. I. The velocity vector in a rotating fluid, (a) at various depths below a free
surface at which a tangential stress is applied, and (b) at various heights above a rigid
plane with an applied pressure gradient.

of the velocity rotates uniformly in a clockwise sense (for !ls > 0) and the
magnitude falls off exponentially; at what might be called the penetration
depth, equal to 11lk, the direction is opposite to that at the surface and the
magnitude has fallen to a fraction e-1T

( ~ 0'04) of its surface value. Figure
4.4.1 (a) shows the projection of the velocity vector at a number of equi
distant depths on to a horizontal plane, the curve traced out by the endpoints
of the vector being a logarithmic spiral.

This steady flow exhibiting a balance between the frictional and Coriolis
forces was first noticed by Ekman (I90S),t and was used in a discussion of
wind-generated ocean currents on a rotating earth. The weakness in any
such application to the ocean lies in the assumption that the tangential stress
exerted across horizontal planes is due to molecular viscosity; as remarked

t See allO Phyrica/ Oceanography, vol. I, p. 400, by A. Defant (Pergamon Press, 1961).
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above, the transport of momentum across horizontal planes in both the
ocean and atmosphere is usually due primarily to irregular fluctuations in
the fluid velocity arising from various sources. One possible adjustment of
the above solution to take account of this fact is to regard v, as it appears in
(4.4.9) and (4.4.10), as representing an effective kinematic viscosity due to
velocity fluctuations (and if information about the variation of this effective
viscosity with depth is available, one can return to (4'4.4) and (4.4.5) and
carry out the integration afresh). The penetration depth of the spiral is pro
portional to vi, and is 0'39 m at the two poles when v represents the molecular
kinematic viscosity of water at 15°C; the effective viscosity due to turbulent
mixing in the surface layers of the sea varies widely with the circumstances,
but is almost always much larger than the molecular viscosity, sometimes
by as much as a factor of 105, and the penetration depth is correspondingly
greater.

One of the flow parameters of interest in oceanography is the net flux of
water volume in the surface layer across vertical planes. This can be obtained
from the integral fO 'S' S

(
• ) .:l~ t tp

-00 u+tV ~ = - 2k2 = - 2pfia' (4.4. 11 )

and is independent of v when the applied stress (pS) is given; thus ignorance
of the effective value of v is here of no consequence. It will be noticed that
the net flux in the direction of the applied stress is zero, as would be expected
from the fact that a net motion in that direction would give rise to a net
Coriolis force in an orthogonal direction which could not be balanced by
any other external force.

The layer at a ncidplane boundary

Suppose now that a large body of fluid at rest relative to uniformly
rotating axes is set into motion by a uniform gradient of modified pressure
which is then balanced by the Coriolis force. If the uniform pressure
gradient lies in the horizontal (x,y)-plane and has components (0, - G), the
rotation vector being as before, the uniform velocity in the steady state has
components (U, 0), where

If in addition the fluid is bounded by a horizontal rigid plane at rest relative
to the rotating axes, the departure from a uniform stream in the 'Ekman
layer' near the rigid plane involves viscous and Coriolis forces in the same
manner as in the previous case, and again it happens that a steady flow exists.

The equations giving the velocity components (u, v) as functions of z in
the steady flow near the rigid plane (at z = 0) differ from (4.4.4) and (4.4.5)
only by the addition of the imposed uniform pressure gradient, so that

tJ2u G dIv
-2v12s = v- 2uQs = -+v-.

dz2 ' P dz2
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The second equation can be rewritten as
d2v

2(U - V)Qs = vdz2 '

Thus the solution corresponding to a uniform stream at sufficient distance
from the rigid plane (with the fluid on this occasion lying above the plane
z = 0, to suit the application to atmospheric flow near the earth's surface) is

u- V +iv = A exp{ -k(1 +i)z}, (4.4.14)

where k = (Qa/v)! as before. At the plane z = 0 we require u = v = 0, so
that

and the velocity components are obtained as

u = V(I _rkz coskz),

v = Ve-kz sin kz.

(4.4. 15)

(4'4. 16)

The general features of this spiral distribution of (u - V, v) near a rigid
surface are much the same as in the previous case. The velocity vectors at
different heights above the rigid plane are shown in figure 4.4.1 (b). Here
the velocity near z = 0 is linear in z and is inclined at 45° in a clockwise
direction from the direction of the body force due to the applied pressure
gradient. The net flux of fluid volume in the Ekman layer in the direction
normal to the uniform stream outside the layer is

foa;) vdz, = V/2k = !V(vjQs)i, (4.4. 17)

per unit width in the x-direction.
Horizontal pressure gradients which are approximately uniform over

distances of order many kilometres arise naturally in the atmosphere from
large-scale cyclonic or anticyclonic disturbances and also from horizontal
variations of temperature due to differential heating of the atmosphere, and
the resulting flow will normally be accompanied by something like an Ekman
spiral near the earth's surface. Again the simple theoretical distribution of
velocity can be applied only if v is interpreted as an effective kinematic
viscosity due to irregular turbulent mixing of different horizontal layers of
fluid. With a value of v corresponding to the molecular viscosity of air, the
penetration depth 1Tlh is 1'4 m at the poles, whereas the observed pene
tration depth in the atmosphere may be from 500 to 1,000 m, depending
on the conditions. Observations of the variation of direction and mag
nitude of the wind with height above the ground have been used, in
conjunction with (4.4.15) and (4.4. 16), as a means of obtaining the value
of the effective viscosity due to turbulent mixing (Taylor 1915). A similar
application of the analysis to the friction layer near the sea bed can be
made, although few observations are available in this case.
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4.5. Flow with circular streamlines

Another simple type of fluid motion is one in which all the streamlines
are circles centred on a common axis of symmetry. Such motions may be
steady or unsteady, and are usually generated by the rotation of an exterior
or an interior rigid boundary in the form of a circular cylinder. If the motion
is to remain purely rotatory, with the axial component of velocity zero, the
axial pressure gradient must be zero, and the equation of motion shows that
for this to be so the motion must be two-dimensional. The velocity then
depends only on the distance from the axis of symmetry. Since the com
ponent of acceleration normal to the streamlines.plays a passive role in flows
of this type, and changes in velocity occur wholly as a result of frictional
forces between neighbouring cylindrical shells of fluid, they are equivalent
to unidirectional flow in mechanical respects.

The equation of(two-dimensional) motion expressed in polarco-ordinates
(r, 0) is given in appendix 2, and, on assuming that the velocity component v
in the direction of the O-co-ordinate line is a function of rand t only, and
that u = 0, we find

~ = v(aBv+~ 8v_V).
at ar2 r ar r2

The first of these equations shows that the radial variation of pressure simply
supplies the force necessary to keep the fluid elements moving in a circular
path. The second equation is essentially a relation for the rate of increase of
angular momentum of a cylindrical shell of fluid under the action of the
couples exerted by friction at its inner and outer faces. We may see this by
noting that the tangential stress on an element of the surface of a cylinder of
radius r (see appendix 2) is (av V)

UrI} = p ar - ~ '
so that the couple exerted on the fluid inside a cylindrical surface of radius r

by the fluid outside it is (8v 'V)
211pr2 - -- (4.5.2)

ar r

per unit length ofcylinder. Equating the rate ofchange ofangular momentum
of the fluid in a cylindrical shell, per unit length and per unit thickness, to
the couple acting on it then gives

a(211pr2v) = !- {211JJ.r2 (av _ ~)}
at ar r or r ' (4·5·3)

from which (4.5. I) follows.
A slightly simpler form of (4.5.1) or (4.5.3) is obtained by using as
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dependent variable the angular velocity O(r, t) of a material cylindrical shell
of radius r. On putting v = Or in (4.5.3) we have

00 = ~!(...ltoO) ( )ot ,a Or r Or • 4·5·4

Yet another form, with the vorticity magnitude

0'lJ v I 0(r20)
fJJ = Or +; = T Or (4·5·5)

as the dependent variable, is

ow = It (ogfJJ +~ OfJJ)
"':l_~ !:l_' (4.5.6)ot (II TUT)

which is of the same form as the equation of conduction of heat in two
dimensions (with circular symmetry). It will be observed from (4.2.2) that in
unidirectional flow the two components of vorticity perpendicular to the
streamlines also satisfy the heat conduction equation. Thus problems of
unidirectional flow and of flow with circular streamlines can be described
wholly in terms of diffusion of the lateral components of vorticity across the
streamlines. In any particular case, a choice from the above alternative
equations will usually be determined by the dependent variable that is
involved in the boundary conditions.

Steady motions with circular streamlines must be maintained by the
motion of rigid boundaries, and we can represent all the common cases by
supposing the fluid to lie between rigid cylinders of radii T1 and Tg (> rl)
which rotate steadily with angular velocities 0 1 and Og. It is then readily
found that the solution of either (4.5.3) or (4.5.4), with the left-hand side put
equal to zero, that satisfies the condition of no slip at the two boundaries is

vCr) = ~ (n~-022) +T(~T!-~gTI). (4.5.7)
T rl - TI T1 - 9 I

A flow of this kind can be set up in the laboratory with cylinders whose
common length is large compared with their radii, and the velocity distribu
tion (4.5.7) has been confirmed for various choices of T1, Tg, 0 1 and Og. The
viscosity does not appear in (4.5.7), because the net frictional couple on
every cylindrical shell of fluid is zero; in this respect, steady flow with
circular streamlines is the circular analogue of flow between parallel rigid
planes which are in relative sliding motion (and the latter case is in fact
recovered from (4.5.7) when r2 -rl ~ r1)' From (4.5.2) and (4.5.7) we find
that the frictional couple exerted across unit length of a cylindrical surface

of radius r is ( 0
1
-0

2
)

-41TP r-2 r- 2 , (4.5.8)
1 - 9

and is independent of r as expected; in particular, this is the couple exerted
on the inner rigid cylinder and is minus the couple on the outer cylinder.
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The velocity distributions in various special cases of steady flow can be
obtained from (4.5.7). On putting '1 == 0 (with n1 not so large as to make
ill" non-zero), in order to represent the case of flow inside a single rotating
cylinder we obtain v == n2 " (4.5.9)

which is a rigid-body rotation in which the tangential stresses are everywhere
zero. The other extreme case of flow in infinite fluid outside a single rotating
cylinder is obtained by putting r 2 -+ 00 and n2 == 0, whence

,inl ( )v ==-. 4.5.10,
This is an irrotational velocity distribution, in which the circulation round
all closed curves linking the cylinder once is 21Trlnl • The frictional couple
exerted on the fluid by unit length of the cylinder is 41T,urf nIl which implies
a continual increase in the total angular momentum of the fluid; this is
compatible with the assumed steadiness of the motion, since the total angular
momentum associated with the distribution (4.5.10) is infinite, and the
couple exerted steadily by the cylinder presumably serves to generate this
velocity distribution at continually increasing distances from the cylinder.

Equation (4.5.1), or one of its equivalents, may be used to investigate the
flow changes produced by starting or stopping the rotation ofthe two circular
cylinders and the subsequent approach to a steady state. As an example,
consider the motion generated from rest in the fluid contained within a
single circular cylinder of radius a, the cylinder being rotated with steady
angular velocity no' The conditions to be satisfied by v(', t) here are

v(r,o) == 0 for 0 ~ r < a,

v(a, t) == noa for t> o.

The method of solution is that used several times in §4.3, the form of (4.5.1)
suggesting that v should be expanded in a series of Bessel functions of the
first order. Again it is more convenient to consider the function

we"~ t) == no,-v(r, t),

since w == 0 for all t at , == a and, in the absence of any singularities at the
axis of rotation, at , == o. The equation for w is the same as that for v, and
a solution which satisfies this equation and the conditions at r == 0 and r == a
identically is the Fourier-Bessel series

w(r, t) == i Anl 1(An!) exp (-A~V:), (4.5.11)
n-I a a

where II is the Bessel function of the first kind of order one and the numbers
An are the positive values of A at which ll(A) = o. This expression also
satisfies the condition at t == 0 provided

i An ll(An!:.) == no'
n-l aJ
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for 0 ~ r ~ a, whence, with the aid of standard formulae,t

2a IIAn = Jij(i\n) 0 flox2JI(Anx)dx

2Qoa
= - i\njo(i\n)'

Thus the velocity distribution is given by

J (i\ r)
QO 1 n a ( vt)

vCr, t) = Qor+2Qoa n~l i\nJo(i\n) exp -A~a2 ' (4.5. 12)

The term of the series that survives longest is that for n = I, and the depar
ture from solid-body rotation very soon decays exponentially, with a
'half-life' a2/(i\~v) (where Al = 3.83)'

Similar, although more complicated, solutions can be obtained for the
flow generated from rest in fluid between two circular cylinders (when the
velocity is expressed as a Fourier-Bessel series involving Bessel functions
of both the first and the second kinds) and in fluid outside a single circular
cylinder (when the velocity is expressed as a Fourier-Bessel integral in
volving both kinds of Bessel function).t

Finally, as a case for which (4.5.6) is the more useful equation, we consider
the flow in which initially the vorticity is zero everywhere, except on the
axis T = 0 where there is a line vortex (see §2.6) of strength C. Initially the
circulation round all circles centred on the axis has the same value C, and so
v = C/21Tr. Vorticity is here diffused radially away from an initial concen
tration on a line, whereas, in the case discussed early in §4.3, the diffusion
was from an initial concentration on a plane. Mathematically this problem
of a spreading line vortex is identical with the two-dimensional conduction
ofheat, in auniform solid, from a point atwhich initially there is concentrated
a finite amount of heat C. The solution is obtained directly from (4.3.2):

w(r t) =~ exp (-~). (4.5. 13)
'417vt 4vt

The velocity distribution is then

v(r, t) = ~Jr wrdr
r 0

= S_ {I -exp (- .!~)}, (4.5.14)
217r 4vt

which is sketched in figure 4.5.1 for several values of t. At small values of
r (~(4vt)~) the motion is a rigid-body rotation, with angular velocity

t See Theory of Bessel Functions, by G. N. Watson (Cambridge, 1958).
t See Eigenfunction EApansions, by E. C. Titchmarsh, §§r.I1 and 4.10 (Oxford, 1962).
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C/(81Tvt), while at large values of r C~ C4vt)l) the motion is irrotational and
as it was at the initial instant. It will be observed that the circulation round
a circular path centred on the origin, i.e. 21TTV, has a distribution of the same
form at all t. This might have been predicted on dimensional grounds, from
the fact that rolC is a dimensionless dependent variable which can depend
only on v, rand t. and so must be a function of r2/vt alone.

\:'

8 10

Figure 4.5.1. Velocity distribution associated with a spreading line vortex.
The units for r and for I't are consistent.

4.6. The steady jet from a point source of momentum
We turn now to less simple flow fields, and consider one of the few known

exact solutions of the equation of motion (4.1.8) outside unidirectional flow.
Faced with the difficulty of solving a non-linear partial differential

equation, it is a sound plan to look for particular solutions in which all but
one of the independent variables occur either not at all or in some simple way
determined on dimensional grounds, the dependence on the remaining
variable being then given by an ordinary differential equation. To take a
trivial example, we could eliminate the independent variables t and angular
position by choosing a steady flow with spherical symmetry about the
origin of co-ordinates, leaving only the radial distance r as independent
variable. Only the radial component of velocity u can then be non...zero, and
the equation of mass-conservation shows at once that u oc r-2 ; in this case
the equation of motion serves only to determine the pressure. This simple
solution has a singularity at the origin which may be interpreted physically
as a steady source of mass. In a similar way, we can consider steady flow with
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symmetry about an axis, leaving r and 0 (the angle subtended by the radius
vector and the axis of symmetry) as the only independent variables, and
proceed to impose more restrictions so that the dependence on either r or 0
is made evident. The flow field to be discussed in this sectionmay be obtained
by postulating that the fluid velocity varies as ,.-1, the dependence on 0 then
being given by an ordinary differential equation. This kind of procedu~eis
indirect, in that we do not know what kind of flow field we have, or whether
it is physically significant, until the mathematical solution has been inter
preted, but it can be quite purposeful in experienced hands.

We suppose that there is no rotation of the fluid about the axis of sym
metry of the flow. It is appropriate to introduce the Stokes stream function 1fr
whence the velocity components (u, v, 0) in a system of spherical polar co
ordinates (r, 0, t/» are given by

I 81fr I 81fr
u = rllsinO 80' v = - rsinO Or' (4.6.1)

the equation of mass conservation thereby being satisfied identically (see
§2.2). The additional restriction to be imposed, in the hope that the equation
of motion can then be solved, is that' u and v vary as ,.-1 and thence that
1fr ex: r. We therefore write

1/J'(r,O) = TVf(O), (4.6.2)

the factor v being inserted in order to make the unknown function f
dimensionless.

Now the equation of motion in spherical polar co-ordinates takes the
following form for steady axisymmetric flow without azimuthal 'swirl' (see
appendix 2):

u au+~ au _VI = _! op +V(VlIu- 2" _.~ av _2vcotO)
Or roO r pOr ,.a ,.a80 r ll '

where VI 1 8 ( B 0) 1 8 (. f) 8)
= r ll Or r Or +,.a sin f) 8f) sm 8f) •

When the expressions (4.6.1) and (4.6.2) are substituted into these two
scalar equations, all terms except those containing p are found to be multi
plied by the same power of r; this is the distinctive property of the relation
(4.6.2), on which the choice of thefirst power of r on the right-hand side is
based. We may remove r from the equation of motion completely by writing

p -Po = vlg(f)
P rB

'
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where Po is the pressure at large distancei from the origin, whence (4.6.3)
and (4.6.4) become

g = 2(f':-r)-i ~{ff' -(I -r)fN},

, fN Id(r)
g = - -2 dE 1-61 '

where E== cosf} and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to E.
On eliminating g from equations (4.6.6) and (4.6.7) and integrating three

times, we find r-2(1 -r)/' -4f! = Clr+CllE+c., (4.6.8)

where Cl , CI and c. are arbitrary constants of integration.
Our procedure has thus led to a solution of the governing equations

(assuming (4.6.8) can be solved, by numerical methods if necessary), and
we must now consider its interpretation. The three constants C1, Cll and Ca
are still at our disposal for the purpose of obtaining particular flow fields
which are significant physically. Now if the flow is to be free from singu
larities on the axis of symmetry, except at T == 0 where (4.6.1) and (4.6.2)
show a singularity to be unavoidable, 'V must be zero there and1must behave
like (I-E) near E= 1(f) = 0) and like (I +6) near E== - 1(f) == 11); as a
consequence, the expression on the left-hand side of (4.6.8) varies as (I _6)1
near E= I and like (I + E)ll near E= - I, which is impossible for the expres
sion on the right-hand side unless Cl = Cll = c. == o. Thus the flow with the
minimum number of singularities on the axis, and in all probability with the
greatest simplicity, is that for which

r-2(1 -r)/' -4f! == o. (4.6.9)

The transformation1= (I - r)h(6) shows that

hll-zh' - 0,

whence the solution of (4.6.9) is
",(n = 2(1 - r) (6 )
J. '='1 &' 4· .10

I+C-~

where C is an arbitrary constant.
The character of the flow field described by (4.6.1), (4.6.2) and (4.6.10)

(found first by Landau (1944), and independently by Squire (1951» is
evident from the shape of the family of streamlines 1ft' = constant, those
shown in figure 4.6.1 being calculated for the case C = 0'1. The solution
evidently represents a jet of fluid moving rapidly away from the origin and
entraining slow-moving fluid from outside the jet. The edge of the jet can
be defined conveniently as the place where the streamlines are at their
minimum distance from the axis, and it is readily seen from (4.6.10) that
this edge occurs at f) == f}0' where

cosf}o == (I +C)-l;
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and 80 = 240 37' for the streamlines shown in figure 4.6.1. When the value
of cis given, 1Jrlr is a function of f) alone, so that all the streamlines in figure
4.6.1 have the same shape, one being obtained from another by a change of
the scale of r. Thus, in order to show the flow fields corresponding to

-I o I 2

Axis of symmetry----..
F

Fii\lre 4.6.1. Streamlines of the flow for c = 0'1, (Jo = 240 37'.
(The units for t/" and r are consistent,)

-2 -I 0 1 2 3 44r----,-----,----r-----r---:r----;

3'----::~."._--_I_----f--~.....,c=T_---i-----I

2k:.----r-----I-----+-----t---~f_--_1

o ,
0'1 24 37
0'01 go 6'

o L_--L__~~:d:==!:=±:=:::J==::::J-r Axis of symmetry

Figure 4.6.2. The streamlines t/" = rf(O) = I for c = 0'01, 0'1 and 1'0, and
t'" = rf(O) = i for c = 10. (The units for t/" and r are consistent.)

different values of c, it is sufficient to sketch one streamline for each value
of c, as in figure 4.6.2. As c~ 0, the jet becomes more strongly concentrated
near the axis of symmetry.

There are no singularities in the velocity distribution except at the origin,
and the pressure is uniform at large distances from the origin. Thus the
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singularity at r = 0 is evidently the agency responsible for the whole motion,
and we must examine it more closely. Ajet can be produced only if momen
tum is supplied to the fluid continually, from some external agency, and
evidence that this is exactly what the singularity at r = 0 does is provided
by the fact that the fluid velocity is proportional to r-1• To see this in detail,
we use the ·momentum equation in integral form, in the manner described
in §3.2. The fluid instantaneously inside a closed surface A enclosing the
origin exerts on the fluid outside the surface a force - ruijnjdA, and the
rate at which momentum flows outwards across this surface is IpuiujnjdA;
the sum of these quantities is

F" = I(PUiUj-uij)njdA, (4.6.II)
and since the flow is steady Fi has the same value for all closed surfaces
enclosing the origin. We may speak of F as the force acting on the fluid
at the origin, even though the singularity acts in part also as a direct
source of momentum.

In order to calculate Fi we choose the closed surface to be a sphere of
radius r centred on the origin. Owing to the symmetry, only the axial com
ponent F of the force is non-zero and for this component we have

F = f~ {pu(u cosO -vsinO)-(urrcos8 - O'rUsin8)} 217r2 sinodO,

where the suffices rand 0 refer to components in the positive directions of
the r- and 8-co-ordinate lines. On making use of the formulae for (J'rr and O'T8

given in appendix 2, and substituting from (4.6.1), (4.6.2) and (4.6.5),
we have

F ..P. = fl {!'(fl' - f) + g(g - 2/') + 2f+ (I - gB)f"} dg
217pv- -1

and, after use of (4.6.6) and the solution (4.6.10) and some elementary
calculations, +

32 1 C ( C )= - ( ) +4(1 +c)Blog - +8(1 +c).
3C2+C 2+C

Thus the force F exerted on the fluid at the origin and the constant c in
(4.6.10) are uniquely related, and it follows that the whole effect of the
singularity at the origin is represented by this force.

It will be noted that, sincef(o) = f(l7), there is no net flux of mass across
any closed surface surrounding the origin; the singularity at r = 0 repre
sents a generation of momentum alone, and not of mass.

An alternative version of the relation (4.6.12) in terms of the semi-angle
80 of the conical boundary of the jet is

F 32 cos8o 4 I (I -cos 80) 8
217PV2 = 3 sin2 00 +cos2 80 og 1 + cos 80 +cos 00'
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which is shown graphically in figure 4.6.3. For large values of F, the jet
becomes very fast and narrow and (4.6.13) becomes

-.!- _ -"-8,-1
21TPVI -s- 0 •

Under these same conditions, the flow within the jet, where 0 E; 00, is given
by the following asymptotic form of (4.6.10).

4(11
f(O) - 01+81'

'\

\
","-.'<

I '~ '0-1
I ....... ..... O. I'...::::::::...~---. ----- -

I
I

60°

o
10 30 so 60

F
z"P~

Figure 4.6.3. Relation between the force applied at the origin and the
semi-angle of the jet produced by it.

and well outside the jet, where 0 ~ 00, by

f(8) - 2(1 +cosO). (4.6.16)

The radial velocity corresponding to (4.6.16) is u = -2v/r, this being the
inward flow of fluid required to replace the fluid entrained in the jet.

It is readily seen from the calculation leading to (4.6.12) that, when 00 is
small and c -< I, the dominant contribution to F (viz. the first term in
(4.6.12» comes from the flux of momentum. This fact makes it possible to
estimate the value ofF for a real jet discharged from a small orifice. Iffluid is
discharged from an orifice of area A with uniform velocity V, we have

F IAVI
- ~ - -- (4.6.17)
21TPVI 21T VB •

which must be large compared with unity if the estimate of F is to be self
consistent. The mass flux through the orifice is pA V = FIV, and the
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solution (4.6.15) and (4.6.16) evidently becomes a better approximation
to the flow produced by the orifice as V is increased (or, equivalently, as A
is decreased) for a given (large) value of F. The mass flux in the jet repre
sented by (4.6.15) at distance T from the origin is of order S1Tpvr, and it
therefore seems likely that the jet with a velocity profile given by (4.6.15)
which develops at some distance downstream from a real orifice will appear
to have come from an origin at a distance of order A V/S1TV upstream from
the orifice.

The dimensionless parameter (F/21Tpv2)1 is shown by (4.6.17) to be the
(Reynolds number' of the flow at the orifice, the interpretation of which in
§4.7 makes it understandable that viscous forces should be unable to retard
and diffuse the concentrated jet from the orifice when F/21TpV2 ~ I.

At the opposite extreme, we have c ~ I and 00 is close to 90°. The corre
sponding asymptotic form forf(O), obtained from (4.6.10), is

f(O) - ~sin20,
c

and the relation between c and the force applied at the origin is found from
(4.6.12) to be

Consequently we may write the stream function in this asymptotic case as

1Jr = SF Tsin20. (4.6.18)
1Tp

A body moving through flui,d exerts a force on it, and provided the speed of
the body is sufficiently small for the point of application of the force to be
effectively stationary we might expect (4.6.18) to have some relation to the
flow generated by the body. It will be shown in §4.9 that (4.6.18) does in fact
describe the resulting flow pattern at large distances (where details of the
body shape are irrelevant) from a moving body exerting a force F on the
fluid, under conditions such that F is small compared with 21Tpv2.

4.7. Dynamical similarity and the Reynolds number

The motion of a fluid which is effectively incompressible and of uniform
density p is governed by the equations

(au, au,) op aBu,-+u- ---+p at i ax - ax P ax ax '
i " i i

au,
-=0ax, '

where p is the modified pressure. We propose to consider the effect on the
flow of changes in the (uniform) values of the parameters p and p. To this
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end it is useful to write these equations in terms of dimensionless variables,
so that the effect of changing the values of p and p is dissociated from the
effect of mere changes of units. No parameters with the dimensions of
length and velocity occur in the above equations, so that we must look to the
boundary and initial conditions for dimensional quantities with which to
make x and u dimensionless.

Let us suppose that the specification of the boundary and initial conditions
for a particular flow involves some representative length L (which might
be the maximum diameter of an interior boundary, or the distance between
enclosing boundaries) and some representative velocity U (which might be
the steady speed of a rigid boundary), in such a way that these conditions
can be expressed in the non-dimensional form

u' = given function of t' at some given x',

u' = given function of x' at some given t',

where
, u

u =U'
, tU

t =
L'

, x
x =r.

Then with these same new variables, and

P' =P-Po
pU2 ,

wherePo is some representative value of the (modified) pressure in the fluid,
the governing equations become

au' au' ap' 1 a2u'
a/+ u; ax~ = - ax'+ R ax' a~" (4·'·3)

iii i

fJuiaxi = 0, (4·'·4)

in which R =pLU.
P

The equations now contain explicitly only the dimensionless parameter R,
and the solution for the dependent variables u' and p' that satisfies the
boundary conditions can depend only on

(a) the independent variables x' and t',
(b) the parameter R, and
(c) the dimensionless ratios needed to specify the boundary and initial

conditions (e.g. the ratio of the two axes of an elliptic cylinder bounding the
fluid-all these ratios can be described as specifying the 'geometry' of the
boundary and initial conditions).t

t When the velocity distribution is affected by gravity, perhaps through the presence of
a free surface to the fluid, and the body force due to gravity must be left explicitly in the
equation of motion (see § 4.1), the dimensionless parameter U 2jgL, termed the Froude
number, must also be included.
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This change to dimensionless variables, a seemingly superficial step, is
very revealing. It shows firstly that, once the solution for a particular flow
field is known and is expressed in dimensionless form, a triply-infinite
family of solutions may be obtained from it by choosing values ofp, L, U and
/J, in such a way that the value of R is unchanged. All those flows that satisfy
the same boundary and initial conditions when expressed in non-dimensional
form, and for which the corresponding values ofp, L, U and p differ without
the values of the combination pLU/p being different, are described by one
and the same non-dimensional solution; and all such flows are said to be
dynamically similar, since the magnitudes of the various terms in the
equation of motion representing the forces (viscous, pressure, and 'inertia ')
acting at a given non-dimensional position and instant in the fluid are in the
same ratio in all such flows.

This principle of dynamical similarity is used widely as a means of
obtaining information about an unknown flow field from' model tests', that
is, from experiments carried out under physical conditions more convenient
than those of the unknown flow field. For instance, hydraulic and chemical
engineers often wish to predict the velocity with which small solid particles
will settle from a suspension in water, and, as a beginning, they need to know
the terminal velocity of an isolated small particle of known size and density
and of simplified shape-spherical-falling through water. Direct measure
ment of the fall of one particle is difficult, because the very small size of, say,
silt particles makes them awkward to handle and to observe. Dynamical
similarity can now be used to argue that the flow about the falling spherical
particle is the same, when expressed non-dimensionally in terms of the
sphere velocity U and diameter L, as that about a much larger sphere moving
at such a speed and through such a fluid that pLU/P has the same value in
the two cases. The value of pip for lubricating oil is about 400 times that for
water, and that for glycerine about 680 times; thus a dynamically similar
flow field can be obtained in one of these liquids with a sphere of larger and
more convenient size, and the retarding or' drag' force D on the sphere due
to the fluid can be observed for a number of values of Land U. The relation

D == - Im, O'ijnSdA

TTIIL2f { , ~ I (OUt 8ui)} dA'== -pu- m, -p Uij+ R oxi+ OXt nj ,

where the unit vector m specifies the direction of the sphere's motion, the
integration is over the area A of the sphere, and etA' == etA/L2, shows that the
dimensionless 'drag coefficient' D/pU2L2 is the same for all the dynamically
similar flow fields corresponding to the given value of R, and the model test
provides values of this drag coefficient for a range of values of R covering the
value appropriate to a falling silt particle. The terminal velocity of the silt
particle can then be computed from its known size and density.
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The equations (4.'.3) and (4.'.4) in dimensionless variables reveal
secondly that, for given geometry of the boundary and initial conditions,
there is no more than a singly-infinite family of different solutions in
dimensionless form, the different members of the family corresponding to
different values of R. In other words, for given geometry of the boundary
and initial conditions, the effect on a flow field of changingp, L, Uor p, or of
changing several of these parameters together, can be described uniquely by
the consequent change of R alone. The fact that R is the parameter that
determines a flow field for boundaries of given form was first recognized by
Stokes (18SI), although later work by Reynolds (1883) on the onset of
turbulence in flow through tubes led to it being termed the Reynolds number.

The relation (4.'.5) for the drag on a moving body may thus be expressed
in the general form

P~L2 = function of R alone, (4·,·6)

which is valid for the set of flow fields with geometrically similar boundary
and initial conditions. All other dimensionless parameters of the flow are
likewise functions of R alone. A practical problem in the dynamics of a
viscous fluid frequently reduces to the theoretical or experimental deter
mination of the form of the relevant unknown function of R over a certain
range of values of R.

The magnitude of the Reynolds number R may be regarded as providing
an estimate of the relative importance of the non-viscous and viscous forces
acting on unit volume of the fluid. The equation of motion (4.,.1) contains
on the right-hand side the pressure force - Op/oXt and the viscous force
p olui / oXi oXi' and the sum of the two equals minus the so-called inertia

force - p~" These three forces together are in equilibrium, and the

balance between them can be indicated by the ratio of any two. Since the
pressure force usually plays a passive role, being set up in the fluid as a
consequence of motions of a rigid boundary or of the existence of frictional
stresses (although this is not so in cases of flow due to an applied pressure
gradient, such as Poiseuille flow), it is customary to characterize the flow by
the ratio of the magnitudes of the inertia and viscous forces. At any point in
the fluid this ratio is

IpDui/Dtl = R IDu~/Dt'l
Ip oluk/ OXi aXil Ioluk/aX; oxjl"

Thus if Du~/Dt' and oluk/axj ax; are each of order unity, as is likely if the
flow field is a simple one and Land U are truly representative parameters
(although there will usually be special places in the fluid where these
dimensionless quantities are very small), R measures the relative magnitude
of the inertia and viscous forces. For given geometry of the boundary and
initial conditions, changes in R correspond to changes in the relative magni-
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tude of inertia and viscous forces-although again the argument is loose,
because Du"JDt' and a2u~/ax; ax; are themselves dependent on R and we
must assume that they remain of order unity. In particular, the effect of
making R ~ I is to make the inertia force much smaller than the viscous
force, so that pressure and viscous forces are dominant in the flow field, while
the effect of making R ~ 1 is to make the inertia force much greater than the
viscous force, so that inertia and pressure forces are dominant. At values of
R of order unity, all three forces presumably play an important part in the
equation of motion.

None of the flow fields investigated hitherto in this chapter illustrates
these general remarks very well, because they are all specially simple (and
indeed were chosen for just this reason) in one way or another. In the case
of some of them (e.g. motion generated from rest by a single moving plane
boundary), only a velocity, and no length, is needed to specify the boundary
conditions, so that no Reynolds number enters the problem; and in the case
of the jet examined in §4.6, an effective Reynolds number (FfpvS)i can be
formed from parameters supplied by the boundary conditions, but no length
is available with which the position co-ordinate can be made dimensionless.
In the case of steady unidirectional flow, the inertia force is everywhere
identically zero, so that there is no possibility here of affecting the balance of
forces by a change of any of the boundary parameters; nor is there in cases
of unsteady unidirectional motion due to moving boundaries, because the
pressure force is everywhere zero. In the case of motion generated from
rest due to steady motion of a plane boundary with velocity U, with the fluid
lying between this plane and a stationary plane distance d away, the velocity
distribution (see (4.3.14)) can be written as

u(y, t) = I _ ~ _ ~ I; ~ exp ( -1Tlns tU ~) sin (1Tn~) ,
U d 1T '11.-1 n d R d

where R = PdUfp. This has the general form expected in a case in which
only one length and only one velocity are needed to specify the boundary
conditions. As already remarked, the pressure forces are everywhere zero,
so that the inertia and viscous forces are of equal magnitude everywhere,
whatever the value of R. In these circumstances, change of R is entirely
equivalent in its effect to change of the time scale, larger values of R corre
sponding to a slower approach to the ultimate steady state.

Other dimensionless parameters having dynamical significance

In the above discussion the Reynolds number emerged as the sole dimen
sionless parameter needed for the specification of the dynamical state of flow
fields with geometrically similar boundary and initial conditions, because
L, U, P and p were the only parameters regarded as varying from one flow
field to another. If the effect of other physical factors on the flow system is
considered, other dimensionless parameters enter the analysis and provide
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criteria for dynamical similarity in the same general way as the Reynolds
number. An extensive collection of such numbers, many of them named
after the person who first made use of the number, may be found in the
literature of fluid mechanics. However, nearly all the flow fields considered
in this book require only the Reynolds number for their dynamical speci
fication, this being the dimensionless number which when changed leads to
the greatest variety of flow forms.

An additional dimensionless parameter arises, even though the only forces
acting on the fluid are inertia, pressure and viscous forces, when the specifica
tion of the boundaryand initial conditions involves three dimensional factors,
L, U, and a frequency say, which may vary independently. An example
of such a flow field is provided by a flat plate of length L (in two dimensions)
which is advancing into still air at speed U and oscillating about some mean
attitude with frequency n. In such cases, dynamical similarity of two flow
fields requires that both the Reynolds number and the Strouhal number

S = nLJU

have the same values for the two fields. It should be noted that the Strouhal
number is an independent quantity, on which the dynamical state of the flow
field depends, only when independent variation of all three factors L, U and
n is imposed on the flow. There are cases in which flow oscillations arise
spontaneously (as in flow past a circular cylinder at Reynolds numbers in the
approximate range 40 to 4 X 105), and here the frequency of the oscillation
is a property of the flow system and consequently can be written as

n = ~ x function of R;

it is convenient still to speak of nLJU as the Strouhal number of the flow,
but it is here only a particular property of the flow and not a defining
parameter.

4.8. Flow fields in which inerda forces are negligible

As already remarked, the presence of the non-linear term u. Vu in the
expression for the acceleration makes solution of the equation of motion
very difficult for any but the simplest flow fields. It happens that in some
circumstances of practical interest the non-linear term, although not identi
cally zero, is small, and may be neglected as an approximation. If in addition
the flow is steady, or so nearly so that IaufatI is not appreciably larger than
lu. Vul, the whole inertia force is everywhere small in magnitude compared
with either the pressure or viscous force. This and the next section will be
concerned with cases in which inertia forces are negligibly small, under
conditions to be specified; and the more difficult cases of flow with appre
ciable inertia forces will be examined at length in the next chapter.
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When the inertia force is negligible everywhere, the governing equations
become

If the principal boundary conditions (meaning those that specify the agency
generating the motion of the fluid) involve u alone, the problem is to find the
appropriate solution of ~2(~ ) _ ~ _ ( 8 )

v v X U - 0, v •U - 0, 4· .3

the pressure then being found from (4.8.1). If, on the other hand, the
principal boundary conditions are given in terms ofp alone, the equation to
be solved is ~2", _ ( 8 )

v r - 0, 4· ·4

with the velocity then following from (4.8.1) with (4.8.2). In either event,
the distributions ofPand u do not depend on It, and # determines only the
relative magnitudes of u and p (or of u and a relative pressure p- Po, to be
more precise). The statements made in the preceding section about the
general form of the solution evidently reduce here to

~ = function (i, geometry of the boundary conditions) ,

(4.8.5)
P-Po # f . (X )PV2 = pLV x unctlOn L' geometry ,

when the principal boundary conditions involve u alone, and to

u pLV . (X )U = P x function L' geometry ,

Pp~o = function (i, geometry),

when the principal boundary conditions involve palone.

Flow in slowly-varying channels

In this first example the non-linear term in the equation of motion is small
everywhere because, for essentially geometrical reasons, the velocity u varies
only slowly along streamlines. In the case of flow in a cylindrical tube due to
an applied pressure difference at two distant ends, u. Vu is identically zero;
if the tube cross-section now varies along its length, u. Vu =F 0, but since
the viscous force is non-zero for a cylindrical tube we can always make the
ratio of lu. Vul to the viscous force negligibly small by choosing a sufficiently
slow rate of variation of the cross-section.

Consider first the simple case of steady flow along a circular tube whose
radius a varies slowly with distance x along the centre-line. A constant
difference is maintained between the pressures at two distant ends, and the
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resulting axial pressure gradient - G will also vary slowly with x. In the
neighbourhood of any station x, say within several tube radii upstream and
downstream, the tube radius and the axial pressure gradient are approxi
mately uniform with values a(x) and - G(x), and the approximate expression
for the axial velocity obtained by neglecting the inertia force (see (4.2.5)) is

G
u(x, r) = 4P (a2 -r2

), (4.8.7)

where r denotes radial distance from the centre-line. Then if Q is the
(constant) volume flux along the tube,

1Ta4G
Q=-8-' (A .8.8)P 'T

and (4.8.7) can be written as

u(x,r)=U(I-::), U=~~2' (4.8.9)

The streamlines are not exactly unidirectional but are inclined to the axis
at a small angle whose magnitude is of order da/dx, = ex(x) say, so that in
addition to the axial component of velocity u there is a radial component 'V

of order exu. It follows from (4.8.8) that

Pl - P2 = 8pQrt

• a-4. dx,
1T /11:1:1

so that if the pressuresPl' P2 at the two end stations x = Xl' X = x2are given,
and the tube geometry is known, Q can be calculated and thence G(x).

The expression (4.8'9) is evidently a valid approximation for sufficiently
small values of ex, and we can find a specific condition for its validity by using
(4.8.9) itself to estimate the magnitude of the neglected inertia force. It
follows from (4.8'9) that a representative value of the magnitude of each of
the terms pu au/ax andp'V au/Or isa,pU2/a. On the other hand, for the viscous
force pV2u retained in the equation of motion we have the representative
magnitude pU/a2, showing that the solution (4.8.9) is consistent with neglect
of the inertia force provided U

ex
pa

~ I. (4.8.10)

'"Similar relations apply to steady flow in the region between two inclined
planes, and an exact solution of the governing equations for this case, to be
described in §5.6, shows directly how the approximate solution analogous
to (4.8.7) or (4.8.9) is recovered when the condition (4.8.10) is satisfied.

The kind of approximation used in obtaining (4.8.7), viz. that the channel
width and the pressure gradient are uniform in a local sense, is useful in
many different circumstances. When the fluid is confined between two
separate boundaries, the relative velocity of adjacent points on the two
boundaries is a third parameter which may vary slowly with position, as for
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instance in the case of flow between two disks close together, one of which
rotates in its own plane (and also as in the lubrication layer described below).
Some cases in which the channel conditions are slowly-varying with respect
to time, as when two plane disks are pressed close together and the fluid
between them is squeezed out radially, can also be treated with the same
kind ofapproximation. In all cases, the viscous force is dominated byvelocity
gradients determined by the lateral dimensions of the flow region, while the
inertia force involves rates of change of the velocity determined by a
relatively large length (the distance along a streamline over which the
channel parameters change appreciably) or by a large time.

Lubrication theory

It is a matter of common experience that two solid bodies can slide over
one another very easily when there is a thin layer of fluid between them and
that under certain conditions a high positive pressure is set up in the fluid
layer. For instance, a sheet of paper dropped on to a smooth floor will often
'float' on a film of air between it and the floor and thereby will be able to
glide horizontally for some distance before coming to rest. The existence of
this high pressure in the fluid layer between the surfaces is used widely in
engineering practice as a means of substituting fluid-solid friction for the
much larger friction between two solid bodies in contact; once set up, the
fluid layer offers great resistance to being squeezed out and remains as a
'lubricating' film between the two surfaces. In some cases the fluid layer
may be used to support a useful load, and is then called a lubrication bearing.

The essence of the phenomenon is that, as a result of the thickness of the
fluid layer between the two solid boundaries being so small, the rate ofstrain
and the stress due to viscosity in the fluid layer are very large, this large stress
then.being used, by suitable choice of the configuration of the fluid layer,
to develop a large pressure. To see how this may be done, we shall consider
the simple case of one solid body with a plane surface gliding steadily over
another, the surface of the gliding block being of finite length 1 in the
direction of motion and of great width so that the motion may be regarded
as two-dimensional; this case was analysed first by Reynolds in 1886.
Experience shows that it is necessary for the plane surfaces to be slightly
inclined to one another, as indeed we shall see, so that the fluid boundaries
will be assumed to be disposed as in figure 4.8.1. The axes will be chosen as
fixed relative to the upper solid body; the lower solid surface then moves in
its own plane, at speed U, and the whole flow field is steady relative to these
axes.

The thickness d of the fluid layer is everywhere small compared with l, and
we therefore examine the possibility that the velocity distribution near any
section of the layer where the thickness and pressure gradient have certain
values is approximately the same as in a uniform layer with thickness and
pressure gradient having those same values everywhere. Provided the fluid
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velocity is everywhere of the same order of magnitude as U, as will later be
seen to be so, the argument leading to (4.8.10) is applicable here. Thus the
condition for the suggested approximation to be valid is

pdU
a--~ I.

II'

This requirement is usually satisfied under practical conditions of lubrica
tion. We can therefore proceed to make use of the solutions found for
uniform channels in the manner described above.

Figure 4.8.1. The lubrication layer between two plane surfaces in relative motion.

In the neighbourhood of any station where the thickness of the fluid layer
is d and the pressure gradient is - G, we have, in accordance with (4.2.10),

U = G y(d-y)+ U(d-Y).
2# d

The volume flux, per unit width of the fluid layer, is

Q = rei udy = GtJ3+!Ud,
.. 0 12#

and Q must be independent of x. This requires the pressure gradient to vary
with d according to the relation

dp = -G = 6# (U _ 2Q)
dx d2 d3

in which d = d1-ax. Integration of (4.8.13) gives

where Po is the pressure at x = 0 and d = d1. Now the sliding block may be
supposed to be completely immersed in the fluid, with narrow passages for
the fluid on one side of the block only, so that the pressures at the two end
points A and B are approximately the same. This condition, that p =Po
when d = d2, enables us to determine Qfrom (4.8.14):

Q- u d1 d2 (8 )- 4· .15
d1+d2 '
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and then the expression for the pressure becomes

6#U (d1 -d)(d-d2)

P-Po = -;:- d2(d1 +d2) • (4.8.16)

The solution represented by (4.8.II) and (4.8.16) is of the general form
(4.8.5), corresponding to the fact that the principal boundary conditions
are given here in terms of u alone.

The volume flux and the pressure distribution in the lubrication layer
can now be calculated when the sliding velocity U and the inclination of the
sliding block are known. The pressure increment P - Po is one-signed
throughout the layer, and is positive only when ds < dH as anticipated in
figure 4.8.1. Thus a lubrication layer will generate a positive pressure, and
will be able to support a load normal to the layer, only when the layer is so
arranged that the relative motion of the two surfaces tends to drag fluid (by
viscous stresses) from the wider to the narrower end of the layer. The
pressure increment has a single maximum in the layer, and its value there is
of order plUldi (assuming (dl -d2)ldl to be of order unity), showing that
very high pressures can be set up in very thin films.

The total normal force exerted on either of the two boundaries by the
fluid layer is fZ (p-Po)dx = 6PsU{logd~~-2 (~1-~2)}. (4.8.17)

oJ 0 ex 2 1+ 2/

The total tangential force exerted by the fluid on the lower plane is

J~P(~)~=odX = 2:U{3(~~:~:) -210g~~},
and the tangential force on the upper boundary is

_ (Z # (ou) dx = 2ltU{3(d1-d2) _logd1};

01 0 oy ~-d ex dl +ds d2

the two tangential forces are not equal and opposite because the normal
force on one plane has a (small) component parallel to the other plane. Thus

tangential force on block f' (d1)= ex x unctIOn - ,
normal force on block d21

and, if (dl - d2)/d1 is oforder unity, the order ofmagnitude of this' coefficient
of friction' is dill. Somewhat surprisingly, the ratio of the two components
of force is independent of the viscosity of the fluid, and can be made
indefinitely small by reduction of d1 with d21d1 held constant.

We have regarded ex as a given quantity in the above analysis, although in
any case in which the sliding block is free to move under a given load ex may
be a variable; the attitude and position of the block at which the given load
is supported by the pressure in the lubrication layer must then be a state of
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stable equilibrium. Consideration of these practical matters, and of the
important case of a lubrication layer between a rotating circular shaft (or
I journal ') in a circular bearing of slightly larger radius, is beyond our scope
here·t

The Hele-Shaw cell

A related example of a flow field in which inertia forces are negligible is
provided bythe Hele-Shaw cell. This is an arrangement oftwo parallel plates
very close together, the space between the plates being occupied partly by
fluid and partly by I obstacles' in the form of cylinders with generators
normal to the plates. The fluid is made to flow from one end of the layer to
the other by a steady pressure difference applied between the ends. The layer
thickness d is small compared with the linear dimension L of an obstacle
(measured in the plane of the plates), so that we again examine the possibility
that the flow is everywhere approximately the same as if the local pressure
gradient extended to infinity. When this approximation is valid, the relation
between the local velocity and the local pressure gradient is

lOp lap
U ~ -- -z(d-z) v ~ -- -z(d-z)

2# AX ' 2# Oy ,

where the co-ordinate z is normal to the plates.
The velocity of the fluid changes appreciably, with respect to distance

along astreamline, over a distance oforderL, and the inertia force is therefore
of order p(u2+v2)max.fL. Hence the condition that inertia forces should be
small compared with viscous forces (at any representative value of z) is

d(Pd3IVP') .&L #2 ~ I.

This condition, which is of effectively the same form as (4.8.10), the ratio
of the two lengths determining the viscous and inertia forces being (X in one
case and dlL in the other, is readily satisfied with laboratory equipment.

Hele-Shaw (1898) pointed out that the values ofu and v at some constant
value of % (or averaged with respect to z) given by (4.8.19) define a two
dimensional velocity field which is irrotational and which satisfies the condi
tion of zero normal component at a rigid boundary in the (x,y)-plane,
although not the condition of no slip at such a boundary. Thus the stream
lines of the steady flow past obstacles in the Hele-Shaw cell are identical in
shape with those in a hypothetical two-dimensional flow ofinviscid fluid with
zero vorticity past obstacles of the same form. By introducing colouring
matter at a few points at the entry end (the choice of the location of the
source normal to the plates being immaterial), the HeIe-Shaw cell can be

t Reference may be made to Lubrication: Its Principle, and Practice, by A. G. M. Michell
(Blackie, 1950).
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used as a visual demonstration of the shape of the streamlines in this
hypothetical flow. t

Relations of a similar kind apply to the flow in a very shallow layer of
liquid (perhaps a few millimetres in thickness) in an open horizontal dish,
the level of the surface at one end being kept higher at one end by the intro
duction of liquid there; this arrangement may be more convenient for
demonstration purposes.

Percolation through porous media

When subterranean water is forced by a pressure gradient through soil,
each material element of the water traces out a devious path as it passes
through the irregularly arranged interstices between the soil particles. If d
is a length representative of the dimensions of the interstices, and U is
representative of the velocity of the fluid in the interstices, it is to be expected
that in a steady motion the inertia forces will be of order pU2jd while the
viscous forces will be order p,Ujd2•The former will be small compared with
the latter when

and the governing equations then reduce to (4.8. I) and (4.8.2). This condition
is satisfied in most cases of soil water movement and in many other cases of
percolation of fluid through a porous solid, and the corresponding laws of
flow with negligible inertia forces have considerable practical importance.

Since a detailed knowledge of the shape of the interstices occupied by the
fluid is not available, and in any case would be unusable owing to its com
plexity, it is customary to introduce dependent variables which are effectively
averages over a large number of interstices. We may define the velocity
ii, in a steady flow through a porous medium, as having components equal to
the flux of fluid volume per unit area across three orthogonal plane surfaces
each with linear dimensions large compared with d; and if this velocity is
to be' local' for the field as a whole, we must choose the linear dimensions of
these surfaces also to be small compared with the linear dimensions of the
exterior boundaries. In a similar way we may define a 'local' pressure p
which is the average value of p over a volume of fluid large enough to fill
many interstices but small in linear dimensions compared with the field as a
whole.

The equations governing the actual flow in and out the interstices are
linear, and the flux of fluid through a given piece of porous medium large
enough to (tontain many interstices may be expected to be proportional to
the pressure gradient applied across it, and inversely proportional to p"

just as if the medium consisted of a number of tubes of small diameter in
each of which the flow is of Poiseuille type. If the porous medium has a

t Whether ftuids of small viscosity really flow even approximately in an irrotational way,
and with a single-valued and continuous velocity potential as demand~d by (4.8.19),
depends aritically on the shape of the obstacles, as we shall see in the next chapter.
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structure which is statistically isotropic, so that pressure gradients applied
in different directions produce the same flux, we may write

Vp = -pufk,

where k is a constant, called the permeability, which depends on the size and
shape of the interstices (being proportional to the square of their linear
dimensions, for a given shape). The relation (4.8.21) is known as Darcy's
law (Darcy 1856), and has a long history of use in soil mechanics for a wide
variety of porous media. Its justification rests partly on the above theoretical
argument, and partly on its agreement with measurements of the flow pro
duced by an applied pressure gradient in homogeneous media like sand.

The relation (4.8.21) implies that, when the porous medium is statistically
uniform and k is independent of position, the velocity u is irrotational, with
the velocity potential rf> proportional to the pressure as in the case of the
Hele Shaw cell. The equation of mass conservation, averaged in the above
way, leads to V. U = 0, and so

V2rf> = o.

This equation is to be solved subject to the conditions of zero normal
derivative of rf> at an impermeable surface and a given constant value of if>
(or ]i) at a free surface of the fluid. (In the case of water percolating through
soil, a free surface for the water in the form of an air-water boundary, or
'water table', may occur in the interior of the soil.) In this way many
practical problems concerned with seepage from dams, variations in the
level of the water table near a well, movement of ground water near a coast
due to tidal variations of pressure, etc., have been solved.

Two-dimenst'onal flow in a corner

Suppose that one rigid plane is sliding steadily over another, with constant
inclination 00' as sketched in figure 4.8.2 for the case 00 = t1T. Fluid in the
region between the planes is set in motion, as might happen in a cylinder
with a moving piston, or at the edge of a blade used to scrape up liquid on
a table. Near the intersection 0, the gradients of velocity become very large,
because the velocity has different values at the two rigid boundaries, and it
is a reasonable presumption that viscous forces are dominant. The velocity
distribution in the neighbourhood of 0 will be determined on this assump
tion, which will then be checked a posteriori.

The problem can be made one of steady motion by choosing an origin of
co-ordinates at (and moving with) O. In cases of two-dimensional motion
with negligible inertia forces, it is convenient to introduce the stream
function 1fr (§ 2.2) so that the equation of mass conservation is satisfied
identically and the one non-zero component of vorticity becomes - V21Jr.
The first of equations (4.8.3) is then
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and the boundary conditions, in terms of polar co-ordinates (r,O), are
olfr I olfr
-=0 --=-V atO=oor 'roO ' ,
olfr IOlfrar = 0, ;: 00 = 0, at 0 = 00,

-2

-r
u 0

o ~

Figure 4.8.2. Two-dimensional flow in a comer due to one rigid plane
sliding on another (arbitrary units for t/F).

The form of these boundary conditions is such that lfr could be propor
tional to r everywhere, and it is worthwhile to enquire if the differential
equation allows such a possibility. We therefore write

lfr(r,O) = rl(O), (4.8.24)

and substitute in (4.8.23) to find

V2{~(/+I")} = ~(/+2f"+PV) = o.

The solution of this equation for I is

1(0) = AsinO+BcosO+COsinO+DOcosO, (4.8.25)

and we need to choose values of A, B, C, D such that
1(0) = 0, /'(0) = - V, 1(00) = 0, 1'(00) = o.

The required values are

A, B, C, D = ( -O~, 0, 00 -sinOo cos 00, sin20o) x 02 l.! 20' (4.8.26)
o-sm 0

Thus we have a solution which satisfies the boundary conditions and the
equations of motion with inertia forces neglected. The components of
acceleration of the fluid at any point, evaluated according to this solution,
are proportional to V2/r , with a constant of proportionality which varies
with 0 and is of order unity. The viscous forces, also evaluated according
to this solution, are of order pU/r, so that the assumption of negligible
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inertia forces is self-consistent if prU/p ~ I; that is, the solution obtained
is valid within a neighbourhood of the intersection 0 defined by

r ~ p/pU.

For lubricating oil at normal temperatures, and U = 10 em/sec, this condi
tion is r ~ 0'4 em.

For any flow ofthe form (4.8.24), the velocity components are independent
of r and streamlines with equal increments in Vcut any radial line at
equidistant points. The motion is reversible, since the governing equations
and boundary conditions are linear and homogeneous. In the particular case
00 = !1T, the solution becomes

V= i r2U (-i1T2 sinO+ !1TOsinO+O cosO), (4.8.27)1T -I

and the streamlines (of the motion relative to 0) for this case are sketched
in figure 4.8.2.

It will be noticed that both the normal and tangential components ofstress
in the fluid vary as r-1, so that the total force exerted on the planes 0 = 0 and
o= 00 by the fluid is logarithmically infinite. In practice two plane rigid
boundaries do not make perfect geometrical contact, and the maximum
stress is finite; what we learn from the above solution is that the total force
on the plane boundaries depends on the precise shape of the two boundaries
very close to their intersection and that the force increases as the clearance
is diminished.

An analogous solution of the equation (4.8.23) of the form lfr = r'1(0) can
be used to describe the two-dimensional flow in the neighbourhood of the
point of intersection of two straight rigid boundaries which are in relative
rotation about that point. Yet another, of the form V= rf(O), can be used
to describe the flow in the neighbourhood of a point of zero tangential
stress at a straight rigid boundary; and since this latter flow has some
relevance to the considerations of§s.10 the solution will be described briefly.

The velocity gradient au/oy (the y-axis being normal to the boundary) at
the wall changes sign at a point of zero friction 0, and there must exist a
streamline OP which divides flow coming towards 0 from the right and from
the left, as sketched in figure 4.8.3. If the inclination of this dividing stream
line to the boundary is taken as 00, it is readily found that a solution of
(4.8.23) which satisfies the no-slip condition at the wall and satisfies V= 0

at 0 - 00 is v(r, 0) _ A,ssin2 0 sin (0
0
-0), (4.8.28)

where A is an arbitrary constant. The streamlines corresponding to this
solution are shown in the· figure for 00 = 11T and A < 0, and again the
velocity may equally be taken to be everywhere in the opposite direction.
The region near 0 in which the solution (4.8.28) is self-consistent is given by
r ~ pip IAI. The values ofAand 00 in this solution are evidently determined
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by circumstances outside the region in which the solution is valid. However,
it can be deduced readily that, whatever the signs of A and cos 00' the
directions of the pressure gradient (which, according to the solution (4.8.28),
is uniform) and the velocity at 0 = 00 lie in the same quadrant.

-1

o
Figure 4.8.3. Two-dimensional flow near a point of zero friction at a plane rigid boundary,

according to (4.8.28), with (}o = 1fT and A < 0 (arbitrary units for y,).

Uniqueness and minimum dissipation theorems

We shall show that there cannot be more than one solution for the velocity
distribution for flow in a given region with negligible inertia forces and
consistent with prescribed values of the velocity vector at the boundary of
the region (including a hypothetical boundary at infinity when the fluid is
of infinite extent). The argument is very similar in form to that used in §2.7
to es.tablish uniqueness of the solution for the potential if> of a solenoidal
irrotational velocity field with certain prescribed boundary conditions. An
interesting related result is that flow with negligible inertia forces has a
smaller total rate of dissipation than any other incompressible flow in the
same region with the same values of the velocity vector everywhere on the

boundary of the region. (Both results were given first by'Helmholtz ( I 868 a).)
First let us suppose that u1"P, e1,j and ut,p·, cti are two sets of distributions

of the velocity, pressure and rate-of-strain tensor in a certain region of
volume V, both of which satisfy the equations (4.8. I) and (4.8.2); and sup
pose further that u, = ut at all points on the boundary of the region (A).

Then f J:¥. )•• '"',U1, -141, •
(e1,j-e'/)(e1,l-e1,l)dV = ax! (e1,l- e'll)dV

=I(ut - u,)(etj - e'/) nldA

- t I(ut -u,) V2 (ut -u,)dV

== _ 1_r(ut -u,) o(p· -p)dV
21t; ax,

== -~f(p·-P)(ut-u,)n,dA = 0,
21t

showing that the rates of strain e:i and eil must be identical everywhere. The
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velocity difference ut - Ui therefore represents a motion in which no fluid
element is being deformed and which must be a combination of a rigid
translation and a rigid rotation; such a difference motion is excluded by the
boundary conditions, so that ut = Ui everywhere.

Now suppose that U i ' p, eij satisfy the equations (4.8.1) and (4.8.2), but
that ui, p', eil correspond to any other incompressible flow in the same
region (i.e. that V. u' = 0, but (4.8.1) is not satisfied); as before, Ui = ui at
all points of the boundary of the region. We see by analysis like that used

above that J( , ) dVeil - eil eil = o.

The total rate of dissipation of mechanical energy by the action of viscosity
over the whole region in the flow represented by ui is then

2ft Jeije~/dV= 2ft J{eileil+(eil-ei/)(e£i-eii)}dV,

which is the sum of the total rate of dissipation in the flow represented by
Ui and a non-negative term which is zero only if eil = eij' Thus the rate of
dissipation in the flow in a given region with negligible inertia forces is less
than that in any other solenoidal velocity distribution in the same region
(including one which satisfies the complete equation of motion) with the
same values of the velocity at all points of the boundary of the region.

Exercises

I. A circular disk of radius a is parallel to and at a small distance h (~ a) from a
rigid plane, and the space between them is occupied by fluid. The pressure at the
edge of the disk is atmospheric. Show that motion of the disk in the direction nor
mal to the plane gives rise to an opposing force on the disk of magnitude

311 pa' dh . ph dh
- h3 -d' provided --d ~ I.
2 t P, t

Hence show that a constant force F applied to a disk initially at distance ho will
pull it well away from the plane in a time !1Tp,a4/ho2F. (The fact that this time is
large when ho is small is the basis of the phenomenon of viscous adhesion, used
in adhesives such as 'Scotch tape' and in the 'wringing' together of accurately
ground metal surfaces.)

Show similarly that the force resisting change of the minimum distance h
between the surfaces of two rigid spheres of radii a and b which are nearly touching

is p, dh . phdh
61T h(a-I +b-1)2 dt' proVided Ii dt ~ I.

2. Fluid in the region between two rigid planes at {} = =+= IX is in steady two
dimensional motion due to some agency far from the comer. Examine the motion
near the corner for which the stream function is of the form r'Af(8). wheref(8) is
an even function of8 and A is a number to be determined. Show that real solutions
for A exist only when a> 73° (approximately). The flow corresponding to the
complex solutions obtained when a < 73° consists of a sequence of eddies of
decreasing size and intensity as the corner is approached. (Moffatt [964.)
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4.9. Flow due to a moving body at small Reynolds number

When a body with representative linear dimension d is in steady trans
lational motion, with speed V, through fluid which is otherwise undisturbed,
d and V are a representative length and velocity for the flow field as a whole.
The inertia forces on the fluid are therefore likely to be of order pV2/d and
the viscous forces of order pV/d2• The ratio of these two estimates is
pdU/p, = R, so that when R ~ I the inertia forces may be negligible. We
propose to examine the flow field with this assumption, on the understanding
that the solution so obtained must be tested for consistency with the initial
assumption. Motion of a body through fluid with a value of R which is small,
usually because of the very small size of the body, is a flow problem which is
important in a variety ofphysical contexts, such as the settling of sediment in
liquid, and the fall of mist droplets in air. The quantity of greatest practical
interest is the drag force exerted by the fluid on the body, since from this the
terminal velocity for free fall under the action of gravity can be calculated.
The velocity of the body is not always steady in these practical problems,
but unless either the body or the ambient fluid is caused to move with an
acceleration much greater than U2/d (as might happen if a sound wave of
high frequency passes through the fluid) the above estimate of the relative
magnitude of inertia and viscous forces will stand.

The equations to be solved are (4.8.1) and (4.8.2), which we rewrite as

V (P ""Po) = V2u = - V x CA), (4.9. 1)

V.u=o,

where Po is the uniform pressure far from the body. It is a consequence of
these equations that V2 _ d va _

'P - ° an CA) - o.

We choose a co-ordinate system relative to which the fluid at infinity is
stationary. The boundary conditions for a rigid body moving with velocity
U are then

u = U at the body surface, }
(4·9·3)

u~ ° and P-Po~° as Ixl ~ 00.

We recognize, from the general result obtained at the end of the preceding
section, that not more than one solution of (4.9.1) and (4.9.2) can satisfy
the boundary conditions (4.9.3).

We shall make explicit use here of the fact that the equations (4.9.1) and
(4.9.2), and the boundary conditions (4.9.3), are linear and homogeneous in
u, (p-Po)/p and U. The expressions for u and (P-Po)/"" must therefore be
linear and homogeneous in U. (A similar argument was used for irrotational
flow in §2.9-see (2.9.23).)
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A rigid sphere
The case of a spherical body is important, and is one of the few that are

tractable. The flow field due to a rigid sphere in translational motion was
first determined by Stokes (1851).

We choose the origin of the co-ordinate system to be at the instantaneous
position of the centre of the sphere, which has radius a. The distributions of
u and (p-Po)/p, must be symmetrical about the axis passing through the
centre of the sphere and parallel to U, and the vector u lies in a plane through
that axis. The differential operators in (4.9.1) and (4.9.2) are independent
of the choice of co-ordinate system, so that (P-Po)lp and u depend on the
vector x and not on any other combination of the components of x. The
parameters U and a comple~e the list of quantities on whicrh (p - Po)1p and
u can depend (although if the body had been of any shape other than
spherical, vectors specifying orientation of the body and scalar shape para
meters would have had to be included).

It follows that (p - Po)1p, must be of the form U. xF, where a2F is a
dimensionless function of x. xla2(= r21a2) alone. Since P-Po satisfies
Laplace's equation, and vanishes at infinity, it can be represented as a series
of spherical solid harmonics of negative degree in T (see (2.9.19»; and the
only term of the series which is compatible with this form is the one of
degree - 2 (the Cdipole' term). Thus

P-Po CU.xP = ,.a , (4·9·4)

where C is a constant.
Exactly the same kind of argument applies to the harmonic function w,

which is a vector in the azimuthal direction and must be proportional to
U x xj,.a. The constant of proportionality is found from (4.9.1) to be C,
so that CU xx

w = ,.a (4·9·5)

The velocity corresponding to this vorticity distribution is most con
veniently found in terms of the stream function Yr. With a spherical polar
co-ordinate system (and 0 = 0 in the direction of U), the azimuthal (or ¢J-)
component of w is defined as

~ 8(rulJ) _!. au,.
Tar T80'

and on replacing Ur, UIJ by the expressions (2.2.14) we find from (4.9.5) that

821fr+sin 0~ (_1_ 81fr) = _CU sin? 0
ar r 80 sin 0 80 T'

The particular integral for Yr is clearly proportional to sinl!lO; and the inner



.". = U sin2 Of(r),

(4.9.10)
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boundary condition also requires 'IjF to depend on 0 in this way at r = a. We
therefore put

which may be seen to be equivalent to a velocity vector of the form

u = u(~ d[\ +x x.U (2/_~ df ). (4.9.7)
r firJ r2 r2 r dr

The equation for the unknown function f is

dlf 2/ C
dr2- r = -,' (4.9.8)

of which the general solution is

f(r) = ICr+ Lr-1 +Mr2• (4·9·9)

The terms containing the new constants Land M represent an irrotational
motion.

Figure 4.9.1. Streamlines, in an axial plane, for flow due to a moving sphere
at R cC I (with complete neglect of inertia forces).

Now the outer boundary condition demands thatffr?~ 0 as r~ 00; and
the kinematical condition Ur = Ucos () at the surface of the sphere requires
f(a) = ia2. Hence

There remains the no-slip condition at the surface of the sphere, viz.

1 o1fr U. ()Us = - -'-0 !l = - sm at r = Q,r sm Clr

which is satisfied if (4.9. 11)

The stream function representing the motion is thus

(
3 a 1 as)

.". = Ur2 sin2e - --- - .
4 r 4 r3

A sketch of the streamlines is shown in figure 4.9.1. The streamlines are
symmetrical about a plane normal to U, as is of course implied by the
linearity of u in U; reversing the direction of U merely leads to a change of
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the sign of u everywhere. It will also be noticed that the disturbance due to
the sphere extends to a considerable distance from the sphere, the velocity
approaching zero as ,.-1 at large values of r. As a consequence, the presence
of an outer rigid boundary, for example in the form of a cylinder with
generators parallel to U, can modify the fluid motion appreciably, even
when it is at a distance of many diameters from the sphere; likewise the
interaction between two moving spheres many diameters apart can be
appreciable.

These features of the solution are consequences of the neglect of the
inertia term in the equation of motion. The equation for the vorticity, viz.
V2w = 0, shows that the flow represented by (4.9.12) is effectively due solely
to steady molecular diffusion of vorticity to infinity in all directions, the
sphere being a source of vorticity as a consequence of the no-slip condition.
The term awlat which is present in the full equation for w, and which repre
sents the effect of the continual change in the position of the sphere relative
to the axes, has been neglected here, and molecular diffusion spreads the
vorticity as far ahead of the sphere as behind it; it is as if the sphere were
stationary and acted purely as a source ofvorticity. The vorticity distribution
shows the decrease as r-2 to be expected for the diffusion of each component
of w from a stationary steady source of dipole character (equal positive and
negative quantities of each component of w being generated at the surface
of the sphere).

It remains for us to verify that the solution found on the assumption that
inertia forces can be neglected is actually consistent with that assumption.
According to the solution (4.9.12), an estimate of the magnitude of the
viscous force pV2u is pUalr3. If the sphere velocity is exactly steady, and the
rate of change of u at a fixed point is due simply to the sphere changing its
position relative to the point concerned, the operator alat is equivalent to
- U .V and the inertia force is

p( - U .Vu +u. Vu).

For the first of these two terms the order-of-magnitude estimate using
(4.9.12) ispU2alr ,whereas for the second it ispCJ2a2/r8. These two terms are
of the same order near the sphere, but the first is dominant far from the
sphere. Thus the ratio of the order of magnitude of the neglected inertia
forces to that of the retained viscous forces is

pusa/pUa __ paU !:. __ 1R !:..
"! (4.9. 14)r2 r8 pa a

At positions near the sphere our solution is indeed self-consistent when
R ~ I, but it seems that the inertia forces corresponding to the solution
become comparable with viscous forces at distances from the sphere of order
aIR. The solution (4-9.12) is evidently not valid at these large distances from
the sphere, although this by itself may not be of consequence since the fluid
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velocity and the inertia and viscous forces are all small there. We shall in fact
see in §4.10 that it is possible to find a velocity distribution which is a valid
approximation to the solution ofthe complete equation ofmotion everywhere
in the fluid when R ~ I, and which coincides with the above solution, to a
consistent approximation, when rIa is of order unity.

In order to find the force exerted by the fluid on the sphere, we now
evaluate the stress tensor at r = a. The i-component of the force per unit
area exerted on the sphere at a position denoted by x = an is

niCO'ii)r-a = ni {- p ~i1+P (~i+~i)} ,
cJxi 'C/Xi r-a

and for a velocity of the form (4.9.7) this may be found with a little working
to become

{ ( I" 6!, 10~ (I" 2f' 2~}= -pni+pniU .n -"'+7-,a +pUi "'-7+,.a ,,.-a
(4.9. 15)

where!, denotes dlfdr. Substitution for p and/from (4.9.4) and (4.9.9), and
the use of (4.9.10), then gives

ni(O'ij)r-a = ni{_po+3P~.n (~-3)} +3~Ui (I -~, (4'9.16)

and, with the value of C required by the no-slip condition,

3pUi
= -POni--' (4·9· 17)t2a

It seems that the force per unit area on the sphere due to the motion has the
same vectorial value - 3,uU/2a at all points on the sphere-a striking result,
which however is not true of bodies of different shape nor of a sphere with
a non-rigid surface. The first term on the right-hand side of(4'9.17) is simply
the same uniform normal stress as in the fluid at infinity, and makes no
contribution to the total force on the sphere, which is a retarding or drag
force parallel to U of magnitude

D = 61Ta,uU. (4.9.18)

The expression (4.9.18) is usually known as Stokes's law for the resistance
to a moving sphere. It is common practice to express the forces exerted on
moving bodies by the fluid in terms of a dimensionless coefficient obtained
by dividing the force by tpU2 and by the area of the body projected on to a
plane normal to U; thus the drag coefficient is here

D 24 ( 2aUp)CD = ipU21Ta2= R where R = P .
t This result can also be obtained readily from the expression for the stress at a rigid

boundary given in the second exercise at the end of §4.I.
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I t is now a simple matter to calculate the terminal velocity which a sphere
would have when falling freely under gravity through fluid, according to
Stokes's law. On taking into account the buoyancy force exerted on the
sphere (§4.1), we find for the terminal velocity V of a sphere of density p

61TapV = t1Tas(p-p)g,

that is, V = ~ a:
g~ - I), (4.9.20)

where v = p!p. The corresponding value of the Reynolds number for a
sphere falling with its terminal velocity is

2avp=~aSg(e_I). ()
I 4.9.21

P 9v p
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Figure 4.9.2. Comparison ofmeasured values of the drag on a sphere (taken from Castleman
1925) and two theoretical estimates, Stokes's law CD = 24/R, and a second approximation
CD = 24R-1(1 +iJ.oR), where R = 2lIpU/p.

For a particle of sand falling through water at 20°C, we have pjp ~ 2 and
v = 0·010 cm2!sec, making the Reynolds number 4·4 x 10SaS, a being in
centimetres; and for a water droplet (assumed to be rigid) falling through
air, we have p!p ~ 780 and v = 0·15 cm2jsec, making the Reynolds number
1·5 x 107as. The assumption on which neglect of the inertia force was based,
namely, that R ~ I, is satisfied in the case of the sand particle in water pro
vided a ~ 0'006 cm and in the case of the water droplet in air provided
a ~ 0·004 cm. The conditions under which the analysis may be applied are
thus restricted to extremely small spheres. However, it seems, from a com
parison of the observed and calculated terminal velocities of spheres of
known size (see figure 4.9.2), that Stokes's law for the drag is tolerably
accurate for most purposes when R < I; and there is no detectable error
when R < 0·5. Thus the theoretical requirement 'small compared with'
used above may usually in practice be replaced, so far as the drag force is
concerned, by simply' smaller than'.
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It will be noticed from figure 4.9.2 that the curve representing Stokes's
law lies below the measured values of the drag and below the other theor
etical estimate (which will be referred to in the next section). This was to be
expected from the general result established at the end of §4.8; the velocity
field obtained by neglecting inertia forces is accompanied by a smaller total
rate of dissipation than that for any other solenoidal velocity distribution
with the same value of the velocity vector everywhere on the boundary of
the fluid, and hence is accompanied by a smaller rate of working by the
sphere against fluid forces at a given speed U.

A spherical drop ofa different fluid

In a number of cases of practical interest, the sphere in translational
motion at small Reynolds number is itself composed of fluid in which
differential motion may occur, and it is desirable to see if this internal
circulation affects the drag significantly (Hadamard 1911). We shall suppose
that the two fluids are immiscible, and that surface tension at the interface
is sufficiently strong to keep the' drop' approximately spherical against any
deforming effect of viscous forces. The condition for this is that rIa (where
r is the coefficient of surface tension) should be large compared with the
normal stress due to the motion, of order pUla, that is, that

r >pU;

we shall refer again to this requirement at the end of the section. It will also
be assumed that the Reynolds number of the motion within the drop is small
compared with unity, like that of the motion outside the drop.

The argument used to determine the velocity and pressure distributions
for the case of a rigid sphere can be modified without difficulty. The motions
both inside and outside the sphere are axisymmetric and satisfy the equations
(4.9.1) and (4.9.2) (although with different values of the viscosity). u and
P-Po must vanish at infinity, as before, and ii andP-Po (where the overbar
indicates a quantity relating to the internal fluid and its motion) are finite
everywhere within the sphere. The common kinematical condition at the
interface is -

D.U=D.U=D.U atr=a. (4.9.23)

In place of the no-slip condition at the surface of a rigid sphere there are
certain dynamical matching conditions. No relative motion of the two
fluids can occur at the interface, and the tangential stress exerted at the
interface by the external fluid must be equal and opposite to that exerted by
the internal fluid.t No information can be obtained from considerations of
the normal stress at the interface, since we have supposed that any dis
continuity in the normal stress there which cannot be eliminated by an

t We are assuming here that the only mechanical property of the interface is a uniform
surface tension; in practice it appears that contaminant molecules may collect at the
interface and give rise to other properties (§ J .9).
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appropriate choice of Po is balanced by surface tension acting at a slightly
deformed interface. Thus

x x u == x x Ii at r == a, (4.9. 24)

€mki 11k llj ( (J'ij - (J'ii) = 0 at r = a. (4.9.25)

The equations and boundary conditions are linear and homogeneous in
u,P-Po, ii,p-po and U, so that the relations (4.9.4) to (4.9.10) still stand,
and are supplemented by analogous relations for the internal motion. p
satisfies Laplace's equation, like p, and the appropriate solution, analogous
to (4.9'4), is

Hence

(p - Po)/Ji == CU. x,

where C is a constant. The stream function and velocity within the sphere
have the forms (4.9.6) and (4.9.7), but the internal vorticity is

w==-lC'Uxx

and so the right-hand side of the differential equation for 1, analogous to

(4.9.8), is le,2. Hence /(r) == kC~+Lr-l+Mr2. (4.9.26)

The need to avoid a singularity at r == 0 and the kinematical condition at.
r = a reqUlre L _ M -.1 In 2

- 0, - "2-nl.a .

The velocity within the sphere is thus

u == U -ioC{U(a2 -2r2)+xU.x}. (4.9.27)

It remains to determine C and Cfrom the dynamical matching conditions.
From (4.9.24) we have C -la == ioCas+a.

Only the term containing Ut in the general expression (4.9.15) for the stress
across the interface contributes to the tangential component, and matching
of this tangential component gives

3~ (a - C) == lopaC.
a

C == .la 2P+ 3P C == _..5.- p _.
"2 P+P , a2 P+it

The resultant force exerted on the interface by the external fluid is now
obtained by integrating the force per unit area (4.9.16) over the interface.A:

flli(uii),.-adA == -41TPUi C
+_3-

-= _ 41Ta 1l.U p 'tP.
r ip+p,

The terminal velocity V of a fluid sphere of density pand viscosity J.i moving
freely under gravity is thus

V - .! a
2
g (e _I) P+71

- 3 v P ) p+fp·
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The case of a rigid sphere is recovered by putting JiIJl ~ 00. The case of a
spherical gas bubble moving through liquid corresponds (approximately)
to the other extreme, /ilJl = 0, together with pip = o. The speed of a
spherical gas bubble rising steadily under gravity is thus given as }a2glv.
However, observation of the terminal speed V of very small gas bubbles
suggests that the drag is often closer to the value 61TaJlV than to the expected
value 41TaJl V; this is believed to be because surface-active impurities
present in the liquid collect at the bubble surface, with larger
concentration at the rear, thereby setting up a gradient of surface
tension which resists the surface movement. t

Theoretical Obscrvcd

Figure 4.9.3. Comparison of the theoretical and observed pattern of streamlines in a
spherical drop of glycerine falling through castor oil (from Spells 1952).

Observations of the general form of the flow inside liquid drops falling
under gravity through a second liquid have been made, although measure
ments of the velocity distribution are difficult. Figure 4.9.3 shows a sketch
of the streamlines observed in a spherical liquid drop, relative to axes moving
with the drop. The theoretical streamlines corresponding to (4.9.27),
relative to these same axes, are lines on which

is constant, and these are also shown; the agreement is satisfactory.
Finally we note an interesting point about the normal component ofstress

at the surface of the fluid sphere, on which no restrictions have been placed.
It will be recalled that the pressure represented in the equations of this
section is the modified pressure, and that to obtain the absolute pressure
(or a quantity differing from it only by a constant) we should add to the
modified pressure a term pg. x for the flow field outside the sphere and a
term pg. x for the flow field within the sphere. The difference between the
values of the normal component of the absolute stress at the surface of the

t A general discussion of the effect of adsorbed material at the surface of a small gas
bubble rising through liquid will be found in Ph~sico-chemical H~dTod~namics, by
V. G. Levich (Prentice-Hall, 1962).
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sphere as approached from the outer and inner sides is then found from the
general expression (4.9.15) to be

niniuij-uij)r=a = po-po-n.ga(p-p)+n.U{;:: (C - za) +lapC}

- (-) U3P p+i"P ( )=po-po-n.ga p-p -n. - , 4.9.32
a p+p

apart from any contribution due to surface tension. The notable feature of
the expression (4.9.32) is that when the sphere is moving steadily under
gravity, with the velocity of translation then being given by (4.9.30), the
normal components of stress differ only by a constant quantityPo -Po' Thus
there is no tendency for the stresses at the interface to deform the sphere and
it is not in fact necessary to suppose that the effect of surface tension is so
strong as to keep the drop or bubble spherical; surface tension enters only
through the relation Po-Po = 2yla (see (1.9.2» determining Po. Provided
the viscosities and densities of the two fluids are such as to make the Reynolds
number of the flow so small that inertia forces are negligible, we now see
that there is no restriction on the size of the fluid sphere. Air bubbles rising
through very viscous liquids such as treacle have been observed to be
spherical, even when their radius is so large that the effect of surface tension
could not be dominant.

A body of arbitrary shape

Although it is difficult to work out the details of the flow due to a moving
body at small Reynolds number for any shape other than spherical,t some
general results are available. The following remarks refer only to circum
stances in which inertia forces may be neglected completely.

Arguments like those used at the beginning of this section show that, for
a body of arbitrary shape in translational motion with velocity U, both u and
(p - Po)1p are linear and homogeneous in U. Furthermore, a change of size
of the body without change of its shape simply changes the length scale of
the whole flow field, so that for a body of given shape u/U and (p -Po) d/p U
are (dimensionless) functions of xld, where d is a representative linear
dimension of the body.

Both the tangential and excess normal stresses in the fluid are linear in U,
so that the resultant (vector) force exerted by the body, given by the integral

Fi = - fUti ni dA (4·9·33)

taken over the body surface, is proportional to pUd. The equation (4.9. 1)

governing flow with negligible inertia forces is equivalent to

auiiIaXi = 0,

and it follows from an application of the divergence theorem that the integral

t The solution for the case of a rigid ellipsoid is given in Hydrodynamics, by H. Lamb,
6th ed. (Cambridge University Press, 193a).
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in (4.9.33) has the same value for any surface in the fluid enclosing the body
and in particular for a sphere of large radius centred on the origin. Hence

Fi = - f lim (rO'ii xi) do'(x), (4·9·34)
r_oo

where 8.o(x) is an element of solid angle at the direction of x. This relation
shows that in the case of flow due to a moving body exerting a finite force on
the fluid P-Po and the rate-of-strain tensor must both decrease at least as
rapidly as fZ as r ~ 00.

We know also thatP-Po is a harmonic function and can be represented as
a series like (2.9.19). The first non-zero term of this series is evidently of
degree -2 in r, so that P P P. U d

- 0 ii i X'l ()p"'" ,s 4·9·35

is the asymptotic form as r~ 00, where Pti is a numerical tensor coefficient
dependent only on the body shape. The vorticity tI) also satisfies Laplace's
equation, and may be written as a similar series (with allowance for its axial
vectorial character). Terms of the same degree in the series for (p - Po)!Pand
for tI) are related by the governing equation (4.9.1), and it may be seen that
if the leading term of the series for (p - Po)!p is ex. Vr-l, that for tI) is ex x Vrl.
Consequently we have p. U d

ii i Xk ( 6)CUr "'" €UtJ ,s , 4·9·3

as r ~ 00. Finally we may obtain the asymptotic form for the velocity, which
is determined by (4.9.36) (apart from an irrotational contribution which
cannot be of larger magnitude than ,.--a when the flux of volume across the
body surface is zero) and the requirement that u is solenoidal. We find

Uk "'" !~i Ui (~8'lk+ ~X'lXk)' (4·9·37)

as r~ 00.

It is now possible to relate the coefficient ~i to the force F by evaluating
the stress at a spherical surface of large radius (see (4.9.34)). The working is
straight-forward, and leads to the result

F'l = 41TPPij Ui d. (4.9.38)

It appears that the single numerical tensor~i is sufficient for the specifica
tion of the total force on the fluid and the asymptotic expressions for the
pressure and velocity, when a body of given shape moves with translational
velocity U; and in the case of a spherical body of radius !d composed.of
fluid of viscosity II we know from the preceding calculation that

~i = !8ii p+iil.
P+P

The flow at large distances from the body has axisymmetry about the
direction of the vector Pii Ui' Consequently we may represent the flow in
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this region in terms of a stream function. With spherical polar co-ordinates
(r, (J, ¢) and the axis (J = 0 in the direction of the vector Pi} Uj-which is also
the direction of the force F-we find from (4.9.37) and (4.9.3S) that

1fr = SF rsin2 (J (4·9.39)
1TfL

in this region, where F is the magnitude of F. Now (4.9.3S) shows that
F/pv2 is of the same order as Ud/v, which has been assumed to be small
compared with unity. It is therefore not surprising that we should have
recovered the flow field (4.6. 18) due to a force of magnitude small compared
with pv2 applied to the fluid at the origin. When a body of arbitrary shape
moves through fluid at small Reynolds number, the distant flow field depends
only on the resultant force exerted on the fluid and is not affected by the
continual change of position of the body.

These general results have a convenient form for application to the case
of a small particle, either solid or fluid, falling freely under gravity. If the
volume T and densitypofthe particle are known, the distributions ofvelocity
and pressure far from the particle are immediately obtained from the above
formulae by putting F = (P-p)Tg;

details of the shape of the particle are irrelevant, and it presumably also does
not matter whether the particle continually turns over and changes its
orientation relative to the direction of gravity or whether it moves on a path
which is not vertical.

The flow field represented by (4.9.39) is sometimes referred to as being
due to the existence of a 'Stokeslet' at the origin.

Exercises
I. Prove that U .F' = U' .F, where F and F' are the forces exerted by a body

moving at velocities U and U' respectively (at small Reynolds number in both
cases), and thence that the coefficient Pfl in (4.9.38) is a symmetrical tensor.

2. A rigid sphere of radius a is rotating with angular velocity ,Q in fluid which is
at rest at infinity. Show that when pa2n/It < I the couple exerted on the fluid by
the sphere is 81TfUl3,Q.

4.10. Oseen's improvement of the equadon for flow due to moving
bodies at small Reynolds number

It has been seen that, with complete neglect of inertia forces in the flow
due to a body of arbitrary shape and linear dimension d moving with speed
U, the fluid velocity is of order Ud!r at large values of the distance r from the
body. But the first term in the expression (4.9. 13) for the inertia force involves
a first-order spatial derivative, whereas the viscous force involves a second
order derivative, and it follows that the local inertia force calculated from
this solution is in fact comparable in magnitude with the viscous force when
r is of order d/R (where R = pUd/p), as seen earlier in the case of a sphere.
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This criticism of the use of equation (4.9.1) to represent flow due to bodies
moving through fluid of infinite extent which is otherwise undisturbed was
made by Oseen (1910), who also showed how it is possible to improve
the equation and thereby to remove the inconsistency. Oseen's improve
ment applies to cases in which the body is moving with steady velocity U and
in which the flow relative to the body is steady, in which event the local
inertia force is as given in (4.9.13), namely,

p(-U.Vu+u.Vu), (4.10.1)

where u is the fluid velocity relative to a co-ordinate system fixed in the
fluid at infinity as before. Since the first of these two terms becomes
domi'nant at large r, and is responsible for inertia forces being comparable
with viscous forces at sufficiently large r, Oseen suggested that it, alone of
the two contributions to the inertia force, be retained in the equation of
motion. The second term, which presents the greater mathematical difficulty
in view of its non-linearity in u, is again neglected on the assumption that
R ~ I; provided Iul falls off at least as rapidly as r-1 as r increases, this
second term remains small relative to the viscous force however large r may
be. Near the body the two terms in (4.10.1) are of the same order and will
both be small compared with the viscous force, provided R ~ I, so that in
this region the suggested equation is neither more nor less accurate than
(4.9. 1).

The Oseen equations for flow due to a moving body at small Reynolds
number are therefore

p au
at

- -pU.Vu = - Vp+ JlV2U,}
(4.10.2 )

V.u = 0,

with the boundary conditions, for a rigid body,

u = U at the surface of the body,

u ~ 0 and p - Po ~ 0 as r ~ 00.

Although these equations are still linear in the dependent variables u and p,
they are no longer linear in u, p and U, and are more difficult to solve than
(4.9. 1 ) and (4.9.2).

A rigid sphere

The solution of these new equations for the case of a moving sphere is not
known in closed form, but an approximate solution which is consistent with
the degree of approximation used in the equations themselves has been
found (Lamb 1911). In terms of the stream function, this approximate
solution, which will simply be quoted here, is

.1,. TT 2[ 1 a . 28+ ( 8)I-exp{-lR(I+coS8)r/a}]or = ua -4 rsm 3 1 - cos R (4. 10.3)
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at the instant at which the centre of the sphere coincides with the origin,
where R = 2aUp/# as before. This expression is readily seen to satisfy the
equations (4.IO.Z) exactly, anditalsomakesu~ oasr~ 00. Near the sphere,
where ria is of order unity and Rrla ~ I, it becomes

. {I a 3' (')}lfr = Ua"sm"O -- -+- -+0 R-
4' 4 a a'

and therefore coincides with Stokes's solution (4.9.I2)-and in particular
satisfies the inner boundary condition-with a relative error of order R.
This is just the degree of approximation to which (4.10.2) represents the
equations of motion, so that (4.10.3) is as accurate a solution of (4.10.2) as is
wanted.

Figure 4.10.1. Streamlines in an axial plane for the outer part of the flow field due to a
moving sphere, according to the Oseen equations. Vr is equal to some constant times the
numbers shown on the streamlines.

Figure4.1O.1shows the streamlines corresponding to the solution (4.10.3),
with neglect of the first term within square brackets which is significant
only near the sphere when R ~ I. The qualitative differences between the
Oseen and Stokes solutions in the outer part of the flow field are evident.
The streamlines are no longer symmetrical about the plane 0 = !1r, as was
to be expected from the fact that the governing equation does not remain
satisfied after a change in the signs of u and U. Far from the sphere the flow
tends to become radial, as iffrom a source offluid at the sphere, except within
a 'wake' directly behind the sphere. Analytically, we see from (4.10.3) that
when Rr/a» 1 the flow has different forms according to whether 1+cosO
is small compared with unity. At positions where I +cosO is not small, the
stream function becomes 3

lfr IV Ua" R(I -cosO), (4. 10.5)

which describes the outward radial flow from a source at the origin emitting
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121Ta2U/R units of volume per second. On the other hand, within the wake,
where 1 +cos () is of the same order of magnitude as 4a/rR (that is, where
11 - () is small and of order (8a/rR)t), we have

f/F - UaB~ [I -exp {-~ ~ (1T -()2}1 (4.10.6)R 8a -,'

which describes a compensating flow towards the sphere, the inflow velocity
being 3Ua/zr on the axis () = 1T.

F2ll' from the sphere, the vorticity is zero in the source-flow region and is
confined to the wake, which may be regarded as bounded by a paraboloid of
revolution on which (1T-8)2 r/a is of order R-l. Whereas in the Stokes
approximation the vorticity diffuses out in all directions from an effectively
stationary sphere, here the motion of the sphere is allowed for, as may be
seen from the equation for w obtained from (4.10.2):

8wat = -U. Vw = VV2W • (4.10.7)

This equation for each componentofw is of the same form as that satisfied by
temperature in a stationary conducting medium through which a steady
source (which in this case has a dipole character) of heat is moving with
steady velocity U. The vorticity generated at the sphere is left behind as the
sphere moves on, in a wake which becomes narrower as R increases.

We may now confirm that the solution (4.10.3) is self-consistent in the
way that Stokes's solution was not; that is, we show that the neglected term
pu. Vu, evaluated by means of (4.10.3), is small compared with any term
retained in the equation of motion, when R < I. In the region near the
sphere, where r/a is of order unity, (4.10.3) reduces to Stokes's solution
(with an error of order R), for which plu. Vul is already known to be small
compared with '" IVIuI, the ratio of these terms being of order R. Far from
the sphere, in the region where R r/a is oforder unity, which is where (4.10.3)
first differs significantly from the Stokes solution, the magnitude of u as
given by (4.10.3) is of order Ua/r, or UR; hence the ratio of the neglected
termp lu. Vul to the retained termp IU. Vul is of order R and is again small.
Still further from the sphere, where r/a >R-l, lui is even smaller by com
parison with U.

It appears then that the approximate form of the equation of motion
suggested by Oseen has a solution ,such that the approximation is self
consistent over the whole of the flow field when R < 1 • Near the sphere this
solution has the same form as Stokes's solution-and so leads to the same
expression, 61Tap U, for the resistance experienced by the spheret-with a

t It will be noticed that the resistance is pU times the inward flux-of volume in the wake
far downstream. This relation follows from general considerations of momentum (see
§s.u, on wakes), and holds for any body, at any Reynolds number, provided the body
moves steadily and leaves behind it a wake of non-zero vorticity whose width increases
lell rapicUy than ita length.
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relative error of order R, which is the degree of error involved in the replace
ment of the equation of motion by the Oseen equation. Since (4.10.3) is
evidently an approximation to the solution of the complete equations of
motion which is valid for R ~ lover the whole of the flow field, it is natural
to consider making (4.10.3) the starting point of a process of successive
approximation to the solution of these equations. This has been done
(Kaplun and Lagerstrom 1957; Proudman and Pearson 1957), and the
second approximation to the drag coefficient has been found to be

CD = ~ (I +r\R). (4.10.8)

(This expression for CD to order RO also follows from the Oseen equations,
which at first sight is surprising; the explanation is that the term of order R
in the difference between the solution of the Oseen equations for u and the
second approximation to the solution of the complete equations makes zero
contribution to the drag for bodies with fore-and-aft symmetry.) As in
dicated in figure 4.9.2, the formula (4.10.8) agrees with the measured
drag for a slightly larger range of Reynolds number than does Stokes's law.

A rigid circular cylinder
The difficulties associated with the use of the equations (4.9.1) and (4.9.2),

and the overcoming of these difficulties by the use of the Oseen equations
(4.10.2), have been explored for a few other cases of bodies moving steadily
through fluid. We shall mention here the case of a circular cylinder of radius
a moving with velocity U normal to its axis, since this case exhibits marked
differences, typical oftwo-dimensional flow at small Reynolds number, from
the case of a sphere.

A solution of the equations (4.9.1) and (4.9.2) may be sought in exactly
the same way as for a moving sphere, making use of the linearity of the
solution in U and of the dependence on x, U and a alone. In place of the
relations (4.9.4) and (4.9.5) we find

P-Po CU.x CUx xp = r Z ' (a) = r2 (4·10·9)

where C is a constant and (r,8) are the polar co-ordinates of the two
dimensional vector x. The vorticity may also be expressed in terms of a
stream function tfr. The analogue of (4.9.6) is

tfr= Usine!(r), (4.10•10)

and the equation satisfied by the function! is

d2j 1 df f C
drZ+, dr - r2 = -T'

The general solution is
I(r) = -iCrlogr+Lr+Mr1

, (4.10.11 )
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and there arises the difficulty that the particular integral associated with the
vorticity distribution gives a divergent velocity at infinity. If for the moment
we ignore the outer boundary condition on u, we find that the required
conditions at the inner boundary, viz.

fir = I, df/dr = I at r = a,
are satisfied when

L = I +lC+iCloga, M = -!a2C.

The velocity distribution is then

(
TIl a

2
) U. x (I 1 a

2
)

U =U+CU -ilog---+-- +Cx- ---- .
a 4 4 r2 r2 2 2 r2

The normal and tangential stresses at the surface of the cylinder, as derived
from the expressions (4.10.9) and (4.10.12), exert a force on the cylinder
which is found to be a drag of magnitude

D = 21Tp,UC

per unit length of the cylinder.
The expressions (4.10.9) and (4.10.12) for (p -Po)/p, and u satisfy the

equations (4.9.1) and (4.9.2), the inner boundary condition, and the condi
tions of linearity in U and symmetry about 0 = 0, but the expression for u
diverges as log r when T is large and no choice of the remaining arbitrary
constant C will make u -+ 0 as r -+ 00. However, the solution (4.10.12) is
not useless. According to (4.10.12), the two contributions to the neglected
inertia force (see (4.9.13)) have the following magnitudes when r is large:

Ip auf) 1
1

- pU2C, lpo· Vul - pU2C2log~. (4.10.14)
t r r a

On the other hand, the retained viscous force has the magnitude

p,UCIp,V2U I '" -2•
T

Both contributions to the inertia force become comparable with the viscous
force at sufficiently large distances from the cylinder, the first when ria is of
order R-l (where R = 2apU/p,) and the second when (Crla)log(rla) is of
order R-l. The solution (4.10.12) is thus in any case not a self-consistent
approximation to the flow field at large values of r, and its failure to satisfy
the outer boundary condition might not therefore be a fatal defect in itself.
Evidently some other approximation to the equation of motion at large T

is needed, and (4.10.12) must match with the solution of this approximate
equation as T -+ 00.

Detailed calculation shows that the Oseen approximate form of the
equation of motion does in fact have a solution (Lamb 1911) which is self
consistent over the whole field in the sense that the neglected term pu. Vu,
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evaluated according to the solution obtained, proves to be small everywhere
by comparison with terms retained in the equation when R < I. Near the
cylinder this solution for ujU approximates, with an absolute error of order
R, to the form (4.10.12) provided the constant in (4.10.12) is chosen as

C = log(7~4IRr (4.10.15)

We note that, with this value of C, the magnitude ofpu. Vu, according to the
the' inner' solution (4. 10. I 2), does not become comparable with IpV'ul until
rIa is oforder R-l, which is also the value ofrIa at which the Oseen improve
ment to equation (4.9. I) is necessary and at which the solution of the Oseen
equation has begun to differ from (4.10.12).

The general features of the flow far from the cylinder as obtained from the
Oseen equation are similar to those for a sphere, and in particular there is a
parabolic wake of finite vorticity behind the cylinder.

Since the s9lution of the Oseen equation is given approximately by
(4.10.12) near the cylinder, with an error of the same order as is involved in
the replacement of the equation of motion by the Oseen equation (viz. O(R»,
the estimate (4.10.13) for the drag is still appropriate. Substituting from
(4.10.15), we have for the drag coefficient of unit length of the cylinder

C = D = 817' (6)
D lpU22a Rlog(7.4/R)" 4.10

•
1

It is more difficult to make measurements of the drag on a cylinder at low
Reynolds number than for a sphere, owing largely to the unwanted effect
of the ends of a cylinder of finite length, but the relation (4.10.16) gives
values near R = 0·5 which are consistent with observation (see figure 4.12.7).

In some recent research a procedure for obtaining higher-order approxi
mations to the flow past a circular cylinder and to the drag coefficient has
been devised.t It appears from these investigations that (4.10.12) (with
(4.10.15» represents the true (non-dimensional) velocity distribution in the
neighbourhood of the cylinder with an absolute error of order (log R)-2.

4.11. The viscosity of a dilute suspension of small particles
Mixtures consisting of one material in the form of small particles, either

solid, liquid, or gaseous, dispersed randomly throughout another fluid
material are quite common in nature and in industry. The term' suspension'
usually refers to a system of small solid particles in liquid, but the nature of
the two media is not of particular significance from the dynamical point of
view and our use of the word here will include also systems of solid particles
in a gas, systems of drops of one liquid dis~ersed either in another liquid

t For a general account of the proced\U'e, which may be applied to some other probJems
in fluid dynamics, see Perturbation Method. in Fluid Meehanic., by M. D. Van Dyke
(Academic Preut 1964).
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(an emulsion) or in a gas, and systems of gas bubbles in a liquid. It is of
interest to know how such suspensions behave in response to applied forces
and moving boundaries. Provided the characteristic length scale of the
motion ofthe suspension is large compared with the average distance between
the particles, as we shall assume to be the case, we can regard the suspension
as a homogeneous fluid, with mechanical properties different from those of
the ambient fluid in which the particles are suspended. A random distribu
tion of spherical particles does not confer any directional properties on the
medium (elongated rod-like particles might do so by tending to set them
selves in a certain direction relative to the localvelocity distribution, although
Brownian motion of the suspended particles tends to eliminate any direc
tional preferences), so that provided the ambient fluid is 'Newtonian I the
homogeneous fluid equivalent to a suspension of roughly spherical particles
is likewise' Newtonian' and is characterized by a shearviscosity (and perhaps
also by an expansion viscosity).

Our objective in this section is to calculate the effective viscosity of an
incompressible fluid containing suspended {'articles of such small linear
dimensions that (a) the effects of gravity and inertia on the motion of a
particle are negligible, so that a particle moves with the ambient fluid locally,
and (b) the Reynolds number of the disturbance motion resulting from the
presence of one particle is small compared with unity. The particles will be
assumed to be exactly spherical, for simplicity; in the case of liquid or
gaseous particles of small radius, surface tension tends to keep the particles
spherical against the deforming effect of the motion, so that an assumption
about shape is needed only for solid particles. Finally, the suspension will be
assumed to be dilute, with the average distance between particles large com
pared with their linear dimensions.

Under these conditions the background motion of the ambient fluid on
which the disturbance flow due to the presence of one particular particle
is superposed consists approximately of a uniform translation, a uniform
rotation and a uniform pure straining motion. The particle translates and
rotates with the surrounding fluid, so that only the background pure
straining motion gives rise to a disturbance flow. It seems inevitable that the
change in the straining motion due to the presence of one particle is accom
panied by an increase in the total rate of dissipation and that the effective
viscosity (either shear or expansion) of the suspension is greater than the
viscosity of the ambient fluid; we shall find this to be so.

In the first instance we assume the particles to be incompressible, so that
the suspension is likewise incompressible and only the·effective value of the
shear viscosity is to be determined. Explicit knowledge of the disturbance
flow due to a single incompressible particle is needed in a determination of
the effective viscosity of the suspension, and we therefore consider first the
following problem of flow with negligible inertia forces.



Flow of a uniform incompressible viscous fluid

The flow due to a sphere embedded in a pure straining motion
Fluid of viscosity It and density p occupies the space outside a sphere of

radius a, and far from the sphere the fluid is in pure straining motion
specified by the rate-of-strain tensor iij' where iii = o. The velocity and
pressure in the fluid may be written as

ui ~ 0, p' ~ 0,

where P is the pressure in the pure straining motion represented byeil in the
absence of the sphere; ui and p' represent the changes due to the presence
of the sphere and

as r( = Ixl)~ 00. We choose the centre of the sphere to be at the origin, so
that by symmetry there is no tendency for the sphere to translate and the
surface of the sphere is given permanently by r = a; thus

n .U = 0 at T = a.

There are further conditions at the surface of the sphere which depend on
the nature of the particle. We may include the various kinds of particle
within the scope of the analysis by supposing the sphere to contain incom
pressible fluid of viscosity Ji (the case of a rigid particle corresponding, as in
§4.9, to Ji/It ~ (0). The velocity must be continuous across the interface,
and so also is the tangential component of stress if we suppose, as in §4.9,
that the interface has no mechanical properties other than a uniform surface
tension. Thus

Ui = Ui+ei;X; = 'iii}
at r = a, (4.11.4)

€klin,ni (J'ij - O'ij) = 0

where the over-bar indicates a quantity referring to the motion within the
sphere and n is the normal to the interface. Also pand u( are finite at r = o.

The velocities u and ii satisfy the Navier-Stokes equation (with different
values for the viscosity), but for a small spherical particle we may evidently
use an approximate form of this equation as in the case of flow due to a small
sphere in translational motion (§ 4.9). For the flow outside the sphere, the
Navier-Stokes equation becomes, after substitution from (4.11.1),

{Oui (' )oui '} op' "~~.' ( )P 8i+ uJ+e;kxk oXf +eiJuj = - ox, +ltv-ui' 4. 11.5

Now the variation of the undisturbed velocity over the region occupied by
the particle is of magnitude leijl a, and it is evident that the disturbance
velocity u' also has this magnitude in the region not far from the particle.
Hence, when the radius a satisfies the condition

(4. 11 •6)
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(and provided the imposed rate of strain is not changing rapidly), the flow
near the particle is governed by the approximate equation

Vp' = pV2U '. (4.11.7)

Under the same conditipns the velocity ii and pressure p inside the sphere
also satisfy the equation of motion with neglect of inertia forces, that is,

Vp = "jiV2\i. (4.1 I .8)

Finally, mass conservation gives the two equations

V.u' = V.u = 0, V.iI =.0. (4.11.9)

The equations (4.1 1.7), (4.11.8) and (4.11.9) and the boundary conditions
(4.11.2), (4.11.3) and (4.11.4) governing the disturbance motion are linear
and homogeneous in u', p', ii, Pand eij' No vector occurs in the description
of the interface, and, with an argument like that used in §4.9, the pressures
(which are harmonic functions) and velocities are seen to be of the form'

p' = Cp,eij Xi Xj /r5, P-Po = Cpeijxi,Xj ,}

Ui = eijxjM+ejkXiXjXkQ, (4. 1 1.10)

ui = eijXjM+ejkXiXjXkQ,

where M, Q, M and Qare functions of ralone, and C, Cand Po are constants.
The forms of the functions that satisfy the governing equations and the
conditions far from the particle and at r = 0 are readily found to be

M = ~. _ ~ = 2:'-~~'} (4. 11.11)
M - D+~-Cr2 Q - _--Lj';- 21 , - 21 L,..,

and the conditions at the interface r = a are then satisfied provided

C D 2Ca2 2D I

(2P+ 5P)a3 = pas = - 21p = 3P = - P+P' (4. 11.12)

We observe in passing that at large distances from the particle

showing that the disturbance velocity is one order smaller than in the case
of flow due to a sphere in translational motion, as might have been expected
from the 'dipole' nature of the condition on u' at the surface of the sphere
(see (4.11.3) with (4.11.1)) in the present case.

The above solution has been obtained by neglecting the terms representing
the inertia force in the equation of motion (4.11.5), and the self-consistency
ofthe solution may be examined by using it to evaluate the order ofmagnitude
of the neglected terms. We find in this way that the ratio of the magnitude of
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the neglected inertia force to the retained viscous force is of order !eij! r2p!p.
This ratio is small compared with unity in the neighbourhood of the sphere
when the condition (4.11.6) is satisfied, as had been supposed, but the ratio
is not small in the outer region of the flow field where ria is of order
(Ieijl a2plp)-l. Thus (4.11.7) is not a valid approximation to the complete
equation of motion (4.11.5) in the outer field, although again we are
reassured by the observation that all terms in the complete equation of
motion are small (after being made non-dimensional with the parameters a
and le(jl) in this same region. An improved and completely self-consistent
approximation to the velocity distribution could presumably be obtained
(for a steady imposed straining motion) from the equation

( aui ') 8p' v~..,P ejk Xk 8xf+e(f Uj = - 8Xi +P ""U(,

which is still linear in u', but we shall take it for granted that this improved
approximation would not differ significantly from the above solution in the
neighbourhood of the particle.

The increased rate ofdissipation in an incompresst"ble suspension

We proceed to use the foregoing results in a calculation of the effective
shear viscosity of a suspension of small incompressible spherical particles
undergoing a prescribed bulk motion. The precise manner in which the
effective viscosity should be specified and determined is not obvious, and
must be described with care.

A volume 'Vi. of the suspension will be supposed to be bounded by a
flexible surface A l on which the velocity is specified as a linear function of
position; and in order to have a completely defined system we take this
velocity to be exactly a linear function of x. The rotational part of the motion
at the boundary does not enter into the analysis so for convenience we choose
the (i-component of the) velocity at the boundary as e'fxf' where elf is a
symmetrical tensor with e" = o. The suspension takes up a motion com
patible with that of the boundary, and if the suspension were a homogeneous
fluid the velocity would be elf xf everywhere in the volume 'Vi.; owi~g to the
presence of the particles the velocity of the ambient fluid has this value only
in an average sense, and will be written as

e'fgf+u~,

Likewise the pressure in the suspension would have a certain value, P say,
if the suspension were a homogeneous fluid of the same average density,
whereas in reality the pressure in the ambient fluid has a more complicated
dependence on position to be represented as

P+p'.
If the particles are far apart, each particle is embedded in a pure straining
motion characterized by a rate-of-strain tensor eiS and near one particle ui
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and p' have the forms given in (4.11.10) et seq.; but there is no need for
substitution yet.

The stress tensor at any point in the ambient fluid of viscosity Jt is thus

(j'j = - P 8'j + 2Jt e'j + (j~j'

, , 1\ (Cui OUi)
Uij = -p Uij+ Jt ox, + OXj •

On the other hand, if the suspension were a homogeneous fluid of the same
average density and of viscosity Jt*, the stress tensor would be

- P 3ij +2Jt* e,j'

We wish to choose the value of the viscosity Jt* so that in a physically
significant way it represents the net effect of the disturbance flows due to
the presence of all the particles in the suspension. An appropriate quantity
which when calculated in two different ways yields a value of the effective
viscosity of the suspension is the rate of dissipation of mechanical energy
in Ji; this rate of dissipation is a direct consequence of internal friction and
it has the desired property of including the effect of the disturbance flows
due to all the particles within the volume l'J.

Now the additional rate of dissipation per unit volume at distance r
from a single particle in unbounded fluid varies asymptotically as r-3 (see
(4.11.13», and so the integral over the fluid volume is not absolutely con
vergent. This frustrates evaluation of the total additional rate of dissipation
within the volume VI in a dilute suspension as the sum of contributions
from the different particles, with each contribution being calculated as if
the particle were alone in unbounded fluid. We must therefore proceed in a
different way. The rate at which forces at the boundary Al do work is

r e'kxk u1Jnj dA, = e'k f (-P3ij+2Jt e'lj+ uij)xknjdA;
01 Al J Al

and if the suspension were a homogeneous fluid of the same average density
and of viscosity Jt* the rate of working at the boundary would be

e'kf (- P3ii + 2Jt* elj) xk njdA.
.4.1

The term involving P is common to the two expressions and accounts for
any increase in kinetic energy associated with the linear velocity field. The
remaining parts of the two expressions represent the rates of dissipation
within fi, and the effective viscosity Jt* will be defined to have a value such
that they are equal; that is, after use of the divergence theorem,

2Jt*e'jeu fi. = 2Jt e'lje#Ji+e'lkf uijx/cnjdA. (4. 11 •15)
.4.1
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The last term of (4.11.15), representing the additional rate of dissipation
in J.i due to the presence of particles, can be transformed to an integral over
the surfaces of the particles. For we have

eikf u~jxknjdA = tikf (~U~!Xk+ U'~k) dV+eik~f u~JxknjdA,
Al VI-I:VO Xj Ao

where Aoand ~ are the surface and volume of one particle, with n as the
outward normal to Ao, and ~ denotes a summation over all the particles in
f;,. The disturbance motion due to the presence of each particle is governed
by equation (4.11.7) when the condition (4.11.6) is satisfied, as we shall
assume to be the case, so that OU~j/oXj = o. Also

eikf U~kdV = tikI 2/1- ~~ dV,
V1-];VO V1-];VO rJXk

= - ef,k~J 2pui nk dA
Ao

since u' = 0 on the boundary AI' Thus the relation (4.11.15) becomes

2(p*-p)eij tij = ~~k~J (u~jXknj-2puink)dA, (4. 11 •16)
Yl A o

the right-hand side of which represents the average additional rate of
dissipation per unit volume due to the presence of the particles. This
expression for the effective viscosity of an isotropic suspension is valid
for any spacing of the particles in f;,.

Ifnow we assume the suspension to contain spherical particles at distances
from each other large compared with their diameters, the disturbance flow
near one particle is approximately independent of the existence of other
particles and we may use the results obtained earlier to evaluate the integral
in (4.11.16). It follows readily from (4.11.14), (4.11.10) and (4.11.11) that

UijXiXk-2puixk = pe"XjXk(~- I;f)+pejlx-tXjXkXl( _5
T
; +2:f).

(4. 11 •17)

The surface Ao is a sphere of radius a, and with the use of the well-known
identities

fnjnkdD. = t1T8jk' fninjnkn,dD. = -fi1T(8i,j8kZ+8ik8jl+8a8jk)'
(4. 11.18)

in which the integration is over the complete solid angle subtended at the
centre of the sphere, we find

f (u~:Jxkn:J - 2PU~ nk) dA = -~1TPC tik·
..4..
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(4.11.20)

4.1 I]

Thus

The viscosity of a dilute suspension of small particles

It* 217
- = I--LC
l.l 3Ji;. ,

( 5-)1 1t+',ll
and, from (4. 11.12), = 1+~L It+ft v.,. (4. 1 1.19)

The summation in (4.11.19) is over the various particles, which have been
assumed all to be spherical although not otherwise similar. Ifall the particles
have the same internal viscosity,

* ( + 5-)e- = 1 +a It 2#
It It+# '

where a = ~ ~/Ji is the concentration of particles by volume. For a suspen
sion of rigid particles the effective viscosity is greater than the viscosity of
the ambient fluid by a fraction!a (a result first obtained by Einstein (1906,
191 I», while for a suspension of gas bubbles the corresponding fraction is a.

The formulae (4.11.19) and (4.11.20) are subject to the restriction a ~ I;
when the concentration is not small compared with unity, the presence of
neighbouring particles affects the disturbance flow due to one particle and
the expression (4.1 1.17) then needs modification. The experimental evidence
for the validity of the relation (4.11.20) appears not to be decisive, but the
viscosity of a suspension of small rigid spheres is believed to be represented
by the 'Einstein formula' P{I +ia) for values of a less than about 0·02.t

The flow due to aforce-free couple-free rigid ellipsoid embedded in a pure
straining motion has been investigated by Jeffery (1922), and his results
may be used to obtain the formula corresponding to (4.11.20) for a dilute
suspension of rigid ellipsoidal particles in which all orientations of the par
ticles are equally probable. The contributiondue to asingleellipsoid is found
to be approximately proportional to the cube of its length, and so the co
efficient of the volume fraction a in the expression for the effective viscosity
is very large in the case of a suspension of long thin ellipsoids.

The 'effective expansion viscosity of a liquid containing gas bubbles
As an interesting supplement to the preceding analysis, we consider now

the nature of the response of a suspension to a prescribed bulk motion when
the particles, but not the ambient fluid, are allowed compressibility.

Let us suppose that a volume V of liquid containing a large number of
small gas bubbles in suspension is subjected to a pure straining motion of
the boundaries specified as before by the rate-of-strain tensor e'lj although
now eu = d =F o. If the suspension were a homogeneous fluid, the rate of
expansion would be d everywhere in V, but in reality the expansion occurs
wholly in the gas bubbles. Near anyone (spherical) bubble of radius a the

t Infonnation concerning the viscosity of more concentrated suspensions is given in
chapter 9 of Low Reynolds Number H~drod~amics, by J. Happel and H. Brenner
(Prentice-Hall, 1965).
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relative motion in the liquid due to expansion of that bubble is a spherically
symmetrical expansion with radial velocity

a2da
u(r) = r2 dt . (4. 1 1.21)

Associated with this motion there are viscous stresses in the liquid, and in
particular there is a normal stress at the bubble surface equal to 2p(Ouj8r)r=a
which opposes the expansive motion. As a consequence, the pressure inside
the bubble differs from the pressure in the liquid at some distance from
the bubble by an amount which depends on the rate of expansion. The
mechanical pressure applied at the boundary of the suspension therefore
differs from the pressure which would be obtained from the equilibrium
equation of state for the suspension, whatever its form may be, at the given
instantaneous value of the density of the suspension. This is exactly the
kind of response which is described by the expansion viscosity of the
suspension (§ 3.4).

An estimation of the effective value of the expansion viscosity may be
made by the same procedure of equating the total dissipation as it would be
for a homogeneous fluid and the total dissipation due to the ordinary shear
viscosity at work in the liquid surrounding the bubbles. The calculation is
much simpler in this' case because the dissipation in the liquid is more
strongly concentrated in the neighbourhood of the bubble and can be
obtained by direct integration.

At a point distance r from the centre of one bubble, where the radial
velocity of the liquid is u(r), one principal rate of strain is dufdr, and each
of the other two equal principal rates of strain must be - !dufdr. The local
rate of dissipation per unit volume of the liquid is therefore

(dU) 2

3P dr '

where astands for da/dt. The total rate of dissipation in the liquid due to one
bubble is

and the rate of dissipation in volume V of the suspension containing a
number of spherical bubbles is I617p~aci2.

On the other hand, if we imagine the suspension to be a homogeneous
fluid undergoing a symmetrical expansion with uniform rate of expansion ~,

there would be no dissipation due to shear viscosity and, according to (3.4.9),
the rate of dissipation per unit volume due to the existence of an expansion
viscosity K* would be K*~2. The effective expansion viscosity of the sus-
pension is thus given by ~ '2* 6 ~aa

K = I 17p V~2'
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But the expansion of the suspension is due to the change in volume of each
bubble, and 1 d 41l'

Ll = v~ d/!1l'a3
) =V ~a2d, (4· 1 1.2 4)

the summation again being over the bubbles in the volume V. Hence we have

* #'~adl
K = 1l' (~a2d)I' (4.11.25)

In the simple case of n gas bubbles of equal size and similar constitution (so
that they expand at the same rate) per unit volume of the suspension

K* =~ = 4# (4.11.26)
1l'nas 3IX '

where IX is again the (instantaneous) concentration of particles by volume.
The unreal feature of the model that K* -+ 00 as IX -+ 0 is modified if allowance
is made for the compressibility of the liquid.

As well as giving results ofsome practical value, the analysis in this section
shows the kind of connection that exists between the microscopic properties
of the medium, meaning here the existence of particles of known shape and
constitution, and the macroscopic or bulk properties of the equivalent
homogeneous fluid. Observed macroscopic properties of a medium often
become more intelligible if one can imagine a microscopic structure which
would give rise to a given kind of macroscopic behaviour, and the devising
of microscopic models is a common exercise in the science of rheology,
especially in considerations of the properties of non-Newtonian fluids.

4.12. Changes in the flow due to moving bodies as R increases
from 1 to about 100

We have seen (§4.7) that when a rigid body of given shape is in steady
translational motion with speed U through an infinite body of fluid which is
otherwise undisturbed, the non-dimensional quantities describing the flow
field depend only on the Reynolds number R = pLU/# (where L is a length
representing the linear dimensions of the body) and not on p, L, U, #
separately. The value of R thus characterizes the flow field, once the shape
of the body and its attitude relative to the direction of motion have been
specified. One of the most important problems of fluid mechanics is to
determine the properties of the flow due to moving bodies of simple shape,
over the entire range of values of R, and more especially for the large values
of R corresponding to bodies of ordinary size moving through air or water,
both of which are fluids of small kinematic viscosity. An account of the flow
at very small Reynolds numbers has been given for a sphert~ and a circular
cylinder (§§4.9, 4.10), and we shall now describe briefly the changes that
take place in these flow fields· as R is increased. The ~alysis of those two
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sections was based on the approximation that when R ~ I inertia forces
are negligible compared with viscous forces over most of the flow field.
Bearing in mind the interpretation of R as a measure of the ratio of these
two forces, we may expect that when R ~ I the converse will hold and
that viscous forces may in some sense be negligible; this approximation
is the subject of the next chapter. In the intermediate range in which
neither of these approximations is valid, a range which it appears may be
specified very roughly as I < R < 100, analytical work meets with great
difficulties and our knowledge of the flow has been obtained mostly by
observation and partly by numerical integration of the complete equation
of motion.

At Reynolds numbers small compared with unity, the dominant process
in the flow is the diffusion of vorticity away from the body. The fluid in
immediate contact with the body is dragged along at the same speed as the
body and this leads to the generation of vorticity at the body. The Stokes
approximation of §4.9 is that the effect of motion of the body is confined to
this generation of vorticity, and that vorticity diffuses in all directions away
from an effectively stationary source. This leads to a flow with fore-and-aft
symmetry in the flow far from the body (and also near the body if its surface
has that same symmetry). The Oseen improved approximation of §4.IO
takes account of inertia forces partially, and the vorticity here diffuses from
a source which is moving steadily. Vorticity diffuses over a distance l from
the source in a time of order l2JV (ignoring, for the purposes ofthis qualitative
argument, any differences between scalar and vector quantities subject to
molecular diffusion), and during this time the body moves forward a distance
l(lU/v). For diffusion distances 1of the order of the body dimension L, and
for LUjv ~ I, the diffusion is dominant and the vorticity distribution has
approximate fore-and-aft symmetry near the body to the extent allowed by
the body shape. On the other hand, for diffusion distances l ~ L, the motion
of the body has the effect of leaving the vorticity behind in a region which
becomes more nearly parabolic (with the body at the focus) with in
creasing distance downstream from the body. Thus, for R ~ I, when the
Stokes and Oseen approximations are applicable, the flow has fore-and-aft
symmetry near a body with that same symmetry, but distinct asymmetry
further out.

The argument suggests that at larger values of R the asymmetry is more
pronounced and affects the flow near the body (which is not a situation which
could be described by the Oseen approximation). Observation confirms this,
and shows the interesting form taken by the flow, in particular at the rear of
the body where the vorticity is concentrated. The sequence of flow fields
corresponding to different values of R will be illustrated here first by the
case of a moving circular cylinder, which lends itself to observation of
streamlines better than does a sphere. It is easier to appreciate the character
of the flow, in these circumstances in which attention is focused on the
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neighbourhood of the body, if the motion relative to the body is described;
the flow field may then be termed' flow past a body', rather than' flow due to
a moving body'. The fluid at infinity now has a uniform speed V, and the
flow will be supposed in this section to be from left to right.

Figure 4.12.1 (plate I) shows the short paths executed, while a photo
graphic plate is exposed, by small solid particles in fluid moving past a
circular cylinder of diameter 2a at different values of the Reynolds number
R( = 2aV/V). The flow relative to the cylinder is steady, so that these particle
paths are portions of streamlines, and it is possible to see the shape of whole
connected streamlines, except possibly in the region where the fluid velocity
is low and the distances moved by the particles are small. At R = 0'25,
the fore-and-aft asymmetry is hardly discernible, but it is quite evident at
R = 3,64. At R = 9'10 there is a region of slowly circulating fluid im
mediately behind the cylinder, and as R is increased further it seems that
this region becomes longer and within it a definite pattern of motion
intensifies. The details of the flow just behind the cylinder are not entirely
clear from these photographs, but numerical integration of the complete
equation of motion reveals that the streamlines there are closed and are in
two groups arranged symmetrically, each group comprising a 'standing
eddy' with the sense of circulation such as to harmonize with the streamlines
flowing past the cylinder.

Several numerical calculations of the flow past a circular cylinder have
also been made: for R = 10 and 20 by Thorn (1933), for R = 40 by Kawaguti
(1953), for R = 40 and 44 by Apelt (1961), and for R = 2, 4, 10 and 15 by
Keller and Takami (1966). All these authors used finite difference approxi
mations to the complete governing equations, which, in a case of two
dimensional flow like this, can be reduced to a single differential equation
with the stream function 1fr as the dependent variable. The calculation
becomes very difficult as R increases, but the agreement between these
calculated flow patterns and those observed is good, as may be seen by com
paring the calculated streamlines for R = 4 and R = 40 shown in figures
4.12.2 and 4.12.3 with those observed at R = 3.64 and R = 39'0 (figure
4.12.1, plate I). In figure 4.12.4 the calculated pressure distribution at the
cylinder surface for R = 40 is compared with the distributions observed at
R = 36 and R = 45 by Thorn (1933)' It will be noticed that the minimum
pressure occurs at the side of the cylinder, as would be expected from
Bernoulli's theorem if the fluid were inviscid (since it is evident from
figure 4. I 2.3 that the speed is a maximum there), whereas when R ~ I it
occurs at the rear stagnation point (see (4.10.9». Figures 4.12.2 and 4.12.3
also give the calculated lines on which the vorticity w is constant, for the
cases R = 4 and R = 40. It is clear that as R increases convection becomes
more effective in sweeping the vorticity downstream as it diffuses away from
the body.

There appears to be a definite value of R at which closed streamlines
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Figure 4. lZ.2. Streamlines (upper half of figure) and lines of constant vorticity (lower half)
in flow past a circular cylinder at R == 4. calculated by Keller and Takami (1966).
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Figure 4. a.3. Streamlines (upper half of figure) and lines of constant vorticity (lower half)
in flow past a circular cylinder at R == 40, calculated by Apelt (1961).
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appear at the rear of the cylinder.t Taneda (I956a) measured the length of
the standing eddies from a number of photographs of streamlines like those
shown in figure 4.12.1 (plate I), and his results (see figure 4.12.5) suggest
that they first appear near R := 6. It is not easy to give a straight-forward
explanation of the formation of the standing eddies, despite the fact that
they are present in the flow past most bodies, whether two-dimensional or

0'5 f--_~~--..J-----"---.....L--- .......--_;

- R 40, calculation (Apelt)

---- R 40, calculation (Kawaguti)

Ie RR'" 36 } observation (Thoin)
o - 4S

ot----"I"'-+-'.I~+---..,...--:;.-....,..--__r--_;

-0'5 r---+---+---,\----r----+----t---~

- 1'0 1----+---+~~--i:::;lrtL---+---t"--_j

30 '90 120 ISO

Degrees from forward stagnation point

Figure 4.12.4. Pressure distribution at the surface of a circular cylinder.
Po = pressure at infinity.

three-dimensional (exceptions being slender bodies whose lateral dimen
sions are small compared with their stream-wise dimensions), and at all
Reynolds numbers above some value oforder I 0 whi~h depends on the body
shape. Putting the matter crudely, we may say that, as R increases and the
convection of vorticity becomes more effective than diffusion of vorticity,
t It is generally believed that this critical value of the Reynolds number depends on the

curvature of the body at the sides. In the case of M elliptic cylinder with its major axis
nonnal to the stream, the critical value is found to decrease as the minor axis of the
ellipse is decreased in length, and becomes close to zero when the ellipse degenerates
to a flat plate broadside-on to the stream. Some calculations made by Dean (1944) are
interesting in this connection. Dean showed that when a (two-dimensional) solid
protruberance of simple shape is added to a plane wall over which there is a simple
shearing motion of fluid, back-flow occurs in the lee of the protuberance for Reynolds
numbers above a certain value, and that as the tip of the protuberance is made sharper
the critical value decreases, becominK zero in the limit of a pointed tip.
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more and more vorticity is carried round to the rear of the cylinder, the vor
ticity being of negative sign (or clockwise rotation) near the upper surface and
of positive sign near the lower surface. Ultimately there is more vorticity of
each sign at the rear of the cylinder than is needed for the satisfaction of
the no-slip condition there, and a backward flow is induced near the surface.
The backward flow counters the forward-moving fluid and deflects it away
from the rear of the cylinder, and this tends in turn to strengthen the rota
tional motion in the standing eddy.

At a value of R between 30 and 40, the steady flow appears to become
unstable to small disturbances; this is a phenomenon which, as already
noted, affects almost all steady flows when the Reynolds number is large
enough (the dissipative or damping action of viscosity then being relatively
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Figure 4,12.5, Observed lengths of the region of closed streamlines behind
a circular cylinder (from Taneda 1956a).

weak). In the present case, the instability first affects the wake, at some
distance downstream from the cylinder, and gives rise to a slow oscillation
of the wake, approximately sinusoidal in both time and stream-wise distance,
with an amplitude which increases with distance downstream. Figure 4. 12.6

(plate 2) shows these oscillations clearly in the streak lines traced out by
colouring matter released at the cylinder and carried downstream in the
wake. As R increases, beyond the critical value at which instability first
appears, the oscillation of the wake moves closer to the cylinder and, when
R is near 60, begins to affect the two standing eddies immediately behind the
cylinder. The two standing eddies oscillate together in lateral position, and
appear to shed some rotating fluid at the end of every half-period, on each
side of the cylinder alternately. The behaviour of the wake at this stage is
very striking, as the last three photographs show. Most of the fluid passing
close to the cylinder appears to gather itself into discrete lumps, arranged in
two regular staggered rows on either side of the stream-wise line through the
cylinder axis, and other observations have shown beyond any doubt that
most of the vorticity in the wake is concentrated in these lumps, all the
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lumps in each row having vorticity of the same sign. This regular array of
discrete fluid elements with vorticity (loosely called 'vortices', the whole
array being a 'vortex street ') moves downstream with a velocity less than
U and persists much further downstream than figure 4.12.6 reveals, although
with a slow increase of the distances between the two rows and between
neighbouring vortices. The two eddies immediately behind the cylinder are
not clearly recognizable for values of R much above 100, although a vortex
street continues to form in the wake up to much larger Reynolds numbers.

Accompanying all these changes in the flow pattern as R is increased are
changes in the total drag force D on the cylinder. Figure 4.12.7 shows the

J·8 ,------r----..,.------.,r------r-----r-----,
--- Observation (Tritton)
----- Oseen relation (4, 10. J6)
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Figure 4.12.7. Drag force exerted on a circular cylinder of radius a;
CD = D/lpUI2a• R = 2aU/",.
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extensive set ofmeasurements of the drag as a function ofR made by Tritton
(1959), together with the theoretical relation (4.10.16) obtained from the
Oseen equation and the available computed values. It appears from curves
showing the separate contributions to CD from the normal pressure force
(obtained from measurements of the time-mean of p at the cylinder surface
(Thorn 1929), or calculated) and the tangential viscous, or 'skin-friction',
force (obtained as the difference between the measured total and resultant
pressure forces) that the former contribution is an increasing function of R
when R lies in the approximate range 50 to 110. This anomalous behaviour is
presumably associated with the growing oscillation of the two standing
eddies behind the cylinder. The oscillation of the standing eddies is known
to be accompanied also by a considerable side-force (of zero time-mean),
normal to the flow direction and the cylinder axis.

A similar sequence of changes as R is increased from values near unity
occurs in the flow past most other bodies. Figure 4,12.8 (plate 3) shows a
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number of photographs of the streamlines for flow past a sphere, the stream
lines lying in a plane through the centre of the sphere and containing the
flow direction (again R = 2aU/V, 2a being the sphere diameter). The region
of closed streamlines behind the sphere, which forms, according to figure
4.12.9, at about R = 24, here contains a standing ring-eddy, the direction
ofcirculation ofthe eddy again being such as to give flow in the same direction
as the external flow at their common boundary. Again there is instability of
the flow pattern above a critical value of the Reynolds number, possibly
originating in the wake, and Taneda (1956b) found that the ring-eddy first
began to oscillate gently at about R = 130. At higher Reynolds numbers the
ring-eddy oscillates with a larger amplitude and some of the fluid in the
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Figure 4,12.9. Observed lengths of the region of closed streamlines behind
a sphere (from Taneda 19S6b).

region of closed streamlines breaks away and is carried downstream. No
regular pattern of motion like the vortex street appears to form in the wake
of a sphere (or of any three-dimensional body), although there is a general
irppression that vorticity is shed from the standing ring-eddy in something
like a succession of distorted vortex loops not symmetrical about the central
axis. The way in which the drag on a sphere varies with Reynolds number
was shown earlier in figure 4.9.2.

Further evidence of the occurrence of flow patterns of the above kind for
almost all shapes of bodies is provided by the photographs in figure 4.12.10
(plate 4) of streamlines in steady flow past a thin rectangular plate of length 1
and very great width (normal to the photograph) held broadside-on to the
stream. Then, as an example ofthe exceptional class ofslender bodies aligned
with the stream, at the rear of which standing eddies do not form, the same
figure shows the streamlines, at IUjv = 3, for a thin plate of length 1held
edge-on to the stream. There is very little change in the form of the stream
lines of this latter flow as R is increased further by as much as a factor of
about 105• The change is confined to a continual decrease in the thickness of
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the retarded layer of fluid which may be seen close to the plate in figure
4.12.10, and the plate causes less and less visible disturbance to the uniform
stream of fluid. We may note in passing that a thin plate edge-on to the
stream is a body whose longitudinal and lateral dimensions are quite
different in magnitude, and that the corresponding Reynolds numbers
formed with these lengths may suggest different properties of the flow
pattern; care must then be taken to choose the Reynolds number of greatest
significance. So far as fore-and-aft symmetry of the flow is concerned, the
Reynolds number based on length of the plate is more significant, because
the plate length is a length representative of the dimensions of the' flow as a
whole'. So far as certain local features of the flow are concerned, such as the
distribution of pressure near the leading edge of the plate, a Reynolds
number based on the plate thickness may have more significance.

Exercises for chapter 4

I. Show that in the case ofa fluid enclosed entirely by stationary rigid boundaries
the rate of dissipation due to viscosity is

pIw2 dV,
where the integral is taken over the whole volume of the fluid.

2. A plane rigid surface wetted with a thin layer of liquid of uniform thickness
ho is held vertically and the liquid drains off. Show that the layer thickness h at
distance x from the upper edge of the plate satisfies the approximate equation

ah h2 ah
at + vh~ax =0,

where V =pgh~p, and that at time t after the draining begins

h = ho(x/Vt)! for x ~ Vt, h = ho for X;;:J: Vt.

3. A long circular tube has a cylindrical layer of liquid of uniform thickness
adhering to its inner surface. In order to remove the liquid air is blown through
the tube by the application of a difference between the pressures in the air at the
two ends. Determine the ratio of the steady fluxes of volume of the air and the
liquid from the end of the tube.

4. A thin layer of viscous fluid lies between two parallel rigid planes, one of
which is stationary and the other of which is in oscillatory translational motion
with frequency n in its own plane. Determine the ratio of the magnitudes of the
(oscillatory) frictional forces on the two planes, and examine the cases of large and
small values of n.

5. Aslender rigid axisymmetric body with axial length I and maximum diameter
d(~ I) is in translational motion with speed U through fluid, and plUIp ~ I. Show
that the drag exerted on the body is approximately twice as large when it is moving
normal to its length as when it is moving parallel to its length.

6. What change occurs in the spacing of the vortices in a 'vortex street' behind
a body in a stream of fluid when the body size and the stream speed but not their
product (nor the body shape) are varied?
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FLOW AT LARGE REYNOLDS NUMBER:

EFFECTS OF VISCOSITY

S.l. Introduction

In this chapter the discussion of the flow of a viscous incompressible fluid
of uniform density will be continued.

The values of the kinematic viscosity for air and water are so small that
the Reynolds numbers for most of the flow systems of importance, whether
in nature or in technology or in the laboratory, are very much larger than
unity. A Reynolds number of 103 is attained in air at 20 DC when UL has the
very modest value 150cm2fsec, and in water when UL is only locm2fsec,
where U and L are representative values for the velocity variations and the
distances over which they occur in the flow system concerned. Such small
values of the product UL are so readily and so often exceeded that flow at
large Reynolds number must be regarded as the standard case.

The largeness of R = ULJv has Its implications for the relative importance
of the various terms in the equation of motion, as was seen in §4.7. Provided
the non-dimensional quantities IDu'/Dt'l and IV2u'1 are both of order unity
over most of the flow field (which would of course exclude some simple flow
fields, such as steady unidirectional flow in a tube, in which the fluid
acceleration is zero everywhere), R is a measure of the ratio of the magni
tudes of inertia and viscous forces acting on the fluid; and a flow field for
which R ~ 1 is presumably one in which inertia forces are much greater than
viscous forces over most of the field. It is natural then to proceed with the
investigation of flow at large Reynolds number on the assumption that
viscous forces may be discarded from the equation of motion altogether.
This was in fact the accepted plan for a long time in the history of fluid
mechanics, and the theory of flow of an inviscid fluid is highly developed as
a consequence.

However, the assumption that flow at large Reynolds number is approxi
mately the same as flow of an inviscid fluid did not prove to be very successful
in accounting for what was observed. In particular, the theory of inviscid
fluid flow was completely unable to explain the existence of backward
moving fluid at the rear of stationary bodies in a stream, which is such a
prominent feature of flow at all except quite small Reynolds numbers and
for all kinds of bodies except very slender ones aligned with the stream.
We know now that a hypothetical fluid of zero viscosity would behave quite
differently from a fluid of small but non-zero viscosity, and that flow of a
real fluid at very large Reynolds number cannot be regarded as a slightly
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perturbed form of flow of a fluid without viscosity, except in rather special
circumstances. Usually the reason for this difference in the character of the
two flows lies in the different behaviour of the real and hypothetical fluids
near a solid boundary. A real fluid satisfies the no-slip condition at a solid
boundary, however small its viscosity may be, whereas an inviscid fluid does
not. We cannot get round this physical difference by retaining the no-slip
condition in a mathematical analysis of inviscid fluid flow, because dropping
the viscous force from the equation of motion (4.1.6) reduces the order of
this differential equation by one, and one of the boundary conditions conse
quently becomes redundant.

We shall see in this chapter how maintenance of the no-slip condition at
a rigid boundary in a flow at very large Reynolds number can have an
important effect on the flow as a whole, thereby rendering inappropriate the
assumption that the fluid is inviscid, except under certain circumstances.
We shall be particularly interested in establishing the conditions under which
a real fluid does behave approximately as if it were inviscid, because it happens
that some of the properties of inviscid flow, notably zero drag on bodies in
a stream, would offer important practical advantages in aeronautics and
other fields concerned with propulsion through fluids. Moreover, there
exists an extensive set of mathematical results about flow of an inviscid fluid
which we should like to be allowed to make use of in investigations of flow
of real fluids.

In this chapter we shall have occasion to use Bernoulli's theorem (§ 3.5)
for steady entropy-preserving inviscid flow, and the formula and its deri
vation (in the present context of uniform incompressible fluid) will be
recalled here for convenience. In view of the vector identity

u x (V x u) = !V(u. u) -u. Vu,

the equation of motion for a fluid of uniform density and viscosity (see
(4.1.6)) can be written as

CU -uxw = F-V(P.+J..q2) +VV2U& p 2 ,

where w = Vx u is the vorticity and q2 = u. u. Then if F is of the form
- V'F, as is indeed the case when F represents the force of gravity, and if the
motion is steady, (5.1.1) becomes

where

VB = UXW+VV2U,

B = i q2+ 'F +p/p.

Bernoulli's theorem follows from (5.1.2); in the absence of viscous forces,
II is constant along any streamline (and also along any vortex-line). If we
introduce the modified pressure P = P+p"lJ! described in §4. I, the variation
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of which is due entirely to the motion of the fluid, and represent it by the
symbol p for convenience, the theorem states that the quantity

is constant along any streamline.
When viscous forces are not negligible, (5.1.2) gives

u. VH = vu.(V2u).

H decreases in the flow direction when u. (V2U) < 0, that is, when the local
net viscous force per unit volume tends to decelerate the fluid and work is
done against viscous forces as an element of fluid moves along a stream-tube;
likewise H increases along the streamline when the net viscous force tends to
accelerate the fluid. This variation of H is in keeping with the interpretation
of Bernoulli's theorem (§ 3.5) as a statement ofthe energy balance for material
elements moving along a stream-tube. In the particular case of steady flow
past a solid body placed in a stream which is uniform at infinity, H has the
same value on all streamlines far upstream, and, since the fluid elements
passing close to the body usually experience a decelerating net viscous force,
the value of H on such streamlines will fall in the flow direction. Thus, far
downstream, where the flow is again unidirectional and the pressure is again
uniform, H (and consequently qalso) will be uniform except on those stream
lines which have passed close to the body and which have been subjected to
viscous action; on these latter streamlines, making up the wake of the body,
both Hand q will in general have smaller values.

5.2. Vorticity dynamics

It proves to be useful and instructive for many different purposes to
describe flow at large Reynolds number primarily in terms of the distribu
tion of vorticity. The essential reason for this is that, as we shall see, vorticity
cannot be created or destroyed in the interior of a homogeneous fluid under
normal conditions, and is produced only at boundaries. Rules about the
way in which the vorticity associated with a material element of fluid changes
as the element moves are available; and it is often possible to form a qualita
tive view of the distribution of vorticity throughout the fluid from inspection
of the boundary conditions. Moreover, we know, from §3.3, that the net
viscous force on an element of (incompressible) fluid is determined by the
local gradients of vorticity. When the fluid viscosity is small, the net viscous
force is significant only at places where the vorticity gradients are large; and
if for some reason the vorticity is zero over a region of the flow, viscous
stresses make no contribution to the net force on elements of fluid and may
be ignored for most purposes. As a preliminary to this chapter, then, we
shall examine the direct consequences of the equation of motion for the
vorticity.
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The 'vorticity equation' is obtained by taking the curl of both sides of the
equation of motion in the form (S.1.1):

owot = V x (u x w)+ VV'2W

= -U. V'w +w. Vu+ VV'2W ,

in which use has been made of the auxiliary relations

V.U = 0, V.w = 0,

and F has been assumed to be of the form - V''Y. Equation (5.2.1) can also
be written as Dw

Dt = w. V'u + VV'2W • (5.2 •2 )

One of the advantages of a description of flow changes in terms of vorticity
lies in the absence of the pressure from (S.2.1) or (5.2.2). The angular
momentum of a material element of fluid which is instantaneously spherical
changes at a rate which is determined by tangential viscous stresses alone;
this angular momentum is iwI (see (2.3.12», where I is the moment of
inertia of the element about any axis, and (S.2.2) is in fact equivalent to a
statement that the rate of change of twI for the material element is equal to
the couple exerted by tangential stresses, the first term on the right side
expressing the rate of change of I due to change of shape of the element.

We proceed now to interpret the contributions to the rate of change of w
at a given point in space represented by the three terms on the right-hand
side of (5.2. I). The first of these terms is the familiar rate of change due to
convection of fluid in which the vorticity is non-uniform past the given
point. The term VV2W likewise calls for little new comment, since it repre
sents the rate of change of w due to molecular diffusion of vorticity in
exactly the way that vV2u represents the contribution to the acceleration
from the diffusion of velocity (or momentum). Vorticity, or angular velocity
of the fluid, does not seem at first sight to be a transportable quantity,
capable of being conveyed from one part of the fluid to another by molecular
migration, but inasmuch as all components of u, at all points in the fluid, are
transportable quantities, so too are spatial derivatives of u and so too, in
effect, is vorticity.

The term w. Vu in (S.2.1) and (5.2.2) is the one that has no counterpart in
the equation of momentum and that gives vorticity changes a distinctive
character. Its meaning becomes evident if we write it in the form

w.Vu = Iwllim P~UQ'
PQ-O

where P and Qare two neighbouring points on the local vortex-line (figure
5.2. I) and au is the velocity of the fluid at Qrelative to that at P. The corre-
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Figure 5.2.1. Portion of
a vortex-line.
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sponding contribution to the fractional rate of change of the vorticity, i.e.
to either !l D

1 uW 1 W
-- or --Iwl ot Iwl Dt'

is thus identical with the fractional rate of change of the material line
element vector extending from P to Q, P and
Q now being regarded as material points (cf.
(3.1.3». It is as if w behaved like a material line
element coinciding instantaneously with a por
tion of the vortex-line, part of the change in
w coming from rigid rotation of the line element
(due to the component of au normal to w) and
part being a change in w coming from ex
tension or contraction of the line element (due
to the component of 8u parallel to w).

It is worth noticing that, in the case of two-dimensional motion, w is
everywhere normal to the plane of flow and w. Vu = 0; (5.2.2) then reduces
to the scalar equation D /D V2 ( )

lJ) t = 11 lJ), 5.2.4

which is of the same form as the equation satisfied by the density of some
conserved substance which is convected with the fluid and diffused within it
(see (3.1.17». Another case in which w. Vu = 0 is unidirectional flow, since,
for a velocity (u, 0, 0) with u dependent on rectilinear co-ordinates y and z
in the lateral plane, the vectors

w = (o,ou/oz, - au/oy) and Vu = (0, au/oy, au/oz)
are orthogonal.

The fact that w changes, so far as the first term on the right-hand side of
(5.2.2) is concerned, like the vector representing a material line element
which coincides instantaneously with a portion of the local vortex-line may
also be interpreted in terms of the behaviour of the integral of the vorticity
over a material surface. For suppose that oC(t) is the circulation round the
closed curve bounding a material plane surface element OS(t) located
instantaneously at position x; both OC and w. oS are equal to what we
may term the vortex strength of the surface element oS. The rate of change
of this vortex strength is

d;; = n;;.oS+w.d~S

which we see from (3.1.6) (with p constant) and (5.2.2) to reduce to

= voS. (V2W ) +o(oS)

= - voS.{V x (V x w)}+o(oS). (5.2.5)

It seems therefore that the vortex strength of a material surface element
changes only as a consequence of molecular diffusion; changes in the
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magnitude and direction of88 have an effect on the strength which is exactly
balanced by the changes in (a) due to the first term on the right-hand side of
(5.2 .2).

We can integrate (5.2.5) over an arbitrary open material surface and
thereby find the rate of change of circulation round the bounding curve.
However, it proves to be more useful to begin afresh. The circulation round
a closed material curve drawn in the fluid is

e(t) = 1u.dl,

and the typical element of integration can be regarded as a material line
element 81 which changes at a rate 81. Vu, in accordance with the procedure
described in §3.1. Then

~; = t(~~) .dl+ fu.(dl. VU)J

= fF.dl+fdl.V( _~+tq2)+vf(V2u).dl (5.2 •6)

since p is uniform. Provided F = - V'Y and provided that 'Y is a single
valued function ofposition (as it is whenF represents gravity) likePJ p and q,
we have

This relation is clearly consistent with (5.2.5). In the case of a material
closed curve for which it is possible to find an open surface bounded by the
curve and lying entirely in the fluid (such a closed curve usually being
redudble, in the terminology of §2.6), integration of (5.2.5) over such a
material surface and application of Stokes's theorem recovers (5.2.7) exactly.
The relation (5.2.7) is actually a little stronger than (5.2.5), because, in the
case of material irreducible closed curves (say those which link a rigid
cylindrical body of infinite length), integration of (5.2.5) over the open
surface bounded by any two irreducible curves which are reconcilable with
a one-to-one correspondence leads to the statement that

dC
dt +vfcv x w) .dl

has the same value for all such reconcilable closed curves, whereas (5.2.7)
provides the further result that this common value is zero. This difference
arises because (5.2.7) makes use of the assumption that the force potential
'¥ is a single-valued function of position, whereas (5.2.1) and (5.2.5) do not
and thereby they allow the possibility of generation of circulation (but not of
vorticity) by a more general kind of body force than gravity acting on fluid
in a multiply-connected region. Electromagnetic body forces (under certain
conditions) are a case in point, and it is possible, for instance, to generate an
irrotational motion with circular streamlines in a flat dish of mercury by
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maintaining a radial electric field between inner and outer cylindrical
bounding walls in the presence of a magnetic field normal to the surface of
the mercury. In this chapter we shall assume that only a body force derived
from a single-valued potential acts on the fluid.

The interesting and significant feature of (5.2.7) lies in the fact that the
circulation C is not affected at all by conditions at points not near the
material closed curve. Neither gravity nor pressure forces have any direct
effect on C, and only the viscous forces acting in the neighbourhood of the
material curve can change C. These facts were encountered in a simplified
form in the discussion (§ 4.5) of flow with circular streamlines, in which case
radial molecular diffusion ofvorticity clearly corresponds to angular accelera
tion of material rings of fluid under the action of a frictional couple. In more
general circumstances, the process of diffusion of vorticity seems to be more
complex owing to the vector character of w. However, each component of Cal

(relative to rectilinear axes) diffuses as a scalar quantity like temperature,
and the complexity is largely apparent. In the case of changes in the vortex
strength of a material surface element, described by (5.2.5), only the dif
fusion of the component of Cal instantaneously parallel to 88 is capable of
affecting the strength, as the formula shows. In the case of changes in the
circulation round a closed material curve, described by (5.2.7), we can see
the diffusion process more clearly by choosing the (rectilinear) Xl-axis to be
parallel to the line element 81 at one point of the closed curve. The contribu
tion to the right-hand side of (5.2.7) from this line element then becomes

_ v (OWs _ OW2) 81,
oXa oXs

showing explicitly the separate contributions from diffusion of Ws down the
gradient in the x2-direction (this being the direction that will carry Ws across
the line element) and from diffusion of W2 down the gradient in the Xa
direction, with due regard for the signs of these contributions to the strength
of the vortex-tube looped by the closed curve.

Finally, it is worth recalling that both (5.2.1) and (5.2.7) were obtained on
the assumption that the fluid is of uniform density. If the fluid is not
uniform, although still incompressible, there are contributions to both
Dw/Dt and dC/dt arising, in effect, from the differential action of both
gravity and pressure gradients on elements of the fluid of different density.
The generation of vorticity and circulation by the action of gravity on a
fluid of non-uniform density is an important process in the atmosphere,
where variations in density are produced by thermal effects.

The intensification of vorticity by extension of vortex-lt'nes
The fact that the vorticity of a material element increases, so far as non

viscous effects are concerned, when the element is extended in the direction
of the local vortex-line implies the possibility of a net increase in the total
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'amount' of vorticity in a body of fluid. A suitable measure of the total
amount of vorticity in a material volume T is provided by the integral
Jlw2 dT, and then (5.2.2) gives

df f Dw- L ...2dT= W-dTdt ~ . Dt

= Jw.(w. Vu+vV2w)dr.

This relation becomes more intelligible when rewritten in suffix notation,
and with use of the divergence theorem, as

where S is the material surface bounding T. As expected, the smoothing
effect of viscosity can lead only to a decrease in the total amount ofvorticity,
apart from the change due to diffusive transport across the boundary of the
body of fluid (represented by the last term of (5.2.8». On the other hand,
w, wi au,/oXi is positive at places in the fluid. where the rate of extension of
the fluid in the direction of w is positive. In general, some materia1line
elements in the fluid are being extended, and some compressed, at any
moment, and clearly a suitable arrangement of the vortex-lines (not in two
dimensional flow I) can lead to a positive value of iw, Wi au,/OXi dT and to a
positive value of the whole right-hand side of (5.2.8).

There are many flow fields in which the total amount ofvorticity increases,
and continues to increase, in a remarkable way, until through change of the
vorticity distribution the loss by viscosity is able to balance the gain by
extension of vortex-lines. This is one of the most striking properties of
turbulent flow, in which the integral of Wi over unit volume of fluid
reaches a large value (proportional to a positive power of the Reynolds
number of the flow) before the loss by viscous action equals or exceeds the
gain by extension of vortex-lines.

A general discussion of vorticity intensification is beyond the scope of this
book, and all we shall do here is note a simple example of a steady flow field
in which vortex-lines are being extended. In this example the vorticity vector
is unidirectional, and has components (w, 0, 0) relative to cylindrical co
ordinates (x, (1',1», where W is dependent only on (I' and t. The velocity
distribution is likewise axisymmetric, with components (u:z:, Utr , u,p)' The
vorticity can remain unidirectional only if w. Vu is a vector parallel to the
x-axis, so that Utr and u; must be assumed to be independent of x. The motion
in an axial plane is thus of the form

U:z: = ax, Utr = - laO',
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representing axisymmetric irrotational flow in the neighbourhood of a
stagnation point (§2.7) on which the azimuthal motion with vorticity w
is superposed. ex is an arbitrary constant, to be taken as positive.

The vorticity equation (5.2. I) then reduces to the single scalar equation

all) = .!!:.- o(lI)0"2) + 11 (Olll) +'!.. Oll)).
at 20" 00" "00"2 0" 00" (5. 2 .9)

We are especially interested in the possible existence of a steady flow of this
kind, for which lI) is a function of 0" alone and evidently satisfies the equation

dw
!exW0"2 +PO" dO" = const. (5.2 •10)

If the constant is put equal to zero to avoid a singularity in lI) at 0" = 0, the

d~oois ( ex~)
lI)(O") = lI)1exP -- . (5.2 •11)

4P

It can be shown that (5.2.1 I) is in fact the distribution to which CJJ tends, as
t ~ 00, for an arbitrary initial distribution of lI) with respect to 0" subject only

to the conditions that lI)~ 0 faster than (/2 as O"~oo and that J:CJJ21T0"dO' is

finite and non-zero. We see from (5.2.9) that the integral of the vorticity over
a plane normal to the x-axis is invariant, and this determines the constant
lI)1 in terms of the initial conditions.

The solution (5.2.11) represents a steady flow in which the vorticity is
concentrated within a radial distance of order (P/ex)1 from the axis of sym
metry and in which the intensification of vorticity due to the extension of
vortex-lines is ultimately balanced by the rate of decrease due to lateral
spreading by viscous diffusion. This steady distribution of vorticity is the
same as the instantaneous distribution of CJJ with respect to 0' in a spreading
line vortex (see (4.5.13», and the corresponding distributions to azimuthal
velocity with respect to 0' are consequently both of the form (4.5.14) (see
also figure 4.5.1). The interesting aspect of (5 .2. II) is the result that, however
dispersed the vorticity may be initially, it is ultimately concentrated within
a distance from the axis which may be very small. If initially lI) is roughly
uniform with magnitude lI)o within a distance 0'0 from the axis and zero
elsewhere, the invariance of the integral of the vorticity over planes normal
to the x-axis gives exO'~

lI)1 ~ lI)o-. (5. 2•12)
4P

The conditions assumed in the analysis leading to (5.2.11), viz. uni
directional vorticity with axial symmetry and an imposed straining motion
leading to uniform extension ofthe vortex-lines, are seemingly rather special,
but an approximation to these conditions can be expected to occur locally
quite often. When the assumed conditions are realized over a considerable
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region, the outcome can be startling. A tornado may be an approximately
steady flow of this kind, with the extension of the vortex-lines arising from
thermal up-currents. When a jet engine is being run on a stationary aircraft,
an intense vortex is often observed to appear between the ground and the
engine intake. On a more homely scale, the familiar bath-plug vortex is a
steady concentrated distribution of vorticity resulting from extension, due
to the draining motion, of the vortex-lines associated with casual initial
motion in the bath. In all these examples, the extension of vortex-lines is
caused by a roughly axially symmetrical motion away from a plane boundary.

A solution similar to (5.2. II) can be found for the case in which the con
traction in the (y, z)-plane normal to the vortex-lines is wholly in one direc
tion, say the y-direction. The vorticity is here independent of z and has the
fu~ 2

w(y) = WI exp ( - ;:, ) , (5.2.13)

corresponding to a sheet vortex smeared over a layer of thickness of order
(V/fX)!.

Exercise
The vortex-lines in an axisymmetric steady flow field are helices about the

x-axis, and the stream function for the motion in an axial plane is of the form

y, =xuZf(u).

Examine the streamlines in both axial and azimuthal planes for the two-cell vortex
given by

feu) = ia-6v(1 -e-«ul /4.")fu'J.,

where eX is a positive constant (Sullivan 1959). Note that some vortex-lines are here
being contracted.

5.3. Kelvin's circulation theorem and vorticity laws
for an invisdd fluid

Since there are conditions under which the motion of a fluid at large
Reynolds number approximates to that of a completely inviscid fluid, it is
useful to examine the form taken by the results of the preceding section
when v = o. Some of them become strikingly simple and powerful. As a
beginning, (5.2.7) becomes

the circulation round any closed material curve is invariant in an inviscid
fluid. This is Kelvin's circulation theorem (Kelvin 1869), and has been
established here for an inviscid incompressible fluid of uniform density
acted on by a body force per unit mass which can be written as the gradient
of a single-valued scalar function of position.
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The vorticity equation (5.2.2) reduces here to

Dw
Dt = w. VUe

[5·3

(5.3.2)

In the case of a reducible closed material curve which bounds an open
material surface S lying in the fluid, (5.3.1) is equivalent to

~fw.dS=O. (5·3·3)

Thus the strength of the vortex-tube looped by this material curve is in
variant. This result suggests that vortex-tubes are in some sense permanent,
as indeed is demonstrated by the following argument.

Consider a material tube which at an initial instant coincides with a vortex
tube of arbitrary cross-section. Initially no vortex-line passes through the
tube surface, and the circulation round any closed curve lying on the tube
surface and passing round itp times is equal to p multiplied by the strength
ofthe vortex-tube. Now ifthese closed curves be regarded as material curves,
the circulation round each of them remain$ constant by Kelvin's circulation
theorem. In particular, the circulation round each of the material closed
curves of small linear dimensions that initially lay on the surface of the
vortex-tube without passing round it remains zero. That is to say, the
vortex strength of each of the surface elements bounded by these small
closed curves remains zero, and this is possible only if the material closed
curves continue to lie on the surface of a vortex-tube without passing round
it. Moreover, the invariance of the circulation round those material curves
that initially passed round the vortex-tube shows that the strength of the
vortex-tube defined by the set of material curves is invariant.

It appears that the material surface that coincides with the surface of a
vortex-tube at one instant continues to be the surface of a vortex-tube. We
may say that in an inviscid fluid of uniform density a vortex-tube moves
with the fluid and its strength remains constant. This statement summarizes
the very important dynamical vorticity laws first statedby Helmholtz(1858).

If the cross-section of a vortex-tube is contracted to zero, we obtain in the
limit a vortex-line. The above result shows that a material line which initially
coincides with a vortex-line continues to do so. It is thus possible and con
venient to regard a vortex-line as having a continuing identity and as moving
with the fluid. (In a viscous fluid it is of course possible to draw the pattern
ofvortex-lines at any instant, but there is no way in which a particularvortex
line can be identified ·at different instants.) The fact that the strength of a
vortex-tube of small cross-section remains constant as it moves with the
fluid also has implications for a vortex-line. For if a material line coinciding
with a vortex-line is extended over a portion of its length, the small croSS
section of the associated vortex-tube must decrease in conformity with
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(5·3·4)

conservation of mass and so the magnitude of the vorticity must increase.
It is clear that the length of an element of a material line coinciding with a
vortex-line and the local vorticity magnitude remain in the same ratio, both
being inversely proportional to the infinitesimal cross-section of the asso
ciated vortex-tube. Thus the direction and the magnitude of w in a material
element have separately been shown to change with time in the same way
as the direction and magnitude of the vector 81 representing a material line
element which at some initial instant, to say, was chosen to be parallel to the
local vorticity. We therefore have, for the vorticity in a material element,

wet) 81(t)
Iw(to)1 =: 181(to)l;

it is implied in the argument here that (5.3.4) becomes an exact relation as
181(to)l-+ o.

There is an obvious temptation to interpret some of these results as a
consequence of conservation of angular momentum of the fluid contained in
the vortex-tube. Such an interpretation is possible w,hen the cross-sectionof
the vortex-tube is small and circular, and remains circular, since the (inviscid)
stress at the boundary of the vortex-tube then exerts no couple on the fluid
in the vortex-tube. In more general circumstances the strength of a vortex
tube is not simply proportional to the angular momentum of the fluid in unit
length of the tube, and more is involved in the above results than a simple
conservation of angular momentum.

The above results are so basic that it is worth while to point out here their
applicability for compressible fluids. The effect of compressibility on the
laws of vortex motion for an inviscid fluid can be shown to be slight, pro-
vided we confine attention to homentropic flow fields (§ 3.6).

In a homentropic flow field the density at any point is a function of
(absolute) pressure alone, and we may therefore write

The equation of motion becomes, in the absence of viscosity, and with a
body force F in the form - V'f,

(5·3·5)

The argument which led to (5.3.1) is thus unaffected, and Kelvin's circula
tion theorem is obtained. Again it follows that a vortex-tube moves with the
fluid, with constant strength. The vorticity equation, obtained by taking the
curl of both sides of (5.3.5) (after use of the identity that led to (5.1.1», is

8c.Jat +U. Vw+wV. u-w. Vu = 0,
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which may be combined with the equation of mass conservation to give

gt (;) = (;) . VUe (5.3.6)

Note that equation (5.3.3) is unchanged; the effects of compressibility on the
rates of change of wand 88 here cancel each other. Again it follows that
vortex-lines move with the fluid, and that changes in w for a material element
are closely linked with changes in a material line element which initially is
parallel to w locally. It is readily seen that the counterpart of (5.3.4) is

(wJp)t 81(t)
IwJplt

o
- 181(to)I' (5·3·7)

We obtain an alternative Lagrangian form of the relations (5.3.4) and
(5.3.7) by noting that, if a and X(a, t) are the position vectors of one end
ofthe material line element at times to and t respectively, 81(t)/181(to)Iis equal
to the derivative ofX with respect to a in the direction of81(to). Thus we have
the purely geometrical relationship

81(t) wi(tO) ax
I81(to)I = Iw(to)I oa, (5.3.8)

when 81(to) is parallel to the local vorticity vector, and substitution in (5.3.7)

~ves () () ax; ,- ;i t, oa; (5·3·9)

This equation (for the. case of incompressible fluid) was obtained first by
Cauchy.

The persistence of i"otationality
The particular case in which the circulation round all reducible closed

curves in the fluid is zero at some initial instant is of great importance.
It has been shown (§2.7) that a motion for which the circulation round all
reducible closed curves within a certain region is zero is irrotational within
this region. The result (5.3.1) shows that the circulation round all these
closed curves, considered as material curves, remains zero at all subsequent
times. Thus the motion in this same body of fluid remains irrotational at
all subsequent times; a body of inviscid fluid in i"otational motion continues
to move i"otationally.t This general property of irrotational motions, above
all others, is responsible for their common occurrence (perhaps in approxi
mate form, since real fluids are not entirely inviscid), and their great im
portance in fluid mechanics. We can infer, for instance, that when a motion
is generated from rest (as so many motions are, in practice) in an inviscid
fluid, it will necessarily be an irrotational motion, because the initial state of
motion was irrotational (albeit in a trivial way).
t This result was obtained by Lagrange, although a rigorous proof was first given by

Cauchy, in ISIS.
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The conditions under which irrotational motion remains irrotational are
the same as those under which Kelvin's circulation theorem isvalid. It should
be noted in particular that the property of persistence of irrotationality,
like Kelvin's circulation theorem, refers to a material body offluid, and not to
the fluid occupying a region fixed in space.

We can also show from (5.3.2) that the vorticity associated with a material
element of fluid remains zero if it is initially zero (and thus that a body of
fluid in irrotational motion continues to move irrotationally). It is not quite
sufficient to assert that, if w = 0 initially, then from (5.3.2) Dw/Dt = 0 at
the initial instant and so w remains zero; as Stokes (1845; Papers I, 106)
pointed out, a more complete argument of the following kind is needed.
From (5.3.2) we have

DlJJB Qui 2 Qui
-D = 2lJJi lJJi -e = 2lJJ Ai Ai-e ' (5.3.10)

t ~ ~

where lJJ is the magnitude of wand w = lJJA. Then, if K is the greatest
positive value of Ai Ai Qui/eXi' at the position of the material element under
consideration, during the time interval from to to t, the solution of (5.3.10) is

such as to satisfy Cl)2(t) ~ lJJ2(to)e2KCl-lo).

Ifnow we can put lJJ(to) = 0, it follows that lJJ(t) = 0 also, provided K(t - to)
is finite. There is a similar restriction on the magnitude of velocity gradients
in the proof of persistence of irrotationality from (5.3.1), as noted in the
discussion of rates of change of material integrals in §3.1. The relation
(5.3.4) (or (5.3.7) or (5.3.9» also shows that the magnification ofthe vorticity
of a material element over a certain interval of time is finite, and hence that
the vorticity remains zero if it is initially zero, provided the linear extension
of the element remains finite.

5.4. The source of vorticity in motions generated from rest

The discussion in §5.2 established that changes in the vortex strength
of a material surface element can take place solely as a consequence of local
diffusion of vorticity, by viscosity. And when the body force per unit mass
is derived from a single-valued potential, changes in the circulation round
a material closed curve take place solely by visc~us diffusion of vorticity
across this curve, irrespective of whether the curve bounds an open surface
lying entirely in the fluid. Vortex strength or circulation cannot be created in
the interior of fluid but once there it is spread by the action of viscosity.

This raises the important question of the ultimate source of vorticity in
motions which have been generated from rest in a fluid of uniform density.
Initially the vorticity is everywhere zero, and the motion must remain
wholly irrotational unless vorticity diffuses across the surface bounding the
fluid. Real fluid motions which can be seen to possess vorticity over at least
part of the field are common (for instance, rotating elements are clearly
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visible at the surface of a dish of water through which a knife blade is moved
from rest), so that we are led to expect that some mechanism exists for the
generation of vorticity at the boundary of the fluid.

When the fluid is bounded wholly or partly by a solid, any remaining
part of the boundary being at infinity where the fluid is at rest,- such a
mechanism is provided by the no-slip condition. Mechanisms for the
generation of vorticity do exist at other types of boundary, such as a 'free'
surface at which the pressure is constant and the· tangential stress is zero
(§ 5.14), but the case of a solid boundary is by far the most common and it
alone need be examined in detail here. An irrotational motion of the fluid is
determined completely by the condition of zero flux of mass across each
element of the solid boundary,t and this unique irrotational motion almost
inevitably has a non-zero tangential component ofrelative velocity ofthe fluid
at the solid boundary (there being no reason except fortuitous circumstances
why it should no.,t do so). Thus, the motion that would be generated from rest
in the absence of diffusion of vorticity across the boundary of the fluid is
accompanied by a non-zero tangential relative velocity at the boundary.
Since the no-slip condition requires the tangential component of'relative
velocity to be zero at each point of the solid boundary, however small the
viscosity may be, the vorticity in this flow is infinite at the boundary. This
sheet of infinite vorticity at the boundary is the source from which-once
viscosity is allowed to act-vorticity diffuses into the interior of the fluid.

The development of a flow with vorticity in the interior of the fluid can be
understood readily by considering the special case ()f a fluid which, being
initially at rest, is set in 'motion by a solid body whose velocity rises suddenly
at t = 0 to some finite value and remains steady thereafter. The develop
ment of the final steady motion of the fluid relative to the body can be
regarded as occurring in three stages. The first stage is the instantaneous
generation of a motion in the fluid which satisfies .the condition of no flux of
mass across each element of the body surface. The body is given a finite
velocity suddenly or 'impulsively', and the fluid must move suddenly in
conjunction with it.~ This fluid motion at t = 0 is necessarily irrotational at
interior points ofthe fluid, because the vorticity was zero at t < o. As already
t Provided the region occupied by the fluid is singly-connected (see §§2." 2.9). When

the region is doubly-connected, as in the case of flow past a cylinder of infinite length,
the statement made is valid when the circulation round irreducible closed curves in the
fluid is given (§§2.8, 2.10), as indeed it is for a wholly irrotational motion generated
from rest.

: In reality, only the fluid immediately in contact with the solid is set in motion instan
taneously, and other parts of the fluid are later brought into motion by the action of
compression waves which travel away from the body with finite speed. However, when
the flow speeds are small compared with the minimum speed of compression waves
(which is the velocity of sound waves in the fluid), the fluid may be regarded as effectively
incompressible and compression waves as having infinite speed. .

The details of the way in which sudden motion of a boundary sets up an impulslve
pressure gradient throughout an incompressible fluid and thereby sets the fluid in
motion suddenly are considered in §6.IO.
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remarked, the initial irrotational flow isfully determined by the known motion
of the solid boundary, and the unique irrotational flow set up at t = 0 is
practically certain to have a velocity at the boundary whose tangential
component is different from that of the solid. Thus, at t = 0, there is a
discontinuity in tangential velocity at the boundary, which is equivalent to
a sheet vortex at the body surface. The line integral ofw along the normal to
the boundary at any point is equal inmagnitude to the localjump in tangential
velocity and is thus finite.

In stage two of the development, the vorticity which was concentrated at
the boundary at t = 0 diffuses into the fluid by the action of viscosity. If the
changes in vorticity at a fixed point were due to viscous diffusion alone, each
component of w relative to rectilinear axes would satisfy the heat conduction
equation and, as amply illustrated in chapter 4 by examples in which other
changes in ware absent for one reason or another, the distancet from the
body to which vorticitywould diffuse in time t would be oforder ofmagnitude
(vt)!. In fact, vorticity is also convected with a material element (producing a
contribution to awlat at a fixed point represented by the first term on the
right-hand side of (5.2.1» and it is changed by local distortion and rotation
of the fluid (the second term on the right-hand side of (5.2.1». The second
of these additional effects does not influence the extent of the vorticity
distribution, but the first may do. However, the velocity of the fluid, relative
to that of the body, at positions close to the body has only a small normal
component, so that at small values of t, when the diffusion distance (vt)! is
small, the main effect of convection is to carry vorticity parallel to the body
surface rather than away from it. Thus, at small values of t, the vorticity of
the fluid is non-zero within a layer ofthickness oforder (vt)! surrounding the
body. Within this layer the vorticity is finite, because a finite velocity jump
is now spread over a layer of non-zero thickness.

During the third stage, (vt)l is no longer a small distance (compared with
whatever linear dimension of the boundary is relevant) and convection is
able to transport vorticity toward or away from the boundary. As t -+ 00,

a steady motion of the fluid relative to the body will (often) be established,
and the changes in w at a fixed point relative to the body due to convection
with the fluid, to local distortion and rotation of the fluid, and to viscous
diffusion, then have zero resultant. Of these three effects, that due to local
distortion and rotation of the fluid modifies the local vorticity and has only
a secondary effect on the broad features of the whole vorticity distribution.
The other two effects, convection and diffusion, evidently determine whether
the vorticity spreads to all parts of the fluid in the steady state. Some motions
have such a form that convection does not oppose the spreading of vorticity
to all parts of the fluid by viscous diffusipn. Others do not; and in the case of

t This is not a definite distance of course, since for t > 0 there is no point in the fluid at
which w, as given by the theoretical relations, is identically zero. The distance referred
to is a I penetration depth' in the sense made clear by examples like those in §4.3.
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a fluid set in motion by a solid body moving through it, it is clear that the
relative velocity of fluid in front of the body is towards it and that, since
transfer by diffusion becomes weaker with increasing distance from the
source, vorticity will spread ahead of the body to a finite distance only. In
cases in which convection is strong (through the speed of the body being
large), or in which diffusion is weak (through the fluid viscosity being small),
there will be a large region of the fluid, ahead of and to the side of the body,
in which the flow is approximately irrotational in the ultimate steady state.

Most of these general remarks about the development of a steady flow
with distributed vorticity apply in analogous form to the development of a
steady distribution of temperature in fluid streaming past a heated body,
and some readers may find it easier to comprehend the latter, more familiar,
situation. The analogy is particularly close in the case of two-dimensional
fields, when the equation for the one non-zero component of w is identical
(see (5.2.4» with that for the distribution oftemperature in a moving medium
with thermal diffusivity v. Consider, for the purpose of comparison of the
two situations, the case of a solid body in the form of a flat plate of negligible
thickness, infinite breadth and length I, which at the initial instant t = 0 is
suddenly given velocity U in its own plane and is also suddenly heated to
a temperature above that of the surrounding fluid. The initial irrotational
motion of the fluid, relative to· that of the body, is here one of uniform
velocity - U. In stage two of the development, both vorticity and tempera
ture diffuse away from the body and penetrate a distance of order (vt)l into
the fluid after a (small) time interval t. The analogy is here not complete,
because firstly the velocity and vorticity distributions are related by
w = V x u whereas temperature is an independent quantity, and secondly
the boundary condition on vorticity is provided in effect by the no-slip
condition and is not the same as that for temperature; however, the analogy
retains qualitative validity if the temperature bQundary condition ensures
continued flux of temperature away from the body, as it would if, say, the
body temperature were held steadily at some value above that of the fluid at
infinity. In stage three, convection carries both vorticity and temperature
excess to points far from the body on the downstream side; and the extent
to which vorticity and temperature excess penetrate ahead of the body, and
out sideways from it, will depend on the relative importance ofthe convection
and diffusion processes, as indicated in figure 5.4.1.

The fluid velocity in the steady state will be everywhere of order U and
nearly parallel to the plate, so that the time spent by a material element of
fluid in the neighbourhood of the plate is of order IIU. During this time
interval diffusion spreads vorticity and temperature rise laterally, across the
streamlines, through a distance of order (vIIU)~. Thus the lateral extent of
the region of vorticity and temperature rise in the steady state will be of the
same order as the plate length if Ullv is of order unity. If Ullv ~ I, the
vorticity and heat are' blown' away from the plate before they can spread far
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laterally, giving rise to a narrow 'wake' of vorticity and heat directly down
stream of the body (the magnitudes of vorticity and temperature rise in the
wake being greater, the narrower the wake); whereas, if Ui/v ~ I, the effect
of convection is negligible and both vorticity and temperature rise spread
more or less equally in all directions away from the body. So far as the
distribution directly upstream of the body is concerned, the need for the
convection and diffusion terms to balance shows that vorticity and tempera
ture rise will in general reach a distance of order v/ U ahead of the body; the
above qualitative statements about the effect of choosing different values of
Ul/v therefore hold here too, although the quantitative estimates are
different.
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Figure 5.4. I. Diffusion and convection of both vorticity
and heat from a plate in a stream.

We may here refer back to a number of particular flow systems examined
in chapter 4, in order to see how they exemplify various aspects of the general
statements made in this section. Several cases of development of unidirec
tional flow from rest were analysed in §4.3, and of development of flow with
circular streamlines in §4.5. In all these cases there is no variation ofvorticity
along streamlines, and there is no turning or extension of vortex-lines, so that
changes in vorticity are here due solely to diffusion. However, the fact that
a solid boundary is a source of vorticity and that vorticity gradually diffuses
from the boundary into an initially irrotational flow appears clearly and in
analytical form. In most of these cases the final steady state is such that the
vorticity is non-zero throughout the fluid, the steady flux of vorticity out of
one solid boundary being balanced by an equal steady flux into another
boundary. An interesting exception is the flow generated from rest outside
a single circular cylinder which rotates steadily. In this case the vorticity
diffused across the cylinder surface in the early stages of the motion all
spreads to infinity, and the flow becomes steady and irrotational (see
(4·5. 10») over an increasingly large region centred on the cylinder. It happens
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here that there is a steady state in which the solid boundary does not continue
to act as a source of vorticity.

More instructive examples of the way in which the value of the Reynolds
number can influence the general features of the vorticity distribution in a
steady flow are provided by investigations in §§4.9, 4.10 and 4,12 of the
flows due to a sphere and a circular cylinder moving steadily through fluid
at rest at infinity. These investigations showed that as the Reynolds number
increases from some value small compared with unity, the vorticity distribu
tion takes on a more asymmetric form and tends to be confined within a
parabola extending downstream with the body at the focus, in agreement
with the general conclusions reached in this section about the development
ofsuch steady flows from rest. The point of over-riding importance, towards
which we have gradually been working, is that, in cases in which both con
vection and diffusion are operative processes, 'the effect of increasing the
Reynolds number to values large compared with unity is to confine the
vorticity diffused from a solid boundary to a layer ofrelatively small thickness
on at least the forward and part of the side portions ofbodies moving through
fluid, the magnitude of this vorticity being greater as the layer becomes
thinner with increasing Reynolds number.

5.5. Steady flows in which vorticity generated at a soUd swface Is
prevented by convection from diffusing far away from it

There are a few solutions of the governing equations which show
analytically how the vorticity in a steady flow can be confined, over part of
the field, to the neighbourhood of a solid boundary. This confinement is
achieved by convection of the vorticity toward the boundary, in opposition
to viscous diffusion which spreads the vorticity away from its source at the
boundary. It is thus necessary for such solutions· that, over the whole of the
region of flow under consideration, the fluid velocity should have a com
ponent toward the solid boundary. This is consistent with the equation of
mass conservation only if the fluid accumulating near the boundary is
removed either through the wall itself or by continual increase of the tan
gential component of velocity with increase of distance along the boundary.
One example ofthe former type offlow, and two ofthe latter, are given below.

(a) Flow along plane and circular walls with suction through the wall

Some solid materials, such as sintered bronze or metal sheet perforated
with numerous small holes, are porous and are at the same time rigid and
capable of being cut to a specified shape. If a layer of such a solid material
is used as the boundary of a region of fluid flow, and if a low pressure is
maintained on the side of the layer away from the flow, fluid will be sucked
through the boundary. An appropriate boundary condition for the region of
flow is then that the normal component of the relative velocity of fluid and
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solid at the boundary should be equal to some value determined by the
porosity and the applied pressure drop; for simplicity we shall take this
prescribed normal relative velocity to have the same value - V (V then being
positive for suction at the boundary) at all points of the boundary. With
regard to the condition to be satisfied by the tangential component of the
relative velocity at the surface, experimental investigation suggests that the
no-slip condition is still appropriate; and since in any event the values of the
,suction' velocity V ordinarily used in practice are very much smaller than
the main flow velocities (owing to the high resistance to flow through the
porous solid), it seems reasonable to retain the no-slip condition, at least
as a very good approximation.

The solution to be given here first represents steady two-dimensional
flow over a plane solid boundary at which there is a uniform suction velocity
V. The upstream history of the flow may be ignored for the moment, because
we shall postulate (in the' try and see' manner common in fluid mechanics)
that the flow variables are independent of position in the plane parallel to
the boundary. Thus, if (x,y, z) are rectilinear co-ordinates withy normal to
the boundary, the fluid velocity is (u, - V,o) and the vorticity is (0,0, Cd),
where w = -duldy. The vorticity equation (5.2.1) becomes

dw d2w
-V-=v-dy dy2'

dw
or, on integration, V(wo-w) = vdy' (5.5. 1 )

which says simply that the rate at which (excess) vorticity is transported
across unit area of the (x, z)-plane by convection with velocity - V exactly
cancels the rate of transport by viscous diffusion. One more integration
gives du

w-wo= - dy -wo= Ae-vv"', (5.5.2)

in which A and Wo are constants. The region of non-uniform vorticity
extends to a distance of order plV from the boundary, which was to be
expected from general arguments about the balance between convection
toward the boundary and viscous diffusion away from it.

It seems, then, that a sensible solution of the postulated form exists. To
make it fit circumstances likely to occur in practice we can now choose
special values of Wo and A. The constant Wo evidently represents the (uni
form) vorticity far from the boundary, and one obvious choice is Wo = 0,
corresponding to irrotational flow in the region out of reach of diffusion
from the boundary. With Wo= 0, we must have u = U (const.) outside the
region of non-uniform vorticity near the boundary. Integration of (5.5.2),
and use of the boundary conditions

u = ° aty = 0, u -+ U as y -+ 00,
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then giyes for the velocity distribution

u = U(I -e-VI/11I). (5.5.3)

To complete the solution, note from the equation of motion that the pressure
is uniform throughout the region of flow concerned. The solution (5.5.3)
takes on added importance from the fact that it is believed to be an asymptotic
solution in two senses; asymptotic with respect to time for a variety of initial
conditions in which the flow variables are independent of x (as may readily
be established by solving the above linear equation for w with inclusion of
the term owjot), and asymptotic with respect to x for a variety of steady
upstream conditions; provided that the vorticity is zero far from the
boundary in all cases.

The case in which Wois nOn-zero is worth a note in passing. Integration of
(5.5.2) gives Av

u = B - woY+ 11 e-VlIIII ,

and an interpretation of the constant Womay be obtained from the equation
of motion, which in the present circumstances reduces to

I dp du diu
---=-V--v-pdx dy dy 2'

= VWo'

A non-zero and uniform pressure gradient (equal to - pG, say) is a practical
possibility when the fluid is confined in a tube or channel, and we therefore
take, as boundary conditions for u,

u = 0 aty = 0 and y = d;

the normal velocity at the channel wall at y = d is - V, so that this must be
a wall through which fluid is forced into the channel. With these boundary
conditions we have G ( I _ e-VlIIII)

U = V -y+d I _e-Vdlll • (5·5·4)

When Vdjv ~ I, diffusion is dominant over convection in the y-direction,
and the velocity distribution (5.5'4) reduces to the expected parabolic form.
At the other extreme, Vdjv ~ I, we find u ~ G(d-y)jV, except near y = 0

where u falls sharply to zero. The steep gradient of u near y = 0 is due to the
confinement of vorticity generated at that boundary to a thin layer, and the
unifonn, relatively small, vorticity outside that layer is generated at the
boundaryy = d and convected across the channel. From a momentum point
ofview, the uniform gradient ofu over most ofthe channel is due to continual
(and uniform) acceleration offluid elements, under the action of the pressure
gradient, after they emerge through the wall at y = d and until they enter
the region of viscous action near y = o.

A solution may also be found for the flow outside a rotating circular
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cylinder, at the surface of which there is an inward radial velocity V due to
suction through the wall of the cylinder. It was found in §4.5 that the flow
generated from rest by a rigid cylinder rotating steadily (without suction)
ultimately becomes irrotational, because the vorticity created at the solid
surface all diffuses to infinity. We may expect that, when suction is applied,
the vorticity is prevented from diffusing to infinity and that a steady state
with non-zero vorticity in the neighbourhood of the cylinder will be set up.
Proceeding on the postulate that a steady state does exist, we have, as the
counterpart of (5.5. 1), V d

--.!! «(JJo- (JJ) = v~
r dr'

where (JJ is now the axial vorticity component and r1 is the radius of the
cylinder. The solution is of the form

(JJ-(JJo = A(:I)R, (5.5.5)

where R = r1 V/v, and again (JJo may be put equal to zero to correspond with
the establishment of a steady state from some initial condition in which
(JJ = 0 at large values of r. The solution has the expected feature of a maxi
mum of the vorticity at the cylinder, but it will be noticed that (JJ decreases
only slowly with increase of r when the Reynolds number R is small. Further
integration of (5.5.5) (with Ct)o = 0) gives

Ar2(r )R-2T'V = r2 ,Q 1 ..1
1 1 R-2 r J

where ,Ql is a constant, which shows that the circumferential velocity 'V is
finite at infinity only if R ~ I, and the circulation 21TT'V is finite only if
R > 2, unless A = o. If we had obtained this steady state as the asymptotic
form of a time-dependent solution with initial conditions such that the
circulation at infinity is finite (and perhaps zero), we should have found that
it remains finite and that consequently A = 0 when R < 2. Thus when
R < 2 the stea y state is irrotational, just as in the case of no suctions
indicating tha the vorticity created at the cylinder surface is not prevented
by convectio from spreading to infinity by diffusion. This is made possible
here by th decrease of the inward radial convection velocity Vr1/r with
increase 0 distance from the cylinder.

(b) Flow toward a Cstagnatt'on point' at a rigz'd boundary
We shall investigate here the (steady) distribution of vorticity in the

immediate neighbourhood of the point on a solid surface at which fluid
approaching the surface divides into streams proceeding away from the
point in question. Without the no-slip condition, this dividing point would
be distinguished by the fact that the fluid velocity, relative to that of the
solid, is zero there; and it is common practice to refer to the flow in the
neighbourhood as Cstagnation point flow', even though in fact all points on
the solid boundary are equally points of zero relative velocity of a real fluid.
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By confining attention to a sufficiently small neighbourhood of this dividing
point, we may regard the solid boundary as being plane (unless the boundary
happens to have a discontinuity of slope there).

This is clearly a situation in which the component of velocity normal to
the boundary is toward it everywhere in the region concerned, so that the
vorticity created at the boundary will be convected toward it, in opposition
to viscous diffusion away from it. We may therefore reasonably assume that
in the steady state the vorticity generated at the boundary is confined to a
layer adjacent to the boundary, whose thickness decreases as the effect of
convection becomes relatively stronger, and that outside this layer the
vorticity has a value determined by conditions in the flow far from the
boundary; the latter value will be taken to be zero, as would be so in the case,
for example, of the stagnation point on the forward portion of a solid body
fixed in a stream with steady uniform velocity at infinity.

Consider first two-dimensional flow near a stagnation point at a rigid
surface. It proves to be convenient, for the solution of this kind of problem,
to determine first the flow in the outer irrotational region (usually an easier
task, in view of the severe restrictions imposed by irrotationality) and then
to use this flow as an outer boundary condition for the flow in the layer of
non-zero vorticity. Now when the thickness of the layer of vorticity is very
small (compared with the linear dimensions of the region under discussion),
its presence can make little difference to the irrotational flow. We shall there
fore proceed to find the approximate form of the irrotational flow by
ignoring the layer of non-zero vorticity altogether (and by ignoring the no
slip condition which gives rise to this layer). On this basis, the motion in the
outer region is simply irrotational flow near a stagnation point at a plane
boundary. We shall see that a way of improving the approximation, to take
account of the effect of presence of the layer on the irrotational flow, is
suggested by the form of the resulting solution.

The flow in the irrotational region is known (see (2.7.10» to be described
by the stream function

where x andyare rectlinear co-ordinates parallel and normal to the boundary
(see figure S.S.I), with the corresponding velocity distribution

u = kx, 'V = -kyo (S·5·8)
k is a positive constant which, in the case of a stagnation point on a body
fixed in a stream, must be proportional to the speed of the body on dimen
sional grounds and is found also to depend on the shape of the body as a
whole.

The next step is to determine the distribution of vorticity in the thin layer
near the boundary from the equation

ow ow (02W 02W )
u ax + v oy = v ox2 + oy2 '
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together with boundary conditions that u = 0 and v = 0 at y = 0 and that
the flow tends to the form (5.5.8) at the outer edge of the layer. Now the
existence of the no-slip condition will certainly change the dependence of
the velocity components on y, but it is not evident that it will change their
dependence on x; it is therefore worth while to see if there exists a solution
such that u ex: x throughout the vorticity layer. For such a solution we may

write ljr = xf(y), (5.5.10)

corresponding to u = xj'(y), v = -feY),

and (J) = ov _au = _xj"(y)ox oy ,
y
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Figure 5.5.1. Steady two-dimensional flow toward a 'stagnation point'
at a rigid boundary.

where fey) is an unknown function and primes denote differentiation with
respect to y. Substitution in (5.5.9) shows that, provided we can find a form
for feY) which satisfies f'"'' fi'" ,Ilv ( )

- J + +vJ = 0 5.5.11

and the boundary conditions

our guess is succes~ful.

One integration of (5.5.1 I) and use of the outer boundary condition gives

f"- fi" - v!," = k' . (5.5.12)

The coefficients in this equation can be made pure numbers by the trans-
formation !

y = (i) ~, feY) = (vk)! F(~),
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whence it becomes
[5·5

(5.5. 13)

with F = F' = 0 at '1J = 0,

F,.., 11 as '1J ~CX).

It was shown numerically by Hiemenz (191 I) that a solution of this equation
satisfying all the boundary conditions could be found, the results being
given in figure 5.5.2. The corresponding streamlines and distribution of u
along one co-ordinate line are sketched in figure 5.5. I. A proof of uniqueness
of a solution of the flow equations, for the boundary conditions specified
above, is not available, but our specification of the problem seems on

I i

i! i I

1'4 f--I---r---!---f-~--i---r---1

I
1'2 ~I-,...----

I
I

F F' 1'0 1r--r--r--I~r:::.::;;;:;;------1---j
I I I I

0.8~_.-i~-t--:-N-r---+-~--r-~

i I F'
6 1 I io·

1 I
0'4' I

I
I

o ~-0->:4-.L-':;:----J,'-z-I-,-:t~-:Z""'0-2"""'4--2H2
'I

Figure 5.5.2. Values of the function F(''1) giving the flow in the vorticity layer.

physical grounds to be complete and we may reasonably accept the solution
found above as a description of the flow occurring in practice.

The thickness of the layer of non-zero vorticity, defined for convenience
as the value ofy at which u = 0·99kx, is found from the numerical solution
(as improved by Howarth (1935» to be

We see that this thickness is independent of distance along the boundary
and that, as assumed earlier, it approaches zero as the effect of convection
(represented by k) becomes dominant over the effect of diffusion (repre
sented by v). The fact that the thickness 0 is independent of x suggests that
the effect of the layer of vorticity on the irrotational flow (which effect had
to be neglected altogether at the beginning of our calculation) is approxi
mately to displace it in the y-direction in the same way as a simple shift of
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the boundary; confirmation of this is obtained by noting from figure 5.5.2
that an improved asymptotic estimate of F, as 'Yj ~ 00, is

F-'Yj-o·65,

so that the corresponding asymptotic forms of u and v are

u -kx, v- -key-8l ),

in which the 'displacement thickness' 81 of the layer is given by

81 = 0·65(vJk)1.

This simple shift of the whole field of irrotational flow does not affect the
velocity distribution within that field.

It is clear now that the restriction on the value ofkJv, for the above solution
for the flow in the vorticity layer to be valid, is that the region near the
stagnation point within which the flow would have the form (5.5.8) in the
absence of the no-slip condition should extend further from the boundary
than the edge of the vorticity layer. In the case of a stagnation point at the
front of a body in a uniform stream, this will usually amount to a condition
of the form

(v/k)i ~ radius of curvature of body at the stagnation point.

I t is worth remarking, in conclusion, that the uniformity of thickness of
the vorticity layer here is due evidently to the uniformity, with respect to x,
of the velocity toward the boundary at the outer edge of the layer-or,
equivalendy, to the convection of the vorticity parallel to the boundary and
away from the stagnation point at a speed which increases linearly with x.
It will be seen later (§ 5.9) that when the tangential component u at the outer
edge of the vorticity layer varies as xm, the thickness of the layer increases
with x when m < I, convection then not being strong enough to prevent
thickening of the layer by diffusion, and decreases as x increases when
m>I. .

A similar solution can be found for steady axisymmetric flow (without
azimuthal motion) toward a 'stagnation point' at a plane solid boundary
(Homann 1936b), as would occur in approximate form at the front of
a body of revolution moving parallel to its axis of symmetry through
fluid at rest at infinity. The irrotational flow in the region outside the
vorticity layer is here described by the relations (2.7.11), with the boundary
at x = 0, and the calculation of the flow in the vorticity layer proceeds with
only numerical differences. Both the two-dimensional and axisymmetric
solutions are special (and simple) cases of the general stagnation point flow
(Howarth 1951) in which the velocity in the irrotational region has com
ponents of the form (2.7.9).
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(c) CentnJugalflow due to a rotating disk

In the first of the two preceding examples the convection of vorticity
toward the boundary is due to suction through the boundary, and in the
second it is due to the external imposition of a flow toward the boundary;
in this third example, the motion toward the boundary is induced by
centrifugal action on the vorticity layer. We consider a plane disk of large
diameter which is made to rotate in its own plane with a steady angular
velocity n in fluid which is initially at rest everywhere. The relative motion
of the disk and the fluid sets up viscous stresses, which tend to drag the
fluid round with the disk. An exactly circular motion of fluid near the disk
is not possible, since there is no imposed radial pressure gradient to provide
the inward radial acceleration, and the fluid near the disk therefore spirals
outwards. This outward radial motion near the disk must be accompanied
by an axial motion towards the disk in order that conservation of mass be
satisfied, and in this way the vorticity generated at the boundary is prevented
from spreading far from it. The disk acts as a centrifugal fan, throwing
fluid out radially and drawing other fluid toward it to be thrown out in
turn.

The resulting steady motion seems at first sight to be analytically compli
cated, but it happens that the linear dependence of the disk speed on radial
distance r leads to a similar dependence of the radial velocity of the fluid on
r and that as a consequence, just as in 'stagnation point flow', the vorticity
layer has uniform thickness. Von Karman (1921) was the first to notice that
the governing equations and appropriate boundary conditions allow a
solution such that ulr, vIr and ware all functions of z alone, where (u, v, w)
are velocity components parallel to the (r, ¢J, z)-co-ordinate lines in a
cylindrical co-ordinate system with r = 0 on the axis of the disk. With
velocity components of this form, it follows from the equation of (steady)
motion in the direction of the z-co-ordinate line that the pressure must be
of the form

(5.5.16)

where F is a function of r alone. Since there is no rotation of the fluid far
from the disk, and presumably no radial motion there,p must be independent
of r when z is large; hence F = const. The equations of motion in the
directions of the r- and ¢J-co-ordinate lines (see appendix 2) then become

2UV d(v/r) _ tJ2(v/r)
-a+w-d--vd S "r z z

(5.5.18)
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In addition we have the equation of mass conservation

2U dw
-;:+ dz = 0,

at z == 0,u = w = 0, 'V == nr,

which enables u to be eliminated from (5.5.17) and (5.5.18).
The boundary conditions to be imposed on the solution of these equations

are

representing the no-slip condition, and

u -+ 0, v -+ 0, as z -+ 00.

We refrain from imposing any condition on w as z -+ 00, since we expect the
·axial motion far from the disk to be an inflow which is induced by the
centrifugal action near the disk; in confirmation of this expectation it turns
out that the above equations and boundary conditions do in fact determine
w completely.

The dimensional factors v and n are the only ones occurring in the
problem, and between them they determine the velocity and length scales
of the flow, We put

(
v)! vz = n " ;: == ng('), to = (vil)! he'),

giving the equations (5.5.17) and (5,5.18) in dimensionless form as

i h'2-!hh" _g2 == _!h lH
, (5.5.20)

-gh' +g'h == g", (5.5.21)

with the boundary conditions

h == h' = 0, g = I, at ,= 0,

h' -+ 0, g -+ 0, as ,-+ 00.

An accurate numerical solution satisfying these equations and boundary
conditions has been obtained by Cochran (1934), and the values ofg, - hand
....:. !h' (to which u is proportional) are shown in figure 5.5.3. These values
show the expected action of the disk as a centrifugal fan, with an induced
axial motion toward the disk which prevents the vorticity from spreading"far
from the disk. If for convenience we define the edge of the vorticity layer
as the place where v/nT = 0'01, the thickness of the layer is uniform and
equal to 5'4(vln)t. Outside the vorticity layer the axial velocl'Y is uni
form and equal to - 0·89 (vn)!; this inflow velocity decreases as v decreases,
because the vorticity layer is then thinner and less fluid is required to move
in to take the place of that thrown out radially. The total volume flux out
ward across a cylindrical surface of radius T is 0·8971'T2(vQ)!.

One way of testing the correspondence between the above solution and an
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experimental flow system is to measure the torque exerted on (two sides of)
a rotating thin disk of finite radius a. The above solution applies strictly to an
infinite disk, but provided the vorticity layer thickness is small compared
with the disk radius, i.e., provided an,!/v! ~ I, it is reasonable to suppose
that the effect of the edge of the disk is small. The tangential stress at the
disk is

u~ = p (~) = pvln!rg'(o),
uZ .c-o

and the torque exerted by the fluid on both sides of a disk of radius a is
therefore a

2fo U.c; 21Tr2dr = 1Ta4pvlntg'(0).

4'03'02'0,X'O

0'4 f---f--I-~-Ft---+--+--+-_..l--t---1

Figure 5.5.3. Dimensionless functions giving the components of
velocity in flow due to a rotating disk.

Cochran's numerical solution shows thatg'(o) = -0·616. This value of the
torque is found to agree well with the measured value, provided a2n/v is less
than about lOG (and also large compared with unity); at larger values of
a2D./v the flow is unstable and a steady motio~ cannot be achieved in
practice.

A steady axisymmetric flow of the 'similarity' form (5.5. 19) also appears
to exist when the rotating disk bounds fluid which is in rigid rotation about
the same axis, with angular velocity r say, at large distances from the disk,
although the flow field has not been determined in detail for all values of the
ratio r/D.. Analytically the problem is not very different from that described
above. At large distances from the disk the pressure is now equal to tpr2r2

,

so that in (5.5.16) we must put F = !rr2 and a term - r 2 must be added to
the right-hand side 0[(5.5.17). The only other change required is the replace
ment of the boundary condition g ~ 0 as ,~ 00 by g~ r /n as ,-+ 00.
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However, numerical integration proves now to be more difficult, especially
when r and n have opposite signs.

In the case in which the disk and the fluid at infinity are rotating rigidly
with nearly the same angular velocity, the equations may be solved explicitly.
This explicit solution is not an illustration of our theme of confinement of
vorticity by convection toward the boundary but will be described briefly
in view of its rather unexpected connection with previous work. We
evidently have here + I I A ( )g = I gl' gl ~ I, 5.5.23

and it appears from equation (5.5.21) that Ihl ~ I also. To the first order in
the small quantities IgII and Ihl the governing equations (5.5.20) (with the
inclusion of a pressure tenn as explained) and (5.5.21) become

I +2g1 = (rjO)2+ ih'N,
-h' =gi.

The solution that satisfies all the boundary conditions is readily shown to be

r-Q
gl(rJ = !l(1 -e-Ccos '),

r-n
h'(,) = 2 -n e-{ sin b.

It will be seen that our solution of the approximate equations is identical
with the Ekman spiral velocity distribution near a rigid boundary over which
a stream is passing in a rotating fluid (see §4.4). The radial and azimuthal
velocity components here are u and 'V, where

u = -ir~= = -!r!lh', 'V = ,n(1 +gl)'

and these take the place of the velocity components - 'V and u in the plane
of the boundary given in (4'4.16) and (4.4.15). When the flow due to a disk
and adjoining fluid rotating at nearly equal speeds is referred to axes which
rotate with the angular velocity 0 of the disk, the radial and azimuthal
components of velocity have magnitudes small compared with 0, and the
vorticity component parallel to the axis of rotation has magnitude small
compared with O. These are just the conditions for Coriolis forces to be
much larger in magnitude than inertia forces (giving so-called geostrophic
flow, about which more will be said in §§7.6, 7.7), and our approximation
(5.5.23) is equivalent to the assumption that variations of velocity along a
streamline are without local consequence. Uniformity of the velocity along
a streamline in a rotating system was the assumption on which the analysis
of §4.4 was based, and so identity of the two solutions is understandable.
It will be noticed that the net drift in the Ekman layer is in the direction
opposite to the gradient of modified pressure, and in the present context this
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implies a net drift in the radial direction, inwards when r > n and outwards
when r < il, of magnitude proportional to r. A drift of this kind can occur in
the friction layer on a rotating disk if there is a compensating uniform axial
component of velocity, taking fluid out of the layer when r > il and into it
when r < il, which is what has been found above. It may be shown readily
that the uniform inflow or outflow velocity outside the friction layer, i.e,.
the limit of was % 4- 00 given by integration of (5.5.25), has exactly the value
required for consistency with mass conservation and the volume flux (4.4.17)
in the direction opposite to the pressure gradient in an Ekman layer.

u = ,-IF(O). (5.6.1)

Substitution of this expression for u, with 'V = 0, in the two equations of
motion (which are given in terms of polar co-ordinates in appendix 2) and
elimination of the pressure then gives

2FF'+VF"1+4vF' = 0,

5.6. Steady two-dimensional flow in a converging or diverging channel

Another example of the combined effects of convection and diffusion of
vorticity generated at a rigid boundary is provided by two-dimensional flow
in the region between two intersecting plane walls. The walls are stationary,
and a steady flow is caused by the presence of a source or sink of fluid volume
at the point of intersection of the walls; in practice such a point source or
sink in the plane of flow could be approximated by a small hole near the
point of intersection through which fluid is discharged or withdrawn, or by
connection of the narrow end of the channel to a parallel-sided channel.
A source at the point of intersection gives flow in a diverging channel, and a
sink there gives flow in a converging channel. A set of similarity solutions
of the equation of motion for this kind of flow field (first explored by
Jeffery (1915) and Hamel (1917» is known, covering the whole range of
values of the angle between the walls and ofthe effective Reynolds number of
the flow. The solutions resemble mathematically that given in §4.6 for the
steady jet from a point source of momentum, inasmuch as the velocity com
ponents are proportional to ,.--1, where r is the distance from the point
singularity in the two cases. The solutions are useful in that, like all similarity
solutions, they show velocity distributions which are dynamically possible.
In practice the velocity distribution would no doubt depend on the detailed
conditions upstream. It may be that in some circumstances the solutions
described below are asymptotic solutions, valid at sufficiently large distances
downstream from the place where conditions are actually prescribed,
although this is not yet known.

We shall use polar co-ordinates (r, 0), with 0 = +IX at the two plane walls;
(u, 'V) are the corresponding velocity components. We look for a solution
such that the fl:>w is purely radial and, as a consequence of the mass
conaervation equation,
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where the primes denote differentiation with respect to e. Since the vorticity
of the fluid is - F'lr2, the three terms in this equation represent the contri
butions to (minus) the rate of change of vorticity at a point from, respec
tively, convection, diffusion in the circumferential direction, and radial
diffusion. This equation is to be solved subject to the no-slip boundary
conditions F e-

= 0 at = + ex. (S.6.3)

Some condition specifying the intensity of the flow must also be imposed.
One way of doing this is to specify the net volume flux into the channel from
the source at the origin:

Q=J:.urd~ =J:.FdO. (5.6.4)

Since some of the flow fields to be found below show some fluid moving
radially outwards and some radially inwards, a more direct measure of the
intensity of the flow is provided by the value of F, Fo say ( = UoT), at one of
the local maxima of IFI ;if there is only one stationary value of F in the range
-ex E:; e E:; ex, IFolir is the maximum speed of the fluid at distance r from the
origin. IQllv may be regarded as a Reynolds number of the flow, and since
exT is a measure of the width of the channel so also may ex IFollv. We shall put

R = exFoIv,

the sign of R indicating the direction of the flow at the chosen maximum
of IFI.

I t is now convenient to introduce the dimensionless variables

whence (S.6.2) becomes
2exRf/' +1'" +¥x2j' = 0, (S·6·S)

with primes now denoting differentiation with respect to 1J. The conditions
to be satisfied byI are 1=0 at1J=+I, (5.6.6)

I' = 0 at 1= I. (5.6.7)

Equation (S.6.S) can be integrated once as it stands, and then again after
multiplication byI', to give

1'2 = (1 -f){fcxR(f2+f)+4CX"/+c}; (S·6.8)

c is one constant of integration and the other has been determined from
(5.6.7). The result of one further integration of (S.6.8) can be written down
in terms of elliptic functions, although we shall not need to introduce these
functions for the limited purposes of this discussion.t Both c and the
constant resulting from the further integration are determined by the

t Further details of the analysis may be found in papers by Rosenhead (1940), Millsaps
and Pohlhauaen (1953), and Fraenkel (196a).
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conditions (5.6.6) and thus depend on a and R. c is evidently real and non-
negative, since f'l t -

= c a "I = + I.

The form of the solution of (5.6.8) depends on the location of the zeros of
the expression within curly brackets on the right-hand side (= P(/) say).
When R ~ 0 it is clear that there is no zero ofP(/) at any positive value off.
Now for any R there is a local maximum off{1J) at f = I, so that P > 0 there;
and P = c ~ 0 atf = o. Since P-+ - 00 asf-+ +00 when R < 0, it follows
that the quadratic function P cannot vanish in the range 0 < f ~ I when
R < o. The possible forms ofP(/) are sketched in figure 5.6.1. Hencefvaries
monotonically betweenf = 0 andf = I for all values of R. We see that only
one local maximum off(1J) can occur in a region of outflow or inflow. And
when there is only one extremum off in the channel, it must occur at 1J = 0

in view of the symmetry of the solution about the maximum.

p

f
\

\
\

\
\
\

Figure 5.6.1. Sketch of the function PU) = !ctRU1+!),-4ct?j"+c
for different values of R.

It is worth while to observe in passing that we may obtain some confirma
tion here of the hypothesis of unidirectional flow made in §4.8 in connection
with flow between nearly-parallel boundaries of arbitrary shape. For when

a ~ I, alRI ~ I,

the approximate solution of (5.6.8) that satisfies the boundary conditions is

c = 4, uluo= f = I - "II,

that is, a parabolic variation of the velocity across the channel, as obtained
from the hypothesis. Moreover, the restriction a lRI (= a 2r luol/v) ~ I is
identical with that found in §4.8 to be needed for the approximation of
unidirectional flow in a slowly-varying channel to be valid.

In the context of this chapter we are interested particularly in the case of
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large Reynolds number. SinceI is of order unity equation (5.6.5) takes the

approximate form 2aRff' +/''' = 0 (5.6.9)

when IRI ~ I, the term representing diffusion of vorticity in the flow
direction then being negligible. Equivalently, (5.6.8) takes the approximate
form

The solution then depends only on the single parameter aR, and not on
a and R separately.

We proceed to examine the form of the solution of (5.6.8) in each of the
two cases R < 0 and R > 0, with particular attention to large values of IRI
in both cases.

Purely convergent flow

Here there is inflow, with converging streamlines, everywhere in the
channel, and Fo < 0 and R < o. Only one maximum of IFI occurs in the
channel, and the velocity distribution is symmetrical about () = o. The
boundary condition (5.6.6) then requires

II dl
I = 0 (I -f)!{iaR(f2+f)+~O/+c}!· (5·6.11)

If now we allow IRI to become large, with a fixed, we see that this relation
can be satisfied only if one of the zeros of the expression within curly
brackets tends to I = I (so that the integral tends to become divergent).
Hence, as R~ - 00 it is necessary that

c~ -taR,

and we may use this asymptotic value of c as an approximation, valid for
large IRI, in any integral which is not then divergent. Thus, when IRI ~ I,

we have from (5.6.8)

-1tf' dl
I -1J ~ ( - faR) ~ 0(I - f) (1+ 2 )1

= ( - iaR)-! {tanh-1(I; 2t- -tanh-Ie!)!},

and the approximate expression for the velocity in the range 0 ~ () ~ a is

:0 =:. =1= 3 tanh2{e -iaR)! (I -~) +tanh-1(f)l} -2. (5.6.12)
It appears that a purely convergent flow at large Reynolds number is

possible in which the radial velocity is approximately independent of (), and
equal to its value Uoat the centre, over the whole channel except in layers so
close to the walls that

O(a -IOl) = ( _ ~)1
= (r 1;01)1. (5.6.13)
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Outside these two layers the flow is irrotational, all the vorticity generated
at the walls being confined within the layers. Since the velocity is everywhere
in the radial direction, the component of velocity normal to the nearer wall
is towards it, so that the effect of convection here is to oppose the diffusion of
vorticity away from the wall and is so strong as to cause a decrease of the
layer thickness with increase of distance in the flow direction. The velocity
distribution across the channel is shown in figure 5.6.2. The relation between
the parameters Q, v and R is here

Q ~ 2iXUor = 2cxFo = 2VR.

'I
I •

1\, ,
I \
1-4 \-3 -2 -1 , 0 I 2 3 4 S

I \ W! 'I (-aR)t(I-~t±JI" I II
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Figure 5.6.2. Flow in a converging channel at large Reynolds number.

It will be noticed that the profile represented by (5.6.12) may be continued
to values of 0 greater than cx, into a region of outflow, with the velocity
returning again to zero at

O/cx = 1+ 2( - !cxR)-! tanh-1(1)1,

as shown by the broken curve in figure 5.6.2. This second zero ofu is another
possible position of a channel boundary, corresponding to a different value
of cx. Apparently the approximately uniform inflow in the wide central
region of the channel can be bounded by a narrow region of outflow at either
wall. And further continuation of the profile leads to another region of
convergent flow with a velocity distribution which is a repetition of that in
the range 0 ~ 0 ~ cx.

Purely divergent flow
Consider now the case of outflow, with diverging streamlines, for 101 < iX,

with Fo > 0, R> o. Again there is only one maximum of IFI, and the
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velocity distribution is symmetrical about 8 = o. The relation (5.6. I I) must
again be satisfied, but the consequences are quite different. All terms in the
expression within curly brackets in (5.6. II) are now positive, and it is clearly
not possible for the equation to be satisfied for all choices of a and R. The
constant c is at our disposal, subject to the restriction c ~ 0; and the maximum
value ofR, say Rm, for which the relation can be satisfied for given ex evidently
occurs when c = 0 and is given by

(
1 df

(icxRm)1 = J 0{/(I -f)(/+ 1+6aR;l)}i·

I
I

I ..

This integral is related to the Ccomplete elliptic integral of the first kind',
and the numerical value for given ex and Rm can be found from available

o 10 20 30 40 50 60

R..·=(~t_

Figure 5.6.3. The relation between IX and the maximum value of R (= IXr"o!v)
for which purely divergent flow is possible.

tables. Figure 5.6.3 shows the relation between ex and Rm represented by
(5.6.14), which is in effect a restriction on the intensity of pure outflow in a
channel of given angle.

When Rm ~ I, the relation (5.6.14) becomes

= 10.31 , (5.6.15)

which involves ex and R only in the combination aR as expected. Since exR
is a measure of the ratio of the magnitudes of inertia and viscous forces
in a flow with nearly parallel streamlines (§4.8), (5.6.15) implies that in
purely divergent flow viscous forces do not decrease indefinitely in relative
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magnitude as the Reynolds number R tends to infinity and at no value of
R are viscous forces negligible. At the other extreme, as Rm~ 0,

I fl df
a ~ "2Jo 11(1 -f)l = i 1T,

showing that in no circumstances is purely divergent flow possible when the
angle between the channel walls exceeds 11.

Figure 5.6.4. Symmetrical distributions of radial velocity in a divergent channel for
which a.="/36 at various values of a.R(=a."'uo!v). Positive values of a.R represent out
flow at the centre of the channel.

The change in character of the velocity distribution in a channel of
semi-angle 1T/36 as a,R is increased from negative values of large magni
tude (when the flow is purely convergent) to values satisfying Ia,RI ~ 1

(when the profile is parabolic) and then to positive values not exceeding
the limit allowed by (5.6.14) is revealed by the velocity profiles shown
in figure 5.6.4. These profiles were calculated by Millsaps and Pohlhausen
(1953) by direct integration of (5.6.8). Whereas for purely convergent
flow the effect of increasing the Reynolds number is to produce a flatter
profile at the centre with steep gradients near the walls, the effect in
purely divergent flow is to concentrate the volume flux at the centre of
the channel with smaller gradients at the walls. The limiting situation
represented by c= 0 and R =Rm corresponds with zero wall stress. The
volume flux Q can be calculated from these profiles using the relation

t'(I, ('1

Q = J-(I, FdO = vRJ_lid"!,

and it is evident that a,Qlv is approximately a linear function of aR over the
range - 00 < a,R < 10'31, increasing less rapidly than linearly near the
upper end of the range.
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Solutions showing both outflow and inflow
Information about the nature of the velocity distribution when

R ~ I, a.R > 10'31,

given that the profile is symmetrical about 8 =0, is effectively contained in
the above discussions of pure outflow and pure inflow. All the solutions
shown in figure 5.6.4 can be continued into the region 1/ > I, and those that
have a second zero off' and thus offcan be interpreted as a combination of
inflow and outflow in a channel of width chosen to suit the position of the
second zero off. One example of such a combination flow, showing a wide
inflow region with nearly uniform velocity adjoining a narrow outflow
region, was found simply by continuing the profile (5.6.12) to values of
8 beyond the 'wall' value 8 = a. (figure 5.6.2). Another is shown as a broken
curve in figure 5.6.4; this has been obtained by continuing the solution for
a.R = 5'20 into the region 1/ > I and then by contracting the abscissa scale
so that the second zero offoccurs at 1/ = I, the associated value of a.R being
found from the required change in a.. (In this way we see how the sequence of
solutions should be continued to values of a.R above the critical value 1°'31.)
Beyond the second zero offthe solutions repeat themselves, giving alternate
regions of outflow and inflow, all the outflow profiles being identical and all
the inflow profiles identical. Each region of either outflow or inflow is
identical with the purely divergent or purely convergent flow, at an appro
priate value of a.R (provided IRI ~ I), investigated above.

It is evident that the possibility offinding compound flows with zero values
of f at 1/ = ;: I increases as a.R increases, and that several symmetrical
solutions exist for a given (large) value of a.R. For example, when a.R = 114
there are found to be three possible symmetrical distributions with outflow
at the centre, the composition of these distributions being (i) one region of
outflow and two of inflow, (ii) three of outflow and two of inflow, and
(iii) three ofoutflow and four of inflow. The number ofpossible distributions
increases with a.R, although not in a way which can be specified simply.
Similar remarks may be made about unsymmetrical distributions with an
odd number of zeros of the velocity.

An interesting practical question is :what happens when fluid is discharged
into a channel such that the angle between the (curved) walls increases very
gradually from some small value near the inlet end satisfying the condition
a.R ~ I? At the inlet end of the channel there is a parabolic velocity distribu
tion, and it is to be expected that as the effective value of a.Q and thence of
a.R increases with distance downstream the profile passes through a sequence
of shapes like those given in figure 5.6.4for the range ° ~ a.R ~ 10'31. When
the local value of a.R reaches and exceeds 10'31, purely divergent flow
becomes impossible, and a region of inflow may be expected to appear near
One or both walls. Experiment shows that something like this does occur,
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although diverging flow in a channel appears to be unstable and it is difficult
to establish a steady state with regions of inflow near the walls.

From the point of view of the general theme of this chapter, the following
aspects of the above family of similarity solutions are important. It is quite
clear that there is a significant difference between the two cases of purely
convergent and purely divergent flow in a channel, or, equivalently, between
flow nearly parallel to a rigid wall with continual acceleration of all material
elements and that with deceleration. In the flow with continual acceleration,
vorticity is convected towards the wall and the vorticity generated at the wall
is permanently confined to a layer adjoining the wall whose thickness tends
to zero as the Reynolds number tends to infinity. In the extensive region
outside this layer the velocity distribution has the form that would be
predicted for an inviscid fluid. In the flow with continual deceleration,
however, no similarity solution in which the fluid velocity is everywhere
directed away from the source is possible at Reynolds numbers above a
critical value; instead, we find similarity solutions in which there are regions
of backward flow. This is a typical and practically important property of all
flows with diverging streamlines, and it is also typical (judging by numerical
investigations of flow in divergent channels in three dimensions) that the
criterion for divergent flow without regions of backward moving fluid is of
the form

ex x Reynolds number < number of order 10,

where the Reynolds number is based on the local maximum velocity and the
local width of the region concerned. If the intensity of outflow in a channel
is made very large, the possible similarity solutions contain many identical
regions of outflow and of inflow. The width of each region of outflow is so
small that effects of viscosity are significant everywhere in this region. Thus
here the velocity distribution does not in any sense have the form that would
be predicted for an inviscid fluid.

s.7. Boundary layers

The notion of a thin layer close to a solid boundary within which vorticity
varies rapidly as a result of the combined effects of viscous diffusion and
convection, and outside which the vorticity is zero (or is non-zero and varies
only slowly), has been made clear in the preceding sections. We can now
proceed to introduce the more general idea of a boundary layer, as being a
thin layer in which the effect of viscosity is important however high the
Reynolds number of the flow may be.

We have traced the development from rest of the flow due to a body
moving through infinite fluid at a speed which ultimately is steady; and have
noted how the solid boundary acts as a source of vorticity which is then
diffused away by viscosity and convected downstream with the fluid (and
which also in general undergoes changes due to rotation and stretching of
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vortex-lines, although these changes may be disregarded for the present
purpose). As the Reynolds number of such a flow increases, the effect of
convection at anypoint becomes relatively more important. We also sawthat,
in the cases of some flow systems involving a rigid boundary (for example,
the flow due to an oscillating plane wall in §4.3, or flow near a stagnation
point at a plane wall in §5.5, or convergent flow in a channel in §5.6), the
region in which viscosity has any effect on the flow shrinks to a thin layer at
the boundary as v~ 0. These and many other particular cases suggest the
important hypothesis, first advanced by Prandtl (1905), that, under rather
broad conditions, viscosity effects (viz. stresses and forces due to viscosity,
diffusion of vorticity, etc.) are significant, and comparable in magnitude with
convection and other manifestations of 'inertia forces', in layers adjoining
solid boundaries and in certain other layers, the thicknesses of which
approach zero as the Reynolds number of the flow approaches infinity, and
are small outside these layers. This hypothesis has been applied to very
many different kinds of flow field since it was first advanced. No general
mathematical proof of the boundary-layer hypothesis is available, but it is
supported by many observations of particular flow systems, as well as by
several of the known particular solutions of the complete equation ofmotion.
The case of divergent flow in a channel examined in §5.6 provides a useful
warning that the boundary-layer hypothesis is not applicable to all flow
systems. A simple statement of the class of flow field to which the hypothesis
does apply cannot be given, but working rules governing use of the hypo
thesis will emerge from the discussion in the remainder of this chapter.

The boundary-layer hypothesis helps to reconcile theintuitiveexpectation
that the effects of viscosity on the flow are unimportant, at any rate over most
of the flow field, when the viscosity v is small, with the fact that the no-slip
condition must be satisfied at a solid boundary however small v may be;
indeed this reconciliation was Prandd's main objective and was a land-mark
in the development of fluid mechanics. The boundary layer is in effect the
layer in which the fluid velocity makes a transition from the required value
zero (relative to the solid) at the boundary to a finite value which is appro
priate, in some sense to be examined more closely later, to an inviscid fluid.

The fact that a boundary layer is thin, compared with linear dimensions
of the boundary, makes possible certain approximations in the equations
of motion, also due to Prandtl, and thereby the flow in the boundary layer
may be determined in certain cases. For the purpose of explairting these
approximations, we take the boundary to be a plane wall (at y = 0) and the
flow to be two-dimensional. The boundary-layer thickness (defined in any
convenient manner) is supposed everywhere to be small compared with
distances parallel to the boundary over which the flow velocity changes
appreciably. Across the boundary layer the flow velocity changes from the
value zero at the boundary to some finite value characteristic of an inviscid
fluid, and derivatives with respect to y of any flow quantity are in general
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much larger than those with respect to x. Thus at points within the boundary
layer we may use the approximations

I:H~I· I:H~I·
whence the equation of motion in the x-direction becomes

OU OU OU 1 op 02U
T+u-+vT = -- -+v-2 • (5.7. 1 )
ut ox vy p ox oy

The velocity component v normal to the boundary must also be small, and
the mass-conservation equation, viz.

Ou OV
-+-=0ox oy ,

suggests that v and the boundary-layer thickness are of equal order of
smallness;t as a consequence none of the terms on the left-hand side of
(5.,.1) may safely be neglected.

The difference between the boundary-layer equation (5.,.1) and the
corresponding equation of motion for the inviscid flow region outside the
boundary layer lies in the retention in (5.,.1) of the term v 02u/oy2, which
represents viscous diffusion across the boundary layer. The boundary layer
is, by definition, the region in which viscous diffusion of vorticity is signi
ficant, so that we expect the term v 02u/f)y2 in (5.,.1) to be comparable in
magnitude with the Cinertia terms' on the left-hand side at positions within
the boundary layer. Provided the magnitude of u Ou/ox is representative of
the group of inertia terms on the left-hand side of (5.,.1), we can therefore
regard the boundary-layer region as being characterized by the order-of
magnitude relation

when the Reynolds number of the flow as a whole is large.
Now if Uo is representative of the magnitude of u in the flow field as a

whole and L represents a distance in the x-direction over which u changes
appreciably, U8/L is a measure of the magnitude of u ou/ox. And if 00 is a
small length representative of the boundary thickness,t vUo/03 is a measure
of the magnitude of v 02u/oy2. The above relation can then be written as

O(1~R) = I, where R= U:L. (5.'.3)

R is a Reynolds number representative of the flow as a whole, and since the

t A vague statement. in view of their different dimensions. but it will be made more
precise shortly.

t The thickness of the boundary layer in general varies with position on the boundary,
and 80 should be regarded as an average thickness.
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approximations on which the boundary-layer concept is based improve as
R -+ 00, we may evidently write (5.7.3) as

80/L,..., R-l as R -+ 00. (5.7.4)

The fact that the boundary-layer thickness varies as vi when v is small is
already familiar from its appearance in a number of special cases. The
underlying reason is essentially a dimensional one-which gives the result
great generality-but we have seen that in some circumstances it can also be
thought of as due to the relation:

diffusion distance (for vorticity or velocity) oc (vt)t

for a layer which has developed in a time interval t (which is equivalent to
L/Uo in the above argument).

With this estimate of the order of magnitude of 80, and thus of derivatives
with respect to y, (5.7.2) shows that v is of order UoR-l. We are now in a
position to examine the equation of motion in the y-direction. All terms
except one are evidently small, and we are left with the approximate relation

ap/ay = 0; (5·7·5)

more precisely, ap/ay is of the same order of smallness as 80 , The pressure is
thus approximately uniform across the boundary layer; and if it happens
that the variation of p with x just outside the boundary layer is known
perhaps from a consideration of the inviscid flow equations in the region
outside the boundary layer, perhaps from measurements-the pressure
term in (5.7. I) can be regarded as given. Equations (5.7. I) and (5.7.2) are
then to be used to determine u and v throughout the boundary layer.

The boundary conditions are, first, that

u = v = 0 at y = 0; (5.7.6)

and, second, that the boundary layer must join smoothly with the region of
inviscid flow outside it. If U is the x-component of velocity just outside the
boundary layer (and U is not a rapidly varying function of y, so that the
impossibility of locating exactly the 'edge' of the boundary layer is of no
consequence) we can express this second condition as

u(x,y, t) -+ U(x, t) as y/80 -+ 00. (5.7.7)

Likep, U must be regarded as given, in a considerationofthe boundary layer
alone, and the two are related by the approximate equation

au+ Uau = _~ ap
a ~ (5.7.8)

t ax p ux

describing inviscid flow in the x-direction just outside the boundary layer
(where v is small and the term v oU/oy may be neglected); when the flow is
steady, (5.7.8) is equivalent to Bernoulli's theorem, thatp/p +IU2 is constant
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along the streamline at the outer edge of the boundary layer. A third
boundary condition is needed to describe the way in which vorticity is
convected into any portion of the boundary layer from further upstream;
that is, u(y) must be specified at some value of x. Finally, if the motion is not
steady, u(x, y) must be specified at t = o.

The asymptotic variation of 80 given in (5.7.4) may be used to transform
the boundary-layer equations so that they do not involve the Reynolds
number (or the viscosity). In order to obtain a more natural co-ordinate
system in which lateral distances and velocities are measured with the
(representative) boundary-layer thickness as the unit of length, we define
dimensionless quantities

, x y' = RlY , tUox =- t =y'L' L'

p' =P-Po
(5·7·9), u

v' = Rl ;0'u=-u.' pU~ ,0

where Po is the value of p at some convenient reference point in the fluid.
In terms of these new variables, the complete equations of motion in the x
and y-directions and the equation of mass conservation become

•au' au' au' ap' 1 a'u' a'u'
at' +u' ax' +v' 8)" = - ax' +R ax'B+8)"B'

1 (8v' 8v' 8v') ap' 1 fPv' 1 fPv'
Rat' +u' ax' +v' 8)" = - 8)" +RB ax'B+R 8)"B'

au' 8v'
ax'+ 8)" = o.

If we now suppose that R is large, and that the dimensionless quantities
u', v', p' and their derivatives with respect to x', y', t' at given values of
x', y', t' remain finite and non-zero as R --)- 00 (as is implied by the boundary
layer hypothesis), an approximate form of the equations, which becomes
exact in the limit R --)- 00, is

au' au' au' ~'aBu'+ ' , Vi' +
at' u ax' +v 8)" = - ax' 8,y'B'

ap'
o = - 8)''' (5.7.1 I)

au' 8v'
ax' +8)" = o.

These are simply the transformed versions of (5-7. 1), (5.7.5) and (5.7.2 )

The equations (5.7.1 I) do not contain R explicitly; nor in most common
cases do the boundary conditions when expressed in terms of the above
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dimensionless variables; nor, as a consequence, does the solution. The role
of the Reynolds number is solely to determine the thickness of the boundary
layer, and the set of boundary layers corresponding to different values of R
but the same (non-dimensional) boundary conditions are identical when
scaled to a common thickness.

For simplicity of explanation, the boundary-layer flow has been assumed
in this discussion to be two-dimensional and to adjoin a plane, rigid, wall.
None ofthese restrictions is essential. When the flow field as a whole is three
dimensional, boundary layers form near rigid walls and in general the
velocity vector in such boundary layers changes direction along the normal
to the wall, while remaining nearly parallel to the wall. Again the equations
describing flow in the boundary layer can be so transformed as to eliminate
the Reynolds number. When the boundary layer adjoins a curved wall, it is
natural, in the case of a two-dimensional system, to replace the rectilinear
co-ordinates x and y by orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates x and y such
that the line y = °coincides with the curved wall. The curvature of the wail
then enters into the complete equations of motion, but it can be shown (and
is fairly evident) that the only effect of the wall curvature K on the approxi
mate equations for two-dimensional flow is to modify (5.7.5), which becomes

Provided K is finite, the total change in pressure across the boundary layer
is thus of order ~o and is still negligible, so that the relation (5.7.8) between
the pressure in the boundary layer and the velocity U just outside the
boundary layer still stands.

Moreover, the rigidity of the boundary is not necessary for the existence
of a boundary layer (although a rigid wall is the commonest cause of forma
tion of a boundary layer, and is the cause which Prandtl had in mind when
forming the boundary-layer hypothesis), and affects the above argument
only through the boundary condition (5.7.6). In general, a boundary layer
will occur at .any boundary at which the conditions required by the nature
of the boundary are not satisfied exactly by a velocity distribution derived
from the inviscid-fluid equations. A boundary layer may exist at a 'free'
surface, at which the tangential stress must be zero (see §5.14). A thin layer
in which viscous effects are significant may also exist between two regions in
each of which the flow is approximately as for an inviscid fluid, in which case
boundary conditions of the type (5.7.7) apply on both sides of the layer. The
transition layer between two parallel uniform streams of different speeds,
discussed in §4.3, is such a detached or free 'boundary' layer, although it
happens in that case that the terms neglected in the above boundary-layer
equations are identically zero and no appeal to approximation was necessary.
Under certain conditions, which amount to a requirement that the appro
priate Reynolds numbers be large, jets and wakes may also be regarded as
free' boundary' layers. It is evident that there must be at least one detached
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vorticity layer extending downstream from a solid body moving through
fluid, because the vorticity generated at the boundary is swept backwards
and is eventually carried off the rear of the body; and if the lateral gradient
of vorticity is large in the layer adjoining the body boundary, it will also be
large in the detached layer or wake downstream of the body, so that viscous
diffusion of vorticity will be important there, at any rate for some distance
downstream until the detached layer has widened considerably.

In the remaining sections of this chapter, the properties of boundary
layers will be described briefly and the leading part played by boundary
layers in flow at large Reynolds number will be demonstrated by discussion
of some particular flow fields. The subject of boundary layers is as extensive
as it is important, and we can give here only an introduction. For the sake of
simplicity, only cases of either two-dimensional or axisymmetric flow will be
considered; in such cases no rotation of vortex-lines occurs, and the exten
sion of vortex-lines (in axisymmetric flow) has a specially simple character.
Readers should not get the impression that these are the only cases that are
of interest or that are analytically tractable.

S.8. The boundary layer on a flat plate
Asimple case of steady two-dimensional boundary-layer flow occurs when

a flat plate of very small thickness, length l and much larger breadth, is
placed in a steady uniform stream of fluid (meaning a stream whose velocity
would be uniform in the absence of the plate), with the stream parallel to the
length 1and normal to the edge of the plate. This case is important because it
provides a standard of comparison for the skin friction on flat slender bodies,
such as aeroplane wings, aligned edge-on to a stream. As a convenient
idealization of real conditions, we shall regard the flat plate as being of zero
thickness. In the absence of any effects of viscosity, then, the plate causes no
disturbance to the stream and the fluid velocity is uniform, with magnitude
U say. For a real fluid, for which the no-slip condition must be satisfied, the
fluid near the plate is retarded-or, equivalently, vorticity is diffused away
from the plate-and a layer in which the velocity is different from U and in
which the vorticity is non-zero forms near the plate. In the resulting steady
state the boundary-layer thickness will be small compared with 1everywhere
provided IVIv > I. As a consequence of the retardation of fluid near the
plate, streamlines outside the boundary layer are deflected laterally; so far
as this region of inviscid flow is concerned, it is as if the plate had become
endowed with a certain thickness round which the streamlines must pass.
However, provided the boundary-layer thickness is everywhere small, the
disturbance to the distribution of velocity in the region of inviscid flow is
small and may be neglected as a first approximation.

With this approximation, the velocity just outside the boundary layer
is uniform and equal to U. The pressure is likewise uniform just outside the
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boundary layer and is thus approximately uniform throughout the boundary
layer, whence the boundary-layer equations (5.7.1) and (5.7.2) reduce (with
the further assumption of steady flow) to

OU ou 02U
u ax +v oy = v oy2' (5.8.1)

au av-+- = o. (5.8.2)ox oy
The second of these two equations is satisfied identically by wntmg
u = a1/F/oy, v = - a1/F/ox, and then equation (5.8.1) contains just one
dependent variable (1/F). If we place the origin of co-ordinates at the leading
edge of the plate, so that the trailing edge is at x = l, y = 0, the boundary
conditions on the two sides of the layer are

u = v = 0 at y = 0 }

U /
1' for 0 ~ x ~ l,

u~ as y 0o~ 00

and the boundary condition describing the upstream conditions is simply

u = U at x = 0 for all y.
This is the complete set of equations and boundary conditions.

The local boundary-layer thickness, 8 say, again defined in any convenient
way, is here a function of x. It is evident that 8 must increase with distance
x from the leading edge of the plate, since the frictional force exerted by
each additional portion of the plate surface contributes to the loss of momen
tum of the fluid passing over it. Inasmuch as the time spent by a fluid
particle in proximity to the plate while moving at (constant) speed U is
xlU, the usual diffusion argument leads us to expect that the local boundary
layer thickness increases as (vx/U)i. Another way of obtaining this im
portant conclusion is to note that since the distribution of velocity in the
boundary layer at station x is determined entirely by viscous diffusion in the
y-direction and convection of vorticity from upstream positions, and cannot
depend on the existence of the solid boundary further downstream, except
through its influence on the distribution ofvelocity just outside the boundary
layer (there being no such influence here), 8(x) cannot depend on I. On the
other hand, we know from (5.7.4) that the length 80 representative of the
thickness of the boundary layer over the whole plate is proportional to
(vlIU)i, and for consistency we must have

l' oc (VUX)!.o (5.8.3)

The approximate equation of motion (5.8. I) may now be transformed in
the way that led to the first of the dimensionless equations (5.7. I I). The fact
that the velocity distribution in the boundary layer at distance x from the
leading edge is independent of the total length of the plate l enables us to
simplify the dimensionless equation considerably in this particular case.
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We argue that the only way in which dependence of the dimensionless velo
city components u' and v' on the dimensionless variables x' and y' can be
reconciled with u and v being independent of I is for u' to depend on x' and
y' only in the combination

y' (U)'1J = x'i = vx y, (S·8·4)

and for v' to be of the form x'-i x func(1J). This corresponds to the stream
function being of the form

1fr(x,y) = (vUx)l f(1J)

and to u = Uf'(1J), v =i e~)' (1Jf' -f), (S·8·S)

wheref is a dimensionless function and the prime now denotes differentia
tion with respect to 1J. We are thus led to expect a solution such that the
velocity profiles at different values of x all have the same shape.

Substitution of the expressions (s .8.s) for u and v in equation (S.8. I) gives

Ifj+fm = 0,

and the boundary conditions to be imposed onfare

I==f'=o at 1J=0

and f' -+ I as 1J -+ 00.

The condition that u = U at x = 0 is already satisfied by a solution such thatf
(and hence also u = 81fr18y) is a function ofYlx! only. Numerical integration
of (S.8.6) does in fact show that a solution satisfying the above boundary
conditions can be found,t and the resulting velocity distribution is shown
in figure 5.8.1. Many measurements have been made of the distribution
of the velocity u in the boundary layer on a smooth flat plate of small thick
ness carefully aligned with the stream, and these show good agreement
with the distribution shown in figure 5.8.1. The parabolic growth of bound
ary-layer thickness represented by (5.8.3) has also been confirmedadequately
by measurements.

One of the useful features of the solution is the estimate which it gives for
the tangential force exerted on the plate by the fluid. The frictional force
per unit area of the plate at distance x from the leading edge is

... (~Lo = plJl(~xt1'(0),

= 0'33pua (~X)-t (S.8.7)

t The solution was first found by Blasius (1908) in series form, following Prandtl's earlier
work on boundary layers, and has been improved numerically by later writers.
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according to the numerical solution; the variation as x-i is of course simply
a reflection of the increase of boundary-layer thickness as xl, since the shape
of the velocity profile is independent of x. The drag exerted on the two sides
of unit width of a plate of length l is then

f' (Otl) (U0-1
D == 2 '" - fix == I '33pUl l - :o ay :1/-0 v

This estimate of the total frictional drag applies approximately to any
slender two-dimensional body of length 1aligned with the stream (§ S. I I).
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Figure 5.8.1. Velocity distribution in the boundary layer on a flat plate.
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The numerical value of the boundary-layer thickness may also be found.
Figure 5.8. I shows that the value of ufU reaches the value 0'99 near
Y == 4·9(vxjU)1. A less arbitrary measure of thickness of the boundary layer
is provided by the displacement thickness, defined as

which can be thought of as the distance through which streamlines just
outside the boundary layer are displaced laterally by the retardation of fluid
in the boundary layer. The numerical solution shows that

8,. = 1.72(;;)'. (5.8.10)
which is indicated on figure 5.8.1. With U == Ioocmjsec and x == Iocm,
this formula gives b1 equal to 0'21 cm and 0'06 cm for air and water
respectively at normal temperature.

It will be recalled that the approximate boundary-layer equations hold
only when the Reynolds number based on linear dimensions of the rigid
boundary is large and when the magnitude of au/ax is small compared with
that of aufay. These conditions are satisfied for a flat plate of length 1when
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Ullv ~ I, and with increasing accuracy as x~ 00, everywhere except in the
neighbourhood of the leading edge at x = o. Within a small region here, the
Reynolds number Ux/v is of order unity, 0 (as estimated by (5.8.3» is of the
same order as x, and variations with respect to x are not slow compared with
those with respect to y. For this reason we cannot expect the above descrip
tion of the flow to be valid within a distance of order v/U from the leading
edge of the plate. Improved approximations to the flow in this region are
described in more specialized books on the subject.t

It is also possible to improve the description of the flow at values of x for
which Ux/v ~ I by taking some account of the effect of the presence of the
boundary layer on the velocity distribution outside the boundary layer.
In order to obtain a first approximation to the flow in the boundary layer we
neglected this effect and assumed u to be independent of x just outside the
boundary layer. On this basis it appears that a boundary layer with a displace
ment thickness given by (5.8.10) forms at the plate. We should evidently
obtain a better approximation to the flow in the inviscid region by finding the
irrotational flow about a parabolic cylinder, of semi-thickness I'72(vx/U)i,
placed in a stream of speed U far ahead of the cylinder. The corresponding
distribution of tangential velocity at the cylinder boundary could then be
used as the velocity to which u- tends, as y/o~ 00, in a new integration of
the boundary-layer equations.

There are obvious points of resemblance between the above steady flow
along a flat plate, in which the boundary layer thickens as (vx/U)i while
maintaining the same velocity profile, and the unsteady flow due to an
infinite plate which is suddenly brought to velocity U in fluid initially at rest.
In this latter flow, described in §4.3, the 'boundary layer' thickens as (vt)i
and the velocity distribution maintains the same shape at all t. Rayleigh
suggested that the time-dependent flow with an infinite plate could be
regarded as an approximation to steady flow past a semi-infinite plate when
t is replaced by x/U (and with axes fixed relative to the plate in both cases),
and this same approximation has sometimes been adopted (for lack of more
accurate solutions) in other problems of steady flow past semi-infinite bodies
for which the velocity outside the boundary layer is uniform. The analogy
between the two kinds offlow is only qualitative, as may be seen from a com
parison of the values obtained for the frictional force per unit area of the
flat plate, viz. 0'S6pU2(lJ2t/V)-t for the infinite plate and 0'33pU2(Ux/v)-1
for the semi-infinite plate. The difference between the two flows may be
stated in terms of the equation of motion for a flow with nearly uniform
pressure and slow variations in the x-direction, viz.

au au au a2u
at +u ax+v ay = v ay 2'

t See Laminar Boundary Layers, edited by L. Rosenhead (Oxford University Press, 1963),
which may also be consulted for further general infonnation about the subiect of this
chapter.
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For steady flow over a semi-infinite plate, the left-hand side becomes
u au/ax +v au/ay, whereas for time-dependent flow over an infinite plate it
becomes Bu/ot, or VOU/aT if we put T = Vt. The terms U ou/ax+v au/oy
would be approximated well by V aU/aT (with T = x) in the case of flow in
which the velocity (u, v) is close to the uniform stream velocity (V, 0) (and
this was of course the basis of the Oseen equations (4.10.2), which were
intended specifically to represent flow in the region far away from a body
placed in a uniform stream), but not otherwise, because the replacement of
u by V and of v auf By by zero are changes usually in the same direction.

The above calculation of velocity distribution near the flat plate, and the
associated estimates of frictional force and displacement thickness, are
valid only if the flow in the boundary layer is steady, or 'laminar', over the
whole surface of the flat plate. In fact, the flow in the boundary layer
becomes unstable when the local Reynolds number 81V/v exceeds a value
near 600. In these circumstances, disturbances in the boundary layer grow
and a transition to a different type of flow occurs at some distance down
stream. Observation shows that the flow in this new regime is characterized
by permanent and random unsteadiness, although the distribution of steady
mean velocity exhibits the same general boundary-layer character. The
frictional force at the wall in such a turbulent boundary layer is considerably
larger than that in a laminar boundary layer with the same external stream
speed, because the random cross-currents in the boundary layer carry the
fast-moving fluid in the outer layers into the neighbourhood of the wall and
are more effective in promoting lateral transport than molecular diffusion.

The subject of turbulent flow lies outside the scope of this book, but in
view of the important role of the total frictional force on a flat plate as a
standard of comparison for all two-dimensional slender bodies it is desirable
to take brief note of some of the data. It follows from the above criterion for
stability and the formula (5.8.10) that laminar flow will occur everywhere in
the boundary layer on a flat plate of length 1when IV/v is less than about
1'2 x 105 (corresponding to flat plates of length 180cm and 13 cm in a stream
of speed 100 cm/sec for air and water respectively at normal temperature).
As the Reynolds number is increased above this value, transition to turbulent
flow occurs first near the trailing edge and gradually moves upstream, with
an accompanying rise in the total frictional force on the plate. Figure 5.8.2
shows the kind of variation of total drag with Reynolds number that is
observed in a wind tunnel or a water channel. At very large Reynolds
number, most of the boundary layer on the plate is turbulent and the (non
dimensional) total frictional force again decreases with Reynolds number
although not as rapidly as for a wholly laminar layer. Variations in the degree
of steadiness of the oncoming stream at a fixed Reynolds number can change
appreciably the position of the transition from laminar to turbulent flow in
the boundary layer. The position of the curved line joining the two lines
representing the total drag for wholly laminar and wholly turbulent layers
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in figure 5.8.2 thus varies according to the conditions; for a rather disturbed
stream the first departure of the measured resistance from the line for a
wholly laminar layer may occur near lU/v = 105, whereas for a very smooth
stream obtained with modern wind tunnel techniques it may not occur until
IU/v = 4 x 106• The smoothness of the surface of the flat plate and the
detailed shape of the leading edge may also be relevant to the location of the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer, especially
in a stream with a very low level of disturbances.
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Figure 5.8.2. The total frictional force D on unit width of a smooth flat plate of length I
in a stream of speed U. The curved transition line has a shape typical of observations, but
its position depends on the experimental conditions.

5.9. The effects ofacceleration and deceleration of the external stream

The steady two-dimensional flow near a 'stagnation point' considered in
§5.5 is an example of a flow field in which the vorticity generated at a solid
surface is prevented from diffusing far from the surface by the action of
convection. The resulting layer of non-zero vorticity can be regarded as
a boundary layer with an external stream velocity of the form U = kx; the
velocity distribution in the layer satisfies the approximate boundary-layer
equation (5.7.1), as well as the complete equation of motion, because the
neglected term otu/or is identically zero in this case. As was seen, the
thickness of the layer of non-zero vorticity, as determined by the opposing
actions of convection towards the wall and viscous diffusion away from it,
is uniform, and the frictional force per unit area at the wall increases with x.
In the case of purely convergent flow in a channel at large Reynolds number
(§ 5.6), the effect of convection of vorticity towards the wall is even more
powerful and the thickness of the boundary layer decreases with increase of
distance in the flow direction. Another case of a boundary layer on a plane
wall was analysed in §5.8, the velocity of the external stream being uniform;
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here there is no convection of vorticity in the direction normal to the wall
(apart from the small lateral velocity caused by the presence of the boundary
layer itself), the boundary-layer thickness increases with x under the action
of diffusion alone, and the wall friction decreases as x increases.

A third possible type of boundary layer, of which no example has yet been
given, is one in which the speed of the external stream diminishes as x
increases. It follows from the mass-conservation relation

v(y) = - f:~dY

that in such cases the (small) normal component of velocity is directed away
from the wall in the outer part of the boundary layer (where Ou/ox is certain
to have the same sign as au/ax) at least and probably throughout it. Con
vection and diffusion now combine to transport vorticity away from the wall
and it is to be expected that the boundary-layer thickness increases rapidly
with x; in some circumstances the rate of thickening is apparently so great
as to prevent the formation of a boundary layer at all (as in flow in a divergent
channel-see §5.6) and in others, as we shall see, to cause the phenomenon
of separation of the boundary layer in which event the external stream ceases
to flow approximately parallel to the boundary beyond a certain point. The
possibility of separation, with a consequent radical effect on the character
of the whole flow field, makes the case of a decelerating external stream of
partiCUlar importance.

The effect of acceleration or deceleration of the external stream on a
boundary layer can also be stated in dynamical terms. The pressure is
approximately uniform across a boundary layer, so that the pressure gradient
which produces the acceleration of the external stream acts equally on the
fluid within the boundary layer. Now the equation of motion for inviscid
fluid shows that the rate of change of speed qwith respect to distance salong
a streamline in steady flow is given by

oq I op
os = - pq as'

and is thus numerically greater, for a given pressure gradient, for the slower
moving layers of fluid near the wall than for the external stream. In this
way, a negative (or accelerating) pressure gradient tends to diminish the
variation of velocity across the boundary layer and to decrease the thickness
9f the layer, while a positive pressure gradient has the opposite tendency.
To this effect of the pressure gradient must be added the effect of viscosity,
and of wall friction in particular, which continually takes momentum from
the boundary layer and tends to thicken it. These two effects balance exactly,
so far as boundary-layer thickness is concerned, for an external stream whose
velocity increases in proportion to x.
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The similarity solution for an external stream 'Velocity proportional to xm

The way in which acceleration or deceleration of the external stream
affects the variation of boundary-layer thickness and skin friction with
distance along the boundary is shown clearly by a family of solutions for
steady two-dimensional flow given by Falkner and Skan (1930). These
authors noticed that in the case of the external stream velocity

(5.9.2 )

where c ( > 0) and m are constants, it is possible to obtain a solution of the
boundary-layer equations of the form

ljF = (vUx)l f(1J) , 1J = (U/vx)ly. (5·9·3)
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Figure 5.9.1. Similarity distributions of velocity across the boundary layer
for an external stream velocity U = ex"'.

With this transformation, and after elimination of the pressure using the
relation (5.7.8) betweenUandp, the boundary-layer equation (5.7.1) becomes

mf's-l(m+ I)ff" = m+f'"· (5·9·4)

This equation reduces to (5.5.13) when m = I, corresponding to flow toward
a 'stagnation point' ata plane wall, and to (5.8.6) whenm =: 0, corresponding
to flow over a flat plate aligned with a uniform stream. As will be seen in
§6.5, the velocity variation (5.9.2) occurs on the surface of a wedge of semi
angle 1Tm/(m+ I) placed symmetrically in an irrotational stream of inviscid
fluid (x being measured from the vertex); thus (5.9.4) can be regarded as
governing the flow in the boundary layer at the surface of such a wedge, with
negative values of m corresponding to flow over a flat plate which is inclined
away from the stream (although the infinite value of U at x = 0 when m < 0

would not be realized in practice). However, that possible application of the
results is not the point of immediate interest.
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The boundary conditions to be satisfied at the inner and outer edges ofthe

layer are f(o) =/'(0) = 0, /'(7/) ~ 1 as 7/ ~OO.

No conditions at x = 0 can be imposed, because the assumed form of solu
tion (5.9.3) is such that the variation of u with y has the same shape at all
values of x. Solutions of (5.9.4) with these boundary conditions have been
obtained numerically for many values of m by Hartree (1937), and the cor
responding velocity profiles for several of these values are shown in figure
5.9.1 ; the abscissa for this graph is {!(m +1)}17/ because that happened to be
a more convenient variable than 1/ for the numerical integration. When
m < 0 the solution is not unique, and the solutions for negative values of m
shown in figure 5.9.1 are those which are deemed to be physically' sensible'
and which join smoothly with the solutions for positive values of m.t

Two important parameters of the solution for each value of m are the
displacement thickness (01) and the frictional stress at the wall (TO say). We
find from (5.9.3) that

01 = fog) (1- ~) dy = (';)
1f: (1-f')d7/,

oc ~...".), (5.9.5)

and T. = "(~L. = p (V~r10.
ocx!<8m-l), (5.9.6)

and these expressions show explicitly how the dependence of layer thickness
and wall stress on x changes with the degree of acceleration or deceleration
of the external stream. When m ='i, it seems that the wall stress is uniform;
the tendency for the velocity gradient at the wall to increase as a result of
acceleration of the external stream is here balanced exactly by the opposite
tendency due to diffusive thickening of the boundary layer.

No drastic change in the behaviour of 01 and To at any negative value ofm
is indicated by (5.9.5) and (5.9.6), but there are signs of such a change in the
profiles shown in figure 5.9.1. It will be observed that the profiles for a
decelerated external stream have a point of inflexion. This property is in
fact general, as may be seen from the form taken by the equation of motion
at the boundary, viz.

(ollu) 1 8p 1 dUI

l' oy2 11-0 = P8x' ~ - 2 dx ; (5·9·7)

82uJBy' is thus positive at the wall for a decelerating external stream, and,
since u~ U as y ~ 00, 02UJ8y 2 must change sign at some value ofy. In the

t Stewartson (1954) has found a second set of solutions for -0'0904 < m < 0 which
join smoothly those shown above at m = - 0'0904, but which do not yield the solution
for the boundary layer on a fiat plate described in §5.8 as m - o. All members of this
second set of solutions show a region of reversed flow near the wall. Their physical
significance ia not clear.
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case U = const. (i.e. m = 0), the point of inflexion occurs at the boundary.
As m decreases from zero, the positive value of olu/oy2 at the wall increases,
and this, together with the constraint u~ U as y ~ 00, leads to a continual
decrease of (Ou/oy)'I/_o' At m = -0'0904 (which is the smallest value of m for
which a complete numerical solution is available) the velocity gradient at the
wall vanishes, giving a rather curious boundary layer in which the frictional
force at the wall is zero for all x.

An important conclusion from the Falkner-Skan family of solutions is
that, for an external stream velocity of the form xm, the largest deceleration
of the external stream for which a similarity solution without back-flow in
the boundary layer can be obtained is that corresponding to m = - 0'0904'
For this value of m the forward frictional force exerted by the outer layers of
fluid is just able to prevent the layer of fluid near the boundary from being
moved backward by the positive (' adverse' in the conventional terminology)
pressure gradient. We note the closeness of this critical value of m to zero.

Similarity solutions of the boundary-layer equation can also be obtained
for an external stream velocity of the form (5.9.2) with c < 0; 'in the trans
formation (5.9.3) U must be replaced by - U, and the effect on equation
(5.9.4) is to change the sign of the term!"'. The external stream here flows
towards the origin of x, and is accelerating when m < o. An interesting by
product of the analysis is that, when m = - I, we readily recover the solu
tion (5.6.12) already found for the velocity distribution near one wall of
a wedge-shaped channel in which there is steady radial inflow every
where at large Reynolds number.

Calculation of the steady boundary layer on a body moving through fluid

It is now possible to see in a general way how the boundary-layer flow will
vary with position on the surface of a body moving steadily through fluid at
rest at infinity with a large value of the Reynolds number based on body
speed Uo and linear dimension L. The boundary layer may be regarded as
'beginning' at the point where the dividingt streamline coming from far
upstream intersects the body surface, and the nature of the initial develop
ment will depend on the local geometry of the surface. If it is a rounded sur
face which may be regarded as plane locally, the initial development of the
boundary layer is like the 'stagnation point' flow analysed in §5.5; and if it
is a sharp forward-facing edge, with the dividing streamline meeting the
apex, the boundary layer will develop initially like one member of the family
ofsolutions of (5 .9.4) with m ~ 0, the flat plate ofnegligible thickness aligned
with the stream corresponding to m = o. Further downstream of this origin
of the boundary layer, the velocity of the external stream varies in a different

t The flow divides into two parts passing round different sides of the body only when the
body is two-dimensional, which is the easiest case to describe in general tenns. Boundary
layers on three-dimensional bodies are considerably more complicated unleu the flow
is axisymmetric.
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manner, determined by the body shape as a whole, and there may be both
accelerations and decelerations, with consequent variation of the thickness
of the boundary layer and of the velocity distribution within it. Over a
limited portion of the body surface the velocity distribution in the boundary
layer will be roughly like that given by the Falkner-Skan equation with a
value ofmchosen to represent the local conditions, except when the decelera
tion of the external stream is more than slight.

Many numerical methods of finding the development of the boundary
layer in response to a given steady distribution of external stream speed have
been devised,t all of which make use of the fact that the boundary-layer
equation (5.7.1) is a second-order partial differential equation of parabolic
type (unlike the full equation of motion which is of elliptic type in :JC and y)
and allows forward integration with respect to x, conditions at any value of
x being determined in general by the upstream history of the boundary
layer. Important practical objectives of such a calculation are the values of
the boundary-layer thickness and the tangential stress at the wall, the latter
being needed in any estimate of the total force exerted on the body by the
fluid. The dimensionless forms of the boundary-layer equations, (5.7.9) and
(5.7.1 I), show that, for a two-dimensional body in a stream of speed Uo, the
displacement thickness of the boundary layer at a distance :JC along the body
surface from the forward stagnation point is

Ol(X) = f: (I -~) dy = LR-iI: (I -u' l(;) dy', (5.9.8)

where L might be taken as the length of the body. Likewise the local tan
gential stress at the wall is

p (~)1/-0 = pU~R-i (~:)11-0' (5·9·9)

The quantities with primes in (5.9.8) and (5.9.9) are dimensionless and
independent of Reynolds number, and a numerical integration of the
boundary-layer equations would yield the numerical values of

f: (I -u'UoIU)dy' and (Bu'jOy'),l-o

as functions of :a'.
Although the various numerical methods available for calculation of the

development of the boundary layer will not be described here, we shall note
an integral relation, first given by von Karman (1921), which has been made
the basis of a number of approximate procedures. This relation is a special
case of the momentum equation in integral form given in §3.2, and is con
veniently obtained by integrating the boundary-layer equation (5.7.1) with
respect to y across the layer. Some of the terms in this equation do not

t See Laminar Boundary Layerl, edited by L. Rosenhead.
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vanish outside the boundary layer, but we can avoid a dependence of the
results on the exact range of integration by first subtracting from (5.7.1) the
relation (5.7.8), which is the form taken by (5.7.1) just outside the boundary
layer. The equation to be integrated is thus

o(u- U) ou OU _ UoU _ 02U
ot +U oX+v oy ox - V oyS' (5.9. 10)

and limits of integration for y can be taken as 0 and 00, on the understanding
that u is regarded as independent ofy and equal to U outside the boundary
layer (which may be seen to become an increasingly accurate assumption as
R -? 00, when stated in terms of the more natural lateral co-ordinate
y' = Riy/L introduced in §5.7).

The result of the integration is

v (~)1/-0 = :tf: (U -u)dy+f: {(U -u) ~~+u o(~;u)+v o(~;U)}dy

=o(Uo1) oU TT~ raJ
{ o(U-u) (U- )Ou}d ( )

ot + ox VOl +J0 u ox + u ox)l, 5·9· II

in which the last step has used the mass-conservation equation. The
quantity

is a length analogous to the displacement thickness, and is usually termed
the momentum thickness and denoted by (j. The relation (5.9. II) may then

be written as (OU) o(Uo
l
) oU 0(U2(j)

v -;- = 8 +~ UOl + o· (5.9. 12)cJy v-o t {IX X

A simple procedure which often gives sufficiently accurate results is now
to assume that the velocity distribution with respect to y has the same shape
for all relevant values of x, this shape being chosen so as to satisfy as many of
the boundary conditions as possible, and then to regard (5.9.12) as a dif
ferential equation for one of the parameters defining this shape. For instance,
we could choose the profile

u = {USinay for 0 ~ y ~ 11'/2a
U for y ~ 1T/2a,

which is qualitatively reasonable for the case of a steady boundary layer with
an external stream velocity which is uniform or increasing not too rapidly.
With this profile we have

r"/2a
01 = J0 (I - sinay) dy = (l11'- I)/a,

f"/2a
6 = 0 sinaY(1 -sinay)dy = (I -i,1T)ja.
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As a test we may take the case of uniform external stream speed, for which
(5.9.12) gives da--1

va = U(I-!n) dx '

from which a can be determined. Then

81= 0'~71 = 0'571(4 8 11) i (~) t = 1'74 (~) t,

which is remarkably close to the value (5.8.10).
All the available methods of calculation of steady flow in a boundary layer

are frustrated if the deceleration of the external stream is more than slight,
because the rate ofincreaseofboundary-layer thickness usually thenbecomes
so great as to render the boundary-layer approximations invalid.

Growth of the boundary layer in initially irrotationalflow
As another way of examining the peculiar consequences of deceleration

of the fluid at the outer edge of a boundary layer, we may consider the
temporal development of boundary-layer flow from an initial state of zero
vorticity everywhere, and with a given distribution of the external stream
velocity U. Let us suppose, for definiteness, that a solid body immersed in
infinite fluid at rest is made to move in translation. For an initial interval of
time the motion of the fluid is irrotational everywhere except within a thin
layer adjoining the body surface, and the relative velocity of the fluid at the
surface associated with this irrotational flow field can be determined from a
knowledge of the shape of the body and its instantaneous velocity. The
velocity U at the outer edge of the vorticity layer is thus known as a function
of distance x along the body surface (assuming, for simplicity, that it is two
dimensional) and time t. The motion in the boundary layer, relative to the
body, is then governed by equations (5.7.1) and (5.7.2), with (5.7.8) to give
the pressure gradient, and the conditions to be satisfied by the solution are
(5.7.6), (5.7.7) and the new requirement

u(x,y, t) = U(x, t) at t = 0 for y > o.

In the simple case in which the body speed is brought suddenly from
zero to a value Uoand subsequently is constant, U is independent of t and
equations (5.7.1) and (5.7.8) reduce to

au au au dU atu
ot +u ax +V oy = U dx +V ayl' (S·9·13)

It seems evident that over the portion of the body surface between the
forward stagnation point and the position of the first maximum of Vex) the
solution will exhibit a smooth approach to a steady boundary layer without
unusual features. We should like to know what happens over the rear portion
of the body where dUjdx < o.
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A method of finding the required solution of (5.9.13) at small values of t
by a process of reiteration (first used by Blasius 1908) has been devised, the
physical basis being that initially the boundary layer is extremely thin and
the main contribution to au/ot comes from viscous diffusion. Of the four
terms in the expression for au/at given by (5.9.13), only valu/oyS becomes
infinitely large as t ~ 0 from above. (The term 'V au/8y is of the same order of
magnitude as u au/ax, as for boundary layers generally, and thus remains
finite, the largeness of %y being exactly balanced by the smallness of 'V.)
Thus the first approximation to u, to be denoted by u1(x,y, t), satisfies the
equation au1 olu1

at = v o,S ,
of which the solution satisfying the above boundary conditions is

2 f'1 IUl(X,y, t) = U(x) ;,j1T 0 e-fJ d1j = U(x) erf1j, (5.9. 14)

where 7J = fy/(vt)t. This distribution of rela~ve velocity of fluid and
boundary at position x is exactly the same as that generated in a semi
infinite fluid bounded by a plane rigid wall whose velocity in its own plane
is suddenly brought to and held constant at - U(x), the effects of convection
and pressure gradient being identically zero in this latter case (§4.3).

We may now use this first approximation to estimate the convection terms
in (5.9.13). Thus, the second approximation to the component of velocity
parallel to the boundary locally is u = Ul+us, where

aus fJ2us dU au1 au1 ()
at-V 8ys = U tbc -U1 oX -'VI 8y' 5.9. 15

the normal velocity 'VI of the first approximation being obtamed from (5.9.14)
and the mass-conservation relation (5.9.1). The boundary conditions to be
satisfied by us(x,y, t) are

us(x,y, o) = 0, us(x, 0, t) = 0, us(x,y, t) ~ 0 as y ~ cx).

The right-hand side of (5.9.15) is of the form

U~~x function of 1j,

(5.9.16)
dU

u = Uerf1j+tU dx!(1j).

showing that Us can be written as tU(dU/dx)f(1j). Determination of the
function f(1j) to satisfy (5.9.15) and the above boundary conditio~s is
straight-forward,t but will not be described here. The second approxlma
tion is then

t See, for instance, Laminar Boundary Lay"." edited by L. Rosenhead, §VII. 7.
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The procedure can be continued to improve the approximation, the
outcome of the nth stage being the addition of a term of the form

tn- 1 x function of x x function of "I

to the expression for u. The approximation (5.9.16) is sufficient for our
purpose, which is to note the development of back-flow within the boundary
layer in a regionofdeceleration ofthe external stream. The two functions erf"I
and/(1J) are everywhere non-negative, and the ratio of/(1J) to erf1J is found
to be greatest at "I = o. Consequently, back-flow can occur only when
dU/dx < 0 and it does so first at "I = 0, i.e. at y = o-conclusions which we
have seen apply also to steady boundary layers. The interval of time before
back-flow occurs at any position x is the value of t which makes (OU/OY),II_0
zero, and, according to (5.9.16) and the known solution for /("1), is

1 {d(erf1J)/d1J} = _ 0'70
- dU/dx d/(1J)/d1J ,,-0' dU/dx'

The exact time and place on the body surface at which back-flow begins
depend on the function dU(x)/dx, which is determined completely by the
shape of the body. A simple illustrative case is a circular cylinder of radius a,
for which the relative fluid velocity at the surface in a completely irrotational
flow with zero circulation round the cylinder (see (2.10,12» is

U(x) = 2Uosin~,
a

where x is measured along the surface from the forward stagnation point and
Uo is the speed of translation of the cylinder relative to the fluid at infinity.
The maximum value of -dUjdx in this case occurs at the rear stagnation
point x ="1la, and back-flow begins there after a time 0'35a/Uo, i.e. after the
cylinder has moved a distance o'35a, (At the third approximation to u, this
number 0'35 becomes 0'32,) At subsequent times back-flow occurs over a
finite part of the surface at the rear of the cylinder, for example, over the
range i1la < x ~ 1la at time 0'50 a/Uo, and it creeps forward to x = t1la as
t ~ 00. However, it is doubtful whether the first few terms of the series in
powers of t provide an accurate estimate ofu for values of t greater than about
0'5a/ Uo. The value of the calculation lies in the finding that back-flow occurs
in the boundary layer at the rear of the body after a time which is inversely
proportional to the maximum value of - dUjdx and which does not depend
on the viscosity. The development of back-flow in a boundary layer in
practice is usually a precursor of indefinite thickening of the boundary
layer, so there is a hint here that steady flow past a circular cylinder with a
thin boundary layer adjoining the whole surface of the body is not possible.

Other arguments of a more heuristic nature do indeed suggest that after
a certain time vorticity will have been carried far away from the cyJinder.
Near the rear stagnation point of the initial irrotational flow the component
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of velocity normal to the surface (and away from it) is equal to ky, where
k = 2 Vola for a circular cylinder; and so the thickness of the layer of non
zero vorticity increases as exp (kt) as soon as the Jayer is so thick that the
transfer of vorticity is dominated by convection. But viscosity is needed to
provide the initial transfer from the surface of the cylinder and a dimen
sional argument indicates that the complete expression for the thickness of
the vorticity layer near the rear stagnation point (where the external stream
is determined by the parameter k alone) is

const. x (vjk)!ekt•

Thus this thickness might be expected to be comparable with the cylinder
radius after a time of order

a2k
k-1log- or

v '

for a circular cylinder, which is not very different from a/Vo in practical
terms.

Calculations of the development of the flow past a circular cylinder from
initially irrotational motion have also been made using a finite difference
approximation to space and time derivatives in the complete equations of
motion and integrating them step by step in time over the whole flow field
with the aid of a high-speed automatic computer. Payne (1958) has inte
grated the vorticity equation (which has the advantage that the calculations
can be confined to the limited region of non-zero vorticity near the cylinder)
numerically in this way, using steps separated by a time interval o'la/Vo,
and the resulting distributions of vorticity wand stream function 1fr at times
2a/Uoand 6a/Uoafter the circular cylinder is brought suddenly to its steady
speed Vowith a Reynolds number 2aUo/v = 100 are shown in figure 5.9.2.
This Reynolds number is not so large that a thin boundary layer forms (and
the finite difference method would meet great difficulties if it did), but the
way in which vorticity is first carried round to the rear of the cylinder and
then downstream from it is probably much the same at higher Reynolds
numbers. It seems that growth of the thickness of the layer of non-zero
vorticity is rapid in the region of closed streamlines associated with back
flow near the cylinder surface.

It is possible to observe this rapid growth of the vorticity layer at the
rear of a bluff body which moves from rest. Figure 5.9.3 (plate 5) shows the
flow at the rear of a blunt body at successive intervals of time after the body
has begun to move, the first having been taken so soon after starting that the
boundary layer is not discernible. Subsequent photographs show the occur
rence and intensification ofback-flow in the boundary layer. (They also show
a typical tendency for the vorticity which accumulates in the thickening
boundary layer to form roughly circular eddies or 'vortices', evidently as
an outcome of local instability of the flow. These vortices are associated with
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quite vigorous back-flow, as may be inferred from the secondary counter
vortices on the upstream side of the main vortex in the last two photographs.)
It is quite clear that the growth of the vorticity layer at the rear soon renders
the boundary-layer approximations invalid there, and that the ultimate
steady state is not one in which the fluid in the boundary layer on the forward
surface of the body flows round the surface to the rear stagnation point.
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Figure 5.9.2.. Streamlines of the flow relative to the cylinder and distribution of vorticity
wat times 2.a/Uo and 6a/Uo after a circular cylinder is suddenly made to move at steady
speed Uo; 2aUo/v ... 100. (From Payne 1958.)

S.10. Separation of the boundary layer
We come now to the aspect of laminar flow at high Reynolds number

which presents the greatest theoretical difficulty.
It is useful first to recall the demonstration in §4. 12 that, at Reynolds

numbers of the steady flow past bodies in the range 1 to about 100, back
flow at the rear of the body is a typical feature and one which becomes more
pronounced as the Reynolds number increases in this range. Figure 4.12. I

(plate 1), figure 4.12.8 (plate 3), and figure 4.12.10 (plate 4) all show the
appearance of large circulating eddies stationary relative to the body. The
streamlines close to the forward face of the body leave the body at some
point and pass round the large standing eddies. The Reynolds numbers of
the flow fields described in §4. 12 are not quite large enough for a boundary
layer to be clearly recognizable at the body surface (with the flat plate
formula (5.8.10), we have 81/1 = 0'17 when VI/v = 100).
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Observations of steady flow past bodies at higher Reynolds numbers at
which the boundary-layer thickness on the forward face is small compared
with the body size show the same breakaway of the surface streamlines
somewhere near the sides of the body, although the flow in the wake at the
rear of the body is usually unsteady (as a consequence of instability of the
steady flow) and attached standing eddies with a regular closed flow become
less and less evident. Figure 5.10.1 (plate 6) provides a detailed picture of
steady breakaway of the surface streamlines at the sides of a long body of
revolution with a blunt tail, the thickness of the attached portion of the
boundary layer being very small in this case.

This observation that when bluff bodies are held in a stream of fluid at
large Reynolds number the streamlines passing near the forward face of
a rigid body break away at the sides of the body and enclose fluid in slow and
unsteady motion is an example of boundary-layer separation. Breakaway of
the surface streamlines may occur even at Reynolds numbers near 10, as we
have seen, but it takes on particular importance at large Reynolds number
because the streamlines leaving the surface then carry vorticity of large
magnitude away from the surface. Boundary-layer separation is not con
fined to flow due to bodies moving through infinite Buid; for instance it
occurs when fluid flowing through a short channel or pipe (so short that the
boundary layer at the wall has not spread to the centre ofthe channel) is made
to decelerate in a diverging section, as shown in figure 5.10.2 (plate 6).
Separation of a steady boundary layer at a plane or rounded rigid wall
without sharp edges is observed to occur whenever the velocity of the
effectively inviscid fluid just outside the boundary layer decreases in the
flow direction sufficiently rapidly and by a sufficient amount. Exactly how
rapidly and by how much the external stream velocity must decrease cannot
be stated, since the past history of the boundary layer also appears to be
relevant, but, in practical terms, a steady boundary layer usually separates
after very little retardation of the external stream. It is true that some
members of the Falkner-Skan family of solutions (§ 5.9) represent boundary
layers which continue at a plane wall despite an indefinite decrease of
external stream velocity, but the deceleration is here very slow indeed and the
initial profile of the boundary must have the prescribed form if it is to persist.

A graphic demonstration that separation is due essentially to the presence
ofa solid boundary, at which the no-slip condition is satisfied and vorticity is
generated, is provided by the two photographs in figure 5.10.3 (plate 7). The
first shows two-dimensional Bow toward a 'stagnation point' at a plane
solid wall (of the kind analysed in §5.5), and the second shows how this flow
is changed by the addition of a thin rigid plate at the plane ofsymmetry. The
plate coincides with a streamline of the first Bow, so that if the fluid were
completely inviscid, and slip were allowed at the plate, the flow would show
no change. In fact, the no-slip condition holds, and a boundary layer must
form on the plate. Moreover, the deceleration of Buid on the plane of sym-
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metry of the original flow is too severe for a steady thin boundary layer on the
plate to be possible; more and more vorticity accumulates in the ever
thickening boundary layer and finally produces separation close to the
forward edge of the plate, so that the oncoming irrotational flow no longer
passes close to the original wall.

Despite the ubiquity of boundary-layer separation, and the great im
portance of its consequences for the flow as a whole, a proper understanding
of the phenomenon and an analytical description of it have not yet been
achieved. Separation is undoubtedly associated with the empirical fact that
a steady state of the boundary layer adjoining a solid boundary is impossible
with an appreciable fall in velocity of the external stream. Apparently, in
cases in which the fall in velocity ofthe external stream is appreciable in some
initial phase of establishment of the flow, the transfer of vorticity away from
the solid boundary is so rapid that vorticity is soon not confined to a thin
layer. The whole character of the flow then changes, and takes a form such
that the boundary layer remains attached to the wall only where there is little
or no deceleration of the fluid just outside the boundary layer. The difficulty
is that we lack a means of seeing what that ultimate form will be.

Attempts have been made to relate mathematically the occurrence of
separation to the upstream history of the boundary layer in the steady state,
with the pressure distribution over the boundary regarded as known. As
remarked in §5.9, the usual plan in a numerical integration of the boundary
layer equations is to proceed from some initial value of x, where the distribu
tion of velocity with respect to y is given (which initial station might be
where the boundary layer literally begins), to larger values of x with a given
distribution of pressure, or, equivalently, of external stream velocity. It has
been found that all such methods encounter difficulties in regions ofsustained
deceleration of the external stream, usually failures of the numerical pro
cedure such as a lack of convergence of an iteration process, and that the
computational difficulties increase rapidly as the position of zero frictional
stress at the wall is approached. The results of careful numerical investiga
tion of the boundary layer in the particular case of an external stream
velocity U = Uo-txX, where Uo and eX are constants (Hartree 1949; Leigh
1955), suggest that the solution of the boundary-layer equations has an
algebraic singularity at this point. We know of one regular solution in which
(8uj8y),,-o = 0, viz. the Falkner-Skan similarity solution with m = -0'0904
(§ 5·9), although the fact that (8uj8y),,_0 = 0 at all values of x in this solution
probably renders it unrepresentative.

If in some flow field (auj8y),,_0 changes smoothly from positive to negative
values through zero as x increases, the position of zero wall friction is also
the position at which back-flow begins.t The equation of motion (in either

t The two-dimensional flow within a very small neighbourhood (well within the boundary
layer) of the point on a wall where ouloy changes sign has been described as a case of
flow with negligible inertia forces in §4.8.
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the exact or the approximate boundary-layer form) in two dimensions maybe
regarded as representing the change in vorticity of the fluid at any point as
the resultant of contributions from diffusion of vorticity and from con
vection with the fluid. It is thus to be expected that a numerical forward
integration of the boundary-layer equations, in which conditions at some
value of x are determined from those at smaller values of x, could hope to
succeed in general only if the fluid velocity is in the direction of x increasing,
over the whole of the region of integration; for if back-flow occurs at any
point Xl' a contribution to the vorticity balance there will be made by con
vection from positions at larger x, which contribution is not determined by
conditions at X < Xl' contrary to the assumed basis of the computation.

The position is, then, that first, we know from observation that a steady
boundary layer' separates' or breaks away from a solid boundary of smooth
shape at, or a small distance downstream from, the position of maximum
velocity of the external stream, and second, there are real difficulties in
making a forward integration, in the direction of the external stream, of the
boundary-layer equations as soon as the integration reaches the neighbour
hood of the point of zero frictional stress on the wall. It is commonly taken
for granted in the literature, although the assumption seems to lack proper
justification, that the point of separation coincides with the point of zerowall
friction. The most that can be said from observation is that the two points
are usually close; experiments are hampered by the instability of the flow on
the down-stream side of the separation point, and sometimes also of the
boundary layer adjoining the wall. A cautious view, in the present state
of knowledge, is that zero wall friction is a necessary preliminary or con
comitant to separation of a steady boundary layer, and may occur at or
upstream from the position of separation. In any event, an important con
clusion from boundary-layer theory is that, provided the distribution of the
external stream velocity remains unchanged, the position of the point of
zero wall friction is independent of the Reynolds number; thus the occur
rence of zero skin friction at some point and presumably also the related
phenomenon of separation persist in the limit v....,. o.

Quite apart from the possibility that there is a singularity in the solution
of the steady boundary-layer equations at a point of zero wall friction,
a priori analysis of the boundary layer alone is not sufficient for the deter
mination of the position of separation. Separation of the boundary layer, as
defined above, refers to the departure, from the neighbourhood of the body
surface, of those streamlines which lay within the boundary layer on the
forward portion of the body, and is a feature of the flow as a whole which is
determined by considerations of the flow both inside and outside the
boundary layer and the flow on both sides of the separated boundary layer.
The flow outside the boundary layer is governed by a partial differential
equation of elliptic type (being simply Laplace's equation when this flow is
irrotational), and is influenced everywhere by the shape of the whole
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boundary of this region of flow, including that part of the boundary pro
vided by the separated boundary layer. Thus the occurrence of separation
affects the distribution of pressure over the attached portion of the boundary
layer. One of the major unsolved problems of fluid mechanics is the deter
mination of the total flow, both within and outside the boundary layer, in
cases of steady flow with boundary-layer separation.

In cases ofseparation from bodies of smooth geometrical form, the surface
streamlines are observed to leave the surface more or less tangentially, as
indicated in figure S.lo.4a, which is drawn with a scale such that the body
dimensions are of order unity and the boundary layer appears as a line

~;~
. (a)

Fiaure S.lo.4. Separation from a rigid wall (a) without and
(b) with a salient edge.

without thickness. If the streamline leaving the separation point S made an
angle with the upstream wall less than 180°, it is readily shown (as already
remarked in connection with the interpretation of (S.9.2) as the velocity
distribution on a wedge in irrotational flow) that the external stream velocity,
assuming it to be part of an irrotational flow, would be zero at S; there would
thus be appreciable deceleration of the external stream before reaching S
and, as has been seen, this would lead to back-flow and too great an accumu
lation of vorticity to be confined within a thin layer. In other words, tan
gential departure ofthe boundary-layer streamlines is the onlyself-consistent
possibility in a steady flow.

The case of a wall or a body surface with a salient edge possesses some
characteristic features and merits separate discussion. Here it is found that
the boundary layer always separates at the salient edge (as in the flow at the
two highest Reynolds numbers shown in figure 4.12.10, plate 4), and that it
leaves the edge tangentially to the upstream face, as sketched in figure
S.IO.4b. It seems that there is no possible steady state, for the flows inside
and outside the boundary layer, other than that in which the streamlines
near the wall leave the edge tangentially; and the flow as a whole adjusts
itself so that the separation takes place in this way. It is also found that,
unlike the case of a rigid boundary of smooth shape, the velocity of the
inviscid flow just outside the boundary layer does not decrease as the
separation point is approached. (Note that a forward integration of the
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boundary-layer equations from some point upstream, with the observed
distribution of external stream speed, would here give no prior indication of
separation at the edge.)

The analysis in §5.9 of the growth of the boundary layer immediately
after a body begins to move through fluid at rest is relevant here also. In
wholly irrotational flow past a body with a salient edge, the magnitude of the
fluid velocity at the edge is very large (being theoretically infinite if the
radius of curvature at the salient edge is zero, as will be seen in §6.S). Thus
the value of dUjdx to be substituted into (5.9.16) is negative with very large
magnitudejust downstream from the salient edge. Back-flowtherefore occurs
there almost immediately after the body begins to move, and moreover is
strong. A standing eddy forms in the lee of the edge and the effect of this
eddy is to throw oncoming fluid off the salient edge in the manner indicated
in figure S.IO.4b.

Detailed evidence about the development of separation almost im
mediately after a body with a salient edge begins to move is given in figure
5.10.5 (plate 8); here the air passing close to the forward surface of the body
has been made visible by the release of vapour of different density from the
body surface which causes a shadow in the light from an intense spark. The
shedding ofvorticity from the salient edge is so rapid that some fluid elements
with vorticity remain approximately at the initial position of the body. These
pictures reveal the characteristic spiral-like form of the line of fluid particles
which have come from the salient edge, associated with the induced velocity
of the vorticity shed from the edge. They also show the marked instability
of a sheet vortex and the formation of undulations and, later, gathering of
the vapour (and presumably of vorticity) at regular intervals in place of a
uniform sheet vortex. The last four pictures of the sequence were taken when
the body was moving at its ultimate steady 'speed, but the large vortex shed
from the salient edge has not yet moved far enough downstream for the
flow near the body to have attained its (statistically) steady form completely,
except perhaps in the forward half of the flow field.

A less detailed illustration is provided by figure 5.10.6 (plate 9), which
shows various stages in the development of flow past a model of a house with
a pitched roof from rest. The existence of a small closed eddy just behind
the roof peak can be observed in figure 5.IO.6b and this eddy grows in size
until its internal structure is lost in the irregular fluctuations of figure
5.Io.6e. An interesting feature of figure S.Io.6d is the appearance of smaller
closed vortices at the two junctions of the house with the ground; the closed
eddy on the upstream side of the house is associated with separation of the
boundary layer from the ground in a region of external stream deceleration,
and that on the downstream side is presumably associated in a similar way
with the deceleration of the flow towards the house due to the large standing
eddy (although the Reynolds number of this secondary flow is not so large
that distinct boundary layers form there). It is clear from figure 5.lo.6e that
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when the rigid boundary has a salient edge the direction of the tangent to the
boundary on the upstream side of the edge can have a dominant influence
on the form of the final statistically steady flow.

The necessity of separation of the boundary layer at a salient edge and the
strong influence of that separation on the form of the flow field as a whole
are important factors in the theory of lift on bodies in translational motion.
We shall see in §6.7 that the tendency for boundary-layer separation to
occur in such a way as nearly to eliminate deceleration of the external stream
over the attached portion of the boundary layer in the steady state can be
exploited for useful purposes in aeronautics.

5.11. The flow due to bodies moving steadily through fluid

Determination of the high-Reynolds-number flow produced by a body
moving steadily through fluid at rest at infinity, or, equivalently, the flow
past a fixed body in a stream which is steady and uniform at infinity, is a
basic problem in fluid dynamics of great practical importance in several
engineering fields. As indicated in the preceding-section, theory is not yet
able to cope with the whole field of steady flow when separation occurs; and
it is rendered even less effective by the inevitable turbulence which results
from instability of boundary layers and wakes at large Reynolds number. In
consequence, knowledge of flow past bluff bodies is drawn mostly from
observation, and concerns the dependence of gross properties of the flow
field on the Reynolds number rather than details of the velocity distribution.

The feature of flow due to a rigid body in steady translational motion
through fluid at rest at infinity which is of most practical significance is the
total force exerted on the body by the fluid. Contributions to this total force
are made by the tangential stress at the body surface, integrated over that
surface, and by the normal stress. The total force due to the tangential stress
will usually be approximately opposite in direction to the velocity of the
body, and is termed the friction drag since it is wholly and directly a conse
quence of viscosity or internal friction in the fluid. The total force due to the
normal stress at the surface of a body in steady motion has a more complex
origin, and it is useful to recognize the following contributions, which are
additional to the buoyancy force due to the action of gravity on the fluid
(§4· I ).

(a) The lift on the body. This is the component of the total force normal
to the direction ofmotion of the body, and is large for bodies of certain shape.
The lift force owes its existence to the generation of vorticity at a rigid
surface, in a way which will be considered in §6.7.

(b) The induced drag. An essential accompaniment to the lift on a three
dimensional body is the existence of vortices which trail downstream from
the body. The body continually supplies kinetic energy to the fluid as these
trailing vortices increase in length, this energy being the manifestation of
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work done by the body against that part of the total force known as induced
drag. This drag contribution will be discussed in §7.8.

(c) The form drag. This is the component of the resultant pressure force
parallel (and opposite in direction) to the velocity of the body, after the in
duced drag has beensubtracted. Theform drag depends strongly on theshape
and attitude of the body, and, unlike the induced drag, offers scope for drag
reduction by appropriate design in situations where reduction is desirable.

As a preliminary to the consideration of the friction and form drags acting
on bodies of different shape, we note that, when the flow due to a body in
steady translational motion through an inviscid fluid is wholly irrotational,
the total drag (excluding any buoyancy force) on the body is zero. This im
portant result follows from the fact that the whole irrotational flow field is
determined uniquely by the instantaneous body velocity U in the case of a
three-dimensional body of finite size (§ 2.9) and by U and the circulation
round the body in the case of a cylinder, or two-dimensional body (§2.10).
When U is constant (the circulation round a cylinder is constant in any
event, by Kelvin's circulation theorem), the whole flow pattern simply
moves with the body without change of the distribution, relative to the
instantaneous position of the body, of the fluid velocity. Consequently the
total kinetic energy of the fluid remains constant.t No means of dissipating
energy exists in an inviscid fluid, and no radiation of energy to infinity can
occur by sound waves in an incompressible fluid or by gravity waves in the
absence of density variations or a free surface to the fluid; hence work done
by the body against a non-zero drag can appear only as an increase ofkinetic
energy of the fluid, and, since this kinetic energy is constant when the body
moves steadily, the drag exerted by the fluid on the body must be zero under
these conditions. (This argument of course places no restriction on the
component of force on the body normal to U.)

The result that an inviscid fluid offers no resistance to steady translational
motion of a rigid body when the flow is everywhere irrotational is sometimes
referred to as d'Alembert's paradox, since rigid bodies do experience a
resistance to motion through real fluid. The result is in serious disagreement
with observation in the case of bluff bodies, which is hardly surprising, since
the flow at the rear of a bluff body is far from having the assumed irrotational
form. However, the result is quite relevant to flow due to the motion of
slender bodies through a real fluid at large Reynolds number.

Flow without separation

Consider first the relatively simple case of bodies whose shape and attitude
are such that no separation of the boundary layer occurs in the steady state.

t In the case of a two-dimensional body round which the circulation is non-zero, the
velocity diminishes at large distances from the body as 7-1 so that the total kinetic energy
of the fluid is theoretically infinite. The above argument is then not adequate, although
the result remains valid, as will be seen {rom the investigation in §6.....
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The various streamlines lying close to the body surface here proceed from an
attachment point or points on the forward side of the body to some detach
ment point or points on the downstream side, where the boundary layer
leaves the body and becomes a 'wake' whose thickness, at positions close
to the body, is of the same order as the boundary-layer thickness. Such an
absence of boundary-layer separation can occur only when the total fall in
velocity of the fluid just outside the boundary layer is small, as the preceding
discussion has shown. In particular, there must not be a stagnation point of
the external stream at the rear of the body, and for this to be possible the
body surface (whether it be two- or three-dimensional) must have a cusped
edge at the rear. The body must also be slender and aligned roughly with
the flow at infinity, for otherwise there would be a large velocity maximum
at the sides of the body with a consequent large total reduction of external
stream speed from there to the rear of the body. Figure 5.11.1 a (plate 7)
shows a photograph, with an exposure for a short time, of small particles
carried along with the fluid in the flow past an aerofoil (that is, a two
dimensional body of the general shape commonly used for aircraft wings),
the boundary layer being just discernible as a collection ofvery short streaks
on the rear half of the body. (A steady boundary layer subjected to a
decelerating external stream like that on the upper surface of the aerofoil in
figure 5. I Ie I a is usually unstable and a turbulent boundary layer takes its
place; turbulent boundary layers are less prone to separation, since the
fluctuating cross-currents are able to transfer forward momentum from the
outer layers to the slow-moving layers of fluid near the wall, but the same
general rules about when separation will occur are qualitatively applicable.)

When boundary-layer separation does not occur, the vorticity generated
at the surface of the body remains confined to a thin layer adjoining the
surface and to a thin wake in which the vorticity is convected far downstream.
The thickness (relative to the body length) ofeither a laminar or a turbulentt
boundary layer at the surface of the body decreases to zero as the Reynolds
number of the flow approaches infinity, the approach being faster for a
laminar layer. Hence the flow in the limit of infinite Reynolds number is
everywhere effectively inviscid and irrotational, except at certain stream
surfaces which we shall refer to as singular because in general the tangential
component of velocity changes discontinuously across each such surface.
One singular stream surface is the surface of the body (the limiting form of
the boundary layer) and the other is the sheet containing all the streamlines
which extend far downstream from the detachment point or points at the
rear of the body (the limiting form of the wake). Only in the neighbourhood
of these singular stream surfaces is the gradient of vorticity large enough to
make viscous effects significant when the Reynolds number is large.

t The existence of small roughness elements at the surface of the body may cause the
thickness of a turbulent boundary layer to tend to a small but non-zero limit as the
Reynolds number approaches infinity.
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In the case of a two-dimensional body, or cylinder, the direction of the
fluid velocity must be continuous across the singular surface coinciding with
the streamline passing downstream from the point of detachment at the rear
of the body; the pressure is necessarily continuous across this surface, and
from Bernoulli's theorem (the flow being steady) so too is the velocity
magnitude since streamlines on the two sides of this surface come from a
region far upstream with uniform conditions and have the same Bernoulli
constant. The singular surface extending downstream from the body is here
a degenerate one across which all properties of the flow are continuous; the
Bernoulli constant and the velocity magnitude right at the singular surface
are smaller than elsewhere, this being all that is left of the wake at infinite
Reynolds number, but this singularity is without effect on the flow. Hence
we can proceed to calculate the irrotational flow without regard for the
existence of singular surfaces in the fluid. The irrotational flow is of course
not uniquely determined until the circulation round the cylinder is specified
(§2.IO). Observation shows that there is only one value of this circulation
for which steady flow (or statistically steady flow, in the case of a turbulent
boundary layer) in the boundary layer is possible, viz. that value for which
a rear stagnation point does not occur on either the upper or lower surface
of the (two-dimensional) body and for which, as a consequence, the fluid
streams passing round the two sides of the body both leave the cusped
trailing edge tangentially; more will be said about this important matter of
determination of the cyclic constant in connection with lift on aerofoils in
§6·7·

In the case of three-dimensional bodies, the singular stream surface con-
sisting of all the streamlines which pass downstream from the detachment
points on the body may not be so innocuous. In this case it may convect
vorticity with a non-zero component in the local flow direction which has
been generated at the body surface-and always does so when a lift, or
side force, acts on the body-in which event there is a jump in direction of
the velocity across the singular surface. The occurrence of a lift force on the
body needs special consideration, to be given briefly in§7.8, and all that need
be said here is that a knowledge of the shape of the body allows the nature of
the jump, and thence the whole irrotational flow, to be determined in
principle (although the practical difficulties may be insuperable). When no
lift force acts on the body, streamwise vorticity is usually not generated at
the body surface, the direction of the fluid velocity is continuous across the
singular surface, and the singular surface has the same degenerate character
as for a two-dimensional body.

Thus in all cases of bodies on which no separation occurs, the irrotational
flow outside the body and thin boundary layer and wake is determinable
approximately from the shape of the body (with an accuracy which increases
with Reynolds number, because the boundary layer is ignored when applying
the condition of zero normal velocity at the inner boundary of the region of
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irrotational flow). Some analytical methods of finding this irrotational flow
explicitly will be described in chapter 6.

When the distribution of velocity in the irrotational flow just outside the
boundary layer is kD;own, the tangential stress p(ou/oY)v_o at each point of
the body surface can be calculated by the kind of numerical integration of
the boundary-layer equation mentioned in §5.9. On introducing dimension
less boundary-layer variables, as in (5.9.9), and integrating the component
of this surface force in the stream direction over the surface of the body, we
find that for a two-dimensional body of length L in a stream of speed Uo

total friction drag = kpU: LR-i (5. I I.I )

per unit width normal to the plane of flow, where k is a number depending
only on the shape ofthe body and R =LUo/v. For a three-dimensional body
there is a similar formula with some measure of the area of the body surface
replacing Lin (5.11.1).

On a streamlined body the changes in external stream velocity are fairly
gentle (except near the forward stagnation point, where there is rapid
acceleration), so that the development of the boundary layer on a two
dimensional body is not greatly different from that on a flat plate edge-on to
the stream at the same value of the Reynolds number based on streamwise
length of the solid surface; and for a flat plate the formula (5.8.8) gives the
value of the coefficient k in (5.11.1) as 1'33' Observation shows thatk is close
to 1'33 for two-dimensional bodies of very small thickness, provided the
Reynolds number does not exceed a certain value, and that it increases with
the thickness of the body, partIy because the velocity just outside the
boundary layer exceeds Uo over most of the surface by an amount which
increases with the thickness. As remarked in §5.8, the flow in the boundary
layer becomes turbulent, and the frictional stress at the wall increases con
siderably,when the Reynolds numberbased onlocal boundary-layer thickness
exceeds a value which for a flat plate boundary-layer profile is near 600. The
kind of velocity distribution in the boundary layer that occurs over the rear
portion of a body, where the external stream is decelerating, is more
favourable to instability. Hence an increase in the thickness ofa slender body
at a given Reynolds number, and an accompanying magnification of the
deceleration of the external stream, may cause an earlier transition to
turbulent flow and consequently again a greater frictional drag.

In the limit of infinite Reynolds number, when the boundary layer and
wake have zero thickness, the form drag on the body has the value zero
corresponding to wholly irrotational flow. At a finite Reynolds number
the existence of the thin boundary layer and wake has a small effect on the
form of the surrounding irrotational flow and a corresponding small effect
?n the distribution of pressure at the body surface. The streamlines of the
lrrotational flow are displaced laterally by both the solid body and the
boundary layer, and the thickness of the boundary layer in general increases
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from the leading to the trailing edge of the body; consequently the rise in
velocity and fall in pressure at the sides of the body where the streamlines
are crowded together may be expected to be more marked at the rear of the
body than in the absence of the boundary layer, and this greater decrease of
pressure at the rear causes the total drag due to normal stresses to be non
zero and positive. The pressure at any point on the body surface differs from
that in wholly irrotational flow by an amount which is evidently proportional
to the displacement thickness of the boundary layer, and so the form drag is
proportional to R-l, like the friction drag. The magnitude of the form drag
depends on the shape of the body, being zero for a flat plate at zero incidence
and generally larger the fatter the body, and is usually much smaller than the
friction drag under conditions in which no separation of the boundary layer
occurs.

0'020 I-----=---:-=¥-:-:----~--_!l
Equal total drags /
at equal speeds I

Laminar flow on ~ ~~'h ~~
a flat plate ~o~ ~~tuft.p 0

0'010 I-T---+---:::;~-.....,....---t_r--_i

I ""II .... at~'j[, 'f"--~,'
r oh.:-,.... -- I

l
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Figure 5.11.2. Observed values of the total drag and form drag for a family of sym
metrical aerofoils like the one shown, at zero incidence; UoLlv = 4 x 10'. (From Fage,
Falkner and Walker 1929.)

Figure S. I 1.2 shows how the measured total drag and form drag vary with
thickness for a typical family of symmetrical two-dimensional aerofoils or
wing-sections (which for practical reasons have trailing edges in the form of
thin wedges) at zero incidence to the stream, some of which are so thick that
separation of the boundary layer undoubtedly occurred. It is also probable
that the flow in the boundary layer was turbulent over a portion of the
surface near the trailing edge in the case of the thicker aerofoils.

From an energy-balance point of view, the small drag on a slender body
in steady flow must be accompanied by a corresponding rate of dissipation
of kinetic energy in the fluid by viscous stresses. At large values of R, the
boundary layer on the body of length L has a thickness of order LR-i, so the
velocity gradients in the boundary layer are of order UoRilL. Thus the rate
of dissipation of energy per unit volume in the boundary layer is of order
pvU8RjL'I., and the total rate of dissipation in the boundary layer, per unit
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area of surface of the body, is of order

pvU~R ~ U3R-lL2 x u, or Po'
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(There is also a contribution to total dissipation from the wake, but this is
smaller since the velocity gradients quickly become small when the no-slip
condition need not be satisfied; and the contribution from the region of
irrotational flow is negligible because it is linear in p and hence varies as
R-l.) This estimate is identical with that for the rate at which the body does
work on the fluid by moving at speed Uoagainst a total drag of orderpU~R-l
per unit area of the body surface (cf. (5. I I. I».

Flow with separation

The character ofthe flow is quite different when separation ofthe boundary
layer occurs, as it does when the body is not sufficiently slender (as in
figure 5.10.1, plate 6) or when the body is slender but not align~d with the
stream (as in figure 5.11.1 b, plate 7). Attachment of the boundary layer over
the whole surface of the body is impossible for such bodies because there
would be considerable retardation of the external stream over the rear
portion of the body and this is incompatible with a steady state of the
boundary layer. In the case of the inclined aerofoil in figure 5. I I. I b, a large
maximum of the velocity just outside the boundary layer occurs on the upper
surface quite close to the leading edge and boundary-layer separation occurs
not far downstream from this point; the boundary layer here adjoins very
little of the upper surface and the aerofoil is said to be Cstalled', the term
being associated with the accompanying severe reduction in lift on the
aerofoil.

The photographs in figure 5. I 1.3 (plate 10) of the flow at different times
after a circular cylinder has been made to move impulsively show the initial
stages described in §5.9 and also the later stages which cannot be followed
analytically and in which growth of the vorticity layer has changed radically
the boundary of the region of irrotational flow. Figure 5. I 1.3bseems to have
been taken close to the instant at which back-flow begins in the boundary
layer. In figure 5.11.3' the boundary layer has separated, and vorticity is
being convected away from the rear half ofthe cylinder. The region enclosed
by the two separating streamlines grows larger and in figure 5. I 1.3e is even
larger than the cylinder itself. Instability then interrupts the approach to a
steady state. The two standing vortices behind the cylinder develop asym
metric oscillations (which are probably forced on the standing eddies by
the oscillations which develop at an even earlier stage in the wake, as
explained in §4. I2), and some of the rotating fluid in the bigger eddy
ultimately breaks loose from the cylinder and moves downstream. The
departure of so much vorticity from the neighbourhood of the cylinder
affects the flow near the cylinder in such a way that there is then a tendency
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for the standing eddy of the opposite rotation to become bigger and shed
some rotating fluid, and so on. At Reynolds numbers (R = 2aU/v) not above
about 2,500 these shed eddies or vortices are recognizable for some distance
downstream and are observed to form a regular Cvortex-street' beyond four
or five diameters from the cylinder, with vortices of the same sign on each
of two nearly straight and parallel rows. A vortex-street was seen to form in
the wake of a circular cylinder at Reynolds numbers above about 70 (figure
4.12.6, plate 2), and figure 5.11.4 (plate II) shows its appearance in a similar
flow field at much higher Reynolds number. A definite periodic oscillation
of the flow near the cylinder is detectable until R reaches a value near
4 x lOll, when the boundary layer adjoining the cylinder surface becomes
turbulent.

Analysis of the flow due to a bluff body moving steadily through fluid is
effectively prohibited by the large-scale unsteadiness of the flow behind the
body revealed in figure 5.II.1b (plate 7) and figure 5.11.31 (plate 10).
Whereas in the case of a 'streamlined' or slender body the turbulence
resulting from instability is confined to the (attached) boundary layer and
to the thin wake, here the resulting turbulence contains large eddies and
co-ordinated velocity fluctuations which extend across the broad wake
between the separating streamlines. These large eddies have an appreciable
effect on the mean (i.e. time-averaged) flow properties, in a way which is
difficult to represent analytically; in addition, measurements of the flow
become hard to get and uncertain of interpretation. Knowledge of this kind
of flow field is mostly empirical.t It remains true that on the upstream side
of the field the vorticity generated at the surface of the body is confined to
a thin boundary layer and that outside this layer the flow is irrotational; but
the part of the boundary of this irrotational region formed by the separating
streamlines is of complex, fluctuating and unknown shape and as a conse
quence the irrotational flow cannot be determined.

Although the flow behind a bluff body is unsteady in practice, there is no
reason to doubt that a steady (unstable) solution of the equations of motion
does exist. Despite its intrinsic interest, the form of this theoretical steady
flow at large Reynolds number is not known. There is a general belief that,
like a number of other steady flows at large Reynolds number, it consists of
extensive regions of effectively inviscid flow separated by thin layers which,
in the limit R -+ 00, become singular stream surfaces and which may enclose
a region of (inviscid) flow with vorticity. The primary unknown element of
the flow is the shape of the singular stream surface extending downstream
from the points on the body at which the boundary layer separates; it is not
even known confidently whether the region enclosed by the separating
streamlines grows indefinitely long in the stream direction as R -+ 00 or
approaches some finite form. One suggestion about the limit flow, put
t Some of the experimental data is described in Modern Developtnnltt in Fluid Dynamics,

edited by S. Goldatein (Oxford Univeraity Preaa. 1938).
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forward originally by Kirchhoff (1869) and Rayleigh (1876), is that the
fluid within the broad wake enclosed by the streamlines passing through the
separation points is everywhere at rest and at a uniform pressure equal to
that at infinity far upstream. The speed of the fluid on the irrotational flow
side of these same streamlines must then be uniform and equal to the free
stream speed (from Bernoulli's theorem), and the wake width may be shown
to increase indefinitely with increase of distance downstream. This model
due to Kirchhoff will be described in more detail later (§ 6.13) in connection
with flow of water abo\lt gaseous or vacuous cavities, a context in which
there is less doubt about the validity of the assumptions of the model.

Whereas friction drag makes the major contribution to the drag on a
slender body, form drag is responsible for most of the drag on a bluff body.
The friction drag on a bluff body has much the same magnitude, per unit
area of surface, as that on a slender body, but the form drag for a bluff body
is greater than that for a slender body by a large factor. The results shown
in figure 5. I 1.2 demonstrate the change in drag accompanying a large
increase in the thickness of a slender body.

When the boundary layer separates from the side of a bluff body, the
streamlines passing downstream from the separation points enclose a w:ide
region in which the pressure does not vary greatly, since the velocities there
are considerably smaller than Vo' The value of this approximately uniform
pressure is roughly the same as that in the irrotational flow just outside the
separated boundary layer. Thus over most of the rear of the body surface
the pressure has the same low value as that at the side of the body, where the
velocity exceeds the free-stream speed. On part of the forward face of the
body, viz. near the stagnation point, the pressure is large, and the conse
quence of this fore-and-aft asymmetry of the pressure distribution is an
appreciable form drag on the body. Also, since the pressure variations round
the body surface are essentially a consequence of velocity variations of the
same order as Vo, the link being made (over the forward part at least) by
Bernoulli's theorem, we may expect that the total form drag will be of the
same order of magnitude as ipV~ (which is the excess of pressure at a
stagnation point over that at infinity) times the frontal area of the body.
Acting on this expectation, it is common practice to quote data about drag
of bluff bodies in the form of values of the drag coefficient defined as

D
CD = !pV8A'

where D is the total drag in a stream of speed Uoat infinity, and A is the area
of the projection of the body on a plane normal to the stream at infinity. In
the case of two-dimensional bodies, D and A refer to unit width in the
direction normal to the plane of flow. The dimensionless coefficient CD is in
any event a function of Reynolds number alone (§4.7) (leaving aside effects
of roughness of the body surface and of velocity fluctuations in the ambient
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fluid), and in the case of bluff bodies at Reynolds numbers above about 100

it has the convenient property of being of order unity.
These general arguments are supported by the measurements of the

pressure distribution at the surface of a circular cylinder shown in figure
5.11.5; we note in particular the nearly uniform pressure over a large part
of the rear of the cylinder, in contrast to the distribution of pressure in
wholly irrotational flow. Upsteam of this region of nearly uniform pressure
the boundary layer adjoins the surface of the cylinder, and the velocity U
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Figure 5.11.5- The measured pressure distribution at the surface of a circular cylinder in
a stream of speed Uo, at different Reynolds numbera; Po = pressure at infinity.

in the flow just outside the boundary layer may be found from the measured
pressure by using Bernoulli's theorem:

P-Po (~.\'I
tpU3 = 1- Vol .

Figure 5.11.6 shows the measured drag of a circular cylinder over a wide
range of Reynolds numbers which overlaps a little with the range covered
by figure 4.12.7. A recognizable boundary layer forms on the forward side
of the cylinder at Reynolds numbers above about 100, and we see that the
drag coefficient is of order unity at larger Reynolds numbers, as suggested
above. A striking indication of the reduction in drag that can be obtained by
, streamlining' a body, that is, by shaping it so as to avoid separation of the
boundary layer, is provided by a comparison of the drag forces on a two
dimensional aerofoil and on a circular cylinder; the small black circle in
figure 5- I 1.2 represents the circular cylinder on which the total drag is equal
to that on the aerofoil drawn in the figure at the same speed (and at an
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aerofoil Reynolds number of about 4- x 105), despite the very much greater
volume and surface area of the latter body.

Generally similar arguments and observations apply to three-dimensional
bodies. Figure 5.1 1.6 shows the observed variation of the drag on a sphere
with Reynolds number, and also that on a fiat circular disk placed at right
angles to the stream. The salient edge in this latter case fixes the position of
boundary-layer separation, for all Reynolds numbers, and variation of the
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Figure 5.11.6. The measured drag on unit axial length of a circular cylinder (A = 2a),
on a sphere (A = 11al ), and on a circular disk normal to the 8tr~am (A = 11al ), all of
radiU8 a. The broken curves represent results obtained in different wind tunnels.

Reynolds number has little effect on the drag. The drag coefficient of a disk
is seen to be close to what it would be (unity) if the pressure had the stagna
tion-point value over the whole of the front face and the free-stream value
over the whole of the rear face; in fact, the pressure falls continuously on the
front face from the stagnation point at the centre to the edge, but the
pressure defect (relative to the free-stream value) on the rear face more than
compensates for this.

An interesting phenomenon is revealed by figures 5.Il.S and 5.Il.6. It
will be observed in figure 5. I 1.5 that increase of the Reynolds number above
10

5 leads to a marked increase in the approximately uniform pressure in the
broad wake region at the back of the cylinder. The measurements of drag
coefficient for a circular cylinder show a corresponding large fall as the
~eynoldsnumber increases through a value which normally lies somewhere
In the range 105 to 4 X 105 and which depends on the wind tunnel used for
the measurements. A similar fall in the drag coefficient of a sphere occurs at
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about the same Reynolds number, and likewise in the drag coefficients of
most bluff bodies on which the position of separation is not fixed by the
existence of a salient edge. In all these cases, the rate of decrease of drag
coefficient as the Reynolds number increases through the critical value is so
great that the absolute value of the drag is a decreasing function of Vo•

Prandtl (1914) suggested that the explanation lies in the behaviour of the
boundary layer at the surface of the cylinder. When the Reynolds number
for the body as a whole exceeds a certain value, steady or laminar flow in the
boundary layer is unstable and may be replaced by a turbulent fluctuating
flow. The rate of exchange of momentum between different layers of fluid
in a turbulent boundary layer is much greater owing to the random lateral
movement of elements of fluid, and so a turbulent boundary layer resists the
development of zero wall stress and of separation, when the external stream
speed is decreasing, more effectively than a laminar boundary layer. Thus,
when transition to turbulent flow in the boundary layer occurs, the position
of separation of the boundary layer moves back. Judging by the measured
pressure distribution on a circular cylinder (figure 5.u.S), the separation
point here moves back from about 80

0 to 120
0 from the forward stagnation

point as R increases from 105 to 7 X 105• For reasons related to the geometry
of the body, any retreat of the separation point usually implies 'a"narrower
wake and consequently a smaller form drag. The fact that the critical
Reynolds number varies a little from one wind tunnel to another is a conse
quence of the different degrees of steadiness of the wind tunnel streams; the
more disturbed the stream, the lower the Reynolds number at which the
unstable steady flow in the boundary layer develops such large oscillations
that turbulent flow sets in before separation occurs. A demonstration of the
effect of deliberately disturbing the boundary layer can be made by fastening
a wire or rough strip to the front of the body; figure S. I I., (plate I I) shows
how a wire leads to delayed separation and a less broad wake for a sphere.
The purpose of the corrugations on the surface of a golf ball is to make
the boundary layer turbulent and thereby to reduce the drag.

Recent measurements on a circular cylinder at Reynolds numbers in the
range 106 to 107 (Roshko 1961), included in figures 5.11.5 and S.H.6, have
shown a fall in the pressure at the rear and a corresponding increase of the
drag coefficient up to a limiting value of about 0·'. In the light of these
measurements it seems more likely that the change that occurs between
R = 105 and R = 7 X 105 is due to transition to a turbulent state of flow in
the detached boundary layer just downstream from the point of separation,
with reattachment of the boundary layer, now turbulent, to the cylinder
surface as a result of the increased rate of spreading due to the turbulence.
On this view the further change in the range 106 to 10 7 is to be interpreted
as being due to transition to turbulent flow in the attached portion of the
boundary layer, the delay in final separation being then less. The process
of separation of a laminar boundary layer and transition to turbulent flow in
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the detached layer, followed by reattachment, is known to occur in some
cases of flow past aerofoils which are inclined so much to the stream that the
boundary layer on the upper surface separates quite close to the leading edge
(as in the example shown in figure 5. I I. I h, plate 7). There may be a second
separation of the boundary layer further back, but in any event the effect
of the reattachment is to prevent a large increase in the drag (and, more
importantly, a large decrease in the lift on the aerofoil).

These latter examples show how strongly the flow as a whole depends on
the development of the boundary layer, and in particular on the position of
separation. Even though the theoretical steady flow past a body tends to a
limiting form as R -+ ex:> and probably approximates closely to this asymptotic
form when R is about 103 or 104, the instability of the wake, and of detached
and attached boundary layers, leads ~o a number of important changes in
the real flow at larger values of R. The replacement of laminar by turbulent
flow in various parts of the field affects the flow as a whole, and when a change
in the position of separation is involved the effect on total drag and lift can
be dramatic.

5.12. Jets, free shear layers and wakes
Solid walls are the most common source of vorticity and give rise to

adjoining boundary layers when the Reynolds number of the flow field
is large. However, the near presence of a solid wall is not necessary for
the ideas and approximations of boundary-layer theory to be applicable.
Three different kinds of steady flow in which lateral gradients of vorticity
may be relatively large, despite the absence of a solid wall, are (a) narrow
jets, in which the steep gradients of vorticity originate at an orifice, the total
change of velocity across the layer being zero; (b) free shear layers which are
transition layers at the common boundary of two streams of different speeds;
and (c) wakes, which are formed by vorticity being carried downstream from
a body placed in a stream, the total change of velocity across the layer again
being zero. These three boundary-layer-type flow systems will be described
briefly in turn.

Narrow jets

We obtained in §4.6 an exact solution of the complete equation of motion
which describes the steady jet due to a point singularity at which fluid
momentum, but not mass, is generated steadily. This flow can be regarded
as an idealization of that due to the discharge of fluid through a small orifice
with high velocity. There is no need in thi$ particular case to use an approxi
mate form of the equation of motion, but it is instructi~e to notice briefly
how this solution of the complete equation is related to the solution which
may be obtained from the boundary-layer equations.

An appropriate Reynolds number for the steady axisymmetric jet flow
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described by (4.6.1), (4.6.2) and (4.6.10), at a given radial distance' from
the orifice, is

(maximum radial velocity) x (semi-width of jet)/v

= (dIldO) sin 8
0

= 4~inOo cos 00 ,
SInO 8-0 1 - cos 00

where°= 00 defines the semi-angle of the conical boundary of the jet. This
Reynolds number is independent of , (and is effectively the same as the
Reynolds number (F/py2)1 found in §4.6 to apply to the flow right at the
orifice when F is large), so that any consequences of the Reynolds number
being large are equally applicable at all distances from the orifice. The
Reynolds number is large and of order 0-01 in the case of a narrow jet, and
these are the circumstances in which the boundary-layer approximations
may be expected to be valid. The fluid surrounding the narrowjet is approxi
mately at rest and at uniform pressure, so that the appropriate boundary
layer form of the equation of motion is simply an axisymmetric version of
(5.,.1) together with au/ot = 0, op/ax = o. This equation was in fact shown
by Schlichting (1933) to yield the solution (4.6.15) before it was known that
(4.6.15) is the asymptotic form (as °0~ 0) of a solution of the complete
equation of motion.

No solution of the complete equation of motion is available for a steady
two-dimensional jet discharged from an orifice in the form of a long slit, so
that here it is necessary to turn to the approximate form of the equations. As
with an axisymmetric jet, the pressure in the surrounding, nearly stationary,
fluid is uniform and the boundary-layer equation (5.,.1) becomes

au au asu
u ax+v ay = v ay2' (5. 12• 1 )

the positive x-axis being the direction of the total force acting on the fluid
at the origin. For fast narrow jets, the force acting on the fluid at the origin is
manifested mainly as a flux of momentum across a surface surrounding the
origin. On choosing a surface whose intercept in the (x,y)-plane consists of
the line x = const. (> 0), - a) < y < 00, and a semi-circle of large radius
lying mostly in the region of negative x, we have, for the force F exerted on
the fluid per unit length of the slit,

F ~ pf:<1J u2 dy. (5. 12•2 )

Since the choice of surface surrounding the origin is arbitrary, this integral
must be independent of x.

It is convenient to introduce the stream function 'Ijf, where u = 81jfloy,
v = - 8'1jf18x, so that the mass-conservation equation is satisfied identically.
In view of the difficulty of solving partial differential equations like (5.12.1),
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we enquire whether there exist solutions which depend on a certain com
bination of the two independent variables. A suitable hypothesis here is
that the velocity profiles over sections at different values of x have the same
shape, that is, that the solution has a 'similarity' form

1ft(x,y) oc xPf(y/x'l),

where p and q are unknown numbers. It follows immediately from the form
of(5.I2.I) thatp+q = I, and, from the fact that (5.12.2) is independent of x,
that 2p - q = 0, so that we must choose

p = i, q = i·
Our hypothesis is, therefore,

1ft = 6vxif(1J), "I = y/xf , }
14 = 6vx-1!" v = 2VX-i(21Jf' -f),

where the factor 6v has been inserted for later convenience. Equation
(5. 12. I) now reduces to

fm +2f/" +2/'2 = o. (5.12.4)

/'("1) ~ 0 as "I ~ +00,

and the symmetry conditionf'(1J) =1'( -"I). Such a solution is

f(1J) = a tanha1J,

The test of the hypothesis lies in being able to find a solution of this equation
which satisfies

where IX is a constant which (5.12.2) shows to be given by

F = 36pvza"f:00 sech" a1J d1J = 48pvza3
• (5. 12•6)

The mass flux from the singularity at the origin is found to be zero, as for
the round jet.

Thus a solution representing a two-dimensional narrow jet has been
found, with a velocity profile of the form sech2a1J, and width increasing
as xi, and its only limitation is that, having the assumed similarity form, it
cannot be used to determine the development of a jet with a given velocity
profile at some initial value of x. However, this is not a serious handicap if,
as is frequently true of similarity forms, the above solution is approached
asymptotically, as x ~ 00, with an arbitrary velocity profile at some initial
v.alue of x. Measurements made by Andrade (1939) suggest that this is so,
smce a velocity distribution like that given by (5.12.5) was found in a jet
formed by discharging fluid under pressure through a long narrow slit.

The Reynolds number for the jet at a distance x from the origin, defined
again in terms of the maximum velocity and the width of the jet, is

(6vx-1az) x (xi/a) ;;: 6
N

x i = (2 FX)l
""" 2 , (5. 12.7)v 2pV
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apart from a numerical factor of order unity which depends on exactly how
the width is defined. The criterion for the approximate boundary-layer
equations to be applicable, and equally for the jet to have a small angle of
spread, is therefore

The solution thus becomes more accurate as x increases, for a given value
of F, although there is always a region near the origin where the boundary
layer equations are not valid. The lack of validity of the solution near x = 0

is not important, since the velocity profile imposed at the orifice in a real
jet is in any event unlikely to have the form (5.12.5). When the velocity
profile settles down to the form (5.12.5), at sufficiently large values of x,
further development of the jet with distance downstream will be as if the
jet had developed from some virtual origin according to the boundary-layer
equations and with the similarity profile right from the origin.

Both two- and three-dimensional jets are unstable at Reynolds numbers
above certain critical values, and under these conditions the steady laminar
flow is replaced by a turbulent flow which has the same jet-like character
although with a greater rate of spreading. Inasmuch as the Reynolds number
of a portion of the two-dimensional jet continually increases with x, this jet
always becomes turbulent at some distance from the orifice;' indeed, ex
perience suggests that only over a very short range of values of x is the
two-dimensional jet both stable and describable by the boundary-layer
equations.

Free shear layers

The simplest example of a transition layer between two uniform streams
is the diffusing sheet vortex considered in §4.3.,The fluid velocity is here
uniform over planes parallel to the sheet, and development occurs with
respect to time t, rather than with respect to distance x in the flow direction
as in steady boundary-layer flows. The term v 82uj8x'l., which is neglected in
the boundary-layer form of the equation of motion, is identically zero, and
the pressure is exactly constant across the layer; thus the solution given in
§4.3 is also a solution of the boundary-layer equations, and a particularly
simple one because the non-linear terms vanish.

A free shear layer which is steady necessarily varies with respect to x, and
the boundary-layer equations are then useful. A case of some generality is
that in which two uniform streams of identical fluid, both moving in the
direction of x increasing but with different speeds U1 and U2 ( < U1), come
into contact at x = 0, y = 0, - 00 < Z < 00 (figure 5.12.1). When U2 = 0,

this can be regarded as a specification of the two-dimensional flow at the
edge of a wide slit through which an initially uniform stream is being dis
charged. The boundary-layer equation for this general case is (5. I2. I), since
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the pressure is uniform outside, and consequently also inside, the layer, and
the boundary conditions are

u~ U1 as Y~ 00, u ~ Uz as y ~ - 00.

It can be shown readily that a similarity solution satisfying these conditions
exists, with a transition layer ofthickness proportional to (xvjU1)t, although
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Figure 5,12,1. The steady transition layer between two parallel streams
coming into contact at x = o.
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Figure 5.12.2. Velocity profiles in the steady transition layer between two parallel streams

of fluids of different densities and viscosities. (From Lock 1951.)

the resulting ordinary differential equation for the velocity profile has to be
solved numerically. The velocity profiles depend on the ratio UaIU1, and are
shown in figure 5.12.2 for the cases UJU1 = 0 and 0'5. No part of the upper
region of fluid can be accelerated by contact with the lower stream, and no
part of the lower region can be decelerated; thus the acceleration is always
zero at the surface of contact between the two regions of fluid, which is the
streamline through the origin, and the profile has a point of inflexion there.
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It is also possible to obtain a similarity solution for two parallel streams of
different fluids, of different densities and viscosities, which come into con
tact in the above manner (Lock 1951). The independent variable for the
upper fluid is now rll = y( UJV l x)l, and for the lower fluid 'TJz = y( UI/Vsx)i
(not y(Us/vzx)1 because Uz might be zero), and an equation like (5.12.1)
must be solved for each of the upper and lower regions, with the conditions
of continuity of the velocity and the stress to be satisfied at the contact
surface. Continuity of the tangential stress # ou/oy implies a discontinuity
of ou/oy at the contact surface when #1 =F #z, although oZu/oyZ approaches
zero there, both from above and from below, as before. In termsof similarity
variables the stress condition is

(Plf-tl)f (;:-\ = (Pz#z)f (;:) ,
"~ 'lItO ',s '1.tO

which shows that the solution depends on the ratio (PZ#Z/Pl#I)f as well as
on US/Ul'

This solution may be used to represent the flow of air over water, subject
to the limitations implied by the similarity form of the velocity distribution
right from the line of first contact of the streams. A free shear layer in a
uniform fluid shows marked instability, but a shear layer at an air-water
interface is made less unstable by the restraining effect of gravity on disturb
ances to the interface. Figure 5.12.2 shows the velocity profiles calculated
for the cases UZ/Ul = 0, PZ#Z/Pl#l = 10, 100 and 5'97 x 104, the last of
which corresponds to air flowing over water.

Wakes

The term wake is commonly applied to the whole region of non-zero
vorticity on the downstream side of a body in an otherwise uniform stream
of fluid. The velocity distribution in the wake is likely to be complicated in
the neighbourhood of the body, even when the flow is steady, judging by
the flow fields described in- §§4.12, 5.11. However, far downstream the
direct effect of the presence of the body has disappeared and the streamlines
become approximately straight and parallel again. In this region the vorticity
shed from the body surface is being convected in the stream direction, and
diffused by viscosity; and since vorticity is spreading continually, it follows
that ultimately convection is more important than streamwise diffusion and
that the streamwise gradient is small compared with that in the lateral
plane. Thus the boundary-layer approximations are applicable asymptotic
ally, irrespective of the Reynolds number of the flow based on the body
size, although the distance downstream at which they begin to apply
naturally depends on the circumstances, being greater for smaller Reynolds
numbers and for bluff bodies.

A further effect accompanying the continual spreading of the wake is the
tendency for frictional forces to make the velocity uniform. Thus, in addition
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to the boundary-layer approximations we may assume that the departure
from the free-stream velocity is small at positions sufficiently far down
stream. Some analytical deductions about steady flow in this asymptotic
region will now be described for the simple case of a body on which only a
drag force acts.

The free-stream velocity has magnitude U and direction parallel to the
x-axis say. The velocity and pressure in the irrotational flow outside the
wake are approximately uniform (for x sufficiently large), and so the pressure
is approximately uniform also in the wake. Moreover IU - ul ~ U, and the
component of acceleration in the x-direction is given approximately by
U ou/ox. The equation of motion far downstream in a steady wake therefore
reduces to the linear equation

au (oau otu)
U ox = v oy2+ OZ2 ,

and the boundary condition at the edge of the wake is

u~ U as (yB+ zZ)i ~ 00.

Equation (5.12.8) is of the same form as the equation for conduction of
heat in the (y, z)-plane in a solid (with x/U in (5.12.8) corresponding to time
in the conduction equation), for which it is known that the solution in an
infinite region tends to an asymptotic form independent, apart from a
multiplicative factor, of the initial conditions. (See the remarks in §4.3
following (4.3.6).) This asymptotic solution is

U QU {U(y2+ Z2)}
- U ~--exp - ---"'------'

41TVX 4VX

as x ~ 00. Here Qis a constant determined by the conditions at some initial
value of x through the fact that, as may be seen by integrating both sides
of (5. I 2.8), the integral

co

ff(U-U)dydZ = Q
-co

(5. 12.10)

is independent of x. The corresponding formulae for a two-dimensional
wake differ only in that the operations and terms involving' z in (5.12.8),
(5.12.9) and (5.12.10) are absent and the factor (U/41TVX) in (5.12.9) appears
to the power t. The width of the wake, defined as the region in which the
velocity deficiency U - u is greater than some fraction of its maximum value,
thus increases parabolically with distance downstream in both two and three
dimensions.

It proves to be possible to obtain a relation between the constant Q and the
total drag D on the body giving rise to the wake, despite the fact that the
relation between Q and conditions in the wake at positions closer to the
body than those where (5.12.8) applies remains unknown. We shall use the
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momentum equation in integral form in the manner explained in §3.2 (and
illustrated in §5.15). For the' control surface' we choose a cylinder with
generators parallel to the undisturbed stream and plane faces of area A
normal to the stream, as sketched in figure 5.12.3, the curved surface S of the
cylinder being far enough from the body to lie entirely outside the wake. The
fluid instantaneously within this control surface is acted on by forces at the
control surface, and by forces at the body surface whose resultant in the

,0
r ---~---________~~~~_~ ___l _________ .._--fo- ..
I I

~:
I
I.. I

~I I
"I •..;.

I,,' I",I

~l :, _J1.- ---- ---------------------------------- ---.
Figure 5.12.3. Control surface (broken line) surrounding fluid whose

momentum balance is to be calculated.

x-direction is - D. On equating the sum of the x-components of these forces
to the net outward flux of x-momentum across the control surface, we have

D = I(PI +pui-Pz-pui)dA -pIuu.ndS

+viscous forces acting at the control surface, (5.12.1 I)

where UI'PI and us,pz are the values of the x-component ofu and the pressure
at the upstream and downstream faces respectively. The mass flux across the
control surface must be exactly zero, so ~hat an additional relation is

Iu.ndS+ I(uZ-u1)dA = o. (5.12.12)

We may assume that all parts of the control surface are at large distances
from the body, to ensure that viscous forces at the control surface are
relatively small and in order to be able to approximate to the values of u,
U1, UZ,Pl andpz in (5.12.1 I). On the curved cylindrical surface, the departure
from free-stream conditions is small and we may put U = U in the second
integral in (S.I2.II). With the aid of (5.12.12), we then have

D = [{PI +PUI(UI- U)-pz-puz(Us- U)}dA. (5. 12•13)

Now the existence of a velocity defect in the wake is equivalent to the super
position of 'in-flow' towards the body on the uniform stream. The volume
flux of this in-flow is the quantity Q defined in (5.12.10); relative to axes
fixed in fluid at infinity, Q is the rate at which fluid volume is dragged across
a stationary plane behind the body. This in-flow in the wake must be com
pensated, as (5.12.12) shows in effect, by an equal flux of volume away from
the body in the region of irrotational flow outside the wake. Thus the
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presence of the wake is associated with a source-like contribution to the
irrotational flow field, the strength of the effective source being Q, and it is
known (§§ 2.9,2.10) that far from the body there cannot be a larger contribu
tion to the departure from a uniform stream. The flow at large distances r
from the body is evidently a superposition of a uniform stream and the
motion sketched in figure 5.12.4, and in the region outside the wake the
departure of the velocity from the uniform stream value falls off as y-z in
three dimensions and as r-1 in two dimensions. In this same region Bernoulli's
theorem is applicable and the integrand of (5.12.13) becomes

jp{(u1 - UY"-'V¥-w~-(uz- U)z+'V~+wl}' (5.12.14)

showing that the integral over the part of the area A lying outside the wake
tends to zero as the distance of the ends of the cylinder from the body
increases.

••

Figure 5.12.4. The flow at large distances from a body moving (from right to left) through
fluid at rest at infinity, showing the wake and the compensating source-like flow away from
the body.

Far from the body the streamlines are nearly parallel, and the pressure
variation across the wake is very small. The limiting form of the integral in
(5.12.1 3), as the cylinder becomes indefinitely long and Ul, Uz,Pl andpz all
approach the free-stream values, but with Uz making the slowest approach,
is thus

D =pUf(U-uz)dA =pUQ; (5.12.15)

and Q may be evaluated by integrating only over the wake' cross-section.
This determines the constant occurring in the asymptotic wake profile
~5.12·9). The relation (5.12.15) between the drag on a body and the rate of
In-flow in the wake has already been met as a consequence of the Oseen
approximation to the equations for flow past a sphere at small Reynolds
number (§4.10). The general momentum argument given here shows that
(5.12.15) holds for any non-lifting body moving steadily through fluid at
rest at infinity, and for any Reynolds number.

The velocity profile (5.12.9) also has links with the distribution ofvelocity
about a steadily moving body as calculated from the Oseen equations in
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§4.10. It is easily seen that the stream function (4.10.6) obtained for the flow
far downstream (ria ~ R-l) from a moving sphere, and within a paraboloid
of revolution on which (rr - 8)2 r/a is of order 81R, gives the same distribution
of longitudinal velocity as (5. I 2.9), provided that Q is determined through
(5.12.15) and the relation D = 6rra,uU which is appropriate for a sphere at
small Reynolds number. This identity of the two velocity distributions in
the wake, which were obtained for apparently different sets of conditions,
although both with equations in which (for a fluid velocity u relative to the
body) the non-linear term u. Vu is replaced by U. Vu, can be explained by
two comments. First, the asymptotic (rIa ~ R-l) stream functions (4.10.5)
and (4.10.6), representing the outward source flow from the sphere and the
in-flow in the wake respectively, depend on the body shape only through its
effect on the magnitude of the in-flow and this, as (5.12.15) shows, is deter
mined by the total drag. Second, terms which are retained in the first of the
Oseen equations (4.10.2) but not in (5.12.8) become relatively smaller as the
distance downstream increases, so that the solutions of the two equations
become identical as x ~ 00.

Instability of steady wake flows sets severe limitations on the applicability
of the above expressions for the velocity distribution, although (5.12.15)
remains valid as a relation between the average drag and the average rate of
in-flow in a fluctuating wake. Reference has already been made (figure 4. I 2.6,
plate 2, and figure 5. I I .4, plate I I) to the interesting regular array of eddies,
or ' vortex-street', which forms in the wake of a circular cylinder at values of
2aUo/v between about 70 and 2500. At Reynolds numbers higher than 2,5°0
the wake behind a circular cylinder is turbulent and contains irregular
fluctuating velocities, and even at lower Reynolds numbers the flow is
usually found to be turbulent far downstream beyond a vortex-street. The
width of a turbulent wake behind a cylindrical body is known to increase as
xl, just as for steady laminar flow, although the constants of proportionality
have different values. The property ofa wake at a given distance downstream
that determines its stability and its ability to remain turbulent is the
Reynolds number based on wake width and a representative relative velocity
within the wake. Such a Reynolds number is independent of x for both
steady laminar and turbulent wakes behind two-dimensional bodies, so that
the wakes remain either laminar or turbulent indefinitely. The application
of the two-dimensional version of (5.12.9) is therefore limited to body
Reynolds numbers such that the steady wake is stable, which for a circular
cylinder requires 2aUo/v to be less than about 40.

The conditions for instability of the wake behind a three-dimensional
body are not as well known, although it is probable that the critical value of
the body Reynolds number is higher than for a cylinder. The width of a
turbulent wake behind a three-dimensional body increases as xi, and the
maximum value of the mean velocity deficiency decreases as x-I; thus the
effective Reynolds number of a portion of the wake diminishes as x-I and
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the flow in the wake ceases to be turbulent beyond some distance from the
body. Thus the velocity profile (5.12.9) may be expected to apply to the
steady wake behind a three-dimensional body at Reynolds numbers small
enough for stability, and also very far downstream from a body whose wake
is initially turbulent.

5.13. Oscillatory boundary layers

In a number of practical problems of flow at large Reynolds number the
velocity varies periodically with respect to time, often as a consequence of
an enforced oscillation of a solid boundary. It happens that the governing
equations can be linearized, in certain cases of periodic flow, and a number
of interesting results can be derived. The basic approximation to be adopted
here, for cases in which no mean flow is imposed on the fluid, is that

lou/otl ~ lu.Vul.
If the velocity varies periodically everywhere with frequency n and with an
amplitude represent.ed by Uo, and if L is representative of the distance over
which u changes appreciably along a streamline, lu. Vul is of order U~/L

(the large gradients of u in a boundary layer being across the streamlines),
and (5. 13. 1) is satisfied when L/U. li:>... ( )tn 0 ~ I. 5.13.2

In cases in which the periodic variation of u is forced on the fluid by oscilla
tion of a solid boundary over distances of order € in a direction normal to the
boundary, Uo is of order 11€ and (5.13.2) is then equivalent to

€ -< L. (5.13.3)

(It will also be recalled from the discussion in §3.6 that the condition
nL/c ~ I must be satisfied, where c is the speed of sound waves through the
fluid, if, as will be assumed here, the velocity distribution is to remain
uninfluenced by compressibility of the fluid.)

Vorticity arises wholly from the boundaries and, if the relative fluid
motion at the boundaries is purely periodic, the rate ofgeneration ofvorticity
there is alternately positive and negative. In these circumstances it is
~easonable to assume, at any rate as an approximation, that no net vorticity
IS generated in one cycle and that the vorticity is zero outside a narrow
region near the boundary within which the alternate layers of positive and
negative vorticity are diffusing together and cancelling.~ The time available

t The dimensionless parameter nLIUo is the Strouhal number, mentioned in §4.7.
~ ~here. will always be parts of the boundary where convection carries vorticity in a

dIrectIon away from the boundary, and we are assuming that vorticity does not move
far from the surface before the convection velocity is reversed. This is permissible if
separation of the boundary layer does not occur. Bodies with salient edges are thus
excluded, because separation occurs almost immediately such a body moves. As the
frequency n becomes 1areer, edges of smaller radii of curvature can be admitted. We
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for diffusion of vorticity of one sign from the boundary is 21Tjn, and so the
thickness of the layer of non-zero vorticity, 8 say, is of order (vjn)i. We shall

assume that 8~ L, (5. 13'4)

which is equivalent to an assumption that the Reynolds number L2nJv is
large compared with unity. A variation of the penetration depth 8 as (vjn)l
was obtained explicitly in §4.3 for the case of a plane rigid boundary
oscillating in its own plane.

When 8 ~ L, the flow is irrotational over nearly all the field and the
velocity potential may be determined from the instantaneous speed and
position of the boundary. Corresponding to this irrotational flow there will
be a non-zero tangential component of velocity of fluid at the boundary and
relative to it, which, for a sinusoidal oscillation, may be written as the real
part of Ueinl say, where the complex quantity U varies with position on the
boundary; this tangential velocity is now an 'external stream velocity' for
the boundary layer of non-zero vorticity. Thus, bearing in mind that the
approximation (5.13.1) holds both inside and outside the boundary layer,
we have for the flow in the boundary layer (see (5.7.1) and (5.7.8»

au = !..(Ueinl)+v atu ()at at ayz. 5. 13.5

where the real part of the complex quantity u is the component of fluid
velocity parallel to the boundary (in the same direction as the 'external
stream ') and relative to it, and y denotes distance normal to the boundary.
The boundary conditions to be satisfied by u are

u~ Ue''''' as y ~ 00,

and, assuming the boundary to be rigid,

u = 0 at y = o.

Equation (5.13.5) and the accompanying boundary conditions show that
the distribution of Ueinl _ u with respect to y and t at a given position on the
body surface is the same as the distribution of velocity in fluid at rest at
infinity and bounded by an infinite rigid plane wall whose velocity (parallel
to itself) is the real part of Ueinl; and so, on making use of (4.3.16), we have

u(y, t) = Uei""{1 -e-<l+i>lll'}, (5. 13.6)

in which for numerical convenience we have put

8 = (~)i.

aaw in §5.9 that if a circular cylinder is suddenly brought to a steady finite velocity,
back-flow does not occur anywhere in the boundary layer until the cylinder has moved
a distance of about one-third of a radiust and the onset of separation is probably even
later; and so separation is unlikely to occur on an oscillating circular cylinder which
reverses its motion after movinB a distance small compared with ita radius.
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The fact that U varies with position on the boundary does not affect the
local distribution of u, because we have assumed the boundary-layer thick
ness to be small compared with the distance L over which U changes
appreciably. The external irrotational flow and the associated boundary
layer flow (5.13.6) together represent an approximation to the complete
velocity distribution under the assumed conditions (5.13.2) and (5.13.+).

The damping force on an oscillating body
It follows from (5.13.6) that the frictional stress at the boundary is the

real part of

The skin friction has a phase lead of 171 (i.e. it goes through its cycle one
eighth of a period in advance) over the external stream speed Ueint, because
the imposed oscillating pressure gradient acts on all layers of the fluid equally
and produces a velocity in the same direction as the acceleration more rapidly
in the slower-moving layers near the boundary than in the outer layers. The
fact that this phase difference is not i71 implies that, in the case of a rigid
body oscillating about a fixed position, a non-zero amount of work is done
by the body against frictional stresses during each cycle and that a damping
force acts on the oscillating body. The force acting on a body oscillating with
translational velocity equal to the real part of Uokeint (where Uois real and
k is a constant unit vector) in fluid at rest at infinity, due to the tangential
component of stress at the body surface given by (5.13.8), is readily found
from a knowledge of the body shape and the speed Ueint at the boundary
due to the outer irrotational flow.

However, there is also a contribution to the force on the body from the
normal stress at the surface. The pressure at the body surface is approxi
mately the same as if the fluid were completely inviscid and the flow were
irrotational everywhere; and this approximation becomes increasingly
accurate as 81L ~ 0, i.e. as Lni/vl~ 00. The first approximation to the net
force due to pressure at the body surface is therefore equal to the total force
acting on the same body oscillating in an inviscid flow. But the irrotational
flow generated by movement of the body in an inviscid fluid is determined
uniquely by its instantaneous speed, and must vary periodically with the
same frequency n as the body speed; the kinetic energy of the fluid likewise
has a purely periodic value, and, since no means of absorbing energy exists,
!he net work done by the body against normal stresses in one cycle in wholly'_
urotational Bow is zero. (See also §6.+, where it is shown directly that the
resistive force on an accelerating body in inviscid fluid has a phase different
from that of the body speed by i71.) It is thus necessary to find a better
a~pro~imation to the pressure at the surface. The (dimensionless) con
tnbUtlon to the damping force due to tangential stress at the -body surface
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is of the order of some Reynolds number to the power -!, as may
be seen from the way the viscosity enters the expression (5.13.8), and the
contribution from the normal stress must also be evaluated to this order.
This is not easy. Stokes (1851) was able to calculate the whole flow field for
both a-sphere and a circular cylinder making oscillations of small amplitude
without making any assumption about the magnitude of the Reynolds
number, and it can be seen from his results that when 8 ~ L there is
a contribution to the pressure at the body surface due to the existence of
the boundary layer; the correction to the irrotational flow value of the
surface pressure is here the same as if the sphere or cylinder were endowed
with a new radius larger by an amount of order 0 (which gives rise to a
small increase in the instantaneous resultant force due to normal stresses),
and as if the centre of the effectively enlarged body lagged in position behind
the centre of the real body by an amount of order 8 (which gives rise to a
contribution to the pressure force which is in phase with the body speed,
and thus to a contribution to the damping force).

We shall employ instead a different and considerably simpler method of
determining the damping force. As already noted, the irrotational flow and
the associated boundary-layer flow (5.13.6) together give a good approxima
tion to the velocity distribution over the whole flow field. We are therefore
in a position to estimate the total rate of dissipation in the fluid, and thereby
to determine the average rate of working of the body. Now the total rate of
dissipation in the boundary layer (of thickness 0 and external stream speed
of order Uo) is of order pU~/02 per unit volume and pU~A/8 for the whole
body of surface area A, whereas the contribution from the region of irrota
tional flow is of order pU~/L2 per unit volume and pU~A/L for the whole
field, showing that this latter contribution may be neglected. Within the
boundary layer the velocity is approximately parallel to the boundary
locally, so that the rate of dissipation per unit volume at a point in the
boundary layer follows from (5.13.6) as

p {&l (~)r= 2~~2 e-2~/3 cos2 (nt+~-i), (5. 1 3.9)

where &l denotes 'the real part of'; U is real here because all parts of the
outer irrotational flow oscillate in the same phase. The average, over one
cycle, of the rate of dissipation in the boundary layer per unit area of the
body surface at the point where the irrotational flow velocity oscillates with
amplitude U is thus

and the average total rate of dissipation is obtained by integrating over the
body surface A. But ifFk eint is the damping force on the body in phase with
its velocity Uokeint, the average rate at which the body does work against
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forces exerted on it by the fluid is iUoF; hence

lUoF = ~fU2dA. (5· 13· II )

To proceed further, we must know the shape of the body and thence U.
For a sphere it follows from (2.9.28) (with appropriate changes of notation)

that U = i Vosin 0, IU2dA = 61Ta2Ug,

and for (unit length of) a circular cylinder, from (2.10.12), that

V = 2UosinO, fU2dA = 41TaUg,

where a is the radius and 0 is the polar angle with 0 = 0 in the direction of
k in both cases. Hence we have

F = 61Ta2pUol8 for a sphere,

41TapUol8 for unit length of a circular cylinder.

It can readily be found from (5.13.8) that the contribution to F from tan
gential stresses at the body surface is i of the above total value for a sphere,
and 1in the case of a circular cylinder, the remaining parts being evidently
accounted for by the normal stresses as affected by the presence of the
boundary layer. Expressed as dim~nsionless coefficients in the usual way,
the above damping forces become

F 12 P 6,J2 ( J.!)l for a sphere,
lTa2ipUg = pU0 8 = Uof

and F - 41T -.!!..- - 217'''';2 (_J.!_) 1 for a circular cylinder, (5. 13. 13)
2a!pUB - pUo8 - Uoe

where e = Voln is half the range over which the centre of the body oscillates.
Variation as the ( - i)-power of a Reynolds number was to be expected for
a boundary-layer flow with no separation, although the fact that the Reynolds
number is formed from the oscillation amplitude f rather than from a
dimension of the body is a novel feature.

For a freely oscillating elastic circular cylinder such as a piano string, of
density p" the average total energy of the cylinder is !lTd.lp,Ug per unit
length, and the equation for the decay of the oscillation due to the viscosity
of the £iuidt is d a U2

dt(!lTa2PB Ug) = -iUoF= -217' P8 o.

Thus U~ ex: e-PnI, and the fractional decrease in energy of the cylinder in one
cycle is approximately

21TP = 81T-L = 417' P (2J.!2)1.
ap,n8 P, na

t There is also a loss of energy of a vibrating cylinder due to the direct generation of
sound waves in the fluid, but this is usually much smaller; however, the indirect loss of
energy to sound radiation ",ia a sounding board may not be nea1igible.
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Measurements of the rate at which a freely oscillating circular cylinder loses
energy due to fluid damping at large values of a2n/v have been found to yield
a damping force in good agreement with the above estimate for oscillation
amplitudes e less than about o·la.

Steady streaming due to an oscillatory boundary layer

Another feature of the velocity distribution (5.13.6) with interesting
consequences is the rapid variation of the amplitude of the oscillation across
the boundary layer. Now when either the amplitude or the phase of the
Cexternal stream' velocity U einl in a two-dimensional flow varies with
co-ordinate x in the direction of this external stream, the mass-conservation
relation shows there must exist a non-zero component of velocity normal to
the boundary throughout the boundary layer, of order ~dU/dx, being given
explicitly by the real part of

J
il au dUJ'II'V = - - dy = - einl _ {I - e-(I+i) illoJ} dy
o ox dx 0

= _ eint dU {y_~.+.-!-.e-(!+i) '11loJ} •
dx 1+.] +1

If it happens that the real parts of u and 'V at some point oscillate with a
phase difference other than t77, so that the average of their product is
non-zero, there will be a net transfer of x-momentum across a surface
element with normal in the y-direetion during one cycle of the oscillation.
As a result of the increase of the amplitude of " with distance from the
boundary, this effective stress will vary across the boundary layer and so
will give rise to a non-zero average force on the fluid. The consequent
steady motion of the fluid may be weak, but, inasmuch as it leads to ex
tensive migration of fluid elements in an apparently purely oscillatory
system, its effect is sometimes important. Such a drift motion, or Csteady
streaming', is likely to be generated in any oscillatory flow in which
there is a non-zero mean flux of momentum across surfaces in the fluid,
and we expect it to be more significant when there exists a boundary layer
in which the lateral gradient of amplitude of oscillation of the velocity
(and so also the stress gradient) is large.

To determine the drift motion, we must return to the boundary-layer
equation without neglect of the non-linear terms. The flow will be assumed
to be two-dimensional for the purpose of exposition. Suppose that "1 and
VI are the real (i.e. not complex) sinusoidally-varying velocities relative to

the boundary, inside and just outside the boundary layer respectively, as
determined by the above linear theory, and that "1 +"2 and VI + U2 satisfy
the complete non-linear equations which apply inside and just outside the
boundary layer respectively. Then, since ]u21 and IU21 are presumably small
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compared with IUtl and IVtl, the equation for U2 is approximately

OU2 _
V

a2u2 _ aV2 == V
t

oV1 _ Ut Out _ Vt au1 • (5. 1 3.16)
at ay 2 at ox ax ay

The expressions for U2 and V2 evidently consist of terms proportional to
sin znt and to cos znt and of constant terms. The latter represent the steady
streaming under consideration, and we therefore average all terms in
(5.13.16) over one cycle to obtain

a2u2 U aVt au1 aUt ()
-v ays == 1 ax -U1 oX -VI By. 5.13.17

Now Vt is the real part of V(x)eilll (where V is complex in general), and

may be written as V
t

== i(Veint +U. e-illl),

where the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate; and

Vi == iVv•.
Ut and Vt are the real parts of the quantities U and v given in (5.13.6) and
(5.13.15), and may be written similarly. Evaluation of the three terms on the
right-hand side of (5.13.17) in this way gives

o2U 1 die VV·) *
- V _2 = - {I - (I - e-czlf)(1- e-4 If)}

Oy2 4 dx

1 ( dV cX· }+-91 U. - - e-CZ*If(cXy - 1 +e-czlf) ,
2 dx cX

== G(x,y) say,

in which eX == (I +i)/o. The steady streaming velocity U2 is determined by
this equation, together with the boundary condition

Us == 0 at y == 0

when the boundary is rigid, and a condition expressing the fact that Us tends
to a constant value asy/o ...... 00.

A formal interpretation of equation (5.13.18) is that U2 is the velocity in a
steady, effectively unidirectional, flow generated by a body force G per unit
mass of fluid in the x-direction, this force being simply the net gain of
x"momentum in unit time arising from the small oscillatory movements of
fluid in the y-direction. G(x,y) varies slowly with x but rapidly with y, and
vanishes outside the boundary layer, showing that the whole field of steady
streaming motion is driven by the effective tangential force acting on the
flllid in a thin layer near the boundary. Inasmuch as G varies rapidly across
the boundary layer, U2 will also vary rapidly withy, and this gives the distri
bution of Us an apparent boundary-layer character. It should be noted that
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we have not assumed that the Reynolds number of the secondary streaming
motion is large and that viscous diffusion of the vorticity associated with the
streaming motion is negligible except near the boundary. The distribution
of U1 shows rapid variations across a thin layer near the boundary for con
ventional reasons, whereas the rapid variation of U2 across the same layer
is due entirely to the nature of the distribution of the effective body force G.

In the case of the first approximation to the velocity, represented by Ut ,

the distribution within the boundary layer is determined by that outside the
boundary layer. However, the converse is true of the Ccorrection' term U2'

In the integration of (5.13.18), V2 is unknown, and we are therefore obliged
to take, as the outer boundary condition,

~oy -+ 0 as y -+ 00,

corresponding to the fact that there is no source of rapid variations of the
streaming velocity outside the boundary layer.

The solution of (5.13.18) satisfying these boundary conditions has been
obtained (Schlichting 1932) and exhibits a complicated dependence on y.
The most interesting feature of the solution is the non-zero value of u;.
approached as y -+ 00, and this alone will be given here. From (5.13.18) and
the above boundary conditions we have

~2 = f: {f; G(y') dy'} dy*,

showing that U; -+ V 2 as Y -+ 00, where

Substitution of the expression (5.13.18) for G(y) then gives, after a few lines

of working, _ 3 { d( VV.) .( dV dV.)}
V 2 = 8n - dx +, V· dx - V dx '

= _2- (dA
2+2A2 d'Y) (5. 13.20)

8n dx dx

if we write V = A ei-y and allow both the amplitude A and the phase angle r
to be functions of x. (5.13.20) gives the value of the mean velocity at points
just outside the boundary layer that is imposed on the fluid there by the
balance between the effective body force G exerted on fluid near the bound~~~
and viscous forces arising from the lateral variation of U 2• The ratio of U2

to Vo (the representative amplitude of the velocity fluctuations) is of orde~
Uo/nL, which is small compared with unity. A remarkable property of U2

is its lack of dependence on the viscosity.
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The distribution of the mean velocity over the whole region outside the
boundary layer can now be determined, in principle, using (5.13.20) as
one of the boundary conditions for this distribution. If the flow outside the
boundary layer were exactly irrotational, no steady streaming could exist
there, because an irrotational motion is fully determined by the instan
taneous normal velocity ofthe boundaries and must have the same oscillatory
character as the motion of the boundary. However, there is a slow transfer of
vorticity away from the boundary as a consequence of the steady flow near
the boundary, and ultimately, some time after the motion has started from
rest, there will be a second-order steady vorticity throughout the fluid. The
form of the equation satisfied by the mean velocity in the region outside the
boundary layer depends on the effective Reynolds number U2 L/v of the
steady flow. In view of (5.13.20), this Reynolds number may be written as

U8/nv or e2/a2

(where e is, as before, the amplitude of the oscillation of position of the solid
body in cases in which that is the source of the flow), which may be either
small or large compared with unity, consistently with the assumed conditions
(5.13.4) and (5.13.2) or (5.13.3). Transfer of vorticity associated with the
steady streaming takes place mainly by viscous diffusion in the former case,
whereas in the latter case convection is dominant everywhere except in
certain thin layers, one of which adjoins the rigid boundary with a thickness
much greater than that of the boundary layer of the primary oscillatory flow.
Corresponding approximate forms of the governing equation in these two
cases, and their solution, are beyond our scope here.t
Applications of the theory of steady streaming

As remarked earlier, the steady streaming motion is of practical interest
chiefly because it leads to extensive migration of elements of fluid. This drift
is connected with the mean velocity of a given fluid element, which may not
be the same as the mean velocity at a point, and it is necessary to relate these
two velocities. Suppose that w("o, t) is the velocity at time t of a material
element which at a previous instant to was at the point "0, and that u(x, t)
is the velocity at time t at the point x. Then, without approximation, we have

w(Xo, t) = u (Xo+f:. wdt, t).
For values of t - to of the order of a period of the oscillation, the displacement
of the element is small compared with L, so that

w("o,t) ~ U(Xo,t)+{( r' Wdt) .VU(X,t)} ,J'. x-x.

t The problem is pursued in papers by Loneuet-Hieeins (1953) and Stuart (1966).
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and on the right-hand side w may be replaced by u with a consistent ap
proximation. The second-order drift may now be obtained by using the
first-order motion to evaluate the non-linear term, in the manner that led
to (5.13.16). On taking an average over one cycle, we find for the mean
velocity of fluid elements just outside the boundary layer (where both w
and u are nearly parallel to the boundary),

--i(dU dU.)w: = U +- U·_-U-
2 2 4n dx dx'

- A 2 dy
= U2 - 2n dx (5. 1 3.22)

if we write U = A ei-y again. Thus the mean velocity of an element initially
at a point K o and the mean velocity at Xo are different, for kinematical
reasons, whenever the phase of the velocity fluctuation varies with distance
in the direction of the velocity, and their difference, which has nothing
directly to do with viscosity, is of the same form as one of the two terms in
(5.13.20), both of which do arise from the effect of viscosity at the rigid
boundary.

Many oscillating flows are of either the' standing wave' type, in which the
phase y of the oscillation is independent of position, or the 'progressive
wave' type, in which the amplitude A is independent of position. A rigid
body oscillating about a fixed mean position gives rise to flow oscillations of
the standing wave type, for which, according to (5.13.20) and (5.13.22),

- - 3 dA2
U2 .... W 2 = - 8n dx (5. 1 3.2 3)

at points Just outside the boundary layer, showing that fluid elements drift
towards the positions where the amplitude A is a minimum. In the case of a
circular cylinder of radius a, the velocity of whose centre is (the real part of)
Uoeint in the direction () = 0 normal to the axis, we have

U == A == :zUosin8,

so that the drift velocity just outside the boundary layer is here

- - 3U2 )U
2

== W
2

== __0 sin2(} (5. 13.2 4
:zna

(a positive value signifying a velocity in the direction of () increasing). This
drift round the surface towards the front and rear stagnation points sets up
a circulation within each quaarant of the fluid as a whole, which can be ob
served qualitatively by oscillating a circular cylinder in a tank of water on
the surface of which small visible particles have been sprinkled.

Flow oscillations of the standing wave type are also set up when a
stationary rigid body is immersed in fluid through which a plane sound wave
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is progressing, provided the sound wave-length is large compared with the
body dimensions; t the steady secondary motion is often referred to as
,acoustic streaming' in this case. Another acoustic phenomenon which may
be explained by the effects discussed above is the tendency for fine dust
particles to gather at the nodal points (of velocity) on the wall of a tube in
which there is a standing sound wave (the so-called Kundt's dust tube).
Again analysis based on the assumption of incompressible fluid is applicable,
provided A (the sound wave-length) » ~. Since A = Aosin(21Tx/A) here,
(5 .13.23) becomes A2- -- 3 0 • 41TX

U2 = WI = - 8e smT' (5.13.25)

where e = nA/21T is the velocity of propagation of the sound wave. Accom
panying this steady flow towards the nodal points x = 0, lA, A, ... just out
side the boundary layer, there is a circulation in the interior of the fluid, with
flow towards the tube wall over the anti-nodes and away from it over the
nodes; the whole field of steady streaming in this case was calculated by
Rayleigh (1883), without the aid of boundary-layer approximations to the
first-order motion near the wall. The fine dust particles are able to settle at
places on the wall where they are not disturbed by the periodic first-order
oscillation, i.e. at the velocity nodes, and they are carried towards such points
by the second-order drift.

The flow oscillations produced in water of uniform depth by the passage
of a progressive surface wave provides an example of the other type, in which
y varies with position. The accompanying drift of fluid elements here may
have consequences of practical importance, such as transport of sediment
near the bottom. The amplitude of the (sinusoidal) flow oscillations just
outside the boundary layer on the horizontal rigid boundary is independent
of position on the boundary, so that we have from (5.13.20) and (5.13.22)

- 3A2 dy - SAl dy
U2 = - 4'Z dx' WI = - 4'Z dx' (5. 13.26)

We also have here y = - 21TX/A(the direction of progression of the surface
wave being that of x increasing), where Ais the wavelength. Thus the mean
speeds at points, and of fluid elements, just outside the boundary layer
near the rigid bottom of the body of water become

- 3Al1 - SAl
Ua = ¥' WI = ¥ ' (5. 13.27)

respectively, where e is the speed of propagation of the surface wave. The
oscillation amplitude A is known to decrease exponentially with depth, and
the additional drift speed due to viscosity is appreciable only for bottom

t It is a general result in acoustics that under this same condition the relative flow in the
neighbourhood of the body is approximately the same as if the fluid were incom
pressible, so that the above results are applicable.
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depths less than about one wavelength. Observations have shown the
existence of a steady drift of small solid particles near the bottom, in the
direction ofprogression of the wave, and at about the predicted speed 5A2/4C.

There is a 'boundary layer' at free surfaces, as we shall see in the next
section, and this too leads to a drift motion of fluid near the surface of water
over which a wave is advancing (Longuet-Higgins 1953).

5.14. Flow systems with a free surface
The boundary layer at a free surface

Although a rigid boundary is the commonest source of vorticity and
consequently of boundary layers in flow at large Reynolds number, the case
of a boundary at which the tangential stress vanishes exhibits interesting
differences and deserves to be considered briefly. At a 'free' surface 9f the
fluid (§ 3.3), the conditions to be satisfied are that the normal component of
stress is the sum ofa constant term and any contribution from surface tension
and that the tangential component is zero.

Following the plan ofprevious sections, it is useful to imagine a flow which
is set up from rest by bringing all the given boundaries to their prescribed
velocities. Immediately after the boundaries are made to move, an irrota
tional motion exists everywhere in the fluid. We need to enquire whether
such a motion is capable of satisfying the complete boundary conditions;
if so, the irrotationality persists and the steady state is one of irrotational
flow everywhere. Now if tlle shape of the free boundary were prescribed in
advance, the irrotational motion would be fully determined and the condi
tions on both normal and tangential components of stress at the boundary
would in general remain unsatisfied. In fact, the shape of a free boundary is
itself affected by the fluid motion and adjusts itself in accordance with the
boundary conditions. Of the two boundary conditions, the one which must
be satisfied by the initial irrotational flow is the condition on the normal
component of stress; for any departure of the normal stress on the fluid side
of the boundary from the specified value implies the existence of infinite
acceleration of the fluid at the boundary in a direction normal to the
boundary, and thus a change of boundary shape would occur rapidly. We
may therefore assume that the shape of the free boundary at all times is
such that the normal stress at the boundary is equal to a constant plus
any jump in pressure due to surface tension. This in general determines
fully the initial irrotational motion and the boundary shape.

There remains the condition of zero tangential stress at the boundary,
which in general cannot also be satisfied by the initial irrotational motion.
Any departure of the tangential stress in the irrotational flow at point~close
to the boundary from zero implies the existence of infinite acceleration of
the fluid at the boundary in a direction parallel to the boundary and in such
a sense as to bring the tangential stress in the fluid closer to zero. This
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acceleration of the fluid by viscous forces generates vorticity at the boundary
which then diffuses into the fluid in the familiar manner. However,
whereas a solid boundary requires a non-zero jump in velocity at the
boundary of a region of irrotational flow, and consequently generates a sheet
of (initially) infinite vorticity, a free surface requires a non-zero jump in
velocity derivatives and generates a finite vorticity. The exact amount of
vorticity generated at the free surface can be calculated readily in the
following way.

We choose orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates (;, "I, ,) such that the free
surface coincides instantaneously with one of the surfaces on which' is con
stant. Then with (u, v, w) representing corresponding velocity components,
and the usual meanings for 11.1,11.2, hs, the definition of the E-component of
vorticity (see appendix 2) is

__1_ {o(hsW) _ 0(11.2 'V)}
cu£ - h2 ha 0'fJ 0"

which may be rearranged as

_ {h2 0(v/h2) +hs o(W/hs)}+~ ow _ 2V 011.2
hs 0, 11.2 01/ 11.2 01/ 11.2 hs 0,·

The quantity within braces is equal to twice one of the non-diagonal
elements of the rate-of-strain tensor (appendix 2), which is zero right at the
free surface from the need for the corresponding tangential component of
the stress tensor to vanish there. The normal velocity component w is
necessarily continuous across the thin layer at the free surface, and so too is
Ow/O'f/; and no jump in the tangential component of velocity 'V is required so
that the last term in (5.14. I) may also be taken as continuous. Thus the jump
in CJJ, across the thin boundary layer which forms at the free surface is
simply the value of the quantity within braces in (5.14.1) at the boundary
of the region of irrotational flow:

~CJJ£ = _{'" a(ij ~) +'" a(ij ~)}
hs 0, h2 01/ boun. '

where ¢ is the velocity potential for the irrotational flow. There is a corre
sponding expression for the jump in cu" while that in CJJ, is zero.

In cases in which the free surface is stationary, or can be made so by
suitable choice of the translational and rotational speeds of the co-ordinate
system (rates of strain being independent of such movements of the co
ordinate system), we have o¢/o' = 0 at all points on the boundary, and
(5. 14.2) reduces to

~CJJ~ =(~ oh2 o¢) == (~ o¢)
hihs 0, 0"1 bOUD. ha O'f/ bOUD.' (5· 14·3)
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where K." is the curvature of the intersection of the free surface with the
plane normal to the E-co-ordinate line. We see incidentally that there is no
jump in vorticity at a plane free surface. This is because, with rectilinear co
ordinates, Ovlat; = aWla1J in the irrotational region and, if w = 0 at all points
of the free surface, OvIat; = 0 there also, showing that the tangential stress
in the irrotational flow vanishes at the free surface. Thus, in this case
of a stationary plane free surface, such as the surface of a tank or a pond in
which the water motions are too gentle to deform the surface» irrotational
motion in the water is capable of satisfying all the boundary conditions at
the free surface, no vorticity is generated at the free surface and no boundary
layer forms there. At a stationary curved free surface» we may choose one of
the co-ordinate lines to be parallel locally to V,p, whence the jump in vorticity
is seen to be a vector lying in the tangential plane of the free surface and
orthogonal to the local streamline, with magnitude

dw = (2KQ)boun., (5. 14.4)

where K is the curvature of the intersection of the free surface with the
plane normal to it and parallel to V,p, and q = IV,pI.

Thus the boundary layer that forms at a free surface is a layer in which
vorticity is diffused by viscosity and convected by the flow (as well as being
changed by rotation or extension in three-dimensional fields), the vorticity
at the free surface being always greater than that just outside the boundary
layer by the amount represented by (5.14.2), or by (5.14.4) where it is
applicable (or by an obvious modification of (5.14.2) if the motion outside
the boundary layer is not irrotational). The jump in velocity across the
boundary layer is evidently of order 8dw, where 8 is the boundary layer
thickness, and thus varies as R-i in the many cases in which diffusion of
vorticity works in such a fashion as to make 8 vary in this way.

The smallness of this variation of velocity across the boundary layer has
three noteworthy implications. (a) The equation of motion in the boundary
layer may be linearized in the departure of the velocity from the value just
outside the boundary layer. For instance» for a two-dimensional boundary
layer and with the notation of §5.7» the equation of mass conservation
(5.7.2) giv,es au

v ~ -y- (5.14.5)ax
and (5.7.1) and (5.7.8) then yield, with consistent approximation,

au' au au' au au' alu'
8t+ u' ax +u ax -y ax fJy = v fJy:B» (5. 14.6)

where u' = u- U. If the flow is steady, and U is known as a function of x,
it may be possible to solve this linear equation for u' by standard methods.
(b) The tendency for back-flow to develop in the boundary layer when the
externfll stream is decelerating is very much weaker at a free surface than
at a rigid wall, and separation is unlikely to occur unless there is large
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curvature of the boundary at some point. (c) Since velocity gradients are not
of larger order of magnitude within the boundary layer than outside it, the
rate of dissipation of energy per unit volume is of the same order throughout
the fluid. Thus the total rate of dissipation is dominated by the contribution
from the more extensive region of irrotational flow-by contrast with the
case of flow with a boundary layer at a rigid wall, for which the contribution
to total dissipation from the region of irrotational flow is small.

Two applications of these results concerning flow at large Reynolds
number in the presence of a free surface are as follows.

The drag on a sphen'calgas bubble rising steadily through liquid
The flow due to a gas bubble rising freely through liquid, with the

diameter so small that viscous forces are dominant» was investigated in §4.9.
The Reynolds number of the flow increases rapidly with increase of bubble
size, and it is useful to consider the flow at such large Reynolds numbers
(based on the rate of rise and diameter of the bubble) that boundary-layer
ideas are applicable. We shall assume that the bubble is nevertheless so small
that it remains approximately spherical under the action of surface tension.
Variations of pressure in the liquid over the bubble boundary due to the
motion tend to distort the bubble, but observation shows that the distortion
is small for bubbles ofradii up to about 0'05 em (or volume up to 6 X 10-4 c.c.)
in pure water; for bubbles near the upper end of this range the Reynolds
number is certainly much larger than unity• We shall also assume, on the
basis of the above discussion, that the boundary layer does not separate from
the bubble surface. Qualitative observation of the flow near rising bubbles
in the relevant size range does in fact suggest that back-flow does not occur»
at any rate if the liquid is pure (Hartunian and Sears 1957). (It is known that
bubbles of volume larger than about 5 c.c. in water take a shape like a slice
off a sphere and that the boundary layer separates at the sharp rim of the
spherical cap (see §6. I I); such bubbles certainly lie outside the scope of the
present discussion.) Finally, we suppose that the internal motion of the gas
has no effect on the liquid motion.

Under the assumed conditions, the vorticity is confined to a thin boundary
layer at the bubble surface and a narrow axisymmetric wake, and the irrota
tiona! flow outside this region is approximately the same as if the liquid were
wholly inviscid. Thus for a spherical bubble of radius a moving with speed
U through fluid at rest at infinity the flow outside the boundary layer and
wake is given approximately (see (2.9.26» by the velocity potential

,/, == _1Ua8 cos (}
'Y If r 2 ,

where r, (J are spherical polar co-ordinates with origin at the instantaneous
position of the centre of the sphere.
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Now for the purpose of estimating the drag D on a bubble in steady motion
it is not necessary to analyse the flow in the boundary layer, because the rate
at which buoyancy forces on the bubble do work, viz. UD, must be equal to
the total rate of dissipation in the liquid, and this, as we have seen, can be
determined approximately from the irrotational flow alone. The general
expression for the rate of dissipation in incompressible fluid is given in
(4.1.5), and in the present circumstances of irrotational flow the rate of
dissipation in a volume of fluid V bounded by the surface A is

f 82¢> 82¢J f 82q2
21t dV, = It 0 dV8xi OXj 8xi OXj OXi Xi

= It f n.Vq2dA, (5. 14.8)

where q2=(8¢>/8xi }2 and the normal n is directed out of V. The integral
of n.Vq2 over the outer boundary of the liquid at infinity is zero, so the
drag on the gas bubble is given by

UD = -pI: (7:)r-/I 21Ta2 sin () de.

Evaluation of this integral for the motion specified by (5.14.7) gives

D= 121TpaU, (5. 14.9)

and the corresponding drag coefficient is

C _ D _48 ()
D - 1Ta21pU2 - R' 5. 14. 10

where R = 2aUp/p. The drag coefficient of a rigid body from which the
boundary layer does not separate is proportional to R-i (§ 5.11), and that for
a 'body' with a free surface is of smaller order because the free surface does
not retard the fluid in the boundary layer as effectively as a solid surface.

It is possible to obtain an improved estimate of the drag on the bubble by
calculating also the dissipation of energy in the boundary layer at the bubble
surface and in the wake, the new result being (Moore 1963)

CD = ~ (1 - ~). (5.14. 11)

The terminal velocity V of a bubble moving under the action of gravity
alone may now be determined by equating the drag to the buoyancy force
on a bubble of volume t1Ta3. With the first approximation to the drag, given
by (5.14.9), we have 2

V 1 ga . ()5. 14. 12

9 v
Observations have been made of the rates of rise of bubbles of different

sizes through various liquids free from impurities, and the inferred values
of the drag coefficient for two liquids are shown in figure 5.14.1 as a function
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of the Reynolds number (in which the length a is taken as the radius of a
sphere of the same volume as the bubble). The agreement with (5.14.10) is
fair, and with (5.14. II) is quite good, for Reynolds numbers above about 20
and less than a critical value at which the drag coefficient begins to rise
rapidly. This critical value of the Reynolds number varies from one liquid
to another, and appears to mark the development of a non-spherical shape
ofthe bubble. The variation ofpressure in the water at the surface ofa bubble
rising with steady speed U is approximately pU2, and the bubble may be
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Figure 5.14.1. The drag coefficient of gas bubbles rising through liquids, The points for
the two particular liquids are taken from experimental curves given by Habennan and
Morton (1953).

expected to remain spherical under the action ofsurface tension 'Y only when
pUI ~ 'Yla, that is, assuming U to be the terminal speed given by (5.14.12),
only when

A,u2a5;2y ~ 81.

For pure water this restriction on the radius of the bubble is

a ~ (6'1 x 10-7)T cm, = 0'06 cm,

which is in fact close to the value of the radius of air bubbles in pure water
at which non-sphericity is first observed.

When pressure variations first become comparable with the surface
tension stress, the bubble is an oblate ellipsoid, being flattened at the fore
and-aft points by the stagnation pressure there. It is possible to calculate the
total dissipation in the irrotational flow due to a moving oblate ellipsoid, and
to obtain a new estimate of the terminal velocity, but the result is probably of
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less practical value since the bubble shape and terminal velocity now depend
also on the surface tension. However, the theory does account well for the
observed minimum in the variation of drag coefficient with bubble volume.

The attenuation ofgravity waves

Gravity waves at the free surface of a body of liquid is a topic outside the
scope of this book, but a few remarks about the features associated with the
resulting boundary layers are appropriate here. We shall consider only the
simple case in which the velocity of material elements oscillates sinusoidally
(apart from any slow attenuation) with frequency n, due to the passage of
the wave, and in which the motion is irrotational to the extent allowed by
viscosity.

Ifa surface wave ofeither standing or progressive type occurs in a channel
with rigid side-walls, or with depth smaller than about one wave-length, and
if the frequency is sufficiently large, an oscillatory boundary layer of the
kind considered in the previous section is established at each rigid wall; and
estimates of both the attenuation of the wave due to the dissipation within
the boundary layer and the steady streaming velocity just outside the
boundary layer can be made by the methods described (provided the
frequency and amplitude of the wave motion satisfy the condition (5.13.2)).
If on the other hand the side-walls are effectively absent and th~ depth is
larger thari a wave-length, the rather weak effects of the boundary layer at
the free surface act alone. An oscillatory boundary layer at a free surface can
be shown to give rise to a steady second-order motion, and it again happens
that the steady flow is not confined to the boundary layer; but whereas for
a rigid Rurface the steady streaming velocity at the outer edge of the boundary
layer tends to a definite value, dependent only on local conditions, the
corresponding result for a free surface is that the normal gradient of the
steady velocity tends to a definite value (Longuet-Higgins 1953, 1960). The
existence of a boundary layer at a free surface also causes a small change in
the phase of the normal stress acting at the boundary of the r~gionof irrota
tional flow, so that the work done by this normal stress over one cycle of rise
and fall of the free surface is non-zero, and negative. Thus the amplitude
ofthe wave motion slowly decreases, at a rate which can be determined in the
following simple way for a progressive wave.

The loss of total energy (kinetic plus potential) of the liquid over one
cycle is necessarily equal to the rate of viscous dissipation of energy per cycle,
provided the net flux of energy into the volume of liquid concerned is zero.
This dissipation occurs mainly in the region of irrotational flow and can
thus be obtained from a knowledge of the velocity potential there; in this
way the attenuation of the wave can be calculated without the need for
explicit consideration of the flow in the boundary layer at the free surface.
Suppose that the velocity in the liquid varies sinusoidally with respect to one
horizontal position co-ordinate x (with wave-number k) and lies in the
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(z, x)-plane, where z is vertical depth below the mean position of the free
surface. Then, in the region of irrotational flow we have

ifJ = A(t)sin(kx-nt)e-k.e,

the dependence on z being a simple consequence of the need for ifJ to satisfy
Laplace's equation; the amplitude A varies slowly as the wave loses energy.
We may again use the expression (5.14.8) for the rate of dissipation, and
find that the rate of dissipation of the whole motion, per unit area of a
horizontal plane, is 2pk3A2(t), provided the wave amplitude is small com
pared with the wave-length so that the integral (5.14.8) can be evaluated
at the plane of the undisturbed surface (z = 0).

Now the total kinetic energy of the liquid, per unit area of a horizontal
plane, and averaged over one cycle, is fpkA2(t). The liquid also has potential
energy, and since all material elements are executing small oscillations under
the action of gravity and mutual reactions, the average total potential energy
is equal to the average total kinetic energy. Hence the equation for the
gradual loss of energy is d(!pkA2)

dt = -2pk3A2,

showing that A decreases as e-Pnf, where

p = 2vk2/n.

The frequency of a deep-water wave of wave-length 211jk is known from the
theory of surface waves to be given by

n = (gk)i,

so that the damping of the waves reduces their amplitude to a fraction
exp {- 411v(k3jg)i} of the initial value after one period.

The length (v/n)i will be recognized, from the argument of the preceding
section, as a measure of the thickness of the oscillatory boundary layer. The
above analysis is valid only if this thickness is small compared with the
length 211lk representative of the flow field as a whole, that is, if

(
vki )i

4112gi ~ 1;

satisfaction of this condition thus ensures that the change of amplitude of
the wave during one period is small.

As a numerical example, suppose that the wave-length is 10 cm; the
period is then about 0'25 sec, the length (vjn)t representing the boundary
layer thickness is about 0'02 cm for water, and the amplitude is reduced by a
fraction 0'0022 after one period. It will not happen often in practice that the
boundary layer at the free surface is the primary cause of the attenuation of
surface waves and that the above estimate of /l is applicable, for in the case of
waves produced in the laboratory the dissipation in the boundary layer at
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the rigid walls of the container will normally be dominant and in the case of
waves on lakes or the sea casual disturbances due to wind will usually be
more effective as a means of dissipating the energy of the wave motion.

S.lS. Examples of use of the momentum theorem
As mentioned in §3.2, there are circumstances in which it is possible to

obtain useful and quite strong results about a steady flow system by applica
tion of the Cmomentum theorem', that is, of the momentum equation in the
integral form (3.2.4). Success depends on being able to choose the control
surface in such a way that the flux of momentum and the stress can be
evaluated at all points of the control surface directly from the available
information. The two examples of the use of the momentum theorem given
in this section are concerned with a transition from one uniform stream to
another, this being a type of flow for use on which the theorem is obviously
well suited.

The force on a regular array ofbodies in a stream

In the first example, a very simple one, a stream of fluid, of uniform
velocity U far upstream, impinges on an array of similar rigid bodies
distributed regularly over a plane normal to the stream (figure 5.15.1); the
rigid bodies have small linear dimensions, and are close together, as in the
case of wire gauze for example, and the stream is bounded laterally by walls
parallel to the stream. It is found that in circumstances like these the fluid
velocity again becomes uniform at some distance downstream from the
array of rigid bodies, and with the same speed U as required for conservation
of mass (in the absence of any appreciable variation of density of the fluid).
The fluid exerts a force on the array which is directed downstream when the
rigid bodies are individually symmetrical about the normal to the array,
and we enquire whether the average force per unit area of the plane of the
array can be determined from observation of the conditions far upstream and
far downstream.

We choose the control surface shown as a broken line in figure 5. I 5. I,

consisting of an inner boundary AI' and an outer boundary Ai in the form
of a cylinder, the cross-section of the cylinder being sufficiently large to
include a large number of elements of the array, and apply (3.2 .4), ignoring
for the present purposes the term arising from the gravitational body force
since it can be absorbed in the modified pressure. The net flux ofmomentum
out of the region between Al and Aa is zero, and so we have the result

i-component of total force on portion of array enclosed by Al

= - fu'l nl dA I = fuij nj dA2,

the normal n being directed away from the region at all parts of the boundary.
The stress uii is a purely normal stress at the end faces of the cylinder All'
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where the velocity is uniform and the pressure is PI far upstream and P2 far
downstream, and it is also purely normal over the side of the cylinder except
in the neighbourhood of the array. Hence, if the contribution to the integral
from tangential stress at the side of the cylinder is made small (relatively) by
choosing the cylinder cross-section to be large, we have

average normal force exerted on unit area of array =PI-P2' (5.15.1)

Thus the normal force exerted by the fluid on the array can be found without
either theoretical or experimental examination of the flow near the bodies
making up the array.

- . -
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Figure S.IS.I. Use of the momentum theorem to determine the force

on a regular array of rigid bodies.

The result (5.15.1) clearly remains valid when the incident stream is not
normal to the plane of the array or when the individual bodies are not sym
metrical, since the incident and emergent streams are again uniform far from
the array and the above argument is still applicable in terms of the normal
component of the stream velocity on the two sides of the array and the
normal component of the force on the bodies. In each of these new cases the
fluid exerts on the array of bodies a force which has a non-zero component in
the plane of the array and there is a corresponding deflection of the stream
at the array.

The effect of sudden enlargement ofa pipe
The second example concerns the effect of a sudden increase in the cross

sectional area of a short length of pipe through which fluid is flowing with
approximately uniform velocity U1 (figure 5.15.2). In normal circumstances,
when U1 d/v ~ I, where d is a measure of the linear dimensions of the pipe
cross-section, the stream discharges into the wide section in the form of a
straight jet (as in the flow shown in figure 5. I 0.2, plate 6), irregular eddying
motion develops at the side of the jet, the surrounding fluid is gradually
entrained and mixed with the jet, and finally the stream again has an
approximately uniform speed, U2 say. The details of this unsteady mixing
process are complicated and beyond the scope of calculation; can anything
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be said about conditions far downstream without knowledge of the flow near
the sudden expansion? The speed UI follows from conservation of mass
(again on the assumption that the density is uniform), and we should like
to be able to determine also the pressurePI far downstream, given that the
pressure is PI upstream of the sudden enlargement.

The momentum integral theorem can be employed to this end, with the
help of the inference, which is readily confirmed by direct observation, that
the modified pressure is approximately uniform across the pipe at the sudden
enlargement in view of the absence of appreciable lateral velocity of the

Figure s.ls.a. Unifonn flow in a pipe towards a sudden enlargement of the cross-section.

fluid there. We choose the control surface consisting of the cross-sections
shown as broken lines in figure 5.15.2 and the length of pipe wall between
them, and denote the up- and downstream cross-sections of the pipe by 8 1

and 8 1 respectively. Just downstream of the pipe enlargement, the fluid
velocity and pressure fluctuate, as a result of the unsteadiness of the mixing
process there, but the fluctuations are about steady average values and we
could suppose the relation (3.2.3) to be averaged over a long time, yielding a
relation like (3.2.4) between averaged quantities. However, it is more con
venient to choose the cross-sections AB and EF to be outside the region
of fluctuation, and the existence of fluctuations will have no consequences
in the present example.

The flux of momentum in the downstream direction outwards across the
control surface is

pUI8.-pUi81, == pU.81(UI - UJ.

The stresses at the portions of the control surface represented by AB and CD
are purely normal with pressure PI' and that at EF is purely normal with
pressure PI' Boundary layers are formed at the sections Be and DE of the
pipe wall, and it will be assumed that the Reynolds number of the flow is so
large that the corresponding tangential components of stress are negligibly
small when made non-dimensional with the quantities p, d and U1 (which is
equivalent to the assumption already made that the velocity distribution
across the pipe remains approximately uniform over the section BC). The
momentum balance is then represented by

pU.8.(U.- UJ -= P1 81+P1(81-81)-PI 8.,
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giving the pressure in the downstream region of uniform flow as

P2 = PI +PU2(U1 - U2)· (S·IS·2)
This pressure rise due to a sudden enlargement may be compared with

that associated with a gradual increase of the cross-sectional area from 8 1 to
8 2, In the latter circumstances, the flow is everywhere steady and viscosity
has a negligible effect except near the pipe wall, so that we can use Bernoulli's
theorem for an effectively incompressible fluid (see (3.S.16» to find

P2 = Pl+tp(U~-Ui), (S·15·3)
PI and P2 being modified pressures. The final pressure is thus less for a
sudden enlargement than for a gradual one, by an amount

!P(U1 -U2)2, =!PUi(I_~:)2. (S.IS.4)

Alternatively, we may say that whereas there is no change in the Bemou~li

constant due to a gradual enlargement, a sudden enlargement causes an
eddying mixing flow with an accompanying fall in the Bernoulli constant of
the amount (S. 1S.4). We may infer, from the fact that the Bernoulli constant
measures the total mechanical energy per unit mass offluid, that the eddying
entrainment by the jet emerging at the sudden enlargement is associated
with a dissipation of mechanical energy (by internal friction). How the dis
sipation occurs is not evident in detail, but the momentum theorem shows
that the total loss of energy by dissipation for each unit mass of fluid is
determined by the overall conditions.

The result (S.15.4) allows a useful application to flow problems of the
kind considered in the first example, inasmuch as certain kinds of array of
rigid bodies can be regarded as a regular arrangement of narrow passages
through which the fluid must pass before meeting a sudden enlargement on
the downstream face. Consider, for example, the case of a flat rigid plate
through which holes of diameter comparable with the thickness have been
drilled at regularly distributed positions (figure 5.15.3). When such a plate
is placed at right angles to a steady stream of speed U, the fluid discharges
from the rear of the plate as a number of jets which ultimately mix with
surrounding fluid, with an irregular eddying motion, and form a uniform
stream of speed U again. The analysis for the sudden enlargement in a pipe
thus applies here, and shows that the process of emergence of fluid from the
holes in the plate is accompanied by a total fall in the Bernoulli constant
of amount

(
I -ex)'tpUi ---;x , (5·15·S)

where ex is the fraction of the plate area coinciding with holes. On the other
ha~d, the flow on the upstream side of the plate and into the holes is one in
Which, as we have seen in this chapter, viscosity does not play an important
part (provided the hole diameter is not too small) and to most of which
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Bernoulli's theorem applies. Thus (5.15.5) is the difference between the
values of the Bernoulli constant at positions far upstream and far down
stream from the plate, and, since the stream speeds at these positions are
both equal to V, (5. I 5.5) is also the difference between the pressures at these
positions. Hence, in view of (5.15.1), the average drag force on unit area of
the plate is also given by (5.15.5). This theoretical result is found to agree
with observations of the overall pressure drop across such a plate.

Similar simple theories may be devised to give the force exerted on other
kinds of perforated plates, and on arrays of cylinders or other bodies. Such
theories are more accurate when the cross-sectional area of each jet emerging
from the plate or array is well defined by the geometry of the boundary, as
in the above case of a plate with drilled holes.

....

~

..

..
u u•

.. ..

Figure 5.15.3. Calculation of the drag exerted on a perforated plate in a uniform stream.

Further applications of the momentum equation in integral form will be
described in §§ 6.3 and 6.8 in the discussion of flow fields in which effects of
viscosity can be neglected. In these latter cases, the momentum theorem
may provide a short cut, or a neat way of obtaining useful results, whereas in
cases like the two examples given above effects of viscosity play an essential
part (although they may not appear explicitly in analysis using the momen
tum theorem-this is its great merit), direct calculation of the flow field is
usually impossible, and use of the momentum theorem is essential if results
are to be obtained.

It will be evident that integral relations representing the overall balance
ofquantities other than linear momentum will occasionally be useful; energy
and angular momentum are obvious candidates, the latter being especially
relevant in considerations of the action of pumps, turbines and other
machines with rotating components.
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Further reading relevant to chapter S

Applied Hydro- and Aeromechanics, by L. Prandtl and O. G. Tietjens (McGraw
Hill, 1934; also Dover Publications, 1957).
Modern Developments in Fluid Dynamics, edited by S. Goldstein (Oxford
University Press, 1938).
The Essentials oj Fluid Dynamics, by L. Prandtl (Blackie, 1952).
Laminar Boundary Layers, edited by L. Rosenhead (Oxford University Press,
1963).

Exercises for chapter S

I. A long rigid cylinder is placed in a steady uniform stream of fluid with its
generators inclined at angle a to the stream (a so-called 'yawed' cylinder). The
cross-section is streamlined and no separati(:>n of the boundary layer occurs.
Show that the velocity component u in the plane normal to the generators has
a distribution of the same form for all values of a (except those near 0 or 1T), both
inside and outside the boundary layer, and that the equation for the component
w parallel to the generators in the boundary layer is

u.Vw == vo2wlBy2,

where y is the normal distance from the boundary.

2. A steady narrow two-dimensional jet of fluid adjoins a plane rigid wall and
the fluid is at rest far from the wall. Use the boundary-layer equations to show
that the quantity

f~u{f:U
2 dy } dy, == P say,

is independent of distance x along the wall. Show that the similarity form of
the velocity distribution which depends only on P and v is given by

1Jr == (Pvx)t f(",) , 1f:= (PjVJx8)t y, where 4/'"+JJ'+2/'2 == o.

Show also that in the analogous axisymmetric wall jet spreading out radially
the velocity and thickness of the jet vary as x-I and xl and the velocity distribution
across the jet is of the same form as in the plane case. (Glauert 1956.)

3· A three-dimensional body is held in a stream of uniform speed U in the
X-direction, and a drag force D and a lift force L in the y-direction act on the
body. Show that far downstream the approximate expressions for the velocity
components are

D , arp L , arp
u == U--- e-'" tI = ---- e-'" w == -

41Tpx' By 41Tj1X' a~,

where rp =~ Y (I -e-""), 2 == (y
2
+Z

I
) U.

811j1X ",2 '" 4vx

~ote that there is now stream-wise vorticity in the wake, and that the irrota
t~onal motion in the (y, z)-plane well outside the wake is the same as that asso
elated with a point vortex doublet of strength LlpU parallel to the z-axis and
located at the origin of that plane.
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IRROTATIONAL FLOW THEORY

AND ITS APPLICATIONS

6.1. The role of the theory of flow of an inviscid fluid

We have completed a study of the general effects of the viscosity of the
fluid, and are now in a position to take advantage ofthe fact that the viscosities
of the common fluids air and water are quite small. The Reynolds number
pLUfp (in the notation of §4.7) is usually a measure of the ratio of the
representative magnitude of inertia forces to that of viscous forces; and,
when this Reynolds number is large compared with unity, viscous forces
frequently play a negligible part in the equation of motion over nearly all
the flow field. In many cases in which separation of the boundary layer from
a rigid boundary does not occur, the flow fielc;l tends to the form appropriate
to an inviscid fluid, aspLUfp -+ 00, over the whole of the region occupied by
the fluid, and the fact that viscous forces remain significant in certain thin
layers in the fluid, however large the Reynolds number may be, is of little
consequence for many purposes. However, in cases in which the boundary
layer does separate from a rigid boundary, the limit is a singular one and,
although the region of fluid in which viscous forces are significant may
decrease in size to zero as pLUfp -+ 00, the limiting form of the flow field is
not the same as that appropriate to a completely inviscid fluid. This singular
limiting behaviour is made possible, mathematically speaking, by the facts
that the viscosity occurs in the equation of motion as the coefficient of the
highest-order derivative and that a viscous fluid must satisfy the additional
condition of no slip at a rigid boundary however small the viscosity may be.

Theoretical results concerning the flow of an inviscid fluid may thus be
applied directly to the former class of cases in which boundary-layer separa
tion does not occur;t here inviscid-fluid theory provides us with a good
approximation to the flow of a real fluid at large Reynolds number (with
the'same initial and boundary conditions) over the whole region of fluid,
except in thin layers whose thickness approaches zero as pLUfp -+ 00 and
whose position is known from the inviscid-fluid solution. Analysis of the
flow of an inviscid fluid is much simpler than that of a viscous fluid, and it
is therefore of the greatest importance that we should be able to predict
by inspection and the use of general rules, not by detailed calculation-

t Absence of boundary-layer separation is a necessary but possibly not a completely
sufficient condition for the limiting form of the flow field to be the same as for an
inviscid fluid. It is difficult to make general statements which are both useful and
reliable.
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whether inviscid flow theory is applicable. More specifically. it is necessary
that we should be able to tell by inspection if the flow of a real fluid in the
circumstances of a given set of boundary and initial conditions would be
accompanied by boundary-layer separation. If separation would not occur,
we can apply the extensive results of inviscid-fluid theory. This need to
make decisions about how a fluid with non-zero viscosity would behave in
given circumstances demands an understanding of the flow of a viscous
fluid before the relevance and usefulness of inviscid-fluid theory can be
appreciated; for this reason, inviscid-fluid theory takes its place in this book
after a study of viscous flow, notwithstanding its greater simplicity.

Even in cases of flow of a real fluid in which separation of the boundary
layer does occur. there are large parts of the flow which locally are not
affected significantly by the viscosity of the fluid and to which inviscid-fluid
theory may be applied. However there is here the difficulty that the position
and shape of the separated boundary layer in the real fluid flow are usually
unknown, so that although the effect of viscosity is negligible locally every
where except near certain singular surfaces (some of which lie in the interior
of the fluid) the shape of the boundary of the domain of effectively inviscid
flow is unknown and in general cannot be found from considerations of a
wholly inviscid fluid. The scope for application of inviscid-fluid theory is
therefore restricted in these cases. Moreover, as already mentioned on
several occasions. separated boundary layers are invariably unstable to small
disturbances and a fluctuating turbulent flow is set up. The influence of the
turbulent fluctuations of velocity may not extend directly over the whole
flow field (for instance, the flow near the forward stagnation point on a bluff
body moving steadily through fluid and generating a turbulent wake behind
it may be fairly steady), but the non-zero average flux of momentum due to
the turbulence does have an effect on the form of the flow as a whole; it is
still true that certain regions of the flow are steady and locally unaffected by
the fluid viscosity, but determination of the shape of the boundary of one
of these regions and of the conditions at that boundary is certainly beyond
the reach of rigorous calculation, and we must often fall back on plausible
speculation or empiricism.

In this and the following chapter, various aspects of the flow of a fluid
regarded as entirely inviscidt (and incompressible) will be considered. The
results presented are significant only inasmuch as they represent an approxi
mation to the flow of a real fluid at large values of the Reynolds number,
~nd the limitations of each result must be regarded as information as
important as the result itself.

This chapter is devoted to the particular case of irrotational flow. Highly
t In a number of cases the existence of certain features of the flow having their origin in

the effect of viscosity will nevertheless be assumed as a part of the formulation of the
problem. For instance, it would be appropriate to assume that (inviscid' fluid passing
through a hole in a thin plate emerged as a concentrated jet with a sheet vortex at ita
boundary.
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special though the property of irrotationality may seem to be, it is given great
practical importance by the consequence of Kelvin's circulation theorem
(§ 5.3) that material elements of a uniform fluid set into motion from rest
remain without rotation unless they move into a region where viscous forces
are significant. A proper understanding of irrotational flow theory and an
appreciation of its numerous applications is essential in all branches of
fluid dynamics. Chapter 7 takes up the more general situation in which
either localized or distributed vorticity plays an essential part in the flow.
Examples of flow fields without rigid boundaries are prominent in the two
chapters, since they provide wide scope for the application of inviscid-fluid
theory. Cases of irrotational flow of liquid with a free surface are considered,
although the subject of gravity waves requires separate treatment and is
omitted from this volume. The theory of lift generated by slender brdies
moving through fluid-one of the scientific foundations of aeronautics-is
developed in §§ 6.7 and 7.8; here the application of inviscid-fluid theory is
made possible by the use of simple rules, based on the considerations of
chapter 5, aboutthe occurrence and consequence of separation ofthe stream
lines at the surface of the body. The peculiar dynamical properties of fluid
with a general rotation are described in chapter 7, together with some of
their geophysical manifestations.

Finally, we recall the relations which govern the motion of an inviscid
fluid and on which the work of chapters 6 and 7 will be based.

We shall continue to regard the fluid as incompressible (the conditions
for validity of this assumption being as described in §3.6), so that the
equation of mass conservation is

V.u=o. (6.1.1)

We shall also continue to assume that the density p is uniform throughout
the fluid.

The body force acting on the fluid will be assumed to be due to gravity,
so that F = g. In some of the flow fields to be considered, the fluid has a
free surface, and gravity here affects the distribution of velocity in the fluid.

In the absence of viscosity, tangential stresses in the fluid are zero every
where, the stress tensor reduces to - p 0'1' and the equation of motion
becomes Du I

Dt = g-PVp. (6.1.2)

When the uniform value of p is given, the two variables u and p are to be
found as functions of x and t from the equations (6.1.1) and (6.1.2).

6.2. General properties of irrotational flow
Many of the general kinematical properties of irrotational flow of an

incompressible fluid have already been given in §§ 2.7 to 2.10 in the course
of the discussion of that part of an arbitrary velocity distribution that is
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solenoidal and irrotationaI. The results described below supplement that
discussion.

When the velocity u is irrotational, we may introduce a velocity potential
¢ given by

as explained in §2.7, in which case the mass-conservation equation for an
incompressible fluid becomes

V2¢> == O. (6.2.2)

Although the equation of motion (6.1.2) is non-linear in u, the velocity
distribution is here determined completely by a linear equation derived from
the restrictive condition of irrotationality and the mass-conservation equa
tion. This linearity is the distinctive property of irrotational flow which
allows the employment of many powerful mathematical techniques. The
non-linear equation of motion is needed here only for the calculation of the
pressure after the velocity distribution has been determined; and we shall
see that the equation ofmotion can be integrated to give an explicit expression
for the pressure.

Since equation (6.2.2) is linear, different solutions for the velocity potential
¢ can be superposed to form a new solution. The corresponding velocity
distributions can likewise be superposed, although not the pressure distribu
tions in view of the non-linear dependence of p on u. In particular, new
irrotational flow fields may be constructed by superposing the velocity
potentials that were shown in §§ 2.5 and 2.6 to be associated with certain
singular distributions of the expansion d and vorticity Ca) (d or Ca) being zero
everywhere except at a point or on a line or surface, where it has infinite
magnitude). In the case of a point or line singularity in the distribution of
a or Ca), the' induced' velocity at position x was found to increase indefinitely
as x approaches the point or line concerned; clearly this is also true of the
total induced velocity associated with several superposed singular distribu
tions of d and Ca). For instance, the irrotational velocity distribution asso
ciated with a point source of strength m' at point x' and one of strength mIt
at point x" is (see (2.5.2»

m' x-x' mIt x-x"
u(x) == 411 S'3 +411 S"3 ,

where S'2 == (x - X')ll and $"2 == (x - X")2; this velocity field is dominated by
the contribution from the source m' when x is near x' and by that from m"
when x is near x".

The point or line singularities in the distributions of d or Ca) considered in
§§ 2·5 and 2.6 impose a singularity in ¢> at the boundary of the region of
~olenoidalirrotational flow. For example, when a point source of strength m
~s located at the point x', the region of solenoidal irrotational flow does not
Include the point x', which must be regarded as surrounded by a closed
Surface across which the flux of volume is prescribed as having the value m;
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and since the velocity near x' is dominated by the induced velocity due to the
point source at x', the precise boundary condition is that

ms m
u '" - - or if> '" --

411 sa' 411s '

at all points x on a closed surface of infinitesimal linear dimensions sur
rounding x'. where s = x - x'. Likewise. for a source doublet of strength
fA. at x'. the appropriate condition at the boundary of the region of solenoidal
irrotational flow is (see (2.5.3))

,/,. fA.. S
'I' '" - 411S3

at all points x on a closed surface of infinitesimal linear dimensions sur
rounding x'. However, it is a known general property of the differential
equation (6.2.2) that 9 and all its 'derivatives with respect to x are finite and
continuous at all interior points of the region of solenoidal irrotational flow.

Conditions under which at most one solution for the velocity Vif> exists
have been obtained in §§2.7 to 2.10. The most important of the results
found there is that the solution for V9 in a singly-connected region of fluid.
which may extend to infinity in all directions provided the fluid is at rest
there, is determined uniquely when the value of the normal component of
u is prescribed at all points of the boundaries. Uniqueness is also ensured in
these circumstances if the value of 9 at all points of the boundaries is
prescribed and. in cases in which the fluid extends to infinity and is at rest
there. the net flux of volume across the inner boundary is prescribed. When
the region of solenoidal irrotational flow is not singly-connected. specifica
tion of the cyclic constants of the flow must be added to the above conditions
for uniqueness.

(6.2·3)

Integration of the equation ofmotio.n
The vector identity iV(u. u) = u. Vu+u x CI)

enables (6.1.2) to be written in the alternative form

0; -UXCl) = -V(iq2+~-g.x),

where q2 = u. u. When u = V¢ and CI) = 0. this becomes

V(~~ +iq2+~ -g.x) = 0.

showing that the quantity within brackets must be a function of t alone.
F(t) say. The form of this unknown function is without significance, because
we could define a new velocity potential 9' such that

i/J' = i/J - JF(t) dt. Vi/J' = Vi/J,
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and thereby remove the function of t without affecting the velocity distribu
tion. It is customary to ignore the arbitrary function of t and to write the
integral of (6.2.4) as

~rp +iqs+.e- g.x = const. (6.2.5)
CIt P

throughout the fluid.
It will be observed that when irrotational flow is also steady, the left-hand

side of (6.2.5) reduces to the quantity previously denoted by H and is
constant throughout the fluid. This is also the result that would have been
expected from the proof of Bernoulli's theorem (see §5. I); in steady flow H
is constant along any streamline and along any vortex-line, and when in
addition lI) = 0 everywhere H must be constant throughout the fluid.

The relation (6.2.5) provides an explicit expression for the pressure when
the velocity distribution is known. It is particularly useful in this way,
because rp satisfies Laplace's equation and is determined uniquely by certain
types of boundary conditions on rp or Vrp, and can therefore be determined
without regard for the pressure.

Expressions for the kinetie energy in terms of surface integrals
Here again most of the relevant analysis has already been given in §§ 2.7 to

2.10. For flow in a singly-connected region bounded internallyand externally,
we see from (2.7.6) that the total kinetic energy of the fluid is

T = tpfrpu'DadAs-tpftftu.DIdAI, (6.2.6)

T = ipf(C-rp)u.ndA,

where the integrals are taken over the whole of the internal boundary Al and
the external boundary As, and the unit normals n l and Us are both outward
relative to the closed surfaces to which they refer. If the fluid is not bounded
externally, but extends to infinity in all directions and is at rest there, we see
from (2.9.17) that

(6.2.8)T = -ipfrpu.ndA.

where A is the internal boundary and C is the constant value to which rp tends
at infinity. If the flux of volume across the internal boundary is zero, (6.2.7)
reduces to

If the region of flow is doubly;;.connected, and rp has the cyclic constant K,

the formula (6.2.6) for flow bounded internally and externally must be
supplemented by a term

iPKfu.ndS, (6.2·9)

as shown by (2.8.8), the integral being taken over the whole of the (topo
logical) barrier S. Alternatively, the formula (2.8.10) involving two contri
butions to rp, one single-valued and one many-valued with the appropriate
cyclic constant, may be employed in cases in which the normal component of
U is specified at all points of the boundary. If the fluid is not bounded
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externally, but extends to infinity in all directions in three-dimensional
space and is at rest there, the kind of modification represented by (6.2.7) or
(6.2.8) again applies. In the case of a fluid extending to infinity in two
dimensional space, however, we need to proceed more cautiously, because
the magnitude of the velocity is in general of order Ixl-1 at large values of
Ixl and the integral expression for the kinetic energy is then not convergent.
The discussion of this case is taken up again in §6.4.

Kelvin's minimum energy theorem

The uniqueness of the solution for a single-valued velocity potential
with a prescribed value of the normal component of VtP at each point of the
boundary is associated with a minimum value of the total kinetic energy, as
is shown by the following result obtained first by Kelvin (1849).

Let u(x) and u1(x) be two solenoidal velocity distributions in a given
region occupied by fluid, with equal values of their normal components at
each point of the boundary of the region (and, if the fluid extends to infinity,
with zero values there); and suppose that u is irrotational, with a single
valued potential tP. Then the difference between the total kinetic energies
corresponding to these two velocity distributions is

T1 - T = Ipf(ui-u2)dV

= tpf(u1-u)2dV+pf(u1-u).udV. (6.2.10)

For the second volume integral we have

f(u1-u). VtP dV = fV.{(u1-u)tP}dV - f1>V.(u1-u)dV

= JtP(u1-u).ndA,

where the surface integral is taken over the whole of the boundary of the
fluid (the contribution from a hypothetical boundary at infinity, in cases in
which the fluid extends to infinity, being zero) and so is zero. ThusTl - T > 0

ifu1 ::j:: u, showing that no motion compatible with given values of the normal
component of the velocity at the boundary can have as small a total kinetic
energy as the one possible irrotational motion.

In the case of a many-valued potential with a prescribed value of the
normal component of velocity at each point of the boundary, it is evident
that the above theorem applies to the single-valued part tPl described at the
end of §2.8.

Post'tt'ons ofa maxt'mum ofq and a minimum ofp
We show first that tP cannot have a simple local maximum or minimum

at an interior point of the fluid. It follows from (6.2.2) that

Jn. VtP dA = 0

for any closed surface A enclosing a region wholly occupied by fluid in
solenoidal irrotational motion. Hence n. V¢ cannot be one-signed over any
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such closed surface, and an extremum of¢ at some point with some different
and uniform value of ¢ over a small closed surface surrounding this point is
impossible.

In this argument the only relevant property of¢ is that it satisfies Laplace's
equation. The same conclusion thus holds for o¢/ox, and it follows that
near any interior point P of the fluid it is possible to find another point P'
such that

We are free to choose the direction of the rectilinear co-ordinate x to be
parallel to V¢ at the point P, in which case, a fortiori,

IV¢I~, > IV¢I~, and qp, > qp.

Hence a maximum of the velocity magnitude q can occur only at a point
on the boundary. The occurrence of a minimum of q at an interior point
is not excluded; indeed, stagnation points at which q has the smallest
possible value do occur in the interior of the fluid.

A related result can be obtained for the pressurep. It follows from (6.2.5)
that

(6.2.11)

and consequently

(6.2.12)< 0,fn. VpdA = _pfOUi OUi dV,
OXj OXj

for any closed surface A enclosing a region wholly occupied by fluid. Now
ifp had a minimum value at some interior point of the fluid, n. Vp would be
positive at all points of a small closed surface surrounding that point and
the value of fn. Vp dA taken over the same surface would be positive; which
is impossible, according to (6.2.12). Hence any point at which p has a
minimum value must lie on the boundary, although a maximum may occur
at an interior point. The position of a minimum of p does not in general
coincide with the position of a maximum of q, although there is such a
coincidence when the flow is steady and the variation of g. x is negligible.

These results have qualitative application to situations in which certain
physical phenomena occur at that place in the fluid where the pressure is a
minimum or the speed is a maximum. For instance, cavitation occurs in
water when the absolute pressure falls below a critical value, and we infer
that, for given boundaries to the (irrotational) flow, cavitation will occur
first at some point on the boundary as the pressure everywhere is decreased.
Likewise the occurrence of shock waves is known to be associated with local
fluid velocities in excess of the speed of sound waves. For given boundaries
to !he flow, the maximum speed occurs at some point on the boundary
whIle the fluid speeds everywhere are small enough for the fluid to be
effectively incompressible and as the speed everywhere is increased shock
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waves will occur first (in the absence of any tendency for compressibility
effects to change the location of the maximum) in the neighbourhood
of the boundary.

Local variation of the velocity magnitude

Some simple but useful results follow immediately from the expression
for local vorticity in tenns of rectangular co-ordinates with axes parallel
to the local directions of u, of the principal normal to the streamline
(directed towards the centre of curvature), and of the binormal to the
streamline. If (s~ n, b) represent co-ordinates in these three directions
respectively, and (u, v, w) are the corresponding velocity components, we
h~ W q ~

v = w = 0, U = q, as = R' as = 0

locally, where R is the local radius of curvature of the streamline. The
components of the vorticity locally are then

8w av au u au
CJ)8 = an - ab' CJ)1I. = ab' CUb = R- an'

(
8 a a) (8 8 8)

Moreover, as' an' 8b u = as' On' 8b q

locally. Hence, in irrotational flow we have

8q q 8q
an == R' 8b = o. (6.2.13)

The first of the relations (6.2.13) shows that, when the streamlines are
curved, the speed q is greater on the inside of the bend than on the outside.
When water flowing along a straight length of pipe with approximately
uniform velocity over the cross-section meets a bend in the pipe, the
maximum speed, and consequently the minimum pressure and the first
appearance of cavitation, occur at the wall of the pipe on the inside of the
bend, Likewise, when fluid flows over a protruding salient edge, the
maximum speed occurs at the edge itself provided the flow near the edge is
approximately irrotational; the fluid at the boundary on the downstream
side of the edge is therefore being decelerated, which leads to separation of
the boundary layer (and in due course to a new flow regime without a
maximum of the speed at the salient edge), as remarked already in §5.10.

6.3. Steady flow: some applications of Bemou1li's theorem
and the momentum theorem

In the particular case of steady flow of an inviscid fluid, we have available
Bernoulli's theorem (§§ 3.5 and 5.1) and the momentum equation in integral
form (§ 3.2). When the general character of the flow field is known from
other considerations, as it is in the cases of irrotational flow to be described
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below, these relations are often sufficient for the purpose of determining the
flow properties that are important in practice. Neither of the two relations
involves a knowledge of the details of the flow, and it is appropriate to
consider a few simple examples of their use before turning to more elaborate
methods of investigation.

Bernoulli's theorem for an incompressible inviscid fluid of uniform
density, on which gravity acts, states that the quantity

is constant on any streamline of a steady flow, where ql = u. u as before.
In the present context of iTTotational steady flow the value of H is uniform
throughout the fluid, as remarked in §6.2. In cases in which the absolute
pressure does not enter into the conditions to be satisfied at the boundary of
the fluid (i.e. when no free surface of liquid is present), the combination
P- PI· x will be defined as a 'modified pressure', as explained in §4.1,
and represented by the symbolp, so that the gravity term is then suppressed.

The integral form of the momentum equation for an incompressible
uniform inviscid fluid in steady motion (see (3.2.4» is

pfuu.ndA = f(PI.x-p)ndA, (6.3.2)

where D 8A is an element of a freely chosen control surface which bounds a
volume V entirely occupied with fluid and n is directed out ofthe volume V.
The term conta.~lingI may be transformed back to a volume integral, giving

pJuu.DdA = pVg- fPDdA (6.3·3)

and showing explicitly that gravity may be ignored when components of the
momentum flux and resultant force in a horizontal plane are under
consideration.

The examples of the use of the momentum theorem given in §S.lS con
cerned steady flow fields in which viscous forces play an essential part,
although it was found possible to choose control surfaces on which viscous
stresses are small and thereby to avoid detailed consideration of the effects
of viscosity. Even when viscous forces do not play an essential part and can
safely be neglected everywhere, as in the examples given below, it is some
times convenient to use the integral form of the momentum equation. The
same results canusually be obtained by detailed solutionofthe flow field when
the fluid is inviscid, although, if the integral approach succeeds at all, it will
usually do so with greater speed and economy.

Ejjlwc from a circular orifice in an open vessel
When a vessel containing water has a small orifice in one of its walls, the

water is observed to flow out steadily in the form of a smooth jet. In the case
of a circulllr orifice the jet becomes cylindrical at a short distance from the
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orifice, and remains so until it is deflected or accelerated by the action of
gravity. t The flux of fluid volume through the orifice is balanced by a
corresponding slow fall of the surface of the water in the vessel. All the
streamlines passing through the orifice must begin at the free surface, where
the velocity is negligibly small and the pressure is uniform and equal to the
atmospheric pressurePo (for an open vessel); and the Bernoulli parameter H
has the same value for all the emerging streamlines, except those coming from
the boundary layer at the vessel wall which we shall ignore.

We may now use Bernoulli's theorem to
determine the velocity qo in the cylindrical
section of the jet where the pressure is neces
sarily uniform (the accelerations and viscous
forces there being negligible) and equal to
Po. Evaluation of H at a point on the free
surface and at a point in the jet gives

Figure 6.3.1. Efflux from an
orifice in an open vessel.

where h is the vertical distance between these
two points (figure 6.3.1), and so

qo = (zgh)l. (6.3·4)

This is also the speed that the elements of water would attain in free fall
from a height h, as indeed was to be expected from energy considerations;
the part played by fluid pressure here is to make the jet emerge in a direction
perpendicular to the vessel wall, without influencing its speed. The result
(6.3.4) is often described as Torricelli's theorem, having been found by him
long before Bernoulli's work.

In practical problems one would like to use the above expression for qo
to determine the mass flux through a circular orifice. There arises then the
further problem, which cannot be resolved by Bernoulli's theorem alone, of
finding the cross-section of the jet in the region in which it is cylindrical and
the water velocity is qo. Examination of a jet issuing from a circular orifice
reveals that the convergence of the streamlines on the upstream side of the
orifice persists for a few diameters downstream and that the cross-sectional
area of the jet when it is cylindrical is smaller, by a factor l% say, than that of
the orifice. The coefficient of contraction l% depends only on the exact shape
of the rigid boundary near the orifice, and is observed to be from 0·61 to

0·64 in the simple case of a circular hole in a thin plane wall. We shall see
t When the orifice is not circular, the convergence of the streamlines leads to complicated

changes of cross-sectional form; for example, the convergence at the comers of a squ~re

orifice is greater than at the midpoints of the sides and the cross-section of the ,Jet
develops the fonn of a cross as the comers come inwards. If the effect of surface tensIOn
is important the cross-section of the jet from a non-circular orifice oscillates periodicallY
with distance downstream.
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Bernoulli's theorem and the momentum theorem

from the momentum theorem that IX lies between t and I for all except some
peculiar boundary shapes. The value of IX and the shape of the issuing jet
can be worked out in detail for some simple boundary shapes in a two·
dimensional flow field, by methods to be described in §6.13.

We turn now to the use of the momentum theorem. The discharge of
water through the orifice ofthe vessel is accompanied by a flux of momentum
in the direction of the jet axis (assumed to be horizontal), and this implies the
existence of a horizontal reaction on the vessel. The resultant force exerted
on the vessel by fluid in contact with it, either by water at the wetted surface
A', where pressure is p, or by air at the remaining unwetted surface A"
where the pressure has the uniform value Po, is

R = fpndA' +fpondA",

where n is always directed away from the fluid. Since A' +A" is a closed
surface and the integral of a constant over the whole of a closed surface is
zero, we have

The vertical component of R represents the weight of the fluid supported in
the vessel and does not interest us here; the horizontal component 'is the jet
reaction, which we shall determine with the help of the momentum theorem.

We choose a control surface A consisting of (I) the free surface of the
water in the vessel, (2) the wetted surface of the vessel A', (3) the surface
bounding the portion of the jet between the orifice and any station where the
jet is cylindrical, and (4) the cross-section of the jet at this latter station.
Over the parts (I), (3) and (4) of the control surface, the pressure isPo, so that

fpndA = f(p-po)ndA', = R. (6.3.6)

Consideration of the components of terms of (6.3.3) in the direction k of the
jet axis then shows that k R _ _ 2 S

. - P%IX

= - 2pghaS, (6.3.7)

where S is the area of the circular orifice and IXS that of the cross-section of
the jet in the cylindrical region.

At points in the water in the vessel, on the same horizontal plane as the
jet axis, and not near the orifice, the velocity is negligibly small and the
pressure is Po+pgh. The part of the reaction (6.3.7) to be attributed to the
fact that on one side of the vessel there is a hole of area S, and on the other
side, directly opposite, an equal area of wall on which an excess pressure
acts, is thus - pghS. A further contribution to the reaction arises from the
~all in pressure (relative to the static-fluid value Po+ pg. x) at the vessel wall,
In the neighbourhood of the orifice, accompanying the increase of velocity
as the water moves towards the orifice. The magnitude of this latter contri
bution depends on the exact shape of the vessel wall at the orifice, and cannot
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in general be determined by integral arguments ofthe above kind. In view of
(6'3.7), a calculation of the second contribution to the reaction is effectively
a calculation of the contraction coefficient eX.

For, two particular kinds of orifice it happens that the value of ct can be
obtained immediately. One is the case of a long slowly converging mouth
piece in which the streamlines become straight and parallel before emerging

(a) Slowly converging'
mouthpi~. CI ... I

(6) Borda'. mouthpiece, CI - i

(e) Hole in a plane wall, (d) Mouthpiece for which CI < l
ex 1lI 0·6 (observation)

Figure 6.3.2. Efflux from a circular orifice.

(figure 6.3.2 (a». Evidently ct = I here, and (6.3.7) then shows that the
contribution to the reaction on the vessel from the pressure drop at the wall
near the orifice is of the same magnitude as that from the uncompensated
pressure on the area S of the wall opposite to the orifice. The other special
case is an orifice consisting of a cylindrical tube (of internal cross-sectional
area S) projecting into the vessel (figure 6.3.2 (b», called Borda's mouth
piece. The region in which the water velocity is appreciable is here near the
entrance to the tube, and the pressure has approximately the static-fluid
valuePo +PI. x at all points of the vessel wall except on the tube. No contri-
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bution to the component of R in the direction of the tube axis arisesfrom the
pressure on the tube,t so that direct evaluation of the integral in (6,3.5) gives

k.R = -pghS. (6.3.8)

Comparison with (6.3.7) shows that C% = t in this case.
For most other shapes of orifice C% lies between t and I, since the departure

of the pressure from the static-fluid value at the vessel wall near the orifice
cannot be other than a suction and the rest is a matter of geometry. For the
unusual orifice shown in figure 6.3.2 (d) (for which the area S is taken at the
inner, or wider, end of the conical mouthpiece), the relative suction on the
wetted side of the mouthpiece makes a contribution to the reaction on the
vessel which is in the same direction as the jet, instead of opposite to it, so
that here we see from (6.3.7) that C% should be slightly less than t.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3.3. Steady flow over a weir, (0) broad-crested and (b) sharp-crested.

itf-gh = 0,

Flow over a weir

Hydraulic engineers often need to know the quantity of water flowing
steadily along an open channel or through a gate of a reservoir. A simple
means of obtaining this information approximately is to obstruct the flow
of water, at some point in the channel or at the gate of the reservoir, by a
submerged obstacle or 'weir', and to observe the level of the surface of the
dammed slowly-moving water upstream of the obstacle.

A common type of weir is 'broad-crested', as sketched in figure 6.3.3 (a).
The slopes of both the weir and the free water surface are here small, and
we may assume that the water velocity q is approximately uniform across the
stream above any point of the weir. Then if d is the depth of this stream,
the rate of discharge ofwater volume, per unit width of the weir in a direction
normal to the figure, is

Q = qd. (6.3.9)

We also know from Bernoulli's theorem for the streamline at the surface
that

t ~uri?usly enough, in irrotational flow round a sharp edge of exterior angle 277, the
Infimtely large velocity and infinitely large suction at the edge does yield a non-zero
force on the boundary (see §6.S); however, here the angular extent of the region occupied
?y fluid near the edge is supposed to be less than 277, owing to the separation of the
~et from the sharp edge, and the force on the boundary in the direction of the tube axis
IS zero.
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where h is the fall in water level below that some distance upstream where
the velocity is negligibly small. Thus the discharge is

(6.3.1 I)

and may be calculated from observations of both hand d at any point.
A further piece of information can be deduced by noticing that the vertical

distance of any point of the weir from the level of the dammed water, viz.

Q q2
d+h, = q +zg' (6.3. 12)

has a minimum with respect to q. Consequently, if the upstream and down
stream conditions are such that the speed of a material element increases
from zero in the reservoir to a value greater than (gQ)! as it passes over the
weir, the speed (gQ)! occurs at the place where d +h is a minimum, i.e.
above the highest point of the weir.t Under these conditions, the values of
h, d and q at the highest point of the weir are

hI = _l(Q2/g)!, d1 = (Q2fg)!, ql = (gQ)!. (6.3. 13)

Thus a measurement of either hI or d1 (or ofhI +d1 more conveniently, since
this quantity can be measured at a position where the water is almost still)
suffices for the determination of Q.

Formulae of the kind (6.3.13) are also valid for weirs which are not broad
crested (as indeed seems likely on dimensional grounds), although the
numerical coefficients are different. Weirs with a sharp edge, as shown in
figure 6.3.3 (b), are sometimes used and here it is found by observation that

Q = cgi(h1 +dl)i, (6.3. 14)

where c is approximately 5% greater than the theoretical value (1)1 for a
broad-crested weir. It is necessary here to allow air to have free access to the
region beneath the emerging jet, for if this region is confined the air in it is
gradually entrained and removed by the jet and the jet is sucked downwards.

Jet of liquid impinging on a plane wall
Ifa steady cylindrical jet of water surrounded by air is directed against an

inclined plane rigid wall, the jet is converted into a sheet of water adjoining
the wall in which the flow is everywhere away from the point of impact.
We suppose that the velocity of the water in the approaching jet is uniform
and of sufficiently large magnitude V for the effect of gravity to be negligible.
The speed everywhere on the free surface is then equal to V, by Bernoulli's
theorem. The speed within the sheet must likewise be approximately
t The significance of the speed (gQ)! lies in the fact that it is also the maximum specd of

propagation of surface waves of small amplitudewhen the depth isd1 ; disturbances ca~be
propagated into the reservoir from any point upstream of the highest point of the WClr.

and in this way the presence of the weir dams up the water-but not from any pomt

downstream of it since the water speed is here greater than (gQ)",
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uniform (except in the thin boundary layer near the wall) at some distance
from the point of impact, because the velocity is there approximately
unidirectional, and the pressure consequently uniform, across the sheet,
again by Bernoulli's theorem. Thus all that remains to be determined
about the sheet at some distance from the point of impact is the distribution
of sheet thickness with respect to direction of the flow away from the point
of impact. The total mass flux away from the point of impact is of course
equal to that in the jet, but its directional distribution remains unknown.

Jets with circular cross-section are of special interest, since they can be
produced easily in a laboratory. In laboratory work the plane rigid wall can
be replaced by a plane of symmetry, that is, by directing two similar circular
jets so that their two axes intersect. The resulting sheet of water is then free
from the effect of viscosity at a rigid wall, and spreads out radially until its
thickness (which varies as the reciprocal of the radial distance, in order to
satisfy conservation of mass) is so small that it breaks up into discrete drops
under the action of surface tension.

The momentum equation clearly imposes a constraint on the way in which
thejet is diverted by the wall. Since there is no net force exerted by boundaries
on the water in directions parallel to the wall, the momentum of the sheet is
equal to the component of the jet momentum in the plane of the wall. This
further relation does not enable the directional distribution of sheet thick
ness to be determined in general, but it is sufficient in the case of a two
dimensional jet, which produces a sheet whose thickness distribution is
specified by just two values, one for each of the two streams moving away
from the point of impact. We therefore proceed with the two-dimensional
case, despite its limited physical importance, as a further illustration of use
of the momentum equation in integral form.

Figure 6.3.4 shows the two-dimensional jet of width b impinging at angle
a to the normal to the wall and dividing into two streams whose widths are
ultimately uniform and equal to bl and b2• We take the control surface shown
as a broken line in the figure, on which the velocity is equal to U, and the
pressure is equal to that in the surrounding air (Po), except at points on the
wall near the central impact point O. Then the component of the vector
equation (6.3.3) parallel to the wall reduces to

pU2( -bsina+b1-bz) = o. (6.3.15)

Conservation of mass of the water requires

b1 +b2 = b,

and these two relations together give

b1 = tb(1 + sin a), b2 = ib(1 -sina).

(6'3. 16)

It is also possible to obtain some information about the distribution of
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pressure on the wall near O. The component of equation (6'3.3) normal to

the wall becomes USh I( )d' A F (6 8)p cosa = P-Po now = , .3.1

where the integral is taken over the surface of the wall, and F is the magni
tude of the normal force exerted on the wall by the jet (both per unit depth,
normal to the plane of the figure). Furthermore, consideration of the
moment about 0 of the momentum entering and leaving this same control
region anr of the forces acting on the fluid within the region shows that the
centre of pressure C (that is, the point at which a concentrated normal force
F on the wall has an anti-clockwise moment about 0 equal to that of the

Figure 6.3+ Jet of liquid impinging on an inclined plane wall
(two-dimensional case).

pressure distribution on the wall) is a point on the anti-clockwise side of the
normal and at a distance from 0 given by

OC x F = !pU2b¥ - !pU2bj.

Hence OC = ibtana. (6.3.19)

Thus if the rigid wall were hinged about 0 it would tend to set itself at
right angles to the jet.

This latter qualitative result holds also for a rigid flat plate of finite
breadth hinged about one of the bisecting lines and immersed in a stream of
great width; and rectangular plates falling through infinite fluid tend to fall
broadside-on. The explanation is to be found in the location of the stagnation
point, where the pressure is a maximum, on the wall or plate. For two reasons
the stagnation point moves away from the central point 0, as (X increases from
zero, towards the point B in figure 6.3.4. The first is that more of the fluid in
the oncoming jet flows towards the point A, so that the dividing streamline
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in the jet (which later must intersect the plate at the stagnation point) lies on
the B-side of the jet axis. 'The second is that the streamline intersecting the
plate at the stagnation point must intersect it a~ right angles (since any
streamline passing through a stagnation point in irrotational flow must be
parallel to a principal axis of the local rate-of-strain tensor, and the stream
line at the plate surface is one such principal axis), and this requires the
streamline to turn towards B as it approaches the plate.

A special case of an axially symmetric jet for which the momentum
equation does provide most of the information required arises in the theory
of 'shaped charges'-t A typical shaped charge consists of a hollow metal

(a)

HoIlow
metal cone

v cotf!-
(6)

v cotf!

-----

Fiaure 6.3.5. A conical shaped charge. In (b) the velocities are relative to
axes moving with the apex of the cone.

cone with an open base and with explosive packed round the outside of the
cone, as sketched in figure 6.3.5 (a). When detonation occurs, more or less
simultaneously throughout the explosive, the metal wall of the cone is
forced inwards under enormous pressure, and becomes plastic and capable
of flow like a liquid under the action of the very large stresses_ Each portion
of the cone wall moves initially in the direction of the inward normal, so that
the metal layer continues to have conical form (although with increasing wall
thickness), except near the moving apex where there is an accumulation of
metal. The situation" becomes clearer when we consider the flow relative to
axes which move with the apex of the cone. The metal layer now appears as
a jet in the form of a conical sheet moving towards the apex, and the outcome
must be the formation of two jets of circular cross-section moving along the
cone axis away from the apex, as in figure 6.3-5 (b) (and in a two-dimensional
case, with a hollow metal wedge, the flow diagram is as in figure 6.3.4, the
wall AB there being the axis of symmetry of the wedge).

If we imagine for the sake of simplicity that the original metal layer had
a thickness equal to A/21Tr, where r is distance from the cone axis and A is a
constant, and that the cone walls move inwards with a constant normal

t Developed during the last war for use in anti-tank and demolition weapons designed to
make holes in thick metal sheets.
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velocity V, the flow relative to axes moving with the cone apex is steady.
The speed in all the jets is then V cot /3 at some distance from the apex,
where Pis the semi-angle of the cone, and the cross-sectional areas AI, A2

of the axial jets are found from conservation of mass and (axial) momentum
to be

Al = lA(1 +cos/3), A2 = tA(1 -cos/3). (6.3.20)

Thus a fraction HI - cos /3) of the mass of the conical metal layer is ejected
through the open base of the cone as a narrow jet with speed V cot prelative
to the cone apex, that is, with speed V(cot /3 + cosec /3) relative to the un
detonated charge. Very large values of V can be achieved with explosive, and
the special feature of the shaped charge is that this high speed can be con
ferred on metal moving in a chosen direction as a jet with great penetrating
power.

(6.3.21 )

Irrotational flow which may be made steady by choice of rotating axes

It sometimes. happens, in machines such as turbines and pumps, that
fluid passes from a stationary tube or channel to an enclosure which is
rotating as a whole. If the fluid moves irrotationally through the stationary
tube, it will be~without vorticity in the rotating portion of the system. The
determination of the flow in the rotating section may then be facilitated by
the use of a rotating frame or reference, relative to which the flow is steady.
Relative to these new axes the vorticity is not zero, but it was noted in §3.5
that the Bernoulli quantity H, modified to include a contribution from
centrifugal force, is nevertheless constant over the whole region of steady
flow.

When all quantities representing a flow field are referred to axes rotating
with the steady angular velocity n, the equation of motion (6.2.3), with
inclusion of the fictitious body force (3.2.10), becomes

~; -u x (w +2n) = - V{lq2+~- g. x- ten x X)2}.

Consequently, when the flow relative to these axes is steady and has vorticity
- 2n (corresponding to zero vorticity relative to an absolute frame), the
quantity

H = iq2 +.E - g. x - l(n x X)2
P

is constant throughout the flow field. A simple explicit expression for the
pressure in terms of the velocity is thus available, and may be employed in
many different ways.

As an illustrative example, consider the system of pipes shown in figure
6'3.6(a). Fluid is forced up the vertical pipe and divides into two streams in
the horizontal pipe which rotates about the vertical z-axis with steady
angular velocity Q. We assume that the velocity is uniform across the vertical
pipe, so that the flow is irrotational everywhere relative to an absolute frame.
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Relative to x- andy-axes which rotate with the horizontal pipe, the vorticity
is of magnitude - 20 and is parallel to the z-axis, so that when the velocity
in the horizontal pipe has become unidirectional, at some distance from the
junction, the x-component of velocity is

u = U+20y;

the fluid moves more quickly on the side of the rotating pipe which leads.
According to Bernoulli's equation in the above form, the pressure in the
rotating pipe is then

(6.3.22)

+11
I
I
i

i
(a)

-

(b)

Figure 6.3.6. Flow in a branching pipe rotating about the z-axis.

the gravity term being ignored. As expected intuitively, there is an excess
pressure on the side of the pipe which lags, and a torque must be exerted on
the pipe to keep it rotating and to keep providing moment of momentum
about the z-axis for the stream of fluid. If the rotating pipe has a circular
section of radius a, the torque which must be exerted on a length 2/ of
straight pipe to keep it rotating is easily found from (6.3.22) to be

2J: 21TpUOa2X dx, = 21TpUOa2[2.

The two ends of the rotating pipe might be open to the atmosphere, where
the pressure is Po say. If the pipe length is large compared with its radius,
the average axial speed with which the fluid is flung out of the two open ends
of the rotating pipe is then found from (6.3.22) to be given by

U2 = 2(H _~o) +02[2, (6.3.23)

where H, the total energy per unit mass of the water coming up the vertical
pipe, can be regarded as given. Even when the fluid comes from a reservoir
where the speed is very small and the pressure is less thanPo (aside from the
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contribution due to gravity), so that H < Po!p, fluid may still be 'pumped J

from the reservoir. This is essentially the action of a centrifugal pump.
If the ms of the rotating pipe near the two open ends does not pass

through the axis of rotation, the reaction of the issuing jets may be used to
make the pipe rotate, as in a water sprinkler or a 'catherine' wheel fire-work.
In the simple caseshownin figure 6.3.6(b), thetwojetsaredischargedatangle
8 to the x-axis at an average velocity U (relative to the rotating axes), and the
moment about the axis of rotation of the force exerted on the pipe elbow is
approximately IUsin 8 multiplied by the mass of fluid discharged from the
pipe per second (2",pa2U). On equating this moment to that required to
keep the pipe rotating with angular velocity Q, we find

0.1 = UsinO;

the fluid is thus discharged with a purely radial velocity relative to a non
rotating frame of reference, as is to be expected from the absence of any
applied moment. It then follows from (6.3.23) that

0.1 = Usin8 = {2(H-~)}'tano.

The component of velocity of the issuing fluid in the direction of the line
passing through the axis of rotation is

UcosO, = {2 (H -~))',

showing, again as expected on other grounds, that the area of ground which
can be watered by such a sprinkler is independent of 8.

Exercise

A cylindrical column of liquid of length I and density p is moving in a direction
parallel to the generators, and impinges against a solid wall at a speed high enough
to cause the material of the wall to behave as a liquid of density p, locally. Show
that the depth of penetration of the jet into the wall is approximately l(p/p,)l.

6.4. General features of irrotational flow due to a moving rigid body

Solenoidal irrotational flow associated with a rigid body moving in fluid
extending to infinity in all directions and at rest there arises often in both
theoretical and practical contexts and is particularly important. The corre
sponding mathematical results may be applied directly to cases of flow at
large Reynolds number in which boundary-layer separation does not occur
(which would include slender bodies moving parallel to their length, and
bodies of arbitrary shape accelerating from rest or executing translational
or rotational oscillations of small amplitude about a fixed position), and are
also valuable in a number of indirect ways. The mathematical theory is
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highly developed, and a great variety of both analytical and numerical
methods is available for the determination of the flow field.t In this and the
next few sections we shall consider the main features of the problem and
some illuminating special cases.

In this section we present some ,esults concerning the asymptotic form
of the velocity distribution far from the body, the total energy of the fluid,
and the net force exerted on a body in translational motion, without explicit
regard for the body shape except that it will be assumed to be singly
connected. The generality of these results gives them considerable value.

There are significant differences between the properties of two- and three
dimensional flow fields due to moving bodies, arising from the fact that the
region occupied by fluid is necessarily doubly-connected in one case and
singly-connected in the other, and the arguments and results mostly need
statement for the two cases in tum. The three-dimensional flow field usually
has simpler properties and will be taken first.

The velocity at large distances from the body
As a preliminary, we recall from §2.9 that, in a three-dimensional field in

which Vrp is zero at infinity, the velocity potential may be written as an
infinite series of spherical solid harmonics of negative degree in the region
external to a spherical surface which encloses the inner boundary. More
specifically, in this region we have

rp(x)-C = ~+Ci-aa (~) +ciiaa; (~) +..., (6,4.1)
r Xi r Xi Xi r

where r = Ixl and the tensor coefficients c, Ci' cii' ... are given by (2.9.20) in
terms of integrals of rp and Vrp over the inner boundary of the region of
irrotational flow. In the case of interest here, the inner boundary is the body
surface, and the net flux of volume across the inner boundary is zero; as
remarked in §2.9, C = 0 as a consequence. Thus, at large distances from the
body we have, in general,

rp(x) - C,.., C. V(;) , = - C;Sx, (6,4.2)

where 41Te = f(xn. Vrp-nrp)dA, (6.4'3)

the integral being taken over the whole of the body surface A, with D as the
outward normal. At large distances from the body, the velocity distribution
is of the same form as for a source doublet of strength 41TC located at the
origin and the magnitude of the velocity is of order r-3• In the particular case
of a sphere with centre instantaneously at the origin, Ci is the only non-zero
coefficient in the series (6.4.1) (and Ci = ,a3Ui , where a is the radius of the

t The most comprehensive account of the analytical methods and results will be found in
Hydrodynamics, 6th ed., by H. Lamb (Cambridge University Press 1932, and Dover
Publications).
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sphere and U its instantaneous velocity), so that here the form (6,4.2) applies
throughout the fluid.

Similar results are available for flow due to a rigid body moving in infinite
fluid in a two-dimensional field, provided we make proper allowance for the
cyclic constant of the motion, that is, for the circulation K round the body.
In place of (6'4.1) we have the series (2.10.6), viz.

K a at.
rp(x)-C = -8+clogr+c·r~-(logr)+ctl a a (Iogr)+ ... ,

2" (lXi Xi Xi

(6'~4)

in which the coefficients c, Ci, Cii' ••• are given as integrals, not of rp and V1>,
but of ¢>-(K/2")8 and V{¢>-(K/2")8}, over the body surface. This series
applies in the region external to a circle centred at the origin and enclosing
the inner boundary. Since the first coefficient C is again proportional to
the net flux of volume across the inner boundary (per unit depth normal to
the plane of motion) and is zero here, the asymptotic form corresponding
to (6.4.2) is

¢>(x)-C- :11 8 ~ c.V(logr), = c;zx,

at large values of r, where

-211C = f{xn.v(¢>- :~) -n(¢>-:~)}dA. (6.4.6)

At large distances from the body, the dominant contribution to the velocity
distribution is of order r-1 and has the same form as for a Cpoint vortex' of
strength K located at the origin, and if K = 0 the dominant contribution is of
order r-2 and has the same form as for a point source doublet of strength
- 211C located at the origin. In the case of a moving circular cylinder with
centre instantaneously at the origin, Ci, is the only non-zero coefficient (and
Ct = -aZUt) and the form (6.4.5) applies throughout the fluid.

It is a remarkable feature of the integral in (6.4.3) or (6.4.6) representing
the strength of the effective source doublet to which the body corresponds
at large distances that it may equally well be evaluated over any closed
surface S in the fluid enclosing the body instantaneously. For we have

[(xn. V¢> -n¢»dA = [{n. V(xrp) -2nrp}dA

= - I{V2(Xrp)-2V¢>}dV+[{n. V(xrp)-2n¢}dS

= I(xn. V¢> -nrp) dS,

and likewise with rp - (K/2") 8 replacing ¢ in the case of a two-dimensional
field, where n represents the outward normal to both A and S and the
integral with respect to V is taken over the volume of fluid bounded by
A andS.

The velocity distribution is uniquely determinate when we specify the
value of D. V¢ at each point of the body surface, and also the circulation
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round the body in a two-dimensional field. Now the instantaneous motion of
the body is given generally by its angular velocity n and by the velocity U
of some material point of the body, which for convenience we choose as the
centre ofvolume of the body, with instantaneous position vector xo; in these
circumstances the inner boundary condition is

D. V'fi = D.{U+n x (x-Xo)} (6.4·7)

at all points of A. The expression for 417C for a body in a three-dimensional
field then becomes, from (6.4.3),

417C = fxn.{U+nx(x-Xo)}dA-f9DdA

= f{U+nx(x-Xo)}·VxdV-f9ndA,

where the first integral is taken over the volume~ of the body. Hence

417C = ~U - f9ndA, (6.4. 8)'

and in a two-dimensional field the corresponding relation is

-217C = ~U - J{n(9-::) +xn·\7(:~)ldA. (6·4·8Y

In the particular case of a body which is symmetrical about each of
three orthogonal planes in a three-dimensional field and which is rotating
about the line of intersection of any two of these planes (so that U = 0), the
values of 9 at the two points on A at the ends of a line through the centre of
volume of the body are necessarily equal and the unit normal vectors are
anti-parallel; thus r9n dA and C are both zero, and the velocity at large
distances from the 60dy is of order ,-4.. For a body symmetrical about each
of two orthogonal planes in a two-dimensional field, and with U = 0, we
find by a similar symmetry argument that C = 0.

Further information about the dependence of 9, and therefore also of c,
on U, nand K is available in relations like (2.9.23) and (2.10.13). We can
write the velocity potential as 91 + 92' where 91 is a single-valued velocity
potential satisfying the specified inner boundary condition (which is (6.4.7)
here) and 9a is a many-valued velocity potential with cyclic constant K

(which is non-zero only for a two-dimensional flow) satisfying n. \792 = °
on A. 'fil may be represented as the sum of two single-valued velocity
potentials, one whose normal derivative on A has the value n.U and which is
thus of the form (2.9.23), and one whose normal derivative on A has the
value n.{n x (x - xo)} and which is therefore linear in n. 92 does not depend
onU or n in any way, is necessarily linear in K, and, as noted in §2.10, can be
written as fJ

'fia(x) = K (217 + '¥) , (6·4·9)

where'F is a single-valued velocity potential depending only on x - Xo and
on the shape of the body. The complete velocity potential for a two-dimen-
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sional field, and for a three-dimensional field when IC is put equal to zero, is
then

¢(x) = U .•+ O. 9+1C (2~+'Y), (6.4. 10)

in which., a and 'Y are all functions of x - Xo dependent on the shape ofthe
body and independent of U, 0 and IC, and a is an axial vector, like 51,
which is normal to the plane of motion in the case of a two-dimensional field.
By substituting (6,4.10) in the boundary condition (6.4.7), and using the
fact that these two relations are valid for all U and 0, the inner boundary
conditions on • and a are found to be

D.V. == D, D.Va = -DX(X-Xo) (6'4.n)
at all points on A.

We see from substitution of (6,4.10) in (6.4.8) that c is a linear function of
U, 0 and IC; in a three-dimensional field

411C, = Us(Vo8,s- f4>sn,dA)-Osf0sn,dA, (6.4.12)'

and in a two-dimensional field

-21TC, = UiVcJ8u- f4>sn,dA) -Osf0sn,dA -lCf{'fn,+x,D.V(ICO/z11)}dA.

(6.4.12)"

A significant property of the second-order tensor forming the coefficient of
Us here is that it is symmetrical in the indices i and j; for it follows from
(6.4.11) that

I4>sn,dA- f<l>'''sdA ==J(4)s ::-4>,::) nk dA

= f (<1>1 :;-<1>, ::) nkdS - f(4)IVBtI>,-4>,VI4>I)dV,

in which the volume integral vanishes since. satisfies Laplace's equation
and the integral over the surface S can be seen to be zero from the choice of
S as a sphere (or a circle) of indefinitely large radius.

The kinetic energy of the fluid
Expressions for the kinetic energy of the fluid in terms of surface integrals

have been given in §6.2. Here we adapt these expressions to the case in
which the fluid is bounded internally by a rigid body having a prescribed
motion. Rather unexpectedly, a simple relation between the kinetic energy
and the coefficient c, in the series (6'4.1) or (6.4.4) can be obtained for bodies
in translatory motion.

Take first the case of a simply-connected body moving in a three-dimen
sional field, or a bodY'in a two-dimensional field with zero circulation round
it. Then ¢ is single-valued and the general expression for the kinetic energy
of the fluid (see (6.2.8» is

T = -ipJrpu.ndA,
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the integral being taken over the body surface. For a body moving with
both translation and rotation, the value of u .n at the body surface is given by
(6.4.7), and so

T= -!pj,pU.ndA-!pf,p{nx(x-Xo)}.ndA. (6.4.13)

Substitution of the general form (6.4.10) (with K = 0) then shows that T is a
quadratic function of U and n, like the kinetic energy of a rigid body, and
can be written as

T= !pl{;(ct" U, U,+ P14 U,o,+ 1',,0,0,), (6.4.14)

where ~ is the volume of the body as before and the tensor coefficients
(Xi" Pi' and 1i' depend on the shape and size of the body. a,s is dimension
less, depends only on the body shape, and is given by

cti, = - 2~f(C!',n,+<I>,n,)dA, = -~fC!'sn,dA (6.4. 15)

since we saw above that this latter integral is symmetrical in i andj.
We can go further in the simple, but nevertheless important, case ofa body

moving without rotation (and still with K = 0). We have then

T = -iPU,f,pn,dA, = tP~a" U, Us' (6.4.16)

Thus the kinetic energy of the fluid due to translational motion of the body
is equal to tpJ{; /UII multiplied by a factor (Xii Ui U,I lUll which depends on
the shape ofthe body and the direction of its motion. The known expressions
for. for a sphere and a circular cylinder show that (x" is equal to i8-lJ and 8"
respectively in those cases. Other particular values will be pointed out later
in this chapter. In the case of an axisymmetric body the principal axes of a'1
consist of the axis of symmetry of-the body and any two orthogonal axes.

A further result for the case n = 0, K = 0, comes from a comparison of
(6'4.16) with (6.4.8); we see that in that 'case

T = ip(41TU.C-~U.U) (6.4.17)

for a three-dimensional field, and a similar relation with 41TC replaced by
- 21TC holds for a two-dimensional field. There is evidently a connection,
although not a simple one, between the volume of the body and the magni
tude of the disturbance that it causes in the fluid at large distances; the
magnitude of the component, in the direction of U, of the strength of
the source doublet representing the effect of the body at large distances
cannot be less than l{; lUI in either a two- or a three-dimensional field. An
alternative expression of this relation between T and C is obtained from
(6,4.12) (with n = 0, K = 0) and (6.4.15) as

41TC, = ~ U,(8il +a,,) (6.4.18)

for a three-dimensional field, 41TC, being replaced by - 21TC, for a two
dimensional field.
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In the case of a two-dimensional field with non-zero circulation round the
body, the velocity of the fluid is of order,.-1 at large distances from the body,
and theoretically the flow has infinite kinetic energy. The implication for a
real flow system is that the amount of kinetic energy in the fluid is influenced
by the position and form of the distant outer boundary. The separation of
the veloCity potential into two parts described at the end of §2.8 is useful,
because the single-valued part 91 makes a finite contribution to the kinetic
energy. We have from (2.8.10) (in which the normal to A is away from the
fluid)

T = -lpf91 n. Vif>1 dA +kinetic energy associated
with the circulation Ie and zero normal
component of velocity at the boundary, (6.4.19)

of which the second term on the right-hand side is infinite in a way which
does not affect the value of the first term and which is independent of both
U and n. The first term on the right-hand side of (6.4.19) is the kinetic
energy of the motion corresponding to the given values of U and n with
Ie == 0, and so the remarks made above apply directly to it.

The force on a body in translational motion

We consider the total force F exerted instantaneously by the surrounding
fluid on a body moving without rotation. This force arises from the pressure
at the body surface, and with the aid of (6.2.5) we have

Fie - fpndA

'"a,p f r= PJat ndA +lp q2n dA -pJg. xndA. (6,4.20)

the integrals being taken over the fixed surface A that coincides instan
taneously with the body surface. The last integral in (6.4.20) represents the
buoyancy force on the body (§4.I), and we shall ignore it in what follows.

Now a,pjat is non-zero, even for a body in steady translational motion,
since we are using axes fixed in the fluid at infinity and the position of the
body is changing relative to these axes. The unknown functions. and 'Y in
(6,4.10) are functions of x-:Eo, where Xo is the instantaneous position
vector of a material point of the body and

dXojdt =U. (6.4.21)
The velocity U may also depend on t, but variation of K with t is excluded
by Kelvin's circulation theorem in wholly irrotational flow. The rate of
change of ,p at a point fixed relative to the fluid at infinity is then found
from (6.4.10)(with n == 0) to be

a,p == o. a(x- XO) VAat . + at . 'jJ

=-= O.4»-U.u, (6.4.22)
where 0 stands for dOIdt.
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The relation (6.4.20) (without the contribution from buoyancy) becomes

The first of these two terms on the right-hand side is non-zero only when U
is changing, whereas the value of the second term is independent of the fact
that U may be changing. Thus the first term represents what may be called
the acceleration reaction, and the second term is the force on a body in steady
motion. We postpone further discussion of the acceleration reaction for the
moment.

To obtain definite results about the contribution to the force that
remains when the velocity of translational motion is steady, we introduce a
surface S in the fluid which encloses the body instantaneously, and relate
integrals over the closed surfaces A and S to integrals over the volume V
bounded by...4 and S. Then, with n as the outward normal to both surfaces,
we have

and, since u is both irrotational and solenoidal,

=Ilqz,z,dS-fO(U,Ui) dV
OXj

=I(lq2n~-uiujni)dS+ IU,UinjdA.

q is at least as small as ,-3 in a three-dimensional field, and as small as r-1 in
a two-dimensional field, when r is large; consequently the special choice of
S as a sphere or circle of indefinitely large radius shows that the integral
over S on the right-hand side is identically zero. Hence

Ilq2n, dA = Vi Iu_ njdA,

and the force on a body in steady motion is

Fl = pUiI(Uinj-Ujn,)dA = pVi I(u,nj-uj ni)dS, (6.4.25)

where S is again an arbitrary surface in the fluid enclosing the body.
We see that V,Fl = 0, showing that the fluid provides no resistance to

steady translational motion of the body; thus we have recovered the result
(d'Alembert's paradox) obtained from an energy argument with less
generality in §5. I I.

The existence of a compoJ:}ent of F normal to U can also be excluded in the
case of a rigid body of finite dimensions in a three-dimensional field, since q
is of order ,.--a at large distances from the body and the special choice of S as
a sphere of large radius shows that the whole expression in (6.4.25) is zero.

On the other hand, in a two-dimensional field, q is of order ,-1 at large
distances from the body when there is a non-zero circulation round it, and
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the integrals in (6.4.25) may not vanish; on taking S as a circle of large radius
and using the asymptotic relation

K
Vrp - -VO

211

on S, we have, for the component of F in the y-direction in a case in which
U has magnitude U and direction parallel to the x-axis (figure 6.4.1),

K JOB" (00 00)
Ftf = pU211J0 Oy cosO-.ox sin 8 rd8

= pUKe (6.4.26)
This remarkable side-force or Clift' on the body, which is the foundation of
the theory of the lifting action of aeroplane wings, arises from the combined
effect of the forward motion of the body and the circulation round it, and is

Direction
of resultant
force on body ..J?J~1'777,~~

Direction of
motion of body

Figure 6.4. I. Definition sketch for calculation of force on a body in steady
translational motion in a two-dimensional field.

independent of the size, shape and orientation of the body. The relation
(6.4.26) is associated with the names of Kutta (1910) and Joukowski, two of
the pioneers of the scientific study of aeronautics. It should be noted· from
figure 6.4.1 that the direction of the resultant force on the body is obtained
by rotating the vector representing the velocity of the body relative to the
fluid at infinity through 90°, in the sense of the circulation.

We obtain further insight into the mechanism of this side-force by an
application of the momentum theorem, which was in fact the method used
by Joukowski to establish the result (6'4.26). We suppose that the body is
moving steadily and, in order to obtain a steady flow (as is convenient for
use of the momentum theorem), choose axes moving with the bbdy and with
origin within the body. The velocity at any point of the fluid relative to
these new axes is then - U +u, where U = Vrp is, as before, the velocity
relative to the fluid at infinity. The control' surface' consists of the boundary
of the body A and a circle S of large radius centred at the origin, with n as
the outward normal to both closed curves. The total momentum of the
fluid contained within this control surface is constant, so that the force
exerted on the body is given by

F = - Jp( -U+u)( -U.n+u.n)dS-JpndS, (6.4.27)
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in which the first integral represents the flux of momentum outward across
the control surface. The pressure is given by Bernoulli's theorem as

P = Po+lp{U2-( - U+u).( -U+u)}.

Since lui is of order r-1 at large distances from the origin, terms quadratic
in u need not be retained in the integrands in (6.4.27); moreover, JndS = 0

and Ju.ndS = 0. Hence

Fi = pUiJuinidS-pUiJuinidS,

and then (6'4.26) is recovered as before. It follows from the calculation
of the integral in (6.4.26) that the side-force exerted by the cylinder
appears in the fluid far from the body half as a momentum flux and half in
the form of a pressure distribution.

It should be remembered that all these results about the force on a body
in steady translational motion apply equally to the second of the two contri
butions in (6.4.23) to the force on a body whose velocity is changing.

A similar analysis may be made of the moment exerted by the fluid on a
body which is rotating with one point of the body fixed. The main result is
that when A is constant the component of the moment parallel to A, which
is the only surviving component in the case of a two-dimensional field, is
zero;. this is the result to be expected from the fact that the kinetic energy of
the fluid does not change when A is constant, although this latter argument
is not wholly satisfactory since the kinetic energy is theoretically infinite
when there is a non-zero cyclic constant. The case of combined translation
and rotation of the body is considerably more complicated owing to the
continual change of the direction ofU relative to the body.

The acceleration reaction

We return now to the first term on the right-hand side of (6.4.23), that is,
to the (translational) acceleration reaction G given by

Gl, = pVi J<l>i ni dA,

=-P~<%iiVi (6.4. 28)

in view of the definition of the dimensionless (symmetrical) tensor <%1.i given
in (6.4.15). Since the force on a rigid body arising from translational accelera
tion of the body through the surrounding fluid is a linear function of the
components of the acceleration, it is natural to regard the coefficient of
- Vi in (6.4.28), viz. pVolXii' as an induced or virtual tensor inertia which
must be added to the real mass of the body when determining its response
to a given applied force. p~ is the mass of fluid displaced by the body, and
(Xii may be termed the (tensor) coefficient of virtual inertia. It appears that in
the case of translational motion with zero cyclic constant, the velocity at
l~rge distances from the body, the total kinetic energy of the fluid, and the
VIrtual inertia, are all determined by ~, U and the coefficient <%'1'
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The acceleration reaction is obviously related to the fact that, when the
velocity of the body changes, the total kinetic energy of the fluid changes
also. The part of the kinetic energy of the fluid arising from the translational
motion of the body, and not from any circulation which may exist, is a
quadratic function of the components ofU at any time (for see (6.4.14», and
is thus representable as an amount of energy arising from a certain addition
to the mass ofthe body (mass being regarded as asecond-order tensor). When
the velocity of the body is changing, the rate of change of the kinetic energy
of the fluid associated with the translational motion of the body is

~ (W~l%ij ViVj ), == PoVol%# ViaJ

== - U,G,.
Thus the whole of the work done by the body against the acceleration
reaction appears as kinetic energy of the part of the fluid motion associated
with the translation of the body; the kinetic energy arising from circulation
round the body in a two-dimensional field, although infinite, can evidently
be regarded as constant when the body accelerates. It will be noted that
when the velocity of the body is periodic in time, the mean value ofU.G .over
one cycle is zero, showing that no net work is done by the body against the
acceleration reaction, as shown in §S.13 from an energy argument.

A similar interpretation of the acceleration reaction can in principle be
given in terms of the total linear momentum of the fluid, which we expect
to be a linear function of the components ofU. However, direct calculation
of the rate of change of total linear momentum of the fluid is frustrated by
the fact that the integral pJudV is in general not absolutely convergent
as the volume V approaches infinity; lui is of order r-3 and r 2 for r large
in three and two dimensions respectively (leaving aside any circulation),
and although no logarithmic divergence occurs the value of the integral
is found to depend on the shape of the outer boundary whose linear dimen
sions are made large. The difficulty is that the 'doublet' motion far from
the body which is set up by pressure gradients in the fluid when the body is
made to accelerate contains indefinitely large amounts of momentum
both in the forward-moving fluid and in the backward-moving fluid.
However, we can say that the rate at which the body communicates linear
momentum to the fluid is -G, and hence that the (i-component of the)
total amount of momentum given to the fluid while the body velocity is
brought from zero to U is

P,:II: - fG,dt
:II: pVO(X,iJ VJ= P(41TC,- VoVi). (6.4. 29)

It is immaterial whether this momentum is given to the fluid gradually or
suddenly, and P may be termed the fluid impulse, meaning the impulse
which the body must exert on the fluid in order to generate from rest the
irrotational flow due to motion of the body with translational velocity U.
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The force on a body in accelerating fluid
Some of the preceding formulae can usefully be extended to allow for an

acceleration of the fluid through which the body moves. We suppose that
the mass of fluid which surrounds the body has a uniform acceleration f
relative to a Newtonian frame of reference. It is then convenient to chooSf"
moving axes such that the velocity of the fluid far from the body (or,
equivalently, the velocity of the fluid in the absence of the body) is, and
remains, zero. The equation of motion of the fluid relative to these accelerat
ingaxes must include a fictitious uniform body force - f per unit mass. There
is consequently an additional contribution - pf. x to the pressure, and an
additional contributionpVof (an effective' buoyancy' force, analogousto the
force on the body arising from the action of gravity on the fluid) to the total
force on the body.

If now we suppose that the body is in translational motion with accelera
tion OCt) relative to a Newtonian frame of reference, the pattern of stream
lines will depend only on the instantaneous velocity of the body relative to
that of the fluid at infinity (as well as on any circulation round a body in two
dimensions), but the resultant force on the body will be affected by the
acceleration of the fluid in two ways. First, the acceleration of the body
relative to the fluid at infinity is 0 - r, so that the acceleration reaction
(6.4.28) becomes -pVoa.1.j(Oj-fj).

Secondly, there is the new contribution pVof mentioned above. Thus, on
leaving aside any side-force due to circulation and any buoyancy force due
to gravity, the i-component of the force on the body becomes

- pVoa.1.j VJ+PVo!J(a.1.j +61.j)' (6.4.30 )

An application of this formula to the case of a sphere suspended in fluid is
described in §6.8.

Exercise
Show that, for a body in translational and rotational motion (with K =0).

P, = aT/aU., Q. = aT/ani,
where Q is the angular momentum of the fluid about the point of the body whose
velocity is U and the other symbols are defined as in the text.

6.S. Use of the complex potential for irrotational flow
in two dimensions

It was remarked in §2.7 that the velocity potential if> and the stream
function'" relating to two-dimensional irrotational flow ofan incompressible
fluid have some striking conjugate properties. These properties are sum
marized in the statement that the complex potential 'W (= if> + iljr) is an
analytic function of z ( = x + iy) in the region of the z-plane occupied by the
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flow, meaning that w has a unique derivative with respect to 18 at all points
of that region. Conversely, any analytic function of 18 can be regarded as the
complex potential of a certain flow field. Thus, simply by choosing different
mathematical forms of w(z), we obtain possible forms of the functions ¢ and
tfr, although it may not happen that the flow fields that they represent are
physically interesting. A more direct way of determining irrotational flow
fields is provided by the method of conformal transformation of functions
of a complex variable. We shall illustrate in this section these indirect and
direct procedures and other uses of the complex- potential.

It will be useful as a preliminary to notice the form taken by w in the case
of the following simple irrotational flow fields whose description in terms of
¢ or tfr is already known.

Uniform flow with velocity(U, V):
Simple source of strength m at

the point Zo (§ 2.5):
Source doublet of strength p with

direction parallel to the x-axis at zo:
The same, with direction parallel

to the y-axis:
Point vortex of strength K at 180

(§2.6) :
Vortex doublet of strength i\. with

direction parallel to the x-axis at 180 :

Flow due to a circular cylinder of
radius a moving with velocity (U, V)
and circulation K round it, centre
instantaneously at 08'0 (§2.IO):

Arbitrary flow outside a circle,
centre at 08'0' which encloses all
boundaries, in fluid at rest at
infinity (Laurent series, §2. I0):

Flow near a stagnation point at
the origin (§ 2.7):

Flow fields obtained by special choice of the function w(z)

Perhaps the simplest mathematical form for w is

w(z) = Az"", (6.5. 1)

where A and n are real constants. IfT, () are polar co-ordinates in the z-plane,
we have 18 = T eif) and

¢ = Arn cos n(}, tfr = Arn sin n8. (6.5.2 )

The physical interest of a mathematical solution for irrotational flow
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usually depends on whether it satisfies boundary conditions likely to occur
in practice. The commonest type of boundary condition is that the flux of
volume across each element of a given surface is zero, either because there
are certain symmetry properties across the'surface (as when two similar jets
of water meet at a plane of symmetry) or because the surface is the boundary
of a rigid body (in which case we must check that the distribution of velocity
along the rigid surface determined as a part of an irrotational flow field is
indeed such as not to cause separation of the boundary layer at the surface in
a real fluid). At a stationary' zero-flux' boundary the normal component of
velocity is zero; and in the present context of two-dimensional flow a

n-3

n == J

·-t

,,-t
Figure 6.5.1. Irrotational flow in the region between two straight zero-flux:

boundaries intersecting at an angle "In.

boundary is a curve in the (x,y)-plane. This condition is satisfied on any
streamline of the flow, so that we are free to regard anyone of the family of
streamlines given by (6,5.2) as a stationary zero-flux boundary. Zero-flux
boundaries of simple geometrical form occur more often in practice, and
zero-flux plane boundaries are the most common. We are therefore led to
look in particular for any straight lines among the family of streamlines.

The expression for tfr in (6,5.2) is constant, and equal to zero, for all r
when () = 0 and when f) = 1Tln. Consequently (6.5.1) and (6.5.2) provide a
representation of irrotational flow in the region between two straight zero
flux boundaries intersecting at an angle 1Tln. Different choices of n give
particular cases, some ofwhich have interesting features (figure 6.5.1). There
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is clearly a marked change in the character of the flow near the intersection
as n decreases through unity, since

q = 'd'Wl = InAI ,n-l
Idz

and, as r -+ 0,

q~ 0, IAI or 00, according as n > I, = I or < I.

For n > I the straight boundaries include an angle less than 11; and for
n = 2 we have flow in a region bounded by a right angle, with streamlines in
the form of rectangular hyperbolae, which has already been seen (in §2.7)
to be one-half of the irrotational flow near a stagnation point at a plane
boundary. The case n = I corresponds to a uniform stream parallel to a
single straight boundary. Values of n between I and t give flow over a
salient edge, with a singularity of the velocity distribution at the edge itself.

The extreme case n - t is especially interesting since it corresponds to
flow round the edge of a thin flat plate. A strange property of irrotational
flow of this latter kind is that the very low pressure near the sharp edge
exerts a non-zero total force on the boundary. We may see this by calcu
lating the force on a boundary coinciding with a streamline V= Vo (which
is a parabola) and then allowing Vo to approach zero. The total force
exerted by the fluid on the finite portion of this boundary lying within the
circle r = R, say, is parallel to the x-axis (8 = 0) by symmetry, and the
x-component is

Fa; - !pdy,

the integral being taken over the section of the curve defined by

Arisin iO - Vo, i.e. y = 2(Vo/A)2 cot 18,
that lies between 8 = 6 and 8 = 211-6, where sin 16 = VoIARl. On re
placingp byPo-poq,/ot-!pq2(see (6.2.5), with neglect of the gravity term),
we have

£911-« ( dA V AI.) tfrB
Fa; -« Po-p dt AOcoti8-PSljf8sinli8 A~cosec2iOd8

and Fa; -+ -i11pA2 (6.5.4)

as Vo~ o. The limiting value of Fa; is independent of R and represents a
suction force concentrated at the sharp edge and parallel to the plate. This
non-zero force on the sharp edge is not of direct practical significance since
a real fluid in steady motion would separate from the edge and the very
low pressure near the edge would not occur; however, a clear understand
ing of irrotational flow in the presence of sharp-edged plates is indirectly
useful in view of the possibility of transforming a flow field with a sharp
edged boundary to a flow field with a boundary of different shape.

All these particular cases of irrotational flow in the region between two
straight intersecting zero-flux boundaries are given greater generality by
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the fact that they hold in the neighbourhood of the intersection of two
straight zero-flux boundaries of finite length irrespective of the form of the
remainder of the flow. The proof is given later in this section. Thus, in any
irrotational flow, the velocity at a point on a zero-flux boundary where there
is a discontinuity in the direction of the tangent to the boundary is zero when
the angle on the fluid side is less than 11, and is infinite when it is greater than
11. In the former case the surface streamline in a real fluid would separate (in
steady flow, at any rate) from a rigid boundary before reaching the dis
continuity in view of the deceleration preceding the stagnation point, giving
rise to a standing eddy in the corner; and in the latter case it would separate
at the discontinuity of a rigid boundary, unless the change in direction of
the tangent is small.

When! > n > -!, the angle between the two straight intersectingstream
lines on which Vr = 0 is larger than 211 and it is no longer possible for both of
those streamlines to be regarded as zero-flux boundaries in a flow field; and
when n < 0 both if> and Vr become infinite as r -+ o. For these values of n
there is less scope for the finding of interesting flow fields by regarding
certain streamlines as zero-flux boundaries.

Trigonometric functions may also be tried in an indirect search for flow
fields. Suppose, for instance, th~t we begin with the relation

w(z} = A sinkz, (6.5.5)

where A and k are real constants. The corresponding expressions for if> and

Vr are «p = A sinkx coshky, Vr = A coskx sinhky, (6.5.6)

w(z) = A(sinkz+icoskz),

we have if> = Aekllsinkx, Vr = A ekfl cos kx. (6.5.7)

These expressions are familiar in the theory ofsurface waves, and are known
to describe the instantaneous motion of a semi-infinite fluid with a free
surface which has the equilibrium position y = 0 and over which a sinu
soidal wave of wave-length 211/k and small amplitude is progressing as a
result of the action of gravity and/or surface tension.

representing a flow field with periodicity in the x-direction. The indefinite
increase of the velocity as y -+ +00 is a handicap to practical application of
this form for w(z). However, we can obtain a flow field in which the velocity
tends to zero in one direction by superposing two solutions of the above
form; thus, for

Confo'lmal tramformation of the plane offlow

If the complex variable', = E+ i"" is an analytic function of z, = x+iy,
given by , = F(z), there is a connection between the shape of a curve in the
z-plane and the shape of the curve traced out by the corresponding set of
points in the '-plane. This connection is a consequence of the defining
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property of an analytic function of z, viz. that the value of the derivative
lim (ob/oz) is independent of the way in which the increments ox and oy
8.:-0
separately tend to zero. For suppose that 0%' and oz" are two different small
increments in z and that 0" and 0bu are the corresponding increments in b,
that is to say, '+ob' = F(z+oz'), b+obu = F(z+ozU).

The two short straight lines joining the points z + oz' and z + oz" to the point
zin the z-plane have lengths whose ratio is loz'/ozul and intersect at an angle

argoz' -argozU = arg(oz'/oz")

(where, as is customary in complex variable theory, arg z denotes the angle
whose tangent is equal to the ratio of the imaginary and real parts of z). The
two short straight lines joining the corresponding points'+ 0" and b+ ob"
to the point' in the '-plane have lengths whose ratio is lob'/o,ul and intersect
at an angle arg(ob'/obU

). But

0" = oz';:+ O(oz'2), o'u = oz"~+ 0(&-"2),

so that to the first order in the small increments the length ratios loz'/ozul
and lOb'/obul are equal and the angles arg (oz' /OZU) and arg (ob'/0''') are equal.

Thus to a closed curve of small linear dimensions in the z-plane there
corresponds a closed curve of small linear dimensions of the .same shape (to
the first order in the linear dimensions) in the '-plane. The two infinitesimal
figures in general have different orientations and different sizes, but are
similar. This kind of transformation from the z-plane to the '-plane, by
means of an analytic relation between the two complex variables, is said to
be a conformal transformation. There may of course be a difference between
the shapes of two corresponding figures in the z- and '-planes of fimte
linear dimensions, but, if we imagine one of these figures to be divided up
into a large number of figures of small linear dimensions, the correspond
ing set of small, approximately similar, figures in the other plane will com
pose the corresponding figure of finite size.

The relation between the sizes of two small corresponding figures in the
z- and '-planes depends on the form of the function F. Any short straight
line in the z-plane transforms into a short straight line in the '-plane of
length greater in the ratio Id'/dzl, and the magnification of area of a small
figure in a transformation from the z-plane to the '-plane is thus Idb/dzI2.
At any points of the z-plane where db/dz is either zero or infinite the above
remarks clearly do not apply; these are singular points of the transformation
at which the representation is not conformal.

These properties of a conformal transformation are relevant to the theory
of irrotational flow in two dimensions. Ifw(z) is the complex potential of an
irrotational flow in a certain region of the z-plane, and if z is an analytic
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function of another complex variable given by z = f(r,), then w can also be
regarded as an analytic function of r,; for the incremental ratio from which
the derivative of w with respect to r, is obtained can be written as

8w 8w8z
8r, = 8z 8r,'

and both of the factors on the right-hand side tend to a unique limit as 8x
and 8y, or 8E and 8"" tend independently to zero. w{f(r,)} is thus the complex
potential of an irrotational flow in a certain region of the '-plane, and the
flow in the z-plane is said to have been 'transformed' into flow in the
'-plane. The families of equipotential lines and streamlines in the z-plane
given by ¢J(x,y) = const. and 1fr(x,y) = const. transform into families of
curves in the '-plane on which ¢J and 1fr are constant and which are equi
potential lines and streamlines of the flow in the '-plane, the two families
being orthogonal in the '-plane, as in the z-plane, except at singular points
of the transformation. The velocity components at a point of the flow in the
'-plane are given (see (2.7.13» by

. dw dwdz
uf-1u'1 = d' = dz d'· (6.5.8)

This shows incidentally that the magnitude of the velocity is changed, in the
transformation from the z-plane to the '-plane, by the reciprocal of the
factor by which linear dimensions of small figures are changed; thus the
kinetic energy of the fluid contained within a closed curve (whether of small
linear dimensions or not) in the z-plane is equal to the kinetic energy of the
corresponding flow in the region enclosed by the corresponding curve in
the '-plane.

In some flow fields the motion of the fluid is Ccaused' by (or, properly
speaking, associated with) the presence ofsource or vortex point singularities
of the kind described in chapter 2. We may be given the information that
singularities of specified type and strength are located (instantaneously) at
certain points in the z-plane, and the problem is to determine the irrotational
flow that is compatible with these singularities and a boundary ofgiven shape.
It is necessary therefore to consider the relation between the flow near a
singularity in the z-plane and that near the corresponding point in the
r,-plane. Now near a source or vortex singularity ¢J or 1fr takes very large
values and is dominated by the contribution from that singularity. That
is to say, if there is a simple source singularity of strength m at the point
z = Zo and a simple vortex singularity of strength Ie at the same point (and
other more complicated singularities can be built up from a simple source
and a simple vortex in the manner described in §§2.5, 2.6), we have

m-ile
w(z) - log (z-zo) (6.5.9)

21T

near z = zo, irrespective of the nature of the flow elsewhere. But, provided
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near z = zo, so that (6.5.9) can be written as
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z = Zo is a non-singular point of the transformation represented by (; = F(z),
we also have

near the point' = '0 in the '-plane corresponding to z = zoo Thus the
irrotational flow in the ,-plane has a similar singularity, located at the
corresponding point and with the same source strength and vortex strength;
a point source in the z-plane may be said to transform into an identical source
in the '-plane, and likewise for a point vortex.

Corresponding results may be obtained for more complex point singu
larities by noting the way they are made up of either simple sources or simple
vortices. The two simple sources which together can be regarded as com
posing a source doublet in the z-plane transform into identical sources at
corresponding neighbouring points in the '-plane, and, since the infinite
simal distance between the two points is magnified by the factor Id'/dzl as
a result of the transformation, the strength of the source doublet is changed
in magnitude by this factor (and may also be· changed in direction). Evi
dently a multipole'point singularity made up of 2n simple sources or vortices
transforms to a singularity of the same type at the corresponding point
in the '-plane, with a strength changed in magnitude by a factor !d,/dz!n.

The result that a simple source or vortex in the z-plane corresponds to an
identical source or vortex in the '-plane can be regarded alternatively as a
consequence of the fact that, if w is many-valued at points in the z-plane,
as it may be when the presence of interior boundaries or singularities renders
the region of irrotational flow multiply-connected, w is similarly many
valued at corresponding points in the '-plane. As a point in the z-plane is
taken round an irreducible closed curve, say in a doubly-connected region of
irrotational flow in the z-plane, the value of if> varies and, when the point
returns to its initial position, is greater by an amount equal to the cyclic
constant K; likewise the value of 1fr increases by an amount equal to the net
volume flux m across the closed curve. Exactly the same changes must take
place in if> and 1fr as the corresponding curve in the '-plane is traced out
(provided there is a one-to-one correspondence between points in the
relevant regions of the z- and ,-planes).

The usefulness of conformal transformation as a technique in irrotational
flow theory lies in the possibility of transforming a given flow field of un
known form into a flow field which is easier to determine. The difficulty of
finding if> or 1fr for a given flow field depends greatly on the geometrical form
of the boundaries at which certain conditions must be satisfied. If the
boundary is an infinite straight line or a circle, many standard methods for
determining ¢J or 1Jr are available; for a complicated shape of the boundary,
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it may be that no direct method of solution (other than a numerical one
involving use of a computing machine) is known. Thus conformal trans
formation can make a problem of irrotational flow tractable by converting an
awkwardly shaped boundary into one of the simpler forms. The procedure
depends to some extent on the nature of the given flow field, and later we
shall consider two main types of transformation. The transformation may
also affect the condition to be applied at the boundary, as well as the shape of
the boundary. In many common cases, the condition to be applied at the
boundary in the original or given flow field is that the velocity normal to it is
everywhere zero, that is, that tfr is constant on the boundary. Another
possibility is that a rigid body immersed in the .fluid in the original flow
field has a prescribed instantaneous motion, sayan angular velocity nand
velocity components (U, V) of the centre of volume of the body which is
instantaneously at position (xo,Yo)' In this case the condition is (see (6.4.7))

at the boundary, where s denotes distance along the boundary curve (in the
anti-clockwise sense) and (n1, nJ are the components of the unit outward
normal to the boundary. Then since

n1 = oy/os, n2 = - ox/os,

the condition may be written as

1fr-1fro = Uy- Vx-in{(x-xor~+(Y-Yo)2}

at the boundary. This may be converted into a relation between tfr and Eand 1]

on the boundary in the '-plane when the form ofthe transformation between
z and' is known.

We conclude with two remarks of an incidental nature. The first is that
the technique of conformal transformation renders solutions for irrotational
flow fields associated with simple boundary shapes such as a circle and an
ellipse potentially useful in a new way. One irrotational flow field may be
transformed to another by means of an analytic relation between the two
complex co-ordinates z and', and, although the occurrence·of boundary
layer separation may make it impossible to realize the first flow field in
practice, the second may be quite realistic; the unrealistic first flow field
may thus be useful as a mathematical stepping stone to irrotational flow fields
of direct physical interest. The second is that the use of conformal trans
formation as a working tool has its tricks and difficulties, and demands
practice on more examples than will be described here.t

t Numerous worked examples will be found in text-books concerned primarily with
inviscid fluids, such as Th£oretical Hydrodynamics, by L. M. Milne-Thomson, Sth ed.
(Macmillan, 1967).
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Transformation of a boundary into an infinite straight It'ne
In cases of irrotational flow with an exterior zero-flux boundary, or with

an interior zero-flux boundary and stationary fluid at infinity, it is often
convenient to transform the flow field in such a way that the boundary
becomes an infinite straight line and the region offlow becomes a half-plane.
Suppose, for instance, that we wish to determine the irrotational flow in the
region of the ",-plane bounded by two straight walls intersecting at angle
1TIn; there may also be a boundary and a motion-producing agency at a great
distance from the point of intersection, but these need not be specified. The
transformation , = zn ' opens up' the region 0 < () < 1TIn between the two
intersecting walls of the ",-plane into the upper half (", > 0) of the '-plane
(note the singularity of the transformation at the point of intersection, where
an angle 1Tln is transformed into an angle 1T), and the corresponding flow in
the s-plane can be determined immediately. The only possible irrotational
flow in the upper half of the '-plane due to a distant agency, with the
implication that any non-uniformity of the flow near , = 0 is due solely to
non-uniformity of the boundary, is a uniform stream parallel to the bound-
ary at ", = 0 described by _ AY

to - b,

where A is a real constant; the required irrotational flow in the "'-plane is
then

to - Azn,
as already discovered by an indirect argument.

Cases of irrotational flow in a region bounded externally by a closed
polygon, of which one or more vertices may be at infinity, may always be
handled by means of the Schwarz-Christoffel theorem, which states that a
polygonal boundary in the z-plane with interior angles at, p, 1, ... is mapped
on to the real axis ", = 0 of the '-plane by the transformation given by

ds .-! _l l
dz - K(i;-a)1 ,,('-b)1 "('-C)I-"...,

where K is a constant and a, b, c, ... are the (real) values of' corresponding to
the vertices of the polygon. The corresponding region of flow in the '-plane
is the half-plane", > 0, and again the expression for the complex potential
in terms of , may be written down when information about the motion
producing agency is provided.

It is often convenient to take the point in the '-plane that corresponds to
one of the vertices, say that given by , - Q, to be at infinity. The factor
(s-a) in (6.5.13) is then effectively constant and may be regarded as being
absorbed in a new constant K'.

Consider, for example, a semi-infinite strip in the z-plane, for which
(% - 0, P- t1T, 'Y = f1T. This is mapped on to the upper half of the '-plane,
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with the zero-angle vertex corresponding to a point in the I;-plane at
infinity, by the transformation

d~ = K'(I;-b)t(I;-c}t,
dz

Le. I; = l(b+c)+!(b-c) cosh {K'(z-zo)}' (6.5. 14)

The points I; = b, I; = c in the I;-plane correspond to the vertices z = Zo,
z = Zo +iTTIK' respectively in the z-plane, where the constants Zo and K' can
be determined in terms of the location and width of the given semi-infinite
strip; the constants band c control the position on the real axis and the
magnification of a line element in the ~-plane corresponding to an element
of the boundary of the strip in the z-plane, and may be chosen freely.

An infinite strip in the z-plane is a polygon with two zero-angle
verti~es, both at infinity. The required transformation follows either

directly from (6.5.13) by puttingcx =p = o,and(I;-a)la~-I,Ka~-K'

as before, or indirectly by putting

f1l(K'zo}""+ - 00, b-c 4 0, l(b-c)e-K'Zo ~ e-K'1iQ

in (6.5.14); either way, we obtain

1;= b+eK'~~.

The width of the strip is ITTIK'I as before. The correspondence between
certain lines in the z- and I;-planes for this simple and useful transformation
is shown in figure 6.5.2 (with omission of the primes).

These transformations of a flow field with an exterior polygonal boundary
are not of much direct practical value, since polygonal boundaries are
unusual, but they are often useful as one of a sequence of transformations.
The discussion of some interesting flow fields involving 'free streamlines',
to be given in §6.13, will illustrate their use in this way.
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Transformation of a closed boundary into a circle

A different way of proceeding is to seek a transformation which will
convert the region outside a given closed boundary curve in the z-plane into
the region outside a circle in the '-plane. The most important application of
this procedure is to cases of flow due to a rigid cylinder moving through
fluid at rest at infinity, and the method will be described in terms of this
application. Since the general purpose is to obtain a new flow system which
can be determined easily, it is desirable to use a transformation which con
verts the simple motion at infinity in the z-plane into an equally simple
motion in a part of the '-plane; the obvious plan is to choose an analytic
relation' = F(z) of such a form that

, "'" z as Izi ~ 00 (6.5. 16)

so that the fluid also extends to infinity in the '-plane and has the same
motion there as in the z-plane. The primary consequence of the transforma
tion is a change of shape of the interior boundary and a change of the flow in
its neighbourhood.

The complete potential in the '-plane is then to be determined subject to
the condition of no motion at infinity and, at the circular inner boundary,
to the condition (6.S.II) expressed in terms of gand n; also, if the flow in
the z-plane is cyclic, it is cyclic in the '-plane and, as explained above, has
the same cyclic constant K. The chance of success of the method thus turns
on the form taken by (6.5.11) when expressed in terms ofgand n. Now when
n = 0, the use of axes fixed in the body changes the condition at the inner
boundary in the "'-plane to t/r = t/ro (const.) and at the outer boundary to

w(z) "'" -(U-iV)z as Izi ~ 00.

The corresponding conditions in the b-plane are t/r = t/ro at the circular
inner boundary and

w(b) "'" -(U-iV), as I" ~OO;

in other words, the flow in the '-plane is that due to a circular cylinder held
in a stream of uniform velocity ( - U, - V) at infinity and with circulation
K round it, for which the complex potential is known. Ifwe wished we could
now use axes in the '-plane which reduce the fluid at infinity to rest, in which
case the inner boundary condition would become

t/r-t/ro = Un- V~

at the circular boundary, corresponding to translation of the circular cylinder
in the '-plane with velocity (U, V). However, it should be noted that the two
flows with a common complex potential are those relative to axes fixed in the
inner boundaries and not those relative to axes fixed in the fluid at infinity.
Only when the inner boundary is a streamline do the flows in the two planes
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correspond; the correspondence is lost when the motion is referred to other
axes because a uniform stream in one plane corresponds to a flow in the
other plane which is uniform only at infinity.

Thus, for any transformation satisfying (6.5.16), the flow in the '-plane
that corresponds to a body held in a stream of uniform velocity ( - U, - V)
at infinity in the z-plane is that due to the transformed body held in a stream
of the saJTlp. uniform velocity at infinity. The same argument and result do
not apply to rotation of the body in the z-plane because the choice of ~ye!;

fixed in the body then confers a rotational motion on the fluid. Investigation
of the flow due to a rotating cylinder needs less direct and more specialized
procedures,t and we shall concentrate on the case of translation alone.

The method of determining flow due to a cylinrler of given shape in
translational motion consequently requires a knowledge of (a) the complex
potential for a circular cylinder held in a stream ofspecified velocity and with
specified circulation, and (b) an analytic relation between % and' such that
the cylinder boundary in the z-plane corresponds to a circle in the '-plane
and which satisfies (6.5.16). With regard to (a), we need only recall results
obtained in §2.10. From (2.10.12), the single-valued part of if> for flow in the
'-plane due to a circular cylinder of radius c held in a stream of uniform
velocIty ( - U, - V) at infinity arid with centre at the point '0 (a generalization
which will be needed later) is

- {U(E -Eo)+ V(1J -1Jo)} {I +(; -60)2~ (1J -1JO)2}'

The effect of the circulation is to add a term (K/21T) tan-1 (1 ~) to ¢J (see

(2.10.15». The corresponding complex potential, which is an analytic
function of , with if> as its real part, is

w(~) = -(U-iV)(b-'o)-(U+iV)y c
l

y _ iK log '-'0; (6.S.18)
b-bO 211 c

this makes the value of 1fr at the inner boundary zero.
With regard to (b), the details depend on the given shape of the cylinder

but one general remark about the transformation may be made. Since the
relation between z and' is analytic everywhere in the region of the '-plane
outside the circle of radius c, and satisfi~ (6.5.16) at large distances from the
origin, we may write z as a Laurent series

co B
z = b+ ~ y:, (6.5. 19)

11.-1 b

in which the (complex) coefficients B1, B2, ••• depend on the shape of the
cylinder. By omitting a constant term Bo we are choosing the origin of
the ~-plane so that, when the two planes are laid over one another with

t For which reference may be made to Hydrodynamt'cs, by H. Lamb.
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corresponding points at in"finity coinciding, it coincides with the origin of
the z-plane; in these circumstances the position of the centre of the circular
boundary in the ~-plane is not disposable. The series (6.5.19) may be inverted
to give a series

valid for sufficiently large values of lzl, where the coefficients B~(n ~ 2)
differ from Bn ; this is the general form taken by the analytic relation
~ = F(z) at sufficiently large values of z. The complex potential w(z) for the
flow in the z-plane due to the given cylinder held in a stream is obtained by
substituting ~ = F(z) in (6.5.18), and it appears that at sufficiently large
distances from the cylinder w(z) can be written (compare (2.10.7» as

w(z) = -(U-iV)z- it<: log!+ i A:, (6.5.21 )
211 C n-O Z

where . ~
Ao = (U-iV)~o, Al = B1(U-iV)-c2(U+'iV)+tt<: o. (6.5.22)

211

Examples of the use of this method of conformal transformation for the
determination of the flow due to moving bodies will occur in the next two
sections.

The ClTcie theorem
A knowledge of the analytic relation which transforms the region outside

a closed curve of given shape into the region outside a circle is also useful,
when supplemented by a general result now to be established, in cases in
which flow singularities exist in the fluid outside the closed boundary.

The following result, known as the circle theorem (Milne-Thomson
1940) concerns the complex potential representing motion of fluid of in
finite extent in the presence of a single internal boundary of circular form.
Suppose first that in the absence of the circular cylinder the complex
potential is

and thatf(z) is free from singularities in the region Izl ~ a, where a is a real
length. If now a stationary circular cylinder of radius a and centre at the
origin bounds the fluid internally, the flow is modified; to every singularity
of fez) there will correspond an 'image' in the circular boundary, such that
the flow due to the singularity and its image together has the circle Izi = a
as a streamline. We obtain a general expression for the entire image system
by noticing that, on the circle Izl = a,

where the overbar denotes a complex conjugate, so that

fez) +J(a2Jz)
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is purely real on Izi = a. A complex potential of the form (6.5.23) thus has
jzl = a as a streamline; and it has the same singularities outside lzl = a as
f(z), since if z lies outside Izi = a, a2/z lies in the region inside this circle
where fez) is known to be free from singularities. Consequently the addi
tional terml(a2/z) in (6.5.23) represents fully the modification to the com
plex potential due to the presence of the circular cylinder. It should be
noted that the complex potentials considered, both in the absence and in the
presence of the circular cylinder, refer to flow relative to axes such that the
cylinder is stationary.

The simplest possible application of the circle theorem is to the case of a
circular cylinder held fixed in a stream whose velocity at infinity is uniform
with components ( - U, - V). In the absence of the cylinder the complex
potential is - (U - iV) z, and the circle theorem shows that, with the

cylinder present, w = - (U - iV) z - (U+£V) a2/ z,

as already known. Another simple case, not as readily treated in other ways,
is flow due to a point vortex of strength K at the point z = %0' for which the
complex potential is - (iK/21T) log (z - zo). In the presence of a circular
cylinder of radius a « Izol), the complex potential becomes

ro = _ iK 10 {(Z-zo)Z} ,
211 g a"-zzo

showing that the image system consists of a point vortex of strength K at
the origin and one of strength -K at the point z = al/zo inverse to the
position of the original vortex.

If the internal boundary of the fluid is not circular, conformal transforma
tion of the region external to the boundary into the region external to a
circle, in the manner previously described, gives a new problem of flow in
the presence of a circular boundary with a new set of flow singularities. The
correspondence between flow singularities in two planes related by a con
formal transformation has been described earlier in this section, so that the
determination of the complex potential is reduced to an application of the
circle theorem.

6.6. Two-dimensional irrotationaI ftow due to a moving cylinder
with circulation

One of the purposes of this section is to examine the effect of the circula
tion round the cylinder on the flow field. We saw in §6.4 that one important
effect of the circulation, in combination with translation of the cylinder, is
to produce a side-force on the cylinder. It will be useful to look closely into
the details of one or two particular flow fields in order to see clearly the
origin ofthis side-force. We begin with a discussion of the simple and funda
mental case of a circular cylinder, for which formulae describing the flow
field are already known.
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(6.6.2)

(6.6·3)

A circular cylinder

The instantaneous motion of a rigid circular cylinder is specified fully by
the velocity of its centre and the angular velocity of the cylinder j the latter
motion has no effect on an inviscid fluid and will be ignored. We shall be
concerned with the form of streamlines, the significance of which is most
easily seen when the motion is referred to axes fixed in the cylinder, chiefly
because the cylinder surface is itself a streamline then. Thus the velocity
potential and stream function required are those describing irrotational
flow due to a circular cylinder of radius a held in a stream with uniform
velocity (- U, - V) far from the cylinder, and with circulation K round the
cylinder. The appropriate complex potential is known (see (6.5.18» to be

2 •

w(z) = -(U-iV)z-(U+iV)~- tK log!. (6.6.1)
z 211 a

In this case of a body with circular symmetry, no greater generality is
obtained, so far as the instantaneous motion is concerned, by allowing V to
be non-zero, and we therefore suppose the relative motion of the cylinder
and the fluid at infinity to be parallel to the x-axis. The velocity potential
and stream function are then

( a2) /CO""=-U r+- cosO+-
'I' r 21T'

( a2) K r'" = - U r-- sinO--Iog-
r 211 a'

where r2 = X2+y2 and 0 = tan-1Ylx. There is a singly-infinite family of
different flow fields corresponding to different values of KlaU. The pattern
of streamlines for the case KlaU = 0, which is the only one for which the
pattern is symmetrical about the x-axis, is shown in figure 6.6.1 (a).

We gain one view of the effect of changing the value ofKlaUby noting that
the velocity of the fluid at the surface of the cylinder is

(
I 8¢J) . K-- =2Us1OO+-,
r 80 r-a 211a

and vanishes at the two points at which

. 8 K
SIn = ---.

41TaU

The two stagnation points, which are at the foremost and rearmost points of
the cylinder when K= 0, both move down as KlaU increases and coalesce at
() = -il7 when KlaU = 41T. Streamlines for a case in which 0< KlaU < 47T
are shown in figure 6.6.I(b), and those for the particular case KlaU = 47T in
figure 6.6.1 (c). At values of KlaU larger than 417, the velocity is non-zero,
and in the direction of0 increasing, at all points of the surface of the cylinder.
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The stagnation point has here moved away from the cylinder along the line
0= - 111' and is at a radial position given by one of the roots (the other
referring to a motion inside the cylinder) of

(!- ot/» = _ U (I +a:) +-.!5..- = 0,
T 00 0..-111 T 211'r

since oifJ/Br = 0 on this line by symmetry. The streamlines in figure 6.6.1 (d)
show that some of the fluid simply circulates round the cylinder and remains
near it.

=
(a)

..-....
ee) ie/aU = 4" Cd) ie/aU> .."

Figure 6.6.1. Streamlines for irrotational flow due to a circular cylinder held in a stream
of uniform velocity (- U, 0) at infinity, with circulation" (anti-clockwise positive) round
the cylinder.

The case of negative values of K need not be considered, because the effect
of changing the sign of K is to reflect the streamlines in the x-axis.

It is evident that the effect of increasing K/aU from zero is to cause an
increasingly marked difference between the flow regions on the two sides of
the x-axis, and in particular to cause the speeds on the upper surface of the
cylinder to be high and those on the lower surface to be low. Remembering
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thatp +ipq2 is constant in a steady irrotational flow (leaving aside effects of
gravity), we see plainly the greater pressure on the lower surface which leads
to the non-zero side-force on the cylinder. It is possible to calculate the side
force directly and explicitly in this simple case of a circular cylinder. For we
see from (6.6.4) and Bernoulli's theorem that when the flow is steadyt the
pressure at a point on the cylinder surface is

P,=a = pH-ip (2Usino+~)2, (6.6·5)21Ta

and the y-component of force on the cylinder (the x-component being zero
by symmetry) is then

J021T

Ffl = - J0 pr-aasinOdO = pUK, (6.6.6)

as found in §6.4 for a cylinder of arbitrary shape. The positive sign of this
force in the y-direction is associated with a positive (or anti-clockwise)
circulation and a positive x-component of velocity of the cylinder relative
to the fluid at infinity. Memorization of the signs is doubtless aided by the
observation that undercut tennis and golf balls tend to rise, although in fact
the two phenomena are not closely related; there is no counterpart to the
cyclic constant in a three-dimensional field, and the rise of a spinning sphere
is associated with different positions of separation of the boundary layer on
the upper and lower surfaces and the consequent different velocity and
pressure distributions on these surfaces. A better method of remembering
the direction ofthe side-force is to visualize the general pattern ofstreamlines
for flow relative to the cylinder and to recall that the side-force acts towards
the high-velocity side, on which the contributions to the velocity from the
circulation and the uniform stream are additive (see also figure 6.4.1).

The fact that the fluid velocity at the surface of the cylinder is everywhere
in the same angular direction when K/aU > 41T points to the possibility of
generating the corresponding irrotational velocity distribution as a steady
flow of real fluid at large Reynolds number. If the rigid cylinder is made to
rotate with an angular velocity n = K/21Ta2, the relative velocity of fluid and
solid at the cylinder surface becomes anti-clockwise in some places and
clockwise in others; positive and negative vorticity is generated in turn,
and in roughly equal amounts, at different places in the boundary layer,
so that separation may be avoided. The maximum and minimum values of
the relativevelocityat the cylinder surface (see (6.6.4}} arenow2Uand -2U,
and the relative velocity at a material point of the rigid cylinder surface varies
periodically with frequency o./21T, = K/(21Ta)2; during one period the relative
displacement of fluid and solid is of order a2U/K, and provided this displace
ment is small compared with a (compare the results in §5.9 for a circular

t As remarked in §6.4. the side-force which acts when the translational velocity of the
cylinder is steady continues to act when U is changing but it will not then be the only
contribution to the force on the cylinder.
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cylinder moving from rest, and see also §5.13), separation of the boundary
layer will be inhibited. We may expect therefore that in a real fluid the flow is
irrotational everywhere except very near the cylinder surface provided
aU/v ~ I and K/aU ~ I, and provided the cylinder rotates with the appro
priate angular velocity.

The circulation round the cylinder is of course not a controllable quantity
in an experiment, but is determined by the angular velocity and translational
speed of the cylinder. The appropriate value of the circulation may be
recognized, at any rate in principle, by supposing the motion to be set up in
two stages. First the cylinder is given a steady angular velocity n in fluid
initially at rest; as deduced in §4.5, vorticity is generated in the fluid and
diffuses to infinity, leaving a steady irrotational motion with circulation
21Ta2n. The cylinder is then given a translational velocity U. If U is small
enough in relation to aQ, no separation of the boundary layer occurs,
vorticity is confined to a thin boundary layer at the cylinder surface, and the
circulation remains constant and equal to 21Ta2Q. On the other hand if U is
not small compared with an separation occurs and a close correspondence
with the irrotational flow pattern is lost. At some values of U/an of order
unity, it seems likely that separation does not occur but that vorticity
accumulates near the cylinder, diffuses across the confining streamline, and
is swept downstream, thereby leaving the cylinder with ~ circulation slightly
different from 21Ta2Q in the steady state.t Figure 6.6.2 (plate 12) shows some
photographs of the streamlines of the actual flow set up by --..cylinder with
angular velocityn in a stream of steady speed U for several values of the ratio
aD./U; the circulation in each case is not known, but it seems that when
aD./U ~ 4 there is qualitative correspondence with flow fields like those in
figure 6.6.1 (c) and (d), although not for equal values of 21Ta2D. and the
theoretical circulation K used in figure 6.6.1.

It is evident from the photographs in figure 6.6.2 that the fluid velocity on
the upper side of the cylinder is generally higher, and the pressure corre
spondingly lower, than on the lower side whenever the rotational speed of
the cylinder is appreciable, irrespective of whether the rotational speed is
large enough to prevent boundary-layer separation and the formation of a
large region of non-zero vorticity. The existence of the side-force on a rigid
circular cylinder which is both rotating and moving forward, and likewise
on a sphere, is usually known as the Magnus effect, after the person who made
the first relevant laboratory experiments (Magnus 1853).

An elliptic cylinder in translational motion

The expression for the complex potential describing flow due to an
elliptic cylinder in translational motion may be obtained by conformal

t The circulation compatible with a steady flow in this case may be calculated from
considerations of the boundary layer at the cylinder surface (Glauert 1957), and is found
to be less than Z17t.lI O.
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transformation of the region outside the ellipse in the o8'-plane into the region
outside a circle in the ~-plane, in the manner explained in §6'5. We require
a transformation which will give linear relations between Eand x and be
tween r; and y for points on a circle in the ~-plane, since this' strains' a circle
into an ellipse. Bearing in mind the need also to make''''' 08' as 108'1-+ 00, it is
evident that the required transformation is given by

A2

08' == '+1"'
where A is a real constant, so that

y+
f
f
I

:Ie--

Figure 6.6.3. The family of ellipses in the %-plane corresponding to the circle 1'1 = c in
the '-plane with the transformation %= '+i\I" and different values of c. The broken
lines show the orthogonal family of hyperbolae.

This converts a circle of radius cwith centre at the origin in the '-plane into
the ellipse x2 y2

-+- = Ia2 b'l.
in the o8'-plane, where

c = l(a+b), A::; i(a2 -b2)1. (6.6.8)

Differently shaped ellipses, with different values of bfa, are thus obtained by
choosing different values of ciA. Some members of this family of confocal
ellipses are shown in figure 6.6.3, including the limiting case of a flat plate
(b == 0, ciA = I). The transformation (6.6.7) may also be written in the

inverse form ,== lz+HzlJ-4A2)1; (6.6.9)
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the value of (Z2 - 4.:\2)t is made unique here by specifying that there is a
, cut t in the z-plane at - 2.:\ ~ x ~ 2.:\, Y = 0 and that the relevant branch is
that which is positive at x > 2.:\, Y = 0 (the negative branch of (Z2 - 4" 2)~
being that needed for the mapping of the region of the z-plane outside the
ellipse on to the region of the '-plane inside the circle 1'1 = c).

The transformation represented by (6.6.7) and (6.6.9) may also be used
to convert slender sharp-tailed bodies (or' aerofoils') in the z-plane into a
circle in the '-plane, as will be explained in §6.7, and was first used for this
purpose by Joukowski (1910).

The complex potential representing the flow in the '-plane due to a
circular cylinder of radius c with centre at the origin held in a stream of
uniformvelocity ( - U, - V) at infinity, with circulation K round the cylinder t

is (see (6.5.18»
a • ,

w(,> = -(U-iV),-'(U+iV)~ - ~log-. (6.6.10)
b 21T C

The two relations (6.6.10) and (6.6.7) together then give parametrically the
required complex potential w(z) representing the flow due to an elliptic
cylinder held in a stream with the same uniform velocity (- U, - V) at
infinity and with the same circulation K round the cylinder. Alternatively,
the complex potential for the flow in the z-plane relative to axes fixed in the
fluid at infinity may be obtained by adding a term (U - iV) z to the above
complex potential and is thus given by

w = (U -iV) ~I -(U+iV) c; - iK log ~ (6.6. II)
b b 21T C

together with (6.6.7).
We now consider the properties of the flow in the z-plane. For this pur

pose it is convenient to introduce polar co-ordinates (0-, v) in the '-plane, so
that ,= €+i1J = ue'J1

and x = u(1+;:) cosv, Y = U(I -;:) sinv.

We shall also write

(6.6.12)

(6.6.13)

U+iV = (U2+ V2)i e-iClt. (6.6.14)t

The relation (6.6.10) then becomes

we') = - (U2+ V2)t{uei (I'+Clt)+ C
2
e_i (I'+Clt)}_ iK (log!+iv) (6.6.15)

0- 21T C '

t The reason for defining the angle that the body velocity makes with the x-axis as -ex
is that in the theory of lifting bodies, developed in the next section, it is more natural to
think of the axis of a long slender body as being inclined at a positive angle ex to the direc
tion of its motion.
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and the corresponding velocity potential and stream function for flow
relative to the cylinder are

~ = _(UII+ VII)l (u+ e
2

) cos(v+a) +~v, (6.6.16)
U 211

Vr = _(U2+ V2)l (u-e2) sin(v+a) - ~log~. (6.6.17)
u 211 c

We may note in passing the form of the terms containing the circulation
K, which represent a pure circulatory flow about the cylinder, with circular
streamlines in the ~-plane. The corresponding streamlines in the z-plane
are a family of confocal ellipses, of which some members are shown in figure
6.6.3; anyone of these ellipses could represent an inner boundary. In the
conjugate flow field, for which the terms containing K in(6.6.16)and (6.6.17)
are interchanged (and both have plus signs), the ellipses in figure 6.6.3
become equipotential lines and the streamlines are the orthogonal hyper
bolae shown as broken lines. Anyone of these hyperbolae could be inter
preted as a boundary, and when the limiting hyperbola v == 0 is chosen
we have a representation of irrotational flow through a slit in a plane wall.

~

N ,,,
Figure 6.6.4. Streamlines of the flow due to an elliptic cylinder. for which bla == 0'17

and eli\. = 1·18, held in a stream of fluid with uniform velocity at infinity, with c:z == 45°
and zero circulation round the cylinder.

It is a straightforward matter to calculate the streamlines and other flow
properties from (6.6.16) and (6.6.17), using u and vas parametric coordi
nates. The form of the streamlines depends on the ratio bla of axes of the
elliptic boundary, on the direction of motion of the body represented by a,
and on the magnitude of the circulation measured by the non-dimensional

ratio K(U2+ V2)-1 (a +b)-l.
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We take first the case of zero circulation. The streamlines for the flow
relative to an ellipse whose axes are in the ratio I: 6, and with CX = 450

, are
shown in figure 6.6.4; and those for the limiting case of a flat plate, at two
angles of incidence, are shown in figure 6.6.5. The streamline that divides
the parts ofthe stream passing round different sides of the cylinder intersects
the cylinder, on which u = c, and is therefore a streamline on which ljr = o.
The upstream and downstream branches of this streamline are consequently
given by v = -cx and v = l7-CX, and are hyperbolae which are orthogonal to
and confocal with the elliptic boundary and which asymptote to the line
Uy = VX; moreover, these branches of the dividing streamline are the same
for all members of the family of elliptic boundaries shown in figure 6.6.3
(forgivencx) since they depend only onal-bl (or It).

(a) (6)

Figure 6.6.5. Streamlines of the (two-dimensional) flow due to a flat plate held in a uniform
stream, with zero circulation round the plate; (a) CIt = 45°, (b) CIt = 90°.

The kinetic energy (per unit length of the cylinder) of the motion of the
fluid relative to axes fixed in the fluid at infinity, for K = 0, may be obtained
in several different ways, the simplest plan here being to use the formula

(6.6.18)

'Fhe expressions for t/J and'" to be substituted in the integrand are the real
and imaginary parts of (6.6.1 I). After a straightforward calculation we find

T = tl7p(aIVI+bIUI). (6.6.19)

The tensor cx'tJ introduced in §6.4 and defined by (6.4.15) thus has com
ponents

CX11 = bla, CXIllI = alb, CXtIll = cxllll = 0 (6.6.20)

for an elliptic cylinder with major axis parallel to the xl - or x-axis and minor
axis parallel to the xll- ory-axis. Information about the velocity far from the
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moving body, and about the acceleration reaction on the body, is also con
tained in (6.6.19), as explained in §6.4.

The velocity at the cylinder surface in the z-plane, relative to aXes fixed
in the cylinder, is found from (6.6.10) and (6.6.7) to be given by

(u - tV)bOUD. == (~~ ~~ v-c

_ -,i(U2+ V2)!(a+b)sin(v+a)-iK/~71
- iasinv+b cos v (6.6.21)

When K == 0, there are stagnation points on the cylinder at v = - a and
v == 71 - a, these being points on the dividing streamline. These are also
points of maximum pressure in a steady flow, and their location (see figure
6.6.4) suggests that there is then a couple on the cylinder tending to turn it
broadside-on to the stream; the couple on the cylinder in steady flow could
be calculated from (6.6.21) and Bernoulli's theorem, but a more general
method will be found later in this section.

When K =F 0, there is no longer any symmetry in the family ofstreamlines,
and the displacement of points of minimum and maximum velocity on the
boundary, relative to their positions for K == 0, is not the same on the upper
and lower surfaces of the cylinder. Thus whereas when K == 0 the net force
exerted on the body in steady flow is necessarily zero in view of the sym
metry ofthe streamlines about the origin, it is non-zero when the circulation
is non-zero. The force on the cylinder could be calculated directly from
a knowledge of the velocity at the cylinder surface, as was done for the
circular cylinder, but we know already from the general investigation of
§6.4 that the force has magnitude pK(U2+ V2)! and direction 90°, in the
same sense as the circulation, from the direction of the vector (U, V) repre
senting the velocity of the cylinder. The general effect of increasing the cir
culation on the two stagnation points at the cylinder surface is to make
them approach one another on the side ofthe cylinder on which the contribu
tions to the fluid velocity (relative to the cylinder) from the stream at infinity
and the circulation are opposed. The value of K for which the two stagnation
points coalesce is that value which makes (6.6.21) zero when sin (v+a) has its

extreme value - I, viz. 271(UB+ V2)!(a+b).

With larger values ofK the two coincident stagnation points move away from
the surface, leaving a volume of fluid which in a steady flow circulates round
the cylinder continually, just as in the case of the circular cylinder.

The flat plate obtained by putting h = 0, or C = A, is an exceptional
member of the family of ellipses, since the velocity is infinite (see (6.6.21») at
its two end points specified byv == o(x == a,y = 0) and v = 71 (x == -a,y = 0),
as expected from the results found earlier for flow round a salient edge. The
properties of the flow past a flat plate will be considered in the next section
in the context of sharp-tailed bodies generally. Incidentally, it may occasion
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surprise that when K =1= 0 the pressure distribution on a flat plate in steady
motion gives a resultant force which is not normal to the plate. The explana
tion lies in the fact that the infinitely low pressure which occurs at the sharp
edges (except when a stagnation point is superposed-see §6.7) gives rise to
a non-zero component of force parallel to the plate, as shown in §6.5.

The force and moment on a cylinder in steady translational motion

The force and moment on (unit length of) a moving cylinder of arbitrary
cross-section can be determined by complex variable methods, and although
results about the net force on a rigid body are available from §6.4 we shall
recover them here in view of their importance and -the interest in the special
methods available for two-dimensional fields. We shall consider only the
case of a body in steady translational motion; when the velocity of the body
is changing, a second contribution to the force and moment, arising wholly
from the effect of the acceleration, must be added to the expressions obtained
below.

We suppose that (X, Y) are the components of force exerted on the body,
and begin by forming the complex quantity

X -iY = - f BP(dy+idx), = -ifBPdJi,

where B denotes a closed curve of integration coinciding with the surface
of the body and the overbar denotes a complex conjugate. The velocity
relative to the body is steady, with components (u, fJ), and we may use
Bernoulli's theorem (with the effect of gravity ignored) to replace P by
pH - fP(u2 +v2), the first term ofwhich makes no contribution to the integral.
Now when the flow is irrotational we have

dw dw
uf,+vl =--

d~ d~'

and since at the body surface dwjdz (=u+iv) and an element 8z of the path
of integration are complex numbers with equal arguments, the product
(dwjdz) 8fi is real and can equally well be written as (dwjdz) 8z. Hence

X -iY = liPf(~:) I dz. (6.6.22)

Similarly the (anti-clockwise) moment about the origin of the normal
stresses exerted on the cylinder is

M o = fBP(xdx+ydy)

,( dw dw _
= -lPjBd~ dz fJt(zdz)

= -lpfJtf(:') I z dz. (6.6.23)

The path of integration for the integrals in (6.6.22) and (6.6.23) is the body
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surface. However, Cauchy's theoremt states that, iff(z) is an analytic func
tion of z in the region between two contours C1 and Cz,

!. f(z) dz =!. f(z) dz, (6.6.24)
j 0 1 j O.

so that the paths of integration in (6.6.22) and (6.6.23) can equally be taken
as any closed curve surrounding the body (provided of course that there
are no singularities of w in the region between the body and the closed curve
chosen). The special choice of a circle of large radius will clearly be useful
when the form of w(z) at large distances from the body is known.

The formulae (6.6.22) and (6.6.23), due to Blasius (1910), apply to any
steady irrotational flow in fluid surrounding the body. We now adapt them
to the case in which the fluid extends to infinity and has uniform velocity
(- U, - V) there. For this purpose we makeuse ofthe Laurent series (2.10.7)
for the complex potential in the region external to a circle centred at the
origin and enclosing the body (with the addition of a term - (U - iV) z, as in
(6.5.21), since (2.10.7) refers to the flow relative to axes fixed in the fluid at
infinity). Then (6.6.22) gives

X -iY = lip!. (- U +iV+ m-iK_ A:_ 2~z+ ...)1dz, (6.6.25)
j a 211/1 /I ..-

where the coefficients AI' AI' ... depend on U, V, m, K and the size, shape and
orientation of the body (and m = 0 here but is retained temporarily), and
the integral is taken over any closed curve C enclosing a circle which encloses
the body. The integral can be evaluated directly, either by supposing C to be
a circle of indefinitely large radius, or by noting that, in the language of the
theory of functions of a complex variable, the integrand has a pole at the
origin; either way, the integral is equal to 2m times the coefficient of /I-I in
the integrand, and so

X = pmU-pKV, Y = pmV+pKU. (6.6.26)

Thus the combination of the translational motion of the body and the
circulation leads to a side-force, normal to the body velocity (U, V), as
already established; and if the net flux of volume m across the body surface
were non-zero and positive, this flux in combination with the translational
motion would lead to a thrust, or negative drag, parallel to (U, V).

Likewise for the total couple on the body about the origin we have

!. ( .V m-iK Al 2A2 )1 th
Mo=-lpal jo -U+, + 211Z -zz- ZJ +... z

= _IPal{211i(m;;Kya -411iAl( - U+iV)}

= _pmK+211p{UJ(A1)- Val(A1)}. (6.6.27)
211

Unlike the force on the body, the couple depends on the body shape.
t See Theo", of Functwns of a Complex Variable, by E. T. Copson (Oxford, 1935).
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In the case of a cylinder whose bounding curve in the z-plane is trans
formed to a circle of radius c and centre at the point ~o in the ~-plane by the
general relation (6.5.19) or (6.5.20), which has the property that z "'" ~when
lzl is large, the coefficient Al is given by (6.5.22). The couple on the cylinder
is here (with m = 0)

Mo= 21Tp {( - 2 UV) fJl(Bl ) + (U2 - V2) J(Bl ) +2
K
1T (UEo+ V1Jo)}. (6.6.28)

In the case of an elliptic cylinder with semi-axes a and b, the appropriate
transformation is (6.6.7) and

~o = 0, Bl = ,\2 = !(a2 -b2),

so that the couple on the cylinder about the origin is

Mo= -1TpUV(a2 -b2). (6.6.29)

The clockwise sense confirms the inference from the streamline pattern that
the pressure distribution over the surface of the ellipse tends to turn it about
the origin to a position broadside-on to the stream.

6.7. Two-dimensional aerofoils

The fact that in a two-dimensional field fluid in irrotational motion exerts
a side-force, but no drag, on a steadily moving body round which there is a
circulation is turned to advantage in engineering. The side-force may be
used for instance to support an aircraft against gravity, or it may be used to
generate axial momentum of the fluid when the body is one blade of a
rotating propeller or turbine. Aeroplane wings and propeller blades are not
infinitely long cylinders, and effects of finite length of the wing and of
variation of the cross-section along its length play an important part in the
theory of lift, as we shall see in chapter 7; nevertheless, an understanding of
the operation of a lifting wing in the form of an infinitely long cylinder of
appropriate cross-section moving normal to the generators-commonly
termed an aerofoil, although the name is sometimes taken to embrace wings
of finite length considered apart from the aeroplane-is an essential
preliminary.

The practical requirements ofaerofoils
The primary requirements of an aerofoil in practice are that when in

motion through fluid a side-force should be exerted on it and that the drag,
which would need to be balanced by some propulsive device and which
would lead to the expenditure ofpower, should be small. These requirements
are both met by a flow which is irrotational everywhere except in a thin
boundary layer and wake, provided a circulation round the aerofoil can be
established. Avoidance of boundary-layer separation when the aerofoil is in
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steady motion is thus one objective, and the establishment of circulation is
another. We saw in chapter 5 that separation of the boundary layer from the
body surface can be avoided only if the fluid just outside the boundary layer
is not decelerated appreciably. The stagnation point at the rear face of a body
in a two-dimensional field is a source of trouble, and separation would be
inevitable near the rear of a body with finite curvature. The natural
suggestion is to use a slender aerofoil with a sharp cusped edge at the rear
and to align the aerofoil roughly parallel to the direction of its motion. The
photograph of the streamlines of flow relative to the aerofoil in figure
5.11.1 a (plate 7) shows that separation is then avoided. In practice it is
difficult to make cusped edges, but the presence of the boundary layer and
wake displaces the irrotational flow away from the aerofoil by a small
distance which is non-zero near the rear edge, and the inner boundary to the
region of irrotational flow is made cusp-like even when the trailing edge of
the actual aerofoil is a wedge of small angle.

It is of course not inevitable that in irrotational flow past a sharp-tailed
slender body the streams of fluid on the two sides should flow towards the
sharp edge and join there smoothly. The analysis of two-dimensional irrota
tional flow due to a flat plate held in a stream ofuniform velocity ( - V, - V)
at infinity given in §6.6 makes this quite clear. In general there are two
stagnation points at the plate surface (see figure 6.6.4(b» and the fluid flows
round the two sharp edges, with infinite speed at these edges. These two
peaks in the velocity at the surface disappear, as do also the two stagnation
points, only in the special case Ie = 0, ex = 0, when the fluid has velocity
( - V, 0) everywhere. In this special case each stagnation point has moved
to a sharp edge and has' cancelled' the infinite velocity normally there. We
therefore enquire if, for a given non-zero ex (or Ie) and with a special choice
of Ie (or ex), the streams on the two sides of the plate can be made to flow
smoothly off the rear (or Ctrailing ') edge of the plate by the rear stagnation
point being placed at that edge. The relation(6.6.21) shows that the velocity
at the surface of the flat plate given by b = 0 is

U= _(V2+ V2)lasin(v+ex)-le/217 v =o.
asin v '

Thus u is finite at the trailing edge (v = 17) provided

Ie = 217a(V2+ V2)lsinex,

and the velocity at the surface of the plate is then

__ (VJ T72)lsin(iv+ ex) =u - + y- • ~ ,v O.
Sffi'i"V

(6.7. 1)

(6.7.2)

The change in the form of the streamlines in flow past the flat plate (with
ex = 26°) due to the imposition of circulation with this magnitude is shown
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in figure 6.7. I. There is still a forward stagnation point at
437

v = -21%, i.e. at x=acos2Ct,y = -0,

and an infinite velocity at the forward edge (v = 0), but neither need concern
us since fluid at the plate surface near a forward stagnation point is accele
rating and the forward velocity peak can be eliminated almost wholly by
giving the plate some thickness and rounding the forward edge.

It seems then that, if a side-force is to be exerted on a sharp-tailed slender
body in translational motion and if boundary-layer separation is to be
avoided, not only should some circulation be established, but the circulation
should have a particular value depending on the orientation of the body
relative to the direction of its motion. The circulation should have that value

(0) (b)

Figure 6.7. I. Streamlines of the flow due to a flat plate held in a stream of uniform velocity
at infinity with IX = 26°; (a) with zero circulation. (b) with circulation such that there is
smooth flow off both surfaces of the plate at the trailing edge.

for which, for the given orientation of the body, the rear stagnation point is
located at the sharp trailing edge; for that value of the circulation the stagna
tion point and the velocity peak at the sharp edge' cancel' each other and the
velocity is finite and non-zero there. It is a remarkable fact that in practice a
circulation is generated round an aerofoil, owing to the convection of a
non-zero amount of vorticity from the rear edge of the aerofoil at an initial
stage of the motion, and that when the aerofoil is in steady motion the
circulation is established with just this special value. (See figure S.Il.1 (a),
plate 7, for an example.) This fortunate circumstance, that the effect of
viscosity acting in the boundary layer initially is to cause the establishment
of precisely the value of the circulation that enables effects of viscosity to be
ignored (since no separation of the boundary layer occurs) in the subsequent
steady motion, is usually given the name Joukowski's hypothesis. It was used
as an empirical rule in the early development of aerofoil theory, but current
knowledge ofboundary layers enables us to account, at any rate in qualitative
terms, for" the establishment of the circulation with a specific value.
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The generation of circulation round an aerofoil and the basis for Jouk()f,t)ski's
hyPothesis

We shall digress briefly from the discussion of wholly irrotational flow to
consider the remarkable controlling influence exerted by the sharp trailing
edge of an aerofoil on the circulation.

The circulation round an aerofoil with a rounded leading edge and a sharp
trailing edge in steady translational motion is observed to be independent of
the past history of the flow, and for purposes of explanation we may suppose
that the motion has been set up from rest and that the aerofoil has been
brought rapidly to its ultimate steady velocitywithout change ofthe direction
of its motion. Immediately after the aerofoil begins to move, the motion of
the fluid is irrotational everywhere, because the transport of vorticity away
from the aerofoil surface (which is where it is generated) by viscous diffusion,
and subsequently also by convection, takes place at a finite rate. This initial
irrotational motion is characterized by zero circulation (by Kelvin's circula
tion theorem), and there is an associated definite position of the rear stagna
tion point which depends on the given orientation of the aerofoil relative
to the direction of its motion. The initial position of the rear stagnation
point does not coincide with the sharp trailing edge, in general, and as a
consequence there is flow around the trailing edge with a high peak in the
velocity at the edge; the flow near the trailing edge initially resembles that
for a flat plate represented in figure 6.7.1 (a). The extremely strong decelera
tion of the fluid flowing from the trailing edge towards the rear stagnation
point leads almost immediately to the development of back-flow in the
boundary layer there and to separation of the boundary layer (which at this
stage is still very thin) at the sharp trailing edge.

In the next phase of the motion, the vorticity discharged from the trailing
edge by the separated boundary layer affects the irrotational flow near the
trailing edge, and so modifies it as to reduce the rate of discharge of vorticity.
This process occurs near any sharp edge, and we can think about the flow
near the trailing edge in isolation for a moment. The shape and location of
the separated boundary layer shed from a salient edge almost immediately
after it begins to move is shown by the sequence of photographs in figure
5.10.5 (plate 8), and further information about the streamlines on both sides
of the shear layer is provided by the photograph in figure 6.7.2 (plate 13)·
Before any vorticity is convected from the salient edge, the irrotational flow
locally has a form described by (6.5.2), with n = t if the edge is a cusp (see
also figure 6.5.1), and at subsequent times the vorticity shed from the edge
modifies this irrotational flow over a region near the edge which increases
in size. Figure 6.'.3 shows an attempt to sketch the development of the
flow near the edge of a flat plate and the rolling up ofthe detached shear layer
into a spiral under the action of its own induced velocity. The shed vorticity
is carried away from the edge by the fluid, and 80 needs continual reinforce-
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ment by further vorticity shed from the edge in order to be able to induce a
velocity near the edge which exactly cancels the velocity round the edge due
to the background irrotational flow given by fI) = Azi. It seems likely that
the shapes of the detached shear layer and of the streamlines remain roughly
similar, while increasing in scale, with the constant A in the specification of
the original irrotational flow as the only given parameter to influence the
flow, until the region of vorticity is so large that it can no longer be regarded
as being embedded in an irrotational flow of the form fI) = Azi.

(II)

Figure 6.'.3. Sketch of the streamlines round a sharp edge of a Bat plate at different stages
after the motion begins. (a) Wholly irrotational flow specified by w(z) = Aal ; (b), (c) and
(d) the same irrotational flow modified by the presence of a spiral vortex sheet (broken
line) comprising vorticity shed from the boundary layers on the two surfaces of the plate
(the negative vorticity from the lower surface being dominant).

In the third phase the intense vorticity shed from the trailing edge in the
early stages of the motion is carried far downstream. The sense of the shed
vorticity is the same as the sense of the motion round the trailing edge in the
initial wholly irrotational flow (i.e. clockwise in figure 6.7.1 (a», and it is
evident that a circulation of opposite sense must be left round the aerofoil.
For consider the material circuit ABeD in figure 6.7.4 which is large enough
to enclose both the initial position of the aerofoil (which is approximately
the location of the vorticity shed initially) and its current position. The
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circulation round ABeD was initially zero, and is therefore zero at the
instant considered. Thus the circulation round ABFE is equal and opposite
to the integral of vorticity over the area EFCD, which includes
practically all the vorticity shed from the aerofoil up to the instant
considered. Photographs like those in figure 6.7.5 (plate 13) suggest that
the shedding is virtually complete after the aerofoil has moved forward
a distance equal to one to two times its streamwise length since the
speed became steady. Thus the fluid enclosed by ABFE is in irrotational
motion (except in the thin boundary layer and wake which, in steady
motion, contain zero net vorticity flux), and the steady circulation
round ABFE is also the circulation round the aerofoil.
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Figure 6.7.4. Definition sketch to show that the circulation round an aerofoil in
steady motion is equal and opposite to the flux of shed vorticity.

In this way a flow regime is established in which the circulation round an
aerofoil in steady motion is non-zero. The sense of the circulation generated
-anti-clockwise for the aerofoils in figures 6.7.1, 6.7.4 and 6.7.5 (plate 13)
is opposite to that of the flow round the sharp trailing edge in the initial
wholly irrotational motion and is therefore such as to displace the rear
stagnation point back towards the trailing edge. We cannot determine the
exact value of the circulation left round the aerofoil by analysis of the process
of shedding vorticity, but we can argue that any steady value of the circula
tion other than that which places the rear stagnation point right at the sharp
trailing edge would immediately set the above sequence of changes in train
and cause further adjustment of the circulation, always of such a kind as to
make the rear stagnation point move towards the trailing edge. The circula
tion prescribed by Joukowski's hypothesis is the only possible steady value
for an aerofoil in steady motion.

The circulation demanded by Joukowski's hypothesis clearly depends on
the steady velocity of the aerofoil, and, since the hypothesis requires cancel
lation of the two contributions to the velocity round the sharp edge from
circulation and from the motion of the aerofoil, the circulation is proportional
to the aerofoil speed. (Equation (6.7.1) shows this explicitly for the case of a
flat plate.) It follows that vorticity must be shed from the aerofoil whenever
its speed changes, and not only when it moves from rest. Figure 6.7.6
(plate 13) shows the striking effect of starting the aerofoil from rest and
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stopping it suddenly soon after. The vorticity shed as a result of a rapid
change of speed is usually concentrated, and it is convenient to speak of a
'starting vortex', and, as in this figure, a 'stopping vortex'. The starting
and stopping vortices here are of equal and opposite strength, and, if the
aerofoil remains at rest, they subsequently move, each under the influence of
the other, with approximately equal velocities in a direction normal to the
line joining them. Starting, stopping, 'accelerating', and 'decelerating',
vortices may also be demonstrated clearly by dipping a broad knife blade
normally into a dish of water and moving it in a direction nearly parallel to
the blade, the existence of a shed vortex being made visible by the surface
depression at its centre.

Ifc is a length representative of the dimensions of the aerofoil, the circula
tion required by Joukowski's hypothesis must be of the form

K OC c(U2+ V2)i, (6.7.3)

where the constant of proportionality can depend only on the shape of the
aerofoil and its orientation, represented by the angle €X between the direction
of its motion and some line fixed in the aerofoil. The determination of this
constant of proportionality and its dependence on €X (which is relevant to
control of the lift force on the aerofoil by change of attitude) is now wholly
a matter for irrotational flow theory.

Aerofoils obtained by transformation ofa circle

The determination of the irrotational flow due to the translational motion
of a slender sharp-tailed body obtained by transformation of a circle makes
a nice exercise of the general method outlined at the end of §6.5. Aerofoils
for which the corresponding flow properties (particularly the distribution
of pressure on the wing) can be obtained analytically in this way were
favoured in the early development ofaeronautics, although many other ways
of obtaining the required information are now available and there is no
longer any reason for choosing these particular aerofoils for use. The simple
procedure to be described here also has the practical disadvantage of being
indirect, that is, it provides specific aerofoil shapes with known flow pro
perties but does not enable one to calculate the properties of an aerofoil of
given shape.

The distinctive feature of an aerofoil is its sharp trailing edge, which we
shall take to be a cusp. The slope of the tangent to the aerofoil surface is
discontinuous at this sharp edge, and a closed curve with this property in
the z-plane can correspond to a circle in the ~-plane, where ~ = F(z), only
if there is a singular point of the transformation at the point z = Zl at which
the sharp edge lies. At this point the transformation must reduce the
external angle 217 between the two sides of the trailing edge in the z-plane
to an angle 17 at the corresponding point ~ = '1 of the ~-plane, which, as
explained in §6.5 in connection with the transformation of intersecting walls
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into a single straight line, requires the analytic relation between' and .I' to be
locally of the form y y ( ,.1. (6 )

b-b1 ex: Z-Z1).. ·7·4

(6·7·5)
d~ fez)
dz = (z-zJt'

(The power of .1'-.1'1 on the right-hand side would be 1(1 -y/21T)-1 in the
case of a sharp trailing edge in the form of a wedge of internal angle y.) It is
therefore possible to write

where fez) is finite and non-zero at z = .8'b and at all points on the aerofoil
surface unless there is a second sharp edge, and at all points of the z-plane
outside the aerofoil (since singularities cannot occur in the interior of the
fluid).

E·axia---....

• plano· '-plane

Fiaure 6.,.,. Definition sketch for an aerofoil obtained from a circle by
conformal transformation.

This first step in the transformation is shown diagrammatically in figure
6.7.7. The cusp of the aerofoil has been drawn with an arbitrary orientation
at this stage, and makes an angle 1T+2fJ, say, with the x-axis. Thus the
argument of z - ZI for points on the upper surface of the aerofoil close to the
trailing edge is 2fJ, and for points on the lower surface, reached by taking .8' on
a path lying outside the aerofoil, is 2fJ+21T. The argument of'- '1 at points
on the circle in the '-plane corresponding to points on the upper surface of
the aerofoil near the trailing edge is then seen from (6.7.5) to be argU(zJ}+fl·
We are at liberty to choose f(z1) to be pure imaginary, in which case the
argument of '1 -?:o, where ?:o is the centre of the circle, is 1T+ jJ, as drawn in
figure 6.7.7. The radius of the circle in the '-plane corresponding to the
aerofoil in the .8'-plane is designated as c. As explained in §6.5, the relation
between' and .8' must also be such that' - .8' as 1.8'1 ~ 00 80 that in both
planes the velocity at infinity is ( - U, - V).

Surprising though it may seem, enough has now been said about the
aerofoil to enable us to determine the dependence of the circulation required
by Joukowski's hypothesis, and thence that of the lift force on the aerofoil,
on the direction of the stream of fluid at infinity (which makes an angle 1T - ex
with the x-axis, as in §6.6). The complex potential of the flow relative to the
circular cylinder in the '-plane with an arbitrary circulation is given by
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(6.5.18), and the fluid velocity in complex form at a point in the z-plane is

. dw dw d'
U-t'V = - =--

dz d'dz'

At the trailing edge of the aerofoil (z = ZI)' 'd~/dzl is infinite, and so also is
Idw/dzl unless the circulation has such avalue that Idw/d" has a sufficiently
small zero at' = '1' ]oukowski's hypothesis thus requires I< to be chosen so
that there is a stagnation point at ,= 'Ion the surface of the circular
cylinder, in the flow in the '-plane, and the equation determining I< is

(~),-(, = -(U-;V)+(U+;V)(',~Q'- 211('~-r.,) =0.

Then, since '1-~ = cei("+/f), U+iV = (U2+ V2)i e-l4¥, (6.7.6)

and with the abbreviation (U2 + VS)i = W, we have

I< = 41TWcsin(a+,8). (6.7.7)

We may confirm that the velocity at the trailing edge in the z-plane is in
fact finite when I< has this value by noting from (6.5.18) that, near' = '1'

~~ ~ (,-'1) (~~) '-'1= 2:'cos (a +fJ) e-lHP
(, - '1)'

d' f(ZI) 2{f(zl)}1
Also, near z = %1' -d "'" ( )~' "'" J" J" ,Z %-ZI"- b-bl

showing that ~(~~~D=4:'cos(a+,8)e-2'lP{f(Zl)}2, (6'7.8)

which is finite, and non-zero. The reader may care to check that the finite
velocity at the trailing edge of a flat plate given by (6.7.2) and obtained
from the transformation (6.6.7) is consistent with the general expression
(6.7.8).

The side-force or lift on unit length (normal to the plane of motion) of the
embryonic aerofoil of figure 6.7.7 is thus

L =pWIC

= 41TpWScsin(a+ ,8). (6·7·9)

The variation as pW2 was to be expected on dimensional grounds, since p is
the only available parameter containing mass in its dimensions and W is the
only one containing time (I< contains time, but is itself determined by W
through the use of Joukowski's hypothesis). A length is also needed on the
right-hand side of (6.7.9) to make up the dimensions of L, and c is the only
remaining dimensional quantity from which to provide it. We do not yet
know the relation between c and the size of the aerofoil, or between ,8 and its
shape, but '(6.7.9) provides useful information about the dependence of L
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on (x. For values of (X such that sin ((X +fl) can be approximated by (X +fl (and
in practice aerofoils do normally operate within a few degrees from the no
lift attitude), we have

The angle (X between the direction of motion of the aerofoil and a line
fixed in the aerofoil is termed the angle of incidence. The particular value of
(X at which L = 0, viz. (X = - fl, is a consequence of our choice of /(%1) as
pure imaginary and has no significance until the aerofoil shape is complete.
We have shown quite generally that the lift on a cusped aerofoil is approxi
mately proportional to the angle of rotation of the aerofoil from the no-lift
attitude, a result which is of great importance since it makes possible a
uniform control of the lift force by adjustment of the attitude of the aerofoil.

Measurement of the lift on a portion of a cylindrical aerofoil between two
parallel walls of a wind tunnel shows that (6.7.10) holds for all normal aero
foil shapes for sufficiently small values of (X +fl. When (X +fJ exceeds a value
which depends on the aerofoil shape and lies between 10° and 20° for many
shapes in common use, the lift ceases to rise with further increase of (X +P,
and may fall rapidly, the aerofoil then being 'stalled'. The explanation of
this breakdown of the relations (6.7.9) and (6.7.10) lies in the behaviour of
the boundary layer on the upper, or 'suction', side of the aerofoil. When a
slender body is inclined at any but a quite small angle to an oncoming stream,
there is a pronounced maximum of the velocity on the upper surface of the
raised nose (which can be reduced by making the aerofoil nose fat and
smoothly rounded, but only to a limited extent if the aerofoil is to remain
slender) and the subsequent deceleration of the fluid outside the boundary
layer causes it to separate. A photograph of the streamlines of flow past a
stalled aerofoil was shown in figure 5. I I. I (b) (plate 7), in the discussion ofthe
effect of the boundary layer on flow due to moving bodies generally.

Joukowski aerofoils
For more specific information about the shape of an aerofoil obtained

from a circle by conformal transformation and about the distribution of
pressure on it, we must consider particular transformations. As an example,
we shall consider briefly the Joukowski transformation already employed to
determine the flow due to moving elliptic cylinders, in view of its relative
simplicity and historical interest. Fuller accounts of the aerofoils obtained
by this and other transformations are available elsewhere.t

The Joukowski transformation is defined by the relation

,\2
% = b+I' (6·7· n )

t See in particular Aero/oil and Airscrew Theory, by H. Glauert (Cambridge University
Press, 19Z6), and, for more recent developments in aerofoil theory, Incompressible
Aerodynamics, edited by B. Thwaites (Oxford University Press, 1960).
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where A is a real constant having the dimensions of length, and there are
singular points of the transformation at

~ = A (Z=2A) and ~ = -A (z= -2A).

Since (6.7.11) can be written as

Z =+= 2A = (~=+= A)2/~, (6,7.12)

the transformation is of the general form (6.7.4) near both singular points,
and either singular point may be used for the generation of a cusped figure
in the z-plane from a curve with finite curvature in the ~-plane. Both could
be used, giving a body with two cusped edges, like the flat plate, but a
practical aerofoil should have only one sharp edge. We choose the singularity
at ~ = - A, in order to give an aerofoil with its forward edge towards the
positive x-axis, and so, in the notation used earlier in this section, ~l = - A,
Zl = -2A. Then d~ ~s 1 !z

dz = '2_ A2= 2+ (z2- 4A2)1'

and since the functionf(z) defined by (6.7.5) is (z+ 2A)1 times this quantity

f(Zl) = liAt,
which is pure imaginary as assumed in the general discussion.

The circle of radius c in the ~-plane must pass through the point

~= ~l =-A
corresponding to the trailing edge of the aerofoil, and must enclose the
other singular point ~ = A(or, as a limit, may pass through it, in which case
there are two cusped edges to the aerofoil). Suppose first that the centre of
the circle lies on the g-axis, at S= C - A, where c ~ A, whence it follows from
the symmetry of the transformation about the x-axis that the corresponding
aerofoil is symmetrical about the x-axis and that p = o. Ifc = A, the corre
sponding figure in the z-plane is a flat plate of length 4A, whereas if c > A
we obtain an aerofoil which touches the flat plate at their common cusped
trailing edge (see figure 6'7.8) and surrounds it elsewhere. Also, if

(C-A)/A < I,

the aerofoil cannot differ appreciably from the flat plate and the aerofoil
then has the required property of slenderness. It is now a simple matter to
use (6.7.11) to calculate numerically the co-ordinates of points on the aero
foil corresponding to given points on the circle, for a given value of (c - A)/A;
a typical symmetrical Joukowski aerofoil obtained in this way is shown in
figure 6.7.8. The length of the aerofoil in the stream direction, known as
the 'chord', is AS

2A+(Z),_SC_A = A+2C+ A'2C-
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when (c-i\)/i\ ~ I. The general expression for the maximum thickness of
the aerofoil is not as simple, but when (c-i\)/i\ ~ I it follows readily that
the maximum thickness occurs at approximately one-quarter of the chord
fromtheleadingedgeandisapproximatelY3.J3(C-i\). When(c-A)/A = 0·1,
the maximum thickness divided by the chord is about 0·13, and since this
value is not often exceeded in practice it is evident that the chord is normally
given quite accurately by 4A. Thus the lift force on a slender symmetrical
aerofoil, which is most conveniently expressed by a lift coefficient CL

analogous to the drag coefficient CD defined in §S.I1, is given (see (6.7.9» by

L 211C •

CL = tpJV2xchord ~ T sma

. ( thickness)
~ 211sma 1+0·77 chord • (6.7. 13)

y

z-plane '-plane

Figure 6.7.8. Transformation of a circle to a flat plate (broken line) and to
a symmetrical Joukowski aerofoil (full line).

It is sometimes desirable to use an aerofoil on which the onset of stall is
delayed to larger values of the angle of incidence, and for which the maxi
mum obtainable lift coefficient is larger, than for a symmetrical aerofoil of
the above type. Blunting the nose is only a partial aid, and it proves to be
more effective to give the aerofoil camber, that is, to give the centre-line a
convex-upwards curvature, so that the leading edge is pointing roughly into
the stream when the bulk of the aerofoil is inclined to it. The Joukowski
transformation can be used to generate aerofoils with camber, by choosing
the centre of the circle in the '-plane to lie off the E-axis. A limiting case of an
aerofoil with two cusped edges and zero thickness everywhere, like the flat
plate, is obtained by choosing the centre of the circle to lie on the '1j-axis,
at E= 0,1J = Atan p, where the angle phas the same meaning as earlier. The
radius of the circle is then (see figure 6.7.9) c = i\secp. Now it follows
from (6.7.12) that

arg (z - 2i\) - arg (z + 2i\) = 2{arg (, - A) - arg (,+ A)},

and since the right-hand side is constant and equal to 2(111 - Ii) for points
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on the arc of the circle above the €-axis, and constant and equal to
2( - 111 - P) for points on the arc of the circle below the €-axis, the curves
in the z-plane corresponding to these two arcs must be two coincident arcs
of a circle whose radius is 2A cosec 2P.

The lift force on this circular arc aerofoil when the circulation is adjusted
to remove the infinite velocity at the trailing edge is given by (6.7.9). The
chord of the aerofoil is 4A exactly, so that we have

C
sin(a+p)

L = 211 p'cos

It is possible now to obtain a cambered aerofoil with thickness by com
bining the operations described above, that is, by choosing a circle in the
'-plane which passes through the point' = - Aand whose centre lies in the

If

...-plane '-plane

Figure 6.7.9. Transformation of a circle to a circular arc (broken line) and
to a cambered ]oukowski aerofoil (full line).

first quadrant. The transformation and one of the resulting aerofoils are
shown in figure 6.7.9. This more general aerofoil shape may be regarded as
being obtained approximately by bending the straight centre-line of a
symmetrical Joukowski aerofoil into a circular arc. The shape of the aerofoil
is determined by the two small parameters (C-A)/A, which controls the
thickness-chord ratio, and p, which controls the camber. For these Joukow
ski aerofoils the lift coefficient is again 211(a + P) to a first approximation.

Figure 6.7.10 shows how observed values of the lift compare with the
exact result from irrotational flow theory, for one cambered Joukowski
aerofoil with p= 8°. The downward displacement of the experimental
values is due in part to the boundary layer being thicker on the upper or
suction side of the aerofoil, especially on the rear half; so far as the outer
irrotational flow is concerned, the effect is to replace the aerofoil by one of
slightly different shape and slightly smaller angle of incidence. The observed
value ofdCL/da. is usually about 6 per radian, and so is close to the approxi
mate theoretical value for slender aerofoils (211 per radian). The observed
small values of the drag coefficient CD on the same aerofoil are also shown
in figure 6.7.10. The sharp change of shape of the lift curve and the rise in
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drag, at angles of incidence near 9°, mark the onset of boundary-layer
separation from the upper surface of the aerofoil. At higher values of a the
aerofoil is stalled.

For the moment about the origin of the normal forces on a Joukowski
aerofoil, we have the formula (6.6.28), in which K is given by (6.7.7), B1 is
a complex number which here is;\2 (for see (6.5.19) and (6'7.11», and

So = ccos,B-;\, ?Jo =csin,B, U = Wcosa, V = - Wsina.
Thus

M o = 21TpW2{;\2 sin 2a + c2sin 2(a +,8) - 2;\C cos asin (a + ,8)}, (6.7.15)

1,6 ,..---....,.--...,..--..,.".---r----.,

Aerofoil

o-5 5 Jo

(% (deg.)

Figure 6.7,10. Observed values of the lift and drag on a cambered Joukowski aerofoil as
a function of angle of incidence. (From Betz 1915.)
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or, with the approximation that a, ,B and (c - ;\)JI\. are all small compared
with unity (in which case the circulation makes a negligible contribution),

M o~ 41TPW21\.2a. (6.7. 16)
For practical purposes a more convenient quantity is the moment about the
leading edge of the aerofoil, which is given approximately by

M I .e. = M o- 2AL.
It is customary to express the moment on an aerofoil in terms ofa dimension
less coefficient: M

(C) - I.e.
M I.e. - tPW2 X (chord)2

~ (CM)O-!CL

~ t1Ta-1T(a+,B), = -l1T(a +2,B). (6.7. 17)

This formula has been found to agree with observed values of the moment.
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The lift on the aerofoil may evidently be regarded as acting at a position,
known as the centre of pressure, which is a fraction of the chord back from
the leading edge equal to

(6.,.18)

(6.8. I)

The main structural support for the aerofoil should be placed near the centre
of pressure, and it is desirable that the position of the centre of pressure
should not vary much over the ordinary working range of values of IX. For
symmetrical Joukowski aerofoils, for which P= 0, the centre of pressure
remains fixed at the quarter-chord point.

6.8. Axisymmetric irrotationall1ow due to moving bodies
Complex variable theory provides powerful general methods for the

determination of the irrotational flow due to a moving body in a two
dimensional field. There is no counterpart to complex variable theory in the
corresponding problem in three dimensions, and it is necessary to rely on
a rather limited number of special methods. The analytical difficulties are
less severe in the particular case of irrotational flow due to an axisymmetric
rigid body moving in the direction of its axis, without rotation, since the
whole flow field is then axisymmetric, and only this case will be considered
here.

Generalities
It was remarked in §2.9 that two fundamental solutions of Laplace's

equation in a three-dimensional field are rn8n and r n- 18n, where r = Ixl
and 8n is the spherical surface harmonic of order n (a positive integer)

given by on(l/r)
S = rn+l_...>-:~

n ox, ox/....
When the flow field is axisymmetric, only those surface harmonics that are
axisymmetric can occur in an expression for the velocity potential, that is,
only those for which the suffixes i,j, ... all have the value corresponding to
the direction of the axis of symmetry. Thus, if the x-axis is coincident with
the axis of symmetry of the flow, the relevant surface harmonic of order n is

S _ n+l an(l/r)
n - r oxn •

This expression is a function only of p = cos 8 = xfr, and is proportional
to the Legendre polynomial Pn(J-t) (or Legendre function which satisfies
Legendre's differential equation of integral order n) as commonly defined.t
The following alternative expression for Pn(J-t) in terms of derivatives with

t See Methods oj Mathe11UJUcal Physics, chap. 34, by H. Jeffreys & B. S. Jeffreys.
JUT
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(6.8.2)
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respect to p (known as Rodrigues' formula) is also available:

( - I)n on (I) 1 dn
p. (p) == rn+1 _ - == - - (pS_ I)n.
n nl oxn r 2nnl dpn

As particular cases of (6.8.2) we have

Po(p) == I, P1(p) == p, Ps(p) == !(3PS- I). (6.8.3)
It is often convenient to use the Stokes stream function 1/1 as the dependent

variable in cases of axisymmetric flow. As shown in §2.2, the velocity com
ponents in the directions of increase of the spherical polar co-ordinates rand
oare given by

01J 1 01/1 1 01J 1 01/1
Ur == Or == r2 sinO &0' Us ==;: &0 == - rsinO Or·

(6.8·5)

(6.8.8)

are

Thus the expressions for 1/1 corresponding to the spherical solid harmonics

1J = rnpn(p), "..-'A-IPn(p),

1/1 == _I_rn+1(1 _ pS) dPn(p) _ ~,-n(1 _ p2) dPn(p).
n+ 1 dp' n dp

Another fundamental form of solution which occasionally is useful may
be obtained by writing Laplace's equation for the velocity potential in terms
of cylindrical co-ordinates consisting of x, (J' ( = (rS- XS)!) and an azimuthal
angle, and putting

fJur &(rulJ)
----=0
&0 Or '

and the differential equation for 1/1 then follows by substitution from (6.8·4):

&Sy, (I - P2) fJSy,
~+ II ~ II == o.C/r r up

if> == e"TbF(u).

The function F is seen to satisfy Bessel's equation of order zero, ofwhich the
solution that is finite at u == 0 is Jo(ku) in the usual notation. It is readily
seen, by comparing the two alternative expressions for the velocity com
ponents as derivatives of 1J or 1/1, that expressions for the stream function
corresponding to the two solutions

if> = e"TbJo(ku) (6.8.6)

are 1/1 = ± ue"TbJ~(ku), = +ue"TbJ1(ku). (6.8.7)

For the relation between the solutions (6.8.6) and spherical solid harmonics,
and for the use made of them in constructing irrotational flow fields of some
physical interest, the reader is referred to more comprehensive texts.t

All the above expressions for 1/1 are of course solutions of the differential
equation for 1/1 obtained from the condition that the flow be irrotational.
Irrotationality requires

t Such as Hydrodynamics, by H. Lamb.
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Alternatively, in terms of the cylindrical co-ordinates x, u we find

02Vr 02Vr 1 0Vr
ox2 + ou2 - (J' ou = o. (6.8'9)

(6.8.II)

The closeness in form of these equations to those satisfied by ep, viz.t

02ep +~ oep+~ ~ {(I _p,2) oep} = 0 (6.8.10)
ar2 r ar r2op, op,

o2ep o2ep 1 oep
ox2 + ou2+ uou = 0,or

is striking, although it should be remembered that ep and Vr have quite
different meanings, and also have different dimensions in an axisymmetric
flow field.

The boundary conditions to be satisfied by ep when the fluid is at rest at
infinity are, as established in earlier sections,

t/J ~ C(const.) as r ~ 00,

and n. Vt/> = n.U

at the surface of the body, where U is the instantaneous velocity of the body,
parallel to its axis of symmetry. When the body occupies a singly-connected
region of space, these boundary conditions cannot be satisfied by more than
one irrotational velocity distribution in the fluid.

We also need to specify the boundary conditions to be satisfied by Vr,
for use when (6.8.8) or (6.8'9) is taken as the governing equation. The outer

. boundary condition, when the fluid is at rest at infinity, is seen from (6.8.4)
to be, in effect, 1

-IV~1 ~o as r~ 00.
r

At the surface of the body, the normal component of u, expressed as a
derivative of Vr, must be equal to n.U. This latter condition can be put in
convenient analytical form by noticing that, relative to axes moving with a
constant velocity equal to the value ofU at the moment under consideration,
the body is stationary (perhaps only instantaneously) and the intersection of
the surf~ce of the body and an axial plane is a streamline, on which Vr is
equal to a constant which we may take as zero. The velocity fields relative
to the two sets of axes differ only by a uniform velocity U parallel to
the axis and the corresponding two stream functions differ by a term
IUr2 sin28 or lUu2• Hence the inner boundary condition to be satisfied by
lfr, for axes fixed in the fluid at infinity, is

lfr = IUrsin2 {j or IUu2 (6.8.12)
at the surface of the body.

t See appendix :I for the expressions for VI,p in terms of spherical polar or cylindrical
co-ordinates.
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A method of constructing flow fields is suggested by the form of (6.8.12).
For if we replace ljF in (6.8.12) by any function of rand (j (or x and 0")
satisfying the differential equation (6.8.8) (or (6.8.9» and also the outer
boundary condition, we obtain a relation between rand (j defining the
meridian curves of a family of rigid surfaces, each of which would generate
a flow with the adopted stream function when it is moved with speed U
parallel to its axis. However, not all solutions of (6.8.8) used in this way yield
surfaces which are closed and which can therefore be regarded as rigid
bodies.

A moving sphere

In this simple case of a sphere of radius a moving with velocity U in the
direction (j = 0, the inner boundary condition is

ocjJor = U. n = U cos (j at r = a.

It is evident that this condition can be satisfied for all (j if cjJ is proportional
to the axisymmetric surface harmonic, or Legendre polynomial, of order
one (see (6.8.2) and (6.8.3» and that a solution satisfying the inner and outer
boundary conditions is

in agreement with the solution found in §2.9 by other means. This solution
applies at the instant at which the centre of the sphere is at the origin, and
at any other instant, when it is at the point xo,

cjJ = -!a3 ~.(X-ro) (6.8.14)
x-xo

The expression for ljF corresponding to (6.8.13) is

1fr = !Ua3 1 -Jt
2

dP1(p) = !Ua3sin2(j (6.8.15)
r dp r '

which is of the same form as that for a source doublet located at the origin
and directed parallel to 0 = 0 (see (2.5.5)). The stream function for flow
relative to axes moving with the sphere is obtained by adding -!Ur2 sin2 U
to the right-hand side of (6.8. 15), giving

ljF = -iUr·2 sin2 e(I -~), (6.8.16)

and the corresponding streamlines are shown in figure 6.8.1. The fore-and
aft symmetry of the pattern ofstreamlines is not reproduced in practice when
a rigid sphere moves steadily (compare figure 5. I I.7, plate I I), bu t, as
previously explained, it is a realistic feature either of the flow immediately
after a sphere moves from rest or of the flow due to a sphere in rapid oscil
latory motion about a stationary mean po~ition.



T = -tPUif(¢J)r_anidA

= !1Tpa3U2. (6.8.17)

The tensor coefficient cxij defined by (6.4.15) and (6.4.16) thus has the value

cxij = l~ij' (6.8.18)

It follows from the formula (6.4.28) that the acceleration reaction on a sphere
is parallel (and in the opposite sense) to 0, irrespective of the direction ofU,
and that the effect of the presence of the fluid on movement of the sphere
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The kinetic energy of the fluid motion due to the moving sphere is found
from (6.8.13) to be

5°

30

20

o

Figure 6.8. I. Streamlines in an axial plane of the irrotational flow due to a stationary
sphere in a stream with uniform velocity at infinity.

under the action of given applied forces is the same, apart from buoyancy
effects, as if the mass of the sphere were increased by one-half the mass of
the displaced fluid.

Spheres in fluids appear in many different practical contexts, as solid or
liquid spheres in a gaseous medium or as solid or gaseous spheres in a
liquid medium, and the above formulae have wide application despite the
limitations imposed by the assumption of irrotational flow. We shall indicate
briefly the nature of some applications involving spheres moving freely.

Consider first the equation of motion of a sphere of mass M moving with
velocity U through infinite fluid (which is set in irrotational motion), under
the action of an applied force X say, and with allowance for the effect of
gravity acting directly on the sphere and indirectly exerting a buoyancy
force on the sphere by its action on the fluid:

Ml) = X-iMo(J +Mg-Mog, (6.8.19)

where M o = t1Ta3p is the mass of fluid displaced by the sphere. The case of
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a sphere moving under gravity alone is of particular interest, and here we
have

O M-Mo
=M +lM

o
g. (6.8.20)

This formula will be accurate for a limited time after a rigid sphere accelerates·
from rest through fluid at rest at infinity. When M ~ Mo the fluid has little
effect on the initial acceleration of the sphere; but when M ~ Mo •

'0 ~ -2g. (6.8.21)

Thus a spherical gas bubble moves from rest in water with an upward
acceleration of 2g, and, since in this case boundary-layer separation seems
not to occur (in a liquid free from impurities), continues to have this accelera
tion until either the bubble is deformed or the velocity becomes comparable
with the terminal velocity considered in §5.14.

Problems in which a sphere is set into motion relative to the fluid by the
passage of a sound wave through the fluid are also of interest. Suppose that
the sphere radius is small compared with the wavelength of the sound wave,
and that the fluid everywhere in the neighbourhood ofthe sphere would have
had the velocity V in the absence of the sphere. The acceleration of this
fluid, again in the absence of the sphere, is approximately V, the contribution
V :VV being negligible for a sound wave. We now choose axes moving with
velocity V and acceleration V, recognizing that an effective force per unit
mass - Vwill appear in the equation of motion for the fluid and wi1llead to
a 'buoyancy' force on the body of amount MoV, as explained in §6.4.
Provided the fluid moves irrotationally, the equation of motion for the
sphere, with no force applied directly to the sphere and with neglect of

gravity, is then MO = _ tMo(O - V) +MoV, (6.8.22)

where U is the sphere velocity relative to unaccelerated axes; this is ofcourse
simply a particular case of the general formula (6.4.30). Integration gives

U iMo V (68 )
= M+iMo ' ..23

the constant of integration being put equal to zero on the understanding that
there is no drift of the sphere through the fluid. The relation (6.8.23) is
applicable to the oscillations of a small sphere suspended in a fluid through
which a sound wave is passing, provided the frequency is large enough to
make the thickness of the vorticity boundary layer small (see §5.13). If the
density of the sphere is greater than that of the fluid, the amplitude of the
oscillations of the sphere is smaller than that of the fluid surrounding it; if
the sphere is lighter, it oscillates with greater amplitude than the fluid.

A technique for rendering visible the displacement of different elements
of a large tank of water with a free surface into which a projectile of some
kind is fired is to distribute small air bubbles throughout the water and to
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expose a photographic plate for the duration of the initial impulsive move
ment of the water. The air bubbles appear as streaks on the photograph, the
direction of a streak being the direction of displacement of the water locally,
and (6.8.23) shows that the length of a streak is approximately three times
the displacement of the water.

A further application of the above ideas may be made to the tendency for
gas bubbles in a liquid to approach one another and coalesce when the gas
bubbles undergo oscillations in volume in the same phase. Each oscillating
bubble produces an accelerating radial motion in the surrounding liquid,
and two neighbouring bubbles are thus able to influence each other's motion.
We need here a more general form of (6.8.22) in which allowance is made for
variation of the displaced mass M o, viz.

M dU == _! d{Mo(U - V)} M. dV
dt 2 dt + 0 dt .

For a gas bubble in liquid, M ~ Mo, so that

(J ~ 3"-(U-V)Mo/Mo.
Thus if V is periodic with zero mean and Mo is periodic with a relatively
small fluctuating part, the fluctuating part of U is approximately equal to
3V and the average value of the bubble acceleration (J over one cycle is,

-2Av(VMo)/Av(Mo),
which may be non-zero. More specifically, if two spherical bubbles distance
T apart displace masses of liquid of density p equal to

p('lh +vi sin nt) and p(V 2+v~ sin nt),

where vi<VI and v~ < V 2, the first bubble produces, at the position of the
second, an approximately uniform velocity of magnitude nvi cosnt/411T2,
and so the average acceleration of the second bubble along the line joining

the bubbles is -n2vi v~/411r2v2' (6.8.25)

the negative sign indicating an acceleration towards the first bubble. This
attraction between the two bubbles (or between one bubble and a plane
boundary) leads ultimately to a steady drift velocity of each bubble, since
viscous forces resist the migration. The attractive force is normally small,
but ultrasonic vibrations of a liquid can be used to clear it of gas bubbles.

Ellipsoids ofTe'lJolution
The axisymmetric body that seems to he next in order of simpIici~ of

shape to the sphere is the ellipsoid of revolution. A first step which proves
to be useful here is to transform the independent variables (x, u) in the
governing equation (6.8.9) or (6.8. II) to 'elliptic co-ordinates' (;,1]), such
that ; is constant on the elliptic boundary in a plane through the axis of
symmetry, and on any ellipse confocal with it, and 1] varies monotonically
from 0 to 211 round each of these ellipses. The relation between the (x, u,
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and (g,1J) 'planes' is conformal (see §§6.S, 6.6), and since, somewhat un
expectedly, the general properties of conformal transformations playa part
in the analysis, we shall suppose for the moment that the relation between
(x, u) and (E,1J) is simply of the form

x+iu = f(g+i'fJ). (6.8.26)

(6.8.27)

(OX) 2 (00')2 (Ox) 2 (OU)2
h~ = 86 + og , h~ = o1J + 01J ;

To obtain the governing equation in terms of (g,1J), we may use the
following alternative expressions for the velocity components in an axial
plane, which are consequences of the properties of rp and 1fr:

1 orp 1 01fr 1 orp 1 01fr
U =--=-- U =--=---
; h, og uh1J 0'fJ ' 1J h1J 01J O'h, og·

Here h; 8g and h1J 8'fJ are the lengths of line elements corresponding to small
changes in gand 'fJ alone respectively, and can be found from the standard
formulae

(6.8.28)that is

moreover, since x + iu is an analytic function of g+ i1J, it follows from the
Cauchy-Riemann relations between (x, u) and (g,,,,) that hf, = h1J' If now
g,1J and the azimuthal angle (for which the corresponding scale parameter h
is equal to 0') are regarded as new orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates, the
expression of V.u and V x u in terms of these co-ordinates (see appendix 2)
in conjunction with (6.8.27) will give the governing equations for rp and 1fr
reipectively. 1fr is a more convenient dependent variable than rp because it
satisfies a simpler condition at the inner boundary. On equating to zero the
azimuthal component of vorticity, we obtain

o(h1J u1J) o(hf, uf,)
ag 0'fJ = 0,

o(I 01fr) 0 (I 01fr)
o~ U og + 01/ U0'fJ = 0,

in which 0' is given in terms of gand 1/ by (6.8.26).
For aprolate ellipsoid obtained by rotating an ellipse with major and minor

semi-diametersa andb about its major axis, the appropriate transformation is

x+£O' = (a2 -b2)f cosh (g + i1/),

the constant value of 6 on the ellipsoid (60) being given (see (6.6.13» by

ef.o = (a+b)f.a-b
The condition (6.8.12) to be satisfied by 'Ijf at the inner boundary is that

1/f = i U(a2 - b2) sinh2 ~ sin2 1/
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when 6 = 60' This suggests we should seek a solution of (6.8.28) of the form

1Jr = F(;} sin2 1/. (6.8·29)

Substitution in (6.8.28) yields a second-order ordinary differential equation
for F(;), and after integration and choice of the two constants to suit the
inner and outer boundary conditions it may be shown that

_ ! Ub2( 0 2 - b2
) sinl) '" . I)

1Jr - {a _ (a2 _ b2)!} (cosh E+ smh ; log tanh I;)
a(a2 -b2)t+b2 10g b (6.8·30 )

is the required solution.
To obtain the flow due to an oblate ellipsoid moving parallel to its axis of

revolution, we need to begin with a transformation to elliptic co-ordinates

defined by x +iO' = (a2 - b2)l sinh (;+i1/).

; is now constant and equal to ;0 on the surface of an ellipsoid obtained by
rotating an ellipse with major and minor semi-diameters a and b about its
minor axis. (6.8.29) is again the form of solution appropriate (so far as the
dependence on 1/ is concerned) to the inner boundary condition, and on
proceeding as before we obtain

_ iUa2(a2-b2)sin2 ", • _ 2 -1·
1Jr - b( I) bell 2 -lb/ (smh; cosh; cot smh;) (6.8·3 1)a - -a cos a

as the required solution.
The corresponding velocity potentials may now be found without difficulty

from either of the relations

8¢J I 81Jr 8¢J 1 81Jr
8; = 0' 8",' 81/ == - Ua;'

but will not be written out here; clearly rf> is proportional to cos",.
When (a -b)/a ~ 0 (or, equivalently, ;0~ (0), both ellipsoids become

spheres of radius a, and it may be shown that both (6.8.30) and (6.8.31)
reduce to the stream function (6.8.15) already found for a sphere. Another
limiting case of (6.8.31) is obtained by putting b = 0 (or;o = 0), giving the
irrotational flow due to a circular disk of radius a moving normal to its
plane. The stream function here is

1/F == - a
2

U (sinhE-cosh2 ; cot-1 sinh 6) sin2 1/, (6.8.32)
1T

and the streamlines are shown in figure 6.8.2. The velocity potential found
in the above manner reduces to

2aU
rf> = -- cos",

1T

on the surface of the disk, so that the kinetic energy of the fluid is
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T = -!pU"f(r/»t:-onidA

= -1TPUJa {(r/»t:-o - (r/»,-o }udu
o 0<1j<!1r }71'< 1/< 71'

= 4PtrU2f:" cos2 1J sin 1J d1J = tpa3U2.

The virtual inertia for acceleration of the disk in the direction of its motion
is thus ~pa3. The velocity ofthe fluid is infinite at the edge of the disk, and the
consequent strong deceleration of the fluid after passing round the edge
makes this irrotational flow an unlikely candidate for application to real flow
systems; however irrotational flow solutions have a habit of turning up in
different guises, and we shall see in §6.10 that this particular solution applies
to the motion produced by impact of a hammer with a flat circular head on
a water surface.

Figure 6.8.2. Streamlines in an axial plane. with equal increments in t. for the irrotational
flow due to a circular disk moving normal to its plane.

Body shapes obtainedfrom source singularities on the axis ofsymmetry
The properties of the point-source singularities considered in §2.5 can be

used in an interesting way to construct particular irrotational axisymmetric
flow fields of the kind that would be generated by a moving body, although
the shape of the body cannot be freely chosen (except when the body is
slender-see §6.9). The basis of the method is that, if a number of point
sources and sinks (or perhaps a·continuous distribution of source strength)
are located on the axis of symmetry in a fluid at rest at infinity, and the net
source strength is zero, all the streamlines emanating from sources terminate
at the sinks. In certain circumstances (not readily specified in general terms),
this will continue to be the case when a uniform flow parallel to the axis is
superimposed on the motion generated by the sources and sinks. There will
then be one closed streamline which surrounds the group of sources and
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sinks and which separates the streamlines originating at a source from those
coming from infinity where the speed is uniform; this streamline can be re
garded as the surface of a rigid body held stationary in a uniform stream,
and the velocity distribution outside the body can be calculated as the
resultant of the induced velocity fields of the various sources and sinks and
the uniform stream.

Ifjust one source of strength m and one sink of strength - m are placed on
the axis, it is evident that, provided the source lies upstream of the sink, none
of the streamlines coming from infinity flows into the sink and the dividing

Axis of
symmetry

Figure 6.8.3. Streamlines in an axial plane for a combination of a point source,
a point sink of equal strength, and a uniform stream.

streamline is closed. The stream function describing the flow due to a
source of strength m at the origin is - (m/411) cos (J. Hence, for a source of
strength m at T = d, (J = 0, a sink of strength -m at T = d, (J = 11, and a
uniform stream of speed U in the direction (J = 11 (so as to give a flow
generated by a body moving in the direction (J = 0 when axes fixed in the
fluid at infinity are used), we have

Vr = -~COS81+~Cos8z-tUrZsin28. (6.8·33)
411 411

The notation is made clear by figure 6.8.3, which also shows the streamlines
in one particular case. The streamline which is closed and which may be
regarded as the surface of a body has another branch on the axis ofsymmetry
upstream and downstream of the body, where 1fr = 0, so that the meridian
Curve of the body is given by

211Udz ,z .
cos(JZ-COS{}l = m dZsmz(J. (6.8·34)

An infinite family ofpossible body shapes, known as Rankine ovoids (Rankine
187I), is thus obtained, corresponding to different values ofthe dimensionless
parameter Ud2jm. The body shape changes smoothly from a long narrow
cigar-shape to a slightly extended sphere as Ud2/m is decreased from large
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to small values compared with unity. When Ud2/m ~ I, the body surface is
approximately a sphere of radius (md/17U)i, which is large compared with d;
the effect of the source and sink together at points outside the body surface
is here approximately the same as for a source doublet (see §2.5) of strength
2md at the origin directed along the axis of symmetry, as was of course
already implicit in a comparison of (2.5.3) and (2.9.26).

One or two general results can be established in cases in which the
presence of the body may be represented by a continuous distribution of
source strength along a portion of the axis of symmetry. Suppose that the
source strength over the range x to x +8x of the axis of symmetry is m(x) 8x,
wherem(x) = 0 outside a certain finite range ofvalues of x. Then the velocity
potential of the flow is

I fCO m(x') dx'
¢J(x) = - 417 -CO (r2+x'2- 2-<-r-x-C-'c-o-s-O---')t'

which may be written, with the aid of a standard property of Legendre
polynomials, as co

¢J(ll.) = ~ Knr-n-1Pn(/l), (6.8.36)
n-O

where the coefficients K n are given by

I fcoK n = -- xn m(x) dx.
417 -co

The relation (6.8.2) shows that this series is simply the special axisymmetric
version of the general expansion (6.4. I) in terms of solid harmonics. The
coefficientKn is equal, as (6.8.36) has been written, to ( - I)nn I times the nth
order tensor coefficient Cij'" in (6.4.1) with i,j, ... all put equal to the value,
I say, corresponding to the direction of the axis of symmetry. The first non
zero coefficient is K lI since there is zero flux of mass across the body surface,
and

C1 = -K1 = -':-fco xm(x)dx. (6.8'37)
417 -co

The expressions obtained in §6.4 for the kinetic energy of the fluid and
the virtual mass due to an axisymmetric body in translational motion in
terms of C1 may now be utilized.

Semi-infinite bodies

When the source and sink in figure 6.8.3 are placed far apart (or, more
precisely, when Ud2/m ~ I), the streamlines are approximately parallel to
the axis of symmetry everywhere, except near either the source or the sink,
and the corresponding body surface given by the relation (6.8.34) approxi
mates to a cylinder with rounded ends. We can then determine the details
of the flow near the forward half of the body (which is in any event the only
part of steady flow past a body with fore-and-aft symmetry which is irrota-
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tional in practice) by imagining the sink to be located at infinity downstream
and the body length to be semi-infinite. It is now more useful to put the
origin at the position of the source, in which case

ifr = - m cosB-iUr2 sin2 0
471

and the relation specifying the body surface becomes

mU(I -cosO) = rlisinliO.
271

Variation of m or U now simply changes the length scale of the whole field,
and the one possible body shape is as shown in figure 6.8.4. The entire
volume flux m from the source crosses any section of the' body' far from the
source at speed U, so that the radius of the cylindrical portion of the body
is (m/71U)i.

Figure 6.8.4. Flow past a semi-infinite body obtained from a point
source and a uniform stream.

It is evident that the radius of the cylindrical portion of other semi-infinite
bodies obtained from distributions of sources and sinks over a finite length
of the axis of symmetry, with net source strength m (> 0), will be (m/71U)i.

Since there is a stagnation point at the front of a semi-infinite body of the
above kind, it might be thought that the fluid outside the body exerts a
non-zero drag force on the body in a steady flow. This turns out not to be so,
because the velocity of the fluid at the 'shoulder' of the body exceeds U
and the corresponding pressure deficiency there balances the excess pressure
near the stagnation point. The balance is an exact one, irrespective of the
shape of the rounded nose of the body, as we shall now show by use of the
momentum equation in integral form.

As control surface we choose the portion of a sphere of radius R, with
centre at the centre of the distribution of source strength, that lies in the
fluid (figure 6.8.4), together with the surface of the body from the nose to its
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intersection with the sphere. The total axial component of force exerted
on the enclosed fluid by pressure at the spherical portion of the control
surface is jlO1r-OO

- 0 {Po + iPU2- tp(u2+v2)} cos 8217R2 sinOdO,

where u, v are components of velocity of the fluid on the sphere parallel and
perpendicular to the axis respectively, Po is the pressure in the fluid far from
the body, 00 is the semi-cone angle subtended at the centre by the intercept
of the sphere with the body, and R sin 00 = (m/17U)t. Now since m is the net
strength of the sources on the axis that give the body surface as the dividing
streamline, we have

u ~ - U+ mR2COSO, v ~ mngsinO
417 417.n-

when R is large, and the above force reduces, in the limit R -+ 00, to

- po(mIU) -lpmU.

Likewise the total flux of axial momentum outwards across the control
surface is I1r-O.

P 0 u(U cos 8+v sin 0) 217R2 sin 0dO,

-+ - ipmU as R -+ 00.

Thus the force exerted on the enclosed fluid at the portion of the control
surface coinciding with the body surface must be PO<mJU). The fluid exerts
on the body a force in the direction of the velocity of the fluid at infinity and
of magnitude

Po x area of projection of body on the plane normal to the axis.

This resultant force on the body is simply the effect of the uncompensated
ambient pressure on one side of the body and is of no dynamical significance.
So far as dynamical effects are concerned, the fluid exerts no force on a semi
infinite body. Inasmuch as the steady flow of real fluid past axisymmetric
bodies at large Reynolds number is more nearly irrotational everywhere
near the forward half of the body than near the rearward half, this is perhaps
a more significant deduction than that the drag on a finite body in steady
irrotational flow is zero.

Exercise

By assuming a form of solution in which the spherical polar co-ordinates r
and (} are separated, show that axisymmetric irrotational flow near the vertex
of a cone is represented by rp ex:: rmPrn(It), where It = cos 0, Pm(p,) is the
Legendre function of the first kind, and m is determined by the equation

dPm {Jt)/d8 = 0 at It = -cos 00,

where 00 is the angle between the axis of the cone and one of its generators
(I ~ m ~ 2).
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6.9. Approximate results for slender bodies
In the case of bodies whose length is large compared with their width, and

which are moving through fluid at rest at infinity, there is a simple approxi
mate method of determining the corresponding irrotational flow field.
Under the name of' slender-body theory', this method has been extended to
many different kinds of problem and is widely used in aeronautics and other
fields concerned with the movement of streamlined bodies through fluid.
The basis of the method, in the simple version to be explained here, is that
a distribution of flow singularities (such as sources and sinks) along a line
can be chosen, when the body is slender, in such a way that the irrotational
flow associated with these singularities in combination with a uniform stream
satisfies approximately the condition of zero normal component of velocity
at the surface of a body of given shape. In the case of slender bodies of
revolution, the method is a natural sequel to the discussion in §6.8 of bodies
represented by sources placed along the axis of symmetry, and we therefore
take that case first.

Slender bodies of revolution

We take the x-axis to coincide with the axis of symmetry of the body, as
in §6.8, and suppose to begin with that the body is stationary in a stream
which at infinity has uniform speed U in the direction of the negative
x-axis (corresponding to a body moving in the direction of the positive
x-axis through fluid at rest at infinity). The area of the cross-section of the
body at position x is A (figure 6.9.1). We shall suppose that the tangent to
the meridian curve of the body surface is inclined at a small angle p to the
axis, and that A is consequently a slowly-varying function of x; this assump
tion goes beyond the mere requirement of a small ratio of maximum width
to overall length of the body, but is commonly regarded as implied by the
term 'slender body'.

Now- the streamlines of both the flow outside the body and the fictitious
flow inside the body associated with the replacement singularities will be
nearly parallel to the axis, like the surface. streamline. Furthermore, the
mass-conservation equation in cylindrical co-ordinates is

8uz I o(UUO')
ox +U 0(1 = 0,

where (UZI uO') is the increment to the uniform stream velocity (- U,o) due
to the presence of the body, so that, provided the derivatives %x and 8/8u
are of the same order of magnitude (as may be expected in a field governed
by Laplace's equation), the .changes in Uz over the flow field are of the same
order as those in UO'. Since UO' is of order IfJ( - U+uz}Inear the body surface,
the conclusion is that the perturbation components uz' UO' are both of small
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order fJ U, and the axial component of velocity may be taken as - U every
where to a first approximation.

It follows that the flux of fluid volume across the section of the body
at position x is approximately - UA and that at a neighbouring position
x+8x is - U(A +8xdAJdx). No fluid crosses the dividing streamline repre
senting the body surface (figure 6.9.1), so that the flux difference

-U8xdAJdx

must be supplied by sources on the axis with strength - U dA/dx per unit
length. Thus, when the shape of the slender body is given, it is possible to

•-- •-- )p Surface of body
i- i I •I •i I- • I •!

I '0:1"
~I ..,;,

~l +. • •
"'I ~.

~I ~:- 1 <II

Figure 6.9.1. Axisymmetric irrotational flow due to a slender body in a stream
simulated by a distribution of sources on the axis of symmetry.

specify the line density of source strength on the axis, which, together with
the uniform stream, generates a flow with a dividing streamline coinciding
approximately with the body surface, and from which the whole flow field
may be determined. The approximation of nearly parallel flow is not
accurate near the rounded nose and tail of a body of finite length, but the
error is likely to be a local one only, since the total source strength on the
axis between position x and the nose is UA according to the above rule, which
is in fact what is required to give the correct total lateral displacement of the
oncoming stream at position x.

It will be noticed from (6.8.37) that there is now a particularly simple
expression for the strength of the axial source doublet which gives rise to the
same asymptotic flow field (at large distances from the origin) as the body.
This doublet strength is JCIO dA

417Cl = - U -GO X dx dx

= Uf~GO Adx = U~, (6.9. 1)

showing that, for any slender body of volume ~ moving in the direction of
its axis of symmetry (f) == o} with speed U,

,I.. _. _ U~cosf) (6 )
'Y .- .9.2

417 r2
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for r large. Unfortunately the corresponding approximation to the kinetic
energy of the fluid as obtained from (6.4.17) is zero, which is too crude to
be useful I

The accuracy of this kind of slender-body theory clearly depends on the
use to which it is put and on the particular flow parameters which the theory
is used to estimate. As a partial guide to its general accuracy, we may compare
the estimate (6.9. I) of the coefficient C1 with the exact value, obtained from
a complete solution for the velocity potential rp, for prolate ellipsoids of
revolution moving parallel to their axis. The stream function of the flow in
this case is given in (6.8.30), and our concern is with the form of this flow
field at large distances from the origin. It follows from the definition of the
elliptic co-ordinates used there that, as r ~ 00,

11 - 8 and i(a2 -b2)ie€ - T,
• 2()

so that (cosh g+sinh2 glog tanh ig) sin2 1J - i(a2_ b2)i sm .
r

Consequently the exact expression for the corresponding asymptotic form
~rp~ ()cos

"'- -Cl--~ r 2 ,

C = iUb2(a2 -b2)i
1 {a-(a2-b2)l}·a(a2-b2)i+b2 10g b

When b = a, the value of Cl given by (6.9.3) is lUas, as it should be for a
sphere; the approximate expression (6.9. I ) for C1 is here 1Ua3, showing that
even for a body with no claims to slenderness the error is not excessive. When
the thickness ratio bla ( = y say) issmall compared with unity, (6.9.3) becomes

Cl ~ lUa3y2(I -y210gy),

whereas the approximate formula (6.9.1) is, for a prolate ellipsoid,

Cl = lUa3y 2.

Thus the relative error of the slender-body estimate is y 2 10g y.
A similar kind of approximation can be employed to take account of any

Cside wind' on a slender axisymmetric body. Suppose that the velocity of
the body through fluid at rest at infinity has components (U, V,o) relative
to rectilinear axes of which the first is parallel to the axis of the body. The
resulting irrotational flow relative to axes fixed in the body can be regarded
as a superposition of the flows due to two uniform streams, one with velocity
components ( - U, 0,0) to which the above results apply, and the other a
pure side wind with velocity components (0, - V, 0). Since the cross-section
of the body varies only slowly along the axis, the flow due to this side wind
near position x is approximately the same as for a circular cylinder of cross-
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sectional area A in a stream of speed V normal to the generators (and with
zero circulation round it); that is, it is approximately the same as that due to
a two-dimensional source doublett of strength 2 VA at the centre directed
against the uniform stream of speed V. Thus the presence of the body in the
side wind is represented approximately by a distribution of source doublets
on the axis of the body, with vectorial strength (0, 2VA, 0) per unit length.
The entire flow field may now be calculated when the body shape is given.

The total strength of the source doublets representing the body in a side
wind has components (0,2~, 0), where ~ is again the volume of the body.
On combining this result with (6.9.1), we see that the strength of the source
doublet that has the same asymptotic flow field as an axisymmetric slender
body moving with velocity (U, V,o) through fluid at rest at infinity is

41TC == ~(U,2V,O).

The corresponding approximate expression for the kinetic energy of the
fluid, obtained from (6.4.17), is ip~ VI, which is equal, as was to be expected
from the nature of the approximation used, to the kinetic energy of the fluid
between two cross-sectional planes of a circular cylinder of arbitrary radius
moving with speed V normal to the axis, the distance between the planes
being such that they enclose a volume ~ of the cylinder.

Slender bqdies in tfDO dimensions
When a body in a two-dimensional field is symmetrical about a centre

line and has a small ratio of thickness to length, irrotational flow due to
movement of the body in the direction of its centre-line can again be simu
lated approximately by a distribution of sources along the centre-line. The
body surface is defined here by the curve y = +tyo(x), where Yo(x) is again
assumed to be a slowly-varying function ofx. The~ the argument used above
shows that the curve y = +iyo(x) will be approximately a streamline in the
flow due to a stream whose uniform velocity at infinity has components
( - U,o) and a distribution of sources on the centre-line with strength
- Udyo/dx per unit length.

However, a new approach is needed when a symmetrical body is not
moving in the direction of its centre-line or when the body is not sym
metrical. Provided the tangent to the body profile is still approximately
parallel to the direction of its motion, the effect of the finite thickness of the
body is still mainly to displace fluid elements laterally without changing
appreciably their speed relative to the body, and so can be represented
approximately by a distribution of sources as above, withyo(x) now denoting
the thickness of the body at position x. However, we also need to find some
way of representing the fact that in the flow relative to the body the stream
lines at the two sides of the body are not only separated from each other by

t See the remarka followina (6.4.6).
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a distance Yo(x) but are both inclined to the direction of the stream at
infinity at small angles whose sum is non-zero.

There is no distributed flow singularity of which the local strength
density imposes a certain direction on the streamlines, but there is a singu
larity, viz. a point vortex, which if distributed along the centre-line of the
body would cause streamlines to intersect this centre-line at a non-zero angle.
We saw in §2.6 that the local strength density of a sheet vortex (which in this
context of two-dimensional flow signifies a continuous distribution of vortex
strength along a line in the (x,y)-plane, with the vorticity everywhere normal
to this plane) is equal in magnitude to the local jump in tangential com
ponent of velocity across the sheet. This suggests we should be on the right
track in choosing a sheet vortex as the appropriate singularity, since we
expect that any lack of mirror-symmetry of the flow about a line drawn
through the length of the body will be accompanied by a difference between
the fluid velocities at two neighbouring points on different sides of the body.

These considerations of the manner of representing inclination of the
surface streamlines by means of a distribution ofsingularities are most useful
in the context of two-dimensional aerofoil theory, and we shall therefore
present the analysis as an application to that case.

Thin aero/oils in two dimensions
The typical thin aerofoil has both thickness and camber, like that shown

in figure 6.7.9, and the tangent to the surface makes a small angle with the
direction of the incident stream everywhere except near the nose. The sharp
trailing edge will be placed at the origin and the leading edge L, defined as
the point of the aerofoil furthest from the trailing edge, on the x-axis at
x = c say (c being the chord of the aerofoil). The equations to the upper and
lower surfaces of the aerofoil may then be written as

y = Yl(X) ±tYo(x) (0 ~ x ~ c).
The effect of the non-zero thickness Yo(x) on the flow can be simulated
separately by a distribution of sources, as explained above. Our present
concern is thus with the irrotational flow due to a curved plate of the form
Y = Yl(X) held stationary in stream whose uniform velocity at infinity has
components (- Wcosa, Wsina), where a is the (small) angle of incidence
of the aerofoil (figure 6.9.2). There is no flux of mass across the curve
Y = Yl(X), and there is in general a discontinuity in the tangential component
of velocity at the curve; that is, the curved plate is exactly equivalent to a
sheet vortex coinciding with the curveY = Yl(X) whose strength density r is
distributed so as to make the normal component ofvelocity zero aty = Yl(X).

To the first order in the perturbation velocity (u, 'V) due to the presence of
the plate, the condition ofzero flux of mass across the plate can be written as

('V+a~ dYl
W- ) II-Ul(:e) = - dx •
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We now make further use of the fact that /Yll ~ c to assume that, for the
purpose ofevaluation of the perturbation velocity (u, 'V), the sheet vortex lies
on the x-axis, in the range 0 ~ x ~ c, rather than on the line Y == Yl(X). An
element 8x of the x-axis acts as a point vortex of strength rex) 8x, and the
approximate relation from which rex) can be found, when the aerofoil shape

is giYen, is thus _I_fcr(x'),dX' == _1"1_dYl.
W ..... d (6·9·5)

211 ox-x x

There is the practical drawback here that the intensity of the appropriate
singularity is not specified by the local aerofoil geometry but must instead be
found as the solution of an integral equation involving the whole aerofoil.

Figure 6.9.2. Representation of an aerofoil without thickness in a stream
by a plane sheet vortex.

It is not to be expected that equation (6.9.5) has a unique solution for
rex), because the flow about any body in a two-dimensional field is not
determined unless the circulation round the body is specified. We saw in
§6.7 that, in the case of sharp-tailed bodies like aerofoils which are moving
steadily, the action of viscosity at the aerofoil surface causes the circulation
to take up that value for which the two streams of fluid on either side of
the aerofoil leave the trailing edge smoothly without passing round it
(Joukowski's hypothesis). In these circumstances the fluid velocity is the
same in these two streams near the trailing edge, so that the strength density
of the sheet vortex replacing the aerofoil is zero there. Hence we should
solve (6.9.5) for rex) subject to the condition

r(x) == 0 at x == o.

On the other hand, it is not possible to apply any condition analogous to
Joukowski's hypothesis at the leading edge, and in general there will be an
infinite value of the fluid velocity at a sharp leading edge. In practice aero
foils are rounded at the leading edge, but our skeletonized thin aerofoil is
sharp there and an infinity of the velocity is inevitable; however the useful
ness of the analysis is not affected because (6.9.5) involves only the small
component of velocity normal to the chord of the aerofoil. Near the sharp
(and cusped) leading edge at x == c the velocity at the aerofoil surface varies
as lAo Wci(c ..... x)-i on OIle side and as -lAo Wci(c-x)-i on the other
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(see §6.5), where Aois a constant and the factors Wand ct are included to
make Aodimensionless, so that we anticipate

r(x) - AoW(_C_)l near x= c.
c-x

Indeed we can go further and expect

r(X)-AoW(-C-)' ~ 0 as X~ c, (6.9.6)
c-x

since the difference between the velocities on the two sides of the aerofoil
near the leading edge vanishes when the local solution corresponding to flow
round the leading edge is subtracted out (as may be seen in detail from the
relation (6.7.2) for the velocity at the surface of a flat plate).

A solution of the integral equation (6.9.5) may be obtained, although not
in closed form, by writing r(x) as a Fourier series in the variable 0 defined by

x = iC(I -cosO); (6.9.7)

ovaries from 0 to 11 over the chord of the aerofoil. It is preferable to work
with an unknown function which is finite everywhere, so that we consider,
not r(x), but the modified function

r(x) - AoW (~)' ,c-x
which has the convenient property of being required to be zero at x = 0

(0 = 0) and at x = C (0 = 11). We may then suppose, without any loss of
generality, that this modified strength distribution is periodic in 0, with
period 211, and an odd function of 0, so that

CIO

r = AoWtaniO+ W ~ A"sinnO.
"-I

This satisfies the required condition of smooth flow at the trailing edge.
Substitution of (6.9.8) in the integral equation (6.9.5) gives

dy I I"( CIO ) sin ()' d{)'ex + d,xl = - - A otan t{)' +~ A" sin n{)' 0' (j
211 0 1 cos -cos

I I CIO

= - Ao( - 10 + II) +- ~ A,,( - 1"-1+1,,+1),
211 411 ,,-I

where I = I" cos n(j' dO' = 11 sin nO for 0 < (j < 'IT
" 0 cosO' -cosO sinO

is a standard definite integral.tHence
dy CIO

ex +-d1 = tAo +! ~ A" cos n(j, (6.9.9)
x ,,-I

t In is to be regarded as the ilo-called principal value of the integral, defined ail

lim (fO-1l +f" ),
._0 0 0+_
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and the explicit relations for the coefficients Ao, A l , ••• in terms of the
aerofoil shape are

Ao = 2Ct+:f::dO, An =~J::cosnOdO (n>o).
(6.9.10)

The feature of the flow due to a moving aerofoil that is of most interest is
the total circulation round it and the consequent lift generated by the aero
foil. We find for the lift coefficient

C = lift force = ...!-fc r(x)dx
L ipW2c Wc 0

= IT(Ao+iA l }

'"11 d
= 21T1X+2Jo %xl (I +cos 0) dO. (6.9. II)

In order to calculate the mom~nt of the forces acting on the aerofoil we may
regard an element 8x of the sheet vortex as generating a lift force pwr8xo
The dimensionless coefficient giving the moment about the leading edge
is then

moment 2 fC
(CM)l.e. = tpW2c2 = - Wc2 0 (c-x) r(x)dx

= -llT(Ao+A l -iA.)

= -i1T(X- f: 1xlCOSO(I +cos 0) dO. (6.9.12)

Thus for many practical purposes it may be necessary to evaluate numerically
only one or two integrals involving the aerofoil shape.

The accuracy of some of these results for thin aerofoils may be tested by
comparison with the exact results found in §6.7 for Joukowski aerofoils by
a method of conformal transformation. For a sYJIllJletrical Joukowski aero
foil, for which the corresponding skeleton is a flat plate, the lift coefficient
was found (see (6.7.13)-this result is not exact, but is close enough for the

comparison) to be (tho 1m )• IC ess
211' Slnl:t 1+0'77 h d 'c or

whereas the relation (6.9. II) from thin aerofoil theory gives 21T1:t irrespective

80 that the large values of the integrand on either side of 8' = 8 cancel. For n = 0 and
o < 8 < 'Ir we have

I 0 [{ ain i (8+8')}0-- {8inf(8'+6)}11 JL = -:-- hm 10 0 + log. ,
o SID 8 .-.0 g SID i(8 - 8') 0' -0 SID 1(8 -fI) 0'-0+.

-0.

Alto
The recurrence formula
then leads to the result stated.

11 = 'Ir+loCOS 8 .. 'Ir.
111+1 +1_1 .. a1. COS 8 (n ~ I)
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of the thickness. For a circular-arc aerofoil, which is the member of the
family of cambered Joukowski aerofoils considered in §6.7 that has zero
thickness, the lift coefficient was found (see (6.7.14» to be

sin (1% + ,8)
211' P'cos

where 2P is the angle between the chord and the tangent at the trailing edge;
whereas from (6,9.11) we obtain, with a little calculation,

. f," cos2 f) df)
CL = 2111%+ 2S10 2,8 ( . 2 P 2f)io 1 -S1O 2 cos

~ 211(1%+,8) + 311PS
for P~ I. Thus in each case the dominant term is given correctly.

6.10. Impulsive motion of a fluid

In some circumstances the acceleration of the boundaries and of the
fluid is of large magnitude and short duration, and we may usefully consider
the limiting case of an impulsive change, as in problems of rigid-body
mechanics. Body forces of large magnitude do not act directly on the fluid,
but a sudden change of the motion of the boundaries will establish large
pressure gradients which in turn produce a sudden change in the velocity
at every point of the fluid. Neither the velocity of the boundary nor that of
the fluid is large during the sudden change, so that terms in the equation of
motion of the fluid involving only velocities or their spatial gradients are
negligible by comparison with the term &ufat. The approximate form of
the equation of motion (without restriction on the viscosity of the fluid)
during the sudden change is thus

&u 1
-=--Vp.at p

(6.10.1)

These two surviving terms are of large magnitude for a short interval of time,
and the relation between the fluid velocity u' just before the change begins
to the velocity u" at the same point just after the change is

" , I VIIu -u =--p , (6.10.2)

where II = Ip dt (6.10.3)

may be termed the pressure impulse. p is not zero before and after the impul
sive change, but the range of integration in (6.10.3) is small (being the
duration of the sudden change) and the value of the integral is presumed not
to be affected significantly by the initial and final values ofp.

A significant feature of (6.10.2) is that, if the velocity distribution in the



ifl' = rjJ' -~ TI.
P
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fluid before the impulse is irrotational, with potential if/, that after the
impulse is likewise irrotational (as expected from the fact that the conditions
for validity of Kelvin's circulation theorem are satisfied during the sudden
change), with potential

This relation provides us with a physical interpretation of the velocity
potential. The potential ¢ of a given irrotational velocity distribution may
be interpreted as ( - lip) times the pressure impulse required to set up the
given motion from rest, or, alternatively, as (lip) times the pressure impulse
required to reduce the given motion to rest. No rotational motion can be
generated from rest or reduced to rest by the action of a pressure impulse.

The same interpretation of the velocity potential is relevant to the
formulae for the total kinetic energy of the fluid in terms of integrals over
the boundaries. We may imagine the given irrotational motion to have been
set up from rest by an impulsive motion of the boundaries, in which case the
mean of the initial and final velocities of an element ~A of the boundary is
iu and the work done by that element of the boundary against the impul
sive pressure exerted by the fluid is, according to the usual formula of
mechanics,

tU .n ~A x force impulse on unit area of boundary = - tp¢u. n ~A

for a normal n directed into the fluid. The total kinetic energy is the sum of
such contributions from all parts of the boundary of the fluid, including a
hypothetical boundary at infinity when the fluid extends to infinity, yielding
the formula (6.2.6).

In the particular case of a body moving through fluid at rest at infinity, the
effect of the large pressure generated in the fluid at the body surface by any
sudden change of velocity of the body is evidently .related to the acceleration
reaction G (§ 6.4). Suppose that the translational velocity of the body changes
quickly fromV' toV", with an accompanying change of the velocity potential
of the fluid from rjJ' to rjJ". Then the (i-component of the) force impulse on the
body resulting from the change is

- JTIn~dA, = -pf(rjJ' -rjJ")n~dA

= -pf(Ui- Ui)<bln",dA

= p~a~i(Uj- Ui), (6.10·5)

where the integration is taken over the body surface and cI>I' ~ and ail have
the meanings stated in §6.4. It follows from (6.4.28) that the force impulse
onthe body isJGi dt, as was to be expected. Asalready remarked in connection
with (6.4.29), p~ail UI is the impulse which must be given to a rigid body
in order to generate from rest the irrotational flow due to motion of the body
with velocity U.
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Impact of a body on afree surface of lz'quz'd
Since an irrotational motion is determined uniquely by given values of

the normal component of velocity at each point of the boundary of the fluid,
a pressure impulse is generated throughout the fluid by a sudden change of
the normal component of velocity anywhere at the boundary of the fluid.
Problems involving a sudden change of velocity at part of the boundary
arise in connection with the impact of a hammer or a projectile on the free
surface of a stationary body of liquid.

Consider for example the simple case of a flat-nosed projectile which
impinges normally on to the free surface ofa semi-infinite region ofstationary
liquid at speed V, the requirement being to determine the velocity distribu
tion in the liquid, in particular at the free surface, immediately after impact.
Thus we need to determine the velocity potential¢ ofthe motion immediately
after impact (or, equivalently, the pressure impulse IT = -pifJ), given the
boundary conditions

(a) n. VifJ = - U at the part of the 'free' surface in contact with the
projectile;

(b) ¢ = 0 at the part of the free surface not in contact with the projectile
(since the pressure and pressure impulse are necessarily zero at a free
surface);

(c) IVifJl = 0 everywhere at large distances from the projectile.
This mathematical problem is equivalent to determining the irrotational

flow due to a rigid flat plate moving through infinite fluid broadside-on at
speed U, since the plane containing the flat plate instantaneously is here a
plane of anti-symmetry in ¢ on which (except at the plate itself) ¢ = o. The
solution to the problem in this latter form is known, for a flat plate of finite
width in two dimensions (§ 6.6), for a flat circular plate in three dimensions
(§ 6.8), and for some other plate shapes of less practical relevance.

For illustration we may take the case of an impacting body with a flat
circular nose of radius a. The streamlines of the motion set up by the impact
are those in one half (x > 0, say) offigure 6.8.2, and the stream function of the
motion is given by (6.8.32). At the free surface x = 0 (where x, u are the
cylindrical co-ordinates used in §6.8), we have 1/ = t11 and u = a cosh S, so
that the velocity after impact is normal to the surface with magnitude

(
I al/F) 1 (ag al/F 81J al/F)
u au :r-o = U au ag + aO' a1/ "-1"

= - aU~(2cothg-2coshgcot-lsinhg) (g> 0, or 0' > a)
11 0'

= _ 2~{(~ _ I)"-l -tan-1(~2_I) -i} (0' > a). (6.10.6)

This distribution of normal velocity at the surface is shown in figure 6.10.1,
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and reveals the characteristic concentration of 'splash' near the sides of the
impacting body. The corresponding force impulse on the body is directed
upwards and has magnitude

f:(n)z-0 21TCTdCT = -pf: (t/J)z_o21TCTdCT,

=tpa3U (6.10.7)
$ince CT = asin1] and t/J = -(zaU/1T) cos 1] on the surface of the body (see
§6.8). This expression also follows from (6.10.5) and the result in §6.8 that
the virtual inertia for acceleration of a circular disk through infinite fluid
(on both sides of the disk) in the direction of its axis is Iprr.

a
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Fiaure 6.10.1. Vertical velocity at the surfac:e of liquid immediately after
normal impact of a body with a flat circular nOle.

It should be noted that the motion produced by impact of the flat-nosed
body is identical only instantaneously with that in (one half of) the flow field
of a flat plate moving throu~h infinite fluid.

6.11. Large gas bubbles in .liquid

When a liquid of uniform density contains a bubble or cavity in which
the density is negligibly small, the motion of the (gaseous) fluid inside the
cavity has no effect on the flow of the surrounding liquid. Thus we have a
problem of flow of a liquid of uniform density with a free surface of variable
shape which bounds a cavity of finite volume. The mass of gas in the cavity
may be large enough for the gas pressure to control the volume of the cavity,
as in the case of a gas bubble rising through water under the action of gravity,
or the mass may be too small for the gas pressure to be relevant, as in the
case of (certain phases of) the gas bubble created by an underwater explosion.
In any event, the primary mathematical difficulty usually lies in the deter
mination of the shape of the cavity, and only in special circumstances is it
possible to overcome this difficulty. We consider here 'large' gas bubbles on
which the effect of surface tension is negligible and for which the Reynolds
number of the liquid motion is large. Other cases of flow of liquid with a free
surface of unknown shape will be described in §6.13.
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A spherical-cap bubble rising through liquid under gravity
It was remarked in §5.14 that, for small gas bubbles of volume less than

about 6 x 10-4 C.c. rising through water, the effect of surface tension is
sufficiently strQng to keep the bubble approximately spherical. If the volume
of a bubble in water is increased beyond this value, the bubble becomes
oblate, owing to the variation of pressure in the water over the surface of the
bubble, and it is also observed to rise in an oscillatory manner about which
little is known. Further increase in bubble volume is accompanied by a
progressive flattening of the rear face of the bubble, and for volumes ~bove

about 5 c.c., for which surface tension effects are negligible, the bubble is
shaped like an umbrella, or a slice off a sphere, as shown by the photographs

o
Figure 6.11.3. Definition sketch for flow due to a spherical-cap bubble rising in liquid.

in figure 6.11.1 (plate 14) and figure 6.1 1.2 (plate 15). The vertical motion of
the bubble is now approximately steady. The rear face of the bubble is
rather unsteady, and the edge of the slice is jagged and irregular, but by
contrast the whole of the front appears to be steady, smooth, and closely
spherical. These latter features of the bubble allow the derivation ofa simple
formula for the steady rate of rise, which will be reproduced here.

We consider the steady flow near the stagnation point on the forward face
of the bubble, with axes fixed relative to the bubble, and employ Bernoulli's
theorem for a streamline at the bubble surface. The pressure in the water
must be uniform over the forward face of the bubble, so that

!q: = g(R-r cos 8), (6.1I.1)

where R is the radius of curvature of the bubble surface at the stagnation
point S, and r, 8 are spherical polar co-ordinates, with origin at the centre of
curvature 0, for a point on the bubble surface (figure 6.1 1.3). q, is the speed
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of the water at the bubble surface, and, at the high Reynolds numbers
relevant to this flow system, presumably depends only on the bubble size
and shape and the speed U with which the bubble rises through the water.
Within a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the stagnation point, qs varies
linearly with distance from S (see (2.7.U» and can be written as

qs = (X,Uf), (6.11.2)

where (X, is a dimensionless constant dependent only on the bubble shape.
Inspection of (6.11.1) suggests that we should now expand the right-hand
side in powers of 0, putting

T = R+O(03), (6.II'3)

(6.II·5)

the terms of order f) and f)2 being zero in view of the definition of R, whence
we obtain

(X,2U2 =gR. (6.11.4)

The relation (6.11.4) is exact, but further progress demands some approxi
mation to the shape factor (x,. Now a number of photographs of the flow
behind large bubbles (see figure 6.II.2, plate 15) show that separation of the
boundary layer on the forward face of the bubble occurs at the jagged edge
(in a way which is not clear; the loss of momentum near a zero-stress surface
is not normally sufficient for back-flow and separation to occur and pre
sumably the sharpness of the edge ofthe spherical surface plays an important
part in the phenomenon), and that the detached boundary layer lies roughly
on the same sphere as the forward face of the bubble, at any rate as far back
as the position of maximum cross-section, beyond which the form of the
rotational wake appears to fluctuate. The fact that the whole of the inner
boundary of the region of irrotational flow is approximately spherical allows
us to estimate qs as if the bubble were part of a sphere of radius R moving
through an inviscid fluid, in which case

qs = JUsinO

and IX = f. We then find from (6.11.4) that

U = i(gR)I. (6.11.6)

This relation has been tested experimentally for a wide range of bubble
sizes and for several different liquids, and found to be quite accurate for
bubble volumes greater than about 2 c.c. The same observations (Davies and
Taylor 1950) also revealed that the angle 00 specifying the edge of the
spherical cap bubble lies between about 46° and 64°, without any evident
systematic variation with volume of the bubble. Among other applications,
(6.11.6) gives a rough approximation to the rate of rise of the cloud of very
hot gas created by an atomic bomb explosion (after the cloud has left the
ground and the rate of rise has become steady) in terms of its observed
diameter.

The essential idea underlying the relation (6. I I .4) is that the linear
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dependence of static-fluid pressure on vertical height implies a quadratic
dependence (locally) on distance from the highest point S of a curved surface
like that shown in figure 6.11.3, so that the pressure variation at the bubble
surface due to gravity can be balanced by the dynamic term ipq: when qs is
linear in 0, as it is when there is a stagnation point at S. This idea is applicable
in a wide range of circumstances, and the above formulae may be extended. .
m vanous ways.

In place of the restriction that the density p of fluid inside the bubble
should be small compared with the density p of surrounding fluid, we
may make the more general assumption that the variation of the dynamic
pressure tpq: inside the bubble is small compared with that outside. The
factor g in (6.11.4) is then replaced by g(p-p)/p; and the argument allows
negative values of p - p. If the fluid as a whole is given a uniform accelera
tion f, the factor gin (6.11.4) is replaced by Ig -fl and no other change is
needed. Another interesting and related extension is to the case of a bubble
(or 'drop', if p < p) which is accelerating relative to the surrounding fluid
although remaining approximately of the same shape together with the wake.
A term 8ifJ/8t must then be added to the left-hand side of (6.11.1), where ifJ
is the velocity potential of the flow relative to the bubble (and ifJ ~ ia,U02R
near 0 = 0), and allowance must be made for an effective body force - dU/dt
per unit mass on the whole fluid. A case of interest is that in which dU/dt is
much larger in magnitude than g, as when a drop of water is released in a
high-speed stream of air; in these circumstances, (6. I I .4) is replaced by

a,R dU
+ct2U 2 = R dU p __e (6)dt dt p . .II.?

Since p ~ p for a water drop in air, the solution for the relative velocity U is

U ~ R
2
P(_1_) . (6. II .8)

ct 'P t - to
Finally the photograph in figure 6.1I.2(C) (plate 15) shows that relations
like (6.II .5) and (6.II.6) are applicable to a two-dimensional bubble, the
coefficient i in (6.II.6) then being replaced by l.

The remarkable feature of (6. I 1.4) and its various extensions is that the
speed of movement of the bubble is derived in terms of the bubble shape,
without any need for consideration of the mechanism of the retarding force
which balances the effect of the buoyancy force on a bubble in steady motion.
That retarding force is evidently independent of Reynolds number, and
the rate of dissipation of mechanical energy is independent of viscosity,
implying that stresses due to turbulent transfer ofmomentum are controlling
the flow pattern in the wake of the bubble.

A bubble rising in a 'Vertical tube

The shape of the forward face of large bubbles rising in vertical tubes of
circular cross-section is also steady and independent of size, provided the
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Figure 6. I I .4. Large
bubble rising through
water in a vertical
circular tube.
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bubble is sufficiently large to fill the tube. As shown schematically in
figure 6.11 .4, in these circumstances the annular region of the tube con
taining water tapers down towards the rear of the bubble, which is unsteady
and irregular, with a roughly flat base. Increase of the volume of the bubble
leads to greater length of the bubble without change of shape of the existing
portion. The limiting case corresponds to a vertical tube closed at the top
and initially full of water draining from its lower end; here the irregular base
of the bubble does not form at all.

Again the effect of viscosity on the flow may be ig
nored, except perhaps where the annular layer of
water is very thin, whence (6.11.4) gives the relation
between the steady rate of rise U and the radius of
curvature of the bubble boundary at the nose of the
bubble. a is constant, for all bubbles sufficiently large
to extend nearly across the tube, and characterizes the
velocity distribution in the neighbourhood of the stag
nation point at the front of the bubble; however, the
bubble shape is not geometrically simple and we cannot
find the value of a by the method used for a bubble in
infinite fluid. Observations show that U is 0·48(ga)i,
where a is the radius of the circular tube containing
the bubble. This value of U is less than that for a
spherical-cap bubble (in infinite fluid) of cap radius R
provided Ria> 0'52, which suggests that bubbles not
quite large enough to fill the tube catch up on one which
does and amalgamate with it. This is found to be so in
practice, and a stream of bubbles released at the bottom
of a long vertical tube is observed to form ultimately into a small number
of large bubbles which fill the tube and which all progress up the tube at
approximately the same speed.

Far back from the nose of a large bubble which fills the tube, the bubble
boundary is nearly cylindrical, with radius a - d say, and the velocity of the
water is approximately vertical. Provided the effect of viscosity is negligible
here (which requires d to be not too small), the water velocity relative to axes
moving with the bubble will then be approximately uniform across the
narrow annulus, and equal to its value at the bubble boundary, which we
know from Bernoulli's theorem to be (2gX)t, where x is the axial distance
from the bubble nose (figure 6. 1 1 .4). Conservation ofmass gives the approxi
mate relation

from which we find

d { U}la= 1 - 1 - (2gX)~ ,
,.., (U2 '3.)1

8gax
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when x/a ~ I. With the observed value of U2/ga, this becomes

~ '"" 0.17(~) 1. (6.11.10)

This estimate of the thickness of the annular sheet of water will cease to
apply when d is so small as to be comparable with the thickness of the layer
adjoining the tube wall within which the vorticity is non-zero. Far enough
downstream the vorticity will have diffused completely across the annulus
and the viscous force on an element then balances the gravitational force.
The velocity profile becomes parabolic (for d ~ a), and, as shown in §4.Z for
unidirectional flow in a layer with a free surface on a vertical plate, the
volume flux relative to axes fixed in the wall is 19d3jv per unit width of the
layer parallel to the wall. Conservation of mass then gives the relation

1Ta2U = 21Ta(Ud+lgd3jv), (6.11.11)

and the approximate solution for d is

d (3 v )1a= 2a2g U ,

-O·90(;:.t (6.II.12)

with the observed value of U. For water draining out of a tube of radius
locm this formula gives dja ~ o·oz.

(6.11.15)
r

A spherical expanding bubble
A simple and important case of flow due to a single bubble which is

changing in size is provided by a spherical cavity produced by an underwater
explosion. The radial accelerations here are usually a good deal larger thang,
so that as a first'approximation we may neglect the effect of gravity. Provided
the speed of the water is small enough for it to be regarded as incompressible,
the radial velocity u in the water (assumed to depend only on r) is

u = R2Rjr2, (6.11.13)

where R is the radius of the bubble and R = dR/dt. This is an irrotational
velocity distribution, for which the velocity potential is

4J = - fr
ao

udr = -R2Rjr.

For the pressure in the water we find (see (6.2.S»

P-Po = _ a¢J -iUI
p at

zRR"+R"R iR~R"-
~
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where Po is the uniform pressure far from the bubble. Hence, if the pressure
Pb in the bubble is known as a function of t from data about the explosion, the
differential equation governing the radius of the bubble is

(6.11.16)

This relation may be interpreted as an energy equation. The total kinetic
energy of the water is

lpJ: u241Tr2dr, = 21TpR3R2,

and the rate at which this energy is changing is equal to the rate of working
of the normal force at the bubble boundary and at a material spherical surface
'at infinity', that is, equal to

41'R2Pb R - lim (41TT2pU), = (Pb -Po) 41'R2R;
r-.ao

(6.11.18)

thus '!. !.. (R3R2) = (Ph -Po) R2R
2 dt p'

thereby recovering (6.11 .16).
Explosive which is detonated in a large body of water generates a mass of

hot gas at high pressure. As the gas bubble expands and sets the surrounding
water into radial motion, the pressure in the gas decreases, approximately
according to an adiabatic law which depends on the explosion products but
which is usually such as to make the pressure proportional to a large (inverse)
power of the bubble radius. In the later stages of the expansion of the bubble,
the bubble over-shoots its equilibrium radius and the gas pressure falls
well below Po; we may then regard the bubble as effectively vacuous. The
ambient pressure Po is constant here, so that (6.11.17) may be integrated to
glVe

where Rm is the maximum radius of the bubble attained when it ceases to
expand and begins to contract. The relation between t and the radius of an
effectively vacuous bubble in liquid in which the constant uniform pressure
Po at infinity is positive is thus

where tm is the instant at which R = Rm• This formula is valid for either
positive or negative values of t - tm, the motion in the contraction phase
(t > tm) being a simple reversal of that in the expansion phase. Ifnone of the
energy E released by the explosion is lost to the surrounding water by
thermal radiation or conduction, we can equate E to the total work done
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against the fluid at infinity up to the instant tm, at which instant the kinetic

energy is zero, giving E = t1TPo~' (6.II.20)

We shall use these relations again in another context in §6.12.
The relations (6.II.19) and (6.11.20) are found to agree with observations

of the radius of bubbles which have expandt.d beyond their equilibrium
radius, provided that, as assumed, the effect ofgravity is negligible. Equation
(6.11.16) shows that, in the absence of gravity, the radial accelerations when
the bubble is near its maximum radius are of orderPolpRm ; since a spherical
gas bubble would rise through water with an initial acceleration equal to
2g (§ 6.8), the condition that gravity should have negligible effect on the
bubble is evidently that .R.m ~Polpg,

which, for an explosion under the sea, can be interpreted as a requirement
that the maximum bubble radius be small compared with its depth. When
this condition is not satisfied, an upward migration of the bubble is com
bined with the radial motion in an unsymmetrical way, the speed of rise of
the centre of the bubble being greater during the contraction phase than
during the expansion phase (Taylor 1963).

6.12. Cavitation in a liquid
As the volume of a given mass of gas is increased, the pressure exerted by

the gas decreases; but this pressure remains positive, however large the
volume may be. The same is not true of liquids, owing to the quite different
form of their equations of state. Liquids have a very small coefficient of
compressibility, and quite large changes in pressure are accompanied by
small changes in the specific volume of a liquid. In particular, the specific
volume of a typical liquid at positive pressures near zero is different from
the specific volume at atmospheric pressure by less than 0'01 per cent. Thus
the relation V.U = 0 is satisfied accurately in flow fields in which there is a
wide range of positive values of the pressure. There arises then the question:
what happens when the dynamical conditions in a flowing liquid are such
as to produce negative pressures at certain places in the liquid? That such
negative pressures are dynamically possible in an incompressible liquid is
evident from, for instance, Bernoulli's theorem for steady flow (see (6.3.1»,
the pressure being negative here at places on a streamline where the speed
exceeds the value (2H+2g.x)1.

The answer, which has important practical consequences for hydraulic
machinery and underwater propulsion, is that liquid which has not been
specially tl'eated cannot withstand tension and tends to form cavities which
expand and relieve the negative pressure. Continuity of the liquid is then
lost, and a description of the flow involves the position and motion of the
cavity boundaries. The formation and subsequent history of such cavities
constitutes the phenomenon of cavitation.
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Tests on liquids at rest show that the tendency to form cavities when the
pressure is reduced nearly to zero is associated with the continual presence
of nuclei which are believed to be tiny pockets of undissolved gas; some
liquid vapour is certain to exist also in any small pockets, but the gas, usually
air, appears to be the more essential element for cavity formation. It is not
known with certainty how these pockets of gas are able to persist in a liquid
under normal conditions. The inward force at the boundary of a small
spherical bubble due to surface tension is very strong, much too strong to be
balanced by vapour pressure, and gas subjected to this pressure would
quickly pass into solution in the liquid. A common postulate is that the
pockets of gas and vapour are able to persist in equilibrium under normal
conditions by being trapped in crevices in small hydrophobic (non-wetting)
solid particles such as dust particles, which are usually present in liquids; the
liquid surface in such cracks and crevices can be concave outwards, in which
case the direction of the surface tension force is outward. Then when the
pressure in the surrounding liquid is reduced sufficiently below the vapour
pressure (which for water at 15°C is 1'704 X 104 dynjcm2, or about 0'017
atmosphere), the gaseous pocket grows and, despite the fact that for a cavity
larger than the host solid particle the surface tension force is inward, will
not be able to find a new equilibrium radius. For tap water and sea water, the
critical steady ambient pressure, below which cavities grow indefinitely in
size, is found to be different from the vapour pressure of the water by only a
small margin which is usually neglected. On the other hand, water which has
been compressed for a few minutes at about 700 atmospheres and which is
saturated with air can withstand tensions of about 25 atmospheres (Harvey,
McElroy and Whiteley 1947), presumably because all except the smallest
pockets of undissolved air have then been eliminated. Water which has been
I degassed' in this way likewise does not boil at atmospheric pressure until
the temperature is considerably above 100 °c; the phenomena of boiling
and growth of cavities in liquids at low pressures are of course mechanically
similar.

When the ambient pressure in the liquid is changing rapidly, the critical
pressure, below which visible cavities appear in the liquid, depends on the
size of the nuclei and on the duration of the applied low pressure, and simple
relations are not available. However it proves to be useful in hydraulic
practice to continue to assume that the critical pressure is equal to the
vapour pressure as a rough working rule.

Examples of cavity formation in steady flow
Perhaps the simplest case of realization of the low pressure needed for

cavity formation is provided by the flow due to a 'streamlined' solid body
moving steadily through infinite liquid. Relative to axes fixed in the body,
the speed of the liquid at infinity is uniform and equal to U say, and that at
any fixed point in the liquid (located relative to the body) is aU, where a is
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independent of U and t except at points in the boundary layer on the body
or in the wake downstream from it. The flow is irrotational outside the
boundary layer and wake, and so the local absolute pressure in this region is

p = p(H+g. x-ia2UII),

where H is a constant. If the body were absent, the flow (referred to the same
axes) would have the same Bernoulli constant H and the local absolute
pressure would be Po = p(H+g. x -1US) ;

Po varies with position in the vertical, and differs from the static-fluid
pressure by a constant quantity. Hence we can write

p =PO-ipU2(a.I - I). (6.12.1)

A measure of the tendency for cavitation to occur locally is then provided by
the difference betweenPand the vapour pressure of the water p", which, in
an appropriate non-dimensional form, is

:pt: =p;P-J:- (a2
_ I); (6.12.2)

as a rough rule, cavities will form in the liquid wherever this quantity is less
than zero.

The first term on the right-hand side of (6.12.2) depends only on the
operating conditions, whereas the second term depends only on the shape
and orientation of the body. For a body of given shape and orientation, the
criterion for avoidance of cavitation locally is thus that the so-called
cavitation number Po - p"

K = ipUII (6.12·3)

should not fall below some critical value. The critical value varies with
position in the liquid, since both Po and a are functions of position. For a
body of sufficiently small vertical extent,po can be regarded as uniform in the
neighbourhood of the body and is then the 'ambient pressure' for the body.
In such a case the first occurrence of cavitation, as K is decreased, is at the
point where a is a maximum and equal to am say; and we know from the
general result of §6.2 that this maximum must occur on the boundary of
the region of irrotational flow. The restriction to be placed on the operating
conditions if the absolute pressure is not to fall below the vapour pressure
at any point in the fluid is then

K> a.:'.,... I. (6.12.4)

For a body moving horizontally in the sea, avoidance of cavitation (which
normally is desirable for a variety of reasons) is favoured by increase of the
depth, by decrease of U, and by 'streamlining' the body to decrease a.m.
For water tpU2 has a value corresponding to two atmospheres when U is
about 20m/sec, and at a depth of h metres in the sea Po - p" is roughly
1 +o· Ih atmospheres; thus cavitation will be avoided on a body moving at
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this speed if the depth in metres is greater than 10(2a~ - 3). Cavitation will
be avoided at all depths at this speed in the case of slender bodies, such as a
submarine or a fish, for which am < (1)1.

Figure 6.12.1 (plate 16) shows the appearance of cavities in the flow past
a slender cigar-shaped body in a water tunnel at K = 0'26. The cavities are
evidently forming near the shoulder of the body, which is where we should
expect the pressure to be a minimum, and are being carried downstream to
regions of higher pressure where they disappear. Direct measurements of
the pressure at the surface of this body at a given speed (from which am can
be deduced) showed that the vapour pressure would be reached first at a
value of K equal to about o·37, although smaller values of K were needed for
the cavities to grow to visible size during the short time spent in a region of
negative values ofp - p",.

Other cases of steady flow in water in which cavitation may occur are
provided by Venturi tubes and propellers. The cross-section of a Venturi
tube decreases to a minimum and then increases gradually, so that water
flowing along the tube has a local pressure minimum at the throat of the
tube.t For certain flow conditions the pressure at the throat may be lower
than the vapour pressure, in which event a foaming mixture of water and
bubbles forms on the downstream side ofthe throat, usually with the bubbles
congregating near the pipe wall. Examples of this kind of cavity formation
are common in water supply systems, in which partially opened taps act like
the throat of a Venturi tube. The appearance of cavities in the pipe is
accompanied by characteristic hissing noises.

A prominent feature of flow due to propellers is the concentration of
vorticity in a stream-tube of small cross-section passing downstream from
the tip of each propeller blade in spiral form; this' tip vortex' is associated
with the thrust produced by the blade, as we shall see in §7.8. Outside the
tip vortex and the boundary layer on the blade the flow is irrotational, and
at a small radial distance T from the centre of the vortex, and outside it, the
azimuthal component of velocity '{) is approximately CluTT, where C is the
circulation round the vortex (see §2.6). The complete distribution of'{) near
a tip vortex is probably something like that shown in figure 4.5.1. Since the
flow is steady, relative to axes rotating and translating with the propeller,
the radial pressure gradient at points near a tip vortex is

OJ' pv2

Or ="
and the pressure at the centre of the vortex is therefore less than that at some

t A Venturi tube is used for the measurement of the quantity of fluid flowing along a
cylindrical pipe. A short length of the pipe is replaced by the Venturi tube and the
pressure at the wall of the pipe is measured at the throat and at a section just upstrea~
of the Venturi tube. The flux of mass can then be deduced from Bernoulli's theorem If
the velocity is approximately uniform across the pipe or it can be related empirically to
the difference between these two preasures if the velocity is not uniform.
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distance from it by an amount of order PV~aX' The maximum circum
ferential speed, Vrnax, depends on C, which is usually known in terms of the
characteristics and operating conditions ofthe propeller, and on the diameter
of the stream-tube containing the vorticity, which is not. Observation shows
that vmax is normally larger than the speed of the water at any other point
in the field of the propeller, and that the pressure at the centre of the tip
vortex may be less than the vapour pressure for quite modest forward speeds
and rates of rotation of propellers of conventional type; consequently the
centre of the tip vortex from each propeller blade may be the first part of the
flow due to a ship or submerged submarine to show cavity formation as the
forward speed is increased.

Figure 6.12.2(a) (plate 16) shows a model propeller in a water tunnel
operating under such conditions that in the absence ofcavitation the pressure
at the centre of each tip vortex would be less than the vapour pressure.
A cylindrical cavity has formed at the centre of the tip vortex from each of
the three blades and, by imposing a larger minimum path length on closed
circuits round the tip vortex, has eliminated the region of very high velocity
and of pressure lower than the vapour pressure.

Examples ofcavity formation in unsteadyfiO'UJ
The possibility of the pressure being less than the vapour pressure through

the effects of temporal variation of the velocity is illustrated well by the case
of liquid contained in a length of pipe on one side of a tightly fitting piston
with a specified motion. Initially the piston and liquid are stationary, and
then the piston is drawn away from the liquid with velocity u(t). In the
absence of cavities, and with the assumption of irrotational flow (which is
valid for a certain time depending on the pipe dimensions), the velocity
everywhere in the liquid is u(t) and the gradient of pressure in the flow
direction is - pdujdt, apart from any contribution due to gravity. Thus if the
absolute pressure is fixed and equal to Po at a point in the liquid distance x
from the piston, perhaps through the pipe being open to the atmosphere at
this point, the pressure in the liquid is lowest at the pil:lton and is there
equal to

Po-xpdujdt. (6.12.5)

The receding piston is equivalent in its effect on the pressure distribution
to a body force of uniform magnitude directed along the pipe axis (whether
straight or slightly curved) and away from the piston. A reduction of the
pressure at the piston to one atmosphere less than Po would be achieved in
a water column of length about I02on-1 cm by a piston acceleration of ng cm
sec-2 ; thus a sharp blow to a piston (in the direction away from the liquid)
at one end of a water column of only a few tens of cm length can produce a
state of tension, accompanied, if the duration of the acceleration is sufficient,
by cavities in the water.

If we now imagine the piston and the liquid to be moving initially with
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speed U in the direction of the pipe axis, in the sense opposite to the subse
quent acceleration of the piston, we have a simplified version of the process
of suddenly turning off a tap at some distance upstream from the outlet of
a water supply pipe. The time T taken to close the tap can be regarded as an
estimate of the time taken by the piston to reduce its velocity from U to
zero, giving UjT as a measure of the piston acceleration. The formation of
a cavity on the downstream side of the tap when the tap is turned off quickly
is usually made evident by the metallic thud resulting from the subsequent
collapse of the cavity.

Similar calculations may be made for cyclic accelerations imposed on a
fluid. If a beaker of water open at the top is clamped to a vibrating table
which oscillates in the vertical direction, the pressure at the bottom of the
beaker goes through a cycle with a minimum value which is phf below the
static-fluid value, where h is the depth of water andfis the peak acceleration.
The formation of visible cavities here depends on the duration of the low
pressure phase and on the size of the small air or vapour bubbles which act
as nuclei.

A common method of causing cavitation deliberately in order to rid
the liquid of dissolved gas is to focus a beam of acoustic (or compression)
waves ofultrasonic frequency on some point in the liquid. When the intensity
of the radiation is large enough in the selected region of the liquid, the liquid
is in tension during part of each cycle. The tension phase is usually too brief
for appreciable growth of cavities during one cycle, and one might suppose
that each tiny pocket of undissolved gas simply oscillates about a small
equilibrium size. However, the average size of a bubble over one cycle is
observed to increase gradually, at any rate while there is still some gas
dissolved in the liquid. The explanation is evidently that effects of the
second order in the range of oscillation of the bubble radius cause a slightly
greater gain of gas to the bubble by diffusion from the surrounding liquid
during the expansion phase than the corresponding loss during the com
pression phase. As noted in §6.8, there is also a tendency for neighbouring
bubbles oscillating in the same phase to approach one another and coalesce,
whence larger bubbles are formed and rise to the surface by gravity.

Collapse ofa transient cavity
If the pressure in the neighbourhood of a cavity rises above the vapour

pressure again, the cavity collapses. The walls of the cavity rush towards one
another, usually with only a small amount of gas (mostly acquired during
the life of the cavity by evaporation at the cavity boundary and by diffusion
of dissolved gas across it) in the cavity to act as a cushion, and the impact has
a hard, almost metallic, quality owing to the low degree of compressibility of
the water. A very large pressure develops in the water near the cavity at the
moment of impact, and is then propagated throughout the water as a com
pression wave. From a practical stand-point, this pressure pulse of high
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intensity spreading out from each collapsed cavity is an important, and
usually an undesirable, feature of cavitation. It is heard as a disturbingly
loud noise in main water supply systems and in hydraulic pumps. When
arising from cavitation near the propeller of a ship, it may cause strong
vibration of the propeller and is detectable many miles away by underwater
acoustic listening devices. Most seriously, the continual collapse of cavities
leads rapidly to deterioration and erosion of nearby solid surfaces. The
mechanism of this damage to metal blades of propellers and turbines and
concrete spillways of dams is not well understood, but local fatigue failure
of the solid material due to the repeated high stressing seems to playa
central part.

Estimates of the maximum pressure developed and of other properties of
the collapsing cavity are consequently of interest. This is a fairly simple
matter in the effectively one-dimensional case ofthe cavity formed by a with
drawing piston as described above. Suppose, for instance, that, at a certain
time after the piston ceases to accelerate, the returning water column is about
to strike the piston with relative velocity U. (In the case of a tap closed
instantaneously, energy considerations show that the water on the down
stream side returns to the tap with the same speed as it had just before a
cavity formed, provided the mass ofthe columnofwater remains unchanged.)
If the water were truly incompressible, the whole column of water would
have its relative velocity reduced to zero instantly and the pressure generated
impulsively in the water would be infinite; but, owing to the actual com
pressibility of water, pressure pulses propagate through the water with a
finite velocity, c say (thiS being the speed of travel of sound waves if the
amplitude of the pulse is not too large), and only that part of the column
which can be reached by a pressure wave emanating from the piston in the
interval of time since impact occurred has its relative velocity reduced to
zero. Thus the rate ofchange ofmomentum ofthe column ofwater is pcU per
unit area of cross-section, and this must be the excess pressure developed in
the water near the piston. The speed of sound waves in water is 1400 m/sec,
so that for water flowing along a supply pipe at a speed of 1 m/sec the'water
hammer' pressure developed, by sudden closing of a tap, first on the
upstream side and subsequently on the downstream side by collapse of the
resulting cavity (when the tap is at some distance from the outlet, and in the
absence of energy losses) is about 1·4 x 107 dyn/cm", or 14 atmospheres.

In the case of a cavity bounded in all three dimensions, the collapsing
motion evidently depends strongly on the shape of the cavity boundary.
Photographs of cavities formed in the low-pressure region of steady flow
past a body, as in figure 6.12.1 (plate 16), show that the cavities are roughly
spherical when their size is a maximum. Observations of the collapse of a
single cavity under more controllable conditions, like those shown in
figure 6.12.3 (plate 17), confirm that a cavity which is initially spherical
remains approximately spheriCal until the collapse is nearly complete. We
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therefore assume spherical symmetry of the collapsing motion, with con
siderable gain in simplicity of the analysis.

The differential equation governing the radius R(t) of a spherical cavity
for given values of the pressurePo 'at infinity' andPb in the cavity has already
been obtained (see (6.II.16». In the present context Po is the ambient
pressure for the cavity and is equal to the pressure in the liquid at the position
of the cavity and in the absence of the cavity; and Pb can be equated to the
vapour pressure Pv at all times except when R is very small, either near the
inception of the cavity (when surface tension may be important) or near the
instant of complete collapse (when in addition the enclosed water vapour
may be being compressed too rapidly for condensation to occur). This
equation for R(t) with Pb = Pv can be integrated numerically when Po is
known as a function of time from the circumstances of the water flow field.
Agreement between the radius calculated in this way and the observed
cavity size has been obtained in the case of cavities forming near the shoulder
of the body shown in figure 6.12.1 (plate 16) and being carried downstream
to places where Po > Pv (Plesset 1949). The observations cannot follow the
cavity in the last stages of collapse, since the radius is then very small and
the radial velocity very large, so that it is necessary to rely mostly on calcula
tion for information about this phase.

In the simplest case the spherical cavity collapses from rest with PO-P'tI
constant. Equation (6.1 I.18) then applies, with a slight modification, and

R2 = ~Po-Pv (R~_I)
3 P R3 ,

where Rm is the maximum radius of the cavity. Integration of this equation
must be done numerically, and the resulting variation of cavity radius R with
time t since the fluid was at rest is shown in figure 6.12.4. The instant to at
which R = 0 and the collapse is complete, according to equation (6. 12.6), can
be found either by direct numerical integration or analytically in terms ofthe
Gamma function and is () t

to = o'91SRm p . (6.12·7)
Po-Pv

The relation between RIRm and tlto, viz.

t Ii dx
t; = 1'34 RIRt..(X-3- 1)1'

involves no parameters, and has been found to agree well with observations
of a collapsing cavity with Po-Pv constant (see the comparison in figure
6.12.4 with the observations of figure 6.12.3, plate 17).

The violent final stage of the collapse takes place in such a short time that
the variation ofPo is likely to be negligible in all circumstances; on the other
hand, the assumption that the cavity pressure remains equal to Pv may no
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longer be accurate. Iffor simplicity we regard Po - Pv as constant in this final
phase, when R ~ Rm, we have

R~ -GPo/'Y(~r (6.12·9)

In these last stages most of the available work E, = j1TR~(po - Pv), has been
converted to kinetic energy of the water, and this kinetic energy becomes
concentrated in a smaller volume of liquid as R ~ o. At a given radial
position in the liquid, the velocity of the liquid varies as Ri as R ~ 0 (for see
(6.11.13», and there is evidently a strong deceleration of most of the liquid,
although a strong acceleration of the liquid within one or two cavity radii

1'0 r----=::::::::---,----,-----,.----,

- Theory; relation (6. 12. 8)

o Observation; from figure 6. 12. 3

0,6 t------r----+----t-----t~-___l

0'4 1----.,.----,-----;-----,.--'\--1

RIR",

o'811----..,----+----f-I'~-__I---__l

I

0'2 J----~---_+_---"---__+--_tl

0'0L..---~..1.2----IO.L.-+----J.;-----L::-----'1'0

tlto
Figure 6.12.4. Collapse of a spherical cavity from rest with constant overall pressure
difference. The value of Rm for the cavity photographed in figure 6.12.3 (plate 17) was
found by extrapolation to be 0'72 em, and the origin of time was located by the instant of
complete collapse.

(6.12.10)

Pm -Po - 4-t (po -Pv) (~/R)8. (6.12.1 I)

For a cavity collapsing from rest under the influence of a pressure difference

from the cavity surface. This implies the existence of a maximum of the
pressure in the liquid. The explicit expression for the pressure in the liquid
is found from (6.I1.1S) and (6.11.16) to be

P-Po = _(Po-Pv)R +lR2 (~_ R')
P P T T r4'

of which the dominant second term on the right-hand side is positive with
a maximum value of iR2/41 at the position T = 4iR. It follows from (6.12.10)
and (6.12.9) that the asymptotic value of the peak pressure, Pm say, asR ~ 0,
is given by
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Po - Pv of about an atmosphere, the maximum pressure in the liquid thus
reaches 157 atmospheres when the cavity radius is 0'1 of its initial value, at
which moment the radial velocity at the cavity boundary is 260 m/sec, and
both peak pressure and boundary speed are shooting up as the cavity shrinks
further.

These considerations, which were first put forward by Rayleigh (1917),
suffice to show that the maximum pressures which may be developed at a
plane solid surface on which a hemispherical cavity repeatedly forms and
collapses, or at the wall of a C'onical crevice in a solid surface occupied by a
cavity, are large enough to account for local failure of metals. They are less
conclusive about the effect of a collapsing cavity not in contact with a solid
surface, because the analysis is based on the assumption of incompressibility
of the liquid and provides no information about the way in which a pressure
pulse is propagated away from a collapsed cavity. Compressibility effects
become important when the speed at the cavity boundary becomes com
parable with the speed of sound in the liquid (14oom/sec for water), since
pressure signals certainly do not then pass almost instantaneously from one
part of the liquid to another as assumed implicitly in the above analysis, but
a simple method of allowing for them as in the deduction of water-hammer
pressure is not available. Realistic analysis of the final stages of the collapse
must also take into account other neglected physical effects. Departures
from sphericity may occur as a consequence of spatial variation of the
ambient pressurePo (due either to gravity or associated with the background
motion of the water) or perhaps through the influence of a neighbouring
rigid boundary, and tend to become more marked near the end of the
collapse phase.t There is also the cushioning of the collapse by water vapour
which enters the cavity during the large-radius phase and by air which
either was in the cavity nucleus initially or passes out of solution across the
cavity boundary during the large-radius phase.t It is generally believed
that a non-negligible fraction of the available energy E is ultimately con
verted to acoustic radiation away from the collapsed cavity (the remainder
being dissipated locally by effects of viscosity and heat conductivity), but
reliable estimates of the peak pressure in the radiating pulse or shock wave
are difficult to obtain.

t The conical protuberance visible on the rebound cavity in figure 6.12.3 (plate 17) is
characteristic of cavities which collapse in the presence of a gradient of ambient pressure
(due to gravity in this case), and is believed to be a jet from the high pressure side of the
cavity piercing the opposite side following severe distortion of the cavity near the
instant of minimum volume (Benjamin and Ellis 1966).

! If the cavity contains so much air that the increase in air pressure due to shrinking of
the cavity retards the collapse and prevents the speed of the cavity boundary from
becoming comparable with the speed of sound in the water, analysis of the above kind
can be used to follow a rebound of the cavity from some minimum radius to its original
maximum and a subsequent oscillation about an equilibrium radius between these two
values. Cavities which make several rebounds with diminishing maximum radius have
been observed (Knapp 1952).
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Steady-state cavr.'t£es

It may happen in a steady flow that the pressure in a certain region is so
far below the vapour pressure that numerous cavities form and reach non
negligible size (relative to the dimensions of the relevant part of the flow
field) before being swept downstream. The total cavity volume is then
significant, and affects the distribution of velocity in the liquid, always in
such a way as to tend to bring the minimum pressure in the liquid up to the
vapour pressure. Under even more extreme conditions, the cavities in the
region of low pressure join to form one large permanent cavity. Figure
6.12.2(b) (plate 16) shows the development of such a cavity on the outer half
of the low-pressure side of a propeller blade and extending downstream in
the tip vortex. This steady-state or 'sheet' cavitation poses additional
engineering problems, quite apart from the noise, vibration and damage
resulting from the collapse of small cavities being detached continually from
the irregular edges of the main cavity, because the existence of the large
cavity changes the velocity and pressure distributions on the body surface
in a way which is not readily predicted. In the case of a propeller blade the
existence of the large cavity on the suction side prevents the realization of
the intended low pressure there and the resultant force exerted by the blade
on the water is correspondingly reduced. If the shape of the permanentcavity
underdifferent conditions could bepredicted, the propeller could be designed
to allow for the existence of the cavity, but this is not possible in general.

Just as the cavitation number defined in (6.12.3) was used to characterize
the conditions for inception of cavitation, so also it may be used as a defining
parameter for the form of a steady-state cavity. When a rigid body of given
shape is placed in a steady stream of liquid, and cavities are absent, the non
dimensional form of the flow field is determined wholly by the Reynolds
number. If now a steady-state cavity of appreciable size is admitted as a
feature of the flow field, the uniform pressure in the cavity, Pc say, enters as
a new relevant physical parameter. The effect ofthe existence ofa permanent
cavity is to tend to prevent the occurrence in the water of a region in which
the pressure is below vapour pressure, and if this prevention is assumed to
be complete it follows that the water is in compression everywhere except
at the cavity boundary. In these circumstances a uniform increase in the
pressure throughout the cavity and the whole body of water can have no
effect on the flow field, showing that Pc is relevant not as an absolute but as
a relative pressure. The approximately uniform pressure Po that would exist
in the neighbourhood of the cavity in the absence of the body giving rise to
it-that is, the ambient pressure for the cavity- again serves as a convenient
reference pressure, so that a non-dimensional number representing the
effect of the permanent cavity is

K =Po-Po. (6)
J. Us' .12.127j"p
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this cavitation number and the Reynolds number are then sufficient for the
determination of the flow field in non-dimensional form and in particular
for the determination of the shape of the cavity, provided that effects of
gravity are negligible. _

The fact that the steady cavity shape depends on Po - Pc and not on the
absolute magnitude ofPc (provided only that Pc is not less than Pv' since, if it
were, further extensive cavitation would occur in the water) has useful
consequences. It allows the experimenter to achieve a desired small value of
K, and to obtain a flow which is dynamically similar to one in which a per
manent vapour-filled cavity occurs, by increasing Pc by external means
(usually by leading air at given pressure to the cavity through a tube em
bedded in the body to which the cavity is attached) rather than by the
technically more difficult procedure of increasing U or reducing Po. Figure
6.12.5 (plate 18) shows permanent cavities attached to the downstream side
of a circular disk held normal to a stream of water with K = o· I 9; in figure
6.12.5 (a) the cavity pressure is being maintained by an air supply at a level
above vapour pressure, whereas in figures 6.12.5(b) and (c) the cavity pres
sure is not controlled and is presumably close to the vapour pressure. As well
as confirming the expected similarity of shape of cavities obtained at equal
values of K, these photographs reveal what appears to be a characterisdc
difference in the surfaces of vapour-filled and air-filled cavities. The water
close to the surface of the vapour-filled cavity is in a state of incipient
cavitation, the roughness and continual oscillation of the surface being
probably attributable to 'boiling' at the surface.

There are also circumstances in which an air-filled cavity at a pressure
well above vapour pressure occurs naturally, viz. when a projectile enters
water through an air-water boundary. If a solid sphere is dropped or shot
vertically into water as in figure 6.12.6 (plate 19), a cavity joined temporarily
to the surface forms. If the sphere speed is large enough, the cavity later
detaches from the surface and continues forward with the sphere, the
pressure in the cavity then being above vapour pressure. However, a close
correspondence with steady flow past a fixed sphere at a definite value of the
cavitation number is not to be expected, since the free sphere is decelerating,
pressure varies with depth in the undisturbed water and the cavity attached
to the sphere is continually losing air by entrainment at the cavity boundary.
The dynamics of the air entering the cavity in the initial stages appear to
influence the way in which the cavity closes and the total volume of air
which continues downward with the sphere.

It appears from observations that the shape of a steady-state cavity is
determined mainly by the cavitation number, in the case of a body of
given shape held in an otherwise uniform stream of liquid. However, only
in the case of an air-filled cavity behind a body with a salient edge is the
cavity reasonably steady, and even then the rear of the cavity does not have
a well-defined shape, as figure 6.12.5 (a) (plate 18) demonstrates. For all
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vapour-filled cavities, and for vapour- or air-filled cavities behind bodies
without a salient edge, the 'shape' of the cavity has meaning, in practice,
only as an average over time. In the absence of a salient edge of the body to
locate and stabilize the position of both boundary-layer separation and the
point of attachment of the cavity, there can also be an interaction of the
properties of the boundary layer and the cavity, as the striking photographs
in figure 6.12.7 (plate 18) show. It seems likely that a cavity boundary usually
coincides with a separated boundary layer.

Leaving aside the instabilities and unsteadiness and the boundary-layer
influences that may occur in some circumstances, the determination of the
shape of a steady-state cavity behind a body in a stream at a given value of K
presents an interesting problem in irrotational flow theory to be taken up in
the next section.

6.13. Free-streamline theory, and steady jets and cavities

We shall consider here some problems in which steady flow at large
Reynolds number is bounded partly by rigid walls and partly by 'free
streamlines' of unknown shape on which the pressure is constant and has
a known value. These flow systems can mostly be classified loosely as in
volving either' unsubmerged' jets, that is, columns of liquid of finite lateral
dimensions (normal to the general flow direction) surrounded by gas, or
gaseous cavities of finite lateral dimensions surrounded by liquid; and there
are some involving bodies moving along the free surface of a body of liquid
otherwise at rest under gravity. We shall assume that the upstream con
ditions are such that the flow is irrotational everywhere except near the
boundaries, with the usual qualifications about the applicability of the results.

In a number of these problems the broad features of the flow fields can
be discerned by inspection, supplemented perhaps by momentum integral
arguments as in §6.3, but in others, particularly those involving cavities,
the character of the flow may not be at all evident; in any event detailed
calculation is needed for quantitative information. The fact that the shape
of the free streamlines is unknown makes the mathematical problem
exceedingly difficult, except in the case of two-dimensional flow fields in
which the rigid boundaries consist of straight segments.t The use of large
automatic computers is enabling more numerical solutions to be obtained,
at any rate in two-dimensional and axisymmetric flow fields.

As mentioned in §5. I I, some of the early interest in flow fields of this
type was stimulated by the notion of free streamlines as a model of the
boundary of the broad wake behind a bluff body immersed in a uniform
stream (without cavities) at large Reynolds number. It is true that the

t For extensive accounts of the theory of flow with free streamlines, see Jets, Wakes and
Cavities, by Garrett Birkhoff and E. H. Zarantonello (Academic Press, 1957) and The
Theory ofJets in an Ideal Fluid, by M. I. Gurevich (Academic Press, 1965 or Pergamon
Press, 1966).
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velocity in the wake region close to a bluff body is generally smaller than that
in the undisturbed stream, but it is rather an over-simplification to take the
pressure in the wake to be uniform and in any event the instability ofthe sheet
vortex constituting the wake boundary leads to eddying motion and mixing
of the fluid on the two sides of this boundary at short distances from the
body. The application of free-streamline theory to cases in which a stream
surface has liquid on one side and gas on the other is not open to the same
objections, because any motion which develops in the gas has negligible effect
on the liquid and the liquid-gas interface is not always dynamically unstable.

We shall assume that the static-fluid pressure is approximately uniform
over the region of interest, and that as a consequence of Bernoulli's theorem
the fluid velocity is uniform in magnitude on a free streamline; this will
evidently be an accurate assumption when

gh «V2,
where h is a measure of the vertical extent of the region concerned and V is
a representative velocity.

A method of solution introduced by Kirchhoff (1869) which applies to
two-dimensional fields with piece-wise straight rigid boundaries and which
makes use ofthe complexvelocity potential (§§ 2.7,6.5) will now be described.
The name of Helmholtz (1868 b) is also linked with this 'free-streamline
theory', since he was the first to solve a problem involving free streamlines.
The key to the method is the introduction of a new complex variablet

a == log~~ = log(u-iv)-l

= log q-l + iO, (6.13. 1)

where % = x+iy, w = t/>+i1fJ', as before, and q and 0 are the magnitude and
direction (relative to the x-axis) of the velocity vector (u, v). This variable
has the simple properties that the real part of a is constant on each free
streamline and the imaginary part of a is constant on each straight portion
of the rigid boundary. The whole boundary of the liquid is therefore repre
sented in the a-plane by a straight-sided figure. It also is the case that the
boundary of the liquid is represented by a straight-sided figure in the
w-plane, namely, two straight lines parallel to the real axis corresponding to
the two bounding streamlines. Now we know from the Schwarz-Christoffel
theorem (§6.5) that it is always possible to find a conformal transformation
which maps the interior or exterior of a polygon in one plane on to one half of
another plane. Thus it is possible to find conformal relations between a and
a new complex variable A; and between w and A, such that the flow region
is mapped on to the upper half of the A-plane in both cases. In this way a
relation between a and w can be obtained, from which an expression for 'to

in terms of % follows by integration.
t Kirchhoff's idea was to work with dz/dw; use of the more convenient variable log(dz/dw)

was suggested a little later by Planck (1884).
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The procedure will be illustrated by application to one problem involving
a jet and to one involving a cavity.

Jet emerging from an orifice in two dimensions
As remarked in §6'3, it is desirable to know the degree of contraction of a

jet of liquid emerging from an orifice; and momentum integral arguments
are adequate for this purpose only for one or two special orifice shapes. Free
streamline theory is able to provide additional information in some two
dimensional cases (although of course these have much less practical
significance).

Suppose first that the orifice is simply a hole in a plane wall of small
thickness, and that the wall is part of a large vessel containing liquid. The
speed of the liquid on the free streamlines separating from the edges of the
orifice is uniform and equal to U, say, and this is also the speed in the
interior of the jet far downstream from the orifice where (in the absence of
effects of gravity) the streamlines are straight and parallel (figure 6.13.1).
The two streamlines bounding the flow field, on which Vr = =+: Vrl say, are
ABC and A'B'C', where A, A', C, C' represent points 'at infinity', and
figure 6.13.1 shows the corresponding straight-line boundaries in the 0- and
w-planes, where a is now defined a little more conveniently as

a = log (u~~) = log ~+iO. (6.13.2)

The conformal transformation of a semi-infinite strip on to the upper
half of another complex plane is achieved by the relation (6.5.14), and on
adapting this relation to suit the position, width and orientation of the strip
in the a-plane (which requires K' = I, Zo = -i11-; in (6.5.14», we have

A = isinho; (6.13.3)
a further choice of the constants in (6.5.14) (namely, b = -c = I) has been
made so as to give A = =+: I as the positions of the points B, B' in the A-plane.
We must now find the relation between wand ,\ that maps the interior of the
infinite strip in the w-plane on to the upper half of the A-plane, with corre
spondence between the points A, B, C, and A', B', C' shown in the two
planes in figure 6.13.1, the value of ¢J at Band B' being chosen as zero for
convenience. The general form of the required transformation is (6.5.15),
and again on choosing the constants appropriately (K' = -ll1/Vrl,b = 0,

z~ = Vr1)' we have '\ ._ . -.11fW/·1. (6 )
Il - te-' P'1, .13.4

The flow field has thus been mapped on to the upper half of the A-plane in
two coincident ways, implying that

A = ie-i'llW/Yl = isinho

= ii(Udz _:.... dW).
dw Udz
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U~~ = -iA+(I -A2)I,

[6.13

(6.13·5)

and, with cuts in the z-plane at AB and A'B', the relevant branch of(I - A2)i
is that which is positive on Vr = o. Then integration with the aid of (6.13.4)
gives

(6.13.6)

z-plane

()

n-plane

/

••1
A' B' C' C B Ii

~"'::••••o;....

Figure 6,13.1, Conformal transformations required for the determination of the flow
from an orifice in a plane wall in two dimensions.

where Zo is a constant, and since A = 1 at the point B where z = id (2d being
the width of the orifice) we have

Zo = ide

Mter substitution for A from (6.13.4), (6.13.6) is the required relation
between wand z.

On the free streamline Be, we have

1/1' = Vrl' rp = Us, n = ie,
and, in view of (6.13.3) and (6.13.4),

(6.13·7)
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where s denotes distance along the free streamline from B. The equation to
this free streamline in parametric form is thus given by (6.13.6) as

x = :~(tanh-lcosO-cosO), y = d- :~(I+sin 0), (6.13.8)

and the asymptotic semi-width of the jet is

b = lim yes) =d- 2~Ul.
8_a) 11

The exact form of the free streamlines is shown in figure 6.13.1. The relation
between wand z becomes linear as s~ 00, showing that, as expected, the
velocity of the liquid is uniform far downstream, so that ~1 = bU and

b 11
- = - = 0·61. (6.13.9)
d 11+2

This value of the contraction ratio, which is close to that found experi
mentally, may be compared with the values given in figure 6.3.2 for a circul~

orifice with various forms of the boundary near the orifice.
A similar calculation of the shape of the free streamlines may be made for

the jet issuing from a two-dimensional Borda mouthpiece similar to that
shown in figure 6'3.2(b), and for an orioce formed by a gap between two
inclined plane walls (one of which may be infinite). For a jet from the
symmetrical slit between two semi-infinite planewalls atan angle 2lX, the con
traction ratio is found to be

(1+f:~:!~dP)-l
Complex variable methods of determining the flow due to impinging jets
in two dimensions are also available.t
Two-dimensional flow past a flat plate with a cavity at ambient pressure

Again a number of different cases can be treated, but for the purpose of
illustrating the general method we shall consider in detail only the simple
case of a flat plate normal to a stream of infinite extent. The pressure in the
cavity, which may be chosen freely so far as irrotational flow theory is
concerned, will be assumed to be equal to the pressure in the undisturbed
stream.~ Thus the speed of the liquid on the free streamlines bounding the
cavity is equal to U, the uniform speed far ahead of the plate. The definition
of n given in (6.13.2) will be used again, and we shall take ~ = 0 on the
central streamline which divides at the stagnation point 0 (at which rp = 0,

say) and later becomes the two free streamlines.
The correspondence between various points on the streamline ~ = 0 in

the Z-, w- and O-planes is shown in figure 6.13.2. The region of flow occupies
the whole of the w-plane except for a slit along the positive section of the
real axis. As before, the procedure is to find transformations which will map

t See Theoretical Hydrodynamics, chap. I I, by L. M. Milne-Thomson.
1 We shall return to the aeneral question of cavity pressure later in this section.
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the flow regions in both the w- and a-planes coincidentally on to the upper
half of a A-plane. The semi-infinite strip in the a-plane has the same width,
position and orientation as that in figure 6.13.1, so that

A = isinhO

is again the appropriate relation between a and A, with the positions of the
points B, B' in the A-plane again being A = +I. The appropriate relation

o B C,A,C' B' 0

I
Fieure 6.13.:a. Conformal transformations required for the determination of the

flow past a fiat plate with a cavity at ambient pressure.

between wand A may be recognized by noting first that the flow region
occupies the upper half of the wi-plane (see figure 6.13.2) and then that an
inversion and a change of sign are needed to bring the corresponding points
on the two real axes into coincidence; thus

A == -(kU/w)i, (6.13.10)

where k is a constant to be determined by the correspondence between the
positions of the point B in the two planes.

The required relation between w and a is then

i\ = -(kU/w)i = isinha

= Ii(u dZ _~ dW).
dw Udz
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(6.13. II)

(6.13.13)

(6.13.17)

Hence

6.13]

the result is

Free-streamline theory, and steady jets and cavities

~ dw = -i (kU)t + (I _kU)t
Udz w w '

and the relevant branch of (I - kU/w)i is that which is positive on AD.
Integration of (6.13.11) gives

z- Zo .( w ) t (W)i(w ) i . {( w ) i ( w ) i}-k-=2Z kU + kU kU- 1 +!m-Iog kU + kU- 1 ,

(6.13. 12)
where Zo is a constant which must be zero in view of the requirement that
w = 0 at z = o. We can now evaluate the constant k from the information
that, at the point B where ,\ = - I,

Z = ib wJkU = I', ,

k=~
11+4'

where 2b is the breadth of the plate.
The shape of the free streamlines may now be determined. Since w = kU

at B, we have
w = ifJ = U(k+s), n = i~, '}

A = -sinO = _ (~)i
k+s

on the free streamline BC, where s is distance along the free streamline from
B. The real and imaginary parts of (6.13.12), together with (6.13.14), give
the equation to the free streamline BC in parametric form as

x = (s2+ sk)i-k log {(~+ I) i + (~) i}, (6.13.15)

y = 2(sk+k2)i+il1k, (6.13.16)
k being given by (6.13.13). Thus the cavity extends to infinity downstream
and the cavity boundary asymptotes to the parabola

8b
yl = fkx = --x.

11+4
If the cavity were offinite extent, the drag force exerted on the body-cavity

combination by the liquid would be zero, by the usual argument for steady
irrotational flow (§ 6.4), and consequently the drag on the body alone would
be -zero. However, the argument is not applicable here, and the drag is
clearly non-zero in view of the fact that the speed of the liquid on the
forward face of the plate is everywhere smaller than U. The resultant force
on the plate is in the direction of the stream and has magnitude

D = III (p - Po)a:-o dy
-ll

I
II fOkU

= 0 pU2dy-J0 p(oifJ/Oy)a:_odifJ,



(6.13. 18)

(6.13.21 )
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where Po is the pressure at infinity and in the cavity. Now - 8¢j8y is the
imaginary part of dwjdz, and on OB we have w = r/> < kU, whence it follows
from (6.13.11) and (6.13.13) that

D = PU2b-PU2kI: I-(~y)l dy (I' = ¢jkU)

21T=-pU2b.
1T+4

The drag coefficient is thus
D 21T

CD =! U2 b = - = 0·88.. p 2 1T+4

Observation shows that the drag coefficient for a flat plate of rectangular
plan form, with one dimension very much larger than the other to reproduce
the assumed two-dimensionality, set normal to a stream at large Reynolds
number, and without a gaseous cavity, is about 2'0, more than twice the
abovefigure. The general reasons why free-streamline theoryisnotapplicable
to this case have been stated; more particularly, the larger drag coefficient
of the flow without a cavity arises from the development of a considerable
suction (relative to the ambient pressure) in the wake immediately behind
the plate.

The two-dimensional flow past a flat plate of width 2b which is inclined
at an arbitrary angle a to the stream, and behind which there is a cavity at
ambient pressure, may be calculated in much the same way (Rayleigh 1876).
It is found that the free streamlines asymptote to the parabola

(y)1 8sinla x
b = 1Tsina+4 b'

and that the drag force on the plate is
• 1

D = 2~ sm a U2b. (6)
1Tsma+4P .13.20

The resultant force on the plate is necessarily normal to the plate, and there
is here a Clift' force of magnitude D cot a normal to the direction of the
undisturbed stream.

The relations (6.13.19) and (6.13.20) yield a relation between the drag and
the single length parameter speQifying the parabola to which the cavity
asymptotes:

D . (y2)-=1Tbm --
pU2 it-GO 4X cavity boundary

A general method of determining the two-dimensional flow past a body
with a curved boundary of unspecified shape with an attached cavity at
ambient pressure has been devised by Levi-Civita (1907),t and it may be

t See also Theoretical Hydrodynamics. §Ja.4. by L. M. Milne-Thomllon.
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shown both that the cavity is asymptotically parabolic and that the drag is
related to the asymptotic parabola by the same relation (6.13.21). Two
corresponding general results have been established for axisymmetric
bodies and cavities by rather difficult mathematics (Levinson 1946). The
boundary of an axisymmetric cavity at ambient pressure tends asympto
tically to the surface

0"2 = 4/x (log x)-t, (6.13.22)

where (x, 0") are cylindrical co-ordinates with origin near the body and I is a
constant length depending on the shape and size of the body, and the drag
on the body is found to be 21TpU2l2•

Dr

Figure 6.13.3. The general case of a jet impinging on an inclined
plate with a cavity at ambient pressure.

Several other two-dimensional flow fields involving a flat plate with an
attached cavity at ambient pressure may be determined by the method used
above. A very general situation which comes within the scope of the method,
and which includes several interesting flow fields as special cases, is shown
in figure 6.13.3. The undisturbed stream is here a straight jet of uniform
speed U with parallel free boundaries distance Y2 - Yl apart. If Yll -+ 00,
Yl~ - 00, we recover the case of an inclined plate with attached cavity in
an infinite stream; ifY2 - Yl ~ Yl and °< Yl < 2b sin c:x., we obtain the case
of a jet impinging on an inclined plane wall, to which the momentum
theorem was applied in §6.3; and ifYl ~ - 00, we obtain the quite new case
of an inclined flat plate planing on the free surface of a semi-infinite body of
water (with the effect of gravity on the motion neglected). In this latter case
~he jet bounded by the free streamline CD, commonly termed the' splash',
IS thrown away from the plate in a direction which depends onY2' although in
reality it would ultimately fall back on to the water surface under gravity and
spoil the application of the mathematical solution to some extent.
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One can get some idea of the form of a flow field like that sketched in
figure 6.13.3, in which q = Von every free streamline, by noting that the
free streamlines are likely to be convex to the liquid everywhere. This
follows from (6.2.13) and the other result of §6.2 that q cannot have a
maximum at an interior point of the liquid; an exception is possible only
when a maximum ofqoccurs at a point on a rigid boundary close to the point
of attachment of a free streamline.

Steady-state cavities attached to bodies held in a stream of liquid

We conclude this section with a brief description of some characteristic
features of steady flow past bodies with attached cavities (supplementing
the remarks made at the end ofthe last section) and the associated irrotational
flow theory. The whole problem is rendered difficult, both by the multi
plicityofphysical factors affecting ~he flow under differentconditions(tensile
strength of the liquid, gravity, viscosity) and by the complexity of the mathe
matical theory in cases other than two-dimensional flow past bodies with
straight-line boundaries and attached cavities at ambient pressure, and
many aspects are not yet understood.

The most important parameter governing the form of the cavity and the
flow as a whole is the cavitation number which, as in (6.12.12), we may write
as

K _Po-Pc _ UJ
- tPV.' - V.- I, (6.13.23)

where Po is the ambient pressure for the cavity (assumed uniform), Po is the
cavity pressure, V is the speed of the undisturbed stream, and V, is the
uniform speed of the liquid on the free streamlines at the cavity boundary.
Only cases of cavity flow with K = 0 have been considered hitherto in this
section, that being mathematically the simplest condition. Cavities for which
K = 0 are probably formed behind bodies which are projected into water,
as in figure 6.12.6 (plate 19), although the correspondence with mathe
matical solutions of the above kind is at best a temporary one for reasons
given in §6.12. Ifan air-filled cavity is formed artificially behind a body in a
water stream by the release of air from the rear of the body, the cavitation
number can be controlled, within limits, but a steady-state cavity with
K = 0 is of infinite extent and cannot be realized in such experiments;
however observations of flow past axisymmetric bodies with attached
cavities with K taking values between zero and about 0·5 have been made,
and these allow extrapolation to K = 0 ofmeasurements of, for example, the
drag on the body. Very small positive values of K may also occur in the case
of an underwater projectile moving at high speeds with an attached cavity
for which Pc is equal to the vapour pressure.

The mathematical and physical properties of steady cavity flows with
K =F 0 are not well established. IfK < 0, the speed on the free streamlines
is less than that in the undisturbed stream, and it is presumably necessary
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for the point of detachment of a free streamline from the body to be in the
low-velocity region at the rear of the body. Two known mathematical
solutions for two-dimensional cavity flows with K < ° yield the cavity
shapes shown in figure 6.13.4; the finiteness of the cavity length and the
cusp at the end ofthe cavity are typical, and are consequences of the condition
V, < U. Such cavities have not been observed, perhaps because the
boundary layer at the rigid surface would separate before reaching the low
velocity region where the free streamlines begin.

(a)

Figure 6.]3.4. Cavities in steady two-dimensional irrotational flow past bodies, with the
cavity pressure greater than the ambient pressure: (a) cavity behind a truncated aerofoil
with K = -0']]], U,IU = 0'943, obtained by conformal transfonnation (Lighthill ]949);
(b) cavities behind a circular cylinder with K = -0']9, U,IU == 0'9, and K == -0'64,
U,IU = 0,6, obtained by numerical analysis (Southwell and Vaisey ]946).

Cavities for which K > ° are of real physical interest, because a steady
cavity which forms in order to avoid the occurrence of regions of tension of
the liquid is necessarily one in which the pressure in the cavity is a minimum
over the flow field. Sketches ofthe cavities observed at various positive values
of K formed by the emission of air behind a circular disk in a water channel
are shown in figure 6.13.5; these shapes appear to depend on K alone. The
cavity lengthens as K ~ 0, and the boundary at positions far from the disk
is presumably approaching the near-paraboloid represented by (6.13.22).
Corresponding measurements of the drag on the disk, and on other axi.
symmetric bodies at different values of K, are given in figure 6.13.6. The
drag coefficient for a circular disk at K =°obtained by extrapolation of the
measurements is 0,80, which is quite close to the value appropriate to a
normal flat plate in two dimensions (0'88), no doubt because the pressure
is not far from the stagnation point value over most of the forward face in
both cases.

A simple formula for the drag coefficient as a function ofK which is found
to fit the data for all the body shapes shown in figure 6.13.6 is

CD = CDO(I +K), (6.13·14)
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where CDO is the drag coefficient at K = o. This formula can also be obtained
theoretically, on the basis of two assumptions. The first is that the inter
section of the cavity surface and the body surface does not change with K,
which is certainly valid for bodies with a salient edge. The second assump-

K = 0'080 ce::::'"C-~

K = 0'058 c:e:: ~.- .. t:i:

K = 0'045 ce::=----~-::-=::-;:,-::;:;;:;"=!'.,D:.. :'7:""·-"..,.".m..,..,..

Figure 6.13,5. Steady-state cavities attached to a circular disk at positive
cavitation numbers. (From Reichardt 1946,)
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Fieure 6.13.6. Measurements of the drag on different axisymmetric bodies with cavities at
positive values of the cavitation number (from Reichardt 1946 and Eisenberg and Pond
1948). Each broken line is of the fonn CD = CDQ(I +K).

tion is that the velocity at any point on the wetted surface of the body is
proportional to V" as the cavity pressure is changed, with Po and U fixed;
this is correct for the two end points of each streamline on the body surface
(one end being a stagnation point and the other the point of attachment
of the cavity where the velocity is equal to UJ) and may be a reasonable
approximation for intermediate points. It follows then from Bernoulli's
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theorem that at every point on the body surface the pressure relative to that
in the cavity is proportional to VJ and consequently to 1 +K, whence the
drag is given by (6.13.24).

No steady cavity flow with K > °which is free from anomalies has been
found mathematically. The difficulty lies in finding an appropriate cavity
shape in the region far from the body. Two ways of avoiding the difficulty,
although with some sacrifice of potential correspondence with reality, have
been devised for two-dimensional flow and are indicated in figure 6.13.7 for
the case offlow past a flat plate. The first device, suggested by Riabouchinsky
(1919), supposes that the whole flow field is symmetrical about a transverse
plane, and that in effect a second or image plate exists at an arbitrarily
chosen distance downstream from the first plate.t The second device is to

(a) (b)

Figure 6.13.7- Two models of flow past a flat plate with a cavity at a pressure less than the
ambient pressure (K > 0); (a) the image-plate symmetrical flow model, (b) the re-entrant
jet model.

allow the free streamlines to turn inwards and to produce a jet moving
towards the rear of the plate (possible in the mathematical solution, if not in
reality, because the free streamlines are continued on to a second sheet of a
Riemann surface). The idea underlying the use of either device is that it
might be possible thereby to obtain a realistic description of the flow in the
neighbourhood of the body; figure 6.12.5 (plate 18) shows that in any event
the rear of a cavity at a positive value of K is ill-defined and perhaps has a
definite shape only in a statistical sense. Some of the photographs of cavities
attached to bodies with K > ° do suggest that there is a tendency for the
cavity to be filled up from the rear with a foaming mass of water and then
for the contents of the cavity to be swept downstream suddenly, with
repetition of the whole process.

Finally, we note that when the point at which a free streamline leaves the
body is not fixed by the occurrence of a salient edge, new questions arise.
It is not clear, even in principle, how the position of the attachment point
on a body with a smooth shape is determined, although some restrictions
on the position are evident. It may readily be seen from (6.13.14) that the

t Other forms of rigid body may be introduced some distance downstream so as to
terminate the free streamlines.
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curvature (dO/ds) of the free streamline springing from the edge of a flat
plate in two-dimensional flow varies as s-t near s = 0, and it is indeed a
general mathematical property of cavity boundaries (in two dimensions, at
least) that the curvature is infinite at the point of attachment to a rigid
boundary, whether the latter be curved or straight. The sign ofthis curvature
at the attachment point may be negative or positive, depending on the
cavitation number (being convex to the liquid in the cases represented in
figures 6.13.2 and 6.13.7, and concave to the liquid in that in figure 6.13.4).
The free streamline necessarily leaves the rigid boundary tangentially, since
the velocity at the junction would otherwise be zero or infinite, so that only
for some combinations of cavitation number and the position of the attach
ment point will it be possible to construct free streamlines which do not
cut across the body surface.

Exercises for chapter 6

I. A stream of inviscid fluid in two dimensions is bounded on one side by a
plane wall, from which a thin plate of finite length projects normally into the
fluid. The fluid is in irrotational motion and has uniform velocity far from the
wall. Use the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation to determine the complex
potential, and verify that the resultant force exerted by the fluid on the wall is
equal and opposite to that exerted on the sharp edge of the plate.

2. A rigid ellipsoid with semi-diameters a, b, c is rotating with angular velocity
n about an axis through the centre and the fluid contained in it is in irrota
tional motion. Show that the velocity potential is the sum of three terms like
~(al-bl)/(al+1JI), where 6, '1/, bare the components of n in the directions of
the principal axes of the ellipsoid, and that relative to the container a material
element of the fluid moves on an ellipsoid which is similar to the boundary
ellipsoid.

3. (a) A tongue of fluid moving under gravity down an inclined plane is
immersed in lighter ambient fluid which is at rest far from the plane. The flow
is two-dimensional and steady relative to axes moving with the tongue. Show
that, if the effects of viscosity are negligible, the tangent to the interface between
the two fluids at the foremost point of the tongue is at an angle of 600 to the plane.

(b) A progressive gravity wave of stationary form with straight crests at the
free surface of water of great depth has the largest amplitude possible without
breaking. The motion in the water is irrotational. It is known that under these
conditions the water near the crest occupies a wedge with the vertex at the crest
and with the two faces symmetrical about the vertical. Show that the angle
between the two faces of this wedge is !Zoo.

4. Two similar but oppositely directed circular jets of water in air impinge
symmetrically, and form a sheet of water spreading out radially at the plane of
symmetry. What physical factor limits the outward movement in the sheet?
Obtain an estimate of the radius of the circular outer boundary of the sheet.
(Taylor 1959.)
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FLOW OF EFFECTIVELY INVISCID

FLUID WITH VORTICITY

7.1. Introduction

We continue in this chapter the study of flow of a uniform incompressible
fluid In circumstances in which the direct effect ofviscosity may be neglected.
The vorticity will be taken as non-zero, over part of the fluid at least. It will
not be possible to take the theory as far, or to analyse as many different
representative flow fields, as in the case of wholly irrotational flow, since in
general we no longer have a linear governing equation.

We recall the kinematical result of§2.4 that the velocity of incompressible
fluid associated with a vorticity distribution (a)( x) is

u(x) = V(X)-:1TfSX~(X') dV(x'),

where v is an irrotational solenoidal vector, S = x - x', and the volume
integral is taken over the whole fluid (or over a more extensive region if
(a).D =t= 0 at the boundary of the fluid, as explained in §2.4). When the
vorticity distribution is known, the irrotational contribution v(x) will be
determined, in general, by the boundary conditions imposed on the velocity
u; equivalently we may think of the boundary conditions on u as being
satisfied by the introduction of an Cimage' of the vorticity distribution in the
boundary with v then being zero.

The preliminary remarks in §6.1, about the role of the theory of flow of
inviscid fluid, apply equally to this chapter. The governing equations set
down in that section are also equally applicable here, viz. the equation of
mass conservation

and the equation of motion, with gravity as the only body force acting on
the fluid,

In this latter equation g and p are constant quantities. We shall also need to
make use of the relation (6.2.3), which is simply an alternative form of the
equation of motion. The quantity within brackets in (6.2.3) has previously
been designated by the symbol H in connection with the derivation of
Bernoulli's theorem for steady flow (see (3.5.16», and it is convenient to
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employ this notation also in more general circumstances; that is,

OU
uxw-ot=VH, (7·1.3)

H = !q2+P._ g.X
p

and q2 = u. u. Cases of flow of a liquid with a free surface will not arise in
this chapter, and the gravity term in (7.1.2) and (7.1.4) will usually be sup
pressed, p then being the modified pressure.

The vorticity equation is particularly relevant to the considerations of
this chapter. It is obtained by taking the curl of both sides of (7.1.2) or

(7·1.3): ow Dw
ei=Vx(uxw), or Dt =w.Vu. (7·1.5)

It was shown in §5.3 to be a consequence of this equation that vortex-tubes
move with the fluid and are constant in strength.

In the case of two-dimensional flow, only the component of vorticity
normal to the plane of flow (to be denoted by w) is non-zero. The gradient
of u in the direction of the vorticity vector is zero here, so that (7.1.5)
reduces to Dw

Dt = o. (7·1.6)

The vorticity associated with a material element is constant, because no
turning or extension of vortex-lines can occur in two-dimensional flow.

The other case in which (7.1.5) takes a simple form is axisymmetric flow
without 'swirl' (i.e. without azimuthal motion), when the vorticity vector
at any point is normal to a plane containing that point and the axis of8ym
metry. In terms of cylindrical polar co-ordinates (x, 0', ifJ) with corresponding
velocity components (u, v, w), and with i, j, k representing unit vectors in
the directions of the x-, 0"- and ifJ-co-ordinate lines respectively, we find here
that .

Dw Dw wv oJ wv
w=wk -=-k w.Vu=--=-k

, Dt Dt' 0' oifJ 0' '

D(w/O')
Dt =0.

This relation represents the constancy of strength of a material vortex-tube
of small cross-section and length 2710'.

Relations like (7.1.6) and (7.1.7) are especially useful in the context of
steady flow, when a zero value of a material derivative implies constancy
along a streamline. Also, when the flow is steady (7.1.3) reduces to

uxw = VH,
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as found for steady homentropic flow in general (see (3.5.9». Thus

u. VH = 0, (J).VH = 0 (7.1.9)

in steady flow, showing that the quantity H is constant over a surface on
which intersecting families of streamlines and vortex-lines lie. A surface on
which H is constant may appropriately be termed a Bernoulli surface
(although, as in §3.5, we reserve the term Bernoulli's theorem for the result
that H is constant along a streamline in steady flow).

The self-induced movement of a line vortex

In §2.6 there was introduced the notion of a line vortex, that is, a vortex
tube of infinitesimal cross-section but non-zero strength. To that kine
matical discussion we are now able to add the consequences of the dynamical
theorem that a vortex-tube moves with the fluid without change of strength
and to deduce the way in which the shape of a line vortex changes with time.
The result given below concerning the movement of a line vortex is of
limited application, but is rather surprising and has important implications
for the mathematical use of line vortices as an approximate representation of
real vorticity distributions.

The velocity distribution in the fluid is given by (7. I. I), and we wish to
use that expression to evaluate the velocity at points near a line vortex. We
shall suppose that the line vortex (of strength K) exists in infinite fluid which
is at rest at infinity and which is without interior boundaries; this requires
v = 0 everywhere, so that only the integral term in (7.1.1) remains. We shall
also assume that the vorticity is zero at points of the fluid not on the line
vortex, in which case (7.1.1) reduces to (see (2.6'3»

u(x) = _ ~,(s x dl(x') ()
411'j sa ' 7·1.10

where s = x - x' and 81 is a line element of the closed curve of integration
coincident with the line vortex. As was seen in §2.6, this can also be written
in the form

K
u(x) = - va, (7.I.II)

411'

where a is the solid angle subtended at the point x by the line vortex. It is
evident from both these formulae that there is a singularity of the velocity
distribution at points on the line vortex. There is of course a circulatory
motion round any portion of the line vortex, with a velocity which increases
as the reciprocal of the distance from the line vortex as the line vortex is
approached, but this circulatory motion can only rotate the infinitesimal
cross-section of this local portion of the line vortex about its centre and
cannot translate it. We need to examine the value of u(x) at points near the
line vortex with some care in order to determine what remains when the
circulatory motion is subtracted.
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We consider the induced velocity in the neighbourhood of a point 0 on
the line vortex, and choose rectilinear axes which are parallel to the tangent,
principal normal, and binormal to the line vortex at 0, as indicated in
figure 7.1.1. With 0 as origin, and t, 0, b unit vectors in the direction of the
axes, the position vector of a point in the DIane normal to the line vortex
at 0 can be written as

x = xmo+xab,

and our task is to examine the form taken by the velocity at this point as
(x~ + ~)t (= 0') -+ o. Now for a certain range of values of the distance 1along
the line vortex from 0, say L ~ I ~ - L, the position vector x' of a point on
the line vortex is given by

bn

o t ~ n ~

Figure 7.1.1. Definition sketch for the induced velocity near a line vortex.

where c is the curvature of the line vortex at O. Thus, near 0,

and

81(x') ~ (t +clo) 81

(x-x') x 81{x') f"oJ _-xsclt+.xS o-(x2 + Ic12) b 81
Ix-x'is f"oJ {xi+xl+Z2(I -x2 c)+lc21'}i •

The contribution to the velocity at the point (0, x2, xs), or (0, 0' cos rp, 0'sin rp),
from the above nearby portion of the vortex line is then

K ILltT (b cos ¢ - 0 sin ¢) (11 + icm2b- -~
411" -LltT {I + m2

( I - CO' cos rp) + lc20'2m'}i '

where m has been substituted for I/O'. As 0' -+ 0, the denominator of the
integrand tends to (I + m2)i and the whole contribution takes the asymptotic
form L

~(bcosrp-osinrp)+ KC blog- + term of order uO. (7.1.13)
211"0' ¥ 0'

The contribution to the velocity at 0 which arises from parts of the line
vortex outside the range L ~ 1~ - L is certainly bounded in magnitude and
we shall not need to know more about it.

The first of the two variable terms in (7.1.13) represents the expected
circulatory motion about the line vortex, and does not lead to displacement
of the line vortex. The second term is novel, and shows the interesting result
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that there is another and weaker singularity of the velocity distribution
associated with the local curvature of the line vortex. It seems that the fluid
in the neighbourhood of the point 0 on the line vortex has a large velocity
in the direction of the binormal, with the magnitude varying asymptotically
as log 0-1• An ideal curved line vortex in the mathematical sense will thus
move with infinite speed, and in general will change its shape with infinite
speed. The implication is that the speeds of movement and of deformation
of a strong vortex-tube of small cross-section have large values which de
pend critically on the dimensions of the cross-section of the tube when the
curvature c is non-zero; this is an inconvenient conclusion since information
about the cross-section is unlikely to be available.

Now that we have found that an isolated curved line vortex moves with
infinite speed under the action of its own associated velocity field, it is
evident that there was no loss of generality in the assumptions made earlier
in reducing (7.1.1) to (7.1.10). If v =l= 0, or if thC? vorticity is non-zero at
points not on the line vortex, there will be additional contributions to u at
points on the line vortex, but all such contributions are finite and hence
negligible compared with the second of the two variable terms in (7.1.13)
when u is small.

In a case in which cb is uniform over the line vortex-so that it is circular
no deformation occurs, and the line vortex moves in the direction of the
normal to its plane at infinite speed. And in the limiting case of a straight
line vortex, for which c = 0, the speed of movement is zero and the difficulty
disappears. Two other special cases in which the line vortex does not change
its shape are known. One is a helical line vortex, which advances in the
direction of its axis and rotates about it. The other is a line vortex in the form
of the plane curve

with aA. ~ I. The curvature is here

-a.2X
c - 2 ~ -a.2X 2,

- (I +a.2AI cosl lXX1)i'

and so the line 'vortex rotates rigidly about the xl-axis; but in view of the
approximation a change of shape occurs in due course.

It must be concluded that the mathematical notion of a line vortex is of
limited direct value in problems involving development with time, except
when the line vortex is straight or circular or helical.

The instability ofa sheet 'Vortex
Another limitation on the mathematical use of singularities in the vorticity

distribution arises from the intrinsic instability of a sheet vortex to small
disturbances, which was first noted by Helmholtz (I868b). Observation
shows that undulations of increasing amplitude tend to form at a transition
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layer between two approximately uniform streams of different velocity,
usually with an irregular turbulent motion as the outcome. Figure 5.10.5
(plate 8), particularly photographs 5, 6 and 7 in the sequence, demonstrates
clearly this instability of transition layers; here the transition layer is formed
by separation ofa boundary layer at a salient edge, and the undulations of the
layer increase in magnitude with increase of distance from the separation
point. The instability appears to be more marked, in the sense that the
undulations grow more rapidly, in the case of thinner transition layers, and
there is no doubt that the mathematical sheet vortex of infinitesimal thick
ness introduced in §2.6 is strongly unstable. The dynamical instability of
flow systems forms a large and coherent branch of fluid dynamics, and most
cases of instability are best discussed within the general framework of that
subject. However, an elementary analysis of instability of a sheet vortex
does not require special techniques or concepts, and we shall present it here
as an illustration of the rather surprising kind of dynamical instability
possessed by many systems in which the flow is unidirectional.

The instability of a sheet vortex is essentially a local phenomenon, and
we shall therefore suppose the sheet to be plane and of uniform strength
density. With a suitable choice of (rectilinear) axes, the steady flow field
whose stability is to be considered is two-dimensional, with velocity com
ponents (-lU, 0) in the regiony > 0 of the (x,y)-plane and components
(!U, 0) in the region y < o. We propose to examine the behaviour of small
disturbances superposed on this flow field. In a real fluid the vorticity in the
sheet would diffuse laterally and the thickness of the transition layer would
increase continually in the manner described in §4.3. It is difficult to take
into account the growth in thickness of a disturbed transition layer, and we
shall ignore it on the assumption that the thickness of the layer remains small
compared with the characteristic length of the disturbance during the
relevant time interval; this clearly implies a restriction on some Reynolds
number of the disturbed flow field. Also, it will be assumed that the dis
turbance is produced by processes which satisfy the conditions of Kelvin's
circulation theorem, so that the only vorticity present in the disturbed state
is that in the sheet vortex as modified by the disturbance. Analysis of the
disturbed flow field is now a simple matter, because it consists of two
irrotational motions on either side of a sheet vortex whose shape is slightly
different from a plane. On the upper side of this sheet (figure 7.1.2), the
fluid velocity is derived from a potential - tUX+ tPl and on the lower side
from !UX+tP2' ,pI and tP2 being the two disturbance potentials.

We write the geometrical equation of the deformed sheet vortex at any
instant as ( t)

y5i1jX,Z, ;

note that the disturbance is not assumed to be two-dimensional. The
quantities 1j, tPl and tPI are related, since the sheet vortex is a material surface
which continues to be a boundary of each of the two regions. By regarding
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the sheet vortex as the boundary of the upper region, we find

(
01)1) = D7J
oy 1/-" Dt

= 01J + (_ i U+ 01>1) 0"1 + (OtPl) 0"1
ot ax 1/="1 ox 0% 1/="1 0% '

or, correct to first order in the small disturbance quantities,

(OtP2) = 0"1 +i U 0"1 •
oy 2/-0 at ax

(OtPl) = 0"1 _ iU 0"1.
oy 1/=0 at ox

Similarly, by regarding the sheet as the boundary of the lower region, we
have, approximately,

:Ie------+

y.
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

Disturbance potential ~l

I
I
I
I
I

Disturbance potential ~I I
I
I
I
I iU
I --.

Figure 7.1.2. Definition sketch for instability of a plane sheet vortex
to a small disturbance.

(PI -Pa)V-fJ = o. (7.1.16)

Now in each of the two regions the pressure is given (see (6.2.5» by a relation

of the form (O¢)
P = const. -p at +gy+ !q2 .

On substituting such an expression for PI and for P2 in (7.1.16), and again
assuming the two streams to have the same composition so thatp is continuous
at y = "I, we find the approximate relation

(OtP2 _ 01>1) +I U (01)2 + 01>1) = const.
ot at 1/-0 ax ax 1/-0

In addition to these kinematical matching conditions at the common
boundary of the two streams there is a condition on the pressure to be
satisfied. When the two streams are composed of the same fluid, no surface
tension acts at the interface and the pressure must be continuous across the
interface, that is,
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These linear equations may be solved if we represent the sheet displace
ment 'TJ as a Fourier integral with respect to x and z. It is evident from
(7.1.14) and (7.1.15) that a particular sinusoidal dependence of'TJ on x or z
demands a similar dependence of ,pI and ,ps. Hence a disturbance will be a
superposition of Fourier' components' like

'TJ, ,pI' ,ps ex: ei(~+'Y·)

which behave independently; the complex form is convenient, because the
various quantities do not all have the same phase. Here y and a are com
ponents of a wave-number vector in the (z, x)-plane whose magnitude is

k = (ys+aS)t;

that is to say, the corresponding disturbance quantities vary sinusoidally
with wave-length 21Tjk in a direction making an angle tan-l (yja) with the
x-axis in the (z, x)-plane. Also, <PI and flJs satisfy Laplace's equation, which
shows they dependony asexp (± ky).With the restriction that the disturbance
motion vanishes far from the sheet vortex, on both sides of it, we then have

~ ~,,-} xeiJ..~+'Y·), (7. 1•18)

<Ps = Bsek1l
where A, B1 and Bsare functions of time t alone and only the real parts of the
right-hand sides are relevant.

On substitution of these expressions in (7.1.14) and (7.1.15) we find

-kBI = ~~ -liaUA,

kBs = ~~+!iaUA.

From (7.1.17) we see first that the constant on the right-hand side can be
non-zero only for a Fourier component independent of x and z (and also y),
which is a case we can ignore; and second, with the aid of (7.1.19), that

dSA = ~NsU2A
dtS ~ •

It follows that A ex: en, (j = +taU, (7.1.20)

d -kBI kBs - A ()an - 1 U - • 7·1.21
(j - liaU (j +"Iia

The positive root for (j corresponds to an exponentially-growing disturbance,
the mathematical existence of which shows that the sheet vortex is unstable
to any disturbance periodic with respect to x and z for which a =f: o.

It will be noticed from the expressions for 'TJ, fIJI and <Ps that the quantity
U occurs only in combination with a. To account for this we may think of
the velocity vector in each of the two undisturbed streams as being resolved
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into components parallel and perpendicular to the wave-number vector
(y, ex) in the (z, xl-plane, with a corresponding resolution of the vorticity in
the sheet. The component of vorticity in the undisturbed sheet which is
parallel to the wave-number vector corresponds to stream velocities parallel
to the crests of the disturbance wave, and does not interact with the disturb
ance; that is to say, a sinusoidal deformation of a uniform sheet vortex with
the crests of the deformed sheet parallel to the stream velocities on each side
of the sheet is a steady-flow configuration (compare the results obtained for
sheet vortices of uniform strength density in §2.6) for any small amplitude
of the deformation. The component of vorticity in the undisturbed sheet
which is normal to the wave-number vector, and so parallel to the wave
crests, would by itself give the sheet a strength density exU/k; this com
ponent corresponds to streams flowing across the crests of the disturbance
wave and alone is responsible for the interaction with, and amplification of,
the disturbance wave.

It follows from these remarks that there is a gain in simplicity ifwe trans
form to new co-ordinates in the plane of the undisturbed sheet given by

kx' = ctX+yz, lu' = -yx+ctz, (7.1.22)
the new x'-axis being parallel to the wave-number vector and the z'-axis
normal to it. The disturbance velocity vector lies in the (x',y)-plane every
where, and the jump in the component of velocity in this plane across the
undisturbed sheet is exU/k, = U'say.

The mechanism of the instability of a sheet vortex can be understood in
terms of the changes in the vorticity distribution and the consequent effect
on the velocity distribution. The vector obtained by integrating the vorticity
across the sheet at a given point (and denoted by r in §2.6) is related to the
discontinuity in velocity across the sheet according to (2.6.11), and the
change in this vector due to the disturbance has components in the :4' and x'
directions equal to

_ (01)1_ 01>1) and (81)1_ 81>2)
ox' ax' If-O • OZ' 0:4' If-O '

i.e., equal to 2iU1J and 0

in view of (7.1.18), (7.1.21) and (7.1.22). The.z'-component of the disturb
ance vorticity varies sinusoidally with respect to x' and has a phase different
from that of", by 1" (being i11 greater in the case of a growing disturbance
and 1" less if (J' is negative). The relation between the displacement", and the
local strength density for a grOfJJing disturbance to a sheet with vorticity in
the z'-direction alone is sketched in figure 7.1.3. The vorticity is evidently
being swept towards points like A where 'TJ = 0, 81Jjox' > 0, and away from
points like C where 'TJ = 0, 81Jj8x' < o. This convecting motion, which can be
seen explicitly from the expression for (81)J 8x' + 81>z18x'),,_o' arises from
the fact that the vorticity in parts of the sheet displaced downwards (or up
wards) induces a velocity with a negative (or positive) x'-component at any
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point of the sheet where 11 > 0 (or < 0), the inference being clearest for
points like B at which the induced velocity due to every portion of the sheet
vortex has a negative x'-component. Now when some accumulation of (posi
tive) vorticity does exist near points like A, there will be a corresponding
induced velocity distribution which tends to carry fluid round A in an anti
clockwise sense and thereby to increase the amplitude of the sinusoidal
displacement of the sheet vortex. A larger amplitude gives a more rapid
accumulation of vorticity near points like A, and so the whole cycle acceler
ates. The special feature of a sinusoidal disturbance of the sheet vortex is
that the two processes of accumulation of vorticity near points like A and
rotation of the neighbouring portions of the sheet vortex go on simul
taneously and lead to exponential growth without change of the spatial form
of the disturbance.

Figure 7.1.3. Growth of a sinusoidal disturbance to an initially unifonn sheet vortex with
positive vorticity normal to the paper. The local strength density of the sheet is repre
sented by the thickness of the sheet. The arrows indicate the direction of the self-induced
movement of the vorticity in the sheet, and show (a) the accumulation of vorticity at
points like A and (b) the general rotation about points like A, which together lead to
exponential growth of the disturbance.

It is now possible to see the significance of the negative root in (7.1.20). If
we could distribute vorticity in the wavy sheet at some initial instant so that
points like C in figure 7.1.3 were centres of accumulation (with the appro
priate sinusoidal distribution), the subsequent motion would tend (a) to
rotate portions of the sheet near C in the anti-clockwise sense about C and
(b) to sweep vorticity toward points like A as before, thereby diminishing the
disturbance exponentially. However this kind of initial condition is most
unlikely to occur naturally, and the existence of a negative root for u in this
and other similar stability problems may be ignored.

The analysis shows that the growth rate of a sinusoidal disturbance,
defined as d(Iog A)/dt, = u, is equalto taU. Thus in the case ofa disturbance
ofmore general form the Fourier components with larger wave-n'lmber (and,
among those with equal wave-number magnitude, with the wave-number
vector parallel to the two undisturbed streams) are magnified more rapidly
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and will ultimately dominate the resultant form of the disturbance. More
extensive analysis shows that, although the above theory gives an accurate
description of the stability of a transition layer of thickness d between two
uniform streams to sinusoidal disturbances with wave-length large compared
with d, disturbances with wave-length smaller than a certain length of order
d do not grow and that for some wave-length, likewise of order d, the growth
rate is a maximum. In this more realistic case we should therefore expect
that a disturbance of arbitrary initial form is converted, by selective ampli
fication of Fourier components, into an approximately sinusoidal form
with wave-length close to that for which the growth rate is a maximum; but
of course these conclusions hold only while the disturbance magnitude is
small enough for the linear equations to be applicable. The large and roughly
periodic oscillations visible on the sheet vortex in figure 5.10.5 (plate 8) are
an outcome of the amplification of a small disturbance, and the wave-length
is presumably of the same order of magnitude as the thickness of the transi
tion layer being shed from the salient edge.

It is not difficult to extend the above analysis to a case in which the sheet
vortex separates two streams of fluid with different densities, with surface
tension acting at the interface and with gravity acting. The results then have
application to such problems as the generation of waves at the free surface of
a liquid over which gas is being blown.

Exercise
Show from (7.1.5) that in a case of axisymmetric flow with swirl

D (w¢» ZWWq

Dt u = - (J'2 - ,

where (x, (J', ¢) are cylindrical polar co-ordinates and (u, 'V, w) are corresponding
velocity components.

7.2. Flow in unbounded fluid at rest at infinity

Cases of flow of an infinite fluid without interior boundaries are of special
interest in inviscid-fluid theory, since there are here none of the singular
effects of viscosity associated with rigid boundaries which usually spoil the
correspondence with flow of real fluids. There is no scope for inviscid
fluid theory in such cases when the flow is irrotational everywhere, because
the only solution consistent with zero velocity at infinity is a state of rest
everywhere. But many interesting possibilities arise when a confined region
of vorticity is embedded in fluid at rest at infinity, a 'vortex ring' being
perhaps the best known example. We shall consider first the more natural
three-dimensional case, and leave the special features of two-dimensional
flow for discussion in the next section.

Some of the kinematical results of §2.9 are relevant here. The velocity of
incompressible fluid associated with a vorticity distribution w(x) is given
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by (7.1.1), with v = 0 in the present context of infinite fluid without interior
boundaries and which is at rest at infinity; and we saw in §2.9 that the
asymptotic form for u, as r( = Ixl) -+- 00, is

u(x) - 8~V{(V;)·IX'XW'dV(x')}, (7. 2 •1)

where the integral is taken over the whole fluid. Alternatively we have (see
(2.9.4) and (2.9.5» u = V xB, where

B(x) - 8~ (V;) xJx' X w' dV(x') (7.2•2 )

as r -+- 00. This asymptotic expression for u is valid provided IWIis ofsmaller
order than r' when r is large,t and represents the irrotational velocity
distribution associated with either a single closed line vortex of small linear
dimensions or a source doublet located at the origin.

The resultant force impulse required to generate the motion
The value of the integral Ix x WdV occurring in (7.2. I) has dynamical

significance, as we shall now show. The dimensions of the integral suggest
a consideration of the total linear momentum in the fluid; but the velocity
diminishes in magnitude as ,-a as r -+- 00 and we encounter' the same
difficulty as in the case of irrotational flow due to a rigid body in translational
motion (see §6.4), viz. that the integral JudV is in general not absolutely
convergent and appears to depend on the way in which the volume' of
integration is allowed to tend to infinity. We must therefore proceed
differently. Whereas in §6.4 we determined the force impulse which must be
applied to the rigid body in order to generate the given fluid motion from rest,
here we calculate the resultant of the distributed force impulse that must be
applied to a limited portion of the fluid in order to generate the whole of the
given motion from rest. The resultant force impulse will again be called the
fluid impulse of the flow field and will be denoted by P.

It is immediately evident that if u' and u" are two velocity distributions
for which the values of Ix x W dV are equal, the difference motion u' - u"
is one for which the total linear momentum in the fluid is zero. For if V is
now a volume bounded externally by the closed surface A, to which the
unit outward normal is n, we have

feu' -u")dV = fV x(B' -B")dV

= fn x (B' -B")dA,

and since the difference betweenB' andB" is seen from (7.2.2) to be ofsmaller
order than r-Z when r is large, this surface integral tends to zero as the surface

t In this and the following section it will be assumed that Iwl is sufficiently small when
T is large to make convergent all the inteara1s involving vorticity which arise.
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A recedes to infinity in all directions. The fluid impulse of the difference
motion is also zero, since the fluid impulse and the total linear momentum
are equal when the integral giving the total momentum is absolutely con
vergent. Now P is necessarily a linear functional of u, and also of w, and it
follows first that all those flow fields for which the values of fx x wdV are
equal have the same fluid impulse and second that

P ex; fx x w dV. (7.2 .3)

To find the constant of proportionality, we choose a length R so large that
the velocity distribution (7.2.1) holds accurately for T ~ R, and proceed
to calculate the contributions to the fluid impulse from the two parts of the
flow field given by T ~ Rand T ~ R. The total linear momentum of the fluid
in the region T ~ R is

PI. u dV = pI V xBdV
r<B r<B

=P!. oxBdA;
r-B

and since (7.2.2) holds on the spherical surface A we have

817RZ(0 xB)"'B = Ix x wdV-00.fx xwdV.

The total momentum in the inner region is thus tpIX x wdV. This con
tribution to the fluid impulse is independent of R, and we are tempted to
allow R to tend to infinity and to assert that there is then no outer region to
make an additional contribution. But that argument is invalidated by the
lack of absolute convergence of the integral fUdV. Now the asymptotic
velocity distribution (7.2. I) has the same form as in flow due to a rigid sphere
of radius R moving with velocity U (see (6.8.13», provided

417RSU = fxxwdV (7.2.4)

(showing incidentally that the total momentum in the inner region is the
same as if all the fluid within the spherical surface of radius R were moving
with the velocity U given by (7.2.4». Hence the outer region makes a con
tribution to the fluid impulse which is equal to the fluid imp1l1se of the flow
due to a rigid sphere of radius R moving with the velocity U given by (7.2.4),
that is, in view of (6.4.29) and (6.8.18), equal to

i17R3pU, = lpfx xwdV.

The two contributions together give

P = tPfxxwdV, (7. 2 .5)

the integral being taken over the whole fluid.
We can also prove that, as would be expected, this expression for the

resultant impulse required for the generation of the flow from rest is



dP f ow-=lp xx-dV
dt at

= lpfxx {V x (uxw)}dV.
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independent of time, even though the flow itself is not necessarily steady. We
see from (7.I.S) that

Expansion of the integrand (suffix notation being simpler) shows that it is
equal to 2U x w, plus several terms in the form of derivatives, and these
derivatives yield surface integrals which vanish in view of the smallness of
Iwl at infinity. Thus

(7.2 .6)Ipfx x (x x w) dV,

which also may be transformed to a surface integral which is zero in view of
the known smallness of the velocity far from the origin.

It may also be shown that the resultant moment (about the origin) of the
distributed force impulse which must be applied to the fluid to generate the
motion from rest is

and that this is another invariant of the motion.

The total kinetic energy of the fluid
It is also possible to find an expression for the total kinetic energy in terms

of the vorticity distribution. We have

T = Ipfu.(V xB)dV

= tpf{B·(Vxu)-V.(uxB)}dV,

T = ipfB.wdV =~ffW~(j)' dV(x)dV(x').

the integrals being taken over the whole fluid. The term in the integrand ill
the form of a divergence gives rise to a surface integral which is zero, and on
substituting for the vector potential from (2.4.10) in the remaining term
we find

An alternative expression for T follows from the identity

V.(ux. u) = V.(tq2X) -lq2+ u .(x x w).

When both sides of this relation are integrated over the whole fluid, two
terms give rise to integrals over surfaces at infinity which are evidently

zero, and T - f ( )dV ( 8)-p u. xxw . 7.2 •

This quantity may also be shown to be independent of time.
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Flow with circular vortex-lines
The foregoing expressions for the velocity distribution, the fluid impulse

and the total kinetic energy take a simple form in cases in which all the
vortex-lines are circles centred on a common axis of symmetry.

Since the whole flow field is here axisymmetric (and there is no azimuthal
motion) we may describe the velocity distribution in terms of a stream
function 1fr, which is related to the one non-zero component of the vector
potential B. With cylindrical co-ordinates (x, u, 1», CI) and B are every
where parallel to the 1>-co-ordi~te line, and (2.4.10) shows that

u fClO fClOf271' w(x' u')1fr(x, u) = ulBI = - ' u' cosOdx' du' dO, (7.2.9)
411 -ClO 0 0 s

where
w = ICI) I, 0 = 1>' - 1>, SZ = (x - x')Z + U Z+ u'z - 2uu' cos O.

The resultant impulse required to generate the flow from rest is given by
(7.2.5), and is evidently here a vector in the direction of the axis of symmetry

with magnitude fClO fClO
P = 11p WUZdxdoo. (7.2.10)

-ClO 0

For the total kinetic energy of the fluid we have the two general formulae
(7.2.7) and (7.2.8), the former of which becomes here

T = 1TPfGO fClO 1frwdxdoo. (7.2.n)
-ClO 0

These formulae are easily adapted to the case ofa single circular line vortex
of radius a and strength K at x = o. In the usual way, by supposing that
w(x', q') 8x' 800' = K for the element of integration in the axial plane that
includes the line vortex, we find

Kauf271' cos 0dO
1fr(x,oo) = 411 0 (xz+uz+az-2aucosO)I' (7.2.12)

The integrals with respect to 0 in (7.2.9) and (7.2.12) can be evaluated from
available tables. For if we put

kl = 4aoo
xZ+(oo+a)2'

(7.2.12) can be written as

1fr(x, u) = K(;;)if: {(~ -k) (I _kZcoszto)-i - k(I - kZcosZto)i} dO

= K(:;)i{(i_k)K(k)-iE(k)} , (7.2.13)

where K and E are the so-called complete elliptic integrals of the first and
second kinds, for which numerical values are known.
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The forms of the streamlines obtained from (7.2.13) are shown in
figure 7.2.1. It may seem a little surprising that the streamlines are small
closed curves near the intersection of the axial plane with the line vortex,
despite the fact that we have found the axial component of velocity to tend
to infinity as the line vortex is approached from any direction; but it should
be remembered that this axial velocity diverges as log{(u - a)'J. +xl}, whereas
the circulatory motion round the line vortex has a speed which varies as
{(u-a)'J.+x'J.}-i and is thus dominant.

Axis of IYDUbCtry

Figure 7.2. I. Streamlines in an axial plane, with equal intervala of y" for the Bow aaaociated
with a single circular line vortex in Buid at rest at infinity.

For the fluid impulse of the flow associated with a single circular line
vortex, we have p 'J. ( )= 1lpKa ; 7.2.14

it is noteworthy that this is finite, despite the singularity of the velocity
distribution at the line vortex. The total energy is of course infinite, as it is
for a flow field containing a line vortex of any shape.

Vortex rings
A familiar and intriguing example of flow with circular vortex lines is the

'smoke ring' which can be formed by ejecting a puffof smoke suddenly from
the mouth through rounded lips and which travels forward steadily with
a smoke-filled core. The essential requirement for the production ofa vortex
ring (to give it a more appropriate name) is that linear momentum should
be imparted to the fluid with axial symmetry; the smoke is simply a marking
agent which makes some of the fluid visible. Jerking a circular disk normal
to its plane and bringing it to rest again is in principle the simplest method of
producing a vortex ring; there is the practical disadvantage that the freely
moving vortex ring would travel towards the disk and be obstructed by it,
although this may be overcome by dipping half a circular disk into the free
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surface of a liquid and withdrawing it quickly when the horizontal motion
ceases. A more common plan is to discharge a puffoffluid through a circular
hole. either a hole in a plane rigid sheet or the open end of a tube, producing
a vortex ring which travels away from the hole. Figure 7.2.2 (plate 20) shows
photographs taken at different stages of the formation of vortex rings by the
ejection of small quantities of fluid from the end of a tube. Rather sur
prisingly. it is even possible to produce a vortex ring by blowing a limited
volume of air from a tube pointing upwards in a tank of water (Walters and
Davidson 1963) ;thevortex ring. or toroidal gas bubble, here travelsvertically
upwards, and its radius is observed to increase, presumably because the
buoyancy force is increasing the fluid impulse (see (7.2.14». Yet another
method of producing a vortex ring, illustrated in figure 7.2.3 (plate 21), is
to allow drops of liquid to fall vertically on to a free surface ofthe same liquid.

From the theoretical point of view the striking property of all observed
vortex rings in uniform fluid is the approximate steadiness of the motion
relative to the ring when the ring is well clear of the generator. There is some
decay of the motion always, presumably due to the action of viscosity, but
the decay is less for larger rings, suggesting that the motion would he truly
steady at infinite Reynolds number. We have seen that a circular line vortex
has this property of steady propagation. although the speed of travel is
infinite. At least some of the observed vortex rings look like approximations
to a line vortex. in which the vorticity is contained in a tube of small but
non-zero cross-section which propagates steadily in the direction of the axis
of symmetry.

Mathematical analysis of such vortex rings is made difficult by ignorance
of the exact shape of the cross-section of the tube containing the vorticity
that is compatible with steady motion. But when the cross-section is small
the difficulty is less severe, because the curve bounding the cross-section is a
streamline of the steady flow relative to axes moving with the ring (since
vortex-lines move with the fluid) and is approximately circular when the
circulatory motion round the neighbouring portion of the vortex-tube is
dominant. The formula (7.1.13) for the induced velocity in the neighbour
hood 'of a curved line vortex suggests (and detailed.analysis confirms) that,
when the vorticity is spread roughly uniformly over a tubular core whose
cross-section is a circle of small radius e, the speed of movement of such a
vortex-tube of uniform curvature a-I is given by cutting off the logarithmic
divergence at the core boundary and so is asymptotically (for ale> I) of
the form K a

-log-. (7.2.15)
411a e

The speed is thus greater for smaller values of the ring radius a.t
t Two aimi1ar vortex rings at some distance apart on a common axis of symmetry conse
quently play an amusing game. The velocity field associated with the rear vortex rins
haa a radially outward component at the position of the front rina and 10 the radiua of the
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Formula (7.2.10) shows that the fluid impulse for a vortex ring whose
core radius is small is approximately independent of the dimensions of the
core and so is given by the same expression (7.2.14) as for a line vortex. The
total kinetic energy of the fluid is no longer infinite, and, so far as the asymp
totic form as e~ 0 is concerned, may be evaluated by noting that the kinetic
energy associated with a straight line vortex of strength K in the region be
tween an inner circular cylinder of radius e and an outer cylinder of radius b
is (pK2/41T) log (hie) per unit length of the line vortex. This gives

aT", fpaKlllog- (7.2.16)
e

for the vortex ring, as may also be seen to follow from (7.2.n) and the fact
that ljr is of order (aKI21T) loge at a small distance e from a line vortex. The
speed of travel of the vortex ring is thus approximately I TjP.

The flow associated with a vortex ring having a small circular core is
determined approximately by the parameters a, K and e, everywhere except
within the core itself where the motion depends on the actual vorticity
distribution there. Alternatively, two of these parameters may be replaced
by the fluid impulse P given by (7.2.14) and the total kinetic energy T given
by (7.2. I 6). The manner in which the values ofthree independent parameters
are determined in practice will depend on the nature of the generating
mechanism, and the details are often obscure. In the case of a vortex ring
produced by suddenly making a circular disk of radius R move normal to its
plane, we might suppose that the disk is somehow removed from the fluid
at the instant when its speed is V without immediate effect on the fluid
motion. The fluid impulse and the kinetic energy of the motion associated
with the vortex ring are then the same as for the circular disk moving with
speed V, and the circulation for the vortex ring could be put equal to the
difference between the values of the velocity potential at the central points
on the two faces of the disk; that is, according to the formulae of §6.8,

P = fR3pV, T = jR3pVZ, K = 4RVj1T.

It follows then from (7.2.14) and (7.2.16) that the dimensions of the resulting
vortex ring are

a = ..JiR, e = aexp( -t1T2/..J6) = o'13a,

and, from (7.2.15), that the speed of movement of the vortex ring is tV;
but the value of ela is perhaps not small enough for the expressions (7.2.15)
and (7.2.16) to apply accurately.

Two of the three parameters specifying the flow associated with a vortex
ring of small core radius may be regarded as defining the length and velocity

front ring gradually increases (with K constant). This leads to a decrease in its speed of
travel, and there is a corresponding increase in the speed of travel of the rear vortex which
ultimately passes through the larger vortex and in turn becomes the front vortex. The
manoeuvre is then repeated.
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showing that there is a singly-infinite family of such vortex rings corre
sponding to different values of e/a. The primary effect of changing the value
of e/a, leaving aside details of the flow in and near the core, is to change the
speed of travel of the vortex ring. Consequently we obtain an approximation
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scales of the flow system. Thus, with a reference frame which moves with
the ring, we may write the fluid velocity at any point x (except within the
core itself) in the form

..
--'l... -.__________ - ...4-----

..
Axis of symmetry

~!.~~---~-~ ,~~i:W:r,;;;~~';;!:} '-------_---

=\l/

- =
Figure ,.2.4. Streamlines of the steady flow relative to a vortex ring for various (small)
values of the ratio eta (sketch only). The inner black area marks the core of vorticity, and
the shaded area represents fluid carried along with the ring.

to the steady flow patterns at different (small) values ofe/a by superposing a
uniform axial velocity - (K/411a) log (a/e) on the streamlines shown in figure
7.2.1, these latter streamlines being determined by K and a alone. In this
way we find a sequence of flow patterns of the kind sketched in figure 7.2.4.
There is a striking increase in the mass of fluid carried along with the vortex
ring, as e/a increases, and for e/a larger than a value of order 0'01 the body
of fluid moving with the ring extends to the axis.

It is natural to enquire if there are any steady vortex rings with cores which
are not small. The distribution of vorticity is relevant here, and all that is
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required by inviscid-fluid theory is that w!a' should be constant on any
streamline in steady flow (for see (7.1.7». The only available analytical
evidence lies in the existence of a remarkably simple flow field known as
'Hill's spherical vortex' (Hill 1894). The vorticity here occupies a sphere
of radius Q, and is distributed according to the relation

w == Aa', (7.2.17)

where A has the same value for all the streamlines within the sphere. The
corresponding stream function t/t for the flow within the sphere, relative to
axes such that the sphere is stationary (so that t/t == 0 at xl + a'i == al), is
readily found to be

Axis of symmetry

Figure 7.2.5. Streamlines of the steady ftow relative to a Hill's
spherical vortex, with equal intervals of t/I'.

and the tangential component of velocity at the surface of the sphere,
approached from within, is

{(:!:. Ot/t)I+ (2. Ot/t) I}l- == iAaa'
a' 8a' (T 8x ~+aa-a'

in the direction away from the stagnation point at (T == 0, x == a. Now the
velocity at the surface of a stationary sphere immersed in irrotational flow
of a fluid with uniform speed U in the direction of the negative x-axis at
infinity is iUa'!a (see §6.8), and so the inner and outer velocity distributions
match provided U == halA.

Streamlines of this steady flow relative to the vortex are shown in figure
7.2.5. It is evident, from a consideration of the separate contributions made
by the regions inside and outside the sphere ofradius a, that the fluid impulse
(of the motion relative to axes fixed in the fluid at infinity) is of magnitude
21Ta3pU, as may also be found directly from (7.2.10).

It seems possible that a Hill's spherical vortex represents one extreme
member of a family of vortex rings, with a circular line vortex as the other
extreme member.

t This is the velocity distribution that was found also to hold inside a spherical drop of
fluid in translational motion through a second fluid at small Reynolds number §(4.9).
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7.3. Two-dimensional flow in unbounded fluid at rest at infinity

Two-dimensional flow fields without interior boundaries and in which
the fluid extends to infinity and is at rest there differ in important respects
from thos~ considered in the previous section. There is first the possibility
of an asymptotic variation of the velocity as ,.-1 at large distances from the
origin, associated with the existence of a non-zero circulation round a circle
of large radius, as in cases of irrotational flow with an interior boundary
(see §6.4). Secondly, the self-induced velocity ofmovement ofa straight line
vortex is not infinite, and the behaviour ofa vortex-tube with straight vortex
lines does not depend critically on the cross-section of the tube, so that
concentrations of vorticity in two-dimensional flow can safely be approxi
mated analytically by point vortices.

In a two-dimensional flow field without interior boundaries the irrota
tional contribution v in (7.1.1) is again zero, and we have, for the velocity
at any point,

where 8A is an element ofarea of the plane offlow, .' is a co-ordinate normal
to that plane, and the integration is over all (three-dimensional) space. Since
CI) is normal to the plane of flow, 8 X CI)(x') is independent of.' and the inte
gration with respect to .' can be carried out, giving

u(x y) - - ~f y - y' ,.Jx' y') dA(x' y')1
' - 211 (X-X')I+(y-y')1 "'\ , , .

fJ(X,y) == ~I( ')I-~ ')1 fJJ(x',y')dA(x',y') J'
211 x-x + -y

where (x,y) are rectilinear co-ordinates in the plane of flow, (u, fJ) are
corresponding components of velocity, and the integration is over the whole
plane offlow. It is evident that the velocity distribution is derivable from the
stream function

t/r(x,y) == - 2-f fJJ(x' ,y') log{(x - X')I+(y - y')I} dA(x' ,y'). (7.3.2)
411

This can equally be regarded as an expression for the one non-zero com
ponent of the vector potential.

Provided the vorticity is sufficiently small in magnitude at large distances.
from the origin, we have

tjr(x,y) == -.!-.logrffJJ dA + 0(,.-1) (7.3.3)
211

as r ( == (Xl+yl)t)~ 00. Thus the velocity distribution far from the origin is
th~ ~ame as if there were a point vortex of strength equal to JfJJ dA at the
ongm.
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Integral invariants of the vorticity distribution
Straight-forward considerations of the total linear and angular momenta

and kinetic energy of the fluid are not possible, because the integral expres
sions for these quantities are divergent. However, related quantities which
have the expected property of invariance with respect to time do exist. It
proves to be more convenient to look directly for invariant integrals of the
vorticity distribution, and subsequently to consider their relation to the
above physical quantities.

Both the vorticity and the area of material elements of the plane of flow
are constant, so that the first and simplest of the invariant integrals is

f wdA, (7·3'4)

the integral being taken over the whole of the plane of flow; this integral is
equal to the circulation round a closed curve everywhere at a large distance
from the origin, so that the invariance can be regarded as a direct conse
quence of Kelvin's circulation theorem.

The first integral moments of the vorticity distribution are also constant.
For we have

dJXW dA = - Jx{8(UW) + 8(VW)} dA
dt 8x 8y

= fuwdA,

and substitution of the expression for U given in (7.3.1) shows this integral
to be zero; and similarly for fywdA. We may thus define the two invariant

quantities fxw dA fyw dA
X= y==-,--

fWdA' fwdA'

representing the co-ordinates of the' centre of vo~icity'. IffwdA = 0, this
centre is at infinity.

The next integral moment which seems to warrant examination is
f(X2+y2)wdA. The rate of change is

df(X1 +yl)wdA = - f(xI+yl) {8(UW) + 8(VW)} dA
~ ~ 8y

=2f(xu+yv) wdA,

and substitution of the expressions for u and v given in (7.3.1) shows that
this last integral is zero. Thus

f {(X-X)I+(y- Y)2}wdA
DI= fwdA

is an invariant of the motion. When w has the same sign everywhere D is a
length measuring the dispersion of the vorticityabout its fixed centre(X, Y).
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The dimensions of the integral quantities

fxwdA, fywdA and f(x2+yl) wdA

suggest that they bear some relation to the linear and angular momenta of
(unit depth of) the fluid. The relation is not a direct one when fwdA =1= 0,

because then the velocity is not small enough at infinity for the integrals
representing total momenta to have meaning. Now the stream function

I
1/f(x,y) +-log rfw dA

21T

represents the difference between the given motion and a steady comparison
flow with the same total amount of vorticity concentrated at the origin. The
magnitude of the velocity in this difference motion diminishes as r-I as
r~ co, so that the integral representing the corresponding total linear
momentum is still not absolutely convergent. However, it is possible to
show, as in the case of three-dimensional flow considered in §7.2, that the
total force impulse that must be applied to the fluid to generate this difference
motion from rest has components

PfywdA, -pJxwdA. (7·3·7)

Similarly it may be shown that the total moment, about the origin, of the
force impulse required to generate the difference motion from rest is

-tpJ(XI+yl) wdA.

We have not yet found an invariant which corresponds in some way to
the kinetic energy of the fluid. The use of a 'difference motion' is not
profitable in the case of a non-linear quantity like kinetic energy, so we must
proceed in another way. Now the kinetic energy of the fluid lying within a
finite area Al bounded by a closed curve of which 8x is an element is

T = iPJ (U
2+v2)dA = iPJ (u or -f) :~) dA

AI AI Y X

= iPJ {1/fw +O(UlJr) - o(f)1Jr)} dA
AI oy ox

= lpfAI1JrWdA-IPf~·dX.

The first of these two integrals converges as Al~ co. The second does not,
but its asymptotic form can be determined readily from (7.3.3). On choosing
the bounding curve to be a circle of radius R centred on the origin we find
that, as R ~ co,
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in which the integrals are taken over the whole plane. It follows that, for
some large fixed value of R, the quantity

W == lpJy,wdA, .

1
== - 811 Pffw(x,y) w(x',y') 10g{(X-X')I+(y_y')I}dA(x,y)dA(x',y'),

(7·3·9)
represents the part of the kinetic energy of the fluid that depends on the way
in which the given total amount of vorticity is distributed. Since no work is
being done on the fluid and no energy lost by dissipation, it is to be expected
that W is independent of time; this can be confirmed by direct calculation.

We have thus found that fwdA and the quantities X, Y, D and W defined
above are all constants of the motion. The material elements move ·with
constant vorticity round a fixed centre, with constant dispersion about that
centre and with a constant value of the integral in (7.3.9). These conditions
to be satisfied by the changes in the vorticity distribution are quite strong,
and may make possible a qualitative prediction of the development of the
motion when the initial distribution of vorticity is a simple one.

Motion ofa group ofpoint vortices

The above integral invariants take a simpler form when the vorticity is
concentrated at a number of points. Let us suppose that instantaneously
there are point vortices of strength Kl , K., ,K" at the points

(Xl'>'l)' (XI'>'.)' , (x",>'n)
respectively and that the vorticity is zero elsewhere. The strengths of the
vortices remain constant but their positions change, the changes being such
as to keep constant the values of X, Y, and D, where

X~K, == ~K,X" ~K, == ~K,y" (7.3.10)

" "
D.~K, == ~K,{(X,-X)·+(y,- Y)I},, ,

the summation being over all values of i from 1 to n in each case.
The expression (7.3.2) for the stream function becomes

I
y,(x,y) == --~K,log{(x-x,)·+(y-y,)·}. (7.3.12)

411 ,

The velocity of movement of the vortex of strength Kj is equal to the velocity
of the fluid at the point (xI'YI) due to all the other vortices, since there is no
self-induced movement of a point vortex. Hence
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for all values ofj from I to n, where

T1,1 = (X-t- Xj)I+(Y-t-y,1)I.

There is the further invariant represented by (7.3.9), but this needs
modification in view of the infinite kinetic energy ofan isolated point vortex.
Proceeding as before, we consider the total kinetic energy T of the fluid
bounded externally by a circle of large radius R and internally by circles of
small radius e centred on each point vortex, and find that

T +L ~ ~ K-t Kj log T-tj +L (~ Kf) loge _L (~K-t)SlogR -+ 0
417' t I 417' , 417' -t

(-t+/)

as R -+ 00, e -+ o. Thus the expression

pW = _f!... ~ ~ Ki KI log Tij,
417' i I

('+/)

in which the summation is over all values of i and j except the combinations
i = j, is the part of the kinetic energy which, for fixed Rand e, depends on
the positions of the vortices relative to each ·other. Again dWjdt may be
shown to be zero.

It will be noticed that the equations (7.3. I3) can also be written in the form

dXI 8W dyj 8W
Kj -=- Kj -=--

dt Oyj' dt 8xJ

(with no summation convention), showing the remarkable property of the
flow field that, if the 2ft quantities Kt xI' Kty j be regarded as generalized
co-ordinates and momenta, (7.3.IS) is a Hamiltonian system of differential
equations.

In the case ofjust two vortices, the distance d between them must remain
constant and the two vortices move in circular paths about the centre of
vorticity with the same constant angular velocity

K1 +Ks
217'ds ,

as indicated in figure 7.3.1. When KI +Ks = 0, the centre of vorticity is at
infinity and the two vortices move in parallel straight lines with constant
speed KI /217'd (giving a two-dimensional analogue of a circular line vortex);
the perpendicular bisector of the line joining the two vortices is a stream
line, and could therefore be replaced by a rigid boundary.

When n = 3, the details of the motion are not evident, but the above
invariants suggest that all three vortices remain within a distance of order
D from the centre of vorticity (except in a case in which the sum of two of KI ,

K1 and Ks is close to zero) and that the distance between any two vortices can
never be much less than the smallest distance between ;my pair of vortices
initially. The same remarks apply to larger groups of vortices, and one forms
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a qualitative picture of a cloud of vortices in ceaseless motion although
stationary as a whole and with constant overall size and average spacing of
the vortices. Attempts have been made (Onsager 1949) to derive some of the
general properties of the motion of a group of many vortices with randomly
chosen initial positions, using the methods of statistical mechanics and the
fact that the system is Hamiltonian, but the results are not yet conclusive.

When there are stationary interior and exterior boundaries to the fluid,
the above relations must be modified to allow for the effect of the appro
priate image system of point vortices. The method of conformal transforma
tion explained in §6.5 may also be used to determine the flow due to a
number of point vortices in the presence of boundaries of suitable shape.

[
----------------1

Kl ----------------- Ka
(a) (c)

Figure 7.3.1. Motion of two point vortices in unbounded fluid. Case (0), "1 and "a of same
sign; (b) K 1 and "a of opposite sign; (c) "1 +"1 = O.

Steady motions
As in the case of axisymmetric motion with circular vortex-lines, it is of

interest to consider what distributions ofvorticity in unbounded fluid in two
dimensions yield steady motions.

It is immediately evident that any distribution of vorticity with circular
symmetry about some point is associated with a steady motion since the
streamlines are all circular. With (r,O) as polar co-ordinates and origin at
the centre of symmetry, we find, by equating the circulation round a circle
to the flux of vorticity across the surface bounded by the circle,

dy, 1
U8 = - dr = ;: Irw(r) dr.

At positions outside the region of non-zero vorticity, the velocity is the same
as if all the vorticity flux were concentrated at the origin.
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If the vorticity distribution has only approximate circular symmetry, it
seems likely that the departure from circular symmetry moves round the
origin with the fluid although perhaps not without modification. We can
see this process in detail when the vorticity has the uniform value Wowithin
the region bounded instantaneously by the curve

T = a+f:cossO (7.3.17)

and is zero outside it, where s is an integer and f: ~ a. This vorticity distribu
tion may be regarded as a superposition of a uniform value Wo within the
circle T = a and a layer ofvorticity at the circumference with strength density
Wof: cos sO, as indicated in figure 7.3.2. The former contribution produces
a pure rotatory motion which makes the bulges and depressions ofthe bound-

Figure 7.3.2. The non-symmetrical part of the vorticity distribution when
a circular core of unifonn vorticity Wo is perturbed ($ - 4).

ary rotate about the origin with angular velocity tWo' The latter deforms the
boundary, by producing at angular position 0 at the circumference a radial
component of velocity equal to (the principal value of)

~ f:WoI" cos so' cot i(0' - 0) dO',
411' -"

i.e., since f:" sin sO' cot to' dO' = 211,

equal to - tf:Wosin sO. But this radial component of velocity at the boundary
is exactly what is needed to make the boundary shape (7.3.17) rotate
rigidly about the origin with angular velocity -lwo/s. The two contributions
together thus give rise to rigid rotation of the whole vorticity distribution
with angular velocity ( )

S-I
tWo -$- , (7.3.18)
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so that the flow field is steady relative to axes rotating with this (steady)
angular velocity.

Whenever the vorticity is one-signed in a singly-connected region and zero
outsid~ it. the distribution will tend to rotate as a whole.. Direct methods
for the determination of those distributions that are steady relative to
rotating axes are not available. but some special cases are known. It may be
shown. as Kirchhoff first noticed. that a region of uniform vorticity Wo
bounded by an ellipse xS/al+y/bl = I rotates. without change of shape,
with angular velocity

(in agreement with the previous result when a - b<a). In the limit
b/a~ 0, the region of non-zero vorticity becomes a sheet vortex on the
x-axis of strength density (~ i

2bwo 1-Qi) • (7.3.19)

and this also rotates without change of form.

Figure 7.3.3. Streamlines of the steady flow relative to a pair of
point vortices of strengths IC and -IC.

When the vorticity is positive in some parts of the fluid and negative in
others. with fwdA = 0, it is evidently possible for steady motions relative to
translating axes to exist. As seen above, the motion due to two point vortices
with strengths K and - K is steady relative to axes which move with speed
K/211d in a direction normal to the line joining the vortices. The streamlines
in this steady flow are shown in figure 7.3.3. It seems probable that the
vorticity concentrated in each point vortex could be spread out over regions
with boundaries approximating to the closed streamlines in figure 7.3.3
without violating the conditions for steady motion.

One case of steady motion with distributed vorticity of this latter kind is
known, and is found by assuming that within the region ofnon-zero vorticity

f.J) = k2ifr,
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where k is a constant, so that in polar co-ordinates

811fr I 81fr I 811fr
81'1 +; 81' +rI 8f)S = -k

l 1fr.
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We require a solution of this equation which will match with the stream
function for the external irrotational flow, which suggests that we should try

"" oc sin f),

as in irrotational flow past a circular cylinder. The full solution of (7.3.20)
is then

"" = CJI(kr)sinf), (7.3.21)

which makes the circle T = a a streamline provided JICha) = 0. The velocity
on this streamline according to (7.3.21) then has the same value 2UsinO

Figure '.3.4. Streamlines in the region r =E; a for the steady Bow due to vorticity pro
portional to J1(kr) sine (rE;;a, ka==3'83) and a uniform stream with suitably chosen speed
at infinity.

as in irrotational flow due to a circular cylinder of radius a placed in a stream
of uniform speed U in the direction f) = 1T at infinity, provided we choose

U = -iCkJ~(ka) = -iCkJo(ka). (7.3.22)

Figure 7.3.4 shows the streamlines in the region T ~ a for this steady flow in
the case ka = 3,83, which is the smallest possible value of ka. With larger
values ofka, (I) and 1fr change sign one or more times along a radial line before
the boundary with the region of irrotational flow is reached. By considering
the separate contributions from the regions inside and outside the circle
T = a, or by use of the formula (7.3.7), we see that the fluid impulse of the
flow relative to axes fixed in the fluid at infinity is a vector of magnitude
21TalpU in the direction of the positive x-axis.
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Exercises

I. Show, by conformal transformation of the plane of flow, that the path of
a point vortex in the region between two straight intersecting boundaries is
given by '1 sin nO = const.,

where" 0 are polar co-ordinates with 0 = 0 and 0 = "In at the two boundaries.

2. Point vortices of equal strength K are equidistant on a straight line extending
to infinity, the distance between two consecutive vortices being a, and there is a
similar parallel row of point vortices of strength -K, the distance between the
rows being b. Show that the speed with which all the vortices move along the
rows is K"b K"b

-coth- or -tanh-
2a a 2a a

if a vortex in one row is opposite one in the other row or equidistant from two
vortices of the other row. (Such a 'vortex-street' can be used as an approximate
representation of the wake behind a body moving through fluid, in a certain range
of Reynolds number; see figure 4.12.6, plate 2, and figure 5.11.4, plate II.)

3. Show that when the effect of viscosity on flow fields of the kind con
sidered in this section is taken into account, the total vorticity fwdA and the
co-ordinates of the centre of vorticity remain constant but DB (where D is the
dispersion length) increases at a rate 411.

7.4. Steady two-dimensional flow with vorticity throughout the fluid

In two-dimensional flow the mass-conservation equation may be satisfied
identically by writing the velocity components (u, v) in terms of a stream
function Vt. The magnitude of the vorticity vector, which is everywhere
normal to the plane of flow (the (x,y)-plane), is then given by

c.u = Of; _ au = _ (fJBVt + aStir)
ax cry or cry2'

Now it was seen from (7.1.6) that in two-dimensional flow the vorticity
associated with a material element is constant; and in steady flow the paths
of material elements are streamlines. Hence c.u has the same value at all
points of a streamline, and can evidently be written as a function of Vt alone,
asf(Vt) say. We thus have oSVt oSVt

oxl + cry2 = - f(Vt) (7.4.1)

as the equation determining the velocity distribution in steady flow, once
the function f is known.

The quantity H is constant along a streamline, and so is also a function of
Vt alone. Thus (7.1.8) can be written as

dH
U x (a) = d1jr V1jr, (7.4.2 )
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which yields the one scalar relation

dH
dift = -w = -/(ift)·
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&I 0(6.1, Vt) _ (01
6.1 0'6.1)

ot +o(x, y) - vax' +0,,1 •

H can be found by integration when the function f is known, thereby pro
viding an explicit expression for the pressure.

The mathematical procedure for solving a problem of steady two
dimensional flow is thus clear (although it may not be easy to determine 1fr
analytically from (7.4.1», provided the distribution of vorticity over the
different streamlines is known. This vorticity distribution is arbitrary, so far
as inviscid-fluid theory is concerned. In practice the vorticity distribution
is determined by the history of establishment of the steady flow, and this
previous history will normally include a significant effect of viscosity. It will
not often be possible to analyse the process of establishment of the steady
state in detail, and a knowledge of the function/is likely to be available only
in simple cases.

Possible solutions of the inviscid-fluid equations may be investigated by
choosing specific forms for the function/in equation (7.4.1). One obviously
convenient choice is/(ift) ce yr, which yields the linear equation

_ W = 8
11fr+ 0I1fr = - (X,11fr

oxl oyl ,

which is familiar from the theory of transverse vibrations of an elastic
membrane with a fixed line boundary in the (x,y)-plane, with 1fr taking the
place of displacement of the membrane; solutions are known for a number
of shapes of boundary on which 1fr is constant-eircular, rectangular,
triangular-but it is not known whether, and in what circumstances, the
corresponding flow fields can be generated.

Another simple case, and one of practical interest, is obtained by taking
the vorticity to be uniform, and equal to Wosay, throughout the fluid. The

t It happens that this form for the vorticity distribution is also capable of satisfying the
complete vorticity equation for a viscous fluid, which for two-dimensional flow may be
written as

Any distribution of vorticity which is constant along streamlines makes the second term
vanish, and with the particular distribution (7.4.4) the remaining tenns in the equation
balance if

i.e. if 6.1 ClC exp ( - alvt).

Thus a solution for 1ft' as a function of x and y obtained from (7.4.4) represents either
a steady motion of an inviscid fluid, or, when multiplied by exp (-alvt), a decaying
motion of a viscous fluid.
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equation for 1/J' is then oB1/J' oB1/J'
oxB + OyB = - ClJo, (7·4·5)

which is Poisson's equation with a constant right-hand side, and was met
also in §4.2 in a quite different context. (This equation holds for both steady
and unsteady How when ClJ is uniform, although the boundary conditions will
not be the same in the two cases.) Equation (7.4.3) can be integrated when
ClJ is constant, giving

H = const. - ClJo1/J',
or, with p representing the modified pressure which includes the effect of
gravity,

e= const. -lqB- CUo1/J'.
p

The remainder of this section will discuss three different forms of this case
of uniform vorticity.

Uniform 'Vorticity in a region bounded externally
There is no need to say much about the detailed solution of flow problems

of this kind, but the fact that cases of steady flow with uniform vorticity in a
region bounded externally may arise naturally in at least two different ways
is worthy ofnotice. The first and more obvious of these two ways requires an
initial rotation of the fluid as a whole. Fluid which is enclosed by a rigid
cylinder in steady rotation about an axis parallel to the generators comes
ultimately, through the action of viscous stresses, to a state of rest relative
to the rigid boundary and then has uniform vorticity. Ifnow the rotation of
the boundary suddenly ceases, the fluid in the cylinder continues to move
with uniform vorticity except in a thin layer near the boundary (in the
absence of any separation) where the effect of visC?ous diffusion of vorticity
from the wall is significant. This boundary layer grows in thickness until
the whole fluid is brought to rest, but for suitably large values of the
Reynolds number of the flow there is a period of time in which it is of
negligible thickness. During this time the flow in the bulk of the fluid is
governed by (7.4.5), with 1/J' constant on the stationary enclosing boundary.

The other way in which regions of uniform vorticity may arise in steady
two-dimensional flow also involves the action of viscosity in an initial phase
of the motion. Let us suppose that in the steady state there exists a set of
closed streamlines which do not enclose an interior boundary and on which
the effect of viscous stresses is everywhere small (that is, none of these
streamlines passes through a layer in which viscous and inertia forces are
comparable). The vorticity will be approxim~tely constant along each one
of these streamlines. Now the exacrequation satisfied by the vorticity in this
case of steady two-dimensional motion is

u. VCIJ .. VVBClJ,
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which is simply the diffusion equation in a moving medium; and it follows
that if the vorticity has different values on different streamlines there will
be a diffusive flux of vorticity across streamlines, either inwards or outwards
at all points ofanyone streamline. Since there is no source or sink ofvorticity
at the centre of the nest of closed streamlines, the only possible steady state
(which will require a long time for its establishment, in view of the assump
tion of small viscous forces) is one of uniform vorticity. The argument can
be given rigorous analytical form (Batchelor 1956), and the result is found
to hold also when the streamlines do enclose an inner boundary.t

Whatever the cause of the uniformity of the vorticity, the determination
of the stream function from (7.4.5) is a purely mathematical problem once
Wo is given. The solutions of this equation mentioned in §4.Z may be em
ployed again here, with a different interpretation. For instance, for steady
flow with uniform vorticity Woin fluid bounded externally by an ellipse with
semi-axes a and b we have

1Jr = -tWo (~+~j / (~B+ ;2)' (7·4·7)

valid everywhere except in the neighbourhood of the boundary where
viscous forces may be important; interesting features of this motion are that
material elements move on similar ellipses, with equal times of orbit, and
with constant moment of momentum of each material element about the
centre.

Fluid in rigid rotation at infinity

When a mass of fluid which extends to infinity is initially in rigid rotation
with angular velocity tWo, any two-dimensional motion generated in this
fluid has uniform vorticity wo, provided the conditions for Kelvin's circula
tion theorem to be valid are satisfied. We shall concern ourselves with
steady motions of this kind with a stationary interior rigid boundary. It is
found useful here to represent the motion as a superposition of (a) a rigid
rotation with angular velocity tWo about the origin of the co-ordinate system,
(b) a uniform velocity -u (the minus sign being included to facilitate
correspondence with earlier analysis of irrotational motion due to a body
moving with velocity U through fluid at rest at infinity) which depends on
the relative positions of the origin and the actual centre of rotation, and (c)
a disturbance motion (not necessarily of small magnitude) due to the pre
sence of the boundary, which is irrotational with velocity potential ,p. Then

t There is an analogous result for steady axisymmetric flow with closed streamlines in
an axial plane. Under certain conditions the vorticity in the region of approximately
inviscid flow is found then to be an azimuthal vector, with magnitude proportional to
the distance from the axis' of symmetry (as in a Hill's spherical vortex---eee (7.2.17».
The results for both two-dimensional and axisymmetric flow may be summarized by
the statemept that Hoc:'" in a region of steady approximately inviscid flow with closed
streamlines.
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in terms of polar co-ordinates (r, (), with () = 0 in the direction of U, we
have the radial and circumferential velocity components

U () o¢ 1 U . () 1 o¢
- cos + or' '!Wor + sm +;:- 00'

where U is the magnitude of U. The disturbance velocity V¢ is zero at
infinity and the condition ofzero flux offluid across each portion of the inner
boundary requires the normal component of V¢ there to take a prescribed
value (which depends on the shape of the boundary and on Woand U); thus,
provided the value of the cyclic constant of the irrotational motion is given,
the disturbance motion is unique and the standard methods of irrotational
flow theory are available for its determination.

The manner in which the flow field is affected by the vorticity of the fluid
is illustrated by the simple case of a circular interior boundary of radius Q.

If we choose the centre of the circular cylinder as the origin, the inner
boundary condition is unaffected by the rigid rotation of the fluid about the
origin and ¢ has the same form as for irrotational flow due to a cylinder in a
uniform stream. With K as the cyclic constant of ¢, we have for the dis
turbance motion

<P = KO _ Ua1cos().
211' r

The complete velocity distribution may be represented conveniently in terms
of a stream function of the form

• K Ua1sinO
ljI = -lworl - UrsmO--Iogr+ • (7.4.10)

211' T

When made non-dimensionalljl evidently depends on the two parameters
woa/U and K/aU. Figure 7.4.1 shows a sketch of the streamlines for
Woa/U = i (in which case the centre of rotation is four radii from the centre
of the cylinder) and K/aU = o.

It is evident that the rotation of the whole fluid makes the flow past the
circular cylinder unsymmetrical about the line 0 = 0, just as a non-zero
circulation does in the absence of rotation, and that there is now a non-zero
force exerted on the cylinder normal to this line. The resultant force exerted
on the interior boundary A by the fluid is seen from (7.4.6) (on leaving aside
effects of gravity) to be

F = - fpndA = tpfqlDdA, (7.4. II)

since ljI is constant on the inner boundary. On making use of (7.4.10) we
find for the non-zero component of F in the direction of the y-axis

Ffl = IpaJ211' (llWoa+ UsinO+~+ USino)1 sinO dO
o 211'Q

= pU(11'a2wO+ IC). (7.4.12)
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The nature of the relation (7.4.12) suggests that there might exist an
expression for the force on a body of arbitrary shape, analogous to the
Kutta-Joukowski relation to which (7.4.12) reduces when Wo = o. We may
explore this suggestion by an application of the momentum theorem, as in
§6'4' The force exerted on a body of arbitrary shape replacing the circular
cylinder in figure 7.4.1 is given in terms of the conditions at a circle centred
on the origin by the relation (6.4.27), provided (a) we replace - U in that
relation by the undisturbed fluid velocity - U + tWo x x which here is non
uniform, and (b) use the new expression (7.4.6) for the pressure. It will be
left as an exercise for the reader to establish that the force on the body is the

Figure 7.4.1. Sketch of the streamlines in two-dimensional flow due to a stationary
circular cylinder in a rotating fluid; woajU = ." KjaU =o.

resultant of the usual force of magnitude pUK and direction normal to U,
and a force - 1TPWox c, where c. x/rl is the leading term in the expansion of
the acyclic part of if> in terms of circular harmonics of negative degree. It is
possible to determine this coefficient c, when the body shape is given, by
conformal transformation of the boundary curve into a circle. As already
remarked, the inner boundary condition satisfied by if> involves both U and
wo, and so c depends on these two quantities, in general, as well as on the
shape of the body.

Fluid in simple shearing motion at infinity

Generally similar remarks may be made concerning the steady flow about
a stationary body in a stream of fluid whose undisturbed velocity is
(- U- CtJoY, 0) relative to a Cartesian co-ordinate system. Again the dis
turbance motion due to the presence of the body may be represented by
a velocity potential if>, the acyclic part of which is determined uniquely by
the condition of zero flux of volume across each portion of the boundary of
the body.
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The details of the flow field can again be determined readily when the
body is a circular c~linderof radius a. W~ place the.centre of the cylinder at
the origin, and the mner boundary condition on if> 18 then

(o¢jOT),...a = (U+Woa sin 8) cos 8.

The two terms on the right-hand side can be matched by separate 8olutions
for ¢J whence we find

, ,/,. = K8 _ Ua2 cos8 wofl-sin28 ()
'i' B. 7.4.13

2~ T 4T

The stream function for the whole motion is thus

• • K UaBsin8 W fl-cos28
1ft = - !cvoTBsm28- UTsm8--logT+ - -9. I •

2~ r 4"
(7.4.14)

Figure 7.4.Z• Streamlines of the two-dimensional flow due to a stationary circular cylinder
embedded in a simple shearing motion; Cd.aIU = I, "laU = o. (From Tum 1943.)

The streamlines are shown in figure 7.4.2 for the particular case {J)oajU -= I,

K/aU = 0, representing a rather strong shearing motion. As was to be
expected, the difference between (7.4.14) and (7.4.10) represents flow due
to a circular cylinder embedded in a pure straining motion.

Again it is clear that the vorticity in the approaching fluid causes the
exertion of a non-zero force on the circular cylinder. The component of
force on the cylinder in the x-direction is zero, since the flow field is sym
metrical ahout the y-axis. For they-component we find, by straight-forward
evaluation of the integral in (7.4.1 I),

FII = fpaf:" (~):-a sinOd8 = pU(21Ta2wo+K). (7.4. 15)
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Again it is possible to generalize the relation (7.4.15) for a cylinder of
arbitrary cross-section, and to find that

where the vector c, with components (cz , c2/)' is again the coefficient of the
leading circular harmonic in the expansion of the acyclic part of ¢. That Fz
should be zero here is plausible from energy considerations; for the body is
in steady motion relative to axes moving with velocity ( - U,o) and any
non-zero drag on the body would lead to work being done by the body and
so to a change of the kinetic energy of the fluid. Again conformal transforma
tion of the plane offlow may allow the determination of c for a body of given
shape (as Tsien (1943) has shown for a 'Joukowski' aerofoil).

Any undisturbed motion in which the two velocity components are linear
functions of x and y has uniform vorticity, but the above two particular
cases-rigid rotation and simple shearing motion-seem to be the significant
ones. Formulae like (7.4.12) are of some interest in considerations of flow in
rotating machinery, while formulae like (7.4.15) may be relevant to the
behaviour of bodies moving through fluid already in motion. Direct quanti
tative applications are of course restricted to bodies of streamlined shape
from which no boundary-layer separation occurs. Ifthe body has a sharp tail,
like an aerofoil, the circulation K around the body in steady flow will be
determined by the Joukowski hypothesis (§6.7), as in the case of flow with
zero vorticity.

Exercise

In one two-dimensional flow system the centre of a circular cylinder of radius
a moves on a circular path of radius R with uniform angular velocity - two through
fluid at rest at infinity, and the circulation round the cylinder is zero. In a second
system the fluid at infinity is in rigid rotation with angular velocity two and an
identical cylinder is stationary with its centre at distance R from the centre of
rotation, the circulation round a path immediately enclosing the cylinder being
1Ta2wo• Show that the force exerted on the cylinder by the fluid is directed away
from the centre of rotation in both cases and that the magnitude of the force in
the first flow system is half that in the second. (Note that, according to the re
sults of §4. I, the two velocity distributions are identical if rotating axes are
used in the first system.)

7.5. Steady axisymmetric flow with swirl
We shall use cylindrical polar co-ordinates (x, 0', ¢), with corresponding

velocity components (u, 'V, w) and vorticity components (wz , Wrn w;) given,
in axisymmetric flow, by

1 o(O'w) Ow Ocv au
Wz = U 0(1' , Wg = - ox' wrjI = ox - 00" (7.5. 1 )
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The mass-conservation equation may be satisfied by writing the velocity
components u and v in the form

I oifF I oifF
U = 0- 0(1" v = -0- ax' (7.5. 2)

where 1jf(x, 0-) is the stream function; and the azimuthal component of

vorticity is then "'; = _~ (02ifF + 021jf_~ oifF).
W' !) 2 !) 2 (7·5·3)0- ClX CI (}' (1' 0(1'

It will be observed that the vorticity components Wz and W~ are derived from
the function (1'fJ) in exactly the way that u and v are derived from ifF.

The dynamical equation (7.1.3) yields the three scalar relations

au oH
'VwtP-fJ)W~- at = ax' (7·5·4)

Ov oH
wWx - uWt/> - at = 0(1"

Ow
uw -vw -- = 0

~ x at '
H being a function only of x and (1' in axisymmetric flow. The last of these
relations may also be written as

D((f'fJ)

Dt = 0, (7·5·7)

representing the constancy of the circulation round a material curve in the
form of a circle centred on the axis of symmetry and normal to it. Problems
of axisymmetric flow with swirl usually involve interesting and difficult
questions concerning the interaction of the swirling component fJ) and the
motion in an axial plane with velocity components u and v.

When the motion is steady, a material element moves along a streamline
and thus moves on the surface of revolution formed by rotating the curve in
the axial plane given by lfr = const. about the axis of symmetry. It follows
then from Bernoulli's theorem and from (7.5.7) that

t(u2 +v2+fJ)2) +!!. = H(lfr),
p

(f'fJ) = C(lfr),

Hand C being arbitrary functions of ljI. Two of the relations (7.5.1) then
become dC dC

CJ)x = u dljl' wq = 'V dljl' (7·5·9)

showing that the components of u and (a) in an axial plane are locally parallel
and that the Bernoulli surfaces are surfaces of revolution on which 1jf is
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constant. Either of the dynamical equations (7.5.4) or (7.5.5) may now be
used to obtain an expression for (}J l' in terms ofHand C. For (7.5.4) becomes)

when Ou/at = 0) (}J WW". 1 dH oVr
'::.J. = _+_--
U Uf) (1'f) dVr ax

CdC dH
= u2 dVr - dVr' (7·5· 10)

and this is also the form taken by (7.5.5). (In the case of zero swirl, (}J1'/u is a
function of tfr alone) as implied by (7.1.7).) Combination of (7.5.3) and

(7.5. 10) then gives 82tfr a2tfr I atfr dH dC
-2+-2-- T = U2d~r,. -Cd~'I" (7·5· n )ax au U r;U 'I' 'I'

so that

Cases in which all quantities are independent of x and f) = 0 are of some
importance, arising often in connection with flow along circular ducts and
tubes) and may be termed cylindricalflows since the Bernoulli surfaces are
circular cylinders. The radial equation of motion reduces here (for a steady

flow) to 1 dp w ca
Pdu = (i = ".a'

H = i(u' +w2)+ f~du

fc de
= iu'+ - -duou2 du

Equation (7.5. II) then reduces to an identity; any distributions of u and w)
or altematively of Hand C, with respect to u, give a possible steady
cylindrical flow.

In cases of steady flow in which all the streamlines come from a region,
perhaps at 'infinity', wherethevalues ofHand Cforthe different streamlines
are known, the functions H(tfr) and C(tfr) in (7.5.n) are known and tfr can
then be determined, in principle, as a function of x and u over the whole
field. Such a determination is likely to be feasible only when Hand C are very
simple functions of tfr. Fortunately the relatively simple case in which the
fluid far upstream has uniform axial velocity U and rotates as a rigid body
WJth angular velocity n is one of the most important in practice. The
upstream conditions are then given by

tfr = iUu2, C = nu2
,

and, since the flow is cylindrical in this upstream region and (7.5.13) applies,

H = lU2+ 02U 2.

We can rewrite these upstream conditions as

20 202

C = U tfr ) H = lU2+u 1fr,
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and this must be the dependence of C and H on tit over the whole flow field.
The governing equation then takes the linear form

o2t1t o2t1t I otlt 2,Q2 ¥l2
ox2+ou2- u au = U u

2
- U2 tit·

It is convenient to use as dependent variable the departure of the stream
function from its upstream form, and to write

t/t{x, u) = iUu2+uF(x, u),

whence the equation becomes

o2F o2F I of ( I )
ox2 + ou2+u au+ k

2
- u2 F = 0,

where k = 2,QjU.

Some idea of the rather puzzling way in which the axial and azimuthal
motions interact in steady flow will now be\given by means of examples of
solutions of (7.5.16). It should be borne in mind that the linearity of this
equation is a consequence of the special form of the assumed upstream
conditions represented by (7.5.14). Little is known about solutions of the
equation (7.5.11) corresponding to other upstream conditions.

The effect ofa change of cross-section of a tube on a stream of rotating fluid

We suppose that fluid in steady motion along a tube passes through a
transition from one long cylindrical section to another of different cross
section, and that at some distance upstream of the transition the fluid has
uniform axial velocity U and rotates as a rigid body with angular velocity ,Q.

The tube has an axially symmetrical boundary, and the flow is assumed axi
symmetric throughout. The transition may be a simple increase or decrease
of radius of the tube, and two other possibilities of practical interest are
indicated in figure 7.5.1. In all the cases under consideration the flow is
cylindrical both upstream and downstream ofthe transition, and the problem
is to determine the properties of the cylindrical flow on the downstream side.

Equation (7.5.16) is applicable over the whole flow field, and in the down
stream cylindrical region, where tit and F are functions of u alone, we have

d2F IdF ( I)-+--+ k2
-- F=o.

du2 U dU u2

This is Bessel's equation of order unity, and the general solution is

F = AJ1(ku) +Bli(ku),

where, in the standard terminology, J1 and 1i denote Bessel functions of the
first and second kind. The constants A and B are now to be determined from
known values of tit at two values of the radius.
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We may include all the above kinds of transition within the scope of the
formulae if we suppose that in the upstream cylindrical section the fluid lies
in the annular region a1 ~ (J' ~ a2 and in the downstream cylindrical section
the fluid lies in the annular region b1 ~ (J' ~ b2 (figure 7.5.2). The streamlines
on which tfr is equal to iUaf and iUa~ in the upstream cylindrical section
are at radial positions (J' = b1 and (J' = b2 respectively in the downstream

---..------------ ---.-------------

(a) (b)

------E -
-WYII//#H»»»>//Q)7n)//mYn,

(c) (d)

Fiame 7.5.1. Different kinds of transition from one cylindrical flow to another.

---
a~ l~

Figure 7.5.3. The general transition.

at

at

F = iU(al~bf)

F=iU(a~~~)
These conditions require

cylindrical region, and the boundary conditions to be satisfied by the solution
(7.5.18) are thus

A _~b2(af-b~)~(kb2)-bl(a~-b~)~(kbl)

- 2b1 b. J1(kb1) ~(kb2) -J1(kb.) ~(kbl) ,

and similarly for B with J1 and ~ exchanged.
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The axial velocity in the downstream cylindrical region is then seen from
(7.S.IS) and (7.5. 18) to be

u =!- ~1/1 = U+!- dd {AO'J1(kcr)+BO'1';.(kO')}
cr (/0' 0' cr

= U+AkJo(kcr)+BkYo(kcr), (7.5.20)

on making use of the known relations between the Bessel functions Joand J1

and between Yo and 1';.. The azimuthal velocity is

C 20.1/1
w=O'= Uu

= Ocr+kAJ1(kO')+kB1';.(kO'). (7.5.21)

The simple change in radius of a tube represented in figure 7.5.1 (a) or (b)
is the case of greatest interest. On putting a2 = 0, b2~ 0, and writing a, b
in place of au b1, and making use of the limits

J1(z) ~ 0, z1.:;.(z) ~ -2111
a2 -lJI

A = iU bJ
1
(kb) , B = 0,

u_ (a2
) ikbJo(kO')

U - 1+ b2 - I J
1
(kb)

w (a2
) bJ1(kO')

00' = 1+ b2 - I O'J1(kb)'

as z~ 0, we find

so that

and

When kb ~ I, the last two of these formulae reduce to

corresponding to the changes expected for a combined stream-tube and
vortex-tube of small cross-section over which the velocity and vorticity are
uniform. For larger values ofkb, the nature ofthe changes in the distributions
of u and w with respect to 0' can be envisaged from the sketch in figure 7.5.3
of the functions Jo(z) and J1(z). Provided kb < 2.40 (the first zero of the
function Jo(z», the departures of ulU and winO' from unity have the same
sign as a - b everywhere in the downstream cylindrical region (i.e. u and
wi0' are increased by a contraction ofthe tube and decreased by an expansion),
and vary monotonically across the tube, being greater in magnitude at the
centre. At the centre of the downstream cylindrical flow we have

(~)v-o = (;O')v-o = 1+ (::-1) J~(~)' (7.5.24)

the equality of ulU and winO' being attributable to the fact that the axis is
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embedded in a combined stream-tube and vortex-tube of ~mall cross
section. The factor IkbIJ1(kb) varies from 1'0 to 2'32 as kb varies from zero
to 2'40, so that the changes in u/U and 'W/nO' across the transition at the axis
may differ from those estimated on the assumption of uniform axial velocity
and axial vorticity over the whole cross-section by a factor as large as 2'32.

The changes in ulU and winO' must of course be correspondingly smaller in
magnitude than (a/b)2 - I at positions near the outer boundary in order to
give the right total axial flux ofmass and total axial flux ofangular momentum.

Figure 7.5.3. Bessel functions of the first kind.

~17ff1717//7//////JffQ/ff///Q;

'l.""::::"'::r/;~::r.""w;"'::r/;~~""w.";:;,/''''::r/,~~'f7.'M"'M"Y/,7::::r",,'''r/;'7:v/;'f70~v,i?$//7///'.
Figure 7.5.4. Conversion of a straight vortex-line into a spiral

on passage through a contraction.

The qualitative nature of these changes in u and 'W due to a change in
radius of the tube may be explained in terms of the shape of the vortex-lines.
In the upstream cylindrical region the vortex-lines are straight and parallel
to the axis, and rotate about this axis with the fluid. As one end' of a vortex
line passes into the transition, it moves radially inward or outward, and the
azimuthal velocity of a material point on the vortex-line changes according
to the rule O"W = const. Thus ifavortex-linemoves radially inwardon passing
through the transition (figure 7.5.4), a material point on the line moves round
the axis more quickly than does the vortex-line in the upstream cylindrical
region, and the vortex-line is deformed into a spiral with a positive value
(provided the axial vorticity is positive in the upstream region) of the
azimuthal component of vorticity. This yields a negative value of au/au in
the downstream cylindrical region, so that a contraction of the tube produces
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a maximum of the axial velocity at the axis, as is found from (7.5.22) (pro
vided kb < 3.83). Similarly an expansion produces a minimum at the axis.

An interesting feature of the formulae (7.5.22) and (7.5.23) is the occur
rence of negative values of u and to for certain combinations of values of kb
and alb-roughly speaking, for sufficiently strong initial rotation. For a
transition to a larger tube radius (a < b), the effect of increasing kb from
zero is to make u and to negative first at the axis; and for a contraction of the
tube u becomes negative first at the outer boundary, when kb reaches some
value which must exceed 2'40. However, practical cases in which reversal
of the axial velocity occurs are not likely to be described by equation (7.5.16),
since it rests on the assumption that all the streamlines have come from a
region in which there is a specified dependence ofHand Con t/r and it would
be difficult to contrive this same dependence for those streamlines coming
from large positivevalues ofx. Consequently the formulae should be regarded
as being of practical significance only when u ~ 0 everywhere in the down
stream cylindrical region.

It will also be noticed that something strange happens when kb approaches
the value 3,83, where J1(kb) = 0, for then the magnitudes of u and fJ)Ju be
come indefinitely large everywhere in the downstream region for any value of
alb. Deeper analysis suggests that this anomaly is associated with failure of
our assumption that the flow becomes cylindrical again on the downstream
side of the transition. It appears that at such a large value of kb it is possible
for an axisymmetric wave motion to exist in the fluid and that the effect of
the change of cross-section of the tube is to set up a train of waves on the
downstream side, in the way that an obstacle spanning an open channel con
taining a stream of water may set up a train of surface waves for certain
values of the stream velocity. We shall look briefly at these axisymmetric
waves in a rotating fluid in the next section.

The kind of transition represented by figure 7.5.1 (c) does not present any
new features, apart from the fact that the coefficient B in (7.5. I 8) is now non
zero. In a case of disappearance of the inner boundary to the flow, repre
sented by figure 7.5. J (d), B is again non-zero (and negative) and both u and fJ)
consequently become indefinitely large and positive as u -+ ° in the down
stream. region; thus here the transition produces a strong forward jet of
rapidly rotating fluid near the axis.

The effect ofa change ofexternal velocity on an isolated vortex

A particularly interesting case of axisymmetric flow with swirl is provided
by what may loosely be called a free or isolated vortex, that is, a vortex-tube
embedded in irrotational flow. Viewed from a distance, a vortex of this kind
appears simply as a line vortex (§2.6), specified by the circulation round
any closed path looping it once, but a closer view will show that the vortex
has a structure, with a certain distribution of vorticity within the tube. The
spreading line vortex (§4.5) is perhaps the simplest example, the structure
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being determined in that case wholly by viscous diffusion of vorticity away
from the axis. Another vortex with structure was examined near the end of
§5.2; there the vorticity is everywhere parallel to the axis of the vortex, and
the flow is steady as a result of a balance between radially inward convection
of vorticity and outward spreading by viscous diffusion. In the present
context of flow with negligible effects ofviscosity, the vortex-lines move with
the fluid; and we shall assume the flow to be steady. Any effects of curvature
of the axis of the vortex will be ignored.

In the case of an exactly cylindrical vortex, any distributions of u and fO

with respect to 0' are possible inside the vortex. Interest lies in the features
of the velocity distribution in a vortex which are likely to be typical in
practice, and we may look for these in the changes which occur in the
structure when the fluid in the vortex passes through a region of non
cylindrical flow. For this purpose it is convenient to take a vortex which over
some portion of its length is exactly cylindrical with simple distributions of
Hand C with respect to 1/F, and to consider the properties of this vortex at
some other section where the flow is again cylindrical. For the initial
cylindrical flow, a uniform distribution of u and of the axial component of
vorticity within the vortex is the obvious choice, from the point of view of
mathematical convenience; this seems likely also to be a representative
choice, at any rate for vortices which at some stage have been subjected to
the smoothing effects of viscosity.

Our vortex is thus specified as having the velocity distribution

u = U1, '0 = 0, fO = !l0', for 0' ~ a,

over some finite portion of its length, with

u = U1, '0 = 0, fO = nal/O', for 0' ~ a,

in the irrotational flow surrounding this portion of the vortex. We now
suppose that, over some other finite portion of its length further down
stream, the irrotational flow just outside the vortex is again independent of
x, with velocity components

u = UI, '0 = 0, W = D.a2/0'.

The vortex is presumably cylindrical again (although the possibility of a
wave-like flow must be kept in mind), with a different radius, b say, and a
velocity distribution given by the appropriate solution of (7.5.17). Since all
components of velocity remain continuous at the boundary of the vortex,
the boundary condition to be satisfied by the solution of (7.5.17) is

u = UI at 0' = b, where 1fr = lUI al;

and there is the implicit boundary condition that u is not singular at 0' = 0,

so that only the termAJ1(kO') in the general solution (7.5.18) isto be retained.
Thus the required solution is identical with that already found for flow in the
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downstream cylindrical region of a tube of radius b, where b is determined
from the relation (see (7.5.22»

V2 _ (at_)ikbJo(kb)
VI - I + b2 I J1(kb) ' (7.5. 25)

where k = 2D./V1• When the radius of the vortex is known, the velocity
distribution in the vortex is given by (7.5.22) and (7.5.23), with V replaced
by VI'
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Figure 7.5.5. Properties of a vortex after increase or decrease of the external axial velocity.

In the case of a vortex of infinitesimal cross-section (a ~ 0), we see from
(7.5.25) that b also is small and that

~ = (V1)l = bo say.
a VI' a

This is also the value for b/a which would be required by conservation of
mass if the axial velocity of all the fluid in the vortex changed from VI to U:.\,
as would happen in the absence of any swirling motion. It is convenient now
to use bola as a standard of comparison for the value of b/a given by (7.5.25)
which does take account of the effect of swirl. Two of the curves in figure
7.5.5 show values of b/bo calculated from (7.5.25) for different values of ka
and for changes in the external axial velocity by factors of 2 and 1. As an
indication of the corresponding changes in the distribution of axial velocity
(and, by implication, of azimuthal velocity, since both are determined by ljr)
across the vortex, calculations of the ratio of the axial velocity at the centre
of the vortex to that at the boundary have been made from the expression

(
U ) VI { (a2

) ikb } VI V2 - VI
V2 <r-O = V 2 1+ b2- I J1(kb) ' .... VI +V2Jo(kb)'
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obtained from (7.5.24) and (7.5.25), and are also shown in figure 7.5.5.
Values of ka of order unity are known to be attained in the case of vortices
shed from the side edge of aircraft wings (§ 7.8), and it appears that when
the axial velocity in the irrotational flow surrounding such a vortex changes
appreciably there must be significant changes in the structure of the vortex,
particularly when the external fluid is decelerated. The development of a
rapid variation of axial velocity across the vortex appears to be a typical
feature of vortices passing through a region of non-uniform irrotational
flow when luz (=J.QajU1) is of order unity.

We can account qualitatively for the general character of the curves in
figure 7.5.5 by noting the implications of the expression (7.5.12) for the
radial pressure gradient. The circulation C is constant over the range
b ~ u < <X) in the downstream region and decreases to zero as (J' decreases
from b to zero. The difference between the pressure in the vortex, say at the
axis for definiteness, and that far from the vortex in the same plane normal
to the axis, is consequently strongly dependent on the value of b; and an
increase in b corresponds to a decrease in this pressure difference, and vice
versa. Thus when the fluid outside the vortex decelerates and the vortex
radius increases with increase of distance in the flow direction, there will be
an additional axial pressure gradient within the vortex which is positive and
which consequently leads to further axial deceleration and further thickening
of the vortex. Acceleration or deceleration of the fluid outside the vortex thus
leads to a change of axial velocity of the fluid within the vortex which is in
the same direction and of greater magnitude than that outside, and to a
change of vortex radius which is greater than would be expected if the axial
velocity were uniform over a lateral plane.

Two other features of the curves in figure 7.5.5 relating to U2/ U1= 1call
for comment. There is first the fact that the axial velocity at the centre
becomes zero at a certain value of ka; as remarked earlier, continuation of
the solution to combinations of values of luz and U,jU1 for which the axial
velocity is negative is not useful, since fluid coming from the 'downstream'
direction is unlikely in practice to have the assumed dependence ofHand C
on t/J'. Secondly, and rather surprisingly, there is a critical value of ka (which
is a little greater than the value at which backflow first occurs) beyond which
there is no value of b satisfying (7.5.25) and flow with radial equilibrium is
presumably impossible.

Similar features of the flow are revealed when we think about the changes
that take place in the downstream cylindrical region as U2/U1 is decreased
continuously from unity, with ka fixed, although we must here keep in mind
the fact that the direction of the changes depends on the value of ka. The
relation (7.5.25) shows that the signs of the quantities
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are the same. Now when V 2/VI is close to unity, b ~ a and it follows that
the sign of JO(Jw}/JI(ka} determines the initial direction of the changes in
vortex radius and velocity variation across the vortex. For 0 ~ ka < 2'40

(a range within which practical values of ka normally lie), there is the
'natural' behaviour: an increasing vortex radius as V2/VIdecreases, and the
development of an axial velocity defect at the axis. But for 2'40 < ka < 3.83
(the ends of this range being the first zeros of Jo(ka) and JI(ka) respectively),
axial deceleration of the external stream leads to a smaller vortex radius and
an excess axial velocity at the axis. It may also be seen from the form of
(7.5.25) that, whatever the (fixed) value of ha, it is not possible to find a
value of kb which satisfies (7.5.25) when VJ VI falls below a certain critical
or minimum value. Figure 7.5.6 shows schematically the way in which kb

-----------------

2'4 l~~__

U/Uz

Figure 7.5.6. The dependence of vortex radius b on external axial velocity U. (E; UJ,
shown schematically. The different curves refer to different values of ka. and the arrows
show the direction of change from a cylindrical vortex of radius Q with rigid.body rotation.

varies with Ull VI (~ I) for different given values of ka between °and 3'83,
according to (7.5.25). For values ofka greater than 3.83 there are similar sets
of curves all of which terminate at a value of kb at which Jo(kb) = 0.

The increased thickening of the vortex which accompanies deceleration of
the external stream (when ka lies between zero and 2'40) evidently becomes
catastrophic at the critical or minimum value of V2/V1• There is a striking
phenomenon, termed 'vortex breakdown' or 'vortex bursting', which at
first sight looks like a manifestation of this rapid increase in the diameter of
the vortex when the external axial velocity falls to a certain value. Observa
tions of a streak of dye inside a strong steady vortex show that in certain
circumstances, which are not yet well established but which are believed to
include sufficient deceleration of the external flow, the vortex may suddenly
enlarge or 'burst', giving rise to a confused flow of quite a different kind.
Figure 7.5.7 (plate 22) shows a photograph of two such' bursting' vortices
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in water, the vortices here being a part of the trailing vortex system of a
triangular plate slightly inclined to the oncoming stream. A more appealing
explanation of vortex breakdown (Benjamin 1962) is that it is a finite jump
from onecylindricalflow to the second cylindrical flow possible with the same
external axial velocity (that two cylindrical flows are possible for given ka
and UtiU1 is evident from figure 7.5.6), thesudden transition beinganalogous
to the well-known hydraulic jump in a stream of water in an open channel;
according to this theory vortex breakdown would occur before UBfalls to the
critical value.

7.6. Flow systems rotating as a whole
As mentioned in the preceding section, a body of fluid in steady rotation

is able to sustain a wave motion propagating along the axis of rotation with
axial symmetry. We now consider explicitly the' elasticity' which rotation
confers on a fluid and which provides the restoring mechanism that makes
possible the propagation of waves. This effective elasticity of the fluid exists
for a variety of distributions of vorticity in the fluid, but the discussion here
will be confined to the case ofa body of fluid which either initially or in some
average sense is in steady rigid-body rotation. Such rotating flow systems
exhibit a number of interesting properties which are still being studied
actively·t

The restoring effect of Coriolis forces
When the motion is referred to axes which rotate steadily with the bulk of

the fluid, the fictitious Coriolis and centrifugal forces (3.2.10) must be
supposed to act on the fluid. The centrifugal force per unit mass may be
written as lV(n x X)B and is equivalent in its effect to a contribution to the
pressure (in a fluid of uniform density). The Coriolis force on the other hand
gives rise to effects of a new type, among which is the elasticity of the fluid.
With p now denoting a modified pressure which includes allowance for the
centrifugal force as well as for gravity, the equation ofmotion with velocity u
relative to axes rotating with steady angular velocity n is

au 1
8t +U. VU+2n x U = -p Vp. (7.6.1)

The Coriolis force is directed at right angles to both the axis of rotation
and the local velocity vector, and is a deflecting force which does no work on
a material element. Only the component ofU in the plane normal to n (which
we shall term the lateral plane) is involved, and the Coriolis force tends to
change the direction of this component. The sense of this change is opposite
to that of the change of direction of motion, relative to an absolute frame, of
a point with co-ordinates fixed relative to the rotating axes (figure 7.6.1); that

t For an account of these properties see The Theory of Rotating Fluids, by H. P. Green
span (Cambridge University Press. 1968).
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is to say, if the basic rotation in the lateral plane is anti-clockwise, the
Coriolis force tends to turn the direction of motion of an element relative to
the rotating frame to the right. Moreover, the Coriolis force is linear in the
velocity, and will tend to change the direction of the component of u in a
lateral plane at the same rate for all magnitudes and directions of that
component. Thus a material element whose motion is dominated by the
Coriolis force moves on a path whose projection on a lateral plane is a circle,
the whole circle being completed in a time of order 0-1• The Coriolis force
evidently tends to restore an element to its initial position in the lateral plane.
Note that there is no special significance about the position of the axis of
rotation, so far as the Coriolis force is concerned.

Component of u in lateral

P7d>tiVC to "'.."na ....

....'" Coriolis force

Figure 7.6.1. To show the direction of the Coriolis force which acts in a rotating reference
system. The (y, .a)-plane is normal to the axis of rotation.

Since the motions of different elements of the fluid normally exercise a
strong mutual influence through the action of pressure gradients, it is
desirable to consider also the collective effect of Coriolis forces on different
elements. Suppose that relative to the rotating axes there is generated a
motion which leads to a non-zero and positive value of the rate of expansion
in the lateral plane, that is, to a positive value of

&/Oy+ 8w/o:l
(in terms ofthe co-ordinate system offigure 7.6. I) over a certain region ofthe
fluid. The area enclosed by the projection on a lateral plane of a closed
material curve in this region will then be increasing. The effect ofthe Coriolis
force accompanying this general outward movement of the projected curve
is to generate a tangential motion of the material curve, which makes a
negative contribution to the circulation round it. This change in the circula
tion of the motion relative to rotating axes is of course simply the change
required to keep the circulation relative to an absolute frame constant during
a movement leading to increase of the projected area on a lateral plane. Now
the new tangential motion of the material curve itself leads to a Coriolis force
in a direction normal to the curve; and inasmuch as the new tangential
motion makes a net negative contribution to the circulation, the associated
Coriolis force is directed mostly inwards and so tends to produce a reduction
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in the area enclosed by the projected curve. In other words, at places in the
fluid where there is a positive value of av/ay +awlaz the effect of Coriolis
forces is to tend to produce a negative value, and vice versa. Thus the net
effect of Coriolis forces is to oppose displacements of fluid elements which
together lead to change of the area enclosed by the projection of a material
curve on a lateral plane, that is, to a non-zero expansion in a lateral plane.

The extent to which the restoring effect of Coriolis forces restricts the
displacement of fluid elements evidently depends on the relative magnitudes
of Coriolis forces and other forces acting on the fluid; and in the present
context these other forces are inertia forces. If U is a representative velocity
magnitude (relative to rotating axes) and L is a measure of the distance over
which u varies appreciably, the ratio of the magnitudes of the terms u. Vu
and 20 x u in (7.6.1) is of order U/Ln.

The value of this ratio, known as the Rossby number in recognition of the
work of the Swedish meteorologist, provides a convenient measure of the
importance of Coriolis forces. When U/LfJ. ~ I, Coriolis forces are likely to
cause only a slight modification of the flow pattern; but when U/LfJ. ~ I,

the tendency for Coriolis forces to oppose any expansion in a lateral plane
is likely to be dominant. And in the intermediate case when U/LfJ. is of order
unity, an interesting mixture of effects is to be expected, some hint of which
was provided by the discussion ofsteady axisymmetric flow with swirl in §7.5.

Steady flow at small Rossby number
The dominance of Coriolis forces in flow at values of U/LfJ. small com

pared with unity has strange consequences when the flow is also steady
relative to rotating axes, as was first pointed out by J. Proudman (1916). In
steady flow a material element of fluid moves along the same streamline,
without reversal of direction, at all times. But the strong Coriolis forces
oppose any displacement of fluid elements leading to a non-zero expansion
in a lateral plane. It follows that, in the limit U/LfJ. ~ o~ the form of the
streamlines must be consistent with a zero rate ofexpansion in a lateral plane.

We can establish this result formally by noting that when au!at = 0 and
the term u. Vu is negligible by comparison with the Coriolis force, the
equation of motion (7.6.1) becomes

1
20 X U = -p Vp, (7.6.2)

I (op op OP)
that is, p ax' ay' oz = (0,2fJ.w, - 2nV)

with the co-ordinates shown in figure 7.6.1. Elimination of p then gives

av Ow
oy + oz = 0 (7.6.3)

in steady flow relative to rotating axes, and, as a consequence of the mass-
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conservation equation,

[7·6

au/ax = o. (7.6.4)
The curious property of these approximate equations which hold when

U/Lo. ~ I is that the motion in the lateral or (y, .a-)-plane is not coupled with
the motion parallel to the axis of rotation. Furthermore, none of the flow
properties depends on x. Proudman's theorem is sometimes stated as being
that 'slow' steady motions relative to rotating axes must be two-dimensional.
Since in this book we have regarded the term two-dimensional motion as
implying that the velocity vector everywhere lies in a certain plane, it would
be more appropriate here to say that steady motions at small Rossby number
must be a superposition of a two-dimensional motion in the lateral plane
and an axial motion which is independent of x.

The value of the velocity component u parallel to the axis of rotation is
evidently determined by the boundary conditions. It will often happen that
every line in the fluid parallel to the axis meets a stationary boundary; in
such cases the above relations require u = 0 everywhere, and only the two
dimensional motion remains. The photographs on plate 23 (made by G. I.
Taylor many years before the subject of rotating fluids had attracted much
notice) of the flow in an open flat dish of water which is rotating show that
Coriolis forces do indeed make the motion two-dimensional in these circum
stances. In figure 7.6.2 (plate 23) a drop of coloured liquid has been drawn
out into a thin sheet by a 'slow' motion imparted to the rotating fluid, and
the two photographs, taken by a camera placed on the axis of rotation of the
dish, show that the sheet is everywhere parallel to the axis and that the
component ofvelocity in a lateral plane is independent ofx. Theflow revealed
by the streak of dye released from point A in figure 7.6,3 (plate 23) is more
startling. The motion relative to rotating axes is due here to a portion of a
circular cylinder E being drawn slowly across the bottom of the dish. The
depth of water is 4 in. and the cylinder is I in. high, and in a non-rotating
fluid the water would pass over the top of the moving cylinder as well as
round the sides. However, the dye emerging from a point I I in. above the
top of the cylinder and directly ahead of it (figure 7.6.3a) divides at point B,
as if it had met an upward extension of the cylinder, and passes round this
imaginary cylinder in two sheets,t the sheet on one side (D) even showing
separation and the formation of eddies. In figure 7.6.3b the dye is being
released from a point just inside the cylindrical region vertically above the
body, and collects in a blob which moves with the cylinder. It seems that the
flow outside the upward projection of the cylinder is approximately the same
as if the cylinder extended from the bottom to the top of the layer of water,
and that vertically above the cylinder there is a cylindrical column of water
which moves with it. Thus the motion is two-dimensional in the way that is
consistent with translation of the cylinder, even though the height of that
cylinder is only one-quarter of the depth of water.
t Another .triking photograph of thia phenomenon i. reproduced in Greenspan'. book.
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When the fluid is not enclosed by stationary boundaries intersected by
lines parallel to the axis of rotation, the value of the axial velocity component
in the fluid will usually be determined by conditions at an inner boundary.
An interesting and fundamental case is flow due to translation of a rigid body,
with velocity U parallel to the axis of rotation, through fluid which is un
bounded in that direction. It seems that here the above requirements for
flow with U/LQ~ 0 can be satisfied only if all the fluid in the cylinder cir
cumscribing the body moves parallel to the axis with the body, the com
ponent of velocity in a lateral plane being zero everywhere. Experiments do
in fact suggest that a column of fluid is pushed ahead of a body moving
parallel to the axis, although the flow behind the body seems not to be wholly
in accord with the above simple theory. Further reference to these experi
ments will be made later in this section.

In the case of bodies moving either parallel to the axis of rotation or normal
to it, the above theory for flow at small Rossby number leads to the conclusion
that a so-called 'Taylor column' of fluid parallel to the axis accompanies the
body. At the edge of the column there are shear layers where the vorticity is
large. It is to be expected that the approximate linear equation (7.6.2) is
not applicable everywhere in these layers, although the consequences for
the whole flow field are not well understood.

Propagation ofwaves -in a rotating fluid
We have seen that any displacement of the elements of a fluid in rigid

body rotation which leads to a non-zero expansion in a lateral plane is
accompanied by Coriolis forces which tend to eliminate this expansion.
Since there is no dissipation of energy in an inviscid fluid, it follows that a
displacement of this kind which is given to the fluid initially may set up an
oscillation. This raises the possibility that a train of waves can propagate
through a rotating fluid, with different phases of the wave being associated
with positive and negative values of the expansion in a lateral plane. We can
examine this possibility by seeking solutions of the equation governing
departures from a state of rigid-body rotation which are periodic in time
and in certain spatial co-ordinates.

We shall consider first the physically simple case of an axisymmetric wave
motion with propagation in the direction of the axis of rotation. Relative to
rotating axes, the wave motion is superimposed on stationary fluid and so,
for a simple harmonic wave, all flow quantities vary sinusoidally in time with
angular frequency fJ say (period 211/fJ) and sinusoidally with respect to the
axial co-ordinate x with wave-number '% say (wavelength 211{,%). The
governing equation for flow relative to rotating axes is (7.6.1), in axisym
metric form, and, following the usual patternofinvestigationofwavemotions,
we might proceed by neglecting terms in this equation ef degree higher than
the first in quantities representing the departure from the undisturbed
state. However, there is no need to go through the details, because use can
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be made of the analysis of the preceding section. We saw there that, for any
steady axisymmetric flow in which the functions C and H have the same
dependence on the stream function 1/J' as in flow with uniform axial speed U
and uniform angular velocity 0, 1/J' satisfies the equations (7.5.15) and
(7.5.16); and it follows that any solution of equation (7.5.16) which is
periodic with respect to x can be regarded as representing a progressive
wave of arbitrary amplitude propagating with phase velocity U through
fluid which in the absence of the wave motion would be in rigid rotation.

We are therefore led to examine a steady flow represented by the stream
function (7.5.15), in which F(x, u) satisfies equation (7.5.16) and is of the
form (for a simple harmonic wave of wave-number et)

F(x, u) = G(u) sin (ctX+e),

where e is a constant. The equation for G is then

d2G IdG ( I)-+--+ k2 -et2 _- G=o
du2 U du u 2 '

where k = 20./ U, which is of the same form as (7.S. I7). A relevant solution is

G(u) = AJ1{(k
2 -et2)1 u},

where A is an arbitrary constant; there is a second possible solution involving
a Bessel function ofthe second kind which we omit, since it gives a singularity
ofthe velocity distribution at the axis. We thus have a steady flow represented

by Vr = lUu2+AuJ1{(k2 -et2)1 u}sin(ctX+e) (7.6.6)

for a positive value of k2 -et2 and an arbitrarily chosen value of A. The
associated azimuthal component of velocity is seen from (7.5.14) to be

C = 20 1/J' = o.u+kF.
u Uu

Far from the axis the axial and radial components ofvelocity become uniform
with values U and zero, although the approach to these values is rather slow
(as ( 1 ). We see from this expression for C that the radial component of
Coriolis force that acts (in a rotating frame) on each element of a material
circle in a lateral plane has the same sign as F and always tends to restore the
radius of the circle to an equilibrium value.

The same flow viewed relative to axes moving in the (positive) axial
direction with speed U is given by

1/J' = AuJ1{(k2 - et2)1 u} sin {et(x +Ut) + e}, (7.6.7)

and the instantaneous streamlines have the appearance shown in figure
7.6.4; we have here a simple harmonic wave progressing in the negative
x-direction with phase velocity U through fluid which is otherwise in rigid
body rotation. It will be noted, from the manner in which the solution
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(7.6.7) representing a progressive wave has been obtained, that it is not
restricted to small values of the amplitude A. This is a special feature of
those axisymmetric oscillatory motions about a state of rigid-body rotation
which can be converted to a steady motion by reference to axes in transla
tional motion parallel to the axis of rotation, and arises from linearity of the
governing equation in that case. Thus two solutions of the form (7.6.7) may
be superposed, without restriction on the amplitudes, only when the two
phase velocities are equal both in magnitude and direction; and when the
two phase velocities differ, superposition is possible only if the two ampli
tudes are sufficiently small for non-linear terms in the governing equation
(7.6.1) to be negligible.

o
I.,,/IZ. --.....-1
I

Axis of rotation

Figure 7.6.4. Instantaneous streamlines of the motion in a plane throueh the axis, te
presentinar a simple hannonic wave propagating in the axial direction with phase speed
U. The values of the stream function shown correspond to the formula (7.6.7) with
A. - (kl -CZI)"3·83. (The ltream1inea for the ltanding wave formed by luperpoling
two such proereuive wavea of ama11 amplitude have the same shape; see (7.6.10).)

An unusual property of these axisymmetric waves in rotating fluid of
infinite extent is that the wave-number IX and the angular frequency IXU are
independent quantities. The wave motion evidently is not determined until
four quantities are given: 0, U, IX and the amplitude A. Alternatively, we
could specify, in place of U, the radial dimension of the cell adjoining the
axis in figure 7.6.4; the first zero of J1(z) occurs at z = 3,83, so that this
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dimension is 3.83 (f;S -a,s) -1-. However, not all combinations of values of

a".Q and U are possible, since whenks-a,s < 0 there is no solution of(7.6.S)
which is finite everywhere; thus for given .Q and U the range of permissible
values of a, is 0 ~ 1a,1 ~ 12O/UI.

In a laboratory experiment the rotating fluid is likely to be enclosed by a
cylindrical boundary, at u == b say. There is then the constraint that this
boundary must be a streamline of the flow in a plane through the axis of
rotation, or, equivalently, that there is an integral number of cells in the
radial range 0 ~ 0' ~ b. Thus, if 'Yn is the nth value of tl at which the
Bessel function 11(%) is zero, we require

b(f/: -a,s)
1

== 'Yn' (7.6.8)

where n is the number of radial cells in the cylinder. This can be regarded as
a relation between the wave speed U and the wave-number a, for waves with
n radial cells propagating in a cylindrical container of radius b. The group
velocity, or velocity with which the en.ergy ofsuch a wave is propagated, is an
axial vector, in the same sense as the phase velocity, with magnitude given
by the well-known formula

U dU U ~ ( 6 )
+a, da,' == ~+a,sbs' 7· ·9

The group velocity is thus in general of smaller magnitude than the phase
velocity.

If the fluid is confined between plane boundaries normal to the axis of
rotation and distance I apart, the boundary conditions can be satisfied by
superposition of two similar progressive waves of suitably chosen wave
number propagating in opposite directions. An elementary solution repre
senting a standing wave is found from (7.6.7) to be

Vr == zAu11{(kS-a,S)1 O'} cos,8t sin (cU+e), (7.6•10)

where ,8 has been written for the frequency in place of a,U since the quantity
Uhas ceased to be relevant. The streamlines at any instant given by (7.6.10)
are of the same form as those shown in figure 7.6.4. Note that the amplitude
A must be small here, since otherwise the governing equations for the
disturbance motion will not be linear and solutions will not be superposable.
The conditions at the two bounding planes require a, ... mTf/l, where m is a
positive integer, and if in addition there is a rigid boundary at 0' == b the
condition (7.6.8) must also be satisfied. Thus we see that the natural
frequencies of small oscillations of rotating fluid contained in a circular
cylinder of radius band length I are given by

p == 2fl/ (1 +,:!;~s)
1

. (7.6.II)

This relation was first obtained by Kelvin (1880), and has attracted interest
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in recent years for its possible applications in geophysics. The existence of
the simpler modes of oscillation (for which the values of m and 1", are near
the smallest possible) may be demonstrated experimentally, and the formula
for their frequency confirmed, by imposing an oscillation on the rotating
fluid and by observing the occurrence of resonance at certain discrete values
of the frequency of the forcing mechanism (Fultz 1959).

Plane waves also may exist in a rotating fluid, with essentially the same
restoring mechanism due to Coriolis forces. The basis for the existence of
a simple, although also rather special, type of plane wave lies in the fact that
an element of fluid acted on solely by Coriolis forces moves on a circular
path in a lateral plane. If the (modified) pressure and fluid velocity, relative
to rotating axes, are initially uniform over planes normal to the axis of rota
ti~n in an infinite fluid, they remain so, and the equation of motion (7.6.1)
gIves Ov aw

at == 20W, at == -20v, (7.6.12)

for the velocity components corresponding to the rectilinear co-ordinates
y,z in a lateral plane. It follows that the whole of a material lateral plane
moves as a rigid plate in a circular path with angular frequency zO. If now
the different material planes can be set into motion initially according to the

distribution 'l1 = A cos aJe, fJ) == A sin aJe,

each material plane will move rigidly in its circular path and at a subsequent
time t the velocity will be

v = A cos (aJe- zOt), fJ) II: A sin (aJe- zOt).

A simple harmonic plane progressive wave which is transverse and circularly
polarized thus appears to propagate in the direction of the x-axis with wave
number eX and phase velocity zO/a.. One says here 'appears to propagate'
because each material lateral plane moves independently and owes its
motion entirely to the initial conditions; as in the familiar case of a straight
row of bobs hanging on strings and given an initial transverse displacement
by running a finger along the row, the group velocity, or speed with which
energy is propagated, is zero.

A more general type of plane wave can exist in which the wave-number
vector is inclined at an angle to the axis of rotation of the fluid. To see this
we need only superpose on the above wave system a component of the
rotation vector parallel to the y-axis. There is then an additional Coriolis
force parallel to the x-axis which is independent ofy and z and which can
be balanced by a pressure gradient without change of the velocity distribu
tion. Thus the whole flow field is given by

'D == A cos (aJe - zOt cos f), fJ) == A sin (aJe - zOt cos f),}
p 20 sinO (7.6•13)

U == 0, - = A cos (aJe-zOtcosf),
p "
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where.Q is now the total magnitude of the angular velocity of the fluid. The
angular frequency of the wave is

("\ (J 20.CI
2~"cos, = -(%-,

where 0 and CI represent the angular velocity and wave-number vectors,
Cl being in the direction of the x-axis for the purpose of the formulae (7.6.13)~

The vector group velocity of a simple harmonic plane wave is known to be
equal to the gradient of the frequency with respect to Cl, and thus has the value

20 20.CICI 2
(%3 ' = a3 Cl x (0 XCI).

Energy is propagated in the direction normal to CI and in the plane of CI and
0, that is, in the direction of the y-axis here, as is evident from the fact that
the mean values ofpu, pv, pw, as given by (7.6.13), are respectively

0, po. sin (JAB/a, 0.

It will be noted that, when CI and 0 are not parallel, Coriolis forces do not
act in isolation and the simple restoring mechanism is modified by the effect.
of pressure gradients.

All these waves in a rotating fluid, axisymmetric and plane, are referred
to as inertia waves.

Flow due to a body moving along the axis of rotation

Determination of the flow due to a rigid body in steady translatory motion
parallel to the axis of rotation of infinite fluid is a difficult problem, and a
clear picture of all aspects of the flow field is not yet available. All that we
shall do here is to indicate some features of the flow for an axisymmetric body.

The Rossby number Ulaf). formed from the speed of the body and one of
its linear dimensions is clearly a measure of the relative importance of the
effects of translation of the body and rotation of the fluid. In the limit
Ulan ~ 00 we may expect the (non-dimensional) velocity distribution to
reduce to that for flow due to a body in translational motion through fluid
at rest at infinity. At the other extreme, Ulaf). ~ 0, it is plausible to suppose
that inertia forces are small compared with Coriolis forces (which usually
holds when the fluid velocity relative to rotating axes is small compared
with .Qa everywhere), in which case we may invoke the result that in the
limit the rate ofexpansion in the lateral plane must be zero everywhere. This
requires, as pointed out earlier in the section, that the axial component of
velocity u be independent of x, which is possible only ifthe body carries with
it a column of fluid, at rest relative to the body, enclosed by a cylinder with
generators parallel to the x-axis and which circumscribes the body. Strange
though such a flow field appears to be, observation indicates that it is broadly
correct. But the details of the flow in the cylindrical shear layer and the way
in which the column is'established after the body begins to move are obscure.
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When Ulan is small but non-zero, the moving column is presumably
modified although there is an all-or-nothing quality about the moving
column which makes it difficult to imagine the nature of the modification.
Observations of the flow due to a moving sphere of radius a by Taylor
(1922) and ofthat due to a body with a spherical nose (o£radius a) and conical
tail by Long (1953) suggest that a column of fluid is pushed ahead of the
moving body when Ulan is less than about 0'2 or 0'3' The experiment with
a sphere designed by Taylor to demonstrate the existence of a change in the
flow field near this value of Ulan is very simple. A light sphere such as a
table-tennis ball, painted in stripes to make visible any rotation, is tethered
by a thread to the bottom of a tall jar of water which has been brought into
uniform rotation. When the sphere has no axial motion, it naturally rotates
with the surrounding fluid. But when the sphere is allowed to rise with a
speed U such that Ulan is greater than about 0'3, so Taylor found, the
sphere ceases to rotate with the fluid. Zero rate of rotation of the sphere is
what would be expected if fluid is continually being made to pass round the
advancing sphere, because a material circle near the surface of the sphere
had small radius, and hence small circulation, at an earlier stage when all
points on the circle were near the axis of rotation; the azimuthal velocity of
the fluid thus tends to ~ero as the surface of the sphere is approached, and the
existence of viscosity in a real fluid ensures that the sphere itself has zero
angular velocity in the steady state. On the other hand, for some smaller
values of Ulan he observed that the rising sphere continued to rotate with
the fluid, as would be expected if a column of (rotating) fluid is pushed ahead
of the moving sphere.

When Ulan is of order unity, the inertia forces associated with the
translatory motion of the body are comparable in magnitude with Coriolis
forceS, and will produce a non-zero expansion in the lateral plane despite
the opposition of Coriolis forces. As a result of this forced displacement of
fluid elements near the body, axisymmetric waves of the kind described
earlier are likely to appear and in a cylindrical container to extend to infinity,
in the absence of any dissipation, as free oscillations (i.e. as progressive
waves). The photographs in figure 7.6.5 (plate 24) show clearly the existence
of waves, although only on the downstream side, due to motion of a body
with a hemispherical nose and conical tail along the axis of rotating fluid
contained in a circular cylinder. These waves, which are stationary relative
to the body, 'radiate' energy away from the body, in the sense that as time
goes on the length of the train of waves extending downstream from the
body continues to increase, and there is an associated contribution to the
drag on the body.

The existence of an outer cylindrical boundary to the fluid makes possible
some simple analytical deductions, largely through the circumstance that
the wave-numbers of the allowable free oscillations of the fluid far from the
body now have a discrete set of values rather than a continuous range.
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Equation (7.6.8) shows that the (non-dimensional) wave-numbers of free
oscillations which propagate with speed U and for which the (circular)
cylindrical boundary (J' = b is a streamline are

where i'n is the nth value of /l for which ll(tl) = o. We see that there is a
maximum value of UIbn for which any free oscillation is possible, the
maximum being

and that at this maximum (% = 0 (Le. infinite wave-length). It appears then
that for body speeds greater than o·52bO no waves should be generated by
the moving body. The presence ofthe factor bin this condition is attributable
to the fact that the relative importance of Coriolis forces increases with the
distance over which the fluid velocity varies appreciably; as U decreases
from the large value at which the flow has the same form as in non-rotating
fluid, effects of Coriolis forces and associated wave motions would spread
inward from infinity in a radially unbounded flow field, and only when U is
less than some critical value related to bcan a wave motion appear within a
given cylindrical boundary. It appears also from (7.5. I 5) that, for bodyspeeds
such that U

2 2
- (= 0'52) > bt"\ > - (= 0'29), (7.6.16)
i'1 ~~ i'l

only one mode of free oscillation is possible and

(41JI01 )iab= i'l
U. 1,

whereas for lower values of U two or more modes (corresponding to more
than one cell in the radial range 0 ~ (J' E;; b-see figure 7.6.4) are possible.
Furthermore, for all these simple harmonic progressive axisymmetric waves
the group velocity (see (7.6.9» is of smaller magnitude than the phase
velocity U. The energy ofa disturbance caused by the body therefore cannot
advance upstream relative to the body; this is why the waves are formed only
Qn the downstream side.

The observations by Long (1953), of which the photographs in plate 24
are a sample, showed that for several values of U/bO in the range (7.6.16)
the wave-length of the waves some distance downstream was quite close to
the theoretical value obtained from (7.6.17), and that for several values of
U/bn smaller than 0'29 the wave system was approximately periodic with
a wave-length close to the shortest of the wave-lengths of possible progres
sive waves (so that it corresponded to (7.6.17». Two or more of the possible
free oscillations can be superposed, so that the import of this latter observa-
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tion is that the disturbance due to the motion of the body evidently puts
much more energy into the mode with one radial cell than into the modes
with more than one radial cell.

7.7. Modon in a thin layer on a rotating sphere
To complete the discussion in this chapter of the effects of rotation of the

fluid as a whole we shall look briefly at some of the equations in current use
in dynamical meteorology and oceanography. When the angular velocity!1
is equal to 211 radians per day, the Rossby number U/LD. will be very much
larger than unity for motions on a laboratory scale, and effects of Coriolis
forces will not normally be noticeable in these motions. On the other hand,
for motions of large horizontal extent in the atmosphere or ocean, say with
linear dimensions of at least lookm, it is evident that Coriolis forces will be
important. A qualitative description of some aspects of such large-scale
motions in a layer of fluid on a rotating globe may be obtained from sim
plified sets of equations, which we shall introduce here with only heuristic
justification.

The following different idealizationsand approximationswillbeemployed:
(0) The density of air in the atmosphere varies with height as a conse

quence of its compressibility, but this variation is approximately the same
at all points on the earth's surface and, for some purposes, may be supposed
not to affect motions of large horizontal extent. We regard the atmosphere
and ocean here as layers of incompressible fluid with uniform density. The
depth of the layer of uniform fluid representing the atmosphere or the
ocean is small compared with the horizontal length-scale of the motions to
be considered.

(b) The upper boundary ofthis layer of air or water is a 'free' surface which
we shall suppose to remain spherical owing to the relatively strong action of
gravity. (There are some large-scale oscillatory motions of the atmosphere
and ocean, usually designated as 'tidal motions', in which undulations ofthe
upper free surface play an essential part; these are motions determined
directly by the effect of gravity and only modified by Coriolis forces. Our
assumption of a spherical upper boundary excludes motions on which
gravity has a direct effect, and leads to motions in which effects of rotation
are important.)

(c) Localized vertical currents obviously do occur in the atmosphere, and
it is also evident that the horizontal wind speed varies with height. However,
these are aspects of the motion with which we are not concerned, and it is
taken as appropriate to consider an average of the velocity in the atmosphere
(or ocean) over a region with linear dimensions comparable with the depth
of the fluid layer. This average or bulk motion of the fluid is nearly hori
zontal, is uniform across the layer, and, in the case of the flow fields to be
considered, varies appreciably over horizontal distances not smaller than
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about 100 kIn. The effect of friction at the ground on this averaged motion
ofthe layer may not always be negligible in reality, but for simplicity we shall
ignore it here.

(d) The velocity in the fluid layer would be exactly horizontal, with
assumptions (b) and (c), if the lower boundary of the layer were exactly
horizontal. We allow some effect of topography of the earth's solid surface,
and suppose only that the depth of the atmosphere or ocean, H say, is a
slowly-varying function of position, the variation of H over horizontal
distances of order H being negligible. The sole consequence of this slow
variation of H is to impose on the fluid a non-zero rate of expansion in a
horizontal plane as it moves over sloping ground. By considering the con
servation ofmass of a material vertical cylinder ofsmall cross-section we find

rate of expansion in horizontal plane = - rate of vertical extension
I DH of cylinder

= - H Dt . (7.7.1)

For all other purposes the vertical component of velocity of the fluid and
the variation of velocity across the layer may both be neglected. This kind of
approximation is well known in the theory of surface gravity waves as a
'shallow water' approximation (with variations of H arising in this latter
case from both bottom topography and displacement of the free surface).

We now write down the equations of motion of a layer of fluid on a
rotating sphere in a form consistent with all these approximations. It is
clearly convenient to use a system of spherical polar co-ordinates (r, 0, ifJ)
which rotates with the sphere, with origin at the centre of the sphere and
r = R at the spherical outer boundary of the layer; we take 0 = 0 at the
north pole (so that f1T-O is the conventional angle of latitude), and the
direction in which ifJ is increasing with r and 0 constant is then east (see
figure 7.7. I). The corresponding components of velocity are (u,., us, u;), and
those of the vector angular velocity of the earth are (!lcosO, -!lsinO, 0).
The equation of motion of a uniform inviscid fluid relative to rotating axes
was given in vector form in (7.6.1), and the corresponding set of component
equations for a spherical polar co-ordinate system, with neglect of the radial
components of velocity and acceleration, is

1"\ .0 lap
-2uu;sm = -p 87"'

(Du) -20U", cosO = _~ ap
Dt 8 't' pr of)'

(:);+2!luscos 0 = - prs~nO :~. (7·7·4)

General expressions for the acceleration components in terms of (u,., us,u;)
may be found in appendix 2. In these equations, as in (7.6.1),p is a modified
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pressure which includes allowance for the effects of gravity and of the
centrifugal force arising from rotation of the co-ordinate system.

Equation (7.7.2) shows that the vertical gradient of modified pressure
everywhere balances the vertical component of Coriolis force. But since the
thickness of the layer of fluid is small compared with the horizontal length
scale of the motions to be considered, the total variation ofp across the layer
is relatively small, and p, like Un and u;, may be regarded in equations (7.7.3)
and (7.7.4) as uniform across the layer. The more important effect of the
rotation of the earth is to make a contribution to the horizontal component
of force on a fluid element which is normal to its instantaneous velocity, and

Figure 7.7. t. Cyclonic geostrophic flow systems in the northern and southern hemisphere8.
The vorticity relative to the earth's surface has the same 8ign as j, = 2n cos 8, and the
pressure at the centre of each system is low.

with sense such as to make the element tend to move to the right-hand side
of its instantaneous line of motion in the northern hemisphere where
cos f) is positive, and to the left-hand side in the southern hemisphere where
cos f) is negative.

We may with consistency regard Tas constant and equal to Rin (7.7.3) and
(7.7.4). This gives

Dun _ u~ cot f) -fiu./. = _..!. op
Dt R Y' pR of)' (7·7·5)

Du; Uo u; cot f) " I op
De + R +Ju, = pRsinf) orp' (7.7.6)

D 0 Un 0 u; 0
Dt = 8t +R of) +R sin f) 8¢'

as the governing equations for the flow in our model atmosphere or ocean.
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We have adopted the standard notation f = 2.0 cos 0 here; f is twice the
angular frequency of revolution of a Foucault pendulum at latitude 11T - 0
and is termed the Coriolis parameter (for the earth .0 = 7'29 x 10-5 sec-l

andf = 1'03 X 10-4 sec-l at 0 = 45°).
.We shall also need to use the corresponding equation for the radial com

ponent of vorticity, w say, relative to the rotating axes. We have (see
appendix 2)

w = I {C)(U; sin 0) _ 8uo}
R sin 0 80 89 '

and it follows from differentiation of (7.7.5) and (7.7.6) and a little mani-
pulation that Dw U8 df

Dt = - R dO- I1(f+ w).

11 = ~ {C)(U8 sin 0)+ au.;}
R sm 0 80 89 '

I DH
=-H Dt

In this equation .1 denotes the rate of expansion in the horizontal plane,
that is,

according to (7.7.1). Equation (7.7.7) can thus be rewritten as

~t (f~W) :::a 0, (7.7.8)

showing that the absolute vorticity f +w of a material element of fluidt
changes only as a consequence of movement of the element to a place where
the thickness of the fluid layer is different. In a layer of uniform depth the
relative vorticity w changes only if the fluid element moves to a different
latitude. Equation (7.7.8) could also have been derived directly by con
sidering the conservation of circulation round a closed material curve of
small linear dimensions lying in a horizontal plane.

These equations apply to flow with a characteristic length scale L of any
size, provided only that it is large compared with H. The existence of land
boundaries gives rise in the oceans to flow fields whose length scales are in
fact appreciably smaller than the earth's radius R, and there is likewise
considerable interest in atmospheric flow fields which are not global in
extent. For an investigation of such flow systems a co-ordinate system of a
more localized nature is appropriate. In the case of a flow field extending
over a small range of latitudes centred on 0 = 00 it is convenient to introduce
the new co-ordinates

x = 9RsinOo, y = (Oo-O)R. (7·7·9)

The co-ordinates (x,y, z), where z is the upward vertical co-ordinate, then

t Strictly speaking,j+w is the vertical component of the absolute vorticity, but since this
i. the only relevant component we may speak of it as the absolute vorticity.
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form a right-handed system, like the spherical polar co-ordinates (r, 0, ¢J);
x and y increase in the eastward and northward directions respectively.

For L ~ R, and in the crudest approximation, the equations clearly reduce
to the form corresponding to two-dimensional flow in a layer of fluid which
is plane, apart from gradual variations ofthickness due to bottom topography,
with x and y as rectilinear co-ordinates, and with the Coriolis parameter1
constant and equal to 2.0 cos(}o, =10 say. The direction of the x-axis in the
horizontal plane is then immaterial. The only explicit change in (7.7.8)
arising from this approximation is in the form of the operator DIDt, which
becomes D a 8 a

Dt = 8t+u 8x +v By' (7.7. 10)

where u and '0 are components of the fluid velocity in the direction of the x
and y-axes, and the relative vorticity is now w = avl8x - aul8y.

An improved approximation to the equations, which allows the investi
gation of certain types of flow field which extend over a larger although still
small range of latitudes, is obtained by allowing for the variation of1with
latitude. The basis of the approximation is that, in the case of flow fields
whose characteristic length scale in the y-direction is L, and in which the
relative vorticity w is of small magnitude compared with/, the value of wlL
may be comparable with that ofIIR, in which event DwlDt and DIIDt are
comparable. Although it is then not possible to regard/as constant in(7.7.8),
a permissible approximation is

/=10+py,
where p= 2.0 sin (}olR (fi = 1 ·62 X 10-18 cm-1 sec-1 at () = 45° and is positive
in both hemispheres). All other effects of the curvature ofthe fluid layer may
again be ignored, provided L ~ R still, so that the flow fields are now being
regarded as occurring in a plane layer with a normal rotation vector whose
magnitudevaries linearly in they-direction (i.e. in thenorth-south direction).
This is usually called a fi-plane approximation.

Solutions of the above dynamical equations have been explored for a
number of particular cases and limiting conditions, a few of which will now
be described for purposes of illustration.

GeostTophic flOfJ)
Meteorologists have found, from an examination of many distributions

of wind velocity (observed at levels high enough to avoid frictional and
thermal effects of the earth's surface), that the inertia forces are often
appreciably smaller than Coriolis forces. If the fluid is moving steadily in a
curved path of radius of curvature L with speed q, the ratio of inertia to
Coriolis forces will be of order qUL; and with the values L = lOOOkm and
1= 1'03 X 10-6sec-l(appropriateto(} = 45°), we have qlfL ~ 0·01 X qm/sec.
In the atmosphere q = 10 m/sec is a representative value in common circum-
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stances, and in the ocean q is usually much smaller than this. Thus values of
qlfL small compared with unity are typical. Also the time scale of change of
the fluid velocity (averaged over a region with linear dimensions of order H)
is often much larger thanf-l (= 2'7 hours at () = 45°).

Flow systems in which inertia forces are negligible are said, in the litera
ture of geophysics, to be geostrophic. In the terminology of §7.6, they are
flow fields with small Rossby number. The equations (7.7.5) and (7.7.6)
reduce to (I a I a)

R ao' RsinO art> p = pf(u;, -ue) (7.7. 12)

in the case of geostrophic flow, showing that the pressure gradient in a
horizontal plane is everywhere normal to the streamlines. Meteorologists use
this relation more as a basis for comparison than as a means of determining
the flow in the atmosphere. Measurements of the atmospheric pressure at
a number of points at ground level may be made easily, and the corre
sponding horizontal pressure gradients at levels where the motion is not
directly affected by the ground may be calculated (provided information
about the air density up to these levels is available); the components of wind
velocity computed from the relation (7.7.12) then give the hypothetical
geostrophic wind, to which the real wind will approximate with a degree of
accuracy which the meteorologist can estimate from the circumstances.

When inertia forces are negligible, the vorticity equation (7.7.8) reduces to

gt (~) = 0, (7.7. 13)

showing that strictly geostrophic flow can occur only when along the path
of an element the bottom of the fluid layer slopes down towards the nearer
pole. When the extent of the flow field is small compared with R, so that
the variation of f is negligible, (7.7.13) requires that H be constant for
a moving element, thereby recovering (in virtue of (7.7.1» a result ob
tained in §7.6. We saw there that neglect of inertia forces is not compatible
with the existence of a non-zero value of the rate of expansion in a plane
normal to the (uniform) rotation vector, because such an expansion is re
sisted by the Coriolis forces.

A common type of geostrophic flow in the atmosphere is one with rough
symmetry about a central region in which the relative vorticity is non-zero
and one-signed; such a mass of rotating air might result from previous move
ment of the mass from a different latitude, with invariance of the vorticity
relative to fixed axes. If the relative vorticity has the same sign as the Coriolis
parameterf-that is, if the relative vorticity of the central region is positive,
with anti-clockwise circulation, in the northern hemisphere, or negative,
with clockwise circulation, in the southern hemisphere-the Conolis forces
are directed away from the centre of the region (figure 7.7.1). Such systems
are called cyclonic, and are characterized by a low pressure at the centre. The
opposite or anti-cyclonic system has a high pressure at the centre.
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Cyclonic systems are often accompanied by strong winds, for which the
geostrophic equations (7.7.12) are not accurate. A standard method of
improving the approximation is to assume that the flow is steady and the
streamlines are circular with radius L, so that the inertia force in equations
(7.7.S) and (7.7.6) reduces to a centrifugal force q2/L radially outwards,
where q2 = u~+u3. The streamlines and lines of equal pressure still coincide,
but the local pressure gradient now has magnitude

for a cyclonic flow; the value of q obtained from this equation and observa
tions of L and the pressure gradient is referred to as the gradient wind.

Flow ooer unefJen ground
The direct effect of a slow variation of the layer thickness H as a function

of position, as summarized by equation (7.7.8), is to change the height, and
thereby the (vertical component of the) absolute vorticity, of a material
vertical cylinder of small cross-section as it moves. Thus when a mass of
fluid moves over rising ground the absolute vorticity is reduced in magnitude,
and the relative vorticity is changed, being decreased in the northern hemi
sphere and increased in the southern hemisphere. This change in the vorticity
relative to the earth's surface may give rise to a noticeable deflection of the
stream passing over the sloping ground.

As a simple example of the effect of uneven ground, consider the steady
flow over a mountain ridge with straight parallel contours of height situated
on otherwise level ground where the fluid layer is of thickness Ho• We shall
suppose in the first instance that the horizontal extent of the flow field is
small enough for the flow to be regarded as taking place in a plane layer
with the Coriolis parameter1uniform and equal to10 say. The direction of
the ridge on the earth's surface is then immaterial, and we choose it for con
venience to be in the y-direction (figure 7.7.2). The stream approaching the
ridge will be assumed to have zero relative vorticity and uniform velocity
with components (V, V), with the Coriolis force being balanced by a
uniform pressure gradient. At a point over the ridge where the layer thick
ness is H, the relative vorticity w is given by

lo+W 10
Jr= Ho•

and

It is clear that the velocity components u and v are independent ofy, so that

~: = W =10 (%.- 1)

J
x H-R

'V = V +fo H 0 dx.
-GO 0
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The x-component of velocity is determined by the mass-conservation
relation

uH= UHo'

The effect of an elevated ridge is thus to deflect an approaching uniform
stream to the right of its line of motion in the northern hemisphere. On the
downstream side of a ridge whose cross-sectional area is

Figure ,.,.1.. The deflecting effect of a mountain ridge on an incident
uniform stream, relative to rotating axes.

the x-component of velocity has returned to its upstream value, but for the
y-component we have the uniform value V -(foAjHo). There is thus a
resultant clockwise deflection through an angle whose tangent is

U2+ V2 - V{foAjHo)'

In the case of a ridge ofaverage height 2km and about 50 km width, and with
Ho taken as IOkm, we havefo A/Ho~ I m/sec; the deflecting effect of even
such a large ridge may not be evident in atmospheric motions, but it would
be significant in the ocean where the currents are slower.

The effect of a region of high ground of finite area in the horizontal plane
(an isolated mountain) is likewise to insert into the flow a patch of negative
vorticity (in the northern hemisphere), the value of w at any point being
given again by (7-7.15) in the case of a uniform incident stream. (But note
that the Rossby number for the flow must not be too small, for then the
stream might pass round a 'Taylor column' over the mountain 1) The addi-
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tional flow due to the presence of this mountain is a steady clockwise
circulating motion, the circulation round any closed path enclosing the
mountain being co co

f f wdxdy, = {;of f(H-Ho)dxdy; (7.7. 17)
-co -co

this latter integral is the volume of the mountain above the level ground
where the layer thickness is Ho• The effect of the mountain on the velocity
of the air or water is unlikely to be detectable in practice, but the Coriolis
force associated with the anticyclonic circulatory motion gives rise to an
excess pressure (in either hemisphere) over the mountain as is sometimes
observed in the atmosphere.

Let us suppose now that the horizontal extent of the flow field under
consideration (L) is such that wlL'is comparable in magnitude with fiR,
although with L ~ R ~ti11. As explained earlier, it is stilI possible to regard
the fluid as being in a plane layer, and to use rectilinear co-ordinates (x,y)
with corresponding velocity components (u, v). However, we must allow
for the variation of the Coriolis parameter with latitude, and, with the
y-axis pointing north, we use the approximate linear relation (7.7.1 I). The
mixture of the effects of bottom topography and of non-uniformitY of the
Conolis parameter makes analysis complicated, but we can indicate the main
new features by a simplified discussion of flow over a long mountain ridge.
It is convenient again to consider an oncoming stream which has uniform
velocity, Uosay, and this obliges us to choose the stream direction as parallel
to the lines of latitude, that is, parallel to the x-axis. The relative vorticity w
of a material element at a point (x,y) over the ridge where the layer thickness
is H is then given by the equation

fo+Py+w _fo+Pyo
H - H 'o

whereYo is they-co-ordinate of the position of the same element when it was
approaching the ridge.

The velocity is no longer the same at all points on a line parallel to the
ridge, and we need to consider the flow field as a whole. To obtain a simplified
version of this field problem, consider a 'ridge' in the form of a step, or
discontinuous change to a layer thickness HI' along a north-south line at
x = 0 (figure 7.7.3). At this step the velocity components change dis
continuously from (Uo,0) to (Ut , 0), where U1 = UoHoIH1, and the relative
vorticity changes from 0 to H

1
-H

o(fo+Py) H
o

•

In the region x > 0 the layer thickness is uniform, so that

au 8fJ
-+-=0
8x 8y
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and we may introduce a stream function tfr. The flow in this region is steady
and/+ ltJ is consequently a function of tfr alone. But at x = 0 (as approached
from the region x > 0) we have tfr = U1Y and

1+ ltJ = Z1 (/0+ fJy) = Z1 (/0+ t tfr)'
o 0 1

and this must be the relation between/+ ltJ and tfr that is valid over the whole
of the region x > o. Hence in that region

V2tfr = -ltJ =1-H1(/0 +1- tfr)Ho U1

(H-H)=/0 No 1 +py-p2tfr,
wherep2 = PH1/U1 Ho'

h!.
fo

+~
u1

b"-
Z?2IU 222

Figure 7.7.3. Streamlines for flow of a uniform eastward stream past a step
(HI = o'9IHo) running north and south.

Our choice of conditions has led to a linear equation for t/J'. A form of
solution which contains the linearity iny demanded by conditions at x == 0 is

t/J' = (y+a)F(X)+{/o(Ho;~l) +py}/pz,

where a is a constant and F(x) satisfies the equation

d2F
dx2+p2F = o. (7.7.20)

F(o) + fJ/p2 = U1, F'(o) = 0

a =/o/p.and

The prescribed velocity components and stream function at x = 0 are
obtained if
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The complete solution for 1Jr is then readily found to be

.1,. _ U U (Ho-H1) (.( Ii.) 1-cospx ( )
'I' - lY + 1 H1 J 0 + flY p. 7.7.21

The streamlines for the case HI = 0'91Ho and U1 > ° are shown in figure
7.7.3. The various streamlines differ in shape only by a change of scale in the
y-direction arising from the fact that the average value of the Coriolis
parameter on a streamline is different for different streamlines. When
IPyLtol ~ landpx ~ I, (7.7.21) yields the velocity components found earlier
(see (7.7.16» for flow over a ridge with f regarded as constant.

The novel feature of(7.7.21) is the periodicity i.n x whenp is real, i.e. when
VI > 0. The role of the bottom topography in this simple example is solely
to provide non-zero relative vorticity at x = °and thereby to turn the stream
towards the south, and the wavy character of the streamlines on the down
stream side ofthe step is due to the non-uniformity ofthe Coriolis parameter.
Both the wavelength in the x-direction and the range of the values ofy on
one streamline are large. The wavelength is

21T _ (VI Ho)1
P - 21T PH1 '

Le. about I,6ookm at latitude 45° when U1 = 1mJsec and Ho-H1 ~ Ho.
!he southward excursion of the streamline that passes through the origin
IS

2/0 (Ho-H1_\ R 8 (Ho-H1_\If 2Ho-HJ' = 2 cot 0 2Ho-HJ'
For a streamline beginning at latitude 45 0 this distance is equivalent to a
range of latitude of 2(Ho-H1)/(2Ho-H1) radians (and is I,OSOkm or 9·So

of latitude when HI = 0'9IHo)'
It is possible also to determine the stream function of the flow on the

downstream side of a second north-south step in the path of an eastward
stream, perhaps a step down which restores the layer thickness to its original
value Ho•This downstream flow field depends on thevelocitywith which fluid
arrives at the second step and so depends on the distance between the steps.

For a westward current (in either hemisphere) approaching a step, Uo
and VI are negative and pi < 0. According to the above solution, the
y-co-ordinate on a streamline in the region x < ° now has an exponential
dependence on x. A physical reason for this radical difference between the
effects of a step on eastward and westward currents is given below.

Planetary waves

The preceding case of 'flow in the p-plane' has revealed some interesting
wave-like properties which we now examine more directly. The existence of
the waves is associated with the non-uniformity of the Coriolis parameter,
and it is not difficult to see the general mechanism. When a fluid element
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moves in a direction inclined to the parallel of latitude, that is, inclined to the
x-axis in a diagram such as figure 7.7.3, the value of the Coriolis parameterf
at the position of the element is continually changing. If the velocity of the
element has a northward component, the value off is increasing, and the
magnitude of the Coriolis force acting on the element is increasing. The path
of the element therefore turns to the right of its direction of motion. If the
direction of motion of the element lies initially in the north-east quadrant,
the turning will eventually produce a direction of motion in the south-east
quadrant; the element is then experiencing continually decreasing values of
f, and the opposite process of turning to the left occurs. Thus a generally
eastward current experiences a restoring force if for some reason the flow
direction is changed. This restoringeffect was found in the solution represent
ing eastward flow across a step running north and south, although the analy
sis was carried out in terms of vorticity rather than momentum and forces.
The existence of a restoring force in the p-plane which would produce oscil
lations about an eastward current flowing past a fixed obstacle was first
pointed out by Rossby (1939), and the associated waves are often referred
to as Rossby waves. Similar wave motions have been shown to exist in the
fluid layer over the whole of a rotating sphere (Haurwitz 1940; Longuet
Higgins 1964, 1965) and the more general termplanetary waves is also used.

If on the other hand a stream has a general westward direction relative
to a fixed obstacle on the earth's surface, the turning due to non-uniformity
of the Coriolis parameter does not tend to restore the original direction of
motiop.. The simple solution for a north-south step in the path of a west
ward stream suggested an exponential growth of the departure from west
ward flow, but it can be shown that the presence of the step here exerts an
influence upstream which makes invalid the assumption of a uniform velo
city in the stream approaching the step.

The existence of sinusoidal waves with straight crests in a plane layer of
fluid of uniform thickness, and withfvarying linearly, can be demonstrated
readily. For such a wave in fluid otherwise at rest we have a stream function

ofthe form 1/J'oc exp{i(kx+ly-O't)}, (7.7.22)

where (k, 1) is the wave-number vector in the (x,y)-plane and 0' is the angular
frequency. The corresponding relative vorticity is

w = - V21/J' = (k2 +12)1/J', (7.7.23)

and so the rate of change of absolute vorticity of a material element is

D(f+ w) = _ at/F df (k2 12) at/F
Dt ax dy + + at

= it/F{ - pk - 0'(k2+Z2)}. (7.7.24)

The governing vorticity equation is therefore satisfied if

0' = - Pk/(k2+ /2).
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These are transverse waves, for which the fluid velocity is everywhere
parallel to the crests, that is, at right angles to the vector (h,I). The phase
velocity with which the crests advance in the direction of the wave-number
vector is Ph

= - -"'------=
(hi+12)1' (hi+12)1·

It will be noticed that the wave motion is steady relative to axes moving
with velocity (0'/h, 0), that is, moving westward with speed

{if(hl+P),

which is independent of the direction of the wave-number vector. Also, any
number of sinusoidal waves with the same value of the wave-number
magnitude (hi+12)1 may be superposed, since for an assembly of such
waves the relations (7.7.23) and (7.7.24) are valid and the contributions to
the right-hand side of (7.7.24) from the different waves vanish separately
when 0' has the value (7.7.25). Hence an assembly of superposed sinusoidal
waves having the same wave-number magnitude forms a steady motion
relative to axes moving westward with the speed P/(hl +12).

There are other motions which have this property of being steady relative
to axes moving westward. For if the stream function is of the fonn

y,(x+ct,y),

we have D(!+ w) = _ P01/1'+ow +21 ow +fJ ow
Dt ox at ax OJ'

0( - P1/I'+cw) o(w, t/J')
= +-'--'--'-'-

ax a(x,y) ,
and both these terms vanish if

w= - Vl 1/l' = P1/I'fc. (7.7.27)
A solution of this equation for t/J' representing a flow ofa centred kind, with a
velocity which diminishes in magnitude as r-i at large distances from the
centre, is

where J", and ~ denote Bessel functions of the first and second kinds and
r = (x +ct)1+yI; solutions of this type with different values ofthe constants
n, A", and B", may be superposed, non-zero values of B", being appropriate
to problems involving an inner boundary within which the layer thickness is
not uniform. Another solution of (7.7.27) is

./,,_(y ){A' (x+ct)pt B (x+ ct) Pi}
'Y - +a sm ci + cos ci '

where a, A and B are constants; this is the type of solution that, when
referred to axes moving westward with speed c, gave the steady flow on the
downstream side of a north-south step in the bottom of the fluid layer.
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A common feature of all these exact solutions is that a general streaming
motion of the fluid towards the east with speed U on which is superposed
motions having a characteristic length scale (UIfJ)t can be a steady state,
which usually shows meanders of the eastward stream alternately to the
north and to the south. These properties are believed to have geophysical
significance, particularly for the atmosphere. Meteorologists have found
that in middle latitudes the Wind well above the earth's surface tends to "be
eastwards) on average, and the streamlines circumscribing the globe show
large-scale approximately stationary meanders. These observed waves or
meanders might be caused by mountain chains acting as obstacles to the
wind, in the way that a step in the bottom of the fluid layer was found to
generate waves on the downstream side.t According to our analysis, the
number of wavelengths in one circumnavigation of the globe at latitude
45° would be about (flR2IU)i) or (RfjU)i, that is, about 26j(Umjsec)i.
Average eastward wind speeds lie mostly between 10 and 30 mjsec, corre
sponding to a prediction of 5 to 8 waves, which is consistent with the
observed features of the global wind pattern.

A discussion of the large-scale features of the motion of the atmosphere
and ocean is not complete without consideration also of the effect of varia
tions of density, but this is beyond our scope here.

7.8. The vortex system of a wing

Generalfeatures of the flow past lifting hod-ies -in three dimenst'ons

In two-dimensional irrotational flow due to a body in translational motion
through infinite fluid, a side-force acts on the body when the circulation
round the body is non-zero (§ 6.4). We saw in §6.7 that when a two
dimensional aerofoil-a thin body with a rounded nose and a sharp tail
moves steadily through fluid in a direction only slightly inclined to its chord,
the effect of viscosity on the flow at high Reynolds number is to cause the
generation of circulation round the aerofoil, the magnitude of the circula
tion being just that required to move the rear stagnation point to the sharp
trailing edge and to eliminate boundary-layer separation from both surfaces
of the aerofoil (Joukowski's hypothesis). This combination of a side-force
of predictable magnitude and absence of boundary-layer separation (im
plying a relatively small drag force) is put to good practical use in aero
nautics. The discussion in §6.7 of the properties of aerofoils and the
associated flow fields was confined to two-dimensional systems. We turn
now to the more realistic case of a three-dimensional system, involving a
body of finite dimensions which is in steady translational motion and on
which a side-force, or 'lift' force, acts. It is convenient to use the terminology
of wings, that is) thin bodies designed specifically to generate aJarge lift force

t The heating or cooling of the air that occurs when the air stream passes across a land
sea boundary may also cause large-scale meanders of the wind.
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and a small drag force when moving with a certain attitude, althou~h many
of the ideas and arguments are applicable qualitatively to the flow due to any
body in translational motion which is not symmetrical about more than one
plane through the direction of motion.

We recall the result obtained in §6.4 that when the flow due to a three
dimensional body in steady translational motion is wholly irrotational both
the side-force and the drag acting on the body are zero. Thus the existence
of vorticity in the fluid is inevitable in the circumstances of interest here.
In the case of a 'streamlined' body with a sharp edge on the downstream
side, with no boundary-layer separation, any vorticity which is generated at
the rigid surface is carried downstream in a thin sheet, the thickness ofwhich
is determined by the viscosity of the fluid. The pressure is continuous across
this sheet, and since the Bernoulli constant has the same value throughout
the region of irrotational flow it follows that the magnitude of the velocity
relative to the body has the same value at adjacent points on the two sides
of the sheet. For a two-dimensional flow field there is then the conclusion
that the sheet constitutes a thin wake containing vorticity of both signs, the
net effect of which on the flow field disappears as the Reynolds number
increases and the thickness of the sheet tends to zero. However, in a three
dimensional flow field there is the possibility of a change in the direction
of the velocity vector across the sheet, associated with a component of
vorticity within the sheet which is parallel to the stream. We are thus led
to explore a connection between the existence of streamwise vorticity in
the stream-surface extending downstream from the sharp trailing edge of a
three-dimensional body, and the exertion of a side-force on the body.

This connection is evident from considerations of the general form of the
streamlines in the steady flow past an inclined flat wing. Observation shows
that on the lower surface of the wing, which is exposed to the oncoming
stream, the pressure is greater than on the upper or 'suction' surface of the
wing, thereby giving a net lift force. (This is what we should expect for a
two-dimensional aerofoil; and near the centre of a wing of large span-to
chord ratio the flow approximates to that past a two-dimensional aero
foil.) Near each end of the wing this pressure difference leads to a tendency
for fluid to flow round a wing-tip from the lower to the upper surface, as
sketched in figure 7.8.1. 'The lateral or span-wise momentum of the fluid
is retained as it passes downstream from the wing, and so there is streamwise
or 'trailing' vorticity in the stream-surface extending downstream from the
sharp trailing edge. The vorticity has opposite signs on the two sides of the
central vertical plane of symmetry, and the trailing sheet vortex may be
regarded roughly as a pair of semi-infinite line vortices, the sense of circu
lation being such that each line vortex moves downward under the action
of the other. The total force impulse required to generate this motion of
the fluid in a lateral plane (normal to the direction of flight) is directed
downwards.
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The streamwise vorticity extending downstream from the wing is thus
seen to be an intermediary in the process by which the downward force
exerted by the wing on the fluid leads to the continual generation of down
ward momentum of the fluid. There is a further fundamental consequence
of the existence of this trailing vorticity. The kinetic energy of motion of the
fluid in a lateral plane over a continually increasing length of the flight path
must be supplied by work done by the moving wing, so that a drag force is
evidently being exerted on the wing. This is the induced drag, referred to
briefly in §5.1 I. Like the lift force, it is a consequence of the generation of
vorticity at a rigid surface and has a magnitude which, at any rate for bodies
on which the boundary layer does not separate upstream of a sharp trailing
edge, is determined by the shape of the body and not by the viscosity of the
fluid.

A

o

B

Figure 7.8.1. The generation of streamwise vorticity downstream from a wing due to flow
round the ends of the wing from the lower high-pressure side to the upper •suction' side.
The trailing vorticity has anti-clockwise sense about the flow direction on the side 0..4 of
the wing, and clockwise sense on the side OB.

An illuminating view of the trailing vortex system may be obtained by
thinking of the closely related two-dimensional field in which motion is
generated from rest by the application of a downward force impulse distri
buted along the line AB shown in figure 7.8.2. This line represents the
cross-section of the (thin) wing in the plane normal to the direction of flight,
and the motion at different times after application of the impulse corre
sponds roughly to the motion in such a lateral plane at different distances
downstream from the moving wing. The appropriate distribution of the
force impulse over AB depends on the way in which the moving wing presses
the fluid down, which involves the exact shape and attitude of the wing, but
it is evident that the streamlines of the motion immediately after application
of the impulse have the general form shown in figure 7.8.2. A sheet vortex is
created on AB by the applied force impulse (since this kind of distribution
of applied force does not satisfy the conditions of Kelvin's circulation
theorem), and the general results of §§7.2, 7.3 show that, for a given distri
bution of the force impulse on AB, the vorticity magnitude at any point
varies linearly with the total impulse, I say. On the other hand the kinetic
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energy of the motion varies as the square of the vorticity (see (7.3.9» and
consequently as the square of the total impulse. Now the wing moving with
speed U exerts a downward force L on the fluid between parallel lateral
planes unit distance apart during a time interval 1/U, so that the total
impulse I in our analogy represents the quantity LIU. During this same
time interval the work done against the induced drag Dt by the moving wing
is Dt , and this is the kinetic energy of the two-dimensional motion in the
analogy. It follows that

where the proportionality factor A has dimensions of area and depends on
the details of the vorticity distribution.

Figure 7.8.2. Streamlines of the two-dimensional motion produced immediately after the
application of a downward force impulse distributed along the line AB.

Wings of large aspect ratio, and' lifting-line' theory

A calculation of the lift and induced drag forces exerted on a wing ofgiven
shape and attitude may employ the methods of inviscid-fluid theory when
the wing is sharp-tailed and boundary-layer separation does not occur
upstream ofthe sharp trailing edge. The main difficulty lies in the determina
tion ofthe strength and position of the vortices which trail downstream from
the wing and which influence the flow near the wing. A theory which enables
the trailing vortex system and the lift and induced drag forces on the wing
to be calculated under certain conditions was initiated by Lanchester and
Prandtl in the early days of aeronautics. This theory is still of considerable
value in the design and testing of aeroplane wings intended for use at sub
sonic flight speeds, and a brief account of it will now be given.

The theory rests on two main assumptions about the wing under con
sideration. The first is that the trailing vortices are straight and parallel to
the direction of flight, with consequent simplification of the expression for
the velocity field induced by the trailing sheet vortex. In reality the vortex-
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lines move with the fluid, and owing to the existence ofa non-zero component
of velocity in a lateral plane (which arises from the influence of the trailing
vortices themselves) the trailing vortices are inclined to the flight direction.
However, provided the trailing vortices are sufficiently weak, which is
equivalent to requiring that the lift force on the wing be sufficiently small,
we may expect the assumption of straight trailing vortices parallel to the
flight direction to be valid as an approximation. The second main assump
tion is that the ratio of the span to the mean chord, known as the aspect ratio
of the wing, is large and that as a consequence (for a wing which is not
extensively swept back) the flow in the neighbourhood of anyone section
of the wing is approximately two-dimensional. The implications of this
assumption will emerge from the analysis.

y
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Figure 7.8.3. Co-ordinate system for a wing, with the ;v-axis vertical.

Figure 7.8.3 shows the co-ordinate system and the notation to be used.
The axes are fixed relative to the wing, and at infinity the fluid has uniform
speed U in the direction of the negative x-axis. The wing is assumed to be
symmetrical about the central vertical plane on which z = o. The chord c,
the angle of incidence tx, and the cross-sectional shape of the wing (all shown
in figure 7.8.3b) may all vary with the spanwise co-ordinate z. Now when
sic ~ I, the plan form of a wing without 'sweep-back' reduces to a straight
line,t as shown in figure 7.8.4. So far as the large-scale features of the flow
are concerned, the only relevant property of this 'lifting line' is the circula
tion, K say, round a circuit enclosing the wing in a plane normal to the

t A wing with a small degree of sweep-back would be represented by a curved line
making a small angle with the z-axis everywhere and can be brought within the scope
of the theory, but will be excluded from the present simplified treatment.
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z-axis. K may vary across the span of the wing, and the variation is evidently
related to the strength of the trailing sheet vortex. If the circulation at span
wise station z +OZ exceeds that at station z by an amount oK, =(dKldz) 8z,
the application of Stokes's theorem to the strip bounded by two similar
closed curves enclosing the wing and lying in planes normal to the z-axis at
these two stations shows that the trailing vortices springing from the portion
of the wing between stations z +oz and z must have a total strength oK
(anti-clockwise sense in the (y, z)-plane being positive as usual); that is,
the strength density (§ 2.6) of the trailing sheet vortex at station z is dK/dz.

y

-oK

u

Figure 7.8.4. The trailing vortex system from a lifting line. The circular arrows show the
actual sense of the circulation for lift in the direction of the positive y-axis (aK < 0).

It is as if the whole vortex system, comprising the trailing vortices and the
'bound' vortex at the lifting line itself, were made up of a set of vortex fila
ments in the shape of rectangles of typical width 2Z with one end at the wing
and the other at infinity downstream. The circulation round the wing must
fall to zero at the two wing-tips (z = +s), and if it does so rapidly the strength
density of the trailing sheet vortex will be of large magnitude near the
wing-tips.

A quantity which we shall need later is the velocity induced at position
(0, 0, Zl) on the lifting line by the whole vortex system. It is evident from the
geometry that this induced velocity is vertical. If the portion of the trailing
sheet vortex of strength oK(z) emanating from the section of the lifting
line between stations z and z +8z extended from x = - 00 to x = +00, it
would made a contribution

- oK(z)/{27T(ZI - z)}

to the induced vertical velocity (see (2.6.4»; since it is semi-infinite, with
one end at the lifting line, the contribution is half this. The bound vortex at
the lifting line makes no contribution to the induced velocity at the lifting
line itself (although of course it induces a circulation round the lifting line).
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Hence the vertical component of velocity at (0, 0, ZI) is

I JfO S dK(z) dz- - -- = V(ZI) say,
417' -s dz ZI -z'

where the principal value of the integral is implied.
It is necessary also to consider the flow past the wing as viewed on the

scale of the chord. According to the second of our two main assumptions,
the rate ofvariation of conditions along the span is so slow that the flow about
any section of the wing like that shown in figure 7.8.3b may be regarded as
two-dimensional. It follows that the local circulation K is given by the
Joukowski hypothesis and the geometry of the wing section. However, the
form of the wing as a whole is not entirely without influence on the flow near
one section of the wing. The key-point of the theory is that under the
conditions stated above the induced vertical velocity due to the trailing
vortex system associated with the wing is approximately uniform over the
neighbourhood of any section of the wing (that is, over a region with linear
dimensions comparable with the chord), and is' therefore equivalent in its
effect on the flow past this section to a small change in the direction of the
undisturbed stream velocity. We see then that the two-dimensional flow
near a section of the wing at station ZI is that due to an aerofoil immersed
in a uniform stream of speed U and with an angle of incidence equal to

v(zJ
<%+0'

where <% is the geometrical angle of incidence (that is, the angle between the
chord line and the direction of flight of the wing), and V(ZI} is given by
(7.8.2) above.

To make further progress we must supplement our lifting-line theory
with some information about the flow in the neighbourhood of a section of
the wing. Now it was found in §6.7 that for all aerofoils in two-dimensional
flow the circulation varies linearly with c, with U and with the angle of inci
dence, when that angle has the small values appropriate to normal flight
conditions. We may therefore put

K(z} = iacU{CX+ P+V~)}, (7.8.3)

where - P, as in §6,7, is the 'no-lift' angle of incidence for the aerofoil; a is
a constant (equal to deL/dcx, in the notation of §6.7), which has the approxi
mate value 217' for all slender Joukowski aerofoils in wholly irrotational
flow and which observation shows to be not far from 6 for most aerofoils.

The relations (7.8.2) and (7.8.3) together provide an integral equation
for the circulation function K(z) when the parameters ac and <%+ Pare given
as functions of z. When K(z) has been determined, the total lift force on the
wing follows from IS

L = pU K(z) dz. (7.8.4)-.
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Since the effective stream in which each section of the wing is immersed
is not exactly parallel to the flight direction, there is a small component of
the side-force parallel to the flight direction, the integral of which over the
span is the induced drag; thus

f8 v(,a)
D,=-pU _8UK(Z)dz. (7.8.5)

It is useful for some purposes to replace the variable z by (), defined by

z = -scosO.

00

K(O) = U ~ BnsinnO;,,-1

The circulation K is zero at the wing-tips, 0 = 0, 17, and so may be written
as the Fourier series

00

D, = 1pUtll7 ~ nB~.
n-l

and

moreover, since the circulation is symmetrically distributed about 0 = 117,

the coefficients Bn are zero when n is even. We then find from (7.8.2) that

V(OI) = _ U (" ~nB",cosnO dO,
417SJ0 cos 0- cos01

U ~nBn sin nOI
= - ¥ sinOl

for 0 < 01 < 17, in view of the result given in §6.9 for the definite integral.
The coefficients Bn may now be evaluated numerically from equation (7.8.3)
by standard approximate methods. The expressions (7.8.4) and (7.8.5) for
the components of force on the wing become

L = tPUtnrBl

These alternative forms for Land D, reveal the interesting result that,
for a given total lift on a wing of given span, the induced drag is a minimum
when the circulation is so distributed that

B" = 0 for n > I,

that is, when K = UBl sin 0 = UBI ( I-;2) i. (7.8.8)

The corresponding induced velocity 'V has the uniform value - UBJ¥ over
the whole span, and the induced drag is

L2
D, = tpU2

117B! = 2 U2' (7.8.9)
217S 'P

in conformity with the general relation (7.8.1) noted earlier.
The 'elliptic loading' of the wing represented by (7.8.8) can be achieved

in various ways, by combining suitable distributions of chord, wing section
shape and angle of incidence over the span. One simple way, which also has
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the advantage that the loading remains elliptic as the inclination of the whole
wing to the approaching stream changes, is to make a, ex and puniform over
the span and to give the wing an elliptic planform so that

c = Co ( I_;22) i .

(Equally the wing could consist of two semi-ellipses with different minor
axes.) In this case comparison of (7.8.3) and (7.8.8) shows that

B ( P)
laco= ex+

1 1+ (aco/8s) .

Thus here the 'downwash' due to the trailing sheet vortex makes the
effective angle of incidence, relative to the no-lift attitude, equal to a
fraction {I + (aco/8s)}-1 of its apparent value, over the whole wing; and the
lift is a similar fraction of the value it would have if each section of the
wing acted as an isolated two-dimensional aerofoil.

Since a ~ 211 and a necessary condition for validity of the analysis is
co/s ~ I, the factor by which the angle of incidence is changed by the down
wash differs from unity by a small quantity only. This illustrates the fact that
the lifting-line theory is essentially concerned with a perturbation of the
flow pattern associated with awing ofinfinite span. 'Lifting-surface' theories
which take some account of the distributions of vertical force on the wing
with respect to both the spanwise and chordwise co-ordinates have also been
developed,t using a suitable combination of the ideas of this section and the
thin-aerofoil analysis of §6.9. It is possible in this context to establish a
process of systematic approximation to the distribution of force on a wing of
large aspect ratio, of which the above lifting-line analysis represents the first
stage (with wholly two-dimensional flow past a wing of infinite span as the
'zeroth' stage).! This systematic procedure shows that since v(z)/U is a
perturbation term in (7.8.3) it may be evaluated, to the degree of approxi
mation to which our lifting-line analysis is valid, by using in (7.8.2) the
unperturbed value of K(z). That is to say, it is consistent with the lifting
line analysis to approximate to the solution of (7.8.2) and (7.8.3) by

K(z) = K (z)- acIs dKo(z') dz' (7.8.11 )
o 811 -s dz' z-z"

where Ko(z) = iacU(ex +P).
In the case of a wing of elliptic plan-form and uniform values of a, ex and P
over the span, this amounts to recognizing that (7.8.10) and dependent
relations are correct only to the first order in aco/8s.

t An account of these developments will be found in Incompressible Aerodynamics, edited
by B. Thwaites (Oxford University Press, 1960).

t See Perturbation Methods in Fluid Mechanics, by M. D. Van Dyke (Academic Press,
1964).



The vortex system of a wing

The trailing vortex system far downstream
Calculations of the kind just described rest on the assumption that near

the wing, say within a distance comparable with the span, the trailing vortices
are straight and parallel to the flight direction and so form a plane sheet
vortex. In reality the induced velocity of the trailing vortices themselves
causes some lateral movement of the vortex-lines. The ratio of the vertical
component of the induced velocity due to the trailing vortices to the free
stream speed is seen from (7.8.2) and (7.8.4) to be of order

L/pU2s2, or CLc/s

if we define the lift coefficient for the wing as a whole as

L
CL = !pU2 x (area of wing)'

Thus the trailing vortices will extend approximately straight downstream
from the trailing edge of the wing, as assumed, if CL cis ~ I. However, in a
time t, corresponding to a distance Ut downstream from the wing, the
induced velocity field will have moved the vortex-lines through a distance
vt in the lateral plane and so will have distorted the initially plane sheet
vortex appreciably when t is of order s/v, that is, at a distance downstream
of order

sU/v, or Sl/CCL'

When the initially plane trailing sheet vortex from a wing of large aspect
ratio does deform, under the influence of its own induced velocity field, it
does so in a characteristic way. Since the change in the shape of the sheet
over a distance downstream comparable with the span is slight, the cross
sectional forms of the sheet vortex at different distances d downstream from
the wing are approximately the same as those in a purely two-dimensional
flow field at different intervals of time t after the cross-section of the sheet is
a straight line, with d = Ut. (The effect of the bound vorticity at the wing is
being ignored here, on the grounds that it can influence the trailing vortices
only near the wing.) This two-dimensional problem can be tackled numeri
cally, when the strength of the trailing sheet vortex is given as a function of
span-wise position.

Figure 7.8.5 shows the result of calculations in the case of the trailing
sheet vortex shed by a wing on which the circulation has the elliptic distribu
tion (7.8.8). The vortex strength (or circulation) per unit length of the sheet

is here dK URIz
dz = - s(S2_ Z2)i' (7.8.12)

showing a concentration of the vorticity near the two edges of the sheet
vortex. For reasons connected with the numerical method, this continuous
distribution of vortex strength was replaced by point vortices of equal
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strength and appropriately chosen number density on the line representing
the sheet. While the sheet is straight, the y-component of induced velocity
at the sheet is downward and uniform across the sheet, as already noted for
this case of an elliptically loaded wing.t However, the two end points are
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Figure ,.8.5. Calculated positions of a group of ten identical point vortices, distributed
along a straight line at t = 0 in such a way as to represent approximately (one half of) the
trailing sheet vortex from an elliptically loaded wing (see (,.8.u». The broken curves are
obtained from an analytical description of the flow near the edge of the sheet vortex
(located at the dot), where the numerical integration is inaccurate. (From Westwater 1936.)

singular, as is evident from (7.8.2) and (7.8.12), and there the vertical com
ponent of induced velocity changes discontinuously to an infinite positive
value (which of course can be reproduced numerically only approximately).
The two ends ofthe sheet consequently move upwards, and this new position

t The induced velocity was found earlier to be unifonn at the wing, relative to which the
trailing vortices are semi-infinite, and it is clearly also unifonn far downstream (if the
sheet is still straight) although twice as large.
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of the vorticity leads to further deformation of the sheet, which spreads in
ward from the two ends. The end of the sheet remains a singularity, and
always moves at right angles to the local tangent, thereby producing a
spiral form with an infinite number of turns. (The photographs in figure
5.10.5, plate 8, reveal similar spiral development of the edge of the sheet
vortex shed from the salient edge of a body soon after it begins to move.)

It is clear from the figures representing the sheet vortex in the later stages
that all the vorticity is being drawn into the two growing spirals, and that
asymptotically the vorticity on each side will be distributed with approxi
mately circular symmetry about a point at distance about 0'& from the
central (x,y)-plane. (The first integral moment of the vorticity on one side
of this plane should remain constant-see §7.3-and initially has a value
corresponding to a centroid at distance 0'79s from the central plane.) Far
downstream from the wing we thus have akind of 'vortex pair', intermediate
in character between the vortex pairs represented in figure 7.3.3, where the
vorticity is concentrated at two points, and figure 7.3.4, where the vorticity
of each sign is spread over a semi-circle. The downward impulse required to
generate this vortex pair is provided by the wing, and the kinetic energy of
the motion in a lateral plane associated with the vortex pair is related to the
induced drag on the wing in the manner already explained. The two trailing
vortices formed far downstream by the 'rolling-up' of the sheet vortex are
sometimes described in the literature as concentrated vortices, although for
wings of large aspect ratio the degree ofconcentration of the vorticity ofeach
sign far downstream cannot be very different from that in the initial plane
sheet vortex in view of the need for constancy of the kinetic energy.

Observations of the flow field downstream from wings of different shape
show that, although the rate of rolling-up of the trailing sheet vortex may
depend on the wing shape and attitude, far enough downstream a pair of
trailing vortices is a typical and dominant feature.

Highly sroept wings
Many modern aircraft are designed to operate at speeds approaching the

speed of sound in the fluid. If undesirable effects of shock-wave formation
due to the compressibility of the air are to be kept within tolerable limits, the
aircraft should have a shape which avoids low values of the minimum
pressure in the fluid, i.e. high values of the maximum velocity of the fluid
relative to the aircraft. 'Two-dimensional' or cylindrical bodies moving
normal to the generators are worse in this respect than 'three-dimensional'
bodies, for obvious reasons; for instance, in irrotational flow of
incompressible fluid past a circular cylinder (with zero circulation) and
past a sphere the ratio of the maximum fluid speed to the free-stream
speed has the values 2'0 and 1'5 respectively. Consequently it is
preferable to sweep back the wing leading edge on the two sides of the
aircraft, to an extent which depends on the intended operating speed.
In the case of aircraft flying at supersonic speed there is inevitably a
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shock wave lying ahead of the nose of the fuselage and extending
downstream as a cone whose angle decreases as the flight speed
increases. Here it is undesirable that the wings should protrude beyond
the region enclosed by this nose shock wave, because that would lead to
further shock-wave formation, and again swept-back wings are required.
For flight at Mach numbers of two or greater, the wing may look more
like a dart than the conventional wing of large aspect ratio and straight
leading edge considered above. The trailing vortex system will not then
have the form sketched in figure 7.8.4, and the classical lifting-line
theory will not be applicable since the chordwise variation of the
downwash induced by the trailing vortices is clearly relevant.

The extensive subject of aerodynamic design lies outside the scope of this
book, but one or two features of the trailing vortex system of highly swept
wings may be noted. The shape of a wing is normally chosen so that at the
cruising speed of the aircraft adequate lift is generated at such a small angle
of incidence that boundary-layer separation does not occur upstream of the
trailing edge. In the case of highly swept wings there is a strong tendency for
fluid to flow round the extensive side edges of the wing, and the range of
angles of incidence for which boundary-layer separation at these side edges
can be avoided is very small. At lower flight speeds, as in the condition for
landing, a higher angle of incidence is required, and it may happen then
that there is separation from the whole of each side edge. This presents a
situation which is interesting as an example of flow past bodies which are
elongated in a direction nearly parallel to the free stream.

A wing planform in the shape of an isosceles triangle has been the subject
of many investigations in wind-tunnels. Figure 7.8.6 (plate 22) shows the
form of streamlines passing close to the upper (or suction) surface of such
a 'delta' wing at an angle of incidence which although geometrically quite
small is large enough to cause separation at the two side edges (which are
here also 'leading' edges). A sheet vortex in which the vorticity is mainly in
the stream direction here is shed from the whole ofeach side edge, beginning
at the apex of the triangle, and it is evident that rolling-up of the sheet vortex
into a spiral form occurs long before the sheet has been carried downstream
as far as the trailing edge. (See also figure 7.5.7, plate 22, which is concerned
with the behaviour of the stronger rolled-up vortices produced at larger
angles of incidence.)

Now when an elongated body is placed with its long dimension nearly
parallel to a stream of fluid, a qualitative picture of the flow field can be
obtained by superposing the effects of two streams, one parallel to the body
axis and one normal to it. If the body presents a bluff shape to the transverse
stream, separation will occur, in different stages of development at different
distances from the front of the body. The situation is perhaps easier to think
about in terms of a simpie cylindl'ical bouy such as a flat long rectangular
plate, with a central plane of symmetry to the flow (figure 7.8.7u). We
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visualize the changes which take place in the fluid velocity at points in a
plane normal to the plate centre-line as this plane moves with the free-stream
velocity. Since gradients normal to this plane are small, the flow pattern in
this plane changes with time in approximately the same way as the two
dimensional flow due to a flat plate which is suddenly made to move normal
to its face at constant speed through fluid initially at rest. Sheet vortices are
shed from the two sides of the plate, and roll up in the manner of figure
5.10.5 (plate 8) as they are carried downstream, giving for the steady flow
past the lifting rectangular plate something like the sketch in figure 7.8.7a.

;7
.(a) (6)

Fieure 7.8.,. Sketches showing the rolling-up of the sheet vortex shed
from the sides of a flat elongated lifting surface.

It is known that the eddies formed behind a flat plate moving in the direction
of its normal grow in size in the initial period after the plate begins to move
but eventually settle down to a steady average size, determined by the plate
width, the flow further downstream being either periodic or irregular and
oscillating. The sheet vortices behind the lifting rectangular plate are there
fore expected to have the kind of development shown in figure 7.8.7a only if
the plate is not too long.

On the other hand, in the case of a lifting triangle of small vertex angle
the width of the flat plate in the associated two-dimensional time-dependent
problem must be supposed to be increasing linearly with time, and the
orderly rolling-up of the sheet vortex sketched in figure 7.8.7b can continue
however long the triangle may be. Furthermore there evidently exists here
the interesting possibility that the growth in size of the sheet vortices in a
transverse plane keeps pace exactly with the increase in width of the tri
angular plate and that the pattern of flow in a plane transverse to the centre
line of the plate has a similar form at all distances from the vertex. The
velocity then has a uniform value on any radial line from the vertex of the
triangular plate, and the flow field is said to have conical similarity. The
assumption of a conical flow field due to a delta wing of small vertex angle
and moderate angle of incidence has been made the basis of a number of
recent developments in wing theory.
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APPENDIX 1

Measured values of some physical properties of common fluids
(I atm = 1"013 x 108dyn/crn"

I joule = 0'2389 cal = 107gm cm"/sec")

Ca) Dry air at apressure ofone atmosphere
Specific heats at 15°C: cp = 1"012joule/gmdegC

Cf} = 0'718joule/gm degC
')' = 1'4°1

Coefficient of compressibility (isothermal) 0'987 x 10-6 cm"/dyn, or I/atm
Coefficient of thermal expansion at 15°C 3'48 x 10-8/degC
Velocity of sound waves at 15°C 34o·6m/sec·
Root-mean-square velocity of molecules at 15°C 498 m/sec
Coefficient of diffusion of water vapour in air at 15°C 0'25 ernl/sec
Coefficient of self-diffusion of nitrogen or oxygen at 15°C 0'18ernl/sec

Thermal
Kinematic conductivityf Thermal

Temperature Density Viscosity viscosity kH diffuaivity Prandtl
T p II- ., joule/ ICH number

degC Pl/ems gm/emsec eml/aee em sec degC eml/sec V/ICH

-Joo a'04x JO-' J'I6 x 10-' 0'057 J'S8 x 10-' 0'076 0'75
-So I's8a 1'45 0'092

0 l'a93 1'71 o'I3a a'4I 0'18.1- o'7a
10 1'247 1,,6 0'141 2'48 0'196 0'7a
IS 1'2as 1'78 0'145 a'SI o'3Oa 0'7a
30 1'205 1,81 0'150 a'S4 o,a08 o'7a
30 1'165 1'86 0'160
40 I'Ia7 1'90 0'169
60 1'060 a'oo 0'188
80 1'000 a'09 0'209

100 0'946 a'18 0'230 3'17 O'3a8 0'70
aoo 0'746 a's8 0'346
300 0,616 a'9S 0'481
500 ,0'456 3'58 0'785

1000 o'a77 4'8a 1'74 7'6 a'71 0·6....

t The last decimal place of the numbers in thia column is uncertain.

Composition (by weight) of dry air at sea-level

N. O. A CO.
o'7ssa o'a3I5' 0'0128 0'0005
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o 5 10 15 20 25
0'999 1°035 1'072 1°110 1°149 1'190
4'19 4'16 4'13 4°10 4'07 4'04

(b) The Standard Atmosphere: average values ofpressure, etco, in temperate
latitudes, accepted by international agreement

Height above
sea-level Pressure Density Temperature

m dyn/cm' glem' degC

0 1°013 x 10' 1°226 X 10-' 15'0
500 0'955 1°168 11'7

1000 0'899 1'112 8'5
1500 0'845 1'059 5'2
2000 0'795 1'007 2'0
3000 0'701 0'910 -4'5
4 000 0,616 0'820 -11'0
5000 0'540 0°736 -17'5
6000 0'472 0°660 -24'0
8000 0'356 0'525 -37'0

10000 0'264 0'413 -50'0
12000 0'193 0'3 II -56'5
14000 0'141 0'227 -56'S
16000 0'103 0'165 -56,S
18000 0'075 0'121 -56'S

(c) Pure water

Coefficient of compressibility 4°9 x 10-11 emS/dyn, or 5°0 x 10-5/atm
(isothermal)

Latent heat of melting of ice 334 joule/gm
Density of ice 0°92 gm/cm8

Coefficient of diffusion of NaCI in water 1'5 x 10-6 cm2/sec
at 25°C (small concentration)

Coefficient of diffusion of KMn04 in water 1°4 x 10-5 ems/sec
at 15°C (small concentration)

Percentage (by weight) of anhydrous NaCI
in solution at 15°C

Density of solution gm/cm'
Specific heat of solution at constant pressure

joule/gm degC
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(c) Pure water (continued)
Thermal

Kinematic conductivity Thermal
Temperature Viscosity viscosity kH diffusivity Prandtl

T p v joule/ ICH number
degC gm/cm sec eml/sec em sec degC eml/sec V/KH

0 1'787 X 10-1 1'787 X 10-1 5,6 x 10-1 1'33 X 10-3 13'4
5 1'514 1'514

10 1'304 1'304 5,8 1'38 9'5
IS 1'137 1'138 5'9 1'40 8'1
ZO I'OOZ 1'004 5'9 I'4z 7'1
ZS 0'891 0'894
30 0'798 o'80z 6'1 1'46 5'5
35 o'7ao o'7as
40 0'654 0'659 6'3 I'SZ 4'3
so 0'548 0'554
60 0'467 0'475 6'5 1'58 3'0
70 0'405 0'414
80 0'355 0'366 6'7 1'64 a'a
90 0'316 O'3Z7

100 o'z83 O'Z95 6'7 1,66 1·8

(d) Diffurivities for momentum and heat at 15°C and 1 atm

Carbon
Ethyl tetra- Olive

Air Water Mercury alcohol chloride oil Glycerine

pgm/cml 0'001225 0'999 13'61 0'79 1,60 0'918 1'26
&1/ joule/gm degC l'OIZ 4'19 0'140 Z'34 0'84 Z'OI Z'34

P gm/cm sec 0'000178 O'OlI4 0'0158 0'0134 0'0104 0'99 z3'3
v cml/sec 0'145 0'0114 o'oolI6 0'0170 0'0065 1,08 18'5

kH joule/em sec degC 0'000253 0'0059 0,080 0'00183 O'OOlI3 0'00169 0'0029
ICH cml/sec 0'202 0'00140 0'042 0'00099 0'00084 0'00092 0'00098
V/ICH o'7a 8'1 0'028 17'2 7'7 II7 189

Glycerine

63
<0

Olive
oil Benzene

29
20 35

Carbon
tetrachloride

27
45

22
<0

Mercury

487
375

Water

72'8Air
Water

(e) Surface tension between two fluids

Surface tension at 20°C (dyn/cm)

Ethyl
alcohol

Temperature degC 0 10 IS 20 25 30 40 So 60 80 100
Surface tension between 75'7 74'2 73'S 72'8 72'0 71'2 69'6 67'9 66'2 62'6 58,8
air and water dyn/cm



we see that

APPENDIX 2

Expressions for some common vector differential quantities In
orthogonal curvilinear co-ordlnate systems

El' E2' Ea is a system of orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates, and the unit
vectors a, b, c are parallel to the co-ordinate lines and in the directions of
increase of El' Ea, Earespectively. The change in the position vector x corre
sponding to increments in El , Ea, and Ea can then be written as

8x == h18Ela+ha8Eab+ha8Eac.

a, b, c and the positive scale factors hi' ha,ha are functions ofthe co-ordinates.
The fact that the three families of co-ordinate lines form an orthogonal

system provides useful expressions for the derivatives ofa, b, and c. We have

ax ox
oEl' oE. = 0,

with two other similar relations, and since

o (ox o~\ 0 (o~\ ox ox 0 (o~\
ofa oEl' aE;) = aEl atJ' oEa+oEl' oEa aE;}

ox ()Jx

-= - 2 oEa' oEl oEa'

_ 0(h2 b) 8(hl a)
- oroEl oEa' aE] oEa '

is a vector normal to c. It follows that

oa == ..!. aha b ob ==..!. oh] a
oEa hi oEl ' aEl ha oEa '

with four other similar relations. Then

oa = o(b x c) = _..!. ohl b _ ~ oh] C

oEl oEl hi aE. ha aEa '
with two other similar relations.

The vector gradient of a scalar function V is

grad V, or VV, (a 0 + b 0 + c oj V
== hloEl ha oEa ha o(J •

The gradient in a direction n is obtained from the operator n. V, which may
act on either a scalar or a vector. To find the components of n.VF, where

F == Fla+Fab+18c,
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we must allow for the, dependence of both ]\, 11, F; and the unit vectors
a, b, c on position. It follows from the above relations that

VF ( V'I;" F2 (oh1 oh,,) Fs (oh1 ohs)}
n. = a n. C1 + h1h" n1 o€" -n" 061 + "sh

1
n1 O€I -ns 061

+b{ }+c{ },

where n1, n., ns are the components of n in the directions a, b, c.
The divergence and curl operators act only on a vector, and

a of b of c of
div F, or V.F, = ,,- .OC +Ii"' ~c +Ii"' OC ,

1 &1 ,,"&" I &1

a of b of c of
curlF, or VxF, = h

l
x 8El + hI x 861 + hax 86a'

By making use of the expressions for derivatives of a, band c, we find

V F _ I {8(ha ha]\) 8(hahI11) o(hlh,,&)}.
. - hI ""hs 8€1 + 8E" + 8Es '

this can also be regarded as the result of applying the -divergence theorem'
to the small parallelepiped whose edges are displacements along co-ordinate
lines corresponding to the increments 8E1' 8E., 8Es. Likewise we find

V x F = ~{O(haF;) _ 8(h2~)} +~{8(hl]\) o(hsFJ}
h"ha 8EI oEa hihI 8EI 8El

~
+~ {O(hIFJ _O(h1FJ}

hl ba 8El 8E.'
~a h.b hac

I 8 8 8
or h1bahl 8El oE. 8Ea '

hlE;, h"F. ha&
which can also be regarded as following from the application of Stokes's
theorem in tum to three orthogonal faces of the same parallelepiped.

The divergence of the gradient gives the Laplacian operator, which may
act on either a scalar or a vector.

V. VV, or V·V, = hl;"hJ8~1 (hh~a :B
a ("sh1 8~ a (hI"" 8~} .

+8€. 7Z; 8fal + 8€a Ii; 8fJ •

The components ofV"F may be calculated by replacing V in this formula by
F, =]\ a +F2 b +F; c, and using the expressions for derivatives ofa, band c,
but the result is too compIica~ed to be useful. It is usually more convenient,
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when finding the components of VIF in a particular co-ordinate system, to
use the identity VIF = V(V .F) - Vx (V x F)

and the above expressions for grad, div and curl.
Consider now the components of the rate-of-strain tensor expressed in

terms of velocity components and derivatives relative to the curvilinear
system. The gradient, in the direction D, of the component of velocity u in
the fixed direction m is

D.V(m.u), =m.(n.Vu).
Diagonal elements of the rate-of-strain tensor represent rates of extension,
obtained by putting m = n, and the non-diagonal elements involve velocity
gradients for which m and n are orthogonal. We see then, from the above
formula for n. VF, that the components of the rate-of-strain tensor relative
to Cartesian axes locally parallel to a, b and c (to which the suffixes I, 2, 3
refer, respectively) are

V
I WI Us ()h1 ria ()h1

ell =a. (a. u) =h BC +h h ()C +h h ()C'
1 ttl 1 S bl a 1 b8

ha () (~\ hi () (~\
e. = ib. (c. Vu) +ic.(b.Vu) = 2h1 ()EI hal + 2ha ()6s hJ'

with four other expressions obtained by cyclic interchange of suffixes. The
components of the stress tensor ""I can be obtained from those of rate of
strain, using the relation (for an incompressible fluid)

UII = - P811 +2p,e"/e

The components of all terms in the equation of motion of a fluid in the
directions a, b, c may now be found by simple substitution in the appro
priate expressions above. The components of the term u. Vu in the accelera
tion are obtained from the expression for n. VF.

Applications to some particular co-ordinate systems are as follows.

Sphericalpolar co-ordinates
To the co-ordinates El = r, Es = fJ, 6a = t/J (where t/J is the azimuthal angle

about the axis fJ = 0) there correspond the scale factors

hi = I, hs = r, ha = rsinfJ.
()a ()a ()a.
Or = 0, ()(j = b, ()t/J = sm fJ c,

()b ()b ()b
Or = 0, ()(j = - a, 8t/J =cos (j c,

()c ()e ()c .
Or = 0, ()(j = 0, ()t/J = -smOa-cosOb.

8V b 8V c ()V
VV = a Or +, ()fJ + rsinO otP '
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(
no18 n,pF,p) ( n,pF,p noF;.)n.VF = a n.Vli;.--r-- -r- +b n.V18--r-cote+r

(
n,pF;. n,p18 )+c n.VF,p+-r-+-,- cote,

V F = ~ 0(r2F;.) + I o(sin e18) + I of,p
. r2 or rsin e oe rsin e orp ,

V x F = _a_{o(F,pSine) _ o18} +~ {_I_ oli;. _ O(rF,p)} +~ (o(r18) _ oJf;.}
rsine oe orp r sin e orp Or r Or oe'

V2V _ 1 O· ( 20V) 1 0 (. e o~ I a2v
- r2or r or + r2sin e oe sm 081 + r2sin2e Orp2 ,

V2F = a {V2F., _ 2F;. _ 2 0(18 sin e) _ 2 oF,p}
r r2 r2 sin e oe r2sin e orp

+ b {V2R + ~ oli;. _ 18 _ 2 cos e OF,p}
o r2 oe r2sin1 e r2sin2e 0tP

{
V2F 2 ali;. 2 cos e 018 F;}

+ c ; + r2 sin e orp + ,2 sin2e orp - r2 sin2e .
Rate-of-strain tensor:

ou,. 1 Ouo Ur
err = or' eoo = r80+,'

I Ou; Ur Uocote
eJ..J..= -+-+~-

'1''1' rsin e 0tP' "

sine 0 ( u; ) 1 Oue I Our r 0 (U;)
eo; =2T oe sin e + 2r sin e orp , e",. = 2r sin e 0tP + 2Or r '

ere = ~~ (uo) +!. Our.
2 &r, 2' oe

Equation of motion for an incompressible fluid, with no body force:

_Ou_r +u. Vu _ u~_u; = _.! _op
ot r" p &r

+v {V2u _ 2Ur_ 2 o(uosin e) _ 2 Ou;}
r ,I r sin e oe r2 sin e otP '

oUo+u. Vtlo+ uruo _ U~ cote = _2.. op
ot "proe

{
2 Our Uo 2 cos e Ou;}

+V V2ue+ ,2 Oe - ,2 sin2e - ,2 sin2e Orp ,

Out/J+U.Vu +U;Ur+tloUt/Jcote=_ ~ OJ>
ot ;, , prsme OtP

+ {V2 2 Our 2 COS () Ouo Ut/J}
V U; + ,2 sin () orp + r2 sin2 () otP - r2sin2 () .
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Cylindn'cal co-ordinates

To the co-ordinates 61 = X, 62 = u, 6a = f/J (where f/J is the azimuthal
angle about the axis U = 0) there correspond the scale factors

hi = I, h2 = I, ha= u.

oa ob oc
of/J = 0, of/J = c, of/J = - b,

and a, b, c are independent of x and u.

oV oV c oVVV=a-+b-+--
ox OU U of/J'

n. VF = aCneVFz)+b(n. VFer - n~:~) +c (D. VF~+ n~:u),

V.F = oFz +~ o(ul;,) +.!. oF~
ox U OU U of/J'

Vx F = a {~ o(uF~) _.!- OFu}+ b (.!. oFz_ OF~) + c (OFer _ OFz)
U OU U of/J U of/J ox ox ou '

2 _ 02V I 0 (o!,:\ 1 OIV
V V - ox2 +U OU UOU) +US Of/J2 ,

V2F - (V2 Z' ) b (V2 Z' Fer 2 OF~) (V2 2 oFer F~)- a r z + r er - u2 - US of/J +c F;+ US of/J - u2 •

Rate-of-strain tensor:

U 0 (U~) I Ouer I Ouz 1 Ou~ 1 Ouu 1 Oux
eu~ = 2" aU Ci + 2U' of/J' e~z = 2U of/J +2 ox' ezu = 2 ax +2" ou .

Equation of motion for an incompressible fluid, with no body force:

Oux V 1 OJ> V2...ot +u. Uz = -p ax +v -Uz ,

Ouer +u. Vu _ u~ = _~ op +v (VSu _ Uu_~ Ou~)
ot er U p OU u US US of/J '

Ou~+u. Vu~+ ueru~ = _2..- OJ> + v (VSu~+~ Ouer _ U~).
at ." U pu of/J ." u2 of/J u2

Polar co-ordinates in two dimensions
The relevant formulae can be obtained from those for the above cylindrical

co-ordinates by suppressing all components and derivatives in the direction
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of the x-co-ordinate line, but are written out here in view of the frequency of
their use. The co-ordinates are

61 =',
08
-=0,
Or

62 = 0, and hi = I, h2 = "

08 ob ob
00 = b, Or = 0, 00 = - 8.

oV boVVV=8-+--Or , 00'

n.VF ='8 (n.V~-no~) +b(n.VJ18+ no;),
V F = ~ o(rJ;.) +.! oPs

. , Or ,00'

VxF = {.! o('Ps)_.! OF,.}axb
, Or , 00 '

I I 0(OV) I o'V .
V V=;: Or ' Or +,2001'

V2F = 8 (V2F. _ F,. _3:.. oPs) +b (VIE8+~ oF;. _Po)
r ,. ,. Of} ,. 00 r .

Rate-of-strain tensor:

e. = au,. e(J(J = ~ Duo + u,. e..L> = !. !.- (uo) +..!.. au,..
rr or' , 00 " "' 2Or' 2'00

Equation of motion for an incompressible fluid, with no body force:

au,.+ (u ~+ Uo !.-) u,. _ u~ = _~ OJ> +v (v2u,._u,._ 3:.. Du8)ot r Or , 00 , p Or ,. ,2 00 '

O1fe + (u,. !.. +Ue !..) Uo +u,.Uo = _..!.. op +v (V2ue+! au,._118) •
Ct Or,OO , p,of} ,2 00 r
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SUBJECT INDEX

Acceleration
of a material element, 73

in curvilinear co-ordinates, 600
reaction on a moving body, 405, 40']

Acoustic streaming, 363
Acyclic flow, I I I

Adhesion, viscous, u8
Adiabatic change of state, :za
Aerofoil, 435

angle of incidence of, 444
approximate theory for thin, 467
generation of circulation round, 438
lift on, 443
obtained by conformal transformation of

a circle, 441
Air, physical properties of, 594
Archnnedes' theorem, 16, 177

analogue for rotating fluid, 178
Aspect ratio of a wing, 584
Atmosphere

equations for flow in a model, 569
the Standard, 595

Avogadro's law, 37
Axisymmetric flow, 72

cylindrical, 545
irrotational, 449
steady, with vorticity in inviscid fluid,

543
with vorticity but no swirl in unbounded

inviscid fluid, 521

Bernoulli surface, 509
Bernoulli's theorem for steady motion, 156,

265, 383, 509
applications to irrotational flow, 386
special forms of, 161

Beta-plane approximation for motion on a
rotating sphere, 571

Blasius formulae for force and moment on
a cylinder in steady irrotational flow,
433

Body forces, 7
Boltzmann distribution, 40
Boltzmann's constant, 43
Borda's mouthpiece, 390,497
Boundary layer, 302

approximate form of equation of motion
in, 304

at a free surface, 364
attenuation ofgravity waves due to, 370

displacement thickness of, 3 I I

effectonflowduetomovingbody, 336, 342

effects of acceleration and deceleration
of the external stream, 314

growth of, in initially irrotational flow, 321
influence on shape of cavity behind l:l

body moving through liquid, 506
momentum integral relation for, 319
momentum thickness of, 320
on a flat plate, 308
on a yawed cylinder, 377
oscillatory, 353

steady streaming due to, 358
separation of, 325
similarity solution for stream velocity

cxfrl
, 316

turbulent flow in, 313
Bubbles in liquid

attraction due to oscillations in volume,
455

rate of rise of spherical-cap, 475
rising in a vertical tube, 477
spherical

expanding,479
rising at large Reynolds number, 367
rising at small Reynolds number, 237

Bulk modulus of elasticity, :14
Buoyancy force

in a moving fluid, 177
on a body in fluid at rest, 17

Camber of an aerofoil, 446
Capillarity, 67
Camot's law, 43
Cavitation, 55, 481

due to acceleration of liquid, 485
in the tip vortex from a propeller, 484
number, 483,491
sheet, 491

Cavity in liquid
attached to a body in steady flow, 502

air or vapour-filled, 492
behind a flat plate, at ambient pres

sure, 497
with non-zero cavitation number, 503,

505
collapse of, 486, 488
examples of formation

in steady flow, 48z
in unsteady flow, 485

Channel, steady flow in a converging or
diverging, Z94

Chord of an aerofoil, 445
Circle theorem, .pz
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Circular cylinder
circulation developed by rotation and

translation of, 427
damping force on oscillating, 357
embedded in a simple shearing motion

of inviscid fluid, 542
flow due to rotation of, 203
flow due to translation of

assumed irrotational, 424
at large Reynolds number, 338, 34°,426
at Reynolds numbers between I and

100, 257
at smaII Reynolds number, 244
development from rest, 324, 337

in inviscid fluid rotating rigidly at
infinity,54O

Circular streamlines, flow with, 201
Circular tube

starting flow in, 193
steady flow in, 18o

Circulation round a closed curve, 93
constancy in inviscid fluid, 273
effect of viscosity on, 269

Collision between molecules, 37, 50
Complex potential for two-dimensional

motion, 107, 409
flow past a circular cylinder, 421
flow past an elliptic cylinder, 429
point vortex, I I I

simple flow fields, 410
Compressibility, coefficient of, 24

of a liquid, 56
of a perfect gas, 43
of water, 595

Conduction of heat, 29
in a moving fluid, 136

Conformal transformation of two-dimen
sional irrotational flow, 413

use in free-streamline problems, 494
Conical similarity of flow due to a highly

swept wing, 593
Conjugate functions, 107
Conservation laws for a fluid in motion, 135
Constitutive relations, 32
Continuity equation, 74
Continuum hypothesis, 4
Contraction coefficient for a jet from an

orifice, 388, 497
Control surface, 139
Convective rate of change, 73
Coriolis force, 140, 555

balance with frictional force in an Ekman
layer, 196

effect on flow of dominance of, 557, 572
modification of pressure to allow for, 178
restoring effect of, 556

Comer, flow with negligible inertia forces
near a, 224

Critical point of a liquid-vapour system, 54
Crocco's relation, 160
Cyclic constant, no
Cyclonic flow system, 572

D'Alembert's paradox, 332, 405
Darcy's law, 224
Deviatoric stress tensor, 142

relation to rate-of-strain tensor, 1#
Diffusion

coefficient of, 33
for a perfect gas, 49
for solutes in liquids, 58, 595

in a moving fluid, 136
of matter, 29
solution for an initial source, 186

Diffusivity, thermal, 35
measured values of, 597

Dispersion of vorticity distribution in two
dimensional unbounded flow, 528,
536

Displacement thickness, 3I I

Dissipation of energy due to viscosity, 153
Doubly-connected region, irrotational flow

in, 109
Downwash due to trailing sheet vortex

from a wing, 588
Drag

form, 332
induced, on a lifting body, 331, 582
on a body in a stream, with an attached

cavity, 500, 503
on a body moving steadily through

fluid, 331
at high Reynolds number, without

separation, 335
at high Reynolds number, with separa

tion, 339
effect of transition to turbulence in

the boundary layer, 342
zero in an inviscid fluid, 332

on a circular cylinder or a sphere
at large Reynolds number, 341
at Reynolds numbers from I to 100,

234, 261
at small Reynolds number, 233, 246

on a spherical gas bubble
at large Reynolds number, 367
at amall Reynolds number, 237

Draining plate, 263
Drift of fluid elements due to progressive

wave, 363
Dynamical similarity, 213

Efflux from a circular orifice, 387
Ekman layer in a rotating fluid, 195

at a free surface, 197
at a rigid plane boundry, 199, 293
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Ellipsoid of revolution, irrotational flow due
to motion of, 455

Elliptic
co-ordinates, 429, 455
cylinder, irrotational flow due to motion

of, 4a7
loading of wing, 587
tube, flow in an, 182

Enthalpy, 25
of a perfect gas, 43
stagnation, 160

Entropy, 24
of a perfect gas, 43

Equation of motion, 137
for a Newtonian fluid, 147, 174
in cylindrical co-ordinates, 602
in polar co-ordinates, 600, 602
relative to moving axes, 139

Equation of state, 21
for a perfect gas, 43
for water, 56

Equilibrium of a fluid, 4, 20
Equipartition of energy, principle of,

41
Eulerian specification of the flow field,

71
Expansion, rate of, 75
Expansion viscosity, IS4

of a suspension of bubbles, 253

Fluid
Newtonian, 146
self-gravitating, 18
simple, 1

Flux vector, 3I
Force

buoyancy, 17, 177
damping, on oscillating body, 355
on a moving body

in accelerating fluid, 409
in steady motion, 33 I
with irrotational flow, 404

on a regular array of bodies in a stream,
372,375

on a semi-infinite axisymmetric body
with irrotational flow, 462

on sharp edge ofa plate due to irrotational
flow round it, 412

on a steadily moving cylinder with irrota-
tional flow, 433

surface or contact, 7
volume or body, 7
see also Drag, Lift force

Free shear layers at large Reynolds num
ber, 346

Free streamline theory for steady two
dimensional flow, 493

Free surface of liquid, conditions at, 150

Geostrophic flow in a rotating fluid, 572
Gradient wind, 573
Growth rate of disturbance to a sheet

vortex, 516

Hannonica
circular, 127
spherical, 121

Hele-Shaw ceIl, 222

Helmholtz free energy, 25
contribution of surface tension to, 61

Homenergic flow, 160
Homentropic flow, 156, 166

Impact of a body on a free surface of liquid,
473

Impulse, fluid, 408, 518, 529
Impulsive motion of a fluid, 471
Incompressible fluid, 75, 147

conditions for behaviour as, 161
Indicator diagram, 23

for liquid-vapour system, 54
Induced drag on a lifting body, 331, 582
Inertia

force, 241
waves in a rotating fluid, 564

Internal energy, 21
changes in, in a moving fluid, lSI
contribution from rotational and vibra

tional modes to, 45
equation, 153
of a perfect gas, 43

Irrotational motion of fluid
axisymmetric, 449
due to a moving rigid body, 398
due to a plate with an attached cavity

in a stream, 497
due to translation of a

body simulated by sources on the axis,
458,464

circular cylinder, 129, 424
cylinder of given shape, 421
ellipsoid of revolution, 455
elliptic cylinder, 4a7
ftatp~te,43I,432,436
semi-infinite body, 460
slender body, 463, 466
sphere, 123,452

expression for pressure in, 383
general properties of, 380
in a rotating ellipsoid, 506
in the angle between two plane walls, 41 I

kinetic energy of, 383
made steady by a choice of rotating axes,

396
persistence of, 276
regarded as due to a layer of sources or

doublets, 130



Navier-Stokes equation, 147
Newtonian fluid, 146
Normal stresses, I I

No-slip condition at a rigid boundary,
149

Ocean, equations for flow in a model, 569
Orifice, jet of liquid from, 387, 495
Oscillating body

damping force on, 355
steady streaming due to, 362

Oscillating plane boundary, flow due to,
191

Oseen's equations for flow at small Reynolds
number, 241

Paint-brush, model of, 183
Parameters of state, 21
Penetration depth of flow oscillations, 193
Perfect gas, 37

departures from laws for, 45
equation of state for, 43
transport coefficients in, 47
with constant specific heats, 45

Permeability of a porous medium, 224
Phenomenological approach, 143
Planetary waves, 577
Plate

planing on a free surface, 501
two-dimensional irrotational flow due to

movement of, 43 I, 432, 436
with a cavity at ambient pressure, 497

Point vortex, 95

Subject Index

Material
boundary, condition$ at a, 148
derivative, 73
elements, 7 I

rates of change of, 13 I

integrals, rates of change of, 133
Maxwell's thermodynamic relations, 25
Minimum dissipation theorem, 227
Modified pressure, 176,387
Molecular

force, 2
spacing, 3
velocity distribution in a gas, 38

Maxwell form of, 41
Moment on a moving cylinder with irro-

tational flow, 434
ellipse, 435
Joukowski aerofoil, 448
thin aerofoil, 470

Momentum equation in integral form, 138
applications to irrotational flow, 386
examples of use, 372, 386

Mountain ridge, deflection of stream due
to,573

Irrotational vector, definition of, 81
Isentropic change of state, 24
Isentropic flow, 156, 165
Isotropic medium, diffusion and heat

conduction in, 32

612

Kelvin's circulation theorem, 273, 380
Kelvin's minimum energy theorem, 384
Kinematic viscosity, 37, 175
Kinetic energy

of irrotational flow due to a moving
body, 402

of unbounded fluid in motion with
vorticity, 520

in two dimensions, 529
Kinetic theory of gases, 37
Kundt's dust tube, 363

Jeffery-Hamel flow, 294
Jet

adjoining a rigid wall, 377
from a steadypoint source of momentum,

205
in two dimensions, at large Reynolds

number, 344
of liquid

from an orifice in two dimensions, 495
impinging on a plane wall, 392, 501

Jets ofliquid impinging to form a sheet, 506
]oukowski's hypothesis for circulation

round an aerofoil in steady motion,
437,438

Joukowski transformation and aerofoils, 444

Lagrangian specification of flow field, 7 I

Laplace's equation, 101
inorthogonal curvilinearco-ordinates, 599

Lift force
due to circulation round a moving

cylinder, 406, 434
for a Ioukowski aerofoil, 446, 447
for any aerofoil, 443
for a thin aerofoil, 470

on a body moving through fluid, 33 I, 580
on a wing, 586

Lifting-line theory for wings of large aspect
ratio, 583

Line vortex, 93
being extended and diffused, 272
circular, 5I1, 521
self-induced movement of, 509
spreading due to viscosity, 204

Loschmidt's number, 37
Lubrication theory, 219

Mach number, 168
Magnus effect, 427
Mass-conservation equation, 74
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Point vortices, motion of group of, 530
Poiseuille flow in a circular tube, 180

stability of, 186
Porous medium, flow through, 223
Pressure

equilibrium, 154
impulse, 471
in a liquid, 56
in a perfect gas, 39
in irrotational flow, 383
mechanical definition of, in a moving

fluid, 141
modification to allow for effect of a body

force, 176, 387
rise due to sudden enlargement of a

pipe, 375
static-fluid, 14

Principal rates of strain, 81
Proudman's theorem, 558
Pure straining motion, 81

Rankine ovoid, 459
Rate-of-strain tensor, 81

components in curvilinear co-ordinates,
600

Reconcilable curves, 109
Rectangular tube, flow in, 182
Reducible curve, 92
Re-entrant jet model for flow with cavity,

50 5
Relaxation time for departures from mole-

cular equilibrium, 5I, 60
Reversible change of state, 22
Reynolds number, 214
Rolling-up of the trailing sheet vortex

from a wing, 589, 593
Rossby

number, 557
waves, 578

RotatinK
axes, equations for flow relative to, 140,

162, 177, 396, 555
circular cylinder, flow due to, 203
disk, centrifugal flow due to, 290
fluid

effect of change of cross-section of a
tube on stream of, 546

'elasticity' of, 555
flow due to a body moving along the

axis of, 564-
flow due tostationary interior boundary

in, 539
geostrophic flow in, 571
propagation of waves in, 559, 565
slow relative motion in, 557

sphere, motion in a thin layer on, 567
Rotation of a fluid in two-dimensional

motion, 177

Saturated vapour pressure, 54
Scale-height of atmosphere, 20
Schwarz-Christoffel theorem, 418
Separation of the boundary layer, 325

at a salient edge, 329
relation to point of zero skin friction, 328

Shallow water approximation, 568
Shaped charge, jet flow due to, 395
Sheet vortex, 97

being extended and diffused, 273
equivalent to a layerofsource doublets,I30
instability of, 5II
spreading due to viscosity, 187

Similarity
conical, 593
dynamical, 213
solution, 188

Simple shearing motion, 30, 83, 541
Slender body, irrotational flow due to

motion of, 463
Slowly-varying channel, flow in, 217
Solenoidal vector, 75

conditions for velocity to be, 167
Sound waves, speed of, 166
Source doublet, 89
Source of fluid volume

line, 91
point, 88

Specific heats, 22
principal, 23

of air, 594-
of a perfect gas, 43
of common liquids, 57
of water, 596

Sphere
damping force on oscillating, 357

embedded in a pure straining motion,
248

flow due to a moving
at Reynolds numbers between I and

100,262
at small Reynolds number, 230, 235,241
irrotational, 452

in oscillatory motion due to passage of a
sound wave, 454

Spherical vortex, 526
Stagnation point

flow toward, at a rigid boundary, 285
irrotational flow near, l0S

Standard Atmosphere, 595
Steady flow, 72
Steady streaming due to oscillatory bound

ary layer, 358
, Stokeslet', flow due to, 240
Stokes's law for resistance to a moving

sphere, 233
Streak line, 72
Stream function, definition of, 77, 78
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Streamline, 72
Stream-tube, 72
Stress. 8

in a Newtonian fluid, 146
principal, 12
tensor, 10

components in curvilinear co-ordi-
nates, 600

deviatoric, 142
in a fluid at rest, I2

in a moving fluid, 142
symmetry of. 1I

Strouhal number. 216
Suction, flow along a wall with, 282
Surface forces, 7
Surface tension, 60

effect of adsorbed material on, 62
measured values of, 597
pressure due to, 64

Suspension of particles
increased rate of dissipation in, 250
viscosity of, 246

Swept-back wing, 591

Tangential stresses, I I

Taylor column, 559, 564
Thermal

conductivity. 34
diffusivity, 35

of air, 594-
of a perfect gas. 49
of liquids, 58
of water. 597

expansion coefficient, 2.6
of air. 594
of a perfect gas, 43
of water, 596

Thermometric conductivity, 35
Toroidal gas bubble, 523
Tomcelli's theorem, 388
Trailing vortices

from a highly swept wing. 592
from a lifting body, 331, 581

Transition layer between parallel streams,
187

Transport
coefficient, 3I

of momentum, 36
phenomena, 28

Unidirectional flow in viscous fluid
steady. 179
unsteady. 186

Uniqueness
of an irrotational solenoidal velocity dis

tribution, 103, II2, II9, 126
of solenoidal flow with negligible inertia

forces. 227

Van der Waals' equation. 46
Velocity potential, 100

expression as a series
of circular harmonics. 127
of spherical harmonics, 121

physical interpretation of. 472
Venturi tube, 484
Virtual inertia of an accelerating body, 407

circular disk. 458
Viscosity. 36. 145

expansion. 154
kinematic, 37. 175
measured values of, 597
of a dilute suspension. 246
of a perfect gas. 49
of liquids, 59
shear. 154

Viscous fluid. 30
Volume forces, 7
Vortex

bound, at a lifting line. 585
breakdown, 554-
doublet. 95
effect of change of extemal velocity on

an isolated, 550
elliptical, 534
Hill's spherical, 526
pair. steady flow relative to, 534
point. in two-dimensional motion, 95
rings, 522.
starting, 441
street, 261. 338, 536
system of a wing, 580
see also Line vortex, Sheet vortex

Vortex-line, 92.
moves with an inviscid fluid, 274

Vortex-tube, 92.
moves with an inviscid fluid with con

stant strength. 274
strength of. 93

Vorticity. 81
effect of viscosity on dispersion of, 536
equation for, 267
integral invariants in two-dimensional

unbounded flow, 528
intensification by extension of vortex

lines,27°
laws for inviscid fluid, 273
of a material element of a thin layer on a

rotating sphere. 570
shed by an aerofoil in unsteady motion,

438
source of, in motion generated from

rest, 277
trailing. from a wing. 581
uniform

steady rotation of region of, 533, 534
steady two-dimensional flow with. 537
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Wake behind a moving body, 348
with lift, 377

Water-hammer pressure, 487
Water, pure, physical properties of, 595
Waves

inertia, 564
planetary or Rossby, 578
progressive gravity

angle at sharp crest of, 506

attenuation due to boundary layer at
free surface, 370

drift due to boundary layer at bottom,
363

Weir, flow over, 391
Wetting of a solid surface, 66
Wing, vortex system of, 580

Zero skin friction, flow near a point of, zz6
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